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KENTUCKY-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY
CASE NO. 2015-00418
ATTORNEY GENERAL’S FIRST REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
______________________________________________________________________________
Witness:
18.

Scott W. Rungren

Reference the Kentucky American Water application. Provide copies of all credit reports
for American Water and/or Kentucky American Water between January 1, 2014 and the
present from the major credit rating agencies (Moody’s, S&P, and Fitch).

Response:
The requested documents are attached.
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Research Update:

American Water Works Co. Inc. And Subsidiaries
Outlook Revised To Positive; 'A-' Corporate Credit
Ratings Affirmed
Overview
•American Water Works Co. Inc.'s (AWK) business risk profile remains
"excellent" and its financial measures within the "intermediate"
financial risk profile continue to improve, primarily reflecting the
company's effective management of regulatory risk, which provides for
incremental stability and certainty in cash flow generation.
•We are revising our outlook on AWK and its subsidiaries American Water
Capital Corp., New Jersey-American Water Co., and Pennsylvania-American
Water Co. to positive from stable.
•We are affirming our corporate credit rating on the company and its
subsidiaries
•We based the outlook revision to positive on our expectations for
incremental improvement in the financial profile throughout the forecast
period. The improvement in financial measures stems from the company's
effective handling of regulatory risk, which we expect should result in
more favorable rate outcomes.

Rating Action
On June 2, 2014, Standard & Poor's Ratings Services revised its rating outlook
on Voorhees, N.J.-based American Water Works Co. Inc. (AWK) and subsidiaries
American Water Capital Corp. (AWCC), New Jersey-American Water Co., and
Pennsylvania-American Water Co. to positive from stable. At the same time, we
affirmed all of our ratings, including the 'A-' corporate credit ratings, on
AWK and its subsidiaries.

Rationale
The positive outlook reflects our expectation of the continued strengthening
of AWK's financial profile resulting from the company's increasingly effective
handling of regulatory risk and leading to more favorable .rate outcomes. Under
our baseline forecast, we expect funds from operations (FFO) to debt of more
than 16% and debt to EBITDA of about 4.5x.
We view AWK's business risk as "excellent," based on its monopolistic and
lower-risk rate-regulated water distribution business that provides an
essential service in regulatory jurisdictions that we generally view as
supportive of credit quality. In addition, the company's geographic diversity,
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reliability, and efficient operations also support its business risk profile.
AWK's elevated capital-spending requirements for infrastructure replacement,
increased compliance costs for water quality standards, and reliance on
acquisitions to provide growth, partly offset these strengths. The company
serves approximately 3.2 million water and wastewater customers across 16
states. We currently view the company as consisting of 95% regulated
businesses and 5% unregulated businesses on an EBITDA basis. While we view the
unregulated businesses as having higher business risk compared with the
regulated operations, we also recognize that AWK's unregulated businesses
marginally affect the company's business risk profile because of its modest
expected capital requirements, affiliation with its regulated service
jurisdictions, and its lower-risk service contracts.
AWK is regulated by the public utility commissions of the states in which they
operate primarily New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Missouri, Indiana,
California, and West Virginia, which represent approximately 88% of revenues
and 85% of customers. We assess all of the aforementioned regulatory
jurisdictions as "strong/adequate" (see "Utility Regulatory Assessments For
U.S. Investor-Owned Utilities," published Jan. 7, 2014). We also view AWK's
regulatory advantage assessment as "strong" resulting from the above-average
overall effective management of regulatory risk partially through the use of
multiple riders including a distribution system improvement charge in a number
of its jurisdictions, including New Jersey and Pennsylvania, as well as a
decoupling mechanism in New York. These mechanisms allow for rate increases
outside of a general rate case, which we view as credit-supportive because it
reduces regulatory lag.
We assess AWK's financial risk profile as "intermediate" based on our low
volatility benchmark ratios, reflecting the company's lower-risk regulated
water business model and our assessment of the regulatory advantage score as
"strong." Under our base case scenario of rate case increases and higher
capital spending, we expect FFO to debt of more than 16% and debt to EBITDA of
about 4.5x. We also expect that AWK will continue to have negative
discretionary cash flow, reflecting its higher capital spending level.
Fundamentally, we expect that AWK will continue to fund its investments in a
manner that preserves credit quality.

Liquidity
Our short-term rating on AWK is 'A-2'. AWK has "adequate" liquidity and can
more than cover its needs for the next 12 months, even if EBITDA declines by
10%. We expect the company's liquidity sources over the next 12 months will
exceed its uses by more than 1.1x, the minimum threshold for an "adequate"
designation under our criteria, and that the company will also meet our other
criteria for such a designation.
Principal liquidity sources:
•Credit facility availability of at least $500 million over the next 12
months
•FFO of about $1 billion over the next 12 months
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Principal liquidity uses:
•Capital spending of about $900 million
•Potential dividend payment of about $150 million to $180 million

Recovery analysis
We assign recovery ratings to first-mortgage bonds (FMBs) issued by U.S.
utilities, which can result in issue ratings being notched above a corporate
credit rating on a utility depending on the rating category and the extent of
the collateral coverage. The FMBs issued by U.S. utilities are a form of
"secured utility bond" (SUB) that qualify for a recovery rating as defined in
our criteria (see "Collateral Coverage and Issue Notching Rules for '1+' and
'1' Recovery Ratings on Senior Bonds Secured by Utility Real Property, Feb.
14, 2013). The recovery methodology is supported by the ample historical
record of 100% recovery for secured bondholders in utility bankruptcies in the
U.S. and our view that the factors that enhanced those recoveries (limited
size of the creditor class and the durable value of utility rate-based assets
during and after a reorganization given the essential service provided and the
high replacement cost) will persist in the future.
Under our SUB criteria, we calculate a ratio of our estimate of the value of
the collateral pledged to bondholders relative to the amount of FMBs
outstanding. FMB ratings can exceed a corporate credit rating on a utility by
up to one notch in the 'A' category, two notches in the 'BBB' category, and
three notches in speculative-grade categories, depending on the calculated
ratio.
New Jersey-American Water and Pennsylvania-American Water's FMBs benefit from
a first-priority lien on substantially all of the utility's real property
owned or subsequently acquired. Collateral coverage of more than 1.5x supports
a recovery rating of 1 1+' and an issue rating one notch above the corporate
credit rating.

Outlook
The positive rating outlook on AWK reflects improvement in the financial
measures, which we expect to continue throughout the forecast period. The
improvement in financial measures stems from the company effectively managing
its regulatory risk resulting in more favorable rate outcomes. Under our
baseline forecast, we expect FF0 to debt of more than 16% and debt to EBITDA
of about 4.5x. We expect that AWK will continue to manage its regulatory risk
while maintaining financial measures that remain consistent within its
"intermediate" financial risk profile category.

Downside scenario
We could revise the outlook to stable if regulatory risk increased or
financial performance stalled or deteriorated, which could result from
substantial debt financing of capital spending or acquisitions, such that FF0
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to debt fell to less than 16% and debt to EBITDA rose to more than 4.5x on a
sustained basis.

Upside scenario
We could raise the ratings if FF0 to total debt consistently remained more
than 17% and debt to EBITDA were less than 4.5x. This could most probably
occur if the company were able to manage its regulatory risk and achieve
higher-than-expected rate case outcomes along with continuing to manage its
expenses in a conservative manner.

Modifiers
We assess the comparable ratings analysis modifier as "negative," resulting in
a one-notch lowering of the anchor score to 'a-' from 'a', which reflects
weaker consolidated cash flow measures within the "intermediate" financial
risk category and higher debt leverage. However, financial measures have
improved, which we expect to continue throughout the forecast period.

Group Influence
Standard & Poor's bases its ratings on AWK on the consolidated group credit
profile and application of our group ratings methodology. The GCP is 'a-'. As
the parent company the issuer credit rating is the same as the GCP.

Ratings Score Snapshot
Corporate Credit Rating: A-/Positive/A-2
Business risk: Excellent
•Country risk: Very low
•Industry risk: Very low
•Competitive position: Excellent
Financial risk: Intermediate
•Cash flow/Leverage: Intermediate
Anchor: a
Modifiers
•Diversification/Portfolio effect: Neutral (no impact)
•Capital structure: Neutral (no impact)
•Liquidity: Adequate (no impact)
•Financial policy: Neutral (no impact)
•Management and governance: Satisfactory (no impact)
•Comparable rating analysis: Negative (-1 notch)
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Stand-alone credit profile: a•Group credit profile: a-

Related Criteria And Research
Related Criteria
•Methodology And Assumptions: Liquidity Descriptors For Global Corporate
Issuers, Jan. 2, 2014
•Group Rating Methodology, Nov. 19, 2013
•Methodology: Industry Risk, Nov. 19, 2013
•Corporate Methodology, Nov. 19, 2013
•Corporate Methodology: Ratios And Adjustments, Nov. 19, 2013
•Key Credit Factors For The Regulated Utilities Industry, Nov. 19, 2013
•General Criteria: Methodology For Linking Short-Term And Long-Term
Ratings For Corporate, Insurance, And Sovereign Issuers, May 7, 2013
•Collateral Coverage And Issue Notching Rules For '1+' And '1' Recovery
Ratings On Senior Bonds Secured By Utility Real Property, Feb. 14, 2013
•Methodology: Management And Governance Credit Factors For Corporate
Entities And Insurers, Nov. 13, 2012
•2008 Corporate Criteria: Rating Each Issue, April 15, 2008
•2008 Corporate Criteria: Commercial Paper, April 15, 2008
•Country Risk Assessment Methodology And Assumptions, Nov. 19, 2013
•Notching Of U.S. Investment-Grade Investor-Owned Utility Unsecured Debt
Now Better Reflects Anticipated Absolute Recovery, Nov. 10, 2008

Ratings List
Ratings Affirmed; Outlook Revised To Positive
To
American Water Works Co. Inc.
American Water Capital Corp.
New Jersey-American Water Co.
Pennsylvania-American Water Co.
Corporate Credit Rating
A-/Positive/A-2

A-/Stable/A-2

New Jersey-American Water Co.
Pennsylvania-American Water Co.
Corporate Credit Rating
A-/Positive/--

A-/Stable/--

From

Ratings Affirmed
American Water Capital Corp.
Senior unsecured
Commercial paper

AA-2

Complete ratings information is available to subscribers of RatingsDirect at
www.globalcreditportal.com and at www.spcapitaliq.com. All ratings affected by
this rating action can be found on Standard & Poor's public Web site at
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www.standardandpoors.com. Use the Ratings search box located in the left
column.
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Rating Action: Moody's Upgrades American Water to A3
Global Credit Research - 07 Aug 2015
New York, August 07, 2015 -- Moody's Investors Service, ("Moody's") today upgraded the long-term ratings of
American Water Works Company, Inc. (American Water, or AWK; A3 issuer rating) and its financing subsidiary
American Water Capital Corp. (AWCC; A3 senior unsecured). Moody's also affirmed AWCC's commercial paper
rating at P-2, along with affirming the ratings of New Jersey-American Water Company (NJ-AWC; see debt list
below) and Pennsylvania-American Water Company (PAWC; see debt list below). The rating outlook for AWK,
AWCC, NJ-AWC and PAWC is stable.
Upgrades:
..Issuer: American Water Capital Corp.
.... Issuer Rating, Upgraded to A3 from Baa1
....Senior Unsecured Regular Bond/Debenture, Upgraded to A3 from Baa1
..Issuer: American Water Works Company, Inc.
.... Issuer Rating, Upgraded to A3 from Baa1
..Issuer: Berks County Industrial Development Auth., PA (Supported by American Water Capital Corp.)
....Senior Unsecured Revenue Bonds, Upgraded to A3 from Baa1
..Issuer: California Pollution Control Financing Auth. (Supported by American Water Capital Corp.)
....Senior Unsecured Revenue Bonds, Upgraded to A3 from Baa1
..Issuer: Illinois Development Finance Authority (Supported by American Water Capital Corp.)
....Senior Unsecured Revenue Bonds, Upgraded to A3 from Baa1
..Issuer: Illinois Finance Authority (Supported by American Water Capital Corp.)
....Senior Unsecured Revenue Bonds, Upgraded to A3 from Baa1
..Issuer: Indiana Finance Authority (Supported by American Water Capital Corp.)
....Senior Unsecured Revenue Bonds, Upgraded to A3 from Baa1
..Issuer: Maricopa County Industrial Dev. Auth., AZ (Supported by American Water Capital Corp.)
....Senior Unsecured Revenue Bonds, Upgraded to A3 from Baa1
..Issuer: Northampton County I.D.A., PA (Supported by American Water Capital Corp.)
....Senior Unsecured Revenue Bonds, Upgraded to A3 from Baa1
..Issuer: Owen (County of) KY (Supported by American Water Capital Corp.)
....Senior Unsecured Revenue Bonds, Upgraded to A3 from Baa1
Outlook Actions:
..Issuer: American Water Capital Corp.
....Outlook, Changed To Stable From Positive
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..Issuer: American Water Works Company, Inc.
....Outlook, Changed To Stable From Positive
..Issuer: New Jersey-American Water Company, Inc.
....Outlook, Remains Stable
..Issuer: Pennsylvania-American Water Company
....Outlook, Remains Stable
Affirmations:
..Issuer: American Water Capital Corp.
....Senior Unsecured Commercial Paper, Affirmed P-2
..Issuer: Clarion (County of) PA, I.D.A. (Supported by Pennsylvania-American Water Company)
....Senior Secured Revenue Bonds, Affirmed A1
..Issuer: Clarion County Industrial Dev. Auth., PA (Supported by Pennsylvania-American Water Company)
....Senior Secured Revenue Bonds, Affirmed A1
..Issuer: Luzerne County Industrial Dev. Auth., PA (Supported by Pennsylvania-American Water Company)
....Senior Secured Revenue Bonds, Affirmed A1
..Issuer: Montgomery County Industrial Dev Auth, PA (Supported by Pennsylvania-American Water Company)
....Senior Secured Revenue Bonds, Affirmed A1
..Issuer: New Jersey Economic Development Authority (Supported by New Jersey-American Water Company,
Inc.)
....Senior Secured Revenue Bonds, Affirmed A1
..Issuer: New Jersey-American Water Company, Inc.
.... Issuer Rating, Affirmed A3
..Issuer: Pennsylvania Economic Dev. Fin. Auth. (Supported by Pennsylvania-American Water Company)
....Senior Secured Revenue Bonds, Affirmed A1
..Issuer: Pennsylvania-American Water Company
.... Issuer Rating , Affirmed A3
....Senior Secured Regular Bond/Debenture, Affirmed A1
RATINGS RATIONALE
"American Water's rating upgrade reflects its improving financial profile, which we think is sustainable" said
Assistant Vice President Ryan Wobbrock. "With a ratio of FFO to net debt around 17% and regulated cash flow
diversity across 16 states, we are collapsing the rating of American Water with the rating its largest operating
subsidiaries" added Wobbrock.
The upgrade for AWCC reflects the support agreement it maintains with AWK, as the company's primary financing
vehicle.
AWK's A3 issuer rating reflects a strong financial profile, underpinned by low-risk water utilities that receive strong
regulatory support and cost recovery provisions in most of its 16 state jurisdictions. AWK's financial profile
continues to improve from a growing utility rate base, which contributed nearly 90% of consolidated revenue in
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2014, and the strong margin contribution from unregulated water and wastewater services.
Although AWK is growing its unregulated business exposure, including the recent acquisition of Keystone
Clearwater Solutions (not rated), we expect that the revenue contribution from all unregulated activities will remain
around 15% of consolidated revenues over the next twelve to eighteen months.
"We view the nature of these unregulated operations to be within the core competencies of the company, but we
still see them as non-core businesses with a higher business risk profile than the regulated water utilities."
Wobbrock added.
Rating Outlook
The stable rating outlook for AWK and AWCC reflects our expectation for a ratio of consolidated FFO to Net Debt
in the high-teens range on a sustained basis, with continued regulatory support of costs and investment, and
unregulated operations remaining around 15% of consolidated revenue.
What Could Change the Rating - Up
The ratings for AWK and AWCC could be upgraded if FFO / Net Debt metrics were to remain over 20%, on a
sustainable basis, and while maintaining its current business risk profile.
What Could Change the Rating - Down
AWK's ratings would be negatively impacted by materially negative regulatory decisions, operational concerns
such as supply or asset failure, or increasing leverage to the point that FFO / Net Debt declines to the low-teen's
for an extended period. Furthermore, if the impacts of drought conditions in California were unmitigated by
regulatory support or if materially negative outcomes to litigation (e.g., in West Virginia) were to result in significant
financial harm to AWK, or if unregulated exposure and business risk grew beyond our expectations, ratings could
be pressured downward.
The principal methodology used in these ratings was Global Regulated Water Utilities published in December
2009. Please see the Credit Policy page on www.moodys.com for a copy of this methodology.
REGULATORY DISCLOSURES
For ratings issued on a program, series or category/class of debt, this announcement provides certain regulatory
disclosures in relation to each rating of a subsequently issued bond or note of the same series or category/class
of debt or pursuant to a program for which the ratings are derived exclusively from existing ratings in accordance
with Moody's rating practices. For ratings issued on a support provider, this announcement provides certain
regulatory disclosures in relation to the rating action on the support provider and in relation to each particular rating
action for securities that derive their credit ratings from the support provider's credit rating. For provisional ratings,
this announcement provides certain regulatory disclosures in relation to the provisional rating assigned, and in
relation to a definitive rating that may be assigned subsequent to the final issuance of the debt, in each case where
the transaction structure and terms have not changed prior to the assignment of the definitive rating in a manner
that would have affected the rating. For further information please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page for
the respective issuer on www.moodys.com.
For any affected securities or rated entities receiving direct credit support from the primary entity(ies) of this rating
action, and whose ratings may change as a result of this rating action, the associated regulatory disclosures will
be those of the guarantor entity. Exceptions to this approach exist for the following disclosures, if applicable to
jurisdiction: Ancillary Services, Disclosure to rated entity, Disclosure from rated entity.
The following information supplements Disclosure 10 ("Information Relating to Conflicts of Interest as required by
Paragraph (a)(1)(ii)(J) of SEC Rule 17g-7") in the regulatory disclosures made at the ratings tab on the
issuer/entity page on www.moodys.com for each credit rating:
Moody's was not paid for services other than determining a credit rating in the most recently ended fiscal year by
the person that paid Moody's to determine this credit rating.
Regulatory disclosures contained in this press release apply to the credit rating and, if applicable, the related rating
outlook or rating review.
Please see www.moodys.com for any updates on changes to the lead rating analyst and to the Moody's legal
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entity that has issued the rating.
Please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on www.moodys.com for additional regulatory disclosures for
each credit rating.
Ryan Wobbrock
Asst Vice President - Analyst
Infrastructure Finance Group
Moody's Investors Service, Inc.
250 Greenwich Street
New York, NY 10007
U.S.A.
JOURNALISTS: 212-553-0376
SUBSCRIBERS: 212-553-1653
William L. Hess
MD - Utilities
Infrastructure Finance Group
JOURNALISTS: 212-553-0376
SUBSCRIBERS: 212-553-1653
Releasing Office:
Moody's Investors Service, Inc.
250 Greenwich Street
New York, NY 10007
U.S.A.
JOURNALISTS: 212-553-0376
SUBSCRIBERS: 212-553-1653

© 2015 Moody’s Corporation, Moody’s Investors Service, Inc., Moody’s Analytics, Inc. and/or their licensors and
affiliates (collectively, “MOODY’S”). All rights reserved.
CREDIT RATINGS ISSUED BY MOODY'S INVESTORS SERVICE, INC. AND ITS RATINGS AFFILIATES
(“MIS”) ARE MOODY’S CURRENT OPINIONS OF THE RELATIVE FUTURE CREDIT RISK OF ENTITIES,
CREDIT COMMITMENTS, OR DEBT OR DEBT-LIKE SECURITIES, AND CREDIT RATINGS AND RESEARCH
PUBLICATIONS PUBLISHED BY MOODY’S (“MOODY’S PUBLICATIONS”) MAY INCLUDE MOODY’S
CURRENT OPINIONS OF THE RELATIVE FUTURE CREDIT RISK OF ENTITIES, CREDIT COMMITMENTS,
OR DEBT OR DEBT-LIKE SECURITIES. MOODY’S DEFINES CREDIT RISK AS THE RISK THAT AN ENTITY
MAY NOT MEET ITS CONTRACTUAL, FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS AS THEY COME DUE AND ANY
ESTIMATED FINANCIAL LOSS IN THE EVENT OF DEFAULT. CREDIT RATINGS DO NOT ADDRESS ANY
OTHER RISK, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO: LIQUIDITY RISK, MARKET VALUE RISK, OR PRICE
VOLATILITY. CREDIT RATINGS AND MOODY’S OPINIONS INCLUDED IN MOODY’S PUBLICATIONS ARE
NOT STATEMENTS OF CURRENT OR HISTORICAL FACT. MOODY’S PUBLICATIONS MAY ALSO INCLUDE
QUANTITATIVE MODEL-BASED ESTIMATES OF CREDIT RISK AND RELATED OPINIONS OR
COMMENTARY PUBLISHED BY MOODY’S ANALYTICS, INC. CREDIT RATINGS AND MOODY’S
PUBLICATIONS DO NOT CONSTITUTE OR PROVIDE INVESTMENT OR FINANCIAL ADVICE, AND CREDIT
RATINGS AND MOODY’S PUBLICATIONS ARE NOT AND DO NOT PROVIDE RECOMMENDATIONS TO
PURCHASE, SELL, OR HOLD PARTICULAR SECURITIES. NEITHER CREDIT RATINGS NOR MOODY’S
PUBLICATIONS COMMENT ON THE SUITABILITY OF AN INVESTMENT FOR ANY PARTICULAR
INVESTOR. MOODY’S ISSUES ITS CREDIT RATINGS AND PUBLISHES MOODY’S PUBLICATIONS WITH
THE EXPECTATION AND UNDERSTANDING THAT EACH INVESTOR WILL, WITH DUE CARE, MAKE ITS
OWN STUDY AND EVALUATION OF EACH SECURITY THAT IS UNDER CONSIDERATION FOR
PURCHASE, HOLDING, OR SALE.
MOODY’S CREDIT RATINGS AND MOODY’S PUBLICATIONS ARE NOT INTENDED FOR USE BY RETAIL
INVESTORS AND IT WOULD BE RECKLESS FOR RETAIL INVESTORS TO CONSIDER MOODY’S CREDIT
RATINGS OR MOODY’S PUBLICATIONS IN MAKING ANY INVESTMENT DECISION. IF IN DOUBT YOU
SHOULD CONTACT YOUR FINANCIAL OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISER.
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS PROTECTED BY LAW, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
COPYRIGHT LAW, AND NONE OF SUCH INFORMATION MAY BE COPIED OR OTHERWISE
REPRODUCED, REPACKAGED, FURTHER TRANSMITTED, TRANSFERRED, DISSEMINATED,
REDISTRIBUTED OR RESOLD, OR STORED FOR SUBSEQUENT USE FOR ANY SUCH PURPOSE, IN
WHOLE OR IN PART, IN ANY FORM OR MANNER OR BY ANY MEANS WHATSOEVER, BY ANY PERSON
WITHOUT MOODY’S PRIOR WRITTEN CONSENT.
All information contained herein is obtained by MOODY’S from sources believed by it to be accurate and reliable.
Because of the possibility of human or mechanical error as well as other factors, however, all information contained
herein is provided “AS IS” without warranty of any kind. MOODY'S adopts all necessary measures so that the
information it uses in assigning a credit rating is of sufficient quality and from sources MOODY'S considers to be
reliable including, when appropriate, independent third-party sources. However, MOODY’S is not an auditor and
cannot in every instance independently verify or validate information received in the rating process or in preparing
the Moody’s Publications.
To the extent permitted by law, MOODY’S and its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, licensors
and suppliers disclaim liability to any person or entity for any indirect, special, consequential, or incidental losses or
damages whatsoever arising from or in connection with the information contained herein or the use of or inability to
use any such information, even if MOODY’S or any of its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives,
licensors or suppliers is advised in advance of the possibility of such losses or damages, including but not limited
to: (a) any loss of present or prospective profits or (b) any loss or damage arising where the relevant financial
instrument is not the subject of a particular credit rating assigned by MOODY’S.
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Key Indicators
[1]AmericanWaterWorksCompany,Inc.
(FFO + Interest) / Interest Expense
FFO / Net Debt
RCF / Capex
Debt / Capitalization

12/31/2014
4.5x
18%
0.9x
48%

12/31/2013
4.1x
18%
0.9x
48%

12/31/2012
3.8x
16%
0.8x
51%

12/31/2011
3.6x
14%
0.8x
54%

[1] All ratios are calculated in accordance with the Regulated Water Utilities Rating Methodology using Moody's
standard adjustments

Note: For definitions of Moody's most common ratio terms please see the accompanying User's Guide.
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Diversified holding company of regulated water utilities
Supportive regulatory environments with timely recovery mechanisms
Improving financial profile is credit positive
Support agreement at AWCC not a "guarantee" but provides sufficient credit substitution

Corporate Profile
Headquartered in Voorhees, New Jersey, American Water Works Company, Inc. (American Water, or AWK), is
the largest investor-owned provider of water, wastewater and related services in North America, with operations
serving an estimated 15 million people across approximately 47 states in the US and a Canadian province.
American Water is a holding company and does not have any direct debt obligations; rather, it primarily issues
debt through its non-operating financing subsidiary American Water Capital Corp. (AWCC; Baa1 positive), which
has a support agreement with American Water. AWK's regulated operations span across 16 states and accounts
for just under 90% of consolidated revenue. Its operations in Pennsylvania and New Jersey represent
approximately 42% of consolidated Revenue.

Rating Rationale
American Water's Baa1 Issuer Rating reflects its portfolio of low risk, regulated utility operating subsidiaries with
good geographical and regulatory diversity across the US. The rating is supported by an improving regulatory
environment and strong financial metrics which help to finance a capital plan of over $1 billion per annum over the
next five years. AWK's continued need for capital markets financing is likely to be executed at the AWCC entity
level.
As of December 31, 2014, AWK had approximately $5.5 billion of consolidated long-term debt. $4.0 billion of
reported long-term debt was issued at AWCC (about 73% of consolidated), $3.0 billion of which has been
advanced via inter-company notes to various regulated utility subsidiaries. The remaining $1.0 billion of strictly
holding company debt we view to be subordinate to the debt which supports the operating companies, since it only
has utility dividend distributions as cash sources available for its debt service.

DETAILED RATING CONSIDERATIONS
DIVERSITY OF REGULATORY SUPPORT COULD OUTWEIGH STRUCTURAL SUBORDINATION
AWK's credit strength reflects the size, scale and diversity that results from regulated utility operations in 16
states. This is rather unique in the industry, as most US water utilities are smaller have a high degree of
geographic and regulatory concentration. On the contrary, AWK's consolidated operations offer numerous
revenue and cash flow streams. This helps protect AWK's financial position from the potential of a negative
regulatory outcome in any one jurisdiction.
Given the broad improvement we have seen in regulatory environments across AWK's many jurisdictions, we see
reason to view the credit profiles of AWK and AWCC as overcoming the limited structural subordination that exists
at AWK's largest subsidiaries in New Jersey and Pennsylvania. The breadth of regulatory improvement could
allow for the ratings of AWK and AWCC to be equal to that of its A3 subsidiaries, if continued financial
improvement takes place at the consolidated level, as expected.
Holding companies are capable of having their standalone rating overcome structural subordination considerations
if there is enough cash flow diversity and strength in supporting distributions from its utility opcos. American
Electric Power (Baa1 stable) and Duke Energy (A3 stable) are examples of instances where the ratings of large
utility holding companies have ratings on-par with, or even higher than, certain subsidiaries, despite the holding
company debt being subordinated from a legal entity standpoint.
INCREASINGLY SUPPORTIVE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENTS
As a holding company with around 88% of its revenue produced by water utility companies, American Water is
viewed as having a low business risk, primarily rate regulated credit profile. The regulated nature of AWK's
operations provides the foundation for its investment grade ratings, as regulated monopoly service territories offer
stable and predictable cost recovery and cash flow coverage of debt and interest.
Over the past several years, we have observed improving regulatory trends in the US, which include the
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increased prevalence of automatic cost recovery provisions such as revenue decoupling and infrastructure
replacement mechanisms. This trend has helped to expedite cost recovery (and reduce regulatory lag) and
improve fixed cost recovery across AWK's 16 regulatory jurisdictions. For instance, declining use per customer is
a trend that challenges the industry and can cause sustained financial lag for water utilities. AWK had
countermeasures for this trend (either through declining usage adjustments or through decoupling mechanisms) in
rates for only three states in 2011; the company now has such adjustments incorporated in rates of eight states,
including its six largest jurisdictions. These developments evidence the generally credit supportive relationships
between AWK and its state regulators - a material credit positive.
MOST UNREGULATED OPERATIONS STILL WITHIN AWK'S CORE COMPETENCIES
American Water's non-regulated water services segment is relatively small (12% of revenues in 2014) and is
comprised of contracted water and wastewater services with predominantly governmental entities, homeowner
services and a contract operations group which operates and maintains water and wastewater facilities. The
largest component of AWK's unregulated operating revenue grew by around $52 million in 2014, due primarily to
contract growth in its homeowner services, in addition to price redeterminations in its military contracts. While nonregulated operations typically bring added credit risk, we do not believe that these activities negatively impact the
overall credit of AWK as they are in related lines of business and have not, to date, required a significant amount of
capital or reliance on credit support from the parent. We also incorporate a view that AWK's non-regulated
businesses will remain relatively small (i.e., around 15% of consolidated revenue) on an ongoing basis.
IMPROVING FINANCIAL PROFILE OVER THE INTERMEDIATE-TERM
AWK's FFO / Net Debt percentage has increased each year since 2010, from 12.7% in 2010 to 17.8% in 2014.
While the company has benefitted from recent federal tax policies that temporarily boost cash flow (e.g., 20102014 average FFO / Net Debt, when adjusting for the impacts of bonus depreciation, is just under 16% for 2014),
we expect that these financial metrics will be improved upon on an ongoing basis, without the one-time tax inflows.
This expectation is premised on an assumption of ongoing general base rate increases across 16 states, coupled
with the increasing use of single issue cost recovery mechanisms. These features should allow AWK's cash flow
generation to increase and become more stable and predictable over the next three years.
While the company plans to spend around $6 billion in capex through 2019, we expect that it will be funded largely
through cash flow from operations (e.g., CFO in 2014 was about $1.1 billion), leaving the need to debt finance its
annual dividend which we expect to grow commensurate with the company's earnings growth targets of 7-10%. At
a 10% growth rate on the $216 million paid in 2014, this will increase debt by approximately $1.5 billion through
2019. Given the company's progress with cost management, coupled with a relatively high degree of capex
recovered quickly through special recovery mechanisms (i.e., the company estimates that roughly 50% of 2015
capex is recovered on an annual basis through infrastructure riders and future test years), we believe that AWK
will be able to produce FFO to debt in the high teens range over this time period.
SUPPORT AGREEMENT WITH AMERICAN WATER CAPITAL CORP
AWCC, a Delaware corporation, is the wholly-owned finance subsidiary of American Water, whose purpose is to
streamline the financing function, create cash management efficiencies, and often obtain lower the cost of capital
for American Water's regulated water utility subsidiaries. The source of upstream debt service funding comes from
the regulated utility operations, which make cash principal and interest payments directly to AWCC. As noted
above, approximately $3.0 billion of AWCC's long-term debt has been advanced to several regulated utility
subsidiaries via intercompany loans which is incorporated in their respective capital structures for rate-making
purposes. We expect any additional up-streamed cash flows, in the form of dividends, will be limited to maintain
the respective regulatory allowed equity capitalization for each utility (generally around 50%).
AWCC's Baa1 senior unsecured rating is equalized with its parent, American Water, which provides credit
enhancement through a support agreement between American Water and AWCC. The features contained in the
support agreement, that support Moody's view of credit substitution include: 1) no termination of the support
agreement until all debt shall have been irrevocably paid in full, without all lenders' (including debt trustees)
consent, 2) American Water has agreed to make timely payment of interest, principal or premium on any debt
issued by AWCC, if AWCC is unable to make such payments 3) the aforementioned payment is in the form of
cash or liquid assets and not merely collection, 4) American Water waives any claims related to a failure or delay
by AWCC in enforcing its rights under the support agreement, 5) the support agreement is binding on any
successors of American Water, 6) the lender may proceed directly against American Water to obtain payment of
defaulted interest, principle or premium, and 7) any changes to the support agreement that adversely affect
lenders must be approved by such parties. Furthermore, American Water has committed to own, during the term
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of the support agreement, all of the voting stock of AWCC and to ensure that a positive tangible net worth at
AWCC will be maintained at all times and the support agreement is governed by the laws of the state of New York,
which we view to be hospitable to the enforcement of guarantees.
Although the support agreement has many attributes of what a guarantee provides, we note that it is not
specifically or legally considered a guarantee. Also, debt at AWCC does not benefit from any explicit upstream
guarantees from the regulated utility subsidiaries nor does the debt obligations of the subsidiaries benefit from any
explicit downstream guarantee from American Water or AWCC. Nevertheless, given the agreement's stated
protections, and that a significant amount of AWCC's debt has been incurred to finance rate base, we effectively
view the support agreement structure as being similar to a guarantee for rating purposes and have made no
notching differentiation between the two entities.

Liquidity
American Water's liquidity is managed through its financing subsidiary, AWCC, which increased its revolver
capacity to $1.25 billion, with $70 million expiring in October 2017 and $1.18 billion expiring in October 2018.
AWCC's credit facility offers support to the similarly increased $1.0 billion commercial paper program (P-2).
Although there are no restrictions for revolver borrowings, related to CP outstanding, we expect the company to
leave ample cushion under the revolver to effectively backstop any CP borrowings. The facility has same-day
drawing availability and no ongoing material adverse change clause. The lone financial covenant is maximum debt
to capitalization ratio of 70%. At February 19, 2015 there were no outstanding borrowings under the credit facility;
however, about $503 million of commercial paper was outstanding and $36.5 million in letters of credit.
The next significant debt maturity for American Water is in October of 2017 when over $572 million of bonds
mature.

Rating Outlook
The positive rating outlook for AWK and AWCC reflects our expectation for consolidated FFO / Net Debt to
improve to the high-teens range on a sustained basis, with continued regulatory support of costs and investment,
and strong operational performance.

What Could Change the Rating - Up
The ratings for AWK and AWCC could be positively impacted by further material improvement to the regulatory
support offered to the company, or if FFO / Net Debt metrics were to continue in the high-teens, excluding the
benefit from one-time tax incentives.

What Could Change the Rating - Down
We currently do not anticipate any negative ratings momentum; however, AWK's ratings would be negatively
impacted by materially negative regulatory decisions, operational concerns such as supply or asset failure, or
increasing leverage to the point that FFO / Net Debt declines to the low-teen's for an extended period.
Furthermore, if the impacts of drought conditions in California were unmitigated by regulatory support or if
materially negative outcomes to litigation (e.g., in West Virginia) were to result in significant financial harm to AWK,
ratings could be pressured downward.

Rating Factors
AmericanWaterWorksCompany,Inc.
Global Regulated Water Utilities [1][2]

Factor 1: Regulatory Framework & Asset Ownership (40%)

a) Stability & Predictability of Regulatory Environment
b) Asset Ownership

Current
LTM
12/31/2014

Measure Score

Aa
Aa

Moody's
12-18
month
Forward
View As
of Date
Published
Measure Score

Aa
Aa
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c) Cost and Investment Recovery (Ability & Timeliness)
d) Revenue Risk

Baa
Baa

Baa
Baa

Baa
Baa

Baa
Baa

Baa
Baa
Baa

Baa
Baa
Baa

4.1x

Baa

b) Debt / Capitalization (3 Year Average)

48.9%

A

c) FFO / Net Debt (3 Year Average)

17.0%

A

0.9x

Ba

4.5x A
5.0x
44% A
50%
15% A
20%
.7x - 1.0x Ba

Factor 2: Operational Characteristics & Asset Risk (10%)

a) Operational Efficiency
b) Scale of Capital Program and Asset Condition
Factor 3: Stability of Business Model and Financial Structure (10%)

a) Ability & Willingness to Pursue Opportunistic Corp. Activity
b) Ability & Willingness to Increase Leverage
c) Proportion of Revenues Outside Core Water and Wastewater
Factor 4: Key Financial Metrics (40%)

a) FFO Interest Coverage (3 Year Average)

d) RCF / Capex (3 Year Average)
Rating:

Indicated Rating from Grid
Actual Rating Assigned

A3
Baa1

A3
Baa1

* THIS REPRESENTS MOODY'S FORWARD VIEW; NOT THE
VIEW OF THE ISSUER; AND UNLESS NOTED IN THE TEXT
DOES NOT INCORPORATE SIGNIFICANT ACQUISITIONS OR
DIVESTITURES
[1] All ratios are calculated using Moody's Standard Adjustments. [2] As of 12/31/2014; Source: Moody's Financial
Metrics
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Research Update:

American Water Works Co. Inc. And Subsidiaries
Ratings Raised To 'A' From 'A-' On Improved
Financial Measures
Overview
•American Water Works Co. Inc.'s (AWK) business risk profile remains
"excellent" in our assessment and its financial measures continue to
improve, primarily reflecting the company's effective management of
regulatory risk and the continuation of its cost management initiative,
which provides for incremental stability and certainty in cash flow
generation.
•We have revised our comparable rating analysis modifier to "neutral" from
"negative" based on the improvement in AWK's financial measures.
•We are raising our issuer credit ratings on AWK and its subsidiaries,
American Water Capital Corp., New Jersey-American Water Co., and
Pennsylvania-American Water Co., to 'A' from 'A-'. The outlooks are
stable.
•At the same time we are raising our senior unsecured issue rating on
American Water Capital Corp. to 'A' from 'A-', our senior secured issue
ratings at New Jersey-American Water Co. and Pennsylvania American Water
Co. to 'A+' from 'A', and our short-term rating on AWK and American Water
Capital Corp. to 'A-1' from 'A-2'.
•The stable outlook reflects our expectation that the company will
continue to effectively manage its regulatory risk, enabling the
regulated business to, on average, earn its allowed return on equity.
Under our baseline forecast, we expect funds from operations (FFO) to
debt of 17% to 19% and operating cash flow to debt of about 17%.

Rating Action
On May 7, 2015, Standard & Poor's Ratings Services raised its issuer credit
ratings on regulated water utility company American Water Works Co Inc. (AWK)
and subsidiaries American Water Capital Corp. (AWCC), New Jersey-American
Water Co., and Pennsylvania-American Water Co. to 'A' from 'A-'. The outlook
is stable.
At the same time, we are raising our senior unsecured issue rating on American
Water Capital Corp. to 'A' from 'A-', our senior secured issue ratings on New
Jersey-American Water Co. and Pennsylvania American Water Co. to 'A+' from
'A', and our short-term rating on AWK and American Water Capital Corp. to
'A-1' from 'A-2'.
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Rationale
The upgrade reflects the continued improvement in cash flow and leverage
measures, primarily as a result of the company's improved management of
regulatory risk along with the continued execution of its cost management
initiative, which provides for incremental stability and certainty in cash
flow generation. We expect that the company will continue its relatively
conservative financial policies to maintain its credit measures.
We base our rating on AWK on our assessment of its "excellent" business risk
profile and "intermediate" financial risk profile. The company serves
approximately 3.2 million water and wastewater customers across 16 states.
Based on EBITDA, we consider AWK's operations about 95% regulated and 5%
unregulated operations. While we view the unregulated businesses as having
higher business risk compared with the regulated operations, we also recognize
that AWK's unregulated businesses marginally affect the company's business
risk profile because of its modest expected capital requirements, affiliation
with its regulated service jurisdictions, and lower-risk service contracts.
The "excellent" business risk profile reflects the company's lower-risk
rate-regulated water and wastewater distribution business. In addition, the
company's geographic diversity, reliability, and efficient operations also
support its business risk profile. AWK is regulated by the public utility
commissions of the states in which they operate, primarily New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Illinois, Missouri, Indiana, California, and West Virginia,
which represent approximately 87% of revenues and 85% of customers. The
company benefits from constructive mechanisms such as the distribution system
investment charge (DSIC) in a number of its jurisdictions, which allows for
the recovery of high capital spending outside of a traditional rate case
proceeding and reduces regulatory lag. AWK's elevated capital-spending
requirements for infrastructure replacement, increased compliance costs for
water quality standards, and reliance on acquisitions to provide growth,
partly offset these strengths.
We assess AWK's financial risk profile as "intermediate" based on our low
volatility benchmark ratios, reflecting the company's lower-risk regulated
water business model and its above-average management of regulatory risk.
Under our base-case scenario, we expect FFO to debt and OCF to debt of more
than 17%, which is now solidly in the "intermediate" category. We also expect
that AWK will continue to have negative discretionary cash flow, reflecting
its higher capital spending level. Fundamentally, we expect that AWK will
continue to fund its investments in a manner that preserves credit quality.

Liquidity

Our short-term rating on AWK is 'A-1'.
more than cover its needs for the next
10%. We expect the company's liquidity
exceed its uses by more than 1.1x, the
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designation under our criteria, and that the company will also meet our other
criteria for such a designation.
Principal liquidity sources include:
•Credit facility availability of at least $500 million over the next 12
months.
•FF0 of about $1.1 billion over the next 12 months.
Principal liquidity uses include:
•Capital spending of about $900 million.
•Dividends of about $240 million

Other credit considerations
Our assessment of modifiers results in no further changes to the anchor score.

Group influence
Under our group rating methodology, we view AWK as the parent of a group whose
members are American Water Capital Corp, New Jersey American Water Co,
andPennsylvania American Water Co. AWK's group credit profile is 'a', leading
to an issuer credit rating of 'A'.

Outlook
The stable rating outlook on AWK reflects our expectation that the company
will continue to effectively manage its regulatory risk while maintaining
financial measures that remain consistently within the "intermediate"
financial risk profile category. Under our baseline forecast, we expect FF0 to
debt of more than 17% to 19%.

Downside scenario
We could lower the ratings if the company were to significantly grow its
non-utility operations from current levels increasing its business risk. We
could also lower the ratings if regulatory risk increased or financial
performance stalled or deteriorated, which could result from substantial debt
financing of capital spending or acquisitions, such that FF0 to debt fell to
less than 15% on a sustained basis.

Upside scenario
We could raise the ratings if FF0 to total debt consistently exceeded 20%.
This could occur if the company would achieve more robust operating cash flow
including through greater than forecasted rate case outcomes along with
continuing to prudently manage expenses.
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Ratings Score Snapshot
Corporate Credit Rating: A/Stable/A-1
Business risk: Excellent
•Country risk: Very low
•Industry risk: Very low
•Competitive position: Excellent
Financial risk: Intermediate
•Cash flow/Leverage: Intermediate
Anchor: a
Modifiers
•Diversification/Portfolio effect: Neutral (no impact)
•Capital structure: Neutral (no impact)
•Liquidity: Adequate (no impact)
•Financial policy: Neutral (no impact)
•Management and governance: Satisfactory (no impact)
•Comparable rating analysis: Neutral (no impact)
•Stand-alone credit profile: a
•Group credit profile: a

Recovery Analysis
New Jersey American Water and Pennsylvania American Water first-mortgage bonds
(FMBs) benefit from a first-priority lien on substantially all of the
utility's real property owned or subsequently acquired. Collateral coverage of
more than 1.5x supports a recovery rating of '1+' and an issue rating two
notches above the corporate credit rating.
American Water Capital Corp.'s senior unsecured debt is rated the same as the
company's issuer credit rating because priority obligations are less than 20%
of the total assets of American Water Works.

Related Criteria And Research
Related Criteria
•Methodology And Assumptions: Liquidity Descriptors For Global Corporate
Issuers, Dec. 16, 2014
•Group Rating Methodology, Nov. 19, 2013
•Methodology: Industry Risk, Nov. 19, 2013
•Corporate Methodology, Nov. 19, 2013
•Corporate Methodology: Ratios And Adjustments, Nov. 19, 2013
••Key Credit Factors For The Regulated Utilities Industry, Nov. 19, 2013
•Country Risk Assessment Methodology And Assumptions, Nov. 19, 2013
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•General Criteria: Methodology For Linking Short-Term And Long-Term
Ratings For Corporate, Insurance, And Sovereign Issuers, May 7, 2013
•Collateral Coverage And Issue Notching Rules For '1+' And '1' Recovery
Ratings On Senior Bonds Secured By Utility Real Property, Feb. 14, 2013
•Methodology: Management And Governance Credit Factors For Corporate
Entities And Insurers, Nov. 13, 2012
•Notching Of U.S. Investment-Grade Investor-Owned Utility Unsecured Debt
Now Better Reflects Anticipated Absolute Recovery, Nov. 10, 2008
•2008 Corporate Criteria: Rating Each Issue, April 15, 2008

Ratings List
Upgraded; CreditWatch/Outlook Action
To

From

American Water Works Co. Inc.
American Water Capital Corp.
Corporate Credit Rating

A/Stable/A-1

A-/Positive/A-2

New Jersey-American Water Co.
Pennsylvania-American Water Co.
Corporate Credit Rating

A/Stable/--

A-/Positive/--

To

From

A
A-1

AA-2

Upgraded
American Water Capital Corp.
Senior Unsecured
Commercial Paper

Complete ratings information is available to subscribers of RatingsDirect at
www.globalcreditportal.com and at www.spcapitaliq.com. All ratings affected by
this rating action can be found on Standard & Poor's public Web site at
www.standardandpoors.com. Use the Ratings search box located in the left
column.
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American Water Works Co. Inc. And Subsidiaries
Outlook Revised To Positive; 'A-' Corporate Credit
Ratings Affirmed
Overview
•American Water Works Co. Inc.'s (AWK) business risk profile remains
"excellent" and its financial measures within the "intermediate"
financial risk profile continue to improve, primarily reflecting the
company's effective management of regulatory risk, which provides for
incremental stability and certainty in cash flow generation.
•We are revising our outlook on AWK and its subsidiaries American Water
Capital Corp., New Jersey-American Water Co., and Pennsylvania-American
Water Co. to positive from stable.
•We are affirming our corporate credit rating on the company and its
subsidiaries
•We based the outlook revision to positive on our expectations for
incremental improvement in the financial profile throughout the forecast
period. The improvement in financial measures stems from the company's
effective handling of regulatory risk, which we expect should result in
more favorable rate outcomes.

Rating Action
On June 2, 2014, Standard & Poor's Ratings Services revised its rating outlook
on Voorhees, N.J.-based American Water Works Co. Inc. (AWK) and subsidiaries
American Water Capital Corp. (AWCC), New Jersey-American Water Co., and
Pennsylvania-American Water Co. to positive from stable. At the same time, we
affirmed all of our ratings, including the 'A-' corporate credit ratings, on
AWK and its subsidiaries.

Rationale
The positive outlook reflects our expectation of the continued strengthening
of AWK's financial profile resulting from the company's increasingly effective
handling of regulatory risk and leading to more favorable rate outcomes. Under
our baseline forecast, we expect funds from operations (FFO) to debt of more
than 16% and debt to EBITDA of about 4.5x.
We view AWK's business risk as "excellent," based on its monopolistic and
lower-risk rate-regulated water distribution business that provides an
essential service in regulatory jurisdictions that we generally view as
supportive of credit quality. In addition, the company's geographic diversity,
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reliability, and efficient operations also support its business risk profile.
AWK's elevated capital-spending requirements for infrastructure replacement,
increased compliance costs for water quality standards, and reliance on
acquisitions to provide growth, partly offset these strengths. The company
serves approximately 3.2 million water and wastewater customers across 16
states. We currently view the company as consisting of 95% regulated
businesses and 5% unregulated businesses on an EBITDA basis. While we view the
unregulated businesses as having higher business risk compared with the
regulated operations, we also recognize that AWK's unregulated businesses
marginally affect the company's business risk profile because of its modest
expected capital requirements, affiliation with its regulated service
jurisdictions, and its lower-risk service contracts.
AWK is regulated by the public utility commissions of the states in which they
operate primarily New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Missouri, Indiana,
California, and West Virginia, which represent approximately 88% of revenues
and 85% of customers. We assess all of the aforementioned regulatory
jurisdictions as "strong/adequate" (see "Utility Regulatory Assessments For
U.S. Investor-Owned Utilities," published Jan. 7, 2014). We also view AWK's
regulatory advantage assessment as "strong" resulting from the above-average
overall effective management of regulatory risk partially through the use of
multiple riders including a distribution system improvement charge in a number
of its jurisdictions, including New Jersey and Pennsylvania, as well as a
decoupling mechanism in New York. These mechanisms allow for rate increases
outside of a general rate case, which we view as credit-supportive because it
reduces regulatory lag.
We assess AWK's financial risk profile as "intermediate" based on our low
volatility benchmark ratios, reflecting the company's lower-risk regulated
water business model and our assessment of the regulatory advantage score as
"strong." Under our base case scenario of rate case increases and higher
capital spending, we expect FF0 to debt of more than 16% and debt to EBITDA of
about 4.5x. We also expect that AWK will continue to have negative
discretionary cash flow, reflecting its higher capital spending level.
Fundamentally, we expect that AWK will continue to fund its investments in a
manner that preserves credit quality.

Liquidity
Our short-term rating on AWK is 'A-2'. AWK has "adequate" liquidity and can
more than cover its needs for the next 12 months, even if EBITDA declines by
10%. We expect the company's liquidity sources over the next 12 months will
exceed its uses by more than 1.1x, the minimum threshold for an "adequate"
designation under our criteria, and that the company will also meet our other
criteria for such a designation.
Principal liquidity sources:
•Credit facility availability of at least $500 million over the next 12
months
•FF0 of about $1 billion over the next 12 months
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Principal liquidity uses:
•Capital spending of about $900 million
•Potential dividend payment of about $150 million to $180 million

Recovery analysis
We assign recovery ratings to first-mortgage bonds (FMBs) issued by U.S.
utilities, which can result in issue ratings being notched above a corporate
credit rating on a utility depending on the rating category and the extent of
the collateral coverage. The FMBs issued by U.S. utilities are a form of
"secured utility bond" (SUB) that qualify for a recovery rating as defined in
our criteria (see "Collateral Coverage and Issue Notching Rules for '1+' and
'1' Recovery Ratings on Senior Bonds Secured by Utility Real Property, Feb.
14, 2013). The recovery methodology is supported by the ample historical
record of 100% recovery for secured bondholders in utility bankruptcies in the
U.S. and our view that the factors that enhanced those recoveries (limited
size of the creditor class and the durable value of utility rate-based assets
during and after a reorganization given the essential service provided and the
high replacement cost) will persist in the future.
Under our SUB criteria, we calculate a ratio of our estimate of the value of
the collateral pledged to bondholders relative to the amount of FMBs
outstanding. FMB ratings can exceed a corporate credit rating on a utility by
up to one notch in the 'A' category, two notches in the 'BBB' category, and
three notches in speculative-grade categories, depending on the calculated
ratio
New Jersey-American Water and Pennsylvania-American Water's FMBs benefit from
a first-priority lien on substantially all of the utility's real property
owned or subsequently acquired. Collateral coverage of more than 1.5x supports
a recovery rating of '1+' and an issue rating one notch above the corporate
credit rating.

Outlook
The positive rating outlook on AWK reflects improvement in the financial
measures, which we expect to continue throughout the forecast period. The
improvement in financial measures stems from the company effectively managing
its regulatory risk resulting in more favorable rate outcomes. Under our
baseline forecast, we expect FF0 to debt of more than 16% and debt to EBITDA
of about 4.5x. We expect that AWK will continue to manage its regulatory risk
while maintaining financial measures that remain consistent within its
"intermediate" financial risk profile category.

Downside scenario
We could revise the outlook to stable if regulatory risk increased or
financial performance stalled or deteriorated, which could result from
substantial debt financing of capital spending or acquisitions, such that FF0
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to debt fell to less than 16% and debt to EBITDA rose to more than 4.5x on a
sustained basis.

Upside scenario
We could raise the ratings if FF0 to total debt consistently remained more
than 17% and debt to EBITDA were less than 4.5x. This could most probably
occur if the company were able to manage its regulatory risk and achieve
higher-than-expected rate case outcomes along with continuing to manage its
expenses in a conservative manner.

Modifiers
We assess the comparable ratings analysis modifier as "negative," resulting in
a one-notch lowering of the anchor score to 'a-' from 'a', which reflects
weaker consolidated cash flow measures within the "intermediate" financial
risk category and higher debt leverage. However, financial measures have
improved, which we expect to continue throughout the forecast period.

Group Influence
Standard & Poor's bases its ratings on AWK on the consolidated group credit
profile and application of our group ratings methodology. The GCP is 'a-'. As
the parent company the issuer credit rating is the same as the GCP.

Ratings Score Snapshot
Corporate Credit Rating: A-/Positive/A-2
Business risk: Excellent
•Country risk: Very low
•Industry risk: Very low
•Competitive position: Excellent
Financial risk: Intermediate
•Cash flow/Leverage: Intermediate
Anchor: a
Modifiers
•Diversification/Portfolio effect: Neutral (no impact)
•Capital structure: Neutral (no impact)
•Liquidity: Adequate (no impact)
•Financial policy: Neutral (no impact)
•Management and governance: Satisfactory (no impact)
•Comparable rating analysis: Negative (-1 notch)
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Stand-alone credit profile: a•Group credit profile: a-

Related Criteria And Research
Related Criteria
•Methodology And Assumptions: Liquidity Descriptors For Global Corporate
Issuers, Jan. 2, 2014
•Group Rating Methodology, Nov. 19, 2013
•Methodology: Industry Risk, Nov. 19, 2013
•Corporate Methodology, Nov. 19, 2013
•Corporate Methodology: Ratios And Adjustments, Nov. 19, 2013
•Key Credit Factors For The Regulated Utilities Industry, Nov. 19, 2013
•General Criteria: Methodology For Linking Short-Term And Long-Term
Ratings For Corporate, Insurance, And Sovereign Issuers, May 7, 2013
•Collateral Coverage And Issue Notching Rules For '1+' And '1' Recovery
Ratings On Senior Bonds Secured By Utility Real Property, Feb. 14, 2013
•Methodology: Management And Governance Credit Factors For Corporate
Entities And Insurers, Nov. 13, 2012
•2008 Corporate Criteria: Rating Each Issue, April 15, 2008
•2008 Corporate Criteria: Commercial Paper, April 15, 2008
•Country Risk Assessment Methodology And Assumptions, Nov. 19, 2013
•Notching Of U.S. Investment-Grade Investor-Owned Utility Unsecured Debt
Now Better Reflects Anticipated Absolute Recovery, Nov. 10, 2008
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Complete ratings information is available to subscribers of RatingsDirect at
www.globalcreditportal.com and at www.spcapitaliq.com. All ratings affected by
this rating action can be found on Standard & Poor's public Web site at
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American Water Works Company, Inc. (American Water), is a holding company whose
subsidiaries provide water-related and wastewater-related services to households, the US
military, municipalities, and the food and beverage industry. It also offers associated water and
wastewater line protection services to retail customers.
As of 31 December 2013, it operated in more than 40 US states and two Canadian provinces,
servicing approximately 14 million people. In the financial year ended 31 December 2013
(2013), it reported revenue of USD2.9 billion.
American Water originated in 1886 with the establishment of American Water Works &
Guarantee Company. In 1935, it was renamed American Water Works Company, Inc., and in
1947, it became publicly traded on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). Over 2003–08,
the company was privately held, but it was relisted on the NYSE in 2008 through an initial
public offering (Ticker: AWK). As of 31 December 2013, its largest shareholder was Vanguard
Group Inc., which owned 5.6% of its total share capital.

Source: Company Reports (form 10K Dec 2013, Dec 2012 and Dec 2011), Company data, NASDAQ, Moody’s Financial
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Business Description
American Water is a holding company whose subsidiaries provide water and wastewater-related
services to approximately 14 million people. Furthermore, it provides water and sewer line protection
services to households, and operates and maintains water and wastewater facilities for the US military,
municipalities, and the food and beverage industry.
The company originated in 1886 with the establishment of American Water Works & Guarantee
Company to build and acquire water systems in McKeesport, Pennsylvania. In 1935, it was renamed
American Water, and in 1947 it became publicly traded on the NYSE. In 1965, to expand its
operations, the company purchased water properties owned by Southern Gas & Water Company
(West Virginia). In 1970, it consolidated 12 operating companies in New Jersey to create the New
Jersey Water Company. In 2003, the company was acquired by the Germany-based stock corporation
RWE Aktiengesellschaft (RWE). In April 2008, RWE Aqua Holdings GmbH, a wholly owned
subsidiary of RWE (and at the time the sole owner of the company’s common stock), divested part of
its stake through an initial public offering on the NYSE (AWK). By 2009, RWE had disposed of all its
remaining interests through similar transactions.
Since 2012, American Water has divested its regulated businesses where regulatory jurisdictions are
challenging, and instead acquired assets in areas where the jurisdictions are more supportive. In 2012,
it sold all its water and wastewater companies in Arizona and New Mexico, as well as eight water
systems and one wastewater system in Ohio. During that period, it acquired 10 regulated water and
wastewater systems for USD44.6 million, including seven regulated water systems in New York. In
2013, the company’s regulated businesses acquired 10 water systems and five wastewater systems
(including the regulated wastewater utility company Dale Service Corporation in November 2013) for
approximately USD23.7 million.
As of 31 December 2013, the company provided services in more than 40 US states and two Canadian
provinces, through two reportable segments: Regulated Businesses and Market-Based Operations.
Regulated Businesses: As of 31 December 2013, this segment operated through 18 utility subsidiaries,
providing water and wastewater utility services to households, companies and public authorities in
around 1,500 communities across 16 US states. It also provides water to private fire hydrants and
other water utilities for resale. In 2013, this segment provided water services to 2.8 million residential
customers (181.0 billion gallons of water), 219,510 commercial customers (80.4 billion gallons),
3,822 industrial customers (37.1 billion gallons) and 58,420 public and other customers (51.0 billion
gallons). That year, it delivered wastewater services to 117,584 residential customers, 6,287
commercial customers, 16 industrial customers and 259 public and other customers. As of 31
December 2013, it owned and operated approximately 80 surface water and 500 groundwater
treatment plants, 1,000 groundwater wells, 100 wastewater treatment facilities, 1,200 treated water
storage facilities, 1,300 pumping stations, 87 dams and 47,000 miles of water mains and collection
pipes. Its key competitors include government agencies and publicly owned utilities such as Aqua
America Inc., United Water, American States Water Co. and California Water Services Group. In
2013, this segment accounted for 88.9% of the company’s revenue.

For research publications that
reference Credit Ratings, please see
the ratings tab on the issuer/entity
page on www.moodys.com for the
most updated Credit Rating Action
information and rating history.
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Market-Based Operations: Accounting for 11.1% of the company’s revenue in 2013, this segment
includes various unregulated businesses that provide market-based water and wastewater products and
services. It operates through three business lines:
»

Contract Operations Group: This business line designs, builds, operates and maintains water and
wastewater facilities primarily for US military authorities, municipalities, and the food and
beverage industry. Its key competitors include Veolia Environnement, American States Water,
OMI and Southwest Water.

»

Homeowner Services Group: This business line operates in partnership with various municipal
authorities to repair broken or leaking water pipes and clogged or blocked sewer pipes that service
households and small companies. Its key competitors include HomeServe USA and Utility Service
Partners, Inc. In 2013, the Market-Based Operations segment expanded its water and sewer line
protection programs through the Homeowner Services Group in 10 additional US states and
Washington, D.C.

»

Terratec Environmental Ltd. (Terratec): This business line mainly provides biosolids 1
management, transport and disposal services to municipal and industrial customers through a
Canadian subsidiary, Terratec.

Source: Company Reports (form 10K Dec 2013, Dec 2012 and Dec 2011), Company data, Moody’s research

EXHIBIT 1

EXHIBIT 2

(in USD Million)

(in USD Million)

Revenue by Segment
2011

2012

Operating Income by Segment
2011

2013

2012

2013
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1,000
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0

0
Regulated Businesses

Market-Based Operations

Note: Excluding “Other”, which includes inter-segment eliminations and
corporate adjustments
Source: Company Report (form 10K Dec 2013), Moody’s Financial Metrics

1

3

Regulated Businesses

Market-Based Operations

Note: Excluding “Other”, which includes inter-segment eliminations and
corporate adjustments
Source: Company Report (form 10K Dec 2013), Moody’s Financial Metrics

Biosolids are a residual product of wastewater treatment.
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Management Strategy/Priorities
Strategically, American Water seeks to:
»

Maximize customer satisfaction and improve service quality

»

Expand its Regulated Businesses segment through acquisitions and organic growth, as well as by
selling water to the water systems of other communities

»

Extend its Market-Based Operations segment (primarily the Homeowner Services Group and
military services contracts) through fostering new core growth, introducing new products and
increasing operations in new markets

»

Reduce its carbon and waste footprints, as well as the amount of water lost through leakage

»

Reduce the adverse effects of regulatory delays on investment returns and promote constructive
regulatory frameworks

»

Undertake capital expenditure of USD5.8 billion over 2014–18, including USD1.1 billion in
2014 to upgrade company infrastructure and systems (USD900 million; 2014–18: USD5.1
billion), make strategic investments (USD100 million), and conduct acquisitions (USD100
million)

»

Optimize supply chain processes and secure a regulated operation and maintenance efficiency
ratio 2 not exceeding 35% by 2018

»

Innovate and leverage processes to improve effectiveness and increase efficiency

»

Invest in research and development to provide high-quality, reliable services at reasonable rates,
maintain industry leadership and increase company competitiveness

Additionally, the company aims to achieve long-term growth in its earnings per share of 7%–10%.
Source: Company Reports (form 10 K Dec 2013, investor day presentation Dec 2013)

2

4

The O&M efficiency ratio is calculated by dividing the adjusted regulated O&M expense by adjusted regulated operating revenues.
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Financial Highlights
Overview
Company Type:
Exchange Listing:
Fiscal Year End:
Financial Filings:
Auditor:

Public
New York Stock Exchange: AWK
December
Securities and Exchange Commission
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

Note: The financials presented below have been adjusted for Moody’s analytic purposes. To see how
adjustments have been made, please see Moody’s Financial Metrics, a fundamental financial data and
analytics platform that offers insight into the drivers of Moody’s Corporate ratings.
EXHIBIT 3

Selected Adjusted Financial Data
American Water Works Company, Inc.
(in USD Million)

31-Dec-13

31-Dec-12

31-Dec-11

Revenue/Sales

2,902

2,877

2,666

Gross Profit

1,625

1,576

1,407

EBITDA

1,417

1,390

1,226

EBIT

993

990

852

Interest Expense

342

350

355

Net Income

397

380

274

27

24

14

INCOME STATEMENT

BALANCE SHEET

Cash & Cash Equivalents
Current Assets

550

499

1,398

Net Property, Plant & Equipment (PP&E)

12,537

11,908

11,218

Total Assets

15,215

14,888

14,973

Current Liabilities

1,246

1,006

1,503

Total Debt

6,131

6,228

6,522

10,488

10,443

10,733

4,728

4,445

4,240

1,069

978

938

944

1,040

956

Capital Expenditures (CAPEX)

(996)

(947)

(947)

Cash from Investing Activities

(1,069)

(401)

(934)

(149)

(213)

(158)

Retained Cash Flow (RCF)

920

764

780

Cash from Financing Activities

128

(628)

(21)

Total Liabilities
Shareholders’ Equity
CASH FLOW

Funds from Operations (FFO)
Cash Flow from Operations (CFO)

Dividends

Source: Moody’s Financial Metrics
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EXHIBIT 4

EBITDA Margin% & EBITDA/Interest Expense (Adjusted)
EBITDA Margin%

EBITDA/Interest Expense

49.0%

5.0

48.0%

4.0

47.0%

46.0%

45.0%
2011

3.0
2012

2013

As of 31 Dec 2013
Source: Moody’s Financial Metrics

EXHIBIT 5

Debt/EBITDA & RCF/Debt% (Adjusted)
Debt/EBITDA

RCF/Debt%

6.0x

16.0%

14.0%
5.0x
12.0%

4.0x
2011

10.0%
2012

2013

As of 31 Dec 2013
Source: Moody’s Financial Metrics
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Capital Structure and Debt Maturity Schedule
Note: Some financials presented below have been adjusted for Moody’s analytic purposes. To see how
adjustments have been made, please see Moody’s Financial Metrics, a fundamental financial data and
analytics platform that offers insight into the drivers of Moody’s Corporate ratings.
EXHIBIT 6

Capital Structure
American Water Works Company, Inc.
(in USD Million)

31-Dec-13

31-Dec-12

31-Dec-11

630

270

515

14

116

29

644

386

544

SHORT-TERM DEBT
Short-Term Debt
Current Portion of Long-Term Debt
Total Short-Term Debt
LONG-TERM DEBT
Equipment Trust

–

–

–

Secured Debt

1,467

1,478

1,848

Senior Debt

3,757

3,826

3,519

–

–

–

19

21

22

Subordinated Debt
Mandatorily Redeemable Pref. Secur.
Capitalized Leases

1

1

1

5,244

5,325

5,390

(14)

(116)

(29)

Net Long-Term Debt

5,230

5,209

5,361

Total Debt

5,875

5,595

5,905

Total Adjusted Debt

6,131

6,228

6,522

–

2

5

6,258

6,224

6,182

(1,496)

(1,665)

(1,849)

(35)

(116)

(98)

Total Equity

4,728

4,445

4,240

Total Adjusted Equity

4,728

4,445

4,240

12,681

12,218

12,005

Adjusted Market Capitalization

7,960

7,782

7,774

Adjusted Debt/Adjusted Book Capital (%)

48.35

50.97

54.33

–

–

–

24.98

26.41

31.29

Gross Long-Term Debt
Less Current Maturities

SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
Preferred Stock
Common Stock & Paid-In Capital
Retained Earnings
Accumulated Other Comprehensive Income

Adjusted Book Capitalization

Holding Company Debt/Total Debt (%)
Secured Debt/Total Debt (%)
Source: Moody’s Financial Metrics

Of American Water’s total adjusted debt in 2013, the largest components were those related to
pension and lease adjustments.
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EXHIBIT 7

Components of Debt
7,000
6,000

5,875

146

111

6,131
0

0

0

USD Million

5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
0

As of 31 Dec 2013
Source: Moody’s Financial Metrics

EXHIBIT 8

Upcoming Long-Term Debt Maturities
600
500

USD Million

400
300
200
100
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

As of 31 Dec 2013
Source: Moody’s Financial Metrics
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Company Management
Company Management Current Title

Age* Previous Roles

Jeffry E. Sterba

President, Chief
Executive Officer and
Director

58

PNM Resources, Inc.: Chairman and Chief Executive Officer;
PNM Resources, Inc.: Non-Executive Chairman;
PNM Resources, Inc.: Executive Vice President and Chief
Operating Officer

Walter Lynch

President and Chief
Operating Officer of
Regulated Operations

51

American Water: President of Regulated Operations;
American Water: Executive Vice President of Business
Operations, Eastern Division;
American Water: President, Northeast Region

Susan N. Story**

Senior Vice President
and Chief Financial
Officer

54

Southern Company: Executive Vice President;
Southern Company Services Inc.: President and Chief Executive
Officer;
Gulf Power Company: President and Chief Executive Officer

Mark S. Smith

Vice President and Chief
Information Officer

54

American Water: ITS Senior Director, Business Application
Development & Project Management Office;
Siemens Medical Solutions: Group Manager of Management
Information Systems and Director of the Shared Services Office;
Siemens: Director of the Siebel Competency Center

William D. Rogers

Vice President and
Treasurer

53

NV Energy: Chief Financial Officer;
NV Energy: Vice President of Finance, Risk and Tax, and
Corporate Treasurer;
Merrill Lynch and JPMorgan Chase: Managing Director of Capital
Markets

Mark Chesla

Vice President and
Controller

54

Oglethorpe Power Corporation: Vice President and Controller;
SouthStar Energy Services LLC: Vice President,
Administration/Controller

Notes: * As of 31 Dec 2013
** Linda G. Sullivan will succeed Susan N. Story as Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer from 9 May 2014.
As of 13 Mar 2014

Board of Directors

9
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Age* Affiliation

George MacKenzie

64

American Water: Non-Executive Chairman;
Safeguard Scientifics, Inc., Tractor Supply Co., and C&D Technologies, Inc.: Director;
Medical Center of Delaware: Member of the Board of Trustees;
University of Delaware: Member of the Investment Committee

Julia L. Johnson

50

American Water: Director;
NetCommunications, LLC: President;
Allegheny Energy, Inc., MasTec, Inc. and Northwestern Corporation: Director

William J. Marrazzo

63

American Water: Director;
WHYY, Inc.: Chief Executive Officer and President

Martha Clark Goss

63

American Water: Director;
Amwell Holdings/Hopewell Holdings LLC: Chief Operating Officer and Chief Financial
Officer;
Ocwen Financial Corporation, Neuberger Berman Mutual Fund Complex and Allianz Life of
New York: Member of the Board;
Channel Reinsurance Ltd.: Chairwoman of the Board;
Brown University: Trustee Emerita
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Board of Directors

Age* Affiliation

Julie A. Dobson

56

American Water: Director;
PNM Resources, Inc., Safeguard Scientifics, Inc. and LCC International, Inc.: Member of the
Board

Paul J. Evanson

71

American Water: Director;
St. John’s University and Westmoreland Museum of American Art: Member of the Board of
Trustees;
Columbia Law School: Member of the Dean’s Council

Richard R. Grigg

64

American Water: Director;
FirstEnergy Corp.: Executive Vice President;
FirstEnergy Utilities Group: President;
Akron Children's Hospital, Northeast Ohio Council on Higher Education and Milwaukee
Boys and Girls Club: Member of the Board of Trustees;
The President's Council, Cleveland, Ohio: Associate Member;
Association of Edison Illuminating Companies: President and Member of the Board;
American Society of Mechanical Engineers: Member

Stephen P. Adik

69

American Water: Director;
Northwestern Energy, Beacon Power Corporation, Dearborn Midwest Conveyor Company,
SouthShore and South Bend Railroad, and Regional Bus Authority of Northwest Indiana:
Member of the Board

Jeffry E. Sterba

58** American Water: Director, President and Chief Executive Officer;
PNM Resources: Non-Executive Chairman;
Meridian Institute: Member of the Board of Directors

As of 13 Mar 2014
*As of 28 Mar 2013
**As of 31 Dec 2013
Source: Company Reports (form 10 K Dec 2013, proxy statement 2013), Company data

Ownership Structure
As of 31 December 2013, American Water’s largest shareholder was as follows:
EXHIBIT 9

American Water Works Company, Inc.
Shareholder

Vanguard Group Inc.

Number of Ordinary Shares

% of Shares Held

10,014,690

5.61

Source: Company Report (form 10K Dec 2013), NASDAQ
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Subsidiaries
As of 21 February 2014, American Water’s subsidiaries were as follows:
EXHIBIT 10

American Water Works Company, Inc.

11
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Subsidiary

Place of Jurisdiction

AAET, Inc.

Delaware

American Lake Water Company

Illinois

American Water – Acciona Agua LLC

Delaware

American Water (USA), Inc.

Delaware

American Water Canada Corp.

Ontario

American Water Capital Corp.

Delaware

American Water Carbon Services Corp.

Ontario

American Water Engineering, Inc.

New Jersey

American Water Enterprises Holding, Inc.

Delaware

American Water Enterprises, Inc.

Delaware

American Water Industrials, Inc.

Delaware

American Water Operations and Maintenance, Inc.

Texas

American Water Resources Holdings, Inc.

Delaware

American Water Resources of Florida, Inc.

Delaware

American Water Resources of Texas, Inc.

Delaware

American Water Resources, Inc.

Virginia

American Water Services CDM, Inc.

Washington

American Water Services Underground Infrastructure Corp.

Ontario

American Water Services, LLC

Delaware

American Water Works Company, Inc.

Delaware

American Water Works Service Company, Inc.

Delaware

AW Contract Services (Canada), Inc.

Federally Chartered

AW Contract Services (USA), Inc.

Delaware

AW Contract Services Holding, Inc.

Delaware

AW Technologies Incorporated

Delaware

Bluefield Valley Water Works Company

Virginia

Braemar Acres Limited

Ontario

California-American Water Company

California

Dale Service Corporation

Virginia

Edison Water Company

New Jersey

EMC American Water Canada, Inc.

Federally Chartered

EMC Batesille, LLC

Missouri

EMC of St. Charles County, LLC

Missouri

Environmental Management Corporation

Missouri

E’Town Properties, Inc.

Delaware

E’Town Services, LLC

New Jersey
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EXHIBIT 10

American Water Works Company, Inc.
Subsidiary

Place of Jurisdiction

Hawaii-American Water Company

Nevada

Illinois-American Water Company

Illinois

Indiana-American Water Company, Inc.

Indiana

Iowa-American Water Company

Delaware

Kentucky-American Water Company

Kentucky

Laurel Oak Properties Corporation

Delaware

Liberty Water Company

New Jersey

Maryland-American Water Company

Maryland

Michigan-American Water Company

Michigan

Missouri-American Water Company

Missouri

Mobile Residuals Management (USA), Inc.

Delaware

Mobile Residuals Management, Inc.

Ontario

New Jersey-American Water Company, Inc.

New Jersey

New York American Water Company, Inc.

New York

OMI/Thames Water Stockton, Inc.

Delaware

Pennsylvania-American Water Company

Pennsylvania

Philip Automated Management Controls, Inc.

Georgia

Prism-Berlie (Windsor) Limited

Ontario

Rialto Water Services, LP

Delaware

Tennessee-American Water Company

Tennessee

Terratec Environmental Ltd.

Ontario

Texas-American Water Company

Texas

TWH LLC

Delaware

TWNA, Inc.

Delaware

Virginia-American Water Company

Virginia

West Virginia-American Water Company

West Virginia

Source: Company Report (form 10K Dec 2013)
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Sector/Industry Peer Group
»

Golden State Water Company

»

Aquarion Water Company of Connecticut

Subsidiaries Rated by Moody’s
»

Pennsylvania-American Water Company

»

New Jersey-American Water Company

»

American Water Capital Corp.

Related Websites and Information Sources
For additional information, please see:
»

The company’s website: www.amwater.com

MOODY’S has provided links or references to third party World Wide Websites or URLs ("Links or References") solely for your
convenience in locating related information and services. The websites reached through these Links or References have not
necessarily been reviewed by MOODY’S, and are maintained by a third party over which MOODY’S exercises no control.
Accordingly, MOODY’S expressly disclaims any responsibility or liability for the content, the accuracy of the information, and/or
quality of products or services provided by or advertised on any third party web site accessed via a Link or Reference. Moreover,
a Link or Reference does not imply an endorsement of any third party, any website, or the products or services provided by any
third party.

Moody’s Related Research
Credit Opinion:

»

American Water Works Company, Inc.

Rating Methodology:

»

Global Regulated Water Utilities, December 2009 (121311)

To access any of these reports, click on the entry above. Note that these references are current as of the date of publication of this
report and that more recent reports may be available on the issuer’s page. All research may not be available to all clients.
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(a) any loss of present or prospective profits or (b) any loss or damage arising where the relevant financial instrument is not the subject of a particular credit rating assigned by MOODY’S.
To the extent permitted by law, MOODY’S and its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, licensors and suppliers disclaim liability for any direct or compensatory losses or
damages caused to any person or entity, including but not limited to by any negligence (but excluding fraud, willful misconduct or any other type of liability that, for the avoidance of doubt, by
law cannot be excluded) on the part of, or any contingency within or beyond the control of, MOODY’S or any of its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, licensors or suppliers,
arising from or in connection with the information contained herein or the use of or inability to use any such information.
NO WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, COMPLETENESS, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OF ANY SUCH RATING OR
OTHER OPINION OR INFORMATION IS GIVEN OR MADE BY MOODY’S IN ANY FORM OR MANNER WHATSOEVER.
MIS, a wholly-owned credit rating agency subsidiary of Moody’s Corporation (“MCO”), hereby discloses that most issuers of debt securities (including corporate and municipal bonds,
debentures, notes and commercial paper) and preferred stock rated by MIS have, prior to assignment of any rating, agreed to pay to MIS for appraisal and rating services rendered by it fees
ranging from $1,500 to approximately $2,500,000. MCO and MIS also maintain policies and procedures to address the independence of MIS’s ratings and rating processes. Information
regarding certain affiliations that may exist between directors of MCO and rated entities, and between entities who hold ratings from MIS and have also publicly reported to the SEC an
ownership interest in MCO of more than 5%, is posted annually at www.moodys.com under the heading “Shareholder Relations — Corporate Governance — Director and Shareholder Affiliation
Policy.”
For Australia only: Any publication into Australia of this document is pursuant to the Australian Financial Services License of MOODY’S affiliate, Moody’s Investors Service Pty Limited ABN 61
003 399 657AFSL 336969 and/or Moody’s Analytics Australia Pty Ltd ABN 94 105 136 972 AFSL 383569 (as applicable). This document is intended to be provided only to “wholesale clients”
within the meaning of section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001. By continuing to access this document from within Australia, you represent to MOODY’S that you are, or are accessing the
document as a representative of, a “wholesale client” and that neither you nor the entity you represent will directly or indirectly disseminate this document or its contents to “retail clients”
within the meaning of section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001. MOODY’S credit rating is an opinion as to the creditworthiness of a debt obligation of the issuer, not on the equity securities
of the issuer or any form of security that is available to retail clients. It would be dangerous for “retail clients” to make any investment decision based on MOODY’S credit rating. If in doubt you
should contact your financial or other professional adviser.
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KENTUCKY-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY
CASE NO. 2015-00418
ATTORNEY GENERAL’S FIRST REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
______________________________________________________________________________
Witness:
19.

Scott W. Rungren

Reference the Kentucky American Water application. Provide the corporate credit and
bond ratings assigned to American Water and/or Kentucky American Water and the other
operating utilities of American Water since the year 2010 by S&P, Moody’s, and Fitch.
For any change in the credit and/or bond rating, provide a copy of the associated report.

Response:
Kentucky-American Water is not rated. Please see the table below for the American
Water credit ratings since 2010. Please see the attachments for the associated reports for
rating changes in 2013 (reports on rating changes in 2015 are provided as attachments to
Item No. 18 of this request).
American Water Credit Ratings
2010 to 2015

American Water
Standard and Poor's Corporate Credit Rating
Moody's Issuer Rating

2010

2011

2012

2013*

2014

2015**

BBB+
Baa2

BBB+
Baa2

BBB+
Baa2

ABaa1

ABaa1

A
A3

* Rating Upgraded on 5/24/13 by S&P and on 5/29/13 by Moody's
** Rating Upgraded on 5/7/15 by S&P and on 8/7/15 by Moody's
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Tgugctej Wrfcvg<

Cogtkecp Ycvgt Yqtmu Eq/ Kpe/ Cpf Uwdukfkctkgu
Eqtrqtcvg Etgfkv Tcvkpiu Tckugf Vq (C.(
Qxgtxkgy
· American Water Works Co. Inc.'s financial measures continue to gradually
improve, primarily reflecting the company's improved effective management
of regulatory risk.
· We are raising our corporate credit rating on the company and its
subsidiaries, American Water Capital Corp., New Jersey-American Water
Co., and Pennsylvania-American Water Co., to 'A-' from 'BBB+'. The
outlook is stable.
· The stable outlook reflects our expectation that the company will
continue to effectively manage its regulatory risk, enabling the
regulated business to, on average, earn its allowed return on equity.
Under our baseline forecast, we expect funds from operations (FFO) to
debt of more than 16% and debt to EBITDA of about 4.5x.

Tcvkpi Cevkqp
On May 24, 2013, Standard & Poor's Ratings Services raised its corporate
credit rating on regulated water utility company American Water Works Co Inc.
(AWW) and subsidiaries American Water Capital Corp. (AWCC), New
Jersey-American Water Co., and Pennsylvania-American Water Co. to 'A-' from
'BBB+'. The outlook is stable.

Tcvkqpcng
The upgrade reflects sustained improvements in cash flow and leverage
measures, which reflect the company's improved management of regulatory risk
and the continued execution of its cost management initiative. We expect that
the company will continue its relatively conservative financial policies to
maintain its credit measures.
Standard & Poor's ratings on AWW and its subsidiaries reflect its "excellent"
business risk profile and "significant" financial risk profile. The excellent
business risk profile reflects the company's mostly monopolistic businesses
that provide an essential service in regulatory jurisdictions that we
generally view as credit supportive. In addition, the company's geographic
diversity, reliability, and efficiency further support its business risk
profile. We currently view the company as consisting of 95% regulated
businesses and 5% unregulated businesses on an EBITDA basis. The unregulated
businesses only marginally affect the company's business risk profile because
of its modest expected capital requirements, affiliation with company's
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regulated service jurisdictions, and its lower risk service contracts.
AWW's regulatory framework includes reasonably allowed returns on equity and
various cost-recovery mechanisms, including incentives for infrastructure
improvements, which we view as supportive of credit quality. In a number of
jurisdictions, which represent about 50% of consolidated revenues, the utility
recovers replacement capital spending between rate cases up to a stated
percentage. The importance of infrastructure surcharge mechanisms has
increased, given AWW's large capital program. Certain states also allow for
surcharges related to the cost of power, chemicals, and purchased water. We
generally expect that AWW will continue to request additional recovery
mechanisms to cover its rising operating costs, capital spending, and pension
and other postretirement obligations.
The company's geographic reach provides it with market, cash flow, and
regulatory diversification. AWW provides regulated water and wastewater
services to about 3.2 million customers in 16 states. AWW's elevated
capital-spending requirements for infrastructure replacement, increased costs
of compliance with water quality standards, and reliance on acquisitions to
provide growth partly offset these strengths.

AWW's reliability of supply is high, as the company owns a substantial number
of treatment facilities for surface and groundwater treatment, and the
majority of supply comes from surface and groundwater. In 2012, surface water
provided 66% of supply, groundwater 27%, and purchased water about 7%.
AWW's consolidated financial risk profile is significant under our criteria
and reflects our baseline forecast that consolidated FFO to debt and debt to
EBITDA will approximate 16% and 4.5x, respectively, over the medium term. As
of year-end 2012, AWW's adjusted debt, including capitalized operating leases
and tax-affected pension and postretirement obligations, was about $6.2
billion, for a debt-to-capital ratio of about 58% and a debt to EBITDA ratio
of 4.5x. AWW's consolidated FFO were about $1 billion, for an FFO to total
debt ratio of about 16.4% and FFO to interest of 4.1x. We consider these
credit measures to be sufficient for the significant financial risk profile.
We expect that the company will continue to have negative discretionary cash
flow, primarily reflecting continued high capital spending. AWW estimates that
it will spend about $800 million to $1 billion annually in each of the next
three years to replace infrastructure, build new facilities to comply with
water quality standards, and initiate projects to enhance reliability, quality
of service, and efficiency. We expect that the company will finance its cash
needs in a manner that preserves its credit quality.

Nkswkfkv{
The short-term rating on AWW and AWCC is 'A-2' and largely reflects the
long-term corporate credit ratings and our view of the company's "adequate"
liquidity under Standard & Poor's corporate liquidity methodology. We base our
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liquidity assessment on the following factors and assumptions:
· AWW's liquidity sources during the next 12 months, including cash, FFO,
and credit facility availability, should exceed uses by more than 1.2x.
· Debt maturities are manageable during the next 12 months, with no
substantial maturities coming due until 2017.
· Liquidity sources would exceed uses even if EBITDA decreases by 15%.
· AWW's ability to absorb high-impact, low-probability events with limited
need for refinancing, its flexibility to lower capital spending or sell
assets, its sound bank relationships, its solid standing in credit
markets, and its generally prudent risk management.
In our analysis of liquidity during the next 12 months, we assume about $1.7
billion of liquidity sources, consisting primarily of FFO and credit facility
availability. We estimate uses of $1.4 billion of liquidity for capital
spending, maturing debt, and shareholder distributions.
The company maintains a bank credit facility totaling $1 billion that expires
in October 2017. As of March 31, 2013, the company had $637 million available
under the facility. The bank facilities require the parent and the utilities
to maintain a minimum total funded debt to capitalization ratio of 70%, with
which they comfortably comply.

Tgeqxgt{ cpcn{uku
We assign recovery ratings to first mortgage bonds (FMBs) issued by U.S.
utilities, which can result in issue ratings being notched above a corporate
credit rating (CCR) on a utility depending on the rating category and the
extent of the collateral coverage. The FMBs issued by U.S. utilities are a
form of "secured utility bond" (SUB) that qualify for a recovery rating as
defined in our criteria (see "Collateral Coverage and Issue Notching Rules for
'1+' and '1' Recovery Ratings on Senior Bonds Secured by Utility Real
Property, Feb. 14, 2013). The recovery methodology is supported by the ample
historical record of 100% recovery for secured bondholders in utility
bankruptcies in the U.S. and our view that the factors that enhanced those
recoveries (limited size of the creditor class and the durable value of
utility rate-based assets during and after a reorganization given the
essential service provided and the high replacement cost) will persist in the
future. Under our SUB criteria, we calculate a ratio of our estimate of the
value of the collateral pledged to bondholders relative to the amount of FMBs
outstanding. FMB ratings can exceed a CCR on a utility by up to one notch in
the 'A' category, two notches in the 'BBB' category, and three notches in
speculative-grade categories, depending on the calculated ratio.
New Jersey American Water and Pennsylvania American Water's FMBs benefit from
a first-priority lien on substantially all of the utility's real property
owned or subsequently acquired. Collateral coverage of more than 1.5x supports
a recovery rating of '1+' and an issue rating one notch above the CCR.
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Qwvnqqm
The stable outlook reflects our expectation that the company will continue to
effectively manage its regulatory risk, filing for timely rate relief, and be
able to generally earn, on average, its allowed return on equity. Under our
baseline forecast, we expect FFO to total debt of more than 16% and debt to
EBITDA of about 4.5x. Key risks to our base case scenario include the company
disproportionately expanding its unregulated businesses. We expect the company
to finance acquisitions in a manner that supports credit quality, and
continuing to effectively execute its cost-management initiative.
We could raise the ratings if FFO to total debt consistently remained more
than 18% and debt to EBITDA were less than 4.5x. This could most probably
occur if the company were able to manage its regulatory risk and achieve
considerably higher-than-expected rate case outcomes.
We could lower the rating if regulatory risk increased or financial
performance stalled or deteriorated, which could result from substantial debt
financing of capital spending or acquisitions, such that FFO to debt fell to
less than 14% and debt to EBITDA rose to more than 5x.

Tgncvgf Etkvgtkc Cpf Tgugctej
· Criteria - Corporates - Utilities: Collateral Coverage and Issue Notching
Rules for ‘1+’ and ‘1’ Recovery Ratings on Senior Bonds Secured by
Utility Real Property, Feb. 14, 2013
· Criteria - Corporates - Utilities: Assessing U.S. Utility Regulatory
Environments, Nov. 7, 2007
· Criteria - Corporates - Utilities: Notching Of U.S. Investment-Grade
Investor-Owned Utility Unsecured Debt Now Better Reflects Anticipated
Absolute Recovery, Nov. 10, 2008
· Criteria: Key Credit Factors: Business And Financial Risks In The
Investor-Owned Utilities Industry, Nov. 26, 2008.
· Criteria - Corporates - General: Methodology And Assumptions: Standard &
Poor's Revises Key Ratios Used In Global Corporate Ratings Analysis, Dec.
28, 2011
· Criteria - Corporates - General: Methodology: Short-Term/Long-Term
Ratings Linkage Criteria For Corporate And Sovereign Issuers, May 15,
2012
· Criteria - Corporates - General: 2008 Corporate Criteria: Commercial Paper
, April 15, 2008
· Criteria - Corporates - General: 2008 Corporate Criteria: Rating Each
Issue, April 15, 2008
· Criteria - Corporates - General: 2008 Corporate Ratings Criteria: Ratios
And Adjustments, April 15, 2008
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Tcvkpiu Nkuv
Upgraded; Outlook Action; Ratings Affirmed
To
American Water Works Co. Inc.
American Water Capital Corp.
Corporate Credit Rating
A-/Stable/A-2
American Water Capital Corp.
Senior unsecured

From

BBB+/Positive/A-2

A-

BBB+

To

From

A-/Stable/--

BBB+/Positive/--

Upgraded; Outlook Action

New Jersey-American Water Co.
Pennsylvania-American Water Co.
Corporate Credit Rating
Ratings Affirmed
American Water Capital Corp.
Commercial paper

A-2

Complete ratings information is available to subscribers of RatingsDirect at
www.globalcreditportal.com and at www.spcapitaliq.com. All ratings affected by
this rating action can be found on Standard & Poor's public Web site at
www.standardandpoors.com. Use the Ratings search box located in the left
column.
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Rating Action: Moody's upgrades American Water Works and subsidiaries
Global Credit Research - 29 May 2013
Approximately $5.3 billion of debt affected

New York, May 29, 2013 -- Moody's Investors Service, ("Moody's") upgraded the long-term ratings of American
Water Works (AWK; issuer rating to Baa1 from Baa2) and its subsidiaries American Water Capital Corp's (AWCC;
senior unsecured to Baa1 from Baa2), New Jersey American Water (NJ-AWC; issuer rating to A3 from Baa1) and
Pennsylvania American Water (PA-AWC; issuer rating to A3 from Baa1). AWCC's P-2 commercial paper rating
was affirmed and the rating outlook for AWK, AWCC, NJ-AWC and PA-AWC is stable.
RATINGS RATIONALE
"The upgrade of AWK reflects our expectation that the company will continue to make progress toward enhancing
cost recovery throughout its broad base of regulated operations, which will improve financial metrics, including the
ratio of funds from operations (FFO) to debt in the mid to high-teen's range" said Moody's Analyst Ryan Wobbrock.
AWK has shown significant improvement in financial performance since 2010, due to focused investment in
supportive regulatory jurisdictions, greater use of interim cost recovery mechanisms and heightened attention
toward operating efficiency.
"Recent regulatory provisions, such as ongoing rate relief through general rate cases in 16 states and the
allowance of infrastructure recovery mechanisms in AWK's two largest service territories, New Jersey and
Pennsylvania, are significant drivers for the upgrade" Wobbrock added. The strengthening of NJ-AWC and PAAWC's financial metrics (e.g., FFO to debt in the high teens) has been a factor for the overall improvement in the
credit profile.
The stable outlook for AWK reflects Moody's view that the company will continue to generate stable and predictable
cash flow from its widely diversified regulated operations and growth in its market based, unregulated, business
segment. The outlook also assumes that the company will manage a declining demand environment and capital
intensive operations prudently through the maintenance of cooperative and supportive regulatory relationships and
a conservative financing strategy.
Further upgrades could be considered if there are additional improvements in regulatory recovery processes, such
as infrastructure recovery mechanisms being adopted in more jurisdictions; a material improvement in liquidity
sources and if the consolidated entity were to generate FFO to debt in the high teens for a sustained period of
time.
AWK's ratings would be negatively impacted by materially negative regulatory decisions, operational concerns
such as supply or asset failure or increasing leverage to the point that FFO to debt declines to the low-teen's for an
extended period.
AWCC's outlook corresponds with AWK, which provides credit enhancement through a support agreement for all
of AWCC's debt obligations.
Headquartered in Voorhees, New Jersey, American Water is the largest investor-owned provider of water,
wastewater and related services in North America.
The principal methodology used in this rating was Global Regulated Water Utilities published in December 2009.
Please see the Credit Policy page on www.moodys.com for a copy of this methodology.
REGULATORY DISCLOSURES
For ratings issued on a program, series or category/class of debt, this announcement provides certain regulatory
disclosures in relation to each rating of a subsequently issued bond or note of the same series or category/class of
debt or pursuant to a program for which the ratings are derived exclusively from existing ratings in accordance with
Moody's rating practices. For ratings issued on a support provider, this announcement provides certain regulatory
disclosures in relation to the rating action on the support provider and in relation to each particular rating action for
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disclosures in relation to the rating action on the support provider and in relation to each particular rating action for
securities that derive their credit ratings from the support provider's credit rating. For provisional ratings, this
announcement provides certain regulatory disclosures in relation to the provisional rating assigned, and in relation
to a definitive rating that may be assigned subsequent to the final issuance of the debt, in each case where the
transaction structure and terms have not changed prior to the assignment of the definitive rating in a manner that
would have affected the rating. For further information please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page for the
respective issuer on www.moodys.com.
For any affected securities or rated entities receiving direct credit support from the primary entity(ies) of this rating
action, and whose ratings may change as a result of this rating action, the associated regulatory disclosures will
be those of the guarantor entity. Exceptions to this approach exist for the following disclosures, if applicable to
jurisdiction: Ancillary Services, Disclosure to rated entity, Disclosure from rated entity.
Please see www.moodys.com for any updates on changes to the lead rating analyst and to the Moody's legal entity
that has issued the rating.
Please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on www.moodys.com for additional regulatory disclosures for
each credit rating.
Ryan T Wobbrock
Analyst
Infrastructure Finance Group
Moody's Investors Service, Inc.
250 Greenwich Street
New York, NY 10007
U.S.A.
JOURNALISTS: 212-553-0376
SUBSCRIBERS: 212-553-1653
William L. Hess
MD - Utilities
Infrastructure Finance Group
JOURNALISTS: 212-553-0376
SUBSCRIBERS: 212-553-1653
Releasing Office:
Moody's Investors Service, Inc.
250 Greenwich Street
New York, NY 10007
U.S.A.
JOURNALISTS: 212-553-0376
SUBSCRIBERS: 212-553-1653

© 2013 Moody's Investors Service, Inc. and/or its licensors and affiliates (collectively, "MOODY'S"). All rights
reserved.

CREDIT RATINGS ISSUED BY MOODY'S INVESTORS SERVICE, INC. ("MIS") AND ITS AFFILIATES ARE
MOODY'S CURRENT OPINIONS OF THE RELATIVE FUTURE CREDIT RISK OF ENTITIES, CREDIT
COMMITMENTS, OR DEBT OR DEBT-LIKE SECURITIES, AND CREDIT RATINGS AND RESEARCH
PUBLICATIONS PUBLISHED BY MOODY'S ("MOODY'S PUBLICATIONS") MAY INCLUDE MOODY'S
CURRENT OPINIONS OF THE RELATIVE FUTURE CREDIT RISK OF ENTITIES, CREDIT COMMITMENTS,
OR DEBT OR DEBT-LIKE SECURITIES. MOODY'S DEFINES CREDIT RISK AS THE RISK THAT AN
ENTITY MAY NOT MEET ITS CONTRACTUAL, FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS AS THEY COME DUE AND ANY
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ENTITY MAY NOT MEET ITS CONTRACTUAL, FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS AS THEY COME DUE AND ANY
ESTIMATED FINANCIAL LOSS IN THE EVENT OF DEFAULT. CREDIT RATINGS DO NOT ADDRESS ANY
OTHER RISK, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO: LIQUIDITY RISK, MARKET VALUE RISK, OR PRICE
VOLATILITY. CREDIT RATINGS AND MOODY'S OPINIONS INCLUDED IN MOODY'S PUBLICATIONS ARE
NOT STATEMENTS OF CURRENT OR HISTORICAL FACT. CREDIT RATINGS AND MOODY'S
PUBLICATIONS DO NOT CONSTITUTE OR PROVIDE INVESTMENT OR FINANCIAL ADVICE, AND CREDIT
RATINGS AND MOODY'S PUBLICATIONS ARE NOT AND DO NOT PROVIDE RECOMMENDATIONS TO
PURCHASE, SELL, OR HOLD PARTICULAR SECURITIES. NEITHER CREDIT RATINGS NOR MOODY'S
PUBLICATIONS COMMENT ON THE SUITABILITY OF AN INVESTMENT FOR ANY PARTICULAR
INVESTOR. MOODY'S ISSUES ITS CREDIT RATINGS AND PUBLISHES MOODY'S PUBLICATIONS WITH
THE EXPECTATION AND UNDERSTANDING THAT EACH INVESTOR WILL MAKE ITS OWN STUDY AND
EVALUATION OF EACH SECURITY THAT IS UNDER CONSIDERATION FOR PURCHASE, HOLDING, OR
SALE.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS PROTECTED BY LAW, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
COPYRIGHT LAW, AND NONE OF SUCH INFORMATION MAY BE COPIED OR OTHERWISE REPRODUCED,
REPACKAGED, FURTHER TRANSMITTED, TRANSFERRED, DISSEMINATED, REDISTRIBUTED OR RESOLD,
OR STORED FOR SUBSEQUENT USE FOR ANY SUCH PURPOSE, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, IN ANY FORM OR
MANNER OR BY ANY MEANS WHATSOEVER, BY ANY PERSON WITHOUT MOODY'S PRIOR WRITTEN
CONSENT. All information contained herein is obtained by MOODY'S from sources believed by it to be accurate
and reliable. Because of the possibility of human or mechanical error as well as other factors, however, all
information contained herein is provided "AS IS" without warranty of any kind. MOODY'S adopts all necessary
measures so that the information it uses in assigning a credit rating is of sufficient quality and from sources
Moody's considers to be reliable, including, when appropriate, independent third-party sources. However, MOODY'S
is not an auditor and cannot in every instance independently verify or validate information received in the rating
process. Under no circumstances shall MOODY'S have any liability to any person or entity for (a) any loss or
damage in whole or in part caused by, resulting from, or relating to, any error (negligent or otherwise) or other
circumstance or contingency within or outside the control of MOODY'S or any of its directors, officers, employees
or agents in connection with the procurement, collection, compilation, analysis, interpretation, communication,
publication or delivery of any such information, or (b) any direct, indirect, special, consequential, compensatory or
incidental damages whatsoever (including without limitation, lost profits), even if MOODY'S is advised in advance of
the possibility of such damages, resulting from the use of or inability to use, any such information. The ratings,
financial reporting analysis, projections, and other observations, if any, constituting part of the information contained
herein are, and must be construed solely as, statements of opinion and not statements of fact or recommendations
to purchase, sell or hold any securities. Each user of the information contained herein must make its own study and
evaluation of each security it may consider purchasing, holding or selling. NO WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, AS TO THE ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, COMPLETENESS, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OF ANY SUCH RATING OR OTHER OPINION OR INFORMATION IS GIVEN OR MADE
BY MOODY'S IN ANY FORM OR MANNER WHATSOEVER.

MIS, a wholly-owned credit rating agency subsidiary of Moody's Corporation ("MCO"), hereby discloses that most
issuers of debt securities (including corporate and municipal bonds, debentures, notes and commercial paper) and
preferred stock rated by MIS have, prior to assignment of any rating, agreed to pay to MIS for appraisal and rating
services rendered by it fees ranging from $1,500 to approximately $2,500,000. MCO and MIS also maintain policies
and procedures to address the independence of MIS's ratings and rating processes. Information regarding certain
affiliations that may exist between directors of MCO and rated entities, and between entities who hold ratings from
MIS and have also publicly reported to the SEC an ownership interest in MCO of more than 5%, is posted annually
at www.moodys.com under the heading "Shareholder Relations — Corporate Governance — Director and
Shareholder Affiliation Policy."
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For Australia only: Any publication into Australia of this document is pursuant to the Australian Financial Services
License of MOODY'S affiliate, Moody's Investors Service Pty Limited ABN 61 003 399 657AFSL 336969 and/or
Moody's Analytics Australia Pty Ltd ABN 94 105 136 972 AFSL 383569 (as applicable). This document is intended to
be provided only to "wholesale clients" within the meaning of section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001. By
continuing to access this document from within Australia, you represent to MOODY'S that you are, or are accessing
the document as a representative of, a "wholesale client" and that neither you nor the entity you represent will
directly or indirectly disseminate this document or its contents to "retail clients" within the meaning of section 761G
of the Corporations Act 2001. MOODY'S credit rating is an opinion as to the creditworthiness of a debt obligation of
the issuer, not on the equity securities of the issuer or any form of security that is available to retail clients. It would
be dangerous for retail clients to make any investment decision based on MOODY'S credit rating. If in doubt you
should contact your financial or other professional adviser.
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KENTUCKY-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY
CASE NO. 2015-00418
ATTORNEY GENERAL’S FIRST REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
______________________________________________________________________________
Witness:
20.

Donald J. Petry

Reference the Kentucky American Water application. Provide the breakdown in the
expected return on pension plan assets for American Water and/or Kentucky American
Water. Specifically, provide the expected return on different assets classes (bonds, US
stocks, international stocks, etc.) used in determining the expected return on plan assets.
Provide all associated source documents and work papers.

Response:
Please see the attachment. The attachment contains confidential information and is
subject to a petition for confidential treatment.
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ATTACHMENT TO KAW_R_AGDR1_NUM020_032416
FILED UNDER SEAL PURSUANT TO PETITION FOR
CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT FILED ON MARCH 24, 2016
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KENTUCKY-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY
CASE NO. 2015-00418
ATTORNEY GENERAL’S FIRST REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
______________________________________________________________________________
Witness:
21.

Linda C. Bridwell

Reference the Kentucky American Water application generally. Provide all transcripts of
American Water/Kentucky American Water shareholder calls for the past three years,
where Kentucky American Water was mentioned.

Response:
Please see the attached.
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Management Discussion Section
Operator
Good morning and welcome to American Water's Fourth Quarter and Year End 2015 Earnings Conference Call.
As a reminder, this call is being recorded and is also being webcast with an accompanying slide presentation through the company's
Investor Relations website. Following the earnings conference call, an audio archive of the call will be available through March 3, 2016
by dialoging 412-317-0088 for U.S. and international callers. The access code for replay is 10079115. The online archive of the
webcast will be available through March 25, 2016 by accessing the Investor Relations page of the company's website located at
www.amwater.com. [Operator Instructions]
I would now like to introduce your host for today's call, Greg Panagos, Vice President of Investor Relations. Mr. Panagos, please go
ahead.
Gregory S. Panagos
Vice President-Investor Relations, American Water Works Co., Inc.

Thank you, Kerry. Good morning, everyone. And thank you for joining us for today's call. We will keep the call to about an hour. At the
end of our prepared remarks, we will open the call up for your questions.
During the course of this conference call, in both our prepared remarks and in answer to your questions, we may make forward-looking
statements to represent our expectations regarding our future performance or other future events.
These statements are predictions based upon our current expectations, estimates and assumptions. However, since these statements
deal with future events, they are subject to numerous known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual
results to be materially different from the results indicated or implied by such statements. Additional information regarding these risks,
uncertainties and factors is provided in the earnings release and in our 2015 Form 10-K each as filed with the SEC.
I encourage you to read our Form 10-K for a more detailed analysis of our financials and other important information. Also reconciliation
tables for non-GAAP financial information discussed on this conference call including adjusted EPS and our O&M efficiency ratio can
be found in the appendix of the slide deck for this call which is located at the investor relations page of the company website as well as
our earnings release.
We will be happy to answer any questions or provide further clarification if needed during our question-and-answer session. All
statements in this call related to earnings and earnings per share refer to diluted earnings per share from continuing operations.
Before I turn the call over to Susan, I would like to take this opportunity to introduce you all to Melissa Schwarzell. Our new Director of
Investor Relations. Melissa has been a member of American Water's finance team in Lexington, Kentucky since 2009. Her experience
includes supporting rate cases, infrastructure filings and other regulatory matters in seven of American Waters regulated states.
She has worked on most of the company's cost components and she has tackled challenging recovery issues. She's also provided
rates related financing – excuse me, financial planning support throughout the American Water footprint. I know you will all find Melissa
to be very helpful and a pleasure to work with.
And now, I will turn the call over to American Water's President and CEO, Susan Story.
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Susan N. Story
President, Chief Executive Officer & Director, American Water Works Co., Inc.

Thanks, Greg. Good morning, everyone and thanks for joining us.
With me today are Linda Sullivan, our CFO, who will go over the fourth quarter and full year financial results; and Walter Lynch, our
COO, who will give key updates on our regulated business.
On January, the 1st, Walter assumed additional responsibility for operational and safety best practices across our AWE market-based
businesses. So periodically, he will give you an update on those efforts as well.
The employees of American Water delivered strong results in 2015 for both the fourth quarter and the full year. We invested significant
capital into needed upgrade for our system to provide reliable and safe water and wastewater services. We continued our focus on
managing costs and deploying technology so that our services remain affordable for our customers and we treated and delivered water
that consistently met and surpassed EPA drinking water standards. This includes the lead and copper rule, which has generated a lot of
news recently, due to the crisis in Flint, Michigan.
American Water samples for lead on a routine basis and our water systems continue to be incompliance with that rule. We expanded
our regulated customer base in 2015 by nearly 42,000 metered customers; about 9,000 customers resulted from organic growth in our
existing footprint. 24,000 customers joined our system from acquisitions that closed during the year, and additional 9,000 are from
acquisitions, where we have written agreements in place and are just awaiting regulatory approval.
We also continue to grow our market-based businesses through new contracts and new customers. As you can see on slide seven, we
reported operating revenues of $783 million, a 7% increase above fourth quarter 2014. For the full year, operating revenues were
nearly $3.2 billion, an increase of about 5% over 2014. Earnings from continuing operations were $0.55 per share for the fourth quarter,
a 5.8% increase above fourth quarter 2014.
Annual earnings were $2.64 per share, up 8.6% over 2014 adjusted EPS. The fourth quarter includes a $5 million contribution to the
American Water Foundation whose work I will discuss briefly before our Q&A session.
Turning now to slide eight; you can see that we delivered on our strategies in both the regulated and market-based businesses in 2015.
We made about $1.4 billion in total annual investment, the highest in our company's history. We invested $1.2 billion in our regulated
system, which improved our long-term service reliability and water quality for our customers.
We're able to increase our investment at this level because of the expertise of our hardworking employees and our continuous
improvement in both O&M and capital deployment efficiency. We're proud of our ability to deliver on our growth goals and effectively
manage every dollar to deliver excellent customer service while we keep our customer bills affordable.
Even more importantly, we know that our customers need to be able to trust that the water we provide is clean and safe. So while
consistently meeting and surpassing all EPA requirements in 2015, we continued our focus on further strengthening our critical assets.
Let me give you a couple of examples. We upgraded two of our company's largest water treatment plants, which serve over 300,000
customers in St. Louis County, Missouri. In Champaign, Illinois, we upgraded chemical treatment facilities nearing the end of their
useful life with improvements that included replacing gas coring facilities with safer technology.
In addition to these regulated system investments in 2015, we also grew our customer base organically and through regulated
acquisitions. Our market-based businesses continue to grow as well. In December, our Contract Services Group was awarded a 10year O&M contract in Camden, New Jersey with revenue of approximately $125 million.
Our Military Services Group expanded to 12 bases with a successful 50-year contract bid for Vandenberg Air Force Base with revenue
of approximately $300 million. Our Homeowner Services Group expanded to 1.6 million service warranty contracts and we grew our
utility partnerships by adding Rialto, California and the Orlando Utilities Commission. As you know, we expanded our business through
the acquisition of Keystone Clearwater Solutions.
So, in summary, we produced excellent results for the year through our ongoing customer growth, highest annual capital investment in
our history, and we continued our O&M and capital efficiency. This continues our progress toward achieving our goal of 7% to 10% EPS
growth through 2020. Based on our performance, our board declared a cash dividend of $0.34 per share during the fourth quarter, and
we are affirming our 2016 earnings guidance range of $2.75 per share to $2.85 per share.
And with that, Walter will now give you his update.
Walter J. Lynch
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President & COO of Regulated Operations, American Water Works Co., Inc.

Thanks Susan. Good morning, everyone.
As Susan mentioned, our regulated businesses had a strong year all around with historic capital investment, smart and strategic
acquisitions and continued O&M efficiency gains while balancing customer bill impacts.
As you can see on slide 10, 2015 was a good year for growth. Through acquisitions and organic growth, we added in our pending
regulatory approval, nearly 42,000 customers in our regulated businesses. In 2015, we completed 14 acquisitions adding nearly 24,000
customers to our existing footprint. Seven of these transactions closed in the fourth quarter including our purchase of the municipal
wastewater system in Fairview Township, Pennsylvania. This newly acquired system provides wastewater service to approximately
4,000 customers including more than 200 businesses in commercial accounts, and it's a perfect fit and as Pennsylvania American
Water already owns the water system.
This acquisition provides a long-term wastewater solution and a financial relief for the local community. According to the Township's
board of supervisors because of the sale, Township residential received a 50% reduction in real estate taxes in 2016. The proceeds of
this sale will also help payoff approximately $21 million in sewer debt and avoid an anticipated $14 million in additional debt that would
have been required to complete planned projects.
Again this is a great example of how we can bring solution to municipalities struggling to finance the water and wastewater
improvements while improving their service and keeping rates affordable for our customers.
At the end of 2015, we have 12 pending acquisition agreements that were signed and waiting for regulatory approval. These
acquisitions would add approximately 9,000 customers to our customer base if approved and completed. In 2016, we completed a
purchase of four of these acquisitions, one of which was Environmental Disposal Corporation in New Jersey. This investor-owned
wastewater utility provides service to more than 5,300 customers as well as bulk wastewater treatment services for several nearby
communities. Additionally in December, Pennsylvania American Water signed a memorandum of understanding for the potential
acquisition of the wastewater assets of the [ph] Scranton authority (12:00), which serves approximately 31,000 customers. This MOU
commits the parties to negotiate in good faith toward executing a final purchase agreement.
On the regulatory front, you can see a snapshot of our current activity on slide 11. Our Illinois and Kentucky subsidiaries fought rate
request in the first month of 2016. In both space, we're seeking to recover a significant amount of needed capital investment, offset by
reduced or flat O&M expenses.
In Illinois, we requested $40 million in additional revenues based on a projected total of $342 million of capital investment between
October 2013, and the end of 2017. Our team in Illinois reduced their O&M expenses by about 3% since the last rate case in 2012,
continuing the great work by our employees to keep those affordable for our customers.
In Kentucky, we request $13.5 million in additional revenues, primarily driven by $79 million of capital investment while keeping
operating expenses flat since 2012. Again, this focus on expenses allows us to make critical infrastructure investment continuing the
trend of keeping bills affordable for our customers.
In Missouri, our case is moving along to the process, and we expect the decision sometime before mid year. In West Virginia, we have
not yet received the rate order, so it will stay at a high level and base my comments from the press release sent out last night by the
West Virginia Public Service Commission.
The order provides an increase of $18.17 million in water rates and $151,000 in sewer rates. The Commission recognizes that the
company reduced its O&M expenses from its last rate case, and the adjustment to base rate is driven primarily by the increased
investment we made to ensure reliable water service for our customers. And consistent with our normal process, West Virginia
American water will show a press release, once they've had a chance to review the order.
Moving to California, on February 1st, we received approval from the California Public Utility Commission to extend our cost of capital
filing by one year. This will keep our authorized return on equity at 9.99% through 2017 for our California subsidiary. Meanwhile, despite
some rainfall from the effects of El Niño, the drought continues in California. Our team continues to demonstrate leadership in dealing
with the drought and we're certainly proud of all other efforts to help our customers during this time.
We also continue to make progress on the Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project. Our test plant well is operational and the results
are positive. The project is undergoing environmental and regulatory review by the California Public Utility Commission, and this review
is scheduled to be completed by the end of the year.
Moving to slide 12; we ended the year with a 35.9% O&M efficiency ratio and we're on track to meet our 34% target by 2020. I know,
we've talked a lot about this, most recently, at our Investor Day in December, but I think it's worth repeating, we've really made
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tremendous progress here. As you can see, the progress is evident by the amount of revenue requirement attributed to capital
expenditures versus operating expenses.
For the general rate cases, we filed last year, we reduced our O&M expenses by $10 million or 17%. This reduction allowed us to invest
approximately $65 million into needed infrastructure upgrades without affecting our customers' bills. Our employees are doing a great
job in this area through leveraging best practices, improved efficiencies, technology and innovation, and this produces results for our
customers as well as our company.
So, with that, I'll turn the call over to Linda for more detail on our financial performance.
Linda G. Sullivan
Chief Financial Officer & Senior Vice President, American Water Works Co., Inc.

Thank you, Walter, and good morning, everyone.
In the fourth quarter and for the full year of 2015, American Water continued to deliver strong financial results. As shown on slide 14,
earnings per share from continuing operations for the fourth quarter was $0.55, up $0.03 or 5.8% over the same period last year.
This slide shows the contribution by business line to our quarterly and annual results. Let me walk through the numbers then I'll discuss
the drivers of the key variances on the next few pages. For the quarter, the regulated businesses contributed $0.54 up $0.01, the
market-based businesses contributed $0.06 flat to the fourth quarter of last year and the parent which is primarily interest expense on
parent debt was $0.02 better than the fourth quarter of last year.
For the full year 2015, earnings per share from continuing operations was $2.64 per share, an increase of $0.21 or 8.6% increase
compared to adjusted 2014. The contribution from our regulated businesses was $2.63 per share, up $0.18 or 7.3% over adjusted
2014. The market-based businesses contribution was $0.24, up $0.02 or about 9% over last year. And the parent improved $0.01 per
share. These annual increases are consistent with our long-term growth triangle.
Turning to slide 15, let me walk through the components of our quarter-over-quarter increase in earnings per share. The primary driver
was higher regulated revenue of $0.09 per share from infrastructure surcharges and other rate increases to support our regulated
system investments. This was partially offset by higher O&M expense of $0.03 mainly from the timing of maintenance-related work as
well as higher claims and pension-related costs.
Depreciation, taxes and other increased $0.05 per share driven mainly by our investment growth. The improvement at the parent of
$0.02 per share was mainly due to lower taxes from state tax [ph] proportionate (17:49) benefit, partially offset by the $5 million
contribution to the American Water Foundation that Susan mentioned. Also, please note that the market-based businesses were flat for
the quarter as higher growth in our Military and Homeowner Services Groups was offset by a 2014 tax benefit.
Turning to slide 16, let me walk through to the elements of our $0.21 increase in year-over-year adjusted earnings per share from
continuing operations. The regulated businesses benefited from higher revenue of $0.18 per share from authorized rate increases to
support investment growth as well as increases from acquisitions and organic growth. In addition, there was a $0.05 increase due to
mild weather during 2014 and an improvement in O&M costs of $0.02 per share offsetting these improvements, with higher depreciation
and taxes of $0.07 per share, driven by our investment growth.
Overall, the regulated businesses increased $0.18 year-over-year. The market-based businesses were up $0.02, mainly due to
additional construction projects under our military contracts and the addition of Hill Air Force Base and the Picatinny Arsenal in 2014, as
well as geographic expansion and Homeowner Services. Parent and other was $0.01 better than 2014, due mainly the lower taxes from
state tax [ph] proportionate (19:18) benefits, partially offset by the Foundation donation.
Now, let me cover the regulatory highlights on slide 17. As Walter mentioned, we should receive the rate order from the West Virginia
rate case soon. And as such, we currently have four general rate cases in process: Missouri, Virginia, Illinois, and Kentucky for a
combined annualized rate request of $87.4 million. For rates effective from January 1, 2015 through today and including the $18.3
million for West Virginia we received a total of $98.6 million in additional annualized revenue from general rate cases and infrastructure
charges. We encourage you to review the footnotes in the appendix of this slide deck for more information.
Slide 18 highlights our improved financial performance across the board. During the fourth quarter of 2015, we made total investments
of $386 million primarily for regulated system investments. For the year, we invested a total of $1.4 billion. This includes $1.2 billion for
regulated system investments, $64 million for regulated acquisitions and $133 million for the acquisition of Keystone. Excluding the
Keystone acquisition, capital investment increased about 27% from 2014. Going forward, we expect to invest $6.4 billion over the next
five years of which about $5.5 billion will be to improve water and wastewater systems for our customers, $600 million for regulated
acquisitions and $280 million for strategic capital.
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For the full year, cash flow from operations increased $82 million or 7% to about $1.2 billion mainly due to the increase in net income
and our adjusted return on equity for the past 12 months was 9.43%, an increase of 57 basis points compared to last year from
continued execution of our strategies. We also announced in the fourth quarter of 2015, a $0.34 common stock cash dividend payable
on March 1, 2016.
On slide 19, as many of you will recall, during our Investor Day in New York, we gave 2016 earnings guidance of $2.75 to $2.85 per
share. Today, we affirm that guidance range. There are certain important factors that could impact our 2016 results. And as we have
done in the past, slide 19 outlines those factors that we have included in our earnings guidance range. Swings outside of these ranges
could cause results to differ from guidance. Weather is generally the largest variable impacting our earnings.
Our range of plus or minus $0.07 represents what we consider to be normal weather variation that we have included in our earnings
guidance range. For our regulated businesses, we see variations of plus or minus $0.03 primarily from the timing and outcome of rate
cases, the timing of completion of capital projects as well as variations in O&M and production costs.
American Water Enterprises variability is driven mostly from the timing of future capital upgrades in Military Services and realization of
our expected growth as well as claims costs in Homeowner Services.
Variability for Keystone is primarily driven by natural gas prices and drilling activity in the Marcellus and Utica. I would also like to
mention that our 2016 earnings guidance range includes estimated legal defense costs of about $0.03 per share related to the 2014
Freedom Industries' chemical spill in West Virginia. As you may recall, we included $0.02 per share of legal costs in 2015. And lastly, I
would like to address the expected impact from the five-year extension of bonus deprecation.
From a cash perspective, we are in a federal tax net operating loss position. So, we do not receive a current cash benefit from bonus
depreciation. We look at electing bonus depreciation on a state by state basis. In those cases, we're adopting bonus depreciation would
be in our customers' best interest and where we expect to be able to utilize our NOL, we will do so. Assuming, we elect bonus
depreciation in our regulated states, this would increase our NOLs and push out the expected timing of when we would become a cash
tax payer by about one year to 2021.
From an earnings perspective, while this would be expected to reduce rate base and earnings, we do not see a significant impact to our
2016 earnings guidance range, nor do we see a significant impact to our 7% to 10% compounded annual EPS growth rate for 2016
through 2020 because the rate base impact is largely offset by lower financing needs in 2020.
We also have flexibility to mitigate some of the rate base impacts by redirecting a portion of our strategic capital already included in our
five-year plan to our regulated businesses, as well as accelerating certain investments that continue to strengthen our critical assets for
our customers.
And with that, I'll turn it back over to Susan.
Susan N. Story
President, Chief Executive Officer & Director, American Water Works Co., Inc.

Thanks, Linda.
Before taking your questions, let's review the American Water investment thesis we shared with you at our Investor Day and briefly
discuss the American Water Foundation.
On growth, we affirm our EPS growth goal of 7% to 10% for the next five years. We talked about our unprecedented 2015 capital
investments, our continued O&M and capital efficiency and our plans for 2016. We know that reputation, operational excellence,
reliability, and dependable water quality are critical to our growth. Where and how we expanded our customer base in 2015 leverages
these strengths, growing through tuck-in, adding wastewater customers where we are ready to serve water and growing our marketbased businesses.
Our people have deep utility expertise and diversified experience and they are our biggest competitive advantage. They also care
deeply about our customers in the communities in which they live and serve. This was clearly demonstrated about what our employees
dealt with in both Missouri and Illinois during the last week in 2015. Record rainfall of up to 12-inches fell during a powerful three day
storm across the Midwest, hitting the St. Louis area hard and causing record flooding. Homes and businesses were submerged,
highways closed and water and sewer utilities faced extraordinary challenges.
Missouri American has two plants on the Merrimack River, supplying water to about 20% of our customers in the St. Louis County area.
Thanks to early planning and the construction of a system of temporary pipes and pumps. Our customers never loss service and we
maintained excellent water quality throughout the event.
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Our wastewater teams also worked around the clock during the heavy rain to remove pumps and motors that otherwise would have
been lost to flooding. But it's not just what our Missouri team did for our own customers; it's what they did for the surrounding
communities in need.
A local public water district had a flooded plant and lost the ability to serve its 20,000 customers. By opening a connection between the
systems, Missouri American was able to help the district, serve many of those without water. Additionally, they worked with the National
Guard to fill more than 500 tanker trucks that delivered our water outside of our service area, which brings me to the American Water
Foundation funded by American Water's parent company which keeps the communities we serve and have a better quality of life.
One key Foundation partnership is with the Union Sportsmen Alliance, where we have worked with local union members to build
walking trails, public access areas and fishing facilities for communities, including projects for special needs kids. The Foundation also
has a partnership with a National Recreation and Parks Association in support of building better communities. Here, we focus on
building or enhancing nature-based playgrounds for children and educating people on water and environmental stewardship practices.
The Foundation also matches employee donations to qualified charitable organizations up to $1,000 per year per employee.
Earlier this month, the Foundation made a $50,000 donation to the Flint Child Health & Development Fund to help the children of Flint,
Michigan, get the resources they need to deal with the lead exposure many have experienced. These examples of doing good as we do
well, demonstrate the dedication, expertise, strong character and the work ethic of the 6,700 people I get the privilege of working with
every day.
Certainly, our employees' commitment translates into our strong financial performance, but it also let you know as our investors that we
are a company, whose people believe not just in what we do, clean water for life, but also in how we do it. And we believe that it is
critical for a company, who wants to be as successful in the coming decades as we are today.
So, with that, we're happy to take your questions.

Question And Answer Section
Operator
We will begin the question-and-answer session. [Operator Instructions] Our first question comes from Richard Verdi of Ladenburg.
Please go ahead.
Richard A. Verdi
Analyst, Ladenburg Thalmann & Co., Inc. (Broker)

Good morning, everyone, very nice quarter and thank you for taking my call here. Just a couple quick and easy questions; first, I guess
Susan can you please speak to the strategy for capital raises the next few years to fund your program and how you think about raising
the dividend versus buying back stock versus issuing equity?
Susan N. Story
President, Chief Executive Officer & Director, American Water Works Co., Inc.

Sure, Rich, and thanks for the question. I will start, and then Linda may want to jump in.
So, when we look at all of the different uses of our capital in terms of growth, in terms of raising our dividend, in terms of regulated
investment, all of those different things, we look at a balance in optimizing those and also where we get the biggest value from every
dollar that we spend. So, we look at growth and the returns we get there. We look at regulated investment and let me be clear that in
our investment plan, the first thing we do, is we invest whatever is needed in every one of our state to ensure that we provide safe clean
water that meets all EPA standards. So, then beyond that is what we refer to as discretionary. But there is a base amount which is
significant well over half of our capital that we spend to ensure that we provide those services.
Then beyond that, we look at our dividend growth, which is, we have said, we want to keep consistent with our EPS growth. So, we
want those to be correlated, so that's the guidance we've given and we have a 50% to 60% payout ratio and currently we're at the lower
end of that range. So, there is room there.
When we look at things like debt and I'll let Linda talk about this more, the question we ask is what is best for our customers and our
shareholders with the next dollar that we invest or whether we pay down debt or whether we're able to provide dividend. So, as you
know, to have a – to be in a strong financial position as we are, we have a lot of optionality and we're always looking at how we
optimize that optionality.
Linda G. Sullivan
Chief Financial Officer & Senior Vice President, American Water Works Co., Inc.
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And Rich, I would add to that that as we look and as we outlined in our Investor Day, when we look at the capital structure over the next
five years, we continue to look at about 45%-55% equity to debt capital structure.
Richard A. Verdi
Analyst, Ladenburg Thalmann & Co., Inc. (Broker)

Okay, excellent. Thank you. And next on the O&M and efficiency ratio, clearly, this has been a great part of the story very successful,
excuse me, couple of years back the stretch target was 35% for 2018, now the stretch target is 34% for 2020. It's 100 basis points
lower in three years. I know a portion of these stretch targets were based on the ERP program a while back. Now they are predicated
upon automation technology such as the Badger Meter contract recently announced. Without holding you to it, just trying to get a grasp
on what lies beyond 2020, how possible is it that American reduces the O&M efficiency ratio by another 100 basis points by 2022 to
33%. And would automation and technology be the driver of that reaction or is there something underneath the American umbrella that
could drive the third phase of O&M efficiency reduction?
Walter J. Lynch
President & COO of Regulated Operations, American Water Works Co., Inc.

Hey, Rich; Walter. I'll take that question. Thanks for it.
We're not going to forecast beyond 2020 and a 34%, but I can tell you our teams are geared towards continuous improvement and
that's what's driving this, and technology is going to be a big part of it. As you know, we are about 90% implemented with AMR. We're
also looking at AMI and the technology that we're buying now is easily transitioned into AMI. So it's a long-term solution. But I'd tell you
looking at the people in our business understand the why and why we are reducing expenses. So we can invest in our infrastructure
and provide excellent customer service. So it's really throughout the business sharing best practices, leveraging our supply chain and
reverse auctions and power and chemicals, so it's a mindset and it's a commitment by our employees that we're going to get to where
we need to go and they understand the why, and I think that is the key to this whole things, and that's been the foundation for our
success.
Richard A. Verdi
Analyst, Ladenburg Thalmann & Co., Inc. (Broker)

Okay. Great, thank you very much, and I appreciate it. And that's it for me, I'm going to jump in queue, but I just want to say thank you
very much for slide 36 and that's very helpful.
Susan N. Story
President, Chief Executive Officer & Director, American Water Works Co., Inc.

Thanks, Rich. [Operator Instructions]
Operator
Seeing no further questions, this concludes our question-and-answer session. I would now like to turn the conference back over to
Susan Story for any closing remarks.
Susan N. Story
President, Chief Executive Officer & Director, American Water Works Co., Inc.

Well, thank you, Kerry. And thank you all for participating in our call today. If you've got any questions, please call Greg and Melissa
and they will be happy to help. I'd like to remind everyone that our 2016 first quarter earnings call will be on May, the 4, and our Annual
Stockholders Meeting would take place on Friday, May, the 13. Thanks again for listening and we'll talk to you in May if not before then.
Thanks.
Operator
The conference is now concluded. Thank you for attending today's presentation. You may now disconnect your lines. Have a great day.
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MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION SECTION
Gregory S. Panagos, Vice President-Investor Relations
We really appreciate you coming out to spend half a day or so with us. Before we get into the
presentation, let me just take a moment to walk you through the safety issues. There are three exits
on this floor in the event that there is some sort of an alarm. You will hear the alarms going off.
There will be verbal instructions over the alarm telling us where to go. There are three exits on this
floor, one to the right, immediately out this door, you head to the right; the second exit would be just
veering off slightly to the right; and the third exit, straight ahead as we go out. In the event that we
need to evacuate the building, they will tell us that over the intercom system. Our collection point is
the Intercontinental Hotel downstairs and next door.
Before we get into the presentation, I would like to take just a moment to thank everybody at
American Water who help put this together, particularly Cathy DeMots who works with me. She
worked tirelessly to get this whole thing organized; and then everybody here from American Water
who worked tirelessly over the last months to put this presentation together; all the presenters, all
the people that took time off from work to come and be with us all today.
So, with that, I’d like to turn the presentation over to Susan Story, our CEO.
I’m sorry.

Susan N. Story, President, Chief Executive Officer & Director
Safe Harbor, very important.

Gregory S. Panagos, Vice President-Investor Relations

raw transcript

Before we get into the presentation, don’t want to forget the Safe Harbor statement. We will be
making some forward-looking statements today. This – I won’t read all of this to you. Basically, the
message here is anything that we tell you that’s forward-looking could change over time.
So, with that, I’ll turn it over to Susan.

Susan N. Story, President, Chief Executive Officer & Director
But the lawyers would not let us just put on the screen. Good morning. It’s great to have you here
today. What I’d like to do first is introduce you to a few folks, and then we’re going to launch right
into the presentation of the materials that you have in the books in front of you, and some of you
may have had a chance to look at last night.
I’d like to first of all let you know that our Chairman of the Board of American Water, George
MacKenzie, is here. George, if you’ll stand up and let everybody see. We appreciate him being
here. He is the only one you have to clap for. He’s my boss.
We also have the executive leadership team here. These are the folks who report to me directly, if
you’ll stand up to save time. I won’t go through all of them, but this is the team that makes me look
good. Thank you, all.
w w w .Ca ll St r eet . com • 1- 8 7 7- F ACT S ET • Co p yr i gh t © 2 0 0 1- 2 0 1 5 Ca l l Str e et 1
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I also want to recognize for Keystone, Ned, if you will stay standing. Ned Wehler, the CEO of
Keystone; and the COO of Keystone, Dan Dalton, if you guys will stand up. It’s quite good to have
these folks here. We have some of our finance team here that reports to Linda. We got our
Treasurer and VP, Deb Degillio; Financial Planning and Analysis VP, Ed Vallejo, whom all of you
know; and our Controller and Chief Accounting Officer, Mark Chesla.
Our VP of Communications, Maureen Duffy is here. Thank you, Maureen. And we also have two of
the leads. Walter will talk about later the President of California American and Hawaii American,
Rob MacLean; and the President of New Jersey American as well as over the division VP of New
York and New Jersey, Will Varley. And we appreciate all of you being here.
So, what I want to do now is just talk a little bit about utility markets. Now, all of you spend most of
your career looking at utility markets. What I want to do is talk a little bit about the challenges we
face and the opportunities we have.
Charles Dickens wrote in the A Tale of Two Cities, it was the best of times, it was the worst of
times. And I think as analysts and investors, you probably are living that every day right now. There
are a lot of challenges that we have in the utility industry, not just water, not just American Water,
not just the water utilities but electric and gas and to some degree, telcom. These are the things
that we’re all facing. You write this in your analyst reports, and those of you who are researchers on
the buy side are also exploring this. First of all, you have supply issues. If you’re in the electricity
industry, you’re looking at the clean power plant, you’re looking at renewables. How are we going to
provide the electricity supply for the future? If you’re in the gas industry, you’re looking at all of the
shale wells you have in the northeast and the lack of takeaway capacity and the pipelines under
construction. You have a supply issue. Whether it’s a deficit or you have an abundance until you
can get the gas where it needs to go. In water, clean water, our president of California-American is
here where we’ve had the drought for several years. How do we have a consistent supply of water?
Regardless of where you are in the utility space, issue of supply is a big deal.
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The next issue we all face is infrastructure. In water, you’ve heard us talk about it. Walter will talk
more about it, so I won’t spend a lot of time in water. We’re looking at decades and decades of
immediate infrastructure replacement. We’re losing almost 3 trillion gallons of treated water a year
through [indiscernible] (04:57) breaks and through a system that’s weak and it needs replacing
pipes in some places in the country that are over 100 years old.
So, what are we going to do about replacing infrastructure or, for example, where we have supply
issue such as California building desalination or looking for other options. If you’re in electricity and
you’re having to close coal plants down, you replace them with gas. How do you get gas there?
Renewables, as you’re meeting renewables portfolio standards, how are you going to make sure
that you have the transmission line to get the power where it needs to be to the population centers?
We all struggle with supply. We all struggle with infrastructure.
We also have regulatory challenges. Whether they’re federal, in the case of FERC or in the case of
EPA and the clean power plant for the electric, whether you’re looking at state regulatory,
opportunities and challenges, we all are dealing with regulatory challenges, declining usage. We all
have dealing with this for several years, renouncing electricity where the demand has at best
slowed considerably and if worse, it’s going negative for dams and utilities who are charging based
on the volume metric formula that we’ve used for years in this country from a regulatory construct.
So, regulatory challenges are there for all of us.
Customer expectations. How many of you in here have an iPhone or a smartphone? Raise your
hands. This is where you participate. Okay. So, I keep you awake somehow this early morning. The
fact is, our customers – you and our customers, they want what they want, when they want it, in the
way that they want it. If they’re interested all of the sudden, maybe once in six months of thinking
w w w .Ca ll St r eet . com • 1- 8 7 7- F ACT S ET • Co p yr i gh t © 2 0 0 1- 2 0 1 5 Ca l l Str e et 2
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about their water bill or their electricity bill, or the gas bill, they want to look and see how much
they’re using, where they can cut back, how they’re doing on their budget, and what they need to
do about it. We are all safe in customer expectations. And in our country, about 80% of utilities do
not take credit cards directly but use a third party, because we can’t recover credit card fees
through commissions. Do you know what our customers tell us? I can go through a drive-through at
McDonald’s and buy $2 and use a credit card, but I can’t pay my water bill or electricity bill or gas
bill with a credit card.
We have increasing customer expectations. All of us in the utility industry have to deal with it. And a
couple of more I’ll just mention, Cyber. Cyber is something that whether you’re electricity, gas,
telecom, or in water specially. The issue of a potential contaminated water supply for example. How
do we ensure that our networks are safe and pure? How do we have analog systems that can back
up the digital systems? Now, I will tell you. This is where a lot of electricity, gas, and water is
coming together. Because we’re involved with the Department of Defense and the Department of
Homeland Security as part of what’s called the Dark Skies Initiatives that looks at what if there is a
terrorism or something that takes out the electricity grid for more than 25 days? And a population of
over 1 million people over 95% of the people. What do we do?
They first started with PJM in the electricity side and as they went through this, I said you know
what our real concern is? If we also grid that long, it will be water and wastewater issues that cause
people to do mass evacuations, people who can’t flush their toilets or don’t have water. So, then,
this past year, we’ve been working with them on developing a [indiscernible] (08:07) plan for water
and wastewater.
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And then, the last one, that we’re all seeing as we’re here and it’s 70 degrees in the middle of
December climate, volatility, and resiliency efforts, whether you’re water, electric and gas. In
American Water, we have seen 10 extreme weather events in the past five years, which, for us, as
we look back over the previous 20, we haven’t had that much or it’s very close to that. So, we are
building a system that’s more resilient.
So, our only position all this to say there are challenges out there that aren’t just for American
Water or the water industry. Whether you’re electricity, gas or water or even telecom to a degree
because we all need telecom to have the systems that help us communicate with our customers at
smart water grids, smart electricity grids or the gas supply controls, how we do that is going to be
very important.
But I will also tell you that there is [indiscernible] (09:04) said it’s the best of times. And we think
that’s especially true of American Water because the fact is within challenges lie opportunities. And
the best companies are those who take those challenges and make them opportunities and find a
way to meet the needs of the customers, meet the needs of our communities, meet the needs of
our regulators and our elected officials, while also making money for our shareholders. And the
companies who can do that the best are the ones who are going to win. And I will just tell you, I’ll go
to the bottom line of today right now, we intend to be the biggest winner.
So, what I want to do, we’ve been talking about the best of times. We’re just going to look briefly in
the past because today is more about the future than the past. But looking from 2015 – 2010
through 2015 in terms of EPS growth and dividend growth, this is where American Water stacks up
against the Dow Jones Utility average which we were added to in September of 2014 as one of the
15 utilities in that, as well as our water peers. And this is our leading total shareholder return in
terms of us versus the Dow Utility average in the S&P 500.
But again, you’re more interested in the future. So, one of the things we keep hearing from you is,
okay, we’ll look at your company. Great. Are you fully valued? No. I’m going to answer that one
w w w .Ca ll St r eet . com • 1- 8 7 7- F ACT S ET • Co p yr i gh t © 2 0 0 1- 2 0 1 5 Ca l l Str e et 3
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quickly. What is it about American Water that you should have confidence and not just because of
what we’ve done in the past but where we’re going in the future.
So, as I go through this briefly and I’m not going to cover all of these, what I would challenge you to
do is this, all of you cover the utility universe, electrics, gas, water. What I would just like you to do
as we go through this is take this list on the left and see how many utilities have a check mark all
the way down. That’s all I’m asking. Not going to tell you what the answers are. So, when you look
at growth, EPS growth 7% to 10% over the next five years. You’re going to hear today not only are
we affirming that for the next five years, but we’re going to give you more insight and transparency
as to how we will achieve it. Multi-decade investment needs. Clear line of sight. You’ll hear more
about this from Walter. Fragmented market, it is an opportunity. Remember, I said, within
challenges lie opportunities. Within challenges of a fragmented market where 84% of the population
is served by municipals or governmental entities, and 98% of waste water is, we find opportunities
in that.
And then under people and the business model. Churchill said one time that democracy is the
worst form of government except for all others. Being highly matrix is the worst form of governance
except for all others. And what I mean by that is at American Water, we’re in 16 states regulated,
47 states in our market base plus regulated. We operate on a very strong local autonomy model,
but also a strong central model. What we mean is if a decision affects the customer, the regulator
or the state legislator, it is made of the president and a staff of that state.
California is very different from New Jersey which is very different from Tennessee which is very
different from Missouri. We get that, and so, what we do is make sure that we have strong state
leadership and state staff who are there engaged in their communities and their states making
decisions for the customers. But we also leverage the fact we’re the largest wastewater water utility
in the nation, and we can buy pipe cheaper because we can buy it on a national scale.
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We can buy meters on a national scale. Walter has one of his direct reports. We’re looking at our
AMI strategy versus AMR and how can that be more cost-effective, and how we do that in a way
that allows customization in states that allows us to be able to do mass procurement and to be able
to save money. So, this leverage, this balance is very important. And the companies who do it the
best, are the best run companies out there.
Regulatory expertise, we have people and Walter, again, will mention this, we have people who’ve
been in our states for decades. We have people who grew up in these areas. They know people.
They know what the customers want. They know how to meet those needs. And then you’ve got
the record of execution, I’m not going to read all of these broad and diversified experience.
We have deep water experience. We also have some of us that come from other utilities and some
that come from other companies. Greg Panagos comes from the [ph] E&P (13:16) as well as the
gold mining which kind of interesting. We have people throughout our organization who’ve been
with our company for decades and others to come to make sure that we’re looking more broadly at
our markets.
And then a strong bench strength. BJ Holdnak is here. Dr. BJ Holdnak, she’s our VP of HR. BJ
please stand up just for a minute. BJ has retired from Babcock & Wilcox. She has worked for Black
& Veatch, Medtronic. She has worked in New York. She was a consultant in Colorado, California,
the South, the Northeast, and we were able to get her out of retirement in January of this year to
come in and say, we’ve got great folks, but we want to really move it up another notch. We will take
our training and development, our succession planning, moving people around, we basically have
come in and said, how can we be the best utility out there? Not the best [ph] ward (14:04) of utility.
The best utility out there and she’s helping us get there. And then when you look at risk profile,
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you’re going to hear about a lot of this from Walter and Linda today. And then financial strengths
you will hear from Linda today.
So, what I want to do is just – when you take this list you will see this again at the end after you’ve
heard. Today’s session is focused on addressing each of these issues. We’re not just going to put
up a chart up here and say, trust us, we do this. We’re going to show you the how. Not just the
what. But if we’re going to do this, how is American Water going to be able to deliver on this? And
that’s what’s you’re going to hear over the next couple of hours.
So, my last slide before Walter comes up, there’s a few small differences and the triangles from last
when we showed, mainly that regulated investment CapEx has gone from 3% to 6% to 4% to 6%
for the next five years, showing a needed – an increase in the amount of CapEx we’re putting in the
regulated side of the business. Regulated acquisitions stays at 1% to 2%. American Water
Enterprises is part of our market based business was 2% to 3%, it’s now 1% to 2% because shale
which was 0% to 2% is now around 1%.
We told you on the third quarter call that we have a risk profile and our target, while we’re here, is
that we will not, as long as I’m CEO, 15% to 20% of our net income will not come from – not more
than that will come from the market-based businesses, Keystone and [ph] AWE (15:32) combined.
And I want to be the upper part from the really strong regulated light businesses like Military
Services. So, in order to do that, we’ve done as you’ve seen a little change in the triangle, but not
too much. So, what you’re going to hear today is about the investment opportunity, more about
execution, and I’ll tell you one thing you’re going to hear to talk a lot about today is the best people
in the industry, and we’re going to give you example. So, anybody can stand up and say we had
the best people. But I will tell you this, the only sustainable competitive advantage that any
company has long term is its people. People can buy technology. People can go out there and buy
computer programs. The only thing that we believe will keep our shoulders above in the coming
years is how we develop our people and make sure that the people who follow us are better than
we are. So, taking out better than we are, welcome, Walter.
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Walter J. Lynch, President & COO-Regulated Operations
Thank you, Sue. Okay. Hello, everyone. I’m Walter Lynch, Head of Regulated Operations for
American Water, and I’m going to be talking about the drivers that enable our success for the
future, and I’m drinking some water because I lost my voice. I’m a West Point graduate and we lost
again to Navy but I lost my voice along the way.
Okay. So, I’m first going to give you an overview on regulated operations. We provide water and
wastewater services to 11.7 million people and 1,500 communities and 16 states. We own a
significant amount of assets. You can see them listed here, 81 surface water treatment plants, 100
wastewater facilities, 89 dams, most of them in Pennsylvania, and 48,000 miles of mains and
collection pipes, and again, that’s enough to go around the world twice. We treat and deliver 1
billion gallons of water every day for our customers, and in 2014, we delivered 89% of the operating
revenues for American Water.
You can see in this map, this is the map of our service territories in 16 states. We operate from
coast to coast. From New York to California and Hawaii, and this geographic diversity helps us to
mitigate both weather and regulatory risks. So, on the weather side, it could be hot and dry on one
part of the country and wet and cool in another. And we saw that actually this year where it was hot
and dry in the Northeast, then it was cool and they experienced a lot more rain in the Midwest. But
because of our geographic diversity, they were able to offset each other. So, there’s no net material
impact on our business. From a regulatory side, since we operate in 16 phases, it helps to mitigate
the regulatory risk. And we think that’s very, very important as well.
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You can see this box here on the right, nearly half of our revenue is in our two largest states, New
Jersey and Pennsylvania. And our top seven states accounted for about 88% of our operating
revenue in 2014. So, we think a competitive advantage that we have is the strength of our leaders
and the quality of our bench strength. This is my favorite slide. This shows the senior leaders in our
business that are out every day delivering service for our customers. These are senior vice
presidents of regions, large state presidents, head of our customer service, head of our operational
excellence. Together, they have over, and you can see that on the bottom, combined over 200
years of experience in the water industry, tremendous expertise in which to build.
Two of those leaders are here today, again, Bill Varley and Rob MacLean. Bill Varley is Senior Vice
President of the Northeast Region and the President of New Jersey American Water. And Rob
MacLean is President of California American Water and Hawaii American Water. And I’ll talk more
about them in a second. Being able to leverage these folks on a day-to-day basis, just amazing to
me. And I have the privilege of being able to lead this group.
So, we talked about geographic diversity as a way to mitigate regulatory and weather risk, but it
also affords us an opportunity to develop the leaders that we have. We’ve got challenges across
the business, and every one of these leaders have taken on different assignments to grow as
leaders in our organization. We think that’s very important as we develop these leaders to deliver
the quality of service that our customers expect.
Just to give you some examples. Bill Varley. Bill who’s the President of New York American Water,
did such a great job I asked him to run New Jersey American and become Senior Vice President of
the Northeast region.
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Rob Maclean, he and I were in the market-based business together before we both came in to the
regulated side. And I asked Rob to go into New Jersey, took a senior operating role in New Jersey
American Water, and then six-and-a-half years ago went out to California to take on the challenge
of running a California American Water Company. He’s done a tremendous job.
If you look at up in the upper left, Alan DeBoy. Alan has recently taken a job, Vice President of
Operational Excellence. Prior to that, Alan was President of Indiana American Water. Before that,
he was Vice President of Operations, Indiana American, and also led our engineering growth. So,
he comes into that job with a fresh perspective and what the important things are in the business,
and he’s going to a fantastic job in leveraging best practices across our business.
Karla Teasley. Karla is now Vice President of Customer Service in American Water. Before that,
she was President at Illinois American Water for eight years; did a tremendous job, growing the
business, developing relationships, building a strong team. And now she goes into that role with a
whole different perspective on what customer service means having been a state president out
there.
And one more to highlight, Cheryl Norton, in the upper right. Cheryl just recently became President
of Missouri American Water, our third largest state. Before that, she was President of Kentucky
American Water for five-and-a-half years, did a tremendous job. We asked her to take on additional
responsibility. Before that, she was Vice President of Operations for Illinois American Water for
three years. And prior to that, she led our national lab for 20 years.
So, talk about breadth of experience and different challenges along the way. And we’re all better
leaders as we’re able to develop, getting outside our comfort zones, moving around, taking on just
different challenges and different responsibilities. So, that’s what we have here at American Water.
It’s not just at our senior levels but it’s all throughout our business as we grow leaders. So these are
the folks that are delivering the quality of service everyday for our customers.
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Okay, so let’s talk about the drivers for growth. And before I do that, I just want to give you an
overview on the water and wastewater industry. There are 1 million miles of pipes in the United
States and we experience a main break, a major main break every two minutes. We lose 2 trillion
gallons of treated water every year at a cost of $2.5 billion, $2.5 billion, right? That’s 20% of all
treated water in the United States. And just to put that in perspective, that’s enough to provide the
annual household usage for 22 million homes.
On the wastewater side, that’s 800,000 miles of collection pipes. Many of them were put in years
ago or in dire need of repair and are posing a challenge to ground water. Every year, 900 billion
gallons of untreated sewages discharge into our rivers and streams.
From a pipe perspective, by 2020, 44% of all pipe in the United States is going to be classified as
poor, very poor or life elapsed and that’s up from just 10% in 1980. So it shows the lack of
investment that we’ve been making as a country in our infrastructure over the last four decades.
It’s one of the reasons that the American Society of Civil Engineers gave the water and wastewater
infrastructure a D rating in its most recent survey and that was the lowest of any infrastructure in
the United States.
And there have been many estimates but most of them center on about $1 trillion is needed over
the next 20 years to upgrade our water and wastewater infrastructure, just tremendous challenges
in the business.
Now American Water with strong cash flows, access to capital markets, we are going to be making
investments for decades to come. And so one of the things obviously is the infrastructure
challenge, another one is meeting the water supply challenges.
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One of the things we are doing and we have done as a company is provide solutions for our
customers. There is no perfect, more perfect example on that than what we are doing in California
with the Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project. That’s a desalination facility that we’re working
towards getting permitted and hopefully be in place in the next three to four years. Rob has been
out in California as I’ve said for six and a half years. He’s been really leading the effort to get to that
point, but what it really illustrates is our ability to provide solutions for our customers.
What are we doing to address the infrastructure challenges and to be able to provide reliable
service for our customers? We continue to invest significantly in our infrastructure, particularly on
the pipe replacement. So, the pie chart on the left illustrates the age of our pipes. Hold on here.
Illustrates the age of our pipes. You can see that 25% of our pipes are 70 years or older and 4%
are 100 years or older. So, we’ve got significant investment to make. But you could see the impact
of our investment on the chart on the right. The chart illustrates from 2010 and 2011, we had a
replacement rate that was in excess of 250 years.
Now, how many people here think that our pipes in the United States are going to last 250 years?
Anybody? You can see the investment that we were making to address that challenge. And in
2015, our replacement rate is about 125 years. So, we made tremendous progress. You can see
the red line, that’s the national average of pipe replacement. So, doing much better, but our goal is
to get down to 100-year replacement rate, but we’ve got to balance that with the impact on our
customer bills. And for the five-year plan from 2016 to 2020, we project that price increase on
customer bills of our top five states is going to be about 2.6%.
You can see our long-term view on capital expenditures on the left. We plan to invest $6.4 billion
from 2016 to 2020 across American Water, not just in the regulated segment across American
Water, and you can see the categories of investments that we have here: regulated investments,
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regulated acquisitions, and strategic investments. Let me start with regulated investments. This is
our core of business. We’re going to be investing about $5.5 billion over the next five years.
Average around $1.1 billion to replace pipe infrastructure, to upgrade water and wastewater
facilities, to put in new water and wastewater facilities to investment in our core business.
Next category, regulated acquisitions. This is the capital necessary for us to complete the
acquisitions in our business plan. And lastly, Strategic Capital. That’s the capital necessary to grow
our competitive businesses or market-based businesses, shale and other strategic investments.
All told, $6.4 billion, but the vast majority, $5.5 billion is in our regulated investments. You can then
see the average regulated capital expenditure by purpose in the chart on the right. Asset renewal is
the biggest category. Almost two-thirds of – about two-thirds of our spend is in asset renewal, and
what does that include?
That, again, includes pipe replacement, typically around 350 miles per year, and upgrading our
water and wastewater infrastructure. The next largest category is capacity expansion. And that’s
expanding the capacity within our existing franchise area. So, that includes main extension, meters,
valves, hydrants, those kind of things. And lastly is the regulatory compliance. And we’re required
to replace meters every 10 to 20 years based on the requirements in the state. We typically replace
anywhere from 200,000 to 300,000 meters per year based on that and in this category also
includes regulatory investment or investment in our infrastructure to meet regulatory requirements.
The Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project is in this category as well. But down the bottom,
$3.6 billion towards asset renewal, two-thirds of our investment is in asset renewal.
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This slide shows the progress that we’re making on regulatory mechanisms across our footprint.
Five different categories. We’ve made progress in every one of these categories. So, from 2010 to
2015 we’ve added 15 new regulatory mechanisms across our footprint. This just doesn’t happen.
We work with the state legislators and the state regulators to make this happen because it’s all
around getting timely recovery in our investment.
When we invest, we want to get a timely recovery that provides an incentive and allows us to
address infrastructure challenges for our customers. I just want to talk about a few of them. On the
left, infrastructure programs. This is the DSIC mechanisms, [indiscernible] (28:11) known by
different things but we’re able to add two new infrastructure surcharge mechanisms in the space
where we operate.
The biggest one by far is New Jersey. We’re able to get that about four years ago and Bill and his
team have been investing significantly in infrastructure to address this challenge. Just in New
Jersey alone, they’ve replaced 160 miles of mains over the last three years. And we’ve done that
because we have the mechanisms to allow us to do that and incentivize us to continue to invest
and get a timely recovery on investment.
The next category, forward-looking test years, again, minimizes regulatory lag. We’re able to get
this in two states, two of our biggest states, Pennsylvania and Indiana. And to the far right, the
revenue or declining usage adjustments. We’ve gone from two up to nine, so we were able to add
seven states to give us recognition of declining usage.
Tremendous progress. We have state leaders that have teams that are working with the
legislatures and working with the regulators to deliver on this, and we’re really proud of this
achievement. This is one of the things that’s helped us close the gap in our earned ROE.
So, this is a slide that we’re very, very proud of. You can see the progress that we’ve made as a
company in operating as efficiently as possible. We’ve gone from 44.2% in O&M efficiency, down to
35.8% for the last 12 months ending September of this year. That doesn’t just happen as well. That
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takes a concerted effort from the leadership and all through the business for that to happen. So, a
tremendous progress.
We realize that when we make smart O&M reductions, we’re able to create headroom for
investment. And we simply put it to our employees. And once they understand why we’re reducing
cost, that’s what really enabled us to drive this. For every $1 in O&M efficiency, we can invest $6 in
the infrastructure without impacting customer rates. That’s pretty powerful. So for every dollar. And
I’m going to talk more about that.
But that’s really, I think, what’s provided – the catalyst for us to continue to reduce our cost is that
our employees understand what that means. And it’s just taken off throughout the business. And
now, it’s part of our culture to operate as efficiently as we can.
You can see the chart on the right. It tells a pretty compelling story. We’re very proud of this as well.
If you look at 2010, 44% of our revenue requirement and rate filing back then was due to recovery
of operating expenses. As we’ve gone on, you can see how we’ve reduced that down to zero. So
100% of our revenue requirement rate filings is now due to recovery of capital. And the last two
years, our cost reductions have actually helped us fund capital investments in our systems.
Our rate filings in 2014 and 2015 reflect this, but there’s no more perfect example than in New
Jersey. And I’m going to spotlight New Jersey again. It was three years from the last rate case we
filed back in January of this year. It was three years since the last rate case which is longer than
what we normally take, particularly New Jersey, it was every 18 or 24 months. We invested $775
million in capital, the most we’ve ever invested in New Jersey. It will replace 160 miles of
[indiscernible] (31:30) as I said. During that same period we reduced our O&M expenses by $19
million. That $19 million on that 6:1 ratio helped us fund about $125 million worth of capital
investment.
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So, when we went in we asked for less than 10% over a 3-year period. That’s just a win for
everybody. It’s a win for our customers. It’s a win for our company. It’s a win for regulators and
municipal officials. And there’s no more clear example than that in New Jersey, but we have other
examples across our footprint. Just tremendous progress.
And again, it just doesn’t happen with us talking about it. Our employees have to understand why.
And since they’ve understood why, this has become part of our culture.
Okay. So, now, I’m going to talk about growth. And you can see in the growth triangle, it’s going to
provide 1% to 2% of our EPS growth in the growth triangle. It’s something that’s very, very
important to us. So, I want you to understand how we look at it and what we’re doing to enable this
to happen within our company.
First on the overall industry, and Susan mentioned this, 84% of the population served on the water
side are served by municipal water systems. 98% of the population in the United States are served
by wastewater system. It’s a very highly fragmented market. 53,000 community water systems and
27,000 approximately community wastewater systems.
Just to give you perspective on the size. 83% of the water systems served a population of 3,300 or
less. 92% of the water systems served a population of 10,000 or less. So, highly fragmented many,
many small systems. When we go out talking to mayors and municipal officials, we know that
they’re under a lot of strain. There’s budgetary issues. They’ve got to deal with pension obligations,
increasing regulatory standards. So, they’re looking at options.
One of the options, obviously, to a mayor is the opportunity to sell their water and wastewater
system. Since we operate in 16 states, and in those 16 states we operate pretty much throughout
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the state. We’re able to have discussions not just with the mayors where we serve, but the mayors
in adjoining communities and in the mayors where we serve the water we’re talking to them about
buying their wastewater systems. And these mayors are looking for options. And then I want to talk
a little bit more about that.
So, we look back three, four, or five years ago, and we said what’s holding us back from being able
to acquire systems? A lot of it was enabling legislation, things that allowed us to integrate
acquisitions and do things more effectively. You can see the list here. There’s eight states listed
here. They all have enabling legislation that allow us to acquire systems and do it in a smart way,
and do it where it makes sense for the municipal system selling.
But I want to spotlight the top two, Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Pennsylvania back in 2012 and
acted Act 11. Act 11 did a lot of things, lot of great things, disc on the wastewater side, forwardlooking [ph] test years (34:32). We think the biggest thing was the ability to integrate the
wastewater rates into the water rates. We had a stand-alone acquisition many years ago. We
bought it. We invested in the system, and because it was on its own and weren’t able to integrate
that into the overall American Water side, we had asked for a significant increase. We took that as
a learning. We went to the legislature. We said, we want to play a role in the wastewater but the
way it’s currently structured is going to be very, very difficult and use that as an example.
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What we’re able to do now through Act 11 is to buy a system and integrate those rates into 670,000
water customers. So, the impact on the acquiring system is very minimal. We’re able to spread
those costs across. Opens up a lot more opportunity. So, if you’re a mayor and you’re looking at
options, you can either invest in your system to meet regulatory requirements and a lot of it needs
significant investment and put it on the backs of those customers, your resident or have the
American Water come in, buy the system and spread those cost across an entire customer base
with 670, 000 customers which just makes great sense, and those are the discussions were having
now in Pennsylvania with a number of municipal leaders.
The Water Infrastructure Protection Act in New Jersey. [ph] Bill Volume (35:48) and his team
worked with the legislature to do a couple of things. We look at it and we took legislation from
Illinois and others to say how can we really move acquisition to head in New Jersey. So, this act us
two things. One, it allows a municipal official to avoid a referendum and streamline the acquisition
process but that’s at their view on it. We don’t have any say on it. They can avoid the referendum if
it’s deemed emergent condition, and emergent condition means the significant investment needed
in the system. So, that’s a big thing. Avoiding a referendum, so they can move this through a lot
more quickly. Second is being able to pay and appraise value for the system. As long as the board
of public utilities deemed that it is reasonable. So, that’s what this allows New Jersey to do, and I
know Bill and his team were talking to a number of municipal leaders around this and it’s really a
spearhead to continue to grow our business in New Jersey.
Many other examples here and you can see from California, Illinois, Kentucky, other examples on
where we work with the legislatures or work with the commissions to advance this, so we can grow
the business. So, this shows our renewed focus on growth. Three different categories here. It’s the
first time we’ve broken out the organic growth. The organic growth is growth within our existing
service territories, new metered customers. You can see over the last three years, we’ve added an
average about 8, 000 customers a year through organic growth. The other two in yellow and blue
are water and wastewater acquisitions. So, prior to 2013, we were acquiring about 5,000 customers
a year, doing a lot of small acquisitions. And during that time, what we do was work on legislation to
enable acquisitions, and we also work with our teams, gearing them up to pursue acquisitions that
we deem now in our sweet spot to be 5,000 to 30,000 customers. And I think you’re seeing the
impact of what we were doing prior to 2013.
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In 2013, we closed a significant acquisition on the wastewater side, Dale Services. Since then, we
have been working on a number of opportunities and talking with mayors. It does take some time.
But you can see in 2015, those numbers indicate deals that we’ve closed in 2015 and deals that
where we have a definitive agreement pending regulatory approval, significant increase, and our
focus has been both on the water and wastewater side. On the wastewater side, we serve the
water customers. 95% of our customer base are water customers. We have the relationships, we
have the trust, we have the employees in the area. It just makes great sense for us to pursue the
wastewater opportunity and be able to provide those synergies per customer. And you’re seeing
that, all right?
So, looking to the right, these are targets that we’re actually working on in American Water. These
are real targets rather a footprint, within the size of the sweet spot we identified as 5,000 to 30,000
customers. The first one, Target A. I’ll talk briefly about that. Target A is the City of Scranton Sewer
Authority. So, Scranton Sewer Authority, we’ve been operating on the water side there for decades,
perfect example of our strategy and action of going out and convincing the city that it’s a good deal
for us to buy the wastewater system and be able to take advantage of the synergies there.
So, we are the preferred bidder. We’re working to get a memorandum of understanding approved,
and from then on, we’re going to follow the Scranton Sewer Authority’s process, and hopefully, we’ll
be closing on that deal sometime. But, again, there’s a number of things that have to get done
before then. The first being the memorandum of understanding. But again, it’s right to the heart of
our strategy: find ways for our systems where we own the water systems.
The others are spread throughout American Water, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Pennsylvania, and
represent just significant opportunities for us to continue to grow the business. You can see the
targets, there are over 100,000 identified customers there. That’s significant when you look at our
history of acquisitions and what our focus is in the business, right.
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So, in summary, I know I’ve talked about a lot – I’ve covered a lot of material, let me just summarize
by saying we’re going to continue to invest in our infrastructure and we’re really poised to grow our
regulated business. We’re going to continue to invest significantly in our infrastructure, as I’ve said,
$5.5 billion, roughly $1.1 billion a year. We’re going to be investing in our infrastructure. We’re
going to reduce – continue to reduce regulatory lag by the mechanisms we have in place.
And also, our focus on costs, we can continue to reduce our cost so that we impact customers
around 2.5%. We’re going to leverage technology. A lot of what Alan DeBoy is going to do is
leverage the technology improvements that we’re putting in our business, particularly AMI and AMR
across our footprint, as an example, among many other things. We’re leveraging technology to
continue to drive our cost structure down.
And lastly, continue to work on growth. Our state teams have mandates to grow the business. That
1% to 2% that you see on there, just simply put, 30,000 to 60,000 customers per year. That’s what
we have to add and that’s what you should be looking for us. 30,000 to 60,000 customers a year to
add to our company. We’re going to do that in a number of ways, but we’re also going to continue
to work in constructive regulatory mechanisms and acquisition legislation to enable these
acquisitions to happen.
We’ve made a lot of progress over the last five years. We’ve got a great team in place. We’ve got –
we talked about one of our values is high performance. That’s one of the things we’ve driven in this
business over the last five years is high performance.
And I’m proud to be in the role but I am proud to be leading such a great team. And with that, I’m
going to turn it over to Sharon Cameron who will talk about the market-based businesses.
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Sharon C. Cameron, President-American Water Enterprises
Good morning, everybody. I’m Sharon Cameron from the market-based business. And Walter just
and Susan both spoke about the tremendous growth trajectory for the regulated business,
continued infrastructure investment needed for decades. We talked about the highly fragmented
water industry, tremendous momentum and opportunity for regulated acquisitions.
So, why do you need me? Why do we need American Water Enterprises and why do we need
market-based businesses? The market-based businesses or the AWE portfolio, we benefit from the
regulated business. We are able to leverage their core competencies and strengths. But American
Water Enterprises also really adds significant value to American Water.
Financially, AWE has more than doubled over the past five years in net income with a CAGR of
27.8% for the past five years. So, financially, we’re contributing. But beyond the financial
contribution, AWE really adds qualitative for American Water.
One of the ways we do this is we increase customer satisfaction. Walter mentioned our two largest
states, New Jersey and Pennsylvania. 50% of our residential customers for American Water. We
launched the water line and sewer line programs back in 2001 and 2002 in those two states.
Today, over a third of the homeowners in Pennsylvania and New Jersey are in enrolled in at least
two of our warranty programs. So, we have helped thousands of our American Water homeowners
with millions of dollars in repairs and replacements of their water lines and sewer lines. That
increases customer satisfaction.
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We also developed a lot of emerging technologies through our contract services group. We helped
rehabilitate, and we run the Tampa Bay desal plant, large seawater desalination plant in Florida.
And when Rob MacLean was looking to start the development of the Monterey desal plant, we
were able to harness the expertise and also some of the employees from our Tampa Bay facility
and share them with Rob to really help leverage that strength and experience that we have.
And as Walter and Susan had hit on quiet dramatically here, we have unbelievable talent in our
organization, and I would like to say that I think AWE helped support that. Because of our
competitive businesses and the very varied aspects of the businesses that we’re in, we attract
talent from a wide array of industries. We bring in people who are very entrepreneurial minded, and
we’ve been very successful in sharing folks from AWE with the regulated business. Rob MacLean,
Walter Lynch come out of AWE. Some of our other state presidents do as well. And so, it’s really a
great opportunity to bring people in from outside of the utility sector.
And finally, I would like to think as well that we helped build the American Water brand. Susan
mentioned we’re in 47 states and in Canada in our market space portfolio. And we also served a
really wide array of customer groups. So through this broad reach, we think we’ve been able to
build and help support growing the American Water brand. So now that I’ve talked a little bit about
why we have AWE, let me just take a moment to talk to you a little bit about how we operate this
portfolio. So, our objective at AWE is to develop and build profitable businesses that focus on
meeting customer needs but to do so in a very regulated-like way that align with the values that our
shareholders expects from American Water.
And so, we have three businesses today, Military Services, Homeowner Service, and Contract
Services. And our focus is to build long-term customer relationships or customer contracts that
deliver stable, predictable earnings. We also look for businesses that have the opportunity to grow
there in growing markets.
We seek businesses that have moderate competition and also businesses that are geographically
diverse. Other points that Walter made really helped mitigate risks. But beyond geographical
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diversity, I think what’s very unique about AWE, as well, is we serve a very wide array of customer
segments.
Obviously our military business serves the Federal Government. Our homeowner business serves
residential customers but also has municipality partnerships. And our Contract Services business
serves municipal, industrial, and commercial customers. So that customer diversity and geographic
diversity really helps mitigate risks as well. And finally, we complement the regulated business
because of what we call capital light as you saw in the pie chart Walter showed a little bit earlier in
the presentation, as we know the regulated business demands very high levels of capital
investment. But this is as an AWE, we really require very moderate levels of capital.
Let me start with our Military Services Group. Give you a little bit of background about that. And
then talk about what we see going forward. The Military Services business really came out of a
congress mandate that came out in the late 1990s. Congress mandated that all military installations
must evaluate utility privatization, which basically means they must consider whether they should
privatize water, wastewater, electricity and gas and steam in some bases as an alternative to self
performing. And when this came about, American Water initially felt this is a great opportunity
because it seem that it was so aligned with what we do.
The utility privatization model which makes it so regulated like. It’s really a 50-year contract with the
Department of Defense to operate and support infrastructure upgrades as well on military bases for
water and wastewater. So, we entered this business back in 2003. Today, we have 12 bases where
we provide the service, which is the largest number of any provider in this space. This is very
predictable revenue. It’s not consumption based. It also offers us the opportunity to adjust prices.
After the initial contract, the third year following, we can make a price redetermination adjustments.
And then, every two years, thereafter, we can do that as well. And so, with those fluctuations in the
economies of the chemicals and such that we’re dealing with, we can make those adjustments. If
the base have changed their assets, we can make adjustments as well to our contract.
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Again, very geographically diverse. The 12 bases we have go from New Jersey, Picatinny Arsenal,
out to Vandenberg in California. We’re in Kansas, and we go down to Texas. So, very
geographically diversed as well.
There’s something that’s very unique about this business. I come from a marketing background, but
I’ve never worked for a business that only had one customer. And so, as a result of that, we do
have one customer, the Department of Defense. We have to be laser-focused on delivering
customer excellence. We have three unbelievably talented employees who make up this business.
And every single one of them is a customer-service-excellent champion. As result of that are some
of the awards that we’ve won. We won four American Water Association Directors awards for
system optimization for water systems. It just goes to show the continuous improvement mindset of
the MSG team.
And with that, let’s talk a little bit about what we’ve accomplished and what we’re going to
accomplish going forward. As you can see from the chart on the left, pretty dramatic increase in net
income for this business especially in the more recent couple of years. As I said, we launched this
business back in 2003, won our first base, and we now have eight.
When you’re awarded a military base, you’re awarded a 50-year O&M contract that has fixed fee
for 50 years. But, in addition to that, at the time of the award, you’re also awarded a capital budget
for something called ISDC, and that’s Initial System Deficiency Correction. And it’s actually what it
is.
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When you initially acquire the system, there are certain deficiencies that have been identified and
we have to correct them. And so, there’s usually a significant capital award that’s given as well at
the time of when you start or initiate that contract.
The O&M fee, the 50-year O&M fee has tended to be over the history of our business about 65% of
our revenue. The [ph] ISTC (51:33) is about 10%, but if you noticed the growth that you see in
those most recent years, that’s come from future capital upgrades or infrastructure investments,
and what’s come about it after we were in this business for the initial years, we realized that there
was really a tremendous opportunity to work with our customer, to improve and rehabilitate the
water and wastewater infrastructure on basis.
Our infrastructure systems are underground and so, they’re out of sight. And they really have been
ignored on the military service installation. What’s unique as well is that because we have a utility
privatization contract, the base can get funding for all of these projects through their funding
mechanism.
And so, what we do is we work with our bases every year, and we pretty much put together a menu
of projects that we jointly identify as things that the base wants to work on and then through this
funding mechanism, some of those are granted. And so, we’ve really generated really significant
revenue increments through these future capital upgrade projects.
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So when we think about going forward, where will the growth come from? When we have 33
additional bases that are in our sites that we will send proposals to. Now, they’re going to happen
over a period of 10 years. We are in active proposals now between – for six bases. And of course,
the award cycle is anywhere from the first proposals usually about two to three years out. The 33
days as we have identified or what we call our sweet spot. There are a lot more than 33 bases that
will come up for water and wastewater utility privatization. But our sweet spot are the larger bases.
These are bases with a 50-year O&M value of $250 million or greater. And that also the basis that
has significant assets on base, because as I spoke about earlier, this capital upgrade and rehab
program is where we generate a significant part of our income and so that’s part of what makes it a
good opportunity for us.
The other opportunity that is really growing and will continue to grow coming – going forward is
what we see in helping our bases meet their net zero targets. An example of this is, this year, in
2015, there was in executive order, all military bases must reduce their potable water use by 2% a
year for the next decade. And so, we’re working with Fort Sill in Oklahoma, we got the permit in
August, and we go building the first reuse facility in the state of Oklahoma on Forth Sill. They’re
going to rebuilding pipes and pumps that will take about half of the wastewater on that base. It will
recycle it, and they will reuse that to water the golf course, which all military bases have. And they’ll
also use that to wash tanks, and other non-potable uses at the base.
So, that’s a great project for us and it helps them meet their net zero targets. But there is also an
opportunity for us to help to meet their net zero targets in the energy reduction area. Bill Varley is
here. We call him Dr. Bill because he is leading our geothermal. It’s a pilot that we’re doing with an
elementary school in New York, and for the properties of water, we can actually heat and cool
buildings. So, when you think of Fortville, where building needs this infrastructure for reuse, we now
already have something prebuilt that we can then apply geothermal to, and potentially heat and
cool all of the buildings at Fortville. We’re developing that proposal for them now. So, again, that’s
an opportunity where we can help the bases meet their net zero energy efficiency targets.
Geothermal can reduce energy usage by as much as 40%, so a lot of opportunities, and again,
these net zero projects can fall under utility privatization, so we already have the mechanism in
place to get the funding to deliver these projects.
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Let me switch now to homeowner services. I came to American Water about 14 years go to start
this business and it has been so exciting to watch this business grow. This business came out of a
regulated customer needs. American Water customers, we heard this from our call center reps, and
they would say, the customer calls me because their bill is really high, I send out a technician, he
gets to their house and he says, Mrs. Jones you have a leak in your water line. She goes, okay, fix,
exit. Now, it’s your water line. We don’t own the water line. You’re responsible for the water line on
your property, and she says, what am I going to do, he says, well you’re going to have to find a
contractor. In the meantime, we have to shut your water off. So, this was not the best experience
for a residential customers. So, out of this need grew this business. And what we do is first we
educate customers that they’re responsible for their service lines. And then we offer them a
moderately-priced warranty. So, in the case that they are to have a water line leak or break, we will
come out, fix it, repair it, and they won’t have to pay for it. Peace of mind.
Today, we have 780,000 customers and 1.6 million contracts. These are annual contracts, but we
have over 90% retention. Those customers that we brought in back in 2001 and 2002 in
Pennsylvania and New Jersey, we probably have the majority of them today, unless they’ve moved
out of our footprint. And even they’ve moved out of our footprint, we still serve them if they’re in one
of our general areas.
We’ve grown this business through geographical expansion. We started in New Jersey and PA. In
the first couple of the years of the program, we went to the entire American Water footprint, and
now, we are in 43 states and Washington D.C.
In addition to a high retention rate, we have a very high customer satisfaction rating of 97%. The
significance of that, of course, we always want to serve our customers well. But why that’s really
important is because as you see the color bars changing, we continue to introduce new warranty
products.
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And if we have high levels of customer satisfaction, customers will buy more products from us. And
so, we’ve been able to very successfully increase wallet share through the introduction of additional
warranty programs, and due to our rising high customer satisfaction levels, customers are willing to
take those products.
So, let’s talk about going forward. How do we continue to grow this business? Geographic
expansion. That, basically, is how we direct market to customers across the country under the
American Water Resources brand. We do that with a very sophisticated regression model. We’ve
gotten pretty good at it. We know what attributes have to be combined to identify people who are
prospective customers for warranty products.
And once we enroll one of these very warranty-minded, risk-averse homeowners, we then are able
to upsell them through all of the new products we’re developing to take many other warranty
products. We have a tremendous pipeline of new product offerings that are in the mix today.
Currently, every customer we have takes a little more than two products, and it also affords us an
opportunity to reach out to new customer segments through some of these new products, like our
well and septic program which our traditional water line and sewer line protection programs would
not have reached out to.
There are 75 million homeowners today in the United States that are not offered this program
through a partner. So, let me talk a little bit about partnerships which you see on the right. The
partnership opportunity is really the most significant growth channel for homeowner services in the
coming years. Three years ago, we partnered with New York City, the Department of
Environmental Protection, and in that partnership we were able to use the logo of the DEP and the
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endorsement of the DEP on our marketing materials. We got their customer list, and then very
importantly, we got to charge for our services on the New York City water bill.
And with the combination of those three attributes, in three years, more than a third of all of the
homeowners in New York City have our product.
In addition, 97% of those take both of the products we offer. We offer both water line and sewer line
in New York City. It’s a very, very powerful mix, whether we’re coming as New York City to a
homeowner or as New Jersey American is the same. So, the same successful results we had in our
own footprint, we are now duplicating with partnerships.
Just earlier this year, we launched with Orlando Utilities Commission, and it’s early in that process,
so we don’t have all of our response rates in, but what’s really compelling about that partnership is
that they asked us to provide five products to their customers: water line, sewer line, in-home
electric, in-home plumbing, and surge protection. So, great portfolio of products, again, on bill with
a customer list in Orlando, Florida.
Additionally, outside of municipalities, we are starting to build partnerships with what we call affinity
partners. We are in pilot test today with AAA Mid-Atlantic, American Automobile Association, which
certainly makes sense for us. We are using their customer list and their logo, and we also just
developed the partnership with the UCLA Alumni Association. So, again very significant opportunity
for partnerships.
Today, 70 of the top 100 cities do not have a partnership for these warranty offerings, we are in a
lot of talks with a lot of cities where I think we have a much better opportunity than our competitors
especially with the larger cities, is that we are the only person in this space that is a water utility.
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Our competitors are warranty companies, and when we are talking to people like New York City,
they like the fact that we are experienced when it comes to water and wastewater. It gives them
greater confidence and comfort about who they’re partnering with. So, we feel that homeowner
services, although it had great growth still has a tremendous runway ahead.
When Linda gets up to speak following our break a little later, she’s going to give you an example
for both military services and homeowner services of what winning a new military base award or
winning a new homeowner services partnership means in terms of driving future earnings.
So, let me just talk a moment about our contract services business. This is the business that serve
the municipal, commercial, and industrial customer segment. Contract services really is – really
provides American Water with very significant strategic value. Some of our key clients today are the
city of Phoenix. We’re in the eighth year of a 20-year operations contract with the city of Phoenix.
We have a drinking water facility there. And then, also for the city of Seattle, we provide 40% of the
potable water to the city of Seattle through our Tolt plant. So, we have a lot of really high profile,
significant contracts in our contract services portfolio. We have 53 contracts today, 30 municipal, 10
industrial and 13 commercial.
But one of the big values that I talked about earlier when I spoke about Tampa Bay is our ability to
leverage the technical experience that we have from some of these very innovative contracts that
we provide today in the services we provide. One of the – apart from Tampa Bay, we have an
award-winning reuse facility in Fillmore, California. So, the city of Fillmore, we beneficially reuse
100% of the wastewater from that city. We recycle it, and it is used to irrigate parks and the many
orchards that are in that part of the country. We also have a reuse water system at Gillette Stadium
up in Foxboro, Massachusetts. Now, I don’t want anybody coming after me to say that I over
inflated this story about the Patriots stadium, but I’ve been told they serve more beer there than any
other stadium, and that puts a lot of pressure on our reuse system on game day.
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And through the time we’ve had that contract, we have reused 100% of the wastewater. It’s not only
for the stadium but it’s for the surrounding hotels and restaurants as well. So, it’s really a very high
profile green story for the New England organization.
Apart from the strategic benefit around emerging technologies, there’s another very important
strategic benefit that Contract Services provides. Walter spoke about the tremendous momentum
we see for privatization of municipal systems. But we’re also seeing that’s different today is the
system wants options even in for Scranton that we spoke about. We always prefer to privatize or
acquire a system. But we need to meet municipalities and show them that American Water is a
solution provider. So, if the city said, I also want to propose a [indiscernible] (01:06:40) concession
or I also want to propose for O&M in addition to what your acquisition proposal would be. We’re one
of the few water companies that can provide all three. And that really has helped us tremendously
because we come to the table not someone who just wants to buy you, but someone who wants to
help you solve your needs and so contract services really does provide that platform to provide not
only responses to the bids but to provide those services as well.
And so going forward. We want to continue to serve our customers with excellence that will sustain
our growth. We see AWE doubling again over the next five years. We have clear line of sight, two
new UP awards. We have clear line of sight to partnerships with large cities for homeowner
services. In addition, we will continue to expand our services and our products to meet the growing
needs of our customers to increase revenue per customer and to sustain our growth over the
coming years.
With that, we are going to take a break. There’s going to be refreshment served outside and we’re
going to meet back here in approximately 15 minutes. Thanks.
[Break] (01:08:13-01:08:20)
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Sharon C. Cameron, President-American Water Enterprises
So, we’ll go ahead and get started. As all of you know or most of you know, back in July, we closed
on the acquisition of Keystone Clearwater Solutions. There were a lot of questions on the second
and third quarter earnings call once we made that public. What we wanted to do over the next few
minutes is bring the CEO of Keystone Clearwater, Ned Wehler, here to talk about the business
from his perspective, to give you insights on the market and to talk about this issue of water
services and how it fits in. The one thing I want to tell you before I bring Ned up here is when we
were approached, it was an auction sale, we really debated internally as to whether this was a
business we wanted to get into. We had lots of great discussions inside. We very disciplined and
robustly looked at the pros and cons. And we said, it’s what we do. I mean, we treat water, we
pump water, we serve water. But we still were thinking, let’s just kind of see, this may or may not be
what we want to get involved in.
And then, the turning point for us was when there were management presentations, and our team
got to hear Ned Wehler and Dan Dawson whom I introduced to you before at the beginning of this
program. The cultural fit, their focus on the environment, their background in this industry, their
care, for example, Ned has 30 years as a geologist doing environmental remediation in different
areas then working in [ph] E&Ps (01:09:40). Dan, right out of school came to work, grew up with
this business. It’s just an incredible organization.
And I went out and spent a day with them. And I have to tell you, from a safety perspective, walking
out on the site where every person has to look at a job safety plan, ever visitor has to sign,
everybody is looking out for each other, I was so impressed. So to hear more about this, and after
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Ned finishes and Linda comes up, we will have, hopefully, 30, 40 [audio gap] (01:10:08) have at the
end of this. So I’m sure you’re writing down [audio gap] (01:10:11) questions that you didn’t get to
ask in the break.
So with that, I’d like for Ned to come up and talk about Keystone Clearwater and water services
[audio gap] (01:10:19) basin.

Ned E. Wehler, Chief Executive Officer, Keystone Clearwater
Thank you, Susan. It’s a pleasure to be here. My name is Ned Wehler. I’m the CEO of Keystone
Clearwater. You’ve seen the triangle. It’s been a privilege to be perched at the top of the triangle.
We – when our company went through the auction process that Susan just described. And we had
a lot of interest in our company. And from the very beginning, we were very pleased about the
interest of American Water, and I want to tell everyone and make it clear that the relationship has
been truly outstanding. The resources and support, the reputation, the financial strength, the ideas,
the leadership team have all added value to our organization going forward. So, it makes it easy to
be successful at the top of the pyramid when you’re supported by such an outstanding
organization.
Keystone Clearwater Solutions is a water management company serving the exploration and
production industry, the energy industry, the shale gas production community in the Northeast
United States and what is known as the Appalachian basin.
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Our company was founded in 2009 with ownership principally by an energy company. So, through
the background that I had and others in our organization in environmental engineering, water
supply sourcing, pumping, pipeline projects, we leveraged that skillset in the Appalachian basin to
serve the exploration and production marketplace throughout the Appalachian basin beginning in
2009.
We had the opportunity to roll out water supply, water pumping, water transmission services to the
energy industry and gradually expand those service offerings to other companies in the play. At this
time, the company served about 25 active exploration and production companies in the basin.
Overall, in the Appalachian basin, there are about 50 active exploration and production companies,
so we have current business relationships with about half of them.
This past year has been challenging, as you know, and I’ll talk about that in just a moment. But the
activity in the Appalachian Basin this past year has involved about 1,500 new wells in the basin. So,
we’re very engaged with that process.
Now, how do I advance the slides? Like that? Okay. I’d like to just give you a basic overview of the
industry, the technology, and I’m sure many of you are somewhat familiar with this. The emergence
of the growth momentum in energy production in North America has been driven by new
technologies.
Principally, directional drilling technology was the primary technology driving the success of what is
now known as unconventional drilling technology. The well completion technology has combined
hydraulic fracturing to produce the large yields of natural gas, natural gas liquids and oils from
unconventional wells.
This well-completion technology is enabled by water and it depends on water, and it depends on
large quantities of water. And because of that dependency and because of that the importance of
water to the success of energy development by unconventional methods.
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This is aligned ideally with the skill set that we’ve developed in our company, and that together with
American Water we have the core competencies in place to serve the full spectrum, the full water
cycle that serves the well completion technology. We’re working in the Appalachian Basin with two
formations that I think you’re all probably aware of the Marcellus formation which has proven its
efficiency, its natural gas productivity throughout the basin, and also, now the emergence of the
deeper Utica Shale.
These two geologic formations have proven reserves well in excess of 500 trillion cubic feet of
natural gas. And because of the yield, because of the improvements and efficiencies, we know that
this actuation production potential was here to stay. We have every reason to believe that there’s
50 years of business opportunity here in Appalachia, and based on current production rates which
are about 18 billion cubic feet per day growing incrementally over the next three years to about 30
billion cubic feet per day from the Appalachian basin, sustainable from these formations, we know
that there is decades of business opportunity in place for the company here in Appalachia, and in
addition, there is of course geographic expansion potential as well throughout North America. So,
that’s kind of the marketplace that we’re working in.
I would like to give you a brief overview of short-term and long-term prospects here in the
Appalachian Basin. Those of you that are following energy prices surely know the challenging time
that we’ve had this year. The momentum of growth in the industry has slowed, has basically stalled
at this point in time, but besides supply issues, storage issues, the primary constraint in the
Appalachian Basin here in the Northeast has been the takeaway capacity. The developed
infrastructure to take gas from the basin and deliver to markets in the East Coast, in above
Midwest, through the Gulf Coast has been constrained by current pipeline capacity.
Fortunately, there are about 15 new takeaway projects that have reached construction stage. There
are roughly four new takeaway projects coming online late in 2016. There are another 11 projects
expected to become active in 2017, and early 2018, and we’re anticipating that the increase in
takeaway capacity will gain roughly 23 billion cubic feet per day over the next two years.
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Currently, and for the 2016 year, we’re expecting between 20% and 30% declines in completion
activity by our customers. Fortunately, we have offset those declines with gains and customer
counts, and continued opportunities with new customers.
Through the winter period, there will be some drawdown of excess storage. Current storage of
natural gas in the United States is roughly 4 trillion cubic feet. The El Niño weather pattern, warm
weather as we’ve experienced the last couple of days, but actually the last couple of months here in
the northeast has also been a negative factor in pricing of natural gas. But one of the bright spots
that we’re experiencing with our customers at present is the customers are readying their lease
hold, acreage holdings to take advantage of growing takeaway capacity. And they’re funding water
pipeline infrastructure project, water sourcing, water pump stations, water pipelines, and water
storage facilities. So, these are bright spots, these are revenue areas of growth for our company at
this time.
And just to put this into perspective, growing rig counts in the northeast United States have
declined from about 110 drilling rigs active in the basin in January of this year to a current rig count
of roughly 59. So, we’ve seen nearly a 50% decline in rig counts, yet the revenues of Keystone,
Clearwater have declined by only about 5% this year. And the reason that we’ve been able to hold
our revenues is because we’ve expanded our customer base, we diversified our services, we
brought in services into the pipeline realm, and we’ve added storage services to our customer
base.
In terms of the long-term 2017 and beyond, because increase takeaway capacity is coming online,
and because we’re anticipating growth in demand, throughout the United States, and in particular,
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in the east, as power generation conversions from coal to natural gas occur, as industrial
conversions and new industrial manufacturing occurs, depending upon natural gas. As LNG
facilities are built and exports begin and as further exports through pipeline project from the United
States occur, we expect demand to increase, we expect the beginning in 2017. Our completion
activity will increase by between 10% and 20%. We are looking at a basin that has lowest cost gas
production in the nation with estimated ultimate recovery cost of less than $0.40 per thousand cubic
feet.
So, we situated in a basin with tremendous potential situated in the right location, in a place where
substantial new takeaway capacity is being built and where our lowest cost gas exists [ph] being in
and (01:21:33) along and accessible to the East Coast.
So, what we are expecting is that later in 2016, and then as takeaway capacity takes hold in 2017,
we will begin to see natural gas prices begin to inch up.
I want to give you a briefing of what the company does and how it relates to the total water
management cycle that the exploration production companies use to produce and complete natural
gas wells in the Appalachian Basin.
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Beginning at the top of this circle and I’ll go through this quickly, hydraulic fracturing depends upon
water as I mentioned. So, the process begins with fresh water sourcing. It perceives them to
transfers from sources by means of pump stations and pipelines. Pipelines feed to temporary
storage or and on budding well pads where wells are drilled and wells are completed. There is onpad water services where water is pumped to and from storage to blenders and fed to pressure
pumping operations that serve the hydraulic fracturing operation in the whole well completion
activity. Once wells are completed, there is flowback. There is blending of flowback. There is
filtration of flowback and recycling and reuse of flowback water. In addition, flowback water is
stored. Sometimes flowback water is transferred to other local pads. And to some degree, those
transfers are occurring with temporary water pipelines and/or by trucking services.
So, what we’ve built in our company serving 25 active customers at present is a business that
specializes in water sourcing, water pipeline design and construction, pump station construction,
water and equipment hauling, on-pad and off-pad water transfer services. We employ personnel
that provides of all the operation and maintenance services to operate pumping systems, pipeline
systems, and storage systems. We provide water storage solutions, water storage tanks, large
above-ground storage tanks.
And in earlier this year, the company initiated a new line of service that’s driven by interest in the
producers to have the company provide capital and do design, build, own, operate projects for
pipeline systems to serve water to the acreage of our E&P customers. As Susan mentioned, the
company was acquired in July of this year. At that time, we were serving about 20 E&P customers.
Since then, we have added seven new customers, and at present, as I mentioned, we’re serving
roughly 25 active E&P customers. The two that make the difference are currently inactive. One of
the things that we’re very pleased about in terms of our company’s performance, the high
performance team and the core values is that once the company has established a relationship with
a new customer, it has held that customer. We have never lost a customer.
So, fortunately, we’re holding and building our wallet share of business with customers. We
continue to add customers. And through those dynamic, we are able to hold steady revenues. And
this approach and I’ll describe a little further will support our five-year growth plan. In this water
cycle, just very quickly, the pieces of business that are under pressure, that are under certain
declines are the sourcing and the on-pad completion related services. But the services of this cycle
that are continuing to grow and that represent revenue growth opportunities for our company
include the pump station business, the pipeline construction business, the ownership of pipeline
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business, the operation and maintenance services of that business, services related to blending of
flowback & produced water, the storage, and the reuse of produced water, and finally, the
transportation of reused water.
So, even in the market downturn, we are seeing significant growth of several of the water cycle
business lines. I mentioned that we’ve been successful in gaining and holding our customers. What
is our competitive advantage? Why are we able to do this?
Hopefully through the water’s cycle discussion that I just walk through, you can gain an
understanding that the company has a fully integrated range of services. We do it all. We supply it.
We pump it. We build it. We transmit it. We store it. We move it. We filter it. So, everything related
to that water cycle is a service that the company provides. And at this time, while, the company is
seeking efficiencies in every scale, we have the opportunity to bundle services, provide every
servers, limit the number of transaction with our customer, and the appeal of a total water
management solution delivered by the company throughout the region by workforce that is based
locally is very appealing to our customers.
I’d like to elaborate very briefly on this. The Appalachian Basin is a large region from Northeast
Pennsylvania to South Central West Virginia to all of Eastern Ohio. Our company has regional [ph]
alliances (01:28:08) deployment of its workforce, so that our employees are based close to and
near our customer well pad locations. This has translated into allowing us to compete effectively
against competitors and it’s been very appealing to our customers. This explained our background
in terms of environmental engineering and permitting and regulatory knowledge throughout
Appalachia through years of experience in environmental engineering work. That basin-wide
experience has been tremendously valuable in our customer relationships.
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If you’re familiar with the region, you know that our market involves roughly 100 different counties. It
involves roughly 2,500 different municipalities. These localities are governed by state regulations,
county regulations, local regulations, subdivision regulations, land development regulations. The
knowledge base that our personnel have has been tremendously valuable to our customers in that
we know how to get things done. We’re very successful at meeting time lines and meeting project
schedules.
The next discriminator that use very successfully and that is very appealing to our customers is the
strong technical knowledge that we have. We take an engineered solutions approach to everything
that we do. That means that we have very formal standard operating procedures to how we do
things. We bring advanced technology to bear on our solutions, level controls, flow controls,
pressure monitors, pump controllers, pump automation. This type of approach, coupled with a very
strong construction quality assurance approach to assuring the quality and the performance
characteristics of our systems brings technical knowledge to bear. And this, too, is very appealing
to our customers.
We’ve been successful in maintaining our position as a low-cost, competitive provider in a
challenging marketplace, the success of this comes in large part from the fact that we own nearly
all of the assets required to deliver these services.
The company owns roughly $40 million of assets that it uses to supply water, pump water, pipe
water, store water, and the like. The fact that we own these resources allows us to maintain a
competitive cost advantage. Besides this, we can bundle services when [ph] employ automation
(01:31:01) technology and we maintained a very low overhead structure in the company. Roughly
6% – 5% to 6% of our revenues is our general and administrative overhead, which is low compared
to our peer group.
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Finally, we’ve built a very strong reputation in the marketplace evidenced by the fact that we’ve kept
every customer. We’ve grown our market share. Current market share has increased to
somewhere north of 25% of the market. This year, our peer group named our company the 2015
North East United States water management company of the year. In 2014 and 2015, we were
named the fastest-growing company in all of Central Pennsylvania.
And finally, our reputation has even been further enhanced by the American Water acquisition. Up
until that time, there were some headwinds in our markets in some cases because of the
knowledge of certain E&Ps that we were owned by a exploration and production company. That
has gone away. The financial strength, the reputation, the resources, the skill set of American
Water has been very appealing to our customers.
So, the ownership model, the resources that supported has joined to be one of the very important
competitive advantages that we have as a company with broad appeal to our customers.
Going forward, we’ve presented and we have a five-year growth plan, which has the company’s
revenues growing by more than 50% over five years. Our basic strategy for growth is to hold our
current customers and to grow our wallet share with them.
As I mentioned, we have 25 current customers. We hold anywhere from 5% to 100% of their work.
In the whole mix, we might have 30% to 35% of the business of those current customers, so there’s
tremendous opportunity to increase our wallet share with current customers. The universe of
customers in the Appalachian Basin is about 50 customers.
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We have an active business development program with calling assignments on sales personnel,
our managing directors, our company officers, all have a role in identifying, calling-on and
developing new customers. So, we’re expecting that we will be able to increase our revenues
through expansion of our customer base.
And, finally, one of the strategies that we’re employing to improve the predictability, the stability and
the sustainability of revenues is to add to our mix of services the design, build, own and operate
solution, whereby, E&P companies that have more interest in deploying their capital to exploration
and production can allow an American-Water-owned enterprise to build and own and operate water
pipeline infrastructure and even water storage infrastructure to support their water management
needs, so that their moneys can be invested in the exploration, the completion, the drilling and
other infrastructure projects related to gas sales to the marketplace. So, that’s our primary strategy
for growth.
Important risks that we concern ourselves with related to revenue, fluctuation, margin volatility,
declining completion counts, and even actions by certain companies to build their own water
infrastructure or their own water storage infrastructure.
So what are we doing to mitigate these risks? Number one, I want to make this very clear. The
company has done an outstanding job through all of the issues that are described going on this
year to hold its margin. We have learned very well how to hold margin and we’ve been very
successful at holding margin, and our margins are consistent with margins earned by the company
in prior years.
We’re employing longer term contracts on the ownership opportunities. We’re anticipating that the
design-build own pipeline projects will involve five-year contracts with three- to five-year renewal
term options. We have a variable cost structure. Only about 20% of our costs are fixed, the other
80% of our costs are variable, those related to labor, subcontracting rental equipment, hotels, per
diem expenses, supplies, materials and the like. So, as completion levels change. We do not
experience much in the way of cost as those changes occur. And finally, we’re continuing to grow
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wallet share and make customer additions to overcome revenue fluctuations and declining well
counts.
Lastly, I want to mention that the company is beginning the process of working closely with
American Water to support it with services outside of the shale gas industry, such as bypass type
pumping services, such as emergency response services. We’re optimistic that we will be
successful in broadening the use of our rental pumps, our rental pipes, our valves, our fleet of
equipment, transport equipment, to serve markets that include municipal markets and industrial
markets, providing services such as emergency pumping, flood response, bypass pumping, as
water and wastewater facilities take outage and maintenance events.
So going forward, we’ll continue to leverage our strengths, our core competencies with the
synergies of our partnership with American Water to serve our current customers, our new
customers. The financial strength of the enterprise is very attractive to our customers. It’s added a
considerable underpinning of the business at this time. We’re working harder to build a more
predictable business model that’s tied closely to pipelines, permanent pipelines, tied closely to
storage facilities, and tied closely to the ownership of water supply sources that we have.
In this manner, we believe that we will have more predictable, more stable and growing revenue
going forward. As I mentioned, we’re launching and we’re beginning the process of offering and
closing design, build, own, operate projects for pipelines. We’re talking to customers about similar
proposals for water storage facilities. These offers will tend to lower the water supply risk that our
companies have and will provide attractive return on investment to the company. And finally, we’re
going to continue to grow our wallet share, hold our customer base, and continue to add customers.
So, that’s what Keystone Clearwater is doing at this time.
Linda?

Linda G. Sullivan, Chief Financial Officer & Senior Vice President
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Great.

Ned E. Wehler, Chief Executive Officer, Keystone Clearwater
Okay.

Linda G. Sullivan, Chief Financial Officer & Senior Vice President
Thank you, Ned. Great to see all of you. Testing. One, two, three, better? Okay. I said it was great
to see all of you. So, thank you for coming out. You’ve heard a lot so far today. So, you’ve heard
Susan talk about some of the key elements that make us a unique investment in the utility space
with our growth profile, our people, our risk profile, and our financial strengths.
You’ve heard Walter talk about the multi-decade-long investment need that we have in our
regulated business, combined with some of the enabling legislations that we are seeing that helps
us to expand our footprint in terms of regulated acquisitions and customers. And you’ve heard
Sharon and Ned talk about the complementary market-based businesses that we have that really
leveraged the core competencies of American Water and provides a strategic platform for us for
future growth.
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What I’m going to do now is really kind of wrap all of that up into our financial plans and talk about
how we’re going to finance our growth going forward. But before I do that, I have been with
American Water for well over a year-and-a-half now. So, it’s home to me now and I have heard
many of you thank us for the transparency that we give with regard to our growth in the business.
And I’ve also heard many of you ask for additional detail about what gives us the confidence that
we can grow 7% to 10% over the next five years.
And so, what I plan to do today is to really dive a bit deeper into each element of our growth triangle
and provide you a look at what gives us that confidence, what is the total market potential in many
of the areas of our business and then how do we plan for that over the next five years.
So, let me start with the shorter term. So, we are looking at continued long-term diluted earnings
per share compound annual growth rate at 7% to 10% over the next five years and this is anchored
on our 2014 adjusted earnings per share.
Many of you that have followed us for a long period of time have seen this wedged chart. And the
change here is that we’ve changed the anchor point from 2013 to 2014. Today, we are reaffirming
our 2015 earnings guidance and we are setting forth our 2016 earnings guidance in the range of
$2.75 to $2.85 per share. I’ve put that on the wedge here as you can see that the guidance ranges
are consistent with our 7% to 10% EPS growth.
Let me dig a little bit deeper into the numbers. So, walking over from 2015 to 2016, in our third
quarter earnings conference call, we narrowed our earnings guidance to the upper end of the range
to $2.60 to $2.65 per share. We are reaffirming that guidance range today. And then, we are setting
for 2016 earnings guidance in the range of $2.75 to $2.85 per share.
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Now, let me walk through some of the major components of the growth from 2015 to 2016. I’ll start
with the first two bars which are our regulated business. The first bar, $0.12 to $0.14 of our growth
is coming from the regulated business, and this is primarily driven by our capital investment plan at
the business, as well as the constructive regulatory mechanisms that Walter talked about that we
put into place and the cost management philosophy that we continue to drive in the regulated
business.
Our regulated acquisitions are the next bar which are expected to contribute $0.02 to $0.04 to our
year-over-year growth. And this is being enabled by the legislation that Walter talked about earlier.
When you combine those two bars together, the regulated business represents $0.14 to $0.18 of
our 2015 to 2016 growth. On a stand-alone basis for the regulated company, that represents 5% to
7% growth in our regulated businesses.
For our market-based businesses, we look at growth of $0.03 to $0.04 year-over-year, and this
represents growth associated with the items that Sharon and Ned talked about: growth in our
military service contract business, growth in our homeowner service contract business, and the first
full year of operation of Keystone Clearwater Solutions. On a standalone basis, our market-based
businesses are expected to grow in the range of 12% to 17% year-over-year. And then finally, we
have for the parent company, we expect that the parent company drag will increase a couple of
pennies on a year-over-year basis and this is primarily because of some state-tax apportionment
benefit that we’re expecting in 2015 that we do not expect to reoccur in 2016.
And so that’s how we walk over to our earnings guidance. Our earnings guidance of $2.75 to $2.85,
we have confidence in this guidance but there is variability in our business. And so, I want to walk
through some of the items that we have included in our earnings guidance range. As many of you
are aware, weather is the largest variable of our business. We look at plus or minus $ 0.07 of
weather represents normal weather variation and that is what we’ve included in our earnings
guidance range.
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For our regulated business, we see variations in the business primarily due to the timing and
outcome of rate case and other proceedings with regard to the timing of our capital expenditures as
well as O&M and production expenses. At the AWE companies, American Water Enterprises, we
see variability that’s associated with the timing of the future capital upgrades on the military
contracts. We see fluctuations associated with our homeowners service business in terms of the
penetration rates for new customer as well as claims costs.
And then in the shale industry, as Ned mentioned, we see variations primarily associated with
market conditions. So, those are the [ph] tax variability (01:46:14) that we’ve included in our 2016
earnings guidance range. Any variations outside of these ranges could make our results differ.
Let me now move to a look at our long-term growth. As I mentioned, we have 7% to 10% long-term
EPS growth over the next five years, 2016 through 2020. The way I’ve set up this slide is really to
look at our last five-year plan compared to this five-year plan.
And some of the key items that I would like to point out is that we have really narrowed the growth
range in this five-year plan to provide additional clarity to you of how we intend to grow our
business. So, if you look at our last plan and added up all of the numbers, the range were 6% to
13%. Under our current growth triangle, the range is 7% to 11%. Again, providing additional clarity.
Importantly is that our regulated investments or CapEx has moved from 3% to 6% of our future
growth. We’ve moved the bottom end up to 4% to 6% of our future growth and this is primarily
driven by the capital investment program, which I’ll review in more detail. For the total regulated
business, which includes the regulated acquisitions, we are looking at the regulated business
providing 5% to 8% of our future growth. Really the foundation of the growth of American Water.
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In our market-based businesses, we’ve also tightened the range, as we’ve gone through our
planning process. Now, these businesses, as you heard from Sharon and Ned, they continue to
grow at very robust rates. As I mentioned, growing from 15% to 16%, we’re looking at 12% to 17%
growth in these businesses on a stand-alone basis. As we’ve gone through our planning process,
we look at the risk profile, the overall risk profile of our company. And as Susan mentioned, we
know that our investors are looking at investing at American Water because we are primarily a
regulated entity.
And so when we go through our capital allocation process and our financial planning process, we
make sure that we are allocating our time and our resources within that risk profile. What we have
said is that we’re comfortable with the market-based businesses, representing about 15% to 20% of
our earnings per share. And only at the upper end of that range, if it is more of a regulated-like risk
profile. Our current plan falls within that targeted range.
Now, what I’d like to do over the next few pages is to dig in a little deeper to each area of the
growth triangle. And I’ll start with the regulated system investments. They’re primarily driven by our
capital plans. And as Walter mentioned, our capital plan is about $6.4 billion over the next five
years. That’s a $380 million increase over our last plan. The bulk of that increase is associated with
the regulated system investments that Walter talked about.
In addition, we have $600 million that we have set aside for regulated acquisitions. And what’s
important to note here is one of the things that really makes American Water a unique investment is
the predictable and stable way that we deploy our capital. We don’t have a lot of large multi-year
projects in our industry – in the water industry. Typical large project in our renewal work is about
$20 million, $20 million $25 million. And so, that’s important because as all regulated acquisition
kind of ebb and flow from a timing perspective, we are able to better manage our capital through
the flexible nature of the deployment of our capital.
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And then, finally, we have strategic capital of $280 million. This is associated with the opportunities
that Sharon and Ed talked about. And behind the strategic capital is a very disciplined process that
we go through to make our capital allocation decisions. We have a strategic filter that we go
through. We also have clear financial filters that we go through and hurdle rates.
The next piece is again with our regulated business. And this is a look at rate base growth. Many of
you have asked for additional clarity on rate base growth. So, I hope you really like this slide. This
shows where we have been and a projection of where we are going.
2014, our year-end, our rate base was $9.4 billion. In 2015, we estimate that the year-end will be
$9.9 billion; and 2016, we are estimating rate base of $10.5 billion. And this includes rate base for
all components of the growth triangle for the regulated business, both the CapEx and the regulated
acquisition. And then we intend to grow that rate base consistent with our growth profile going
forward.
Now this next slide is to dig a little bit deeper into the 1% to 2% growth from regulated acquisition.
And the way that we’ve set up the next series of slides is to look at, where are we today? What is
our total opportunity? On the right-hand side and then what is the current activity and Walter
covered a lot of this in his slides. We have 3.26 million metered customers at American Water.
2015 activity, we have added about 33,000 customers either through closed acquisitions or pending
acquisitions that will close in 2015 or 2016. But if we step back and, say, well, what is the total
opportunity? What we wanted to do is to provide you an idea of the total market here. So, what we
looked at was we looked at our regulated states where we currently operate. And then we looked at
those target opportunities, the systems that are in the 5,000 to 30,000 customer connection
footprint, and we said, what type of opportunity is that for American Water? And it would be a 13
million water customers and 11.5 million wastewater customers would be the total opportunity
within our existing states, or 24.4 million customers.
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Now, within our five-year plan, as Walter mentioned earlier, we’re looking at adding 30,000 to
60,000 customers per year, or 150,000 to 300,000 customers over this timeframe. And that is how
we get to the 1% to 2% growth in the regulated acquisitions.
The other thing to note here – and Walter mentioned it – is the enabling legislation. One of the
things that is really core to the enabling legislation is providing municipalities to this and other the
incentive to sell. And seeing this momentum as we move to more of a fair value or appraised value
approach from a historical cost-type approach really provides more of that incentive.
Let me now move to market-based businesses, and I’ll start with AWE. I will cover two areas here,
military and then homeowner services, and we’ll set this up at the same way. So, what is our
current portfolio, what are we currently pursuing, and then what is the total market opportunity to
help give you confidence throughout our growth plan? What is really important to know that’s on the
slide is when we’ve given you these numbers before, they have been in growth revenue numbers,
and we’ve heard many of you say, we really want to help better understand how we make money in
these businesses. The numbers that are on the slide today are net income numbers, so the bottom
line numbers.
We currently have a portfolio of 12 military bases and under those military bases, what we look at
was there’s two ways we make money, there is the O&M services contract and then there is the
future capital upgrade. And so, we looked, based on our experience, on these bases. What do we
think is the total opportunity throughout the remaining term of the contract. We look at the O&M
piece without escalation and then we estimated the future capital upgrades based on our historical
experience working on the bases. And we see that the opportunity is about $300 million over the
remaining life of these contracts.
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Now, if we take that to the next set, we are currently pursuing eight military bases, wherein RFCs
with eight military bases. We looked at this opportunity the same way. We set based on the size
and scale of the military bases that we’re pursuing, what is the O&M opportunity on escalated, and
then, what do we see as the future capital upgrades that would be more of a steady state. And we
believe that opportunity is in the range of $260 million to $380 million over the 50-year contract term
for this basis, to the extent that we would be successful.
And the total opportunity for this business is 33 basis that would be of the size and scale that we
would be interested in pursuing. And that opportunity, calculated in the same fashion, is $1.1 billion
to $1.6 billion in net income over the remaining – over the 50-year life of the contract.
So, then, at the bottom is how high you think about a typical addition of a military base, and what
that will do to our net income? So, typically, after we get through the startup period of a base, what
you could expect is a net income contribution range of about 650,000 to 950,000 after the second
year of operation.
For homeowner services, Sharon talks a lot about homeowner services and the market opportunity
here. We have a current portfolio of 1.6 million contracts. Our projections through 2020, these are
the projections that we have included in our 5-year plan, are to increase our contracts by 800,000
to 1.3 million. But – and the total target market opportunity, as Sharon mentioned, this is a market
that is very underpenetrated. And so, if we look at the 75 million households that do not have these
services is the total market opportunity.
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Typically, what we have seen is that you have two contracts for household, which would make the
total opportunity 150 million contracts. And then if we assume a 20% penetration rate of this
market, that will be 30 million contracts would be the total opportunity. And you can see that that
large opportunity is really what provides us the confidence that we have in the projections through
2020. That, combined with our past experience, and as Sharon mentioned, we have doubled this
business over the last five years.
So, what does that mean to net income for homeowner services? And there’s many variables that
we have in this business. I’ve highlighted a few of the key variables. So, when we enter into a new
contract with a municipality, or a city, or another utility, what we look at are three key variables. So,
the penetration rates. These are, once we have access to the customers, how many customers will
sign on for our services. And in our history, what we have found is that if we are on-bill, we
generally see a penetration rate of 15% to 40%. If we’re off-bill, it’s lower than that. It’s 1% to 15%.
The other variable, the next variable, is the number of contracts per home, which I mentioned
earlier, is typically two contracts per homeowner. And then what does that mean from a net income
perspective? The net income per contract that we believe, looking forward, going forward, is $8 to
$12 per contract. So, what does mean? When we announced that we have, for example, a
hypothetical customer, exclusive agreement with one of our cities or municipalities, let’s say that
they have access to 200,000 customers, the hypothetical calculation will be 200,000 customers,
let’s say it’s on-bill, we would expect the penetration rate, I’m going to use the lower end of the
range, of 15%. Two contract per household, net income per contract of $8 to $12 annually that
would result in $480,000 to $720,000 in net income for that contract.
Let me move to Keystone. Keystone, the current portfolio of Keystone and the top number you see
here is the gross revenue number. So for Keystone, in 2015 they project $70 million in gross
revenue. And as outlined here, where that revenue is really coming from in the Keystone business
and it’s primarily from the water transfer and construction services that leverage the competencies
that we have at American Water.
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What does that mean from a net income perspective? As you know, we’ve owned Keystone since
July of this year. We have said that we would be EPS neutral. This year we continue to see
Keystone being EPS neutral in 2015.
In terms of active development, we currently have active development for $25 million to $30 million
of incremental annual revenue that we are currently pursuing. We – in terms of 2016, what does
that mean from a net income perspective? We continue to see even with the downturn in the
market that Keystone will be EPS accretive in its full year of operations with American Water.
And then if we look at the total opportunity for Keystone, the total annual revenue in the
Appalachian region, the opportunity is about $250 million to $300 million in gross revenue. And we
believe reasonable market penetration rates in this business are in the range of 35% to 50% and
that is how we get the confidence of Keystone and our shale businesses contributing approximately
a 1% compound annual growth rate over the next five years.
Now, as Ned mentioned, Keystone’s business has a more volatile earnings profile than some of our
other businesses. It has shorter-term contracts in nature. The costs are highly variable costs. 80%
of costs are variable. And it is a relatively asset-light business today which provides a lot of
flexibility of this business to be able to manage their costs through these downturns. That’s the
current model.
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We are working with Keystone to build a more predictable and more stable business model as Ned
talked about. And the types of things that we are looking at are entering into longer-term contracts
with our customers to where they would pay a rent or a lease-type agreement which would be
similar to a take-or-pay type contract. It would provide or meet the needs of the customers in this
region as well as providing additional revenue stability for our business.
A couple of other points on Keystone, and we’re really excited to have Keystone as part of the
American Water family. One of the things that – Ned did not tell the story about the interaction
between Keystone and our West Virginia American Water subsidiary. We had an issue where there
was an algae bloom coming down the river, and we needed to have a temporary pipeline built as
an alternative. And Keystone was really the best resource that we had to be able to come in and
build the pipeline, a temporary pipeline to be able to address this issue as quickly as possible and
get through all of the permitting requirements in a very safe and efficient and effective manner. So,
it’s a very good partnership between the two companies. The other item that I’d like to point out on
Keystone is that we do, do some trucking in this business, but what we do not do is truck for deep
well injection.
So now let me, that’s a deep dive into each area of the growth triangle and I hope this provided
information that is helpful to you to understand the confidence that we have in our long-term growth
over the next five years.
Now, let me talk about our financial plans underlying that. American Water has excellent credit
quality. We are an A-rated utility company from S&P. We’re A3 by Moody’s which puts us in the top
quartile of our utility peers. We are very proud of that and we’ve had a long history of improvement
in our FFO to debt as you can see here. And as we look out over the next five years in terms of our
debt maturity, we do have some debt maturities that are coming due. It’s about $1.3 billion over that
timeframe. In 2017, in 2018, are the timeframe for most of the maturities. Some of that is the higher
cost debt that we’ve left over from the RWE transaction. And we consistently look at economic
ways to refinance or hedge that higher cost debt as we move forward. But these debt maturities are
manageable by the American Water Company.
We also have a very strong balance sheet. From a cash flow perspective, we expect that we will be
cash flow positive in 2018 and that is putting together all of our $6.3 billion capital. It’s included in
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that number or poking our head above water, if you will in 2018. From a capital structure
perspective, we are currently at 55% debt, 45% equity. We continue to be within that range over the
next five years and we do not see any need to issue new equity to meet our growth program.
Those of you who’ve followed us for a long period of time know that we have a long history of
consistent dividend growth, we have had a dividend growth CAGR of 9.1% over – from 2010 to
2015, which represents top quartile dividend growth when compared to the Dow Jones’ utility
average and our water industry peers.
Going forward, we look at growing our dividend commensurate with our 7% to 10% earnings per
share growth. We have a target payout ratio of 50% to 60%. We are currently in the lower end of
that payout ratio to have headroom to grow. And when we add all of these up, really, what we are
looking at is total shareholder returns that when you add our long-term expected growth rate at the
midpoint, our dividend yield, which is about 2.5%, we’re looking at total shareholder returns that are
well-above the [ph] Dow Jones’ utility average. Well above our water utility peers and our lowerdouble digits with a five-year average beta of 0.8.
So, in summary, when we look at our targets, we look to grow our earnings per share compound
annual growth rate and earnings per share of 7% to 10% over the next five years with the regulated
business serving as the foundation of that growth. We look to increase our dividend in line with our
earnings per share growth with the target payout ratio of 50% to 60%. We look at maintaining our
conservative risk profile with the majority of our business being the regulated business, and
delivering leading total shareholder returns.
With that, before I hand it over back to Susan, I just want to say a few things. You can come on up,
Susan. You heard a lot of discussions today about the people of American Water. And the tone at
the top and the heart and the soul of the company is really – it’s created by the CEO. And Susan
said earlier she wants to be the best utility. And every single day, Susan works to make American
Water the best utility in the nation. And she motivates and inspires her team of leaders and the
6,800 people across the American Water footprint to be the best that we can be. We are extremely
fortunate to have Susan Story as the head of American Water.
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Susan Story, President, Chief Executive Officer & Director
Thank you. If I was smart, I would sit down right now, and [ph] don’t say another (02:09:05) word.
But – so what I do want to do is [audio gap] (02:09:09-02:09:12) remember when we started,
showed this and I said, okay, why American Water. And here is [audio gap] (02:09:17-02:09:18)
factors. And I said, those of you who are the buy-side [audio gap] (02:09:21-02:09:48)
Okay. How do you start back in that? So, let’s go back to the investment basis.
I was talking about go back, look at all of the utilities in the utility universe and just use this
checklist. I mean, we put what we believe is the compelling story for American Water. Growth,
you’ve heard all about this. I’m not going to go back through this. You heard starting this morning
with Walter, and then Sharon, and then Ned, and then Linda.
You’ve looked at all the things we’re doing. So, here are the things we think differentiate us. Not
won by itself, but the aggregation of all of them. And we believe that this stands out to any other
utility out there in the utility universe. But I do want to close with just a couple of comments, to be
quick, and then we’ll go to Q&A.
We’ve talked about this a lot, and I know a lot of you are analysts and you’re financial driven, and
you may be asking so, why are you putting so much emphasis on the people. Well, you know, the
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fact is this company today, tomorrow, next year, 3 years, 5 years, 10 years down the road will only
continue to be the best in the industry if we have the right people leading it.
We have the best technical people running it, and we have people who give their heart and souls
and not just their hands every day to what we do and who believe in what we do not just as a job
but as a calling. And that may sound cheesy, but we really believe it.
So, what I want to do just in a couple of minutes, I’m going to tell you a couple of stories about not
the executives you see in here, but some of our folks in the frontline and what they do that make
the different. Not that they’re all great in what they do, which most of them are tremendously great
at what they do.
So, Victor Munguia, California American works for Rob. You noticed the little kids in the
background, he coaches a peewee team, but what I want to mention is that he is a customer
service representative and he’s out in the field and he’s doing work. So, he’s finishing up a job one
day and he’s driving his truck. And at the corner of his eye, he saw this little thing on a side road
moving. And Victor goes, there’s just something kind of strange about that. So, Victor backed up in
this instant, had crawled out the front door of his house into the street, into the busy street.
Victor, by turning his truck around jumped out, ran, picked this infant up, took it back to the home.
The mother was just terrified, because she didn’t know that the baby had crawled out. I was able to
be in California, who we presented him something, Rob and I few months ago, the most humble
person who said anybody would have done what I did. But anybody didn’t do it, Victor did it.
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Herbie Sims, that’s the person I want to highlight. So, Herbie’s at Pennsylvania American Water.
He’s a backhoe operator. So, every day, he goes down Wyoming Avenue and you can hear the
backhoe coming. There’s a little three-year-old named, Connor, who stands out on the front porch
and Herbie, beeped his horn and waves at Connor. Every morning he did it. His mother, Connor’s
mother, Katie , was so moved, she called his Pennsylvania American office and she said, you need
to understand Connor is autistic, and he doesn’t like to be touched and every morning is a battle
because we start out and it’s so tough. But he hears that backhoe start down the street and he runs
to the front porch just to see Herbie come and beep at him and wave at him.
So, Herbie set it up through Pennsylvania American – his mom called the office, set it up and
Herbie and his wife went. The company bought a couple of trucks for Connor and his brother,
Logan. And Herbie went and his wife and played with these two little boys for hours. And when he
got it to leave, Connor, the little boy who’s mom and the therapist said he didn’t like to be touched,
just grabbed himself around Herbie’s leg and hugged him and didn’t want to let go. Herbie’s mom
said, you know, I couldn’t wait to tell the therapist about the progress that Connor had made.
Because of Herbie Sims of Pennsylvania American Water driving his backhoe down the street,
everyday beeping at this little boy standing on the porch.
Now, why are we talking about this at a conference about financials? If you know, in a regulated
business, that highly-satisfied customers lead to the fact that you can get reasonable regulatory
outcomes because you’re running your company well, you’re running it efficiently, you’re running it
with people who care about those customers who live those communities.
You don’t think that translates into financial performance? That’s not why these guys do it. They do
it because they love our customers. But that’s the difference in having a company where people
believe in what you do, and not just what you do but how you do it.
So, summarize in two minutes and then we’ll have the speakers come up and answer your
questions. So, what did we talk about that’s new today? Number one, we hope we have provided
you more clarity as to how we will achieve 7% to 10% growth over the next five years.
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Number two, we shared with you that we have increased our regulated CapEx budget. Some of you
have been asking, you have the financial capacity, why don’t you do it. A part of us being able to do
that was finding ways to be more efficient so that we don’t impact our customer bills too much
because that’s at the forefront of what we’re thinking about.
Third thing we did was we gave you more line of sight into regulated acquisition. What’s out there,
what’s our focus, how are we doing. Walter shared with you without names except for the one that
has been public, the MOU in Scranton will be voted on at 1:00 today, in fact. So, we showed you
line of sight’s regulated acquisition.
You heard from Sharon in American Water Enterprises and from Ned on Keystone a lot more clarity
into those businesses, which many of you have been asking about. On one hand, we told you that
regulated investments and regulated acquisitions remained the foundation of our growth, and that’s
true but we’ve spent a lot of time on the market-based businesses of Keystone and AWE because
you said you didn’t understand them and to be able to model or to see where the opportunities are.
So we try to do that today.
So that’s what’s new. So what’s the same? What’s the same is who we are and what we do. Who
we are, is we are a regulated utility. At our core, our heart and soul, and our market base
businesses are only going to be those that we know the business, that play off our core
competencies. It’s about water sourcing. It’s about pumping. It’s about water storage. It’s treatment.
It’s delivery. It’s customer service. It’s regulatory expertise. The things that made us great this 1886
that we’re going to continue to build on.
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Also , what we do. When we look at who we are as a water company, and having been in the
electricity industry for 31 years, and I love that industry. I think the electricity industry is incredible,
and economic growth that depends on it. I think that the energy, broader energy industry is
incredible. But you know what, at the end of the day, without water, there’s nothing. You can
survive without electricity for days, you can’t without water or flushing your toilet, or things that
people don’t talk about a lot but are the fundamental of what we have to have everyday to live our
lives.
So, we told you some new things, but at the end of the day, we are a company about making sure
that our customers have water, that they have it for their lifetime, that it’s clean, that it’s safe, it is
affordable and it’s there when they need it.
So with that, I will ask Walter and Linda and Sharon and Ned to come up here, and we are going to
have about 30 minutes for Q&A. And by the way, when we finish Q&A, we will stop the webcast.
But if you can stay three extra minutes, we have a special gift, surprise for those of you who will
stay three minutes after the meeting is over. We are going to celebrate the diversity that is
American Water and how we prepare for an earnings call caught in a short video. But before then,
we’ve got Q&A. Yes. Oh, and if you would wait for the microphone so that we can pick this up on
the webcast.
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QUESTION AND ANSWER SECTION
<Q – Richard Verdi>: Thanks. Hi. Good morning, guys. And, first, thank you for today. A lot of
great information. My question is for Ned. Ned, I’m Rich Verdi with Ladenburg Thalmann. I asked
this on the Q3 call and I’m still not quite clear today. When I look at Halliburton and Schlumberger,
they throw their arms up in the air as to when a turnaround will be. Some say it’s 2016. Some say
it’s 2017. Same with the frac guys, U.S. Silica, Hi-Crush. But at the same time, you guys are citing
accretion next year and such a favorable outlook. So, I’m wondering what is it that differentiates
Keystone from all of these other major players in that space.
<A – Ned Wehler>: Well, let me try to answer that as simply as I can. I talked about the growth of
takeaway capacity. Projects being built today coming online will add 23 billion cubic feet per day of
takeaway capacity in 2016, 2017, and 2018. Our customers have entered into agreements to
supply gas to those projects. Our customers have obligations to supply gas to those projects. We
believe those projects will be driven by demands that are growing in the East, that are growing
throughout the U.S. from the sources that I cited.
Another point, even [ph] flat (02:19:22) production because of decaying flow rates from wells
requires new wells. The increased takeaway capacity is another demand for new wells. The net
growth of demand is a case for new wells. So, there’s quite a number of drivers affecting the
opportunity in the Northeast United States, which has the ability to produce gas at lowest EUR
costs of all basins nationwide.
Schlumberger, Halliburton operate globally. They’re very tied to the oil patch. They’re very tied to
offshore. I don’t think it’s all that analogous but naturally many of the headwinds affecting those
enterprises affect us as well.
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But for the reasons I’ve given in general and because of forecasts for demand growth from current
production of about 17 billion cubic feet per day to about 30 billion cubic feet per day from the
Northeast, which is a takeaway business in and of itself in the Northeast compared to other
production areas nationwide, those factors will drive the growth that we are talking about.
<Q – Richard Verdi>: That’s perfect. Thank you. And if I may, just one follow-up, too, Ned. You
guys have mentioned about the future of, I guess, it was renting and leasing the equipment and
how it would be somewhat equivalent to take or pay. So, I’m wondering what the customer base
looks like because when I think of take or pay for a lot of these other players in this energy space
the past year, it actually didn’t pan out so well for them. So, I’m wondering how you guys enforce it?
What is the customer base? Are they sizeable enough, customers where you can pressure them to
enforce it? Just some color would be really helpful on that.
<A – Ned Wehler>: The customers that we’re talking to and that we consider prospects are those
with water pipeline infrastructure needs. So, they’re faced with a need to either invest their own
capital and incur those costs or consider use of their own capital for E&P and allowing a company
such as an American Water subsidiary to provide the capital and own the asset as an alternative.
That alternative source of funding is very attractive to the companies. And the take-or-pay
elements, so to speak, is really an appropriate level of lease payment in return for the capital
investment and the construction of that asset basically financed and funded over five years.
Besides the internal or the after-tax return that is attractive in these deals, we also have the
opportunity to build these projects and earn our ordinary margins on construction. We have the
opportunity to operate and maintain the pump stations and the pumping operations for five years or
more. And because these artery systems and limited [ph] storage (02:22:51) are operated by our
personnel, we sit in an ideal position to further our water transfer business and our water storage
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business with those same customers. So, it’s truly a significant method of securing and stabilizing
increased margins, increased revenues with these customers.
<A>: And as we continue to look at this, what we look at is the financial strength of those
customers is a big piece of that equation as well, Rich.
<Q – Richard Verdi>: Thank you, guys.
<Q – Ryan Connors>: Good morning. Thanks for hosting. This is Ryan Connors with Boenning &
Scattergood. I want to talk about the five-year plan for the regulated business and specifically the
portion that targets a 2.6% CAGR and rates customer bills. And presumably, that acts as a bit of a
governor on the growth and the rate base and the earnings and maybe limit some potentially
worthwhile projects. And yet if you look at the government data, that’s only about half of what water
rates are growing nationally, and that’s been going on for a decade or more and shows no sign of
letting up. So, the question is as the industry leader, why not use that air cover, so to speak, to go
for a little more aggressive number on rate base growth and bill growth?
<A>: It’s a great question, Ryan. Yeah, we constantly look at this, and we try to gauge what’s right
for our customers. And we know that some other segments are growing at a faster pace, but we
think that 2.6%, given where we are right now in the economy, is the right investment level to make
at this point. But again, it’s something we constantly look at, reassess. We do have the added
capacity. We can invest more. But again, the driving factor in those states are how much do we
want to increase bills. And as we were able to reduce cost even more, then maybe we can invest
more. And that’s the challenge that we have to our teams in the states.
<A>: And the fact that we couple that, well, this is a decade-long basis, is that you don’t rush and
do that and then hurt yourself down the road. If we can be very good stewards of our customers’
money, then long term, we think it’s better not just for the customers but for the financial integrity of
the company.
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<Q – Steve Percoco>: Hi. Steve Percoco, Lark Research. I’m sorry. I was not on the past two
conference calls. So, Ned, how much environmental risk is there in your existing business model
and in the new one that you’re contemplating? And is it appropriate for you take on any
environmental risk given that it’s a different business than what American Water is traditionally in?
<A>: The primary environmental risk I would describe related to our business concerns the
handling, the storage, the transmitting of produced water and flowback water, these are waters
containing brine and other constituents. We’re very careful about primary containment, secondary
containment, very strong standard operating procedures, very strong, rigorous HSE program that
overlies all of our operations with active inspections of every job site every week, daily job safety
assessments that are done each day per shift to identify each and every environmental and safety
hazard associated with the activity.
And I mentioned during my talk the orientation of the business towards engineered solutions,
everything we build, everything we do is technically driven, technically specified, written in an SOP
with our personnel fully trained. Besides that, we have very durable, very environmentally
appropriate materials that are used for storage, for secondary containment, for operations to keep
environmental exposures to a minimum.
I would say that our exposures concern risk of spills. We’ve had an excellent no spill history, not
that we have not had a spill. Spills we’ve had have been very minimal, have been very low, low risk,
low issue. And because of the procedures, we’ve been very successful at keeping that to a
minimum.
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Finally, we’ve kept the company away from the business of deep well disposal. It’s a long-term
liability issue. It’s a seismic issue of concern that we’ve chosen to steer clear of. We’ve been
leaders with our customers in fostering reuse methodology, reuse technology, water filtration,
blending and automation tools, all of which we believe leads to reduced environmental risk.
<A>: A couple of three things to add to that, on the recycling/reuse, the National Governors
Association actually passed a resolution actually encouraging and promoting 100% recycling/reuse,
which is a goal that we share. Number two – and that we do in our own services, and are pushing it
for the entire industry.
Number two, the 300 employees who work for Keystone Clearwater, unlike several of the
competitors who bring people in, they live in hotels and they leave when the job’s gone, they all live
in this community. These folks have been there. They’re locals, and that really makes the difference
culturally. The third thing is from a legal standpoint, we’re doing everything we can at Keystone
Clearwater to mitigate environmental liability. However, the corporation, when we brought Keystone
on, it is ringfenced legally.
And there was actually a Supreme Court case that almost laid out a primer as to how to do that to
insulate the parent company from activity on well side. We followed that. It is – while they were
subsidiary, it is a basically a pull rather than a push, for example, we don’t automatically push all
the services that the service company [indiscernible] (02:28:58). They can ask for what they want,
too, or go outside. Their auditors are different audits firm for example, but our company auditors
audit their auditors. So, not only are we doing everything operationally, but we’re also looking
culturally and legally.
<Q – Brian Chin>: Hi. Brian Chin with Merrill Lynch. According to the growth pyramid, obviously,
the regulated investment CapEx piece, the bottom end of the range has been lifted a little bit. Just
to clarify, has that increased the bottom end come from the inclusion more of wastewater potential
opportunities? And did you have wastewater to the same degree that you had in the prior growth
pyramid or is it that you had wastewater and basic water services together in the old pyramid and
simply just the growth of opportunities has expanded?
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<A>: Or other, right?
<A>: Yeah. The regulated investment, really, is just, as I said, it’s upgrading our water and
wastewater facilities. It’s investing in our pipe infrastructure. A portion of that is wastewater. And as
we continue to grow the wastewater, obviously that’ll become a bigger part of our investment. But
at this point, it’s 95% water. But again, the focus on wastewater will become a bigger part. Does
that answer your question?
<Q – Brian Chin>: That does. So, the incremental amount to think about here is that the
wastewater opportunity is growing faster than the water piece. You’re now feeling more comfortable
to include that in the definition here of where the trajectory could be.
<A>: Absolutely.
<A>: And wastewater, there are a lot of consent decrees out there and it’s more expensive. And
there are more requirements, typically, for distressed wastewater system than in water system
when it’s sold.
<Q – Brian Chin>: And then, one last question on this and I’ll go back in queue. You mentioned
that there was some legislation that was passed a few years ago in Pennsylvania where you would
combine wastewater and water together in the same tariff. Based on that experience, did you find
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that the combination of the tariff provided a greater degree of opportunity capture in Pennsylvania?
And can you talk about that vis-à-vis other states, is there an opportunity there?
<A>: Absolutely. And I’ve been mentioning a whole lot [indiscernible] (02:31:04). But it’s
[indiscernible] (02:31:06) onto the MOU. That was a perfect example. We have the water system
for decades. We were going to – we’re moving forward to wastewater system. The ability to
combine those rates provides tremendous opportunities for us in Pennsylvania, where before it was
a stand-alone. And if we invested a significant amount of money to buy it and then upgrade it, it will
just be on those customers. Now, because we have 670,000 customers in Pennsylvania. We are
able to share those costs across the entire customer base on the water side and the wastewater
side. So it just provides tremendous I think choice for the municipality to stay and instead of doing
this on our own, we can sell through American Water and they can integrate it into their systems.
<A>: Brian, if I could add to that, that really is what Act 11 was about. It’s to address issues like
Scranton is facing right now, to where if you have capital upgrades that or you’re under a consent
decree to where you cannot address those with the existing customer base. This makes it an
affordable solution for customers going forward. And if you look at our growth in the 2015 activity,
call them about two-thirds of the acquisitions are wastewater acquisition.
<Q – Michael Lapides>: I’m Michael Lapides of Goldman Sachs. Just curious, what’s in the
guidance for 2016, for rate release and what’s in guidance for the year-over-year change in O&M?
<A>: In O&M?
<Q – Michael Lapides>: Yes.
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<A>: Okay. So, what we do is we step back and we look at our rate case strategy and we factor
that into our 2015 guidance. And so that is based on a lot of different factors but it’s where we are
on the district mechanisms in states, where we are, how long it’s been since the last rate case. But
what we have been seeing, if you’ve followed us over time is that, there was a time when we were
doing 10 rate cases per year.
The last couple – this year, 2015 we were looking at three to four rate cases. And going forward,
we would expect to see a smaller amount like that of rate cases going forward. But the timing is
going to depend upon each particular state and the financial condition of that state in terms of the
timing.
<Q – Michael Lapides>: Can you quantify? I’m just kind of looking for a number simplistically.
<A>: [indiscernible] (02:33:31)
<Q – Michael Lapides>: Is there a – hey, we make an assumption of X to Y amount in rate
[indiscernible] (02:33:39). And then on the O&M side, we assume flat, down, up directional.
<A>: It’s embedded in the 12 to 14 [indiscernible] (02:33:49) that we have in the regulated
business. But [indiscernible] (02:33:54) will be disappointed if you didn’t ask it four different ways.
<Q – Michael Lapides>: Yeah. Okay.
<A>: That’s just [indiscernible] (02:33:57). And then, on the O&M savings, what we are really doing
is we are managing the business to keep our costs flat to the extent that we can, which means that
as we have escalation in our cost of 3% or 2%, 3% per year, we are managing the cost flat, and
that is really what we work to bake into our plans. As you know, we have a target O&M payout –
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target O&M ratio of 34% by 2020. At the end of the third quarter, we’re at 35.8%, so we’re working
our way towards our goal.
<Q – Michael Lapides>: Got it.
<A>: And when we say we, looking at Bill Varley and Rob MacLean over there, they’re the ones
driving the cost reductions in the state. We play a big role in the service company and putting the
guidance out there. But it’s really delivered by these guys right here and the people in the field that I
spotlighted before.
<Q – Michael Lapides>: Okay. And one follow-up really on Ned’s – on Keystone business, but this
probably a joint Ned and Linda question. If I assume the purchase price as the main invested
capital, what is the return on capital you’re expecting to earn out of that business?
<A – Linda Sullivan>: So, that’s a fantastic question. The way that we look at it – and I’m not
going to be able to give you specific numbers. But what we do when we make investments is we
look at the risk-adjusted return of the business. And so, we have, as I mentioned earlier, we go
through our capital allocation. We go through a strategic filter first. Keystone passes that. Then we
go through financial filters, and they would include filters that you would typically see in terms of
hurdle rates. We would look at the risk associated with the business, and we would adjust the
hurdle rate based on that. And that’s the way that we look at our investment in Keystone. And then
again, we have EPS neutral 2015. We do expect to be EPS accretive in 2016.
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<Q – Dan Eggers>: Dan Eggers, Credit Suisse. I guess, just maybe on the M&A slide, it’s like, for
those many years we’ve covered the stock, there’s always been the M&A opportunity in the
fragmented business and all that sort of stuff. You said that’s great prospect and the conversion of
that into it. A lot of growth has not been as linear. What do you guys have seen in the market today
that give you more confidence to continue to sustain that 1% to 2%? And what’s the change in
receptivity at the local level to make those deals more viable now?
<A>: As I covered in my talk, the municipalities, the mayors, they’re looking for options, and many
of them sold everything they can sell, and the remaining is their water systems and wastewater
systems. I think the legislation that we helped pass in each of the states is enabling those
acquisitions because to give you an example, in Illinois, before the water systems liability act took
place, that was about three years ago, all we could pay was the original cost minus depreciation.
So, the system may be valued on the books $1 million, but as a appraised value of $10 million, we
couldn’t pay $10 million. If we did, we’d have $9 million of premium in that. So, now, we’re able to
get an appraised value of that system, be able to pay $10 million and put $10 million in the rate
base. That’s a significant change in the landscape. In Illinois, we have similar legislation across our
footprint. So, that’s where municipalities, mayors, have now options, where before they didn’t
because they couldn’t even look to sell that. And that’s what’s contributing to a lot of the
discussions going on. I think Scranton is another perfect example of that.
So, it’s a combination of they are facing challenges, and now they have options and they’re
exploring options. And in our discussions with them, we believe that a viable option for them is to
sell their water and their wastewater system. We weren’t pursuing wastewater like we are now
three years ago. But now we are.
<Q – Dan Eggers>: So, I mean, the slides shows big potential sample set of customers you could
acquire. Can you quantify maybe how many are in advance talks versus prospective talks where
kind of saying what is the backlog of real identified opportunity rather than the big picture number?
<A>: Yes and no. They’re all real opportunities. They’re all in our footprint, within our states. I
wouldn’t have put them on there if I didn’t think they were viable opportunities, but they’re anywhere
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for the next one to two years that we feel like they’re real opportunities. But a lot of things have to
happen along the way to really close those deals. But I just wanted to give you an indication. These
are the size opportunities and the real opportunities, and we’re working on them, and the majority
are wastewater.
<A>: And Dan, I mean, you’re exactly right. So, it’s not like we think the flood gates are going to
open and people are going to be knocking on our doors. There’s two things. One is there’s a
reason our sweet spot is [ph] 5,000 to 30,000 (02:38:51), for example. Really large municipalities,
tend to have more resources, for example.
When you look at where communities are constrained, and you look at where they have pension
obligations, or they need to build parks, or there’s schools, or there’s roads, the first part of the
equation is there’s a need for them to have capital. But the second part is, when you’re talking
about water, wastewater, fundamental services, they’ve got to trust that their citizens are going to
be taken care of. So, as Walter said, it’s [indiscernible] (02:39:22) need there? And if the need is
there, is there a trust there? And that’s why not just having the best price, but where we can
demonstrate that we treat our customers well, that our service is excellent, that our reliability is
excellent. So that they know not only can I get money to solve my financial problems, but I’m not
going to have more headache dealing with a new water or wastewater company.
So, it is very tactical. It is not broad-brush effort and that’s why our team in each state, to state
president, their staff, we have leaders in every community. They are involve in the community. They
coach little league. They coach whatever. It’s not going to somebody I don’t know where the
headquarters at Voorhees, New Jersey. These are the people that my kids go to school with. So,
this is not a short-term big broad-brush effort. And we get that.
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<Q – Dan Eggers>: Just one more on the homeowners services business, the kind of rate of
customer growth looks like? What it has been the last five years but more large numbers gets
harder over time where you can’t grow the same rate forever? What do you see that’s helping to
sustain the law of large numbers? Is the affinity group kind of has signed off of NYC and things like
that that’s driving the opportunity or is there something you’re seeing that’s kind of change in
customer interest?
<A>: I really think it’s around the municipal partnership with the larger cities. Just last week, we
were in Los Angeles, a week before we were in San Francisco. And next week, we were in
Chicago. These large cities are interested. They’re looking at New York. They’re seeing how it’s
helped their customer satisfaction just like it helped the customer satisfaction in our own utility. Not
only can we bring in the excellence of how we run the program, but there’s a revenue share
opportunity for the city. So, that’s certainly interesting to them as well. And the really large cities
have yet to park. And again, as I mentioned earlier, I feel we’re really well-positioned because we
are the only water utility offering this. And they look to our experience in the utility sector and it
gives them, even though it’s a warranty program, it gives them more confidence, and we have a
little more credibility than we think our competitors do especially at the larger cities. And when you
look at the success we had in New York that we can do the same thing in those cities I mentioned,
it has a huge impact on that trajectory that you saw especially in the past three years since we
introduced New York. That’s driven a lot of that growth that you see in that contract over the past
three years.
And one thing we bring that our competitors don’t and Sharon alluded to this, so the R&D group we
have with [ph] 20 scientists (02:41:55), when we’re working on things, our municipal customers we
partner with can have access to that. We had an innovation day with our R&D group, and we
invited several of our municipal customers both from contract services and homeowner services to
come and participate. So, they are dealing with some or the same issues from the water,
wastewater utility as a municipality. So, with us, they not only get the warranty program, but they
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get an expertise from a leading company that leads the industry in research and development and
product. And so we help them in their base business also. That’s something that most of our
competitors who weren’t water utilities can’t do.
<Q>: Hi. [ph] Phil (02:42:36) [indiscernible] (02:42:36) Asset Management. Can you just give us
some perspective on the homeowner services? What is a typical contract cost to a homeowner, if
you’re going to have two contracts employed? If you can just give us some sense on what the
dollar amount is in retrospect to some of the other utility bills they might be paying.
<A>: Yeah. So, the range is really very broad in New York City. New York City wanted to keep the
price of the contract well. So, they and their partnership said, we don’t want any revenue share. We
don’t want anything out of this. We want customers to enroll on this program. So, in New York City,
water line protection is $3.99 a month. You can go into some other markets where it’s probably up
to $5.99 a month. So, that’s sort of the range for water line. Sewer line is probably $2 more
approximately. And we sell those products often in what we call a sort of a combination program.
So, if you take two, the customer gets a reduced cost. And those can range anywhere from $7.99
to $12.99 depending on which market we’re in. But the claims expense might be in certain
geographies so there is sort of a broader range.
<A>: And I think that’s a really important point because when we go into a new area, what we do is
we look at that area from a risk management perspective. And that plays into how we price that
project or process.
<A>: Yeah. We have a pretty – we have a very sophisticated claims model that looks – that I talked
before about our model to how we market. We also do that on how we, from a due diligence
perspective, look at a geographical area to get an idea of what the claims cost might be in the
market. And that, of course, helps dictate what we might charge for the programs in that particular
marketplace.
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<Q>: And then you talked about potentially adding another 1 million contracts for the next five
years. Can you just talk about the scalability and the leverage of that business? Are you able to add
1 million new customers and keep the O&M growing at a store rate how – can you describe kind of
how much – what the capacity is of adding 1 million contracts? Will you see [ph] this in the future
(02:44:42)?
<A>: We think we – we definitely think we have the capacity to do that. Just in the fourth quarter,
and [indiscernible] (02:44:47) on one of slides. We just added another 150 seats at our call center.
We sub-contract. So, it’s not like we have to go out and hire contractors to service those contracts
or claims. We go out and we sub-contract with contractors. So, it’s really pretty easy for us to open
up a new geography and to be able to support the claims. But we do a very good job with keeping
those contractors, in line, in managing their cost. So, we really feel we have a lot of opportunity and
runway to scale that business.
<Q>: And then just one last final question, you mentioned you have 10 industrial clients. And if you
look at the customers, they are pretty high-profile clients and customers. Can you just kind of
discuss that market opportunity there? It seems like there’s a couple of large pockets where
industrial growth is picking up in this country, and it seems like based on the full suite of services
that we offer, that that can present a good opportunity that we can go out there. And so, can you
just talk about how that plays a little bit into your growth? I believe the majority of the focus was on
the military side and on the homeowners side, but how about the industrial aspect of it?
<A>: So, the industrial customer is very interesting but what we’ve learned is that [audio gap]
(02:46:00-02:46:03) smaller, say as opposed to a municipal opportunity. Just because of the scale
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or size of those opportunities tends to be a little smaller where we’re seeing the momentum there is
more around the emerging technologies.
So, Frito-Lay for example, they wanted to build a green plant. We have a full reuse system that we
did at their SunChips plants, where they wanted to be able to sort of profile that we’re very green as
a company.
So, that’s more on – we’re seeing more opportunity from a profitability standpoint with more serving
industrial customers with emerging technologies. What we don’t want to do is being an O&M
business that’s a race to the bottom, where we have to take all the risk. That’s the business we
don’t want to be in. And so we’re really very smart and focused about the clients and the customers
that we’re going after. And again, we think the opportunity is probably more around the technology
space, serving industrial customers than the pure O&M space.
<Q>: Thank you.
<A>: [ph] Steve (02:47:00)?
<Q>: Yeah, just if we could have bonus depreciation extension how would that impact 2016 plan if
at all?
<A>: So, Steve, it depends. But I think if we just step back from bonus depreciation, the intent of
bonus depreciation is really to allow companies to be able to invest additional capital. As you know,
we’re in a net operating loss position currently. So, to the extent that we could continue to utilize our
net operating losses in the future, we think it could be a good thing for us. And then what we would
do is we would look at each of our states and determine where we think it would be good for us to
elect bonus depreciation. There are some states also that do require that we would elect bonus
depreciation.
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<Q>: Okay. And then just the – one thing we’re seeing in the electric side is a lot more kind of big
companies buying smaller companies, and why it can obviously – that’s not a focus of your strategy
at least as outlined today. Just curious, is that something you would look out within the water
sector? You are the biggest of the group.
<A>: We, we do a lot of strategic analysis. We have executive leadership team strategy retreats
every year. We look at all options always. And we put a disciplined process around those to
determine what we need to focus our resources on each year.
But we don’t have really anything off the table when it comes to the regulated side. Of course, we
are very careful on market base that we don’t get outside of our core competencies. But from the
regulated side, we’re always looking at everything.
<Q>: Lastly, just on Keystone, how are you going to provide disclosures on how the business is
doing for 2016? Like are we going to able to track the accretion or not? And what’s the plan there?
<A>: We will be reporting Keystone as part of our market-based business segment. And so, it will
be included in that business segment. As I showed the growth revenue for Keystone for the full
year of 2015 is expected to be $70 million. The total revenue before Keystone for the market-based
businesses was about $350 million. So, it’s a small piece of our market base business, and we will
combine it in that business segment. But we will validate or invalidate what we have told you. Just
like we affirmed that we felt the EPS for Keystone would be mutual this year, we affirm that during
this presentation. We will do that next year also as we go through.
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<Q>: I appreciate the hesitancy in revenue guidance and disclosing revenues, but from my
perspective, from a longer term, there’s the issue with the regulated side with customer growth far
less than 1%. You’ve got 5% earnings growth assumption, let’s say, taking the middle of the range.
The question is if that’s commensurate with revenue growth, you’re talking about raising bills by 5%
per year presumably going forward. And the question is how long can you press bills at that level
especially now with inflation far below that?
<A>: Well, what – go ahead.
<A>: I was going to say one of the things that is really critical to our strategy is managing every
dollar that we spend. Walter talked about the $1 to $6 equation. So, for every dollar that we can
save in O&M, we can spend $6 in capital and have the same impact on our customer bills. And so,
that is really how we manage the business going forward and how we manage the balance
between the capital investment needs and the cost for our customers and the affordability for our
customers.
<A>: We don’t give revenue CAGR, everything you saw was EPS CAGR. And those savings that
we get in O&M, they flow back to our customer in the next rate case.
<A>: And what they do is create a headroom for investments. As we can continue to invest $1.1
billion a year on average, it only increase customer built in those five states, about 2.5%.
<Q>: Just questions on the acquisitions in the regulated business. I understand all the footprint, the
adjacent footprint and regulators and relationships with mayors and all that. What are the metrics?
What do you pay per customer? What do you expect to – that customer to throw off in terms of
cash flow? What sort of returns? How are you going to fund the acquisitions? You apparently want
to maintain the 55/45 mix in the capital structure?
<A>: You want to start?
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<A>: Sure. No firm metrics as far as what we pay. It all depends on what the system is comprised
of, some wastewater treatment facilities or if systems have big water treatment plants, some have
multiple facilities, some are just valued different than others. So, there’s really no one metric that
we look at. We value the systems based on unique characteristics of our systems.
<A>: And then we look at those investments being rate-based investments. So, ultimately in our
next rate case, they would go into the rate base rate of return model for that particular state.
<A>: And when we do buy them, we look at what the market is paying. We look at for example,
time, the rate day times and we do look around it, other type of acquisitions and ensure that we’re
in the market.
<Q>: One sort of unrelated question for Ned. On the – when you’re building one of the systems, the
build, design, own, operate things, what sort of rates of return are you looking at in terms of an
unlevered rate of return?
<A>: So, we are not providing that information, but what we do is we look at it from a risk-adjusted
standpoint. I think Michael would ask in a [indiscernible] (02:53:26) in a different way.
<Q>: I’m thinking of another way to ask that. A lot of the pipeline companies when they’re building
pipelines are looking at mid-teens return, cash and cash returns. Would you say, you’re in line with
those, better than those, worse than those?
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<A>: So, let’s say that this is a very competitive business. And we manage the returns in a very
competitive way for this particular business. But that was a really good try. Yes. Yes, it was.
One last question I think from the webcast [indiscernible] (02:54:07) we’re trying to wrap it up,
okay?
<Q>: Can you guys just talk a little bit about your capital allocation back to shareholders? In 2018,
you’d begin to become cash flow positive. Any thoughts on potential share buybacks, how do you
guys think about that or do you have any other plans with the free cash as it comes available in
2018?
<A>: So, what we do is, we will look at – first of all, stepping back, what we do is we are in this
business for the long term. And so, as we begin to throw out cash, we will look at what is the best
and highest use for that investment. Generally, that has been growth in our business and then we
also look at dividends to our shareholders, and then we balance that with stock buyback as well
because in most utility, the holders are people who want to use it at retirement. They like the
dividend. They also like the growth in our situation. So, as Linda said, our actions will be based on
the long term not short term.
<Q>: Thank you.

Unverified Participant
And if we could wrap up the webcast, if you’ve got three minutes...
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[Abrupt End]
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PRESENTATION

Operator
Good morning, and welcome to American Water's year-end 2013 earning conference call.
As a reminder, this call is being recorded and also has a webcast with accompanying slide presentation through the Company's website at www.amwater.com.
Following the earnings call, an audio archive of the call will be available through March 6, 2014 by dialing 303-590-3030 for US and international callers. The access
call for the replay is 4662798.
The online archive of the webcast will be available through March 28, 2014 by accessing the Investor Relations page of the Company's website located at
www.amwater.com.
I would now like to introduce your host for today's call, Ed Vallejo, Vice President of Investor Relations. Mr. Vallejo, you may now begin.
Ed Vallejo - American Water Works Company Inc - VP IR
Thank you. Good morning everyone, and thank you for joining us for today's call. As usual, we will keep our call to about an hour, and at the end of our prepared
remarks we will have time for questions.
Before we begin, I would like to remind everyone that during the course of this conference call, both in our prepared remarks and in answers to your questions, we may
make statements related to future performance. Our statements represent our most reasonable estimates; however, as these statements deal with future events, they are
subject to numerous risks, uncertainties, and other factors that may cause the actual performance of American Water to be materially different from the performance
indicated or implied by such segments. Such risk factors are set forth in the Company's SEC filings.
Now I would like to turn the call over to American Water's President and CEO, Jeff Sterba.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
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Thanks, Ed. Good morning to you all, and appreciate you joining us this morning.
Before going into the main topic for our call today, which is to discuss 2013 results, I think it would be useful to provide you some summary information on the
Freedom Industries' chemical spill into the Elk River in West Virginia. Let me ask Walter Lynch, our President of Regulated Operations, to provide a brief summary of
what happened, how West Virginia American Water responded, and the current state of the system. Walter?
Walter Lynch - American Water Works Company Inc - President of Regulated Operations
Thank you Jeff, and good morning everyone.
As most of you have been following this event over the last month, I'm not going to go into the timeline and details of the Freedom Industries spill. But rather want to
provide you a brief overview, as Jeff said, of how well West Virginia American Water responded and where we currently stand.
As you may know, this is a very complex system with over 175 pressure zones. The average water system has about two to five different zones.
We are extremely proud of how our people responded in a difficult situation. Throughout the period following the Freedom spill, while federal and state emergency
declarations were in effect, we provided our approximately 95,000 customers, about 300,000 people in nine counties, with water for basic sanitation and fire protection.
This was done while dealing with the impacts of the spill.
Being able to provide these critical services to our customers was one of the reasons that it was necessary to keep the plant up and running during the event. On January
9, the date of the Freedom Industries' chemical spill, we consulted with the West Virginia Bureau for Public Health, and together reached the joint decision to issue a
Do Not Use Order for drinking, cooking, or washing to our customers in the Kanawha Valley system, again affecting approximately 95,000 customers, or about
300,000 people.
During this time, West Virginia American Water also consulted with state and local public health officials and the Centers for Disease Control. This quickly led to an
interagency team being formed in West Virginia comprised of West Virginia American Water employees, National Guard members, and representatives from the West
Virginia Bureau for Public Health, the Department of Environmental Protection, and Kanawha County officials. Now, internally in American Water we formed an event
management team to leverage our scale, expertise, and resources from around the country.
To give an example of some of the things were able to do. We deployed water tankers and truckload's of bottled water to assist at the bulk water distribution sites. We
also secured large quantities of activated charcoal and potassium permanganate for use in the treatment process in addressing the chemical spill in the chemical there at
Freedom Industries.
We added resources at our two national customer service centers, and we gave our West Virginia American Water customers priority service during this time. We were
able to get 40 water quality specialists from throughout American Water working with our customers to address the water quality questions that our customers in West
Virginia had.
We conducted extensive and continuous testing of water in the impacted areas, and this included river's raw water, finished water leaving the Kanawha Valley Water
Treatment Plant, and hundreds of points across our distribution system. Working closely with federal and state health agencies and regulators in this massive sampling
and testing program, we were able to lift we Do Not Use Order in stages over a five-day period beginning on January 13.
As of today, all points of testing throughout the water distribution system showed a level of MCHM Freedom Industries' spill are below 10 parts per billion. Now, 10
parts per billion was established by the interagency team as a non-detect level of MCHM in the water distribution system.
This was based on the measurement capabilities of the multiple laboratories used during the event. This is 100 times below the 1 part per million standard established by
the Centers for Disease Control that was used as the basis for the lifting of the Do Not Use restriction.
We continue sampling water in our distribution system, and since February 14, from working with laboratories to measure levels down to 2 parts per billion, as we help
address remaining odor issues from the Freedom spill. We know that odor has added to customer concern, regardless of levels, and we are going to continue to test and
flush our distribution system to address this issue.
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We have also decided to provide our residential customers with a 1,000-gallon credit to allow them to flush their water system without cost. This equates to
approximately 10 days of normal water usage for our average residential customer in West Virginia. Additionally to aid small businesses in this difficult time, we're
providing a financial credit equivalent to 2,000 gallons to approximately 5,300 commercial customers.
Throughout this event, our primary focus has been and remains the safety of our customers and our employees. We remain fully committed to working with the federal,
state, and local officials to provide information, address concerns, and protect our customers' tap water.
I want to thank our West Virginia American Water team. They've worked around the clock since this event began on January 9, and they continue to do so because of
their dedication and their commitment to our customers.
With that, I will turn it back to Jeff.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
The Freedom Industries chemical spill, as you all know, is a serious event and it placed the water supply to almost 300,000 people at risk. As Walter said, we are very
proud of our folks at West Virginia American Water and how they responded to help ensure fire protection and basic sanitation, as well as bottled and bulk water for
consumption starting the next morning and through the recovery period.
This incident should be used as a catalyst for public policy discussion about protecting source waters from contamination from fixed and mobile sites. As a water utility,
we take our responsibilities to meet or exceed all regulations very seriously, and we are proud of our record doing such.
It is not our role to establish those regulations; that belongs to governmental agencies. But we do hope that constructive engagement can occur on increased tank safety,
provision of greater information to water utilities on tank contents, and stronger communication linkages between regulators, tank operators, and water utilities.
As you may know, there is over 100 known contaminants that are regulated and that we protect customers from, and about the same number of what are called
emerging contaminants, which are being evaluated and we are actively studying. But there are also about 85,000 unregulated chemicals in the EPA toxic inventory and
hundreds of thousands of other compounds not registered, including one stored in fixed and mobile tanks like the MCHM and PPH involved in the Freedom Industries
chemical spill.
Water systems cannot detect, much less protect customers from all of these. That protection must come from ensuring such leaks, if they ever do occur, cannot enter
source waters.
With that as a kind of a brief summary, let's turn to our 2013 year-end results. If you go to Slide 6, you can see that we continue to advance not only our numbers, but
our strategic growth initiatives, improve our operational efficiency, and generate strong financial performance despite cooler, wetter weather across much of our service
areas.
You can see our operating revenue increased year over year to $2.9 billion, and our adjusted earnings from continuing operations, excluding a one-time charge of $0.14
per share, was $2.20 per diluted common share compared to $2.11 per share in 2012. If you take into account the weather differences between the states, 2012 earnings
were benefit by hot, dry weather that was worth about $0.14 per share, while 2013 earnings per share was adverse due to cool and wet weather to the tune of about
$0.05.
In addition, we reported cash flow from operating activities of almost $900 million compared to about $950 million in 2012. This decrease was primarily driven by
some working capital changes, and Susan will cover this in more detail.
The adjusted ROE decreased slightly from 8.42% in 2012 to 8.29% due to the weather difference. If the difference in weather is taken into account that we talked about
earlier, the 2013 ROE exceeded the earned 2012 ROE by about 56 basis points.
Turning to Slide 7, let me just speak briefly on how our results compare with the goals we set out to achieve at the start of the year. On the regulatory front, the
Company received authorizations from general rate cases for an annualized revenue increase of approximately $41.5 million.
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We also received about $49 million in additional annualized revenues from infrastructure surcharges in several states. This is the first time that the amount of surcharge
revenue has in fact exceeded the amount of rate case-related revenue, which ties, as we've talked before, to moving to a much higher percentage of our CapEx being
recovered through infrastructure surcharges, looking at something in the 60% range as we move into this year.
As of now, we are awaiting final orders in three states in response to our request for additional revenues on an annualized basis. Those cases amount to about $58.4
million.
On the cost side, we achieved our O&M efficiency ratio goal of under 40% system-wide by 2015 two years early, with a ratio of 38.7% for the 12 months ending
December 31. The commitment to continuous improvement and process excellence is really becoming ingrained in the fabric of our culture.
Just last year we had more than 400 employees applying new skills in more than 180 specific projects that were completed last year, generating savings of over $10
million annually. That doesn't include the $12 million of savings coming through supply chain initiatives. In fact, as we talked about in December, our five-year plan
will generate operating cost savings of over $900 million in the five years from 2014 through 2018 compared to business as usual, and our goal is to further reduce the
O&M efficiency ratio on average across our system to 35% by 2018.
Capital expenditures for the year totaled $950 million for needed system improvements to provide reliable service to our customers. We know that as we drive
efficiency into our operations, we can enable more of the needed investment in the aging water infrastructure without putting undue burden on the water bills of our
customers.
Lastly, 2013 was a year marked by growth, as evidenced by adding about 30,000 customers to our regulated customer base, through the acquisition of 10 water and 5
wastewater systems. It is also important to note that 20,000 of those customers were obtained through an acquisition of Dale Services Corporation wastewater business
where we already provided water, and as we've talked about, that is one of our key strategies going forward. We also expanded our homeowners services business into
10 more states and launched our service line protection partnership with New York City, as well as announcing partnerships with Houston and Nashville.
As we look to 2014 on the next slide, we are reaffirming our annual earnings guidance that was provided on December 17 to be in the range of $2.35 to $2.45 per share,
excluding the impact of the Freedom Industries chemical spill. The impact of that spill through earlier this week, February 26, 2014, is estimated to be $0.02 per share.
We remain confident in our ability to deliver on our long-term EPS growth goal of 7% to 10% through the execution of the growth strategies that we discussed in
December and continued operational efficiency gains.
With that, let me turn the call over to Susan Story for a more detailed report on our financials.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
Thank you Jeff, and good morning to you all. It is a pleasure to be here with you today to review the year-end 2013 results.
Jeff has already reviewed many of the key highlights. I'll just now take a few minutes to discuss the drivers of our 2013 results in more detail.
Turning to Slide 10. As Jeff mentioned, our 2013 results reflect the wetter, cooler weather conditions in 2013 as contrasted to the hot and dry weather we had in 2012.
Despite the unfavorable weather conditions, 2013 was another year of solid financial results with increasing revenues, as well as continued progress in operating
efficiency.
For the year ending December 31, 2013 we reported operating revenues of just over $2.9 billion, which is approximately $25 million higher than in 2012. The increase
was mainly a result of rate case resolutions and infrastructure mechanisms in place, which allow more timely recovery of capital investments in infrastructure. As we
mentioned previously, this was partially offset by decreased consumption which was significantly driven by the wet, cool weather the year.
This past year, we've recorded net income from continuing operations of $369.3 million, or diluted earnings per share from continuing operations of $2.06. This
compares with net income from continuing operations of a little over $374 million, or diluted EPS from continuing operations of $2.11 in 2012.
As Jeff mentioned previously, net income for 2013 included a charge recorded in the fourth quarter for the execution of a debt tender offer that we had announced in
September of 2013 and that we close on in October. Excluding this $24.8 million, or $0.14 loss per diluted share, for the tender, our adjusted EPS for 2013 was $2.20
per share.
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The main drivers for our growth in 2013 were increased revenues due to rate increases, including the surcharge mechanisms that Jeff described, and lower O&M
expenses. This increased revenues were partially offset by higher depreciation and amortization expense, and general taxes.
For December 31, 2013 we reported cash flow from operating activities of approximately $896 million compared to $956 million in 2012. There are a few reasons for
this reduction in cash flow from operations, given changes in working capital which can be viewed in more detail in the 10K.
However, a special note, with the ERP implementation in 2012, we were delayed in executing accounts payable at normal volume. This is contrasted with the CIS
implementations in 2013 which had the opposite effect, and resulted in some delayed billing and receivables.
This was due to the intentional decision we made to hold and review some billings, in order to ensure the accuracy of the new system before sending these bills to our
customers. We expect our billing operations to be more normal as we progress into 2014.
Now let's discuss the different components of our income from continuing operations, starting with revenues on Slide 11. Again, I encourage you to read our 10K on
file with the SEC for a more detailed analysis of both revenues and expenses.
Overall, operating revenues increased $25 million, or 0.9%, with revenues from our regulated business increasing by $29.5 million, or 1.1% from 2012. Regulated
revenues were lower by approximately $64.5 million associated with lower demand year over year, in large part due to the unseasonably hot weather of 2012 that both
Jeff and I talked about.
However, revenues increased approximately $72.4 million, primarily from rate increases obtained through rate authorizations awarded for a number of our operating
companies. Additionally, surcharge and balancing accounts increase revenues by another $16.4 million.
Revenues were also higher by almost $10 million, $9.9 million, as a result of regulated acquisitions. The most significant was our New York acquisition in the second
quarter of 2012, which brought in additional four months of revenue in 2013. Additionally, the acquisition of Dale Services by our Virginia subsidiary in the fourth
quarter of 2013 also contributed to this increase in revenue.
For our market-based businesses, revenues for 2013 decreased by $4.9 million, mainly due to lower revenues of $17.3 million related to the termination of certain
municipal and industrial O&M contracts which mainly occurred in 2012. Most of these contracts were ended as a part of our business optimization effort, which we
have designed specifically to optimize margins in our contract operations.
Additionally, revenues from capital project activity associated with military construction decreased $8.4 million compared to the prior year, resulting from delays in
project work which we believe will resume in 2014. These decreases were offset by a net increase of $4 million from price predetermination for several of our military
contracts, as well as an increase of $16.6 million in our homeowners services revenues associated with contract growth, mostly in New York City. Parent, Elimination
and other was $4.3 million lower compared to 2012.
On slide 12, total operating expenses for 2013 increased by about $4.1 million from 2012, roughly flat compared with the prior year. Operation and maintenance
expense in the regulated business decreased $24.5 million, or 2.2%.
Within the regulated O&M expense category, customer billing and accounting expenses increased $3.4 million. This increase is primarily due to uncollectible expenses
associated with aging of receivables, most of which is due to our CIF implementation, and to a lesser extent to rate increases during the year.
Operating supplies and services and the other category increased $7.3 million. Operating supplies and services cost increased $4.8 million, mainly due to higher
contracted temporary labor costs, associated with both stabilizing and leveraging efficiencies for our ERP system that we implemented in 2012. The other expenses
include casualty and liability insurance premiums and regulatory costs, which increased $2.5 million, primarily due to higher casualty insurance costs as a result of
historical claims experienced and retroactive adjustments.
Production expense decreased $3.6 million, or 1.3%, for the year as a result of lower water production and sales during 2013. Employee-related costs, including salaries
and wages, group insurance and pension expense, decreased $16.4 million, or 3.5%, for 2013 compared with the prior year, primarily due to decreased pension expense.
These employee-related costs represent approximately 41.2% of O&M expense for 2013.
Maintenance, materials, and supplies decreased $15.2 million, or 18.8%, for the full year 2013. This decrease is mainly attributable to increased preventative
maintenance expenses throughout our regulated subsidiaries that we performed in 2012, and we realized the positive impact of those expenditures in 2014.
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The market-based business decrease in total operating expense is mainly due to the termination again of those certain municipal and industrial operations and
maintenance contracts in 2012, as well as the release of the loss contracts reserve of $3.8 million in 2013. In 2013, we also reported a higher consolidated depreciation
and amortization expense of $26.2 million and higher general tax, parent, and other of $12.8 million.
The increase in depreciation and amortization was principally as a result of additional utility plant placed in service, including Phase 1 and Phase 2 of our business
transformation project. You will remember Phase 1, our ERP system, was placed into service during the third quarter of 2012 and Phase 2, our CIS, or customer
information system, as well as our EAM, or enterprise asset management system, was placed into service in two waves during the second and fourth quarters of 2013.
The increase in general tax expense, is primarily due to higher property taxes of $5.2 million, most of which is the result of incremental taxes associated with our New
York acquisition.
Turning now to Slide 13. To better explain the period-over-period difference in our earnings per share figures, we have the EPS bridge we began showing you last year.
As you can see, we normalized our 2012 diluted EPS from continuing operations for weather and a foundation contribution, as we have shown you consistently.
Next, we outlined the various financial drivers which get us to our 2013 year-end number, most of which I have already described in the revenues and expenses
discussion. The 2013 GAAP diluted earnings per share is $2.06. We have added back the one-time debt tender impact of $0.14, which brings our adjusted earnings per
share to $2.20.
Just as we adjusted the 2012 reported EPS of $2.11 to $1.99 to reflect weather impact, we felt that for a weather-normal reference, we should now show the 2013
weather impact on our EPS. The midpoint of our 2013 weather impact is approximately $0.05, which we described in both second and third quarters. This is the number
we will use for inclusion on our long-term EPS guidance wedge, shown on Slide 21 in the appendix.
As I mentioned, the other components were discussed earlier. We will be happy to answer any questions or provide further clarifications if we need to during our
question-and-answer session.
Slide 14 shows our O&M efficiency ratio. For the full year 2013, we achieved a 38.7% ratio, which is a considerable improvement from the 40.1% ratio we had for the
full year 2012. As we shared with many of you at our Investor Day this past December 17, our goal is to achieve a 35% O&M efficiency ratio by 2018.
Let me just talk just a moment about the impact of these cost efficiencies. This is demonstrated in our Indiana rate case which we filed last month.
Our filing in Indiana by Indiana American Water reflected a $7 million reduction in O&M expenses from 2010 to 2015. If we had allowed those expenses in 2010 to
rise just at inflation, it would have been a 23% increase in O&M, or $15.7 million rather than a $7 million reduction.
We are very proud of that. The team in Indiana has done a great job, as have the teams across our entire service area.
Now let's look at recent regulatory highlights. Slide 15 shows the expanded rate case template that we introduced last year, showing formal rate cases awaiting final
order, as well as listing any step increases or [de sic] filings which impacted the quarter or are still pending. As you can see from the chart, we received resolutions in
rate cases in Michigan, Kentucky, West Virginia, and Pennsylvania in 2013 for an annualized revenue increase of approximately $41.5 million.
Additionally, $7.5 million dollars in step increases from prior rate cases became effective in early 2013. Infrastructure charges awarded in 2013 and in January of 2014
totaled $49.2 million, and represent the ability to recover capital which we invest to improve both infrastructure and customer service. As of February 26, 2014, we are
awaiting orders for the general rate cases in three states, infrastructure charges in three states, and a step increase in one state.
Last year we created a new slide, an updated version of which you can find in the appendix, Slide 22, entitled Regulated Utilities, Rate Base and Allowed Return on
Equity. Many of you have requested this data showing each of our regulated states, authorized rate base, authorized ROE, authorized equity, and the effective date of
the rate [case issued].
These are historic cases, and we advise you to review the footnotes for a fuller understanding of the particular case in question. While you can never project how any
new case will be determined, we hope this will help you understand our current rate environment.
Finally, as part of our commitment to shareholder value, on December 13, 2013 we announced that our Board of Directors declared a quarterly cash dividend payment
of $0.28 per common share, payable on March 3, 2014 to all shareholders of record as of February 3, 2014, which continues our commitment to an annual dividend
payout goal of 50% to 60% of net income, while growing dividends at a rate commensurate with earnings per share growth.
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With that, I'll turn the call back over to Jeff.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Thank you much, Susan.
On Slide 17 you will recognize the growth triangle that we introduced at the Analyst Day event in December to give you a sense of the components of our growth and
their approximate size. The triangle components, as we discussed then, will change over time, and what you see here is our projected 2014 earnings, that achieve our
estimated guidance of $2.35 to $2.45 per share, excluding the impact of the Freedom Industries spill. The impact of that spill, as we talked about, is estimated to be
about $0.02 per share through February 26 of this year.
This is probably a 7% to 10% growth rate from 2013 results. We also are reiterating our comfort level with the guided 7% to 10% long-term earnings per share growth
rate. As we've done more detail in our planning and progressed it the way we have, we can see the pathway much more clearly about where we will be able to generate
that kind of growth, provide better service to our customers at an average annual rate increase across all of our states of about or below 2% per year.
Slide 18 was also in the Analyst Day presentation and provides the identification of specific things that you can hold us accountable for achieving during the year and
that we will report progress on. At this early date in the year, all things listed there are moving forward on schedule.
Last, for those of you who may not yet have talked with him, let me take the opportunity to introduce Durgesh Chopra who is now working with Ed in investor
relations. Durgesh came put of our New Jersey rates group, and I know he will do a great job working with all of you over the next set of years.
With that, we would be happy to take any questions you may have.

QUESTION AND ANSWER

Operator
(Operator Instructions)
Shivangi Tipnis, Global Hunter Securities.
Shivangi Tipnis - Global Hunter Securities - Analyst
Thank you guys for taking my question. My first question is, there is nice growth for your industrial volumes in Q4 sequentially, as well year over year. What kind of
drivers for the industrial volume growth [quarter] and do we expect to see the same positive growth, even in 2014?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
I'm sorry. We're having real trouble hearing your question.
Shivangi Tipnis - Global Hunter Securities - Analyst
Okay, sorry. Are you able to hear me now?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Yes.
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Shivangi Tipnis - Global Hunter Securities - Analyst
Okay. There is a nice growth in your industrial volumes in Q4 sequentially as well as year over year. What were the drivers for the volume growth industrials, and do
we expect to see the trend ahead in 2014 as well?
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
If I understand your question correctly, you said the quarter-over-quarter fourth quarter, the growth, what was driving the growth and do we expect to see that to
continue, is that what you're asking?
Shivangi Tipnis - Global Hunter Securities - Analyst
Yes. I'm talking about the industrial volume growth.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
Yes. What happened with the industrial volume, I mentioned that the customer information system implementation, we held several of the more complex bills, and it
impacted industrial and the public sales more than it did commercial and residential.
So what we do is, if you look at our 10-K, while we look at billed and unbilled revenue, on water volume we just report billed water volume. As we were holding bills,
we had somewhat of a delay in terms of the amount of industrial volumes that we were able to bill.
That's where you might see a little bit of a disconnect. We do expect that to normalize through the year.
We have gone through those bills that are complex, ensured that the new system was generating accurate bills, and we've released the majority of those. Now, we had
two waves of implementation.
The first wave was in May. Those bills, we've released those. We're on the normal billing cycle. Our second wave was on October 20 is when we implemented it. So
after the first quarter, we should see more normalizations there.
Shivangi Tipnis - Global Hunter Securities - Analyst
Okay, that sounds helpful. My second question is on the O&M side. You did a great job lowering it down from 40.1% to 38.7%, the expense ratio. So, the run rate of
35% is already -- which was expected on 2015, was already achieved.
Do we expect to see a gradual slowdown in the run rate going ahead, or if you look at the same run rate then I think we can expect you to achieve the 35% rate, even
before 2018? Can you provide some color here?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Yes. The way I'd answer that is we have established a goal of 35% by 2018. We are not driven by that metric so much, as by doing the right thing in managing our cost
structure.
That may enable us to get there earlier, but we certainly wouldn't forecast that at this stage. As you move up the tree, collecting fruit, it does become a little more
challenged and difficult, but that's why our whole process is around continuous improvement and process excellence. And the reason why we're trying to engage as
many of our folks as possible so that this becomes self-sustaining.
So, yes, I think we've had great progress. I think when I came here it was about almost 48%. So we've cut it actually by 10 percentage points, or over 20%, almost 25%.
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Going forward, we probably won't see it go down at nearly the rate that it has over the last five years, but we're still going to stay focused on it. Walter, you got anything
you'd want to add?
Walter Lynch - American Water Works Company Inc - President of Regulated Operations
We are addressing this as we know in multiple fronts, and Jeff you talked about Yellow Belt programs and the savings that are driving there, but we continue to look at
our cost. The biggest cost we have are power, chemicals, fuel, and we continue to address those, along with labor costs. As you said, we're geared towards 2018 of 35%,
and we are working right now to get there.
Shivangi Tipnis - Global Hunter Securities - Analyst
Okay. So my next question would be, in case you get this 35% quite earlier to 2018, what would you say would be a sustainable ratio? You would definitely not keep
looking at lowering the ratio in terms of costs. So what would be a ratio that makes you happy, and you would say, this is the ratio that I would like to maintain?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
One of the things that you get when you really go through all the data that we, from a management side look at, you see that there are differences by state. For example,
California has a higher ratio just by operating in California because, well, it's an extended process to operate in California, and so every utility that operates there has
higher ratios.
We happen to be very good in California and so we have a lower ratio than others, but it's higher than it is in many other states. So a lot of what is the right ratio will
depend on where our growth occurs.
So if we see growth occurring in some states that have higher cost structures because of the way they operate or their regulatory approach, then we think about it in that
way. We look at the 35% on the basis of where we expect to see growth, but also on the basis of our current business. I don't think you can say, here's the optimal
percentage.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
But Shivangi, I think to your point, though, there is a point at which it's very difficult, because remember when we talk about cost efficiency, these are long-term efforts
to take cost out of the business. These aren't quarter-to-quarter, year-to-year cuts.
As we look at more automation, more innovation, there are levels that you could sustain. But you're right, at some point you look and say, are we doing all we can do?
Then there is usually a step change and something we can do in technology that maybe will help us further, but we don't know what that is right now.
Shivangi Tipnis - Global Hunter Securities - Analyst
Okay. And maybe my last question, and then I will get back in line. So the estimated costs that you are expecting out of the Freedom chemical spill will be about $0.02
at this point in time.
I want to mention you have been doing a smooth execution, and it was really great. But then are there any headwinds that can still drive the costs ahead? And when we
get a clear understanding that it's not just $0.02, and maybe a little more over $0.02?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Susan can maybe give you a little more detail about what's included in the $0.02 and the costs we have occurred so far. Going forward, it's really dependent on how the
legal process goes, because that's really the thing that will continue for some period of time, and that's really hard to estimate.
We think a lot of the claims that have been made are easily dismissible. Other claims may have to go a little further before we can get free from them.
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But that's what's probably the biggest unknown, is how the legal process will go forward. For example, we recently filed on some of the claims to have them moved into
federal court.
We won't know whether that's successful for a while because people may try to get them back into state court. Those kinds of things can help drive what those legal
costs will be. So that's why there's uncertainty around that.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
But you are correct. This is a first-quarter event. And when we look at the charge for the credit that we mentioned earlier, when you look at the extra production costs,
the labor, you look at O&M, you look at the cost of the tankers, bottled water, the legal expenses, the $0.02 that we reported reflect the expenses through February 26.
Going forward, as Jeff said, we see the predominance being mostly the legal. Now, because it's a first-quarter event, we will have more information at the first quarter
earnings call where we should be able to be a little more specific.
Shivangi Tipnis - Global Hunter Securities - Analyst
Okay. Thanks for the color, guys. I will get back in queue. Thank you.
Operator
Neil Mehta, Goldman Sachs.
Neil Mehta - Goldman Sachs - Analyst
Good morning.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Good morning, Neil.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
Good morning.
Neil Mehta - Goldman Sachs - Analyst
Congratulations to your team on the response to the spill in West Virginia. I had a couple of easy questions here. So at the Analyst Day, you outlined several
wastewater acquisition targets. Just wanted to get a status update in terms of how that process is faring.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Well, I think we're moving forward on a number of fronts in acquisitions in discussions and negotiations, which obviously we can't talk about who or where they are,
both in the wastewater and water arenas. And as we get to a point of any of those being signed we will obviously let you know. That's probably about all I could say,
Neil, at this stage.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
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Except for, as you know, we really benefit the following year from the acquisitions we made in the previous year. We mentioned in our acquisition increase revenue, a
large part of that was from New York that we had the full year and not just eight months. So for 2014, we will be benefiting from acquisitions we made in 2013.
Neil Mehta - Goldman Sachs - Analyst
All right, fair enough. As you think about your dividend, you've got a payout that's below your long-term target and you've got above average EPS growth. So can you
talk through your dividend growth expectations as you look at 2014, but then also beyond that?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Yes. Neil, as we've talked about before, we have a series of criteria that have been what we've established as our dividend philosophy, which is the target of 50% to
60% payout ratio and have a growth rate in dividends that's more in line with our earnings growth rate. So we are slightly below the 50% to 60%.
So in one sense that gives us some flexibility, and we're still believe in the long-term growth rate of 7% to 10%. That's really the guidance that we have relative to
dividends. Obviously we just sent out the last one.
The next one is, if you follow our track record, is typically the one where we have announced an increase. So we'll let you know what that will be when we announce it.
Neil Mehta - Goldman Sachs - Analyst
Okay. In California, the Monterey Peninsula, you've got a couple of big projects out there. Could you give a status update on those?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Let me ask Walter to do that.
Walter Lynch - American Water Works Company Inc - President of Regulated Operations
Okay. First on the dam. We are working through our timeline on the dam and we expect to have that torn down and the river rerouted sometime in 2015, according to
our schedule. So that's progressing on time, and the team's done a great job out there.
Also on the Monterey Peninsula water supply project, we're working through the issues out there, and we're working cooperatively with municipalities and with the
Commission. We're working with the Commission to look at the environmental impact report, which we expect now in the first quarter of 2015, and things are going
according to plan.
Neil Mehta - Goldman Sachs - Analyst
Terrific. Thank you very much.
Operator
Mike Gaugler, Brean Capital.
Mike Gaugler - Brean Capital, LLC - Analyst
Good morning, everyone.
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Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Hello, Mike.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
Good morning.
Mike Gaugler - Brean Capital, LLC - Analyst
Congrats on the nice quarter.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Thank you.
Neil Mehta - Goldman Sachs - Analyst
Jeff, you spoke about total contaminants. Those you test for, those EPA has under consideration, and some others. Given it wouldn't be cost effective to test for all
contaminants as a Company, has AWK ever attempted or proposed to regulators to we expand testing beyond state/federal guidelines to encompass all contaminants in
a region within a specific radius of a watershed? On the surface, it would seem possible by scanning MSDS sheets in a region, and my thought behind the question is, it
would appear to be a win-win scenario -- greater public safety and also an additional avenue for CapEx investment.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Very good question, Mike. Let me raise a couple of points with you. There are, for example, on the Ohio River, there is, as a result of I think it was the Ashland spill
back in the 1980s, there has been a network of testing, and some of it's automated, some of it's still not automated, but a network of testing over, I think it's over 200
miles of the Ohio River, where each of the entities plus some federal monitoring that's being done, is checking. But now, it is not checking all elements.
Part of the problem is that even if you have the sheets, what they put in these tanks changes. And so even once we can get to a point of having the required disclosures
of what are in these tanks, then it's also a matter of keeping up with any changes that occur.
Today, take this tank in West Virginia. When I was meeting with the governor of West Virginia, and also with the former governor who's now the Senator, Manchin,
one of the things that they said is, look, this tank, this is a material that was deemed non-hazardous. They don't even have to tell us what's in that tank.
So the first thing we've got to do is get more transparency, what the heck is in the tanks. Then it's a question of okay, how, for all of these other compounds can you
develop, or can you develop, readily testing mechanisms, and you also have to establish a standard.
Take, for example, arsenic or mercury. We know those are contaminants, but they're naturally occurring. And so the regulations say, you can't have more than X in
water.
It doesn't say zero, because frankly it's been naturally occurring for thousands of years, but they're concerned about it going above a certain level because there's been
epidemiological study to determine what's the level at which it can create harm for people. The first thing you've got to do on these 86,000 toxic chemicals, and all the
others, is figure out what the heck a standard is.
So I think there's quite a ways to go, Mike, before we even can think about testing because you don't have a standard, and you don't even know what all the compounds
are. I agree with your point that there needs to be examination of what other kinds of testing can be done for broad-based contaminants that you know may be upstream,
but it's a bit more complicated, just because we don't even have standards for most of these chemicals.
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Mike Gaugler - Brean Capital, LLC - Analyst
Okay. That's all I had. I appreciate the clarity.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
You bet. Thanks, Mike. Thanks for the good question.
Operator
Andrew Weisel, Macquarie Capital.
Andrew Weisel - Macquarie Capital Securities - Analyst
Hi, good morning. I'm filling in for Angie. The only question we have is wondering about the warranty business you have on water pipes, given the deep freeze this
winter in so many of your states. Have you seen any increase in the activity in terms of people either requesting to add warranties and protection or in terms of actual
claims filed?
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
This is Susan, Andrew. When we talk about the warranties, we offer water, sewer, and in-home. We have seen an increase in the in-home, not so much on the water
and sewer because they are buried deeper in the ground.
But the in-home is such a small part of our warranty business, it may be 6% of the homeowner services revenue. So really, yes we've seen an increase incident in-home,
not necessarily the others. We have been able to manage through that.
And in terms of offering it again, we have a robust, disciplined process before we ever bring on a new contract. We have a system of contractors, we have a master
contractor who coordinates that.
We go out to ensure before we institute a contract that there's not pre-existing conditions. We also look for any indications that there could be, if a week later there is a
problem.
So yes, we saw an increase in incident in one small part of the business. We have been able to manage it, but we have a robust process to ensure that when we do take
on new contracts, that they are actuarially sound.
Andrew Weisel - Macquarie Capital Securities - Analyst
Great. Thank you very much. That's all we have.
Operator
Heike Doerr, Robert W. Baird.
Heike Doerr - Robert W. Baird & Company, Inc. - Analyst
Thank you. Good morning. Congrats on a solid quarter.
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Thanks, Heike.
Heike Doerr - Robert W. Baird & Company, Inc. - Analyst
Wondering if we could talk about New Jersey, and if there is any update on pending CTA decision.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
It is still in process. I think New Jersey has had a number of other things occurring that may have taken a little bit of a focus off this.
We do continue to expect that it will occur, that we'll get some clarification out of the commission. We don't have control of the timeline, and again at this stage, Heike,
we don't have a good sense. I would hope that it will be in the next three months.
Heike Doerr - Robert W. Baird & Company, Inc. - Analyst
And assuming that we would get some kind of a favorable ruling that makes the way that the Commission treats this a little bit more fair, is that something that you
would recognize in the next rate case cycle, or what would be the process once we have a decision?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
It would be recognized in the next rate case cycle, absolutely.
Heike Doerr - Robert W. Baird & Company, Inc. - Analyst
Got it. Thanks for the clarity.
Operator
Jonathan Reeder, Wells Fargo.
Jonathan Reeder - Wells Fargo Securities, LLC - Analyst
Good morning. Susan, if I could, would you talk about some of those regulated O&M expenses, the drivers. It sounded like two of the increases, there was a lot of
unsustainable components to it that we'll see probably drop off in 2014. But more importantly, the two accounts that dropped by a wider margin, the employee-related
costs and the maintenance materials and supplies, how sustainable are those decreases going forward?
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
First of all, on the increases, you're right. The two big increase areas were the billing and the uncollectibles, and the majority of that was due to the implementation of
the new system, which as of 2013 we stabilized ERP.
We see 2014 as the year to stabilize even further CIS and EAM. Also the other increase, as you noted, dealt with temporary labor that we used, and leveraging
efficiencies of ERP.
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In terms of the decreases, we continue to look at preventative maintenance. We continue, in terms of the implementation of automation, for example, across our system
looking at the [sets, the smart ESS] technology, the communication protocol, of ensuring that we can commoditize the purchase of meters, we can tie it into reading
pressure flows, et cetera. In terms of decreases, we're working on all of those.
Let me back up a little bit, though. Remember the goal, the chart we showed on Investor Day? It's to hold O&M as flat as we can, and in order to offset the increased
depreciation and amortization, which was $26.2 million incrementally higher in 2013 than 2012, and because we are investing the capital significantly in 2014 will also
increased, we're having to look at all of the O&M expenses. If I look at each category, there are certain things we can do in each category. But all of our employees and
our teams have the goal of trying to keep O&M flat so that we can have experiences like I described at Indiana in their rate (inaudible) and we are (multiple speakers) -Jonathan Reeder - Wells Fargo Securities, LLC - Analyst
Okay, on the, sorry.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
-- Jonathan, the implementation of CIS, EAM, we have not seen the efficiencies yet from that because the implementation was in 2013. This year in 2014 we will be
looking to leverage those systems the way we are looking to leverage ERP, and start seeing some of those over the next one, two, three, four, and five years. So we're
just at the beginning of that process.
Jonathan Reeder - Wells Fargo Securities, LLC - Analyst
Okay. And so the overall goal is to just hold O&M flat, and grow the revenue side? And that's what's going to cause the decrease in the efficiency ratio?
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
Yes.
Jonathan Reeder - Wells Fargo Securities, LLC - Analyst
Okay. And then just a point of clarity. The 7% to 10% growth rate, is that now off of the $2.25 weather-adjusted 2013?
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
No, the wedge starts at $1.99, and the wedge will start at $1.99 for the rest of this year also.
Jonathan Reeder - Wells Fargo Securities, LLC - Analyst
Okay.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
And next year, and in 2016.
Jonathan Reeder - Wells Fargo Securities, LLC - Analyst
(Laughter) Got you. Anticipating future questions, I like it. (Laughter). And then lastly, congrats on getting that military base contract. Do you know what the timing
might be on the next determination from the military? Is there a few more decisions that we might see in 2014, or do you have any clarity there?
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Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Well, the last question really said it clearly. Do we have any clarity? The answer is no. We never really know when they're going to go forward.
We know what are typical schedules, and they seem to be moving forward on the more typical schedule now, and -- because we've said we have about six or so bids
that are currently outstanding. We would hope to see one or two of those come out as decisions this year.
On Fort Hill, it's an eight-month transition, which is a pretty quick transition, and it has already started. So we'll start to see the revenues from that transaction this year.
And we would hope to see a couple more decisions this year, but I can't tell you that we have intelligence that that's going to occur.
Jonathan Reeder - Wells Fargo Securities, LLC - Analyst
Okay, thanks. That's all I had.
Operator
Steven Fleischman, Wolfe Research.
Steven Fleishman - Wolfe Research - Analyst
Great. Thank you. Hi, Jeff.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Hello, Steve.
Steven Fleishman - Wolfe Research - Analyst
Just on the West Virginia, could you give us a sense of, do you expect to see additional costs throughout this year from that, or are you just not sure?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Well, Steve, I think as Susan said, the lion's share of our system-related costs are a first-quarter occurrence, and a lot of that I think has already been incurred in January
and February in terms of chemicals, overtime, bottled water, tankers, all the things that go along with -- plus the revenue credits that we're providing customers. I think
beyond that, beyond the first quarter, frankly, it'll largely be legal costs associated with working through the suits that have been filed that name us, working with our
customers, because we're going to aggressively work to have them not just understand but get comfortable with the water.
One of the learnings out of this is, and it's different than a lot of other chemicals. In this instance, it isn't how much can someone drink without putting themselves at
risk, it really is, can they smell it.
And so what we're finding is there is so much lower concentration that someone can smell, way below 200, 300 times below, what's been determined as the acceptable
level by the CDC, and that's a different challenge. And that's both in people's homes as well as within our system.
We're continuing to do flushing, and yet, that costs because we're pushing treated water through systems. I would say the lion's share of the operating cost impacts, the
one-time operating cost impacts, will really just be in the first quarter.
Steven Fleishman - Wolfe Research - Analyst
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Okay. And just any bigger picture thought in terms of highlighting more the -- obviously, this is not directly related to something with a water system, but just, does
this refocus on the story you've pushed about needing to replace and upgrade the system that we have overall?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
I think it absolutely does. One of the challenges that we had in West Virginia, Steve, when it occurred is, if you will remember, this was right after the Polar Vortex. So
we'd had that enormously cold period, and then warmth. And when that happens, you get line breaks.
We had a lot of line breaks in our West Virginia system, which is an old system that is under a lot of duress because of the elevation changes within the system. And so
what we find is that pipes in West Virginia, frankly, don't last as long as they do elsewhere because of the stress that is placed on them.
At the same time, our West Virginia customers have higher bills than most of our other systems because of density of population, which is very low, and the costs
associated with operating such a complex system. That is probably the most -- well, it is -- the most complex system we have anywhere in our 30 states, regulated and
unregulated.
So I think one of the things it does speak to is the costs that can be incurred with aged infrastructure. On the water plant side, our folks have done a great job operating
that plant. We're going to continue to look at ways to help improve that plant.
One of the issues that has been raised is whether there should be a second intake off another water source. If we look about that across our systems, some 20%, 25% of
our water treatment systems only have a single intake. That is something that has to be looked at in the context of what is the cost.
So I think what it does is this opens the door for good conversation with all of our regulators about the trade-off between cost and the greater levels of investment, how
can we manage that so that we don't push rates up too high but we recognize that these systems are old? That is really separate from the issue of how do we protect
against, hopefully not bad actors like I think we had in this situation, but potential contaminants dumped into a river or other water body.
Steven Fleishman - Wolfe Research - Analyst
Great. Thank you very much.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Thank you, Steve.
Operator
There are no further questions. I would now like to hand back to the management team. Thank you.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Let me thank you all for joining us today, and we look forward to talking with you at our next quarterly call. We welcome Durgesh into these quarterly calls, and we
look forward to talking to you all down the road. Bye-bye.
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MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION SECTION
Operator: Good morning. And welcome to American Water's Third Quarter 2014 Earnings Conference Call. As a
reminder, this call is being recorded and is also being webcast with accompanying slide presentation through the
company's website, www.amwater.com.
Following the earnings conference call, an audio archive of the call will be available through November 14, 2014,
by dialing 1-412-317-0088 for U.S. and international callers. The access code for replay is 10053559. The online
archive of the webcast will be available through December 6, 2014, by accessing the Investor Relations page of the
company's website located at www.amwater.com. After today's presentation, there will be an opportunity to ask
questions. [Operator Instructions]
I would now like to introduce your host for today's call, Ed Vallejo, Vice President of Investor Relations. Mr.
Vallejo, you may begin.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Edward D. Vallejo
Vice President-Investor Relations

Thank you and good morning, everyone. And thank you for joining us for today's call. As usual, we'll keep our call
to about an hour. And at the end of our prepared remarks, we will have time for questions. But before we begin,
I'd like to remind everyone that during the course of this conference call, both in our prepared remarks and in
answers to your questions, we may make statements related to future performance.
Our statements represent our most reasonable estimates. However, since these statements deal with future
events, they are subject to numerous risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual performance
of American Water to be materially different from the performance indicated or implied by such statements. And
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such risk factors are set forth in the company's SEC filings. All statements in this call relating to earnings per share
refer to diluted earnings per share.
And now, I'd like to turn the call over to American Water's President and CEO, Susan Story.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story
President and Chief Executive Officer

Thanks, Ed. Good morning to everyone and thanks for joining us on the call. I'm joined today by Linda Sullivan,
our CFO, who will go over the third quarter results; and Walter Lynch, COO and President of Regulated
Operations, who will discuss key matters in our Regulated Business.
I'm pleased to report that, through the hard work of our 6,600 employees at American Water, we delivered a
quarter of solid performance, although most of our states experienced significantly cooler temperatures this
summer. During this quarter, we achieved increases in revenues and earnings per share, made significant progress
growing our Regulated and Market-Based Businesses, and we reached a settlement with our unions on national
benefits after a four year impact, all while delivering water services to our customers safely and reliably.
In addition to the 2,200 customers in regulated acquisitions that we closed on this quarter, we had some exciting
news on Tuesday. The residents of Haddonfield, New Jersey; Arnold, Missouri; and Russiaville, Indiana all voted
to sell their community's water and wastewater systems to American Water.
We're honored that they put their votes of confidence in our company, to bring safe, clean, affordable and reliable
services to them. And we look forward to welcoming our newest 19,000 customers in the near future following
regulatory approval. These communities are adjacent to our current water and wastewater system. So we can
bring economies of scale and existing resources to run these systems effectively and efficiently.
As you can see on slide five, our revenues increased nearly 3% for the quarter. Income from continuing operations
rose 4.5% to $0.87 per diluted share, which is not adjusted for that weather impact of $0.04 to $0.06 per share.
Walter will discuss the weather in more detail in just a few minutes.
Excluding the midpoint of this impact, the weather normalized income from continuing operations was an EPS of
$0.92 for the third quarter. The increase in earnings per share is mainly due to the success of our Regulated
Business and a pending rate authorizations and surcharges that support our rate-based growth through
infrastructure investments.
We also continued strong cost management across our businesses. While we saw a slight decrease in cash flows
from operations for the quarter, primarily due to the weather, of $0.04 to $0.06, we continue to improve our
earned return on the equity. Our adjusted ROE for the last 12 months ended September 30, 2014, increased by 80
basis points to 8.85% compared with the same period last year.
Turning now to slide six. We continue to invest in the pumps, plants and pipes that deliver water and water
services to our customers. This quarter, we invested $314 million in needed improvements. Year-to-date, we have
made capital investments of over $700 million. And we expect to spend about $1 billion by year's end.
We completed four acquisitions this quarter adding 2,200 customers. Year-to-date, we've added about 3,700
customers on closed acquisitions. At this time, we have about 25,000 additional customers in pending
acquisitions, which includes the 19,000 in Haddonfield, Arnold and Russiaville, which I've talked about earlier.
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We grew our Market-Based Business through the expansion of our homeowner services territory, as well as
through our military group. This past week, we received notification from the Orlando Utilities Commission of its
intent to award American Water Resources a home warranty protection agreement to market to its 260,000
customers, pending contract negotiations.
During the quarter, we also announced our second military award this year, Picatinny Arsenal in New Jersey. We
now serve 11 military installations across the country. The Department Of Defense had not awarded any new
contract the size we target since 2009 until the two this year. We won both of those through competitive bids. We
are always honored to have the privilege to serve the men and women who protect our freedom and liberties every
day.
During the quarter, we made progress on our ongoing goal to actively address regulatory lag and promote
constructive regulatory frameworks. Notably, as Walter will discuss, the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities
approved modifications to consolidated tax adjustment. And in California, a general rate case settlement was
reached with the Office of Ratepayer Advocates and other interveners. We also filed for additional infrastructure
investment revenues in Missouri and Tennessee which Linda will discuss further.
We recognized the important balance between making needed investments in our systems and helping our
customers have affordable bills. To do that, we continue to improve our O&M efficiency ratio, which, adjusted for
West Virginia and weather, improved 330 basis points from this 12-month ended period compared to last year.
We also reached an agreement on October 31 to sell Terratec Environmental Ltd., the Market-Based residuals
management subsidiary of our Canadian residuals division. And we expect to close in the coming weeks. Our main
driver for this portfolio optimization was to exit the Class B biosolids business and concentrate on Class A
biosolids, which is a more specialized market and is more aligned with our Market-Based Business model.
Lastly, I'm pleased to report that American Water and the Utility Workers Union of America, representing the
company's union, reached a settlement regarding our national benefits agreement. Walter will also provide more
detail on that momentarily.
Moving to slide seven. In our ongoing commitment to our shareholders, American Water's board of directors on
September, the 19, declared a quarterly cash dividend payment of $0.31 per share, payable on December 1, 2014,
to all shareholders of record as of November, the 10. This continues our annual dividend payout target of 50% to
60% of net income, while growing dividends at a rate aligned with earnings per share growth.
Based on our performance this year, we are narrowing our earnings guidance for adjusted continuing operations
for the year from $2.35 to $2.45 to a range of $2.38 to $2.44. This range is not adjusted for the $0.04 to $0.06 per
share effective adverse weather. But it does exclude the impact of the Freedom Industries chemical spill in West
Virginia.
We remain confident in our ability to deliver on our long-term EPS growth of 7% to 10% through execution of our
investment and growth strategies, as well as continuing operational efficiency gains. Also, we plan on providing
2015 guidance on a conference call at 11 AM on Monday, December, the 15. So stay tuned for additional details
and please mark your calendars.
Walter will now give an update on our Regulated Business.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Walter J. Lynch
President & COO-Regulated Operations

Thanks, Susan, and good morning, everyone. Let's start with an update on the weather. This was a very cool and
mild summer, as evidenced by the NOAA climate data on this slide. We've seen the same theme from electric and
gas utilities throughout these regions during this third quarter earnings season.
In some of our service areas in Missouri, Illinois and Indiana, we experienced record cool temperatures. At the
same time, we saw above normal precipitation levels in Indiana, Illinois and parts of Pennsylvania. This did
impact demand and revenues. And we estimate the weather impact to be about $0.04 to $0.06 for the quarter. As
always, we did take appropriate management actions to address this revenue shortfall associated with this
unfavorable weather.
In contrast, California continues to experience a record drought and the hottest year on record. In response,
California American Water has conducted extensive conservation outreach, mailings, bill messages, e-mail, social
media campaigns and community events. We developed a special section of our website dedicated to keeping
customers updated on this drought, its impacts and the resources we have available to help.
California American Water is calling for voluntary conservation from its customers in all districts, with the
exception of one district, Larkfield district, which is in Sonoma County, which instituted mandatory conservation
on October 23. State-wide water system delivery is down about 10% since the previous year. And in the third
quarter, each California districts saw decreases in water use. Because of mechanisms in place, the company's
revenues will not be impacted by declines in sales due to conservation efforts.
As Susan relayed earlier, in our California general rate case for rates effective 2015 through 2017, we and the
Office of Ratepayer Advocates, along with others, filed a settlement. If approved, the settlement would provide
$13.6 million in additional annualized revenues in 2015. And subsequent increase is presently estimated at $5
million for 2016 and $6.3 million for 2017.
We're awaiting a California PUC decision on this settlement in the general rate case at this time. Our California
team also continues to make progress on the Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project. The test well permit will
be considered before a state agency next week. And construction work and drilling on the test well could begin this
month.
And, finally, for California, our San Clemente Dam Removal Project is making great progress. Sediment has been
relocated and a new path for the river has been cut. When the next rain occurs there, it will be the first time that
water will actually flow through these new channels. This project is on time and on budget with substantial
completion expected in late 2015 or early 2016.
Moving on to New Jersey on the regulatory front. As Susan said, the Board of Public Utilities approved changes to
consolidated tax adjustments. The BPU is recognizing the more standard practice that other states have to
encourage investment. These approved changes include limiting the look back to five years and additionally
allocating 75% of the savings to the company and 25% to utilities' customers.
I also want to reiterate what Susan said about Tuesday's vote in Haddonfield, New Jersey. We're so pleased that
the Haddonfield residents voted to sell their water and wastewater systems to New Jersey American Water. We'll
now seek the approval by the Board of Public Utilities, which we expect to take place sometime in mid-2015.
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Because, we already provide those services to surrounding communities, we're able to leverage existing resources
to more efficiently and effectively operate these systems. Immediately after closing, we're going to begin to make
the much-needed upgrades to the systems.
In fact, just to give you some transparency on it, in the first year after closing, we've committed to spending $6.5
million on several critical projects to significantly improve the wastewater system. An additional $9.5 million will
be invested in the following four years to modernize these systems.
Haddonfield, along with Arnold, Missouri and Russiaville, Indiana, are great examples of the type of solutions that
we can offer communities challenged by competing budget priorities and deteriorating water and wastewater
systems. They're also great examples of our local business model. Our employees live and work in the
communities and in these referendum efforts help to inform voters about the ways American Water can work with
them to address their challenges.
In all three of these communities, local government leaders, along with our local employees, ensured that the
citizens have the data they needed to make informed decisions on Election Day. That's what it means to be a local
company and that's how we like to operate in the states where we're privileged to serve. We're committed to
continuing the partnerships we developed with Haddonfield, Arnold and Russiaville. And I want to thank all of
our employees who have volunteered to help in our growth efforts.
Additionally, last week, American Water and the Utility Workers Union of America, representing the company's
unions, jointly announced the ratification of a settlement related to the complaint filed by the Utility Workers
Union of America regarding our national benefits agreement. Part of this settlement included a new healthcare
and benefits package for our workforce through 2018.
This benefits package remains competitive compared to other plans offered in the utility industry. We're pleased
to reach a settlement that we believe is fair for both our employees and our customers. We look forward to
working together with our unions in a collaborative way on issues such as safety, employee training and
development and growth opportunities.
And, finally, I want to provide a brief update on the Freedom Industries chemical spill in West Virginia. From an
operational perspective, we continue to monitor raw water for MCHM and PPH. And we're pleased to report that
there were no traces of these substances in any samples taken.
We'll continue to do this monitoring until the Freedom Industries' site is certified as decontaminated by the West
Virginia Department of Environmental Protection as this site right now is being completely torn down. We
anticipate that this will occur in the next few months. Otherwise, we're back to business as usual in West Virginia.
Now, I'll turn the call over to Linda for a more detailed review of our financial performance.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Linda G. Sullivan
Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

Thank you, Walter, and good morning, everyone. It is a pleasure to be here with you today to review our third
quarter financial results in more detail.
Turning to slide 13, third quarter 2014 had solid financial results. Despite the cool summer temperatures, our
revenue, operating income, operating margin and earnings improved over the third quarter of last year. In
addition, we continued to make progress on improving operating efficiency.
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More specifically, for the quarter, we reported operating revenues of approximately $846 million, $24 million or
about 3% higher than the third quarter of last year. Both periods were impacted by weather, which I will cover in
more detail in a moment.
Operating income rose to $337 million or about $14 million higher than the same period last year, resulting in just
over a 0.5% increase in operating income margin. Third quarter income from continuing operations was
approximately $157 million or $0.87 per share. This compares to $150 million or $0.84 per share for the third
quarter of 2013.
As Susan mentioned previously, we reached an agreement to sell Terratec Environmental Ltd., which was part of
our Market-Based Business segment. As a result, both the loss on the sale and the operating results have been
classified as discontinued operations. This resulted in a combined loss from discontinued operations of $0.02 per
diluted share for the quarter and $0.03 per diluted share on a year-to-date basis. Although we reported a loss on
the sale of this transaction, the transaction is structured to monetize about $4 million in tax benefits.
As mentioned earlier, both periods presented were impacted by weather. In the third quarter of 2014, weather
impacted our results in the range of $0.04 to $0.06 per share. Last year, the weather impact was $0.02 to $0.04.
Excluding the midpoint of these impacts, adjusted weather normalized earnings per share from continuing
operations was $0.92, which is a $0.05 or approximate 6% increase compared to the weather normalized third
quarter of last year.
We also paid a dividend of $0.31 per share during the quarter, which represents an approximate 11% increase over
the $0.28 per share payment in the third quarter of 2013. We reported cash flow from operating activities of about
$390 million for the quarter, relatively flat compared to the same period last year, despite the larger weather
impact experienced this summer.
Now let's discuss the different components of our adjusted EPS growth from continuing operations on slide 14. On
the left side of this page, our starting point is third quarter 2013 recorded earnings per share from continuing
operations of $0.84. Last year was cooler and wetter than normal, so we have adjusted up for the midpoint of the
weather impact or $0.03, which gets us to what we consider a weather normalized earnings starting point for the
third quarter of 2013 of $0.87 per share.
And now, I will walk through each of the EPS drivers, which gets us to our third quarter 2014 adjusted weather
normalized EPS of $0.92 per share from continuing operations. First, we had lower revenue in the third quarter of
2014 due to cooler weather in many of our states. This impact was in the range of $0.04 to $0.06 per share for the
quarter and shown on the EPS bridge is the midpoint of that range or $0.05.
The next item shows the impact from both income and general taxes, which were higher by $0.03 per share over
the same quarter last year due to two items: higher income tax true-ups of about $0.02 and higher property taxes
of about $0.01, primarily from tax assessments in Pennsylvania and Kentucky.
Next, in the third quarter 2014, we reported higher consolidated depreciation and amortization expense of about
$0.02, principally from growth associated with our capital investment programs, including our SAP project that
was placed into service during 2013.
Next, EPS for our Market-Based Business was a $0.01 lower than the same quarter last year. However, there are
two one-time items in the third quarter of 2013 that lowered the quarter-over-quarter comparison by $0.02 per
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share, including $0.01 from price redeterminations in the military services business and $0.01 from the release of
contract reserves due to resolving uncertainties on certain O&M contacts.
Adjusting for these 2013 items, the Market-Based Business segment would have actually increased $0.01 per
share on a quarter-over-quarter basis, driven by additional capital projects associated with our military contract
and contract growth in homeowner services, mainly with our New York City contract, as well as expansion into
other geographic areas.
In the next bar, the incremental revenue from regulated acquisitions increased a $0.01 per share, due mainly to
our acquisition of Dale Services Corporation in Virginia in the fourth quarter of 2013. We also had a $0.05
increase from higher regulated revenue. This increase over the prior quarter was made up of three key items.
First, authorized rate increases for a number of our operating companies increased $0.08 per share. Second,
increased surcharge and amortization of balancing account increased $0.01 per share. And, third, these increases
were partially offset by decreased demand of about $0.04 per share as we continue to experience declining usage,
primarily for our residential customers, in the 1% to 2% range.
Next, regulated O&M decreased $0.05 per share for the quarter compared to last year due to three main drivers.
First, employee related costs, which were the single biggest contributor, decreased by $0.03 per share or 6.5% for
the quarter, primarily from reduction in pension and postretirement benefit costs due to the change in the
discount rate.
Second, operating supplies and services decreased $0.01 per share, primarily driven by lower contract services, as
last year we had additional contractors assisting us with our SAP system stabilization and we experienced higher
regulatory expenses. Lastly, production costs decreased $0.01 or 3.2%, primarily due to lower chemical cost in our
Illinois subsidiary.
In the appendix of the slide deck, we have included our traditional revenue and expense bridge slides to provide
more detail to the earnings variances I just discussed. I will not cover these in detail today as most items are a
duplicate of what I discussed on the earnings bridge.
Also, I encourage you to read our 10-Q on file with the SEC for a more detailed analysis of both revenues and
expenses. We'll be happy to answer any questions or provide further clarification, if needed, during our questionand-answer session.
On slide 15, we show our O&M efficiency ratio. We continued to see progress in this metric. For the 12 months
ended September 30, 2014, we achieved a 36.8% ratio, which is a considerable improvement over the 40.1% ratio
we had in the same period last year.
This ratio adjusts for weather and excludes the expenses related to the Freedom Industries chemical spill. As we
have shared with many of you previously, our long-term stretch goal is to achieve a 35% O&M efficiency ratio by
2018. There is a full calculation of this ratio in the appendix section of the earnings call slide deck.
Now, let's look at recent regulatory highlights on slide 16, which shows formal rate cases awaiting final order, as
well as step increases and infrastructure filings, which impacted the quarter or are still pending. But before I cover
this slide in detail, I want to point out what is really key about this slide. And that is that you can see a shift in the
way that we recover capital from formal rate cases to infrastructure surcharges.
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As you may remember, in past years, we would have eight, maybe 10 rate cases outstanding and few or no
infrastructure filings. Now, we have eight surcharge filings approved this year. And, as you know, we recover our
capital faster with these mechanisms, which improves our return on equity, provides more flexibility around the
timing of formal rate cases, as well as providing better customer service and moderating bill impacts for our
customers.
Back to the slide itself, in terms of pending rate cases, as of today, we are awaiting orders for general rate cases in
two states, California and Indiana. In California, we now have a settlement with the Office of Ratepayer Advocate
and other interveners, as Walter mentioned. Our Missouri and Tennessee subsidiaries filed for additional
annualized revenues from infrastructure investment charges for a combined total of $11.1 million.
Shifting to rates that became effective in 2014, we had $2.4 million in step increases from prior rate cases in New
York and California. A total of $25.6 million in additional annualized infrastructure investment charges have been
awarded this year with the latest one being the July 1 approval of our annualized distribution system improvement
charge of $7.4 million in New Jersey.
As I mentioned earlier, these infrastructure charges represent the ability to more timely recover capital, which we
invest to improve both infrastructure and customer service. Additionally, we implemented new rates effective
January 1 of this year in Pennsylvania and effective April 18 in Iowa for a combined annualized total of $29.8
million.
These are the highlights of these cases. And we advise you to review the footnotes for a fuller understanding of
particular cases. And while we cannot predict the outcome of these cases, we hope that this will help you
understand our current rate environment. And in the appendix, you will also find an updated version of our
largest 10 states with our authorized rate base and allowed return on equity.
Lastly, as Susan mentioned, we are now narrowing our adjusted earnings per share guidance for continuing
operations for the year to a range of $2.38 to $2.44 per diluted share, which is not adjusted for the adverse
weather impact of approximately $0.04 to $0.06. This guidance does exclude the impact of the Freedom
Industries chemical spill in West Virginia.
And, remember, that our year-end guidance is a range to account for a variety of factors during the year, with the
largest being weather. Unless there are extreme weather impacts, this range should absorb those impacts. Our
quarterly earnings are points, not ranges. So we like to disclose weather effects to give you more insight into our
actual performance. Now, given that the guidance is not adjusted for weather, you should use the $0.87 reported
in this quarter on your way to building our annual 2014 performance versus our $2.38 to $2.44 guidance range.
With that, I will turn it over to Susan.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story
President and Chief Executive Officer

Thanks, Linda. As we discussed last quarter, we will conclude each of our earnings call by highlighting initiatives
or recent news than maybe outside of what we would typically cover in an earnings call. This quarter, we're going
to highlight American Water's addition to the Dow Jones Utility Average.
We are very proud to be added to this index. The utility average is a 15 member index that represents the stock
performance of large, well-known U.S. companies within the utility sector. During its 78-year existence, there
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have only been three major reorganizations of the index and only 40 companies have been part of that average
since it was introduced in 1929.
Additionally, we're the only water utility to ever be part of the index. And, interestingly, we've been a member
twice. When it was started in 1929, the original members of the Dow Jones Utilities Average included our
predecessor company, American Water Works & Electric Company. In 1947, under the newly implemented Public
Utility Holding Company Act, six holding companies, including our predecessor, were dissolved and removed
from the Utility Average. Now, 67 years later, we're back. And, of course, we're better than ever.
Being included in the Utility Average is a tremendous honor for American Water in the entire water and
wastewater industry for several reasons. First, having the index recognize the critical role the water industry plays
in the utility space. And the economy is important. The legacy of our country's prosperity is rooted in
infrastructure investments. And water and wastewater represent vital infrastructure necessary, not just for
economic growth, but for quality of life.
Second, water is critically needed for electricity and energy production and for the growing of food. The EPA's
November 2013 report on the importance of water to the U.S. economy notes that 94% of our economy is linked to
this water, energy, food mix.
And, finally, being included in the Utility Average is a testament to our ability at American Water to deliver on our
investment and operating strategies and provide dependable value to our customers and our shareholders. This
achievement is a direct reflection of the dedication and expertise of our employees, who are committed to the
customers and communities that we serve every single day.
In my six months as CEO, I've had the pleasure of visiting the majority of our work locations. And I've met with
the incredible people of American Water, who every day delivers safe, affordable and reliable water services to our
customers. These are the same people, who dedicated more than 4,700 charitable service hours to the
communities that we serve, just during September, in our dedicated Month of Service. Our employees are very
inspiring to me for these reasons and more. And I appreciate the privilege of being part of their team.
So now, we're happy to take any questions you might have.
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QUESTION AND ANSWER SECTION
Operator: We will now begin the question-and-answer session. [Operator Instructions] Our first question comes
from Ryan Connors from Janney Montgomery Scott. Please go ahead.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story

A

President and Chief Executive Officer

Hi, Ryan.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Ryan M. Connors

Q

Janney Montgomery Scott LLC

Great. Thanks. Hello. How are you?
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story

A

President and Chief Executive Officer

Good.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Ryan M. Connors

Q

Janney Montgomery Scott LLC

Great. So a couple questions. First off, I wanted to just talk about this New Jersey CTA issue a little bit and you
gave a really nice discussion of it, Walter. But could you kind of talk to us a little more about the financial impact
of that on the P&L and the timing of that in terms of how we quantify that and go about translating that into an
actual earnings contribution?
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Linda G. Sullivan

A

Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

Ryan, this is Linda. And this is a step in the right direction, we believe, for New Jersey. This decision will impact
us when we file our next rate case in New Jersey. That is when it would become effective for us. And, as you know,
we filed our last rate case in New Jersey in 2011. And that rate case was a black box settlement. So we cannot
disclose the financial impact of this. But when we look at the timing of our rate case and the flexibility that we
have in terms of timing around our infrastructure mechanisms in New Jersey, we take all of those things into
consideration to help determine when we will file that next rate case and be able to implement this new change.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Ryan M. Connors

Q

Janney Montgomery Scott LLC

Okay. But really no estimate or guidance on kind of the magnitude of the impact?
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Linda G. Sullivan

A

Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

Because it was a black box settlement, last rate case, we really can't disclose that.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Ryan M. Connors
Janney Montgomery Scott LLC

Q
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Got it. Okay. Fair enough. And then just the other question I had was just more kind of tactical, but – and I guess
we'll get more detail on this on December 15, but just talking about the weather from a big picture perspective. So
we had the cool temperatures in the Midwest, but, as you mentioned on the call, last year's third quarter was also
negatively impacted by weather. So, as we look into 2015, is it safe to say we've got a very easy comparison, so to
speak, as we sort of think about growth next year in demand?
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Linda G. Sullivan
Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

A

So what we do from an earnings guidance perspective is we'll give you weather normalized earnings guidance for
2015, which, as we indicated earlier, will occur on December 15.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Ryan M. Connors
Janney Montgomery Scott LLC

Q

Okay.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story
President and Chief Executive Officer

A

Ryan, as Linda mentioned, just as the electrics do also, we put a range for guidance, because while we look at
budgets and everything weather normalized, we understand that there are going to be variabilities. We disclosed
at Investor Day last year – a set of those variabilities. And, for us, just like the electrics, the largest potential
variable is weather. In a typical year, we account for some of that variability in our range, unless there is extreme
weather. And, for example, back in 2012, the positive uplift was between $0.13 and $0.16 for American Water.
That's a little beyond what you would have as normal variability. So when we look at weather, you don't want to
start having a lot of guidance ranges that are weather affected and this type of thing. So we try to keep it as clean
as we can.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Ryan M. Connors
Janney Montgomery Scott LLC

Q

Okay. Great. And then one last one before I hop out, is just on your payout ratio. Can you talk to us about where
you're running right now and how you feel about where you're at and whether you would up that payout ratio a bit
going forward, depending on your equity capital needs and so forth? Thanks.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Linda G. Sullivan
Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

A

Our payout ratio is currently at 2.5% and the way that we look at – I'm sorry that's the – I'm sorry. Let me correct
that. Our payout ratio is just over 50%. We have a target range for our payout ratio of 50% to 60%. And we plan to
– our goal is to grow our dividend commensurate with our EPS growth.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Ryan M. Connors
Janney Montgomery Scott LLC

Q

Okay. Great. Thank you.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story
President and Chief Executive Officer

A

Thanks, Ryan.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Operator: Our next question comes from Michael Gaugler from Brean Capital. Please go ahead.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story

A

President and Chief Executive Officer

Hi, Mike.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Michael E. Gaugler
Brean Capital LLC

Q

Good morning, everyone. I've actually got a follow-up on the CTA to Ryan's question. Just wondering given the
changes and how you think holistically about where you're going to deploy future investment. Is that enough to
put New Jersey at the top of your list?
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Linda G. Sullivan

A

Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

When we look at the prioritization of our capital, ROE is one of the key items that we look at in the prioritization
of capital in addition to what are the needs for the investment in the states. And – so, that is a factor that we will
look at, as we move forward and file a rate case in New Jersey. So, all of those factors come into play when we look
at the capital prioritization. This is something that is moving in the right direction. So, although, externally we
have seen lower ROEs being authorized in New Jersey, we see that this will offset those lower ROEs moving
forward.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Walter J. Lynch

A

President & COO-Regulated Operations

And, Mike, this is Walter. Given the DISC program that was approved a few years ago, as you know, we've invested
a lot more in New Jersey than we have in prior years. So it is one of our top states and we'll continue to do so,
because of the DISC mechanism and the needed investment that we have to make in New Jersey.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story

A

President and Chief Executive Officer

And, Mike, as you know, and you've heard us say over and over, in our capital program, we will invest what we
need in every state to meet our customer needs. We will make sure that our water is safe and clean and reliable. So
you also know that that we do have some discretion. After we have committed those funds, we have discretion
with other funds. And, as Linda and Walter both said, we look at a variety of factors, including ROE, and, as
Walter said too, where you have mechanisms, you can get the return in a more productive and reduced regulatory
lag. So, all of those factors come into play. So we look at our capital very carefully. We make sure that every single
state has what they need to deliver services to customers than that which is discretionary. We look at these other
factors.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Michael E. Gaugler
Brean Capital LLC

Q

All right. Then I have just one other question, probably for Walter, just kind of wondering how you're feeling
about water supply in California. It seems like some of your peers are getting just a tad bit nervous looking out
into 2015.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Walter J. Lynch
President & COO-Regulated Operations

A
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Well, right now, Michael, we're still okay with water supply. But, again, we've asked for voluntary conservation of
all of our districts. We put mandatory conservation in, in one of the districts. We're obviously participating as a
partner in the state to reduce water usage and we'll continue to monitor it.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Michael E. Gaugler
Brean Capital LLC

Q

Okay. That's all I had. Thank you.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story
President and Chief Executive Officer

A

Thanks, Mike.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Operator: [Operator Instructions] Our next question is from Richard Verdi from Ladenburg. Please go ahead.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story
President and Chief Executive Officer

A

Hi, Rich.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Rich A. Verdi
Ladenburg Thalmann & Co., Inc. (Broker)

Q

Hi. Good morning, everybody. Great quarter and thanks for taking my call. I just have one quick question which
pertains to the efficiency ratio. At the Analyst Day last year, the company had highlighted the goal of achieving a
35% efficiency ratio by 2018. And, obviously, that's been the objective since it's shown on slide 15 today. Let's
hypothetically fast forward to 2018 and say the target has been reached. Would a new target be set? And if so,
what would it be? How long could it maybe take to achieve? And what would the driving force behind the
reduction be? Because I would think there is probably going to be more room to go.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Linda G. Sullivan
Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

A

So let me start with just an overview of the progress that we've made. So we've made significant progress on the
metrics. And we continue to make progress. Yeah. As we move through times, the progress will tighten a little bit.
As we work through and we file additional rate cases, our revenue will be trued-up as we return these savings that
we have recognized back to our customers. And so the improvement will begin to tighten as we get closer to the
35% target for 2018.
And we will continue to look at are there other ways that we can continue to improve the metrics. Are there
technologies that we can deploy or other operational efficiencies that we can drive in the business? Because, really,
this is about how do we operate the business from an overall perspective. We know we have more infrastructure
investment to make. And to continue to make that affordable for our customers, we need to make sure that we're
managing every dollar on the operating efficiency side.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Rich A. Verdi
Ladenburg Thalmann & Co., Inc. (Broker)

Q

Okay. Great. I'm thinking. Is there any chance that smart metering could be used? Any chatter about potentially
creating some sort of smart grid, like the electricity side did, for the water side?
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Susan N. Story

A

President and Chief Executive Officer

Rich, I'm so glad you asked that question. So the answer is yes. And I will tell you that, we actually have some
information on our website. And we'll be happy to send it to you. We're actually pioneering a lot of work on the
smart meter grid. We have our own R&D group. And we have an innovation development process. So what we're
looking at on the smart grid, we're 85% AMR and AMI right now on the American Water system.
We also are doing a lot of research on water sensors near meters that can monitor flow and pressures. And we're
working with an Israeli company to look at how to look at dynamic flow monitoring, so that we can reduce
pressure at night at times of low demand, which will also reduce leaks. So, we're actually looking at the whole
system from the customer meters to the pipes, smart sensors on the pipes looking at flows in valves and finding
ways that we can do more predictability, more predicted maintenance that reduces costs, as well as provide more
information to our customers.
The water industry, as you know, is behind the electricity industry on this, mainly because of costs. Water bills
aren't as expensive as electricity. And you also have a very fragmented industry. So, you don't have a lot of entities
like American Water, with the size, scope and scale to actually embark a partner on a lot of these research
opportunities. We're very excited about it. And I would tell you that the efficiencies we're looking for going
forward are much more heavily weighted, as you mentioned, to technology and automation and better ways to do
the business.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Rich A. Verdi

Q

Ladenburg Thalmann & Co., Inc. (Broker)

That's super. Thank you, Susan, and great quarter all the way around. Thank you, again.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story

A

President and Chief Executive Officer

Thanks, Rich.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Operator: And the next question is from Jonathan Reeder at Wells Fargo. Please go ahead.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story

A

President and Chief Executive Officer

Hey, Jonathan.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Jonathan G. Reeder

Q

Wells Fargo Securities LLC

Good morning, all. I hope everyone is well. Congrats on a big win last weekend, Susan.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story
President and Chief Executive Officer

A

Yeah. But in the SEC, it's one game at a time, Jonathan.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Jonathan G. Reeder
Wells Fargo Securities LLC

Q
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So, it's a tough road ahead still. So, just have a couple questions here if you don't mind. The $0.03 discontinued
loss on the sale of Terratec, how much of that was due to the sales price versus operations? Or perhaps maybe a
better way of asking it, how much of the loss from Terratec operations was assumed in your previous guidance
range?
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Linda G. Sullivan

A

Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

So there's a couple of questions there. Let me – for the second quarter, what we have included the loss on sale is
$3.8 million and the remainder of that is associated with the loss from operations, both the second quarter as well
as the year-to-date. Included in that loss is a book write-off of taxes of $1.5 million, which, as I mentioned earlier,
we were able, through the structure of this transaction, to monetize about $4 million in tax benefits that we
otherwise wouldn't be able to monetize. In terms of the guidance in going forward, in our earnings guidance for
2014, we had a very small loss included in our guidance for Terratec. So, it doesn't have a real material impact
either this year or going forward.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story

A

President and Chief Executive Officer

When you look at AWE, Jonathan, it's about 10% of our revenues and even less of operating income. Terratec is
even a really small part of AWE.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Jonathan G. Reeder

Q

Wells Fargo Securities LLC

Okay. Okay. So I mean just the way to view it is, have we had normal weather, your revised range would have
been, I guess, what, the $2.43 to $2.49?
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Linda G. Sullivan

A

Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

No. In our earnings guidance, for 2014, we had a very small loss from the operations of Terratec included in that
guidance. We did not project the loss on the sale in that guidance. And so it really rounded out in the beginning of
the year when we set forth our guidance.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Jonathan G. Reeder

Q

Wells Fargo Securities LLC

Right, right. I'm just saying have you had normal weather in Q3, the revised guidance range, essentially we could
just bump it up $0.05 if we wanted to compared to apples-to-apples to your original range?
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story

A

President and Chief Executive Officer

No, Jonathan. Because, remember, we build in some variability to our range. So, we – and this is interesting.
From weather normal, it's always an art, not a science, right? So, what happens is when we do our range, part of
having a range for us is including some weather variability.
So – and we showed last year, at the Investor Day, that weather could be plus or minus $0.07. So, we build in
variability to the weather. So the range that we're guiding to now is what we would have, again, non-weather
normalized just assuming that you have some variability built in. And most companies do that.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Jonathan G. Reeder

Q

Wells Fargo Securities LLC

Okay. I got you there. And then going back to New Jersey, could you remind us what the revenue increased cap is
on their infrastructure mechanism? And I guess how much have you increased rates under that mechanism thus
far?
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Walter J. Lynch

A

President & COO-Regulated Operations

Yeah. The revenue cap is 7.5%. And we continue to invest within that cap. And we'll be able to do so. So ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Jonathan G. Reeder
Wells Fargo Securities LLC

Q

How close are you to the 7.5% at this juncture?
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story

A

President and Chief Executive Officer

We're making progress ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Walter J. Lynch

A

President & COO-Regulated Operations

We still have some room on that, Jonathan.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story

A

President and Chief Executive Officer

Making progress to the 7.5%.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Linda G. Sullivan

A

Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

And, remember, Jonathan, we had two infrastructure increases this year, 10.1% in January and then the recent
one of 7.4%.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Jonathan G. Reeder
Wells Fargo Securities LLC

Q

Okay. And then, you've done a good job lately on the M&A front. Congrats on that. I know you gave us the
customer count. Is there any way you can describe it in terms of either the purchase price or kind of the rate base
that those deals represent?
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Walter J. Lynch

A

President & COO-Regulated Operations

Yeah. And back – so the customers, as Susan said, and we talked about, we're going to be adding 19,000
customers. The rate base varies obviously and tied back to our acquisition price there, but anywhere from $20
million to $25 million per ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story
President and Chief Executive Officer

A
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And also to clarify, because some people report it differently. When we say 19,000 customers, that's actually
customer connections.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Walter J. Lynch

A

President & COO-Regulated Operations

Right.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story

A

President and Chief Executive Officer

Those are meters, not the number of people. So – and also, interestingly, of those 19,000, 13,500 are wastewater,
very consistent with our target of going after wastewater. In Arnold, Missouri, we already serve water to those
residents.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Walter J. Lynch

A

President & COO-Regulated Operations

And back to Haddonfield, what I meant by that was $28 million was our purchase price for Haddonfield for those
9,000 customers, 4,500 water, 4,500 wastewater?
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story

A

President and Chief Executive Officer

And remember, these were approved ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Jonathan G. Reeder

Q

Wells Fargo Securities LLC

Could you – purchase price for the sale ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story

A

President and Chief Executive Officer

These were approved through the referendum, but we have not yet closed on those transactions.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Walter J. Lynch

A

President & COO-Regulated Operations

That's right. We've got to get Board of Public Utilities approval on that. And, again, as I said, that'll take about six
months to eight months to typically – that's typical and we're looking at mid 2015 before we get that approval.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Jonathan G. Reeder

Q

Wells Fargo Securities LLC

Right. Do you have the Arnold and Russiaville purchase price in here? Were those disclosed?
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story
President and Chief Executive Officer

A

We don't but we can get – whatever is disclosed we will get to you.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Jonathan G. Reeder
Wells Fargo Securities LLC

Q
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Okay. And then last question and I'll hop off. Any idea when that government might act on another military
privatization? I mean you've got the last two, including one recently. Do you expect more in the near future to be
announced?
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story

A

President and Chief Executive Officer

Well, predicting the Department of Defense with the federal government is an art that we have not perfected yet.
We do have outstanding RFPs that actually go back all the way to 2010. And understanding who is going to award
win is something that we continually monitor. And it depends on the service and it depends on the base, quite
honestly. A lot of times it depends on the situation they've got with infrastructure. We do have outstanding RFPs.
We are hearing that the Air Force may also have addition wins that they bid out. So, again, it's hard to predict. But
let me go back to something else.
There's three ways that we make money in military. Awarding new awards is something that because it's so
difficult to predict that we work hard on the other two, which is our O&M contracts. But also, once we have a base,
they engage us to look at what the infrastructure needs are on that base. And each year within their budget, we
bring them potential projects and they choose from those projects, which also increases the amount of work we do
on bases. So, we don't just wait for a big award and say great, it was success. For us, success are all three
components.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Jonathan G. Reeder

Q

Wells Fargo Securities LLC

Okay. Thanks. I appreciate the time this morning.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story

A

President and Chief Executive Officer

Thanks, Jonathan.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Walter J. Lynch

A

President & COO-Regulated Operations

And, Jonathan, one thing – one correction. On the [ph] desk (50:07) in New Jersey, the cap is 5% of revenues, not
7.5%. I want to correct that for the record here.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Jonathan G. Reeder

Q

Wells Fargo Securities LLC

Okay. Thanks.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Operator: The next question is from Spencer Joyce of Hilliard Lyons. Please go ahead.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story
President and Chief Executive Officer

A

Hi, Spencer.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Spencer E. Joyce
J.J.B. Hilliard, W.L. Lyons LLC

Q
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Hey. Good morning, folks. Thanks for taking my call. Just wanted to touch very briefly on the ballot initiatives
that were approved. I think from my standpoint, it was very positive to see a New Jersey, Missouri and Indiana,
kind of, across the footprint approvals there. And my question is did you all go three for three on these initiatives
or were there a handful that maybe weren't approved?
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Walter J. Lynch

A

President & COO-Regulated Operations

No. I'd like to – we're batting 1.000, three for three. Really I think the recipe for success here was to make sure
that our employees and the community leaders were hand-in-hand talking about the value that American Water
can provide to the communities. That's really what, I think, was driver of success on all three of these.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story

A

President and Chief Executive Officer

And, Spencer, what was even more exciting, we didn't just win the ballot initiatives. We were two to one or greater
on all of them. In favor of.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Spencer E. Joyce

Q

J.J.B. Hilliard, W.L. Lyons LLC

Okay.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story

A

President and Chief Executive Officer

And that's what we were very proud of.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Spencer E. Joyce

Q

J.J.B. Hilliard, W.L. Lyons LLC

Yeah. And I thought you all may have insinuated this a little bit, but these weren't areas where perhaps the
American Water brand was already somewhat of a household name. Is that correct?
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Walter J. Lynch
President & COO-Regulated Operations

A

Well, I'll tell you in Haddonfield, New Jersey, we surround the system. So we have a big presence in this area. So
the brand is out there. And that's right. And also, in Arnold, we bought the wastewater system, but we have the
water customers. So our brand has been out there. And I think that's helped us.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Spencer E. Joyce
J.J.B. Hilliard, W.L. Lyons LLC

Q

Okay.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Walter J. Lynch
President & COO-Regulated Operations

A

But the key to this has been our passionate employees, going door-to-door and talking about, again, the value that
American Water can bring to the communities.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Q

Okay. Great. Thanks. That's all I had. Nice quarter.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story
President and Chief Executive Officer

A

Thanks, Spencer.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Operator: And our next question comes from Shivangi Tipnis from Guggenheim (sic) [Global Hunter Securities]
(52:18). Please go ahead.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Shivangi D. Tipnis
Global Hunter Securities LLC

Q

Hi, guys. Thank you for taking my questions. I'm a little under the weather, I hope I'm audible enough on the call.
I just wanted to ask you about your CapEx for Q4. Your earlier guidance in Q2 said it was about $1.1 billion. And
year-to-date, it's about $700 million. And you expect it to be now $1 billion for the full year. So I was wondering if
the Q3 CapEx was less than what you earlier anticipated or are you expecting a little lower CapEx, about $100
million lower, in Q4?
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Linda G. Sullivan
Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer

A

Yeah. This is Linda. Let me answer that. The CapEx for the third quarter was what we expected. That was related
to the regulated investments. What we are seeing this year is lower than planned investment on the acquisition
side. And so that has enabled us to deploy more capital in certain areas on the regulated side. And that's really a
timing issue associated when we deploy the capital. So, yes, we're still on plan for $1 billion. And, as a result of the
timing issues associated with the acquisition, we have been able to deploy more capital on the regulated side.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story
President and Chief Executive Officer

A

And that's why, Shivangi, we started looking at a five-year capital plan. Prior to 2014, we reported capital year-toyear. We know that by separately disclosing last year's strategic and regulated acquisition capital apart from
regulated investment capital that there would be some years that because of delays in being able to close on a deal,
for example, if you have to have a referendum, et cetera. So what we saw is, just as Linda said, that you're going to
have some timing issues. So that's why we disclosed now our five-year capital plans.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Shivangi D. Tipnis
Global Hunter Securities LLC

Q

Okay. Sounds good.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Walter J. Lynch
President & COO-Regulated Operations

A

And – I'm sorry.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Shivangi D. Tipnis
Global Hunter Securities LLC

Q
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Go ahead.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Walter J. Lynch

A

President & COO-Regulated Operations

No, no. Go ahead. After you're concluded.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Shivangi D. Tipnis

Q

Global Hunter Securities LLC

Okay. My next question is actually on the gallon usage on your slide 23 based on the customer class. The weather
impacts are primarily related, I guess, to your residential usage of water, especially on the outdoor activities.
However, your commercial and public gallon usage appears to have declined about 4% and 3%. How do you
understand these declines and can you just provide some color on that?
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story

A

President and Chief Executive Officer

Absolutely. There's actually quite a bit of noise that's included in these numbers, because we implemented our
customer information system last year in two ways. And so the third quarter of 2013 includes a time period in the
first wave of the implementation to where we were looking at our bills in more detail to make sure that they were
appropriate before we sent them out. And so, in the industrial class mainly, we have lower billed water sales
volume, because we were holding those bills. And so, there is some timing issues there as well. If we were to kind
of normalize that, we would expect our industrial usage to be more in line with what we have seen historically.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Walter J. Lynch

A

President & COO-Regulated Operations

Yeah. And one more point on the Arnold acquisition. The total purchase price is $13 million and that's got to be
trued-up as we work through the approval process. We're buying the collection system, not the treatment plant.
And that's why it's a little bit on the low end as far as total purchase price for that number of customers. I'd just
wanted to provide that clarification to everyone.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Operator: This concludes our question-and-answer session. I would like to turn the conference back over to
Susan Story for any closing remarks.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Susan N. Story
President and Chief Executive Officer

Thank you so much. I appreciate all of you on the call. I know that we typically are at the tail end of a very long
quarterly earnings call season and that you all are very tired. And we appreciate the time and effort. I just want to
close with just a couple of sentences.
And I just had to tell you. Walter mentioned it and so did Linda. We had a really good financial quarter. We are
poised for long-term growth and a healthy company. And it's because of the employees we've got. I cannot tell you
enough going around looking at the expertise, but, as Walter said, the passion that our employees have for our
customers and for growth and finding ways not just to grow the numbers for financials, but to bring new
customers in on our system, so that they can enjoy the benefits that our current customers do.
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So it's a great time to be in the water business. We look forward to a great year. And we hope that everything goes
well for you all. And if Jonathan Reeder is still on the call, I just want to tell you War Eagle. See you all next
quarter.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Operator: The conference has now concluded. Thank you for attending today's presentation. You may now
disconnect.
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AMERICAN WATER WORKS ANALYST DAY
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Chairperson: Jeffry Sterba (Mgmt.)
(Video Presentation)
Jeffry Sterba:

Well, good afternoon. You know, it's always a little weird when you
watch yourself on TV; do I really look that bad? But I want to welcome
you this afternoon. I think if you look outside, this is kind of proof
positive of something we've told you many times before – we don't control
the weather. But I understand; it's not too bad, although the subway seems
to be having problems.
I'm sure a number of you all saw a little announcement that we put out last
week that, as of May, I'll be retiring and will be succeeded by Susan Story,
who I know most of you have had the opportunity to meet. This is
something I've tried before, and I didn't succeed last time retiring so I'm
going to try it again, and when you do this, what you hope is that your
personal plans and aspirations jive effectively with where the company is
that you're going to be departing. And I got to tell you that what I think
you will see over these next intervening months is going to be an
exceptionally smooth transition, so it'll give me a chance to go back and
fulfill some commitments that I made the last time I tried this, but the
Company has come so far and accomplished so much but yet has got such
great opportunities ahead of it, and to have Susan Story to lead the team
and take it through that next step is just going to be wonderful because
everything that we've really accomplished is because of the team of people
that we have. And so I—let me just take a quick moment, if you haven't
met them all, to introduce them to you so you understand and know
some—a few of these folks who will be joining me in the presentation, but
that you will understand why we've been so successful.
Let me start with Walter Lynch, who is the President of our Regulated
Operations and has done a tremendous job in driving our cost efficiencies,
as he'll talk about later; Sharon Cameron who has run our market-based
business and, in fact, was one of the initiators of the Homeowner Services
business a number of years ago, and you have—we'll talk about the great
results that we've had in our market-based business; Kellye Walker, who
is our General Counsel and Chief Administrative Officer; go back to the
back, John Bigelow, John runs our Business Services and so is—has been
the prime driver for our development of a culture of continuous
improvement and the push on our Six Sigma and the like; Mark Strauss,
who runs our Strategy and Business Development, and if you want to hear
some great stories, Mark is a great storyteller. And then also with us today
are two people that many of you know, Mark Chesla, our Controller, and
Bill Rogers, our Treasurer.
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And so this is the team I've had the pleasure of working with. Now I'm a
little biased, but I also tend to think that we've got one of the best IR teams
in the utility space, led by Ed Vallejo as Vice President of IR, so Ed, you
get to stand up. And yes, I still don't understand why he doesn't
pronounce his name the right way, Vallejo, but you know, he gave up
trying to do that a long time ago, but he is ably joined by Muriel Lange in
the back; and where's Cathy? I think she's up front, Cathy DeMots.
So one of the things that you learn with an IR team is it's best that they
remain calm, so to help ensure that, let me refer you to the cautionary
statement concerning forward-looking statements. You have it in front of
you and it's now on the screen, so I have done my duty, Mr. Vallejo.
Let me just briefly run through what we're going to talk about today and
who's going to do what. I'm going to spend a little bit of time on our
strategy and looking, both how we got where we are and what we're doing
to continue to advance the Company, and then Walter is going to get up
and talk about our foundation. This is what we rely on as our core
business. It has been and always will be our core, and it has come a
tremendous distance in a fairly short period of time in terms of
improvement. And then we'll take a short break, and Sharon will bring us
back to talk about how we take our core business and build adjacencies,
where we create some market exposure and a higher growth opportunity
but do so in a regulated-like risk parameter set. And then Susan will come
up and translate all of that as to how it fits within our financials, and then
we'll come forward and do some Q&As with whatever questions you all
may have as a result of that and see if the snow has stopped by then.
If you think about what we have done with American Water, I think,
hopefully at the end of this session, there'll be six key takeaways that you
can take with you about our investment and why we think it's so—such a
solid investment. Building a culture of continuous improvement is
foundational. You know, a lot of times in these presentations, we get
focused on numbers, which are important, but numbers are the result, not
the start, and this culture of continuous improvement is foundational for
us, why? Well, think about it. It's what makes the success that we've had
replicable. How many times have we seen companies that have done a
great job in cost management, only to see it creep back into their business
two or three years later?
The way in which you combat that is to ensure that you truly build a
culture of continuous improvement, not just on the cost management side
but also on your business extension—business line extension side, so the
ability to look at adjacencies and for our people to always be looking at
how can we take what we do best and extend it into another market or add
another product or create additional value for customers through
something else is core to what we've been able to accomplish. It is the
primary driver of us being able to control our costs and minimize
consumer price increases. Remember, one of the things that we've talked
American Water Works
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about a lot is a small equation of a dollar of operating cost has the same
impact in customer rates as $6 of investment, but that $6 of investment
creates greater service, better service for the customer and generates $0.30
per year of earnings. So the better we can control our cost side, our
operating cost side, not by slashing and burning but actually through
continuous improvement, reducing those costs, the greater headroom we
create to invest capital to better serve customers and provide earnings for
our owners. Let's put some numbers to that. The plan that we are—we
have implemented as of now will save over $900 million of operating cost
from 2012 through 2018. That's $900 million that creates headroom,
which we can then use to put more investment into our systems, and as
Walter will talk about, that's something that water and wastewater systems
across our country desperately need.
We care greatly about the rate impact that will occur to customers, and as
we've talked about before, a number of us on the electric side saw what
happens when you just kind of say, utilities said, "well, we're rateregulated; we'll get these costs recovered," and regulators found ways to
say no and, at the end of the day, caused over $40 billion of shareholders
equity to be written off over about a seven-year period in the late '80s,
early '90s. That is not going to happen to us. Why? This plan that we're
implementing will allow us to have bills for our customers go up, on
average, over the next five years across all of the states we serve by 2%
per year. Now, that doesn't mean every year in every state, 2%. No, it
varies from 0.5% to 5% across the state for that five-year period. So some
years it may be higher, and then it's 0 the next year, but those are averages
and that is including every state that we have. So when you think about a
value equation of 2% rate increase, 900 million O&M cost reduction,
growth in the 7 to 10% range, we think we start to have something that
really hums. It is a lot of that cost control that helps ensure that the
regulated and regulated-like cash flows are the main driver of our earnings
per share growth.
Now, one of the things that's really important is within that 2% rate cap or
rate structure, on average, what does that mean we can do on the
investment side? So over the last five years, American Water has invested
$4.4 billion, almost all of which was into the regulated end of the business,
so 4.4 billion over the last five years. Over the next five—and that's
through to '13, 2013. Over the next five years, we will invest $5.8 billion,
300 million of which we have set aside as strategic investment. This can
be used for things like concessions or in the shale arena or other things
that we'll talk about, biogas, use of water waste to develop biogas and then
to sell that biogas, so there are a number of things it can be used for. The
lion's share of that $5.8 billion, as Walter will go through in more detail, is
committed to our regulated business, and that 2% average rate increase
across all of our states over the five years includes that level of
investment, which is, as you can see, a sizable increase from what we've
done in the past five years. And even with that, investing that level of
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capital, under normal conditions, normal operating conditions, we see no
reason to issue any additional equity for the foreseeable future.
So now you take those components of 2% average bill increases, $900
million O&M reductions, $5.8 billion of capital, 300 million of which is
set aside for strategic capital, all helping fuel and which we're going to
talk in more detail about, the 7 to 10% growth, and it provides the great
opportunity for strong dividend growth. And you couple that with a fairly
transparent policy which says we will pay out 50 to 60% of earnings in
dividends, today, we're just under 50% payout ratio if we look at the
midpoint of our 2013 earnings, and that we will have dividend growth at a
rate similar to what our growth rate in earnings is.
Now, just like the culture of continuous improvement is core, so is having
the customer at the center of what we do. And, you know, a lot of
companies say that; the question is, what do they really do? Well, some of
you have heard us use the formula, if you will, B greater than P greater
than C. The value of the products and services we provide our customers
has got to be greater than the price that they pay, and the price that they
pay has got to be greater than the costs that we incur. Half of that, the
front half of that, is a customer equation. The back half of that is an owner
equation. We have to make sure that those things stay in balance. So
when we put value and creating superior value for our customers, how
does that translate? Well, certainly, continued capital investment to help
make sure that we've updated the infrastructure as necessary, and we've
just talked about investing $5.5 billion into our regulated business, and we
have to have affordable prices. Well, it won't be 2% every year for every
customer, but average over five years across our 16 states, 2% rate
increases.
Reliability matters, but reliability is not just when I turn the faucet on, is
there water? Or, maybe more importantly sometimes, when I flush the
toilet, does it go down? But it's also the health and efficacy side, so does
the water have an odor? Does it smell? How does it taste? Because
remember, this is the one utility that people ingest, so to help make sure
that, that water is clean, safe and usable. Now, when we think about
things, as we've talked before, Hurricane Sandy, it still is amazing to me
we only lost 2,000 customers through all of the implications of super
storm Sandy, and when we went through the droughts in the Midwest in
2012, we didn't—there was no instance where we didn't have water to
supply customers.
So we've done things to harden our system, to build security and safety
within our system so we have redundancy and that we can do things that
help provide greater value to customers. You saw in the screen, on the—
in the video, Mark LeChevallier talking about what we've done – and that
was only one example of many – on the energy water frontier to help—
using technology to reduce energy use and reduce our carbon footprint.
We also use that technology, as he mentioned, in areas like reducing leaks
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or better leak detection so we can catch small leaks before they become
main breaks. But our future of putting the customer in the middle is to
help also extend that technology so it's more customer facing so that in the
future, we can call a customer and say, "Based on what we see happening
in your meter today, or yesterday, we think you've got a leak on your
side," because today, they have no idea, and if you can stop a leak,
particularly then through our Homeowner Services side, you can stop a
leak, take care of it before it becomes a full rupture, that's value added to
the customer.
Walter's going to spend some time talking about regulation and the way
we approach building constructive relationships, and he's going to give a
number of examples about the things that we do to help enable that. I
want to use—I want to give another side of that though. A lot of times, it's
easy to say, "Well, the regulators didn't treat us well," and, you know, I
probably even said that at one point or another and one particular
commission that comes to mind. But a lot of times, the first thing you got
to do is look at yourself and say, “What did we do to contribute to that?”
Let me just give you one example. If we take the State of Tennessee,
when I came to the Company, we had just finished two rate cases, you
know, over the three years prior to that. Each of those rate cases took over
20 months, were fully litigated and had bad outcomes. And we looked at
that situation by—under Walter's leadership and said, "You know, in this
one, we need to look at ourselves. We're the problem." So we changed up
management, we changed out the approach, we brought in people that had
a different ethic and a different approach to the political and regulatory
process but also in running a business. What was the result? The next rate
case we filed, from the day we filed it to the time rates went into effect
was five months. That's also a state where we just closed an acquisition
yesterday to add another 2,800 customers to our Tennessee system. So a
lot of times, we'd look inside and say, "Are we doing the right stuff?"
Our theory goes another step and it's that notion that results are, in fact,
that. They are results. They're not the things that we engineer. They're
the sum of the things that we do to help serve customers, to do effective
cost management, to innovate and bring technology to bear, the kind of
constructive relationships we build with our regulators on our regulated
business, and are we really part of the community that we serve. Let me
give you an example of that. One of our communities in Illinois has the
opportunity under an 80-year-old agreement to buy the system every five
years. They—all they have to do is say, "We're going to buy it. We want
it." They just went through that and the outcome was they said, "No,
we're not buying it." Why? "Because you all provide great service and
we think the rates are fair." Now, that's in an arena where too all
frequently you hear about people saying, "Oh, we need to take our water
systems back." But Peoria said, "No, we like the service we're getting, we
like the prices that we're getting, you provide great service," and they
passed. These are the things that will lead us to the kind of financial
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prospects, financial growth and financial results that I think you've seen
from us and that we'll talk about.
So speaking of that, if you are a shareholder today, we hope that you've
been happy with the 139% total shareholder return that we've provided to
you since the IPO, and that we hope after our discussion today, you'll
come to the conclusion that maybe it's worth putting a little more money
into. Or if you're not a shareholder today, it's not too late, because I can
tell you, the things that I was excited about when I came to the Company
three and a half years ago are even more so, in my eyes, about what Susan
and this Company is going to be able to do going forward.
So let's talk about earnings and earnings growth. You know, you all have
seen us go through some different kinds of presentations trying to
communicate what is growth going to mean for us, and we started with
this which we euphemistically called the sandbox. And in this sandbox,
what we are trying to demonstrate is that what drives our growth is going
to change over time because, frankly, we had a lot of ROE catch-up to do.
We also knew that we could drive costs out of this business that were
going to add value. You all as analysts kept looking at that, saying,
"Okay, but where on that line are we?" Well, we're not on one point;
we're at different points on different lines. And we went through that for a
while and we said, "This isn't working." Now, you can blame me for the
sandbox. This was my creation.
So our next incarnation was, when you think about it, we really have core
growth, we have our core operations and there are different components
that grow within that, and we have enhanced growth, and marvel of
marvels, the idea of putting it into a water pitcher came out. Now, this one
you can blame on Ed. This is Ed's creation. We went along with it
because he'd given me such grief about my creation. So I decided I'd be
polite. I would—we would do this. So these are the two things we've
used to communicate growth and you know, quite frankly, they didn't
work all that well. Wait for it. So we decided, let's try something
different, because what our hope is and what I think you will see us doing
today is providing a great deal of added clarity and specificity to our
projections and our business directives and what really makes up that
growth. So – ought to be a drum roll – let's introduce you to the triangle.
We're using a triangle to kind of give a sense of size but also components,
and this will change from year to year. So, for example, this is looking at
our growth between 2010 and 2012. We are on a weather-adjusted basis,
we earned a 17% CAGR on EPS growth, and what were the components
of that? Well, the biggest was our regulated investment, the making of the
investments we made in our 16 regulated states, that generated 8
percentage points of that 17% growth over that period from '10 to '12,
2010 to 2012. The improvement in our ROE, and really, this is comprised
of two things, regulatory lag but also portfolio optimization, so the exiting
of certain states where we just felt it was not a good place for us to put our
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capital; that generated 6 percentage points of the growth during that
window. Market-based business generated 2 percentage points, and keep
in mind, the market-based business only accounted for about 4% of our
net income and about 9% of our revenues at that point in time, but it added
2% of our—2 percentage points to our growth and acquisitions that we
made added a little less than 1%. So that's 2010 to '12.
Now let's go to '13, and in '13, going again from a weather-adjusted 2012
result, which Sharon—Susan will go through in more detail, to let's call it
the midpoint of the landing zone or that range of high and low, it—we
have a range of what the impacts are. So regulated investment is still the
most important, it's our core, and it's generating 6 to 7 basis points of the
growth we'll experience this year. We have continued to make
improvements in our regulatory lag and the full implementation of
transactions that occurred in 2012, and that's another 2 to 3%. Our
market-based business has continued to grow 1 to 2%—adding 1 to 2%
growth – it’s growing obviously much more rapidly than that – but it's
adding to the Company bottom line 1 to 2% of growth. Corporate expense
reductions, which Susan will go through, because you'll see this also
recurring in '14, Susan will go through it in detail, but that's adding 1 to
2%, and then acquisitions, frankly, less than 1%.
Let's go to '14. So in '14, we've told you in the announcement that we
made this morning that we've established a new range, and that range is
2.35 to 2.45 per diluted share. And if you look at that range, that's roughly
7 to 10% growth, again from the 2013, and what are the components?
They've shifted a little bit in composition but, again, regulated investment;
that's going to be 4 to 5 percentage points of the growth. Corporate
expense reductions, which Susan will go through in more details, 1 to 2
percentage points; acquisitions, 1 to 2 percentage points, and this is not so
much acquisitions that were going to make; it's frankly internalizing the
ones we've already made because of the acquisitions that we made in
2013, most of them are closing toward the end of the year. So they really
didn't affect '13 that much; they will affect '14, and Walter will spend
some more time regarding our acquisition strategy. Market-based
business is going to go about 1% in shale. Let me just spend a brief
minute on shale.
If you look at Butler County, and I don't know how many of you know
Pennsylvania that well, but Butler County is out in the western part, a little
south, but it's in the western part of Pennsylvania and it's in what's called
the liquids-rich fairway of the Marcellus. It's really kind of in the heart of
that liquids-rich fairway. In 2013, we will supply water to 70% of all
wells drilled in Butler County. If we look at the entire state, we're
supplying water to 8% of any fracked well that's been drilled in 2013.
Now, this is largely—it's all been done on a regulated basis. We have 34
points of interconnection with 18 different companies. We are, today,
working with about 11 companies on another 14 points of interconnection
with mainline extensions to serve them in 2014. In fact, we'll probably
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build as much pipe to serve the shale industry in 2014 as we did in 2012
and '13 combined.
As we work with these entities – and these are more and more the—what
I'll call the majors and the mids – as we've worked with them, we are
finding that there are other ways in which they need assistance, and
some—and in many instances, we're now talking with them about doing
something, not on the regulated side but on the market-based side. But for
us to do it, it has to be done in a way that takes—makes the risk look
regulated-like, so we are not going to build pipe and have them come. We
will build pipe when there's the committed demand for that pipe, for that
water. So we're not—it's not going to be a speculative play, but the—and
it's now moving, it's not just Marcellus, it's Utica. And so as we look
across that range, you're starting to see patterns develop where we can see
and are working with drillers as to how we can meet those needs by
building some trunk lines from which they can take spurs. So that's 2014,
2.35 to 2.45 per diluted share.
Now, let's go to the long term, which is looking '15 through '18, and so
this—these ranges are a little wider because, frankly, they're going to vary
year to year, and so we're now talking about a three-year period instead of
just one year over another year, but they're made up pretty much the same
– regulated investment capex is 3 to 5%; market-based businesses will add
another 2 to 3 percentage points of growth; acquisitions will be 1 to 2%,
and that's because, as Walter will talk about, what we have seen on the
acquisitions front this year is probably more the norm as we go forward,
not so much on the waterside but on the wastewater side. Shale,
broader—a range between 0 and 2% because if some projects go, they can
move the needle fairly substantively, and then the other, what's the other?
Well remember, I talked about setting aside $300 million for strategic—
you did that very well. You—no one saw it; it was very graceful, and I'm
not going to walk over there. So the—remember, we talked about the
$300 million that we set aside. This is what can fuel the other. What
would it be? Well as I said, it could be concessions. It could also be in
the shale frontier or in the biogas world as we move more into wastewater
side. So that gives you a sense of the 2015 through 2018 side.
So when you take all that and you translate it, what are we saying? Well,
7 to 10% long-term growth, we're reiterating that, frankly, our level of
comfort with that has gone up. As we've done more detail in our planning
and we've progressed the way that we have, we can see our pathway
where we will be able to generate that kind of growth, provide better
service to our customers and not dramatically cause unacceptable rate
increases. And again, I'll remind, the 2% is over time and across all states,
it can vary fairly significantly from 0.5% over 5% a year, depending on
the state. The 7 to 10% EPS growth, we will be free cash flow positive by
the end of this period, which when you think about the amount, we're
investing 3 times our depreciation, that's pretty significant.
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We're increasing our capex to 5.8 billion from 4.4 billion over the last five
years. We have no plan, no need for equity offerings to create dilution
under normal operating circumstances. It means we could, if we saw a
tremendous opportunity, it creates value, but we don't have to, to finance
our baseline investments to provide safety and security of supply for our
customers. And the average customer bill, about 2%. Now, that 2% on
the bill includes the impact of declining usage, which we continue to
forecast will occur with our residential customers.
Now let me close with this pictorial. Ed put together a group of utilities
that are reasonably similarly sized; some are a little smaller, some are a
little bigger, but generally within our universe, and then included three
water companies – ourselves, WTR and CWT in that group. And what we
did is we took the consensus estimates for long-term growth and what
their P/E ratios are, and you can see that the consensus for us is 7% growth
and our P/E has moved up. We've closed a lot of the gap, but not by any
means all of it, that has existed between ourselves and other water
companies, but in reality, if we then not only look at that growth, but if
you took a look at the midpoint of our range of growth of 7 to 10%, what
does that imply relative to our P/E? I mean, when I came to this Company
and I realized that we traded at a discount, you know, all the obvious
things, why? And you come up with all these reasons, well, we don't have
a track record; we've only been back in the market for a very short period
of time; well, you know, your return on equity is low; well, you don't
have—you know, you really are still so institutionally held you don't have
the stickiness of retail buyers. Well now you look at what we've
accomplished.
We're pretty happy with the track record that we have established. We've
shown year-over-year growth frequently in excess of expectations. We've
changed the internal part of the Company to make sure that that kind of
growth is—continues to be replicable. We've taken our retail shareholders
– this is really one of Ed's great successes – from about 12, 13% at the
time of the IPO to now about 32%, and he keeps creating phantom new
retail holders to increase—I'm just kidding. But we did, we did. We went
out to St. Louis and found out we had another four million retail customers
we didn't know were retail customers. But—so that stability and that
people buying into this notion of dividend and dividend growth and the
prospects for the Company takes hold. We still trade at a discount.
Now, some of us feel so good about this business and the way—and where
we've come that maybe we think we should trade at a premium. But I'll
just take elimination of the discount because we still are trading at about a
1.5 to 2 turn discount, which we hope to see vaporize over time as people
become even more comfortable with us. So you all have to decide where
you think that growth will be, obviously, and you'll have to decide
whether or not what we're doing is replicable and whether or not this
provides the kind of insight to give you a better comfort level about where
that growth will come from.
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Speaker:

(Inaudible) I understand the P&L is still very low (inaudible).

Jeffry Sterba:

Yes, it has, you know, not as good as we did a long time ago but very
well, and I was chair through 2012, so I was still involved with them, but
they've done very well. And I think—here's a—this is a—New Mexico
changed its regulatory environment by law, and that had to happen, so
they made changes to the statutes associated with regulation in that state
and that helped stabilize it did a bit.
So with that, I'm going to turn it over to Walter to talk about our
fundamental Reg Ops.

Walter Lynch:

Thanks, Jeff. Okay, so our success is built on Regulated Operations. I
want to start with a quick overview in our industry, and there's an urgent
need to invest in our water and wastewater infrastructure in the United
States. We have approximately one million pipes in the United States and
every two minutes, there's a major main break, and I'm sure many of you
have seen the main breaks in your communities where you live and where
you work. They're very disruptive to people's lives on a daily basis. We
lose two trillion gallons of untreated water, two trillion gallons a year of
untreated water at a cost of $2.6 billion. That's about 15 to 20% of the
treated water in the United States, and just to put it in perspective, two
trillion gallons is about the annual household usage of 22 million homes.
On the wastewater side, we have approximately 800,000 miles of
collection pipes. Many of those pipes and the infrastructure was put in
years ago and they are in dire need of repair, and they're also posing a risk
to the groundwater. Nine hundred billion gallons of untreated sewage is
discharged every year. Now, think about Hurricane Sandy that came
through here not long ago. Eleven billion gallons of untreated sewage was
discharged in those affected states, so 11 billion gallons; to put that in
perspective, that's the area of Central Park 50 feet high. That's a lot of
untreated sewage. And in Long Island, two billion gallons were
discharged into the streets, and there's still a lot of ongoing work to clean
that up.
By 2020, 44% of our pipes are going to be classified as either poor, very
poor or life elapsed. That's up from 10% in 1980 and it's pretty indicative
of the lack of investment in our infrastructure. So we're going from 10%
in 1980 to 44% in 2020, over 40 years, and that's why the American
Society of Civil Engineers gave the water and wastewater infrastructure a
D rating, and that was the lowest of any infrastructure rating they gave.
And there's been many surveys, but they range anywhere from $650
billion to $1 trillion as far as the amount of investment that's going to be
needed over the next 20 years to improve our water and wastewater
systems.
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So let me give you a quick overview on American Water's Regulated
Operations. We serve 11.7 million people in 1,500 communities in 16
states. We own 80 water treatment plants in various sizes, anywhere from
a couple of million gallons a day up to 150 million gallons a day. We own
100 wastewater facilities. We have 87 dams, and I'm going to talk
about—and Rob MacLean talked about a dam. We did have 90; we
decommissioned three in the last year. And we have more than 46,000
miles of mains and collection pipes in American Water. The Regulated
business provides about 90% of the revenues and we operate from coast to
coast. We operate from New York to California. That really—that
geographic diversity helps us in a number of ways but primarily from the
weather, so it could be raining and wet in the Northeast, which has
happened many times, and particularly this year, and that would be offset
by some dry conditions either in the Midwest or the West, like happened
in California this year. And also, because we operate in 16 states, we're
able to mitigate regulatory risk, and that's unlike many other utilities,
operating in 16 states. As you can see here, our top two states, New Jersey
and Pennsylvania, account for about 40% of our population served, and
our top seven states account for about 87% of the revenues on a last 12month basis, ending September 30th of this year.
We're very proud, as Jeff said, of our performance in American Water, and
I want to give you an overview of some the key performance indicators,
our targets that we've set in accordance with those and the actuals in 2013.
So on a customer satisfaction perspective, this is vitally important to
American Water for the long-term success. We survey our customers on a
routine basis and ask them how satisfied are you, overall, with the service
of American Water? And they're giving five answers; so we have
extremely satisfied, very satisfied, somewhat satisfied, somewhat
dissatisfied, and then dissatisfied. This measure is based on our customers
answering in the top three categories, extremely, very and somewhat
satisfied. We set a goal of 90% or greater, and we're at 90.5%, so we're
very satisfied but we want to continue to drive that number up.
On the second measure, customer service quality, those are the customers
that call our customer service centers and ask us to provide a service for
them. We then send a service order out to the field, the field service rep
goes to their home and conducts some service. So within seven days of
completing that service, we poll our customers and asked them, how
satisfied were you with the outcome of your contact? This measure, 85%,
is the top two category, so the guy's got to answer, extremely satisfied or
very satisfied, and so that's a pretty aggressive goal of 85%. Happy to say
that we're over 87%, and this is through three quarters, September 30th of
this year. Now, this is all in light of – and I'm going to talk about in a
second – SAP implementation that we've been undergoing for the last four
to five years. We've gone live with a number of different platform
systems and this really shows the dedication of our employees in
providing the greatest customer satisfaction for our customers.
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Environmental compliance, this is another area we take great pride in. We
establish a more challenging goal every year. So we have this year a goal
of not to exceed 15 notices of violation, and you can see where we are at
five. But to put this in perspective, American Water serves about 5% of
the US population. Last year and on average in prior years, there were
about 11,000 notices of violation. So if we were like the industry on that
percentage, we would have roughly 550 notice of violations, and we have
five, and our aspirational goal is to get it down to zero. And this is, again,
the dedication of our customer—or our employees in making sure that
what we're doing is in the best interest of our customers. On an efficiency
ratio, this is a measure of how efficiently we run the business. We
established this goal three years ago to get below 40% by 2015, and you
can see, we're performing against that. We're at 40.3% in the last 12
months ending September 30th, so we're almost there more than two years
early, and I'm going to talk more about that in a minute.
And lastly, SAP implementation. We've been at this for four to five years,
and this has been a key project of mine, Jeff's and the entire ELT. We
spend a lot of time on this engaging with the business. We've
implemented SAP platform systems, we've implemented new financial
systems, new asset management systems, new customer information
systems, new HR systems and new supply chain systems, and I've got to
say, we are very pleased with the outcome of our implementations, not to
say we don't have problems; we do have some problems and we're
working through them on a really consistent basis and a professional basis
to make sure we're addressing the issues of our customers in real time.
But overall, I couldn't be more pleased with the progress here, and I know
Jeff has said this on many occasions, and this really touched every one of
our employees and customers. And so our employees were up for the
challenge and weathered through a lot of challenges along the way, but
you can see the results from our customer surveys. It's right on track of
where we want to be.
So constructive regulatory policies. We work very cooperatively with the
commissions in each of the states where we operate to reduce regulatory
lag, and we do that by looking at infrastructure surcharge tools and
forward—future test years. You can see the red line that indicates 60%—
2014, 60% out of our invested capital is going to be added to rate base in
the year it's invested, and that's up dramatically from 30%, so we've
doubled that in the last three years. Tremendous progress. We're going to
continue to work with the commissions to enhance these mechanisms, but
right now, we have this mechanism in five—our five largest states,
including New Jersey, and I think that's a very successful program, and we
have future test years in eight of our states. So tremendous progress over
the last few years, making sure that we're reducing regulatory lag.
So this shows the long-term view of our capital program. This is the first
time we've done this, so you can see out to 2018, and as Jeff said, we've
increased our investment in our infrastructure dramatically. The last five
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years, we invested overall $4.4 billion. The next five years, we're going to
be investing $5.8 billion. That's a $1.4 billion increase. On the Regulated
side, the last four years, we were up 4.4 billion, obviously the vast, vast
majority of the capital invested was in the Regulated side. And this year,
including growth—or this five-year plan, including the regulated
acquisition, is going to be at 5.5 billion. The other 300 million is what Jeff
talked about as far as providing capital for the market-based businesses to
grow.
So included in this is the biggest component of this, obviously, is
regulated—the Regulated business. In this, we have pipe replacement that
I've talked about, upgrading water and wastewater facilities in our two
large California projects. In the video, Rob MacLean talked about them,
the San Clemente Dam and the Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project.
They're all in this number. Also, in the red, is our regulated acquisitions.
I'm going to talk a little bit more about that in the future, but those are
utility acquisitions, not concessions or anything else, utility acquisitions
that are in our plan.
So you can look at the regulated capital by purpose; the biggest
component is asset renewal, and again, that's back to pipe replacement.
As I said before, we have 46,000 miles of collection pipes and mains. On
an annual basis, we're going to be replacing about 300 to 350 miles of
pipe. We also are upgrading water and wastewater treatment plants. To
give you an example of some of the work that we do on a routine basis in
American Water, we're upgrading—we're doing basin work at our
(inaudible) plant in Chattanooga, Tennessee; we're doing electrical work
at our central plant in St. Louis, Missouri; and we're doing general rehab
work at our (inaudible) Millstone plant not far from here in New Jersey.
Those are the things that we typically do in our business and we do them
on a routine basis.
Next category, regulatory compliance. There's a lot of things in there but
the biggest component—the two biggest components. One is length of
service meter change-outs. We're required by the commissions to change
our meters every so often, anywhere from 10 to 20 years, and so we do
that across American Water and we change out anywhere from 250,000 to
300,000 meters every year. That's the biggest component, and we do that
in a way that we're implementing new technology. So all of those meters
are automatic meter readers, and I'll get to that in a second.
The other component, if you talk—we talked about the two major
California projects, they're in regulatory compliance as well, San
Clemente Dam and the Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project. And
lastly, capacity expansion. That's where we expand our services within
our existing franchise areas, and that includes additional mains and valves
and hydrants, those kind of things, and meters to expand within our
existing service territories.
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As Jeff said, we strive to build a culture of continuous improvement in
American Water, and part of that continuous improvement is operating as
efficiently as we can, and I think this tells a really compelling story. If
you look back to 2010, our O&M efficiency ratio was 44.2%. We have
been able to drive that down, and we're projecting in the landing zone this
year of 39.5. Remember what I talked about before in our targets; we
established a long-term target of less than 40% by 2015. Based on our
landing zone for 2013, we're going to be below that target, and that
requires dedication and commitment that we have from our employees in
American Water. We've also established a long-term goal in 2018 to get
down to 35% or lower.
When we first established aspirational goals back in—three years ago
when Jeff first joined, we established, okay, we're going to have an
aspirational goal of 35%, and there were a lot of people were going,
"Where are you guys thinking? That's way too low." And now that we've
worked for it and we're below 40% at the end of this year, that looks so
doable and we've built that into our plan. So the 35% is a commitment
that we're making to get down by 2018.
If you look at the pipe replacement, a lot of our investment obviously is in
pipe, and what we've been able to do is drive down the replacement life
from 250 years, if you look to 2010, down to our projected in 2014 of 150
years. Our goal is to get down to 100 years but we've got to balance that
with the impact on customers, and as Jeff said, the average annual increase
for our customers on their bills is about 2%. We can get down there
sooner but it's going to have an impact on the customers and what they're
going to be paying on their bills.
I want to re-emphasize one of the things Jeff said. Our employees
understand the why. That's very important. Why do we need to drive cost
out? When I first joined the Regulated Business back in 2005, there was a
lot of questions around, well why do we need to do that? We can just pass
those costs through; and that's not the formula for success in this business.
We want to continue to invest so we need to be able to take cost out of the
business, operate efficiently so that what we're doing is asking for a
recovery on our capital, not pass-throughs. So all of our employees
understand the $1 of cost equates to $6 in capital. That's very important so
they understand that. So we're providing better service with that capital
investment, and then from a shareholder perspective, we're able to earn
$0.30 on that investment.
And if you look back to 2009 and 2010, our rate filings, our revenue
requirement of rate filings had 58% of our revenue requirement asking for
a recovery of operating expenses. In the rate filings that we have right
now, that's down to 6%, so we went from 58% to 6% in a short period of
time, in three years. The vast majority of our revenue requirement in our
filings is due to recovery of capital, 94%. That's something we're very
proud of at American Water.
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So we look to growth. This tells another compelling story. 2010, '11 and
'12, we averaged about 5,000 customers a year and adding to our customer
base through acquisitions. You can see in 2013, we're going to be about
30,000 customers. Just to put it in perspective, those 30,000 customers,
that's more than the five prior years combined. A big part of that 30,000 is
a 20,000 customer acquisition that we did in Dale Services in Virginia,
and it was a private wastewater company that we just closed on last
month. That's an excellent fit for us, and let me explain why.
We own the water system in the area, so essentially, we're providing
service now on the wastewater side for the customers that we have on the
water side. Well, what does that do for us? Well, we're able to operate
more efficiently, provide better service. We're using the same trucks and
employees who provide the wastewater service as we do the water service.
That's part of our long-term growth strategy.
If you look at the targets in 2014, we've listed a number of targets here.
These are targets that we expect to close in 2014. If you add up the
numbers there, it's well in excess of what we closed in 2013. Many of
these are on the wastewater side; and another great thing too is that this
culture of growing our business and the need to grow our business is really
prevalent across the entire system, 16 states on a regulated basis where
we're operating. So everyone's out looking, and so it doesn't require—for
us to hit our target for this year, it doesn't require us to close one big deal
or two big deals. There's a multitude of deals that we're going to be
closing across the business. This is a great story. Stepped up in 2013, a
lot of this was due to the work that we did in the prior years in establishing
where we want to grow, putting the right team in place and then
effectively executing on it.
So you're asking yourself, why is your pipeline more robust? What's
different now? We looked at this in two different ways, from an external
perspective and an internal perspective. On the external factors,
continuing aging of the infrastructure that I talked about. Every year, it
gets worse. Every year, we're not investing in our pipes on the water and
wastewater side, upgrading our water and wastewater treatment plants, so
there's a need, so less attachment to wastewater than there is water. We
continue to focus on the wastewater, and when we're talking to
municipalities, they're much more willing to talk to us about wastewater
acquisitions than they are the water. Not to say we haven't done water and
continue to do water, but they're much more willing to talk about
acquiring their wastewater system. And EPA regulation's increasing, so
it's posing a challenge for many in the industry because it's going to
require significant capital upgrades. There's also an increased effort on
part of the EPA and on the regulatory bodies in enforcing existing
regulations, and there's a number of additional consent orders out there
that are posing problems from a capital investment perspective for many
of the municipalities. So those are the external factors driving our growth.
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From an internal perspective, we have a new focus on wastewater, as I've
said. We've got tremendous expertise internally and experience internally
to drive this side of the business. We have a strong presence in
communities. Part of the American Water model is that we just don't have
50 people in business development; we've got 7,000 employees in
business development, and this is getting better every year. Our
employees are engaging in their communities, they're talking to people
and they're uncovering opportunities, and we're seeing those opportunities
come to fruition, and more cost-effective service when we have both
customers. Dale Services is perfect example. We have others. When
we're providing service with the same employees, the same trucks, the
same back office, it's much more cost effective and efficient and better
service to our customers, and we're going to continue to go down that
road.
So one of the things we're doing, we looked at the external factors and
what can we leverage internally to drive higher acquisitions in our
Company? So don't take from this that the dam of opportunities is going
to break. It's not. We get asked that all the time. With all the problems
out there, why aren't you acquiring more systems? We took a very
focused approach. We looked at the external factors. We leveraged our
internal capabilities to address those, and that's what you're seeing in 2013
and will see in '14 and beyond.
And this is my last slide. I'm going to spend a little bit of time on this.
You can see here the key strategic objectives, really centered on investing
in our infrastructure, growing our business and mitigating regulatory lag.
Those are the three things that are contributing to the 7 to 10% EPS
growth. So what we do on a broader scale, we look at what key strategic
objectives do we want to accomplish over the long term, and we say, as
Jeff said, what enablers are we going to put in place to allow us and enable
us to achieve those objectives? And it's not just filing in a rate case.
That's too late at that point. You've got to do a lot of work leading up,
having a constant discussion and interaction with the commission and
municipal leaders, and then we set key strategic—or key actions by people
who have accountability of delivering these, and that's what, on the right,
the enablers, that's what's meant to show there.
This is a result of our efforts of the last couple of years, and I want to take
you through some of these. The single tariff for water and wastewater.
This is as a result of Act 11 in Pennsylvania, which allows us to combine
the wastewater rates into the water rates. Let me give you an example. If
we made an acquisition, which we have many times in Pennsylvania on
the wastewater side, typically as I've talked about, they require significant
capital upgrades. When we do that, the increase in rates on those
wastewater customers, so we've had to go in and ask for 100, 150%
increases. We know that's not sustainable, so we work with the
commission, we work with the legislature, say we want to be able to do
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more wastewater acquisitions, so let's come up with a mechanism where
we actually work those into the water rates. So now if we do the same
acquisition and we have those capital upgrades, those costs are going to be
shared across our entire customer base, including water, to mitigate the
impact of those increases. That's enabling many more wastewater
acquisitions in Pennsylvania, and we actually completed one and
integrated into the rate case that Pennsylvania has, right now, they're going
to be addressing later in the week.
Enabler two, facilitating acquisitions of smaller or troubled systems.
We've been pretty successful in two states, among others, but these two I
want to spotlight. In Missouri, House Bill 142. That requires the
commission to combine any acquisition of 8,000 customers or less into an
existing system in Missouri. That's to mitigate the rate increase. We've
worked very diligently with the commission to see the benefits of this, and
I think we're going to be seeing the benefits of this in the future. Missouri
doesn't have single tariff pricing so what we're able to do is combine that
with an existing system that's closest to that. In Illinois, the Water
Systems Viability Act. In Illinois, prior to this act coming about, the only
thing we could pay was cost less depreciation, and so some of these
systems had very small valuations that didn't represent the fair value so we
couldn't really go in effectively and acquire systems without paying a huge
premium; and so what this allows us to do is go in and get an appraisal and
tie the acquisition to that appraisal instead of the cost less depreciation,
again another enabler for acquisitions in Illinois.
We've got some other things and innovative mechanisms for capital
recovery. Again, as part of Act 11, we now have a DSIC mechanism on
the wastewater side like we have on the water side. And also, as Jeff
mentioned in Tennessee, there was legislation passed that allows the
commission to consider innovative regulatory mechanisms, and so in our
filing that we just filed, we requested four innovative regulatory
mechanisms, one of which is DSIC, and the commission will be looking at
those as we work through the rate case process. And then applications of
future test years. As I said before, we have now eight states within the
American Water system where we have future test years. Indiana and
Pennsylvania were recently enabled by a legislation that passed Act 11 in
Pennsylvania and other legislation in Indiana to provide for future test
years.
So these are things that we've done. We're going to continue. We've got a
number on our plate right now we're working in the states where we
operate, and we're going to continue to do this for the long term in
American Water. It's the way we really deliver value for our customers
and our shareholders.
So with that, I believe that we're going to be taking a break, 15 minutes.
So quarter to, if you come back at quarter to, and I'll be around if you have
any questions, all right? So thank you.
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Sharon Cameron:

If I could get everybody's attention, if you could take your seats now,
we're going to try to get started.
Hi. My name is Sharon Cameron. Good afternoon. It's exciting to be in
New York City around the holidays, with the snow coming down, so it's a
great welcome for us coming over from South Jersey. I am very excited to
be here today. It's really been personally rewarding and exciting to work
with the colleagues that I have in American Water, and I think because we
have an incredible track record and we've had some great success. What I
want to share with you today is the performance we've had over the past
few years, give you a little more insight into the market-based segment
and then, hopefully, exhibit to you that—the same sort of strategies that
got us to where we are today. We have a lot of momentum and I think
they're going to take us to great results in the future.
So quickly, let me just give you a quick overview of the Market-Based
segment because some of you may not be familiar with what our current
portfolio is today. But the Market-Based segment really is a portfolio of
businesses that capitalize on the core competencies and strengths of the
Regulated Business, and furthermore, they benefit from the very strong
brand reputation of American Water, as well as over 125 years of
customer trust. And what our focus is, is we develop and we want to build
profitable businesses that provide a customer solution and that also are
aligned with what I will say are our regulated-like business characteristics
or traits that you see here, because we know that's what our shareholders
expect of American Water.
We have four businesses today. We have our Homeowner Services
business, and that really came out of a customer need. We heard from our
customer service reps and field service reps about 12 years ago that when
a customer had a waterline leak and we went out to tell them and said,
"Mrs. Jones, you have a leak and it's on your property and you're
responsible," that about 90% of those homeowners were not aware of their
service line ownership and their responsibility. And so we decided we
needed to educate them about that, and we also developed a warranty
program that was optional to provide them with peace of mind, and it's
been a very successful program, which we'll talk a little bit more about.
Our second line of business is the Military Services Group. In 1999,
Congress passed legislation that required that every military base evaluate
privatizing their utilities, including water, wastewater, electricity and gas,
and American Water saw that as a great opportunity. It was a way to do
what we do today, provide water and wastewater service, to a long-term
50-year regulated-like contract. In 2003, we won our first military award,
Fort Leavenworth, and today, we have nine military installations; eight of
those are Army and one of those is Air Force.
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Our next line of business is the Contract Services Group, which we call
CSG, and they provide water and wastewater operations and maintenance
to about 40 municipal customers, about a dozen industrial customers and
eight commercial projects as well. And finally, we have Terratec.
Terratec is the largest biosolids company in Canada. We acquired
Terratec back in 2001. We provide turnkey residual operations for
municipalities and for industrial clients, but Terratec also is very highly
regarded for their beneficial reuse of biosolids, and that is done through
land applications on farmland across Ontario, as well as through Class A
technology in a pelletizer that we do with the City of Windsor.
Let me talk to you briefly about the performance of this segment over the
past few years. If you look to the right, our operating income you'll notice
has doubled since 2010, and that has been with a focus on cost reduction,
portfolio optimization and targeted growth, and next year, we're projecting
our profits to come in at just around $51 million. However, if you look at
the revenue chart on the left, you'll see a little bit different story. You'll
notice that our revenues were flat for the past three years, but that really
varies considerably by line of business. So if you look at the chart on the
left, the dark blue bars in the middle represent our Military Services
business. The Military Services business has doubled their revenue since
2010, and they're projected to grow an additional 33% next year. The
lighter blue bars underneath Military is our Homeowner Services business.
Homeowner Services has had a top line CAGR of about 14% over the past
three years, and Homeowners is projected to grow another 15% next year.
Conversely, however, if you look at the orange bars at the top representing
the Contract Services portfolio, we have been highly focused on
eliminating and shedding low margin, poor-performing contracts. The
result? Our revenues have declined $44 million but we have a much more
stable and a much more profitable business of Contract Services. And
you'll see Terratec, indicated by the yellow, has remained relatively flat.
Next year, for the segment, we're estimating that our top line growth will
grow about $48 million, and what's significant about that is that represents
a third of American Water's total revenue growth that's estimated for 2014.
So we've got a big growth challenge ahead of us, but as I hope you'll see
through the end of this presentation, we have a great track record and a lot
of strategies in place to deliver on that.
So let's take a closer look at Homeowner Services. I came to American
Water about 11 years ago to work on this business, and my background is
not utility. I come out of Cambell's Soup and Comcast and a lot of other
different types of companies, and I've had a lot of really exciting, I’ll call,
opportunities in my career. This has been the most fun and the most
exciting, growing this business, because it really takes a true customer
need and we were really able to grow this through the footprint of
American Water through the brand and the trust that the customers have in
each of the states.
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This business has grown really two ways. We've grown by expanding our
geography. So we started with waterline protection, in blue, and we
originally went to the American Water footprint, and then, over time, we
took it further to partnerships with municipalities and also, we do a lot of
dedicated targeted marketing across the country now. In addition to
increasing the geography, once we gain that household with waterline
protection, we then upsell them with other adjacent complementary
products. Once you've identified or sold a warranty-minded risk-averse
customer, you're then really able to bundle services and get more wallet
share or more revenue from that household. And so, over the past few
years, we've introduced sewer line protection, in-home plumbing
protection, and if you see that little green piece on the top of this year, we
are currently in a pilot test for an electric and gas line warranty protection
program.
So what are we going to do going forward? That chart prior showed you
how we got to where we are today. We're just going to build on that same
track record. We're going to continue to expand geographically through
targeted marketing initiatives and through partnerships, and we're going to
continue to develop and launch adjacent and complementary products and
services to our captive footprint of warranty-minded customers. In 2014,
Homeowner Services, as I mentioned before, is projected to grow about
15% in revenue, and that will bring this business to just under $100
million in revenue.
So why do we feel confident about this growth? This is a map of the top
100 cities in the United States today, and the purple dots represent cities
today that currently do not have a service line partnership. It's about 85%
of the top 100 cities. Our cities where we've partnered are designated in
red and our competitors are in green. We have seen a tremendous amount
of momentum just in the past year. We've seen more RFPs for this type of
service offering in this year than we have in the past three years combined.
We've recently expanded our business development team, and we also
have met with at least 12 of the cities that you see here on the map so we
think there's a tremendous opportunity. Of course, on the heels of our
launch to New York City, which is not even a year old, we launched last
January, we already have one in seven New York City homeowners who
have enrolled in our programs, with 98% of them taking both water line
and sewer line protection. In fact, I met John when we got here today, and
he said, "American Water, I love you guys. I just signed up for your
service line protection program," so we might bring him in to do a
testimonial a little later today. He's showing it to all of his neighbors.
But on the heels of New York, we have such a great story now to go and
promote across the country, and we won national right after—pretty much
soon after the launch of New York, so we are very excited and hopeful
that we can grow and expand geographically through these partnerships.
But as I mentioned earlier, the other path to growth is through introducing
adjacent products, and there's a lot of opportunity. The homeowner
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warranty and maintenance market is about $15 billion and it's growing.
We feel that American Water is really well positioned to capitalize on this
opportunity. As I mentioned, we already have the customers. We have
close to 700,000 customers and 1.25 million contracts, so we have an
audience that we know is responsive to these types of programs and
offerings. I think you'll be hearing a lot about a lot of new products over
the coming years. We have a lot of work. Many of these are in different
stages of product development, and as I mentioned, we do have some that
are in pilot test today.
Okay, let's talk about our next, I will say, very successful business, our
Military Services business. It's interesting to me, but when you look at the
business, it's really grown the same way that Homeowner Services has
grown. It has grown from a focus on expanding its customer base, or in
this case, military bases specifically, and then, once we win that award,
focusing on getting more revenue – if you want to call it more wallet share
– from each of those bases that we serve. Today, we have eight army
bases and one air force base, and the way that we have an opportunity to
get more revenue, once we have the award, is through the items you see on
the left side. The first is called price redetermination. After we win an
award—two years after we win an award, we have the opportunity to go
back and say that economic changes and fluctuations have occurred in the
market, and we can also go back and say, now that we've been on base for
two years, we've identified a lot of assets that we were not aware of during
the original due diligence period, and we have the opportunity to work
with the DoD and reset our service fee. Additionally, we get the
opportunity to do that every three years throughout the 50-year contract.
So again, this is really very reg-like in a sense in that we get to recoup—
recapture costs as they change in the marketplace.
And the second way that we get to add revenue on an ongoing business is
through infrastructure projects on the bases. Let me show you a similar
chart, and I'll talk to you about that a little bit. This is the history—this is
revenue for Military Services group. The blue bars represent the service
fee contracts, the operations and maintenance contracts for each of the
bases. I think what you're going to see is that, all of a sudden, these
yellow bars start showing up in about 2010 to a pretty significant level,
and you can see coming into 2014, it's almost half of our total revenue.
What we realized, after we got onto the bases, is that similar to what
Walter talked about, the assets have been completely neglected on base.
You know, garrison commanders are really no different than mayors.
They have a certain amount of dollars that they're able to spend each year,
and they have a lot of priorities, just as city mayors do. Your water assets
and your wastewater assets, they're underground, they're out of mind,
people aren't thinking about spending money on them, but as I will share
with you shortly – I can do it right now – we have a very effective
mechanism that we have been focused on for the past few years to be able
to get funding to do needed infrastructure projects on bases, and this is a
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cycle that we now follow and we are very focused on and we do it every
year. We start in October, right after the awards are made in September,
which is the fiscal year, for the government, and we start working with our
customers to identify what are the most needed infrastructure challenges
on the bases; we work together, we do pricing and then in September, we
are awarded contract modifications. What makes this very unique and
very successful is that there is a dedicated funding mechanism through
utility privatization that provides for this funding each year. We do get
delays very often because the processes can be very slow.
If you remember, earlier I talked to you about the price redetermination
process; for example, that process often gets delays. But one thing good
about the government is everything is retroactive back to the effective
date, so for example, this year, we were awarded $4.4 million in
retroactive price redetermination. That obviously had a great impact on
our profits this year. But again, a lot of these processes, you might hear
often in our earnings calls that things are slow and they slow down a bit,
but we do always get the payout in the long term.
Let me just also say that, currently, we have $200 million of backlog in
infrastructure projects that are already awarded, and that backlog will be
executed in our plans over the next three years and that $200 million does
not include the infrastructure projects we will be awarded in September of
'14 and going forward.
So there have not been a lot of recent awards that we've told you about on
our earnings calls in the past few years but we think we're at a point where
that's going to change. Right now, there are 15 RFPs that are pending for
water and wastewater across Army and Air Force installations. Now, we
don't bid on all of those because they're not in our target, they don't match
our business model. We're interested in those installations that have
significant utility assets and that have 50-year revenues between 250
million and $0.5 billion, so we're actually bidding on probably less than
half of those pending awards that are out in the market today.
The procurement cycle, shouldn't surprise you, is about four years long.
Things move very slowly, but they do move. We are pleased to say that a
few of the pending RFPs we're working on are nearing the end of the
procurement cycle, and so we're hopeful that that, along with, hopefully
the sequestration that's been lessened, things are moving, there is
momentum and we will be able to announce new awards in the near
future. So what does that mean? Our portfolio in MSG today is worth
about $2 billion. The RFPs that we currently have in the markets that are
pending would double our size, and then we see another 9 billion in Army
and Air Force opportunities that are in, what I'll call our sweet spot, in that
250 to $0.5 billion range with significant assets. So again, we see strong
momentum in the Military Services arena as well for continued
performance for this line of business.
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I just want to talk to you for a moment – and this is my last slide – about
how beyond Homeowner Services and Military Services, we're thinking
about growth for the Market-Based business. Jeff started off talking about
us having a customer-centric focus. As somebody who runs competitive
businesses, we have to be customer-centric. We can only be successful if
we identify true customer need and then work to think about how we
capitalize on that and leverage our American Water strengths, our core
competencies, our brand, our customer trust, and that's where the
opportunities really become exciting. So we're making an investment this
year in business creation.
We're looking at all four of these quadrants, and we have market
landscape assessments that we are actively analyzing and executing on.
We are looking at the entire water and wastewater cycle, maybe not where
we've traditionally looked but really pulling back and looking across the
entire cycle to see, again, what can we leverage from our competencies,
from our customer footprint, from the strength we have as a company,
from our brand, what are the customer needs in the marketplace, what are
the growing categories of opportunity, and where can we profitably scale
businesses that are aligned with those regulated-like business traits that I
mentioned at the beginning of the slide. And that is really how we're
going forward and thinking about growth for the Market-Based business at
American Water.
So again, I thank you. I'm very excited about the future. I'm very excited
about the colleagues that I have the opportunity to work with. I'm going to
miss Jeff terribly – I can say that personally – but I can also say, in the
short time that I have known Susan Story, I am thrilled to be working with
her, and I know that we're going to deliver on great growth in the future.
So with that, I'll turn it over to you, Susan.
Susan Story:

Thanks, Sharon. So you've heard a lot today. You’ve heard about—Jeff
talk about our strategic kind of direction in the future, and you looked at
the triangles we looked at, so where have we been, where do we look at
2013 landing, what does '14 look like and what about long term? Then
you heard Walter come up and talk about, here's how we're going to
achieve the regulated capex and the regulated acquisitions, and then
Sharon came up, and I think this may be the most, in this group at least,
that we've ever had this type of discussion in depth, about the MarketBased business, the bigger components that you're very familiar with on
Homeowner Services and Military Services Group, what goes into them,
but more importantly, what are we doing looking forward? It's not just
what's happened in the past, but for what we can learn going forward.
So what I want to do, kind of closing up the formal part of our
presentation, first of all, talk to you again about the 2013 landing zone;
then I'm going to go back and summarize for '14 the components of
growth, summarize; and then I'm going to going to lower detail about the
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corporate expense management piece that Jeff alluded to. Then we will
come back to the guidance again for 2014, and then we'll go to Q&A.
So let's talk about the 2013 landing zone. We've shown you before how
we got to the 1.99, which is the base from which we started our growth.
You will also see for 2013 landing zone, the reaffirmation today, or the
affirmation today of the 2.17 to 2.22, with the landing zone, the GAAP,
2.03 to 2.08 for continuing operations, which I guess makes it still nonGAAP, but—and then the—we have it—for the year '12, last year, we had
the sales that we had at operations, so some of that will show up from the
year-to-year comparison; and then the tender, the premium and fees.
Now, just in 2012, the way that we built back in and basically said the
favorable weather should be taken out, where we land in 2013, for all the
projections you saw us make on the triangles, we will add back in $0.03
because we had unfavorable weather, mid-range of the unfavorable
weather was 3, so where we end the year, we will add $0.03, and that's
what we've done when we've projected growth, just to let you know, so
that this is a weather-normal basis.
So let's talk about 2014 again. This is the same slide you've seen. Walter
came up and talked to you about regulated capex. He mentioned three key
things. One is the—really, how it is recognized, acknowledged that we
have an aging infrastructure and that we can only go so long in this
country without replacing the pipes, the valves, things we need to deliver
clean, safe, reliable water, so we know that that's out there. He talked
about the continued investment into capital expenditures to replace that
and that 66% of 2014 reg capex was going into asset renewal. He also
mentioned how a growing percentage, what we estimate to be 60% next
year, will be through mechanisms that do not require us to have a rate case
to get recovery from customers, so 60% through mechanisms like the
distribution system infrastructure charge, as well as the future test years.
He talked about regulated acquisitions. We talked about the growth of
this. A few key points here. Walter mentioned 30,000 new connections
that we will close on in 2013, and Jeff and Walter both mentioned, and
this isn't—you know, we say we were going to focus on wastewater.
Well, this year, of the 30,000, 8,000 are water customers and 22,000 are
wastewater customers, as Jeff said. So as we go forward, you can see, and
as Walter talked about, the—what we get when we are able to combine
water and wastewater, and the internal efforts that we are doing to ensure
that we can provide the most efficient services by having dual customers.
He also talked about the fact that we have these enablers, and this is really
important. We've talked about 2013 was a good year in acquisitions, more
connections than we've had in the previous five years combined. He
showed you targets – that was not an exhaustive list – that 2014 we fully
expect and hope that it will be better than 2013, but he also showed you
only enablers page; this is going forward. It's one thing to sit back and
say, “We think we can do this and we've got these one or two ways that
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we're going to reach this goal,” but what Walter said, we're stepping back,
going, “so how do you deal with the real issues that would prevent us from
expanding into wastewater and water?” And those are regulations or laws
or things that prevent us from being the competitive choice and for being
what's best for customers.
And that's the core thing that I hope you've heard everyone talk about
today, which is, when we do this, it's not just what's best for American
Water's shareholders; it's what's best for our customers, because we really
believe, as Jeff said, if we take care of our customers, the financials will
follow, and that's part of the regulated acquisition. When people come in
– I know a West Virginia acquisition we did this year – they were so
excited about getting American Water, water because it was clean and it
was—they could depend on it. So we take very seriously the fact that
we're there to make sure, what do the customers need, what will make
them happy and let's work through the regulations, or the laws that prevent
us from doing that.
We talked a little bit more about the five-year capex, and as Walter
mentioned, we've not, before, actually shown the rolling five-year capex
plan. We wanted to show you this because we've added the pies (ph) in.
This is not our plan but we want to show this for contrast, and you heard
both Walter and Jeff talk about the fact that, from 2009 to 2013, our capex
budget was about 4.4 billion, and you see the breakdown between
regulated services and service company, most of that's IT, business
transformation, it's recovered basically through the subsidiaries. And then
you see Market-Based, as Sharon said, very asset-light, very capex light,
and then regulated acquisitions, for the past five years, have only been
about $100 million, including this year.
Our plan, that you've heard about, is the middle, 5.8 billion. You see that
5.1 billion of that is regulated capex, not acquisitions – we've broken that
out here – regulated capex and services. Then you see the Market-Based
regulated acquisitions, over this five-year period, we are estimating 400
million and strategic, 300 million. Now, the strategic is, for 2014, we
have 100 million of strategic investment. We have not put into our
financial plans a return on that, to be very conservative. So that is, if an
opportunity comes up, as Jeff and Walter discussed on unregulated shale,
if an opportunity comes up on a major concession, we're just looking at a
way to identify some strategic capital.
But what we wanted to show you—and as Jeff and Walter both said, the
average impact on the bill is 2%. Now, if you look at the last chart, here's
what we did. We said, "Okay, so let's look at how much capital we could
spend without stretching our credit metrics or putting our credit ratings in
jeopardy and without having to issue new equity. Could we spend more
money than the five-year plan we have?" And the answer is, yes. In fact,
we could spend $600 million more, not all in one year, we could spend
$600 million more, and if we assume that all 600 million goes into the
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regulated side of the business, the difference, because we've already taken
into effect the declining usage, rather than a 2% average – and as Jeff said,
that's less than 0.5% up to 5%, depending on the state – that increase to
our customers goes up to 4%, and that was not acceptable to us. This is a
real-world illustration of how, when we do capital budgeting, we are
clearly looking at what impact will this have on our customers and
affordability and regulatory relationships, although, just from a strictly
financial standpoint, we could do this.
Now, one thing I just want to mention to you too, and we're in a very good
position, the EPA has what they call an affordability index for water. The
Department of Labor, the latest statistics that we can get from EPA and
DoL, 2011, they said the median income was $40,000 and the EPA
estimates that families spend about 10% of their median income on all
utilities; that's electric, it's telecommunications, it's gas and it's water.
Water is about 10% of the 10%, or 1%. They have an affordability index,
the EPA, that says 2.5% of median income is affordability for water,
which is about $84 a month. Our bills in American Water range from
about $33 a month to a high of $74. So comparing that to the EPA
Affordability Index, we're still well within the range, but just to let you
know, as Walter mentioned to you all the customer satisfaction numbers,
we're always looking at this and this is critically important that we
compare this anytime we're doing any of our budgeting.
You heard Sharon talk about the Market-Based business, you heard her
talk about Homeowner Services, you heard her talk about partnerships and
geographic expansions, and products and services expansions. We are
very careful when we go out; in market testing, we do significant risk
analysis. You also heard her talk about the Military Services Group,
which really plays to our strength, being national. The larger bases are the
ones that we're interested in. We have built a history of performance with
the Department of Defense, and that has a value. So all of those things
come into play when other opportunities come up, both the Army, the Air
Force and, as Sharon mentioned, for a period of time, there was—there
seemed to be very little movement but we've seen a new interest in terms
of even new RFPs, especially from the Air Force. She also mentioned that
we're towards the end of a four-year cycle for a lot of RFPs that have been
pending, some of which go back to 2009.
And then shale, and Leslie asked me a question at the break. You know,
Jeff talked about the shale and the regulated side of the business. We have
a tremendous amount of experience, in Pennsylvania especially, with
providing water for drillers and ensuring the quality of the water because
that's the source of water we use to serve our customers. The unregulated
piece is—and as Jeff said, we are not going to do anything speculatively.
It will have to something to, like the rest of our market base, mimic the
regulated side of the business, but we're building a lot of relationships and
a reputation and an image for being a great partner in terms of ensuring
that we care for the water and we provide a great service at a great cost.
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The bogey is, of course, trucking water in. We're working with a lot of the
major players to say, what if it's not in our service area, what would the
opportunities be? But you'll also notice on the triangle, shale always has a
zero to, zero to one, zero to two in the outer years, and that's because we
are not basing our future financial plan on shale and what happens.
Corporate expense reductions, let me spend a little bit of time going
through this, and this is significant for us this year, for reasons that I know
that most of you are already very familiar with. You've heard it from the
electrics and it has to do with interest savings, as well as pension savings,
along with other post-employee benefits. I want to talk about cost control.
You know, when we talk about corporate expense management, we also
want to talk about cost controls because the ability to hold our costs down
helps mitigate any of the O&M increases. You heard Walter talk about
the fact – and this is critically important – when we go in for increases for
our customers, when 94% can be based on capital investment that makes
their systems more reliable, improves customer service, then it gets a lot
better treatment than the perception, perhaps, that you could have as a
company that you're not maintaining control over your O&M cost. So it's
a lot better to go in for the capital, and as Walter said, we've gone from
58% in 2010 recovery for O&M to 6% for the rate cases this year.
And Jeff mentioned a little bit about this; the green line, starting in 2011,
the business plan was 3% growth in O&M a year, and that sounds not that
much, right, 3% a year. So our previous plan, we came in and said, "No,
we think we can do better than this," and we put some controls in. This
year, in developing the 2014 to 2018 plan, you see where we've come.
Jeff mentioned that from the green line to the blue line, that you're talking
about, over the five years, $920 million, but the difference in the red line
and the blue line, just last year's plan to this year's plan, is about $240
million difference. How are we going to do this?
Now, I don't want to repeat everything that Jeff and Walter said, but the
SAP efficiencies are a big part of this. There's very specific projects I'm
not going to go into, but I will just remind you of one thing. The SAP
system has allowed us to have a tremendous amount of information. We
have resources dedicated to the manual generation of data. With SAP, we
don't need resources dedicated to the manual generation of data; it is
value-added analytics. We are looking at our enterprise asset management
system, work (ph) management being automated. The efficiencies from
SAP, we believe, are going to be significant. We have different areas of
our Company who are doing a tremendous amount of work, not just
saying, "well, what report can I quit doing?" but stepping back, looking at
their entire businesses, saying, “based on the system, if I started today,
what is the most cost effective and efficient way to do this process.” And
then we're coming together across organizational lines, making sure that
we're fully leveraging those efficiencies, and because we're completing
conversion now, the fourth quarter of this year, next year is a big year for
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us to step back and after we've gotten the system fully stable, everybody's
comfortable, we go, so what's next? What's next?
Plant automation, you know, the idea of a virtual water treatment plant.
You heard—on the video, you heard Walter talk about a lot of the things
we're doing to implement technology into our Company and how
technology can help us be much more efficient; and like Jeff said again
also, it's not about quick cuts for one year that make your earnings for a
quarter or a year. That—we're not—that's not what we're about. What
we're about is changing how we do our business fundamentally. Jeff,
what he brought in three and a half years ago, the value is greater than the
price, which is greater than the cost, and how do we do that were
effectively?
AMR/AMI. You know, in the water industry, contrasted to some of us
who have a background in electric, the meters are required, as Walter said,
to be changed out every 10 to 20 years. So you have an opportunity where
you're going to be implementing and deploying new meters anyway, so we
have a chance to move that technology there. And I believe now, we're
what, 80%, Walter? Eighty, 85% with AMR, and when it's cost-effective,
AMI. And Process Excellence Projects, a group John Bigelow heads up
which consults throughout our Company with how can we do our business
better?
Now, some of the big things – and Bill Rogers is here and you all know
him – the Treasury group has had a really tremendous year this year.
They've done an outstanding job of looking at our liability management
and our debt management. One of the things, I know you're already
familiar with, the 226 million tender offer – that was how much we were
able to get in; we basically went out and said we wanted to tender up to
300 million – the purpose of this was to reduce capital markets volatility
in 2017 and 2018. We have what we refer to as parent company debt of
750 million maturing in 2017 and the other 450 million maturing in 2018,
so we went out with a tender. The results of the tender? We took an
extinguishment charge; however, we also expect, over the life, to save $18
million. That wasn't the purpose, but because we've not only reduced the
market risk – and you've seen the chart at how much—how spiky it got in
2017 – but we're also going to have significant interest savings.
The plan is to finance the commercial paper through mid-2016. Of course,
we're always looking at the market to determine the optimum time to do
that, and in 2014, we project the interest savings from the tender will be
$7.5 million. If you combine that with some of the redemptions, the
refinancings we did on redemptions as well as maturities, we had $150
million worth of redemptions at 10% coupon and 8.25% coupon. Now
these were ones that we were happy to refinance, and we were able to
refinance at 3.5% coupon. And also some of the activities that our
Treasury group had this year, increasing the size of our revolver from a
billion to 1.25 billion and taking out maturity for 1.18 billion of that, an
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extra year, as well as on the commercial paper program, we went and
expanded from 700 million to $1 billion. So when you look at the interest
savings to net income, you look at the impact of the tender, the
redemptions, the retirement refinancings, it's about 7% EPS diluted
impact.
We talk about pension a little bit. I know several of you have written up
about pension. So when we look at our pension cost, we work with
Towers Watson, as most utilities do. We went in with them and we
looked at our assumptions; now let me talk about that first. Discount rate,
we're showing you what was used for 2013, what's being used for
subsequent years, with the latest Towers Watson study that we just
received about a month or so ago. Our expected return on assets is
actually decreasing in our model, and here's why. At one point, we were
close to 70% equities. We want to de-risk our pension investment, so
what we will—our target through the end of 2014 is to be about 52%
equities, 8% real estate and about 40% long-term fixed income. The
impact of the new numbers for the pension, for 2014 – and this is
incremental to the previous plan – so these savings compared to the plan
that we earlier had, $7.5 million on pension, post-retirement benefits 2.7
for a 10.2 million net income impact or $0.06. So that is where you see
the corporate expense reductions.
Now, I want to go back and just be clear. The O&M controls that we're
doing are helping keep us flat. As you know, because of the increased
capex expenditures, we are seeing an increase in depreciation and
amortization, so we're having to make sure the cost controls help us offset
that, as well as some purchased water increases that we're seeing.
Now, so what's kind of—some of you have seen a chart similar to this
before; we've had various names for this chart. So where are really kind
of the variabilities for 2014 in terms of our guidance? Well, in terms of a
set (ph) the weather, of course, is the biggest. We did not show a weather
impact as big as we saw in 2012, that we just believe was extraordinary
year, extraordinarily hot and dry over a big part of the country, which is
why we had a 13 to 16% range then, so this is what we're showing as kind
of a plus and minus. Market-Based businesses – and Sharon talked about
this – on the downside, the timing of the military awarding new contracts,
the RFPs, price determinations, where—and then also on price
redeterminations where we could actually get it, but it might be delayed in
terms of when we would actually see it realized. And on the upside, we
could have more partnerships, we could see more of the Military Services
Group, the price redeterminations, or RFPs, come into play that we have
in our plan.
Corporate expense reductions, this is predominantly—the plus or minus
would be in terms of pension, could be better or a little less than what we
thought, insurances and interest. And then regulated acquisitions, a little
bit tighter around that based on '14. We have, as Walter said, a pretty
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well-defined pipeline for that. So these are kind of the variances we see
that could impact the 2014 guidance.
So moving from the guidance to some financial metrics, free cash flow.
Let me first of all note, if you look at the bottom, our—we used a very
conservative calculation, which is net income plus depreciation minus
capital expenditures. Also note, regulated acquisition capital expenditures
are not included in this. Regulated capex and strategic capex—and
strategic capex does not include a return, but this does not include
regulated acquisitions, of course, or dividends, pretty standard. But you
look and see, as Jeff said, we start showing a positive free cash flow in
2017. Also, you'll see that we continue to strengthen our balance sheet.
When you start looking at our equity, a slow growth, and also, one of the
things – and Bill Rogers takes the full credit for this – we've typically had
very, very little variable debt, and so we're basically setting an amount of
variable debt that we want to ensure the floating debt that we keep through
the years, and we're doing that through the debt management program.
We will do most of that, by the way, if not all of it, Bill, I believe at the
parent company, typically not at the subsidiary, which is fixed. And
again, this was a good year for us in terms of our credit ratings were both
raised by S&P and Moody's, and as we've said over and over and over, no
planned equity offering under the normal course of business.
Now, we're very proud of this slide. This is a terrific slide. When you
look at 2011, we've got our net ROE that was earned by the regulated
subsidiaries, you've got ROE impact of parent company debt, or parent
company debt drag, as we refer to it, and you've got the regulatory lag.
That's either not being able to earn authorized or having a lag between
when we can realize the investment that we make. 2014 plan, we go from
7.2 to 9.1, the parent company lag goes from 100 basis points to 50 and
the regulatory lag, from 100 basis points to 40 basis points, and we're very
proud of this. Of course, the parent company debt drag goes down
because—not just the tender, which was 2.26 out of 1.2, but the fact, of
course, that as we've refinanced, interest has gone down and shareholder
equity as we've grown the business has gone up.
And our dividend history. As you all are very familiar with and on
December the 13th, last week, our Board declared a quarterly cash
dividend of $0.28, and you see the dates there.
So on EPS, we come back to our 2013. We are affirming 2.17 to 2.22 for
2013, and we're putting the 2014 initial guidance at 2.35 to 2.45. Jeff?
Jeffry Sterba:

Thanks very much, Susan. I hope that we've provided you with some
good information about our business. In this presentation, we have tried to
give a greater level of transparency and insight and detail about our
business, our prospects, where the growth comes from, and I know most
of you, or at least a number of you well enough to know, we probably
aren't meeting all of your wants. I'm not sure that that's possible to satiate,
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but at least, I think—I'll hope that you'll agree that we are providing a lot
more so you can get—decide about your level of comfort as we see the
growth and prospects for the future.
The other thing that I hope that you take away from this is the level of
comfort that I and our Board have in the hands that we're leaving this
Company. From Walter, Sharon and Susan, you heard people that
understand this business, have a laser-like focus on what we're trying to
accomplish and a drive and a commitment to the culture that we've started,
which will sustain the results. That's exceptionally important. And if the
other three senior execs that had been able to come up and talk, you would
have heard the exact same thing from them. So the level of confidence
that we have in the ability of this Company to actually accomplish the
things that we've talked about is quite high, so that gives me a lot of
comfort that this will remain my core retirement investment.
One of the things that we started three years ago was—at the beginning of
every year when we gave guidance, was to provide to you a list of those
things that you can hold us accountable for during the year, so that as we
go through the year, you can either check off or decide, 'well, I don't know
if they're doing this or they are doing this,' and we will also report on this
every quarter. So let me just go through them very quickly.
Optimize capital spend. We're focused on this capital investment side, not
only in how much we spend but the efficiency with which we spend it. It's
what we spend and how much do we accomplish, and so we have
instituted within our Company a series – and we've got more to go – of
measurements that are all around the effectiveness of our capital spend.
So a lot of this involves our supply chain initiatives, but it also involves
our workforce initiatives to help ensure that the productivity on both our
capital and our human capital side continue to increase.
The constructive regulatory frameworks, we will resolve three rate
proceedings during the course of the year. We're looking at filing up to
five rate cases this next year. We won't tell you which states, because the
first conversation—that conversation's had with those states first, but we're
looking at filing up to five rate cases. And you will see us continue to
pursue these kinds of initiatives and opportunities to expedite the return of
capital through mechanisms other than a rate case because, quite frankly,
they've been—this benefits customers, it benefits, certainly, the flow of
capital into those states that enable it and it helps manage the risks that are
associated with things that either have volatility or the investment of the
capital.
Our O&M efficiency. Walter said it but I got to reinforce it. When we
established the 40% target and then an aspirational 35%, I mean they
really thought that we needed to go see a certain kind of doctor, because it
was just something very different than they are used to. But to now see
our employees absolutely believing they can achieve 35% and not at any
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risk to reducing the quality, safety or reliability of our service, this is being
done by technology, innovation and efficiency, not by slash and burn. So
the fact that our folks feel good about saying, "Yes, we beat the 40% two
years early. We can do 35." And frankly, also remember that the 35's
going to be done in a period where rates are going to be going up at a
slower rate of increase than they have over the last five years.
So it really takes a level of discipline and trade-offs, and it all starts with
us—these three questions that we've talked about before, that we engrain
in our heads and our folks' heads, A, is what we're doing adding value, and
by value, I mean at the end of the day, is it better providing service to
customers? If it isn't providing value, why are we doing it? And it's
amazing how many things you all and we end up doing because we've
done it, not because it makes sense to do it in the future but it's the way
we've always done it. And then once we say, "Okay, it adds value," is it
being done through an efficient process? And there's so many different
ways to think about efficiency of process but that drives bureaucracy, and
so whether it's de-bureaucratizing our policies and procedures, whether it's
changing the process by which we get work orders into the hands of the
people in the field, whether it's the process by which we're able to produce
our financials in six days – and Mark made five and a half by the way
this—last month – versus 12 days, which was the rate before, that's a
process improvement.
But then even when we've got an efficient process, our big focus and the
enormous strain on business is associated with errors and rework. And
there are—there's case after case where our folks are now—they didn't
even think about counting errors. We didn't know what error rates were.
Now, our folks do, and so we start—once you start identifying errors, now
you figure out how do you start to reduce those errors? How do you take
them to zero? So this O&M efficiency side is one that it's not just about
reducing our cost; it's about the mentality of our employees, how they
think about the business, how they make incremental continuous
improvement.
Our regulated acquisition strategy, Walter and Susan both talked about
that. This is not—as Walter said, we're not turning around now and
saying, "Oh the dam's going to break; look at all of these acquisitions."
It's absolutely not. We don't believe that's going to be the case,
particularly in the water space. What we are saying is we serve 3.2
million customers water every day, great water. Only 100,000 of those do
we provide wastewater services to. Our big wastewater businesses are on
our Market-Based business, so only 100,000 of those do we provide
wastewater service to. That means, even where we already have a
footprint, there's 3.1 million customers that we can talk with those
communities about, "You know, we can use the same trucks. We can use
the same supply chain. We can use many of the same tools to provide
wastewater services to your community, in addition to water." And again,
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it's not necessarily about laying people off, at all; it's about using capital
investment more efficiently.
And then the continued growth in our Market-Based business. One of the
things that's really important to us is that, while our Market-Based
business is growing more rapidly, we are absolutely focused on having
that occur in a way that does not change our risk profile. So while it
becomes a bigger share, it is—the lion's share of it is reg-like. It's military
service contracts, 50 years, and we re-price every three years. It's
Homeowner Services, where we have 85% renewal rates, and it's
incremental to what we're doing and it's tied to our overall customer
satisfaction. So—and if it's—if we move into the market-based shale side,
it'll be not on the com (ph); it will be fixed revenue sort of streams
associated with it. So that is what you can hold us accountable for through
the course of the year.
At this time, we'd like to open up the floor for any questions that you have.
You want to get the chairs? While they're—we're grabbing chairs,
because I want everybody up here – because I just get to direct the
questions; they have to answer them – I do want to make note of
something that goes along with the cases. You noticed at your table these
cases which—I'm sorry, we don't have any for BlackBerrys. I'm still
trying to figure out who still has a BlackBerry. I see Steve does, yes, and
you call—you thought the utility industry was hard to change. They don't
break, I agree with that. The one disappointment is we wanted to put Ed
Vallejo's mug on the back of that, but we're just not going to do that. But
we also have made an app that you can pick up for either your Apple or
your Android that has our investor water—investor relations app in it, and
you can go to AWK IR on any of the app stores—on the app stores,
iTunes or whatever, and you can download it, and in fact, the presentation
that we've done is on it. And I'm sorry, that's the wrong price. I think
we're up about, I don't know, $0.70? A percent and half or so today alone.
So please feel free to use that, and I must say that there was some foment
around the naming of the app; AWK IR just fit, I guess.
So with that, we'd like to open up the floor to any questions that you may
have. Yes, sir? Mr. Chin. And we've got a microphone, so—because
we're still on our webcast.
Brian Chin:

Great, thanks, Jeff. Brian Chin with Bank of America Merrill Lynch. On
slide 43, the cost controls with the current plan, just wanted to make clear
that that current plan is now embedded in your '14 guidance and going
forward. Is that correct?

Susan Story:

Yes.

Brian Chin:

The reason why I ask is because, when we look at that current plan on—
I'm sorry, it was—I guess in my book, it said slide 43; I think in the slide
deck (inaudible) slide 45.
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Susan Story:

It's the pie chart, the pie—the three pie charts. That one, okay.

Jeffry Sterba:

(Cross talking). It’s—what…

Speaker:

That one.

Speaker:

(Inaudible).

Speaker:

Forty-five.

Brian Chin:

Yes, the only reason why I ask is because when we look at the magnitude
of the difference between the previous plan and the current plan, it looks
like there's a fair amount of savings there, and then when we look at the
EPS trajectory, your long-term compound annual growth rate, which I
believe hasn't changed from your prior disclosures, your new guidance for
'14 doesn't seem to account for the difference between these two O&M
plans here versus how much higher your '14 guidance is above the longterm trajectory. So is there, like, an offset that we need to think about?

Jeffry Sterba:

No, the thing—the red bar was really the five-year plan that was
developed in late '10, 2010. We've done—redone annual plans, so a lot
of—some of the change for '14 was baked into the plans that we did in '12
and '13 and '14. So this is just looking at two five-year plans, one that was
really done in 2010, and then the one that was done in 2013, so it's not a
year-to-year change.

Brian Chin:

Gotcha.

Jeffry Sterba:

Okay? So if you look at our O&M for 2013, it's going to be right about
where that blue mark is.

Brian Chin:

Okay, great. And then I've got one more follow-up and then I'll jump off.
In general, for the shale commentary, you had said there's going to be no
speculative building of infrastructure that's being contemplated by the
Company. Who are your competitors out there that are looking at shale?
Because to the extent that they start grabbing market share or
opportunities, I got to imagine you're going to have to balance, well, how
much of that risk do you want to take on versus potentially giving up the
share. Can you walk through what are some of the competing interests
you might think about as you sort of face that decision on a going-forward
basis? Thank you.

Jeffry Sterba:

Well, the—I'll start and others will add. The primary competitor is
trucking. So if you look—I think I mentioned that 8%, we basically
serve—provided water for 8% of all wells in Pennsylvania, 70% of the
ones in Butler County. All the other water that was provided in Butler
County was self-supplied from drillers. They may have put in a small pipe
on their own for—with a river permit, or they're using a trucker that has an
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outtake permit for raw river water and they're trucking it. We don't see a
lot of competition on the actual building of pipe. There are a few that—of
the companies that have tried to do a little bit on their own to bring water,
but not in a significant way. If you look at—I mean, Aqua built one pipe
that's up in an area that's dry gas, predominantly dry gas, but not down in
what we call the wet gas region.
So we're very—our primary approach is we're looking at what is it going
to cost to truck, so what's—because that sets a ceiling; are we going to be
able to deliver for less than that? And what's the right sizing of that pipe?
So we will take some risk, sure. You always—I mean, but how much—
but placing capital at risk versus placing a little bit of return at risk are two
different things. So we're not—we're focused on not placing capital at
risk. The—any of you got anything to add or, Mark, is there something
you would add?
Mark Chesla:

The only...

Jeffry Sterba:

Hello, Mark, grab the—use the mic. No, right behind you.

Mark Chesla:

Brian, your question. What we've seen, and you know—and I'm not
claiming that we have encyclopedic knowledge about the whole industry,
but from what we've seen, some of the companies or the midstreams do try
to self-perform, but there's no other major company that's out there trying
to do it on an aggregated basis, so trucking is the best reference pricing
and then some of the drillers or the midstreams have tried, in limited
circumstances, to do their own piping.

Jeffry Sterba:

Yes, sir?

Adriano Almeida:

In the very beginning...

Jeffry Sterba:

If you—just for the people, if you could give your name and where you're
(cross talking).

Adriano Almeida:

Yes, I'm Adriano Almeida with Cramer Rosenthal. In the very beginning
of the presentation, I think you highlighted some—that you have had some
challenges with the SAP implementation. Can you kind of elaborate on
what exactly those challenges are? And also kind of quantify, because I
know there have been some cost pressures related to installing this, so to
the extent that it's going to go online and everything is going to start
running smoother, there's going to be some cost savings associated with
that event.

Jeffry Sterba:

Let me give a bit of an overview. I'm going to ask Walter to give some
details on, you know, areas that we continue to work with; they're not
major, but we continue to work with them. One of the things about this
SAP implementation, which frankly, is very surprising – I mean, very
pleasing but surprising – this may be the first, or one of the only few
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utility implementations of SAP that is on budget and on schedule, and this
is a budget and schedule established about five years ago. So we've
basically been able to keep this thing at the budget that was originally set
and on the schedule. The kinds of challenges with this—with as much as
we did is typically—you'll find a company that they'll put in the ERM
system or the CIS, but not all of it. We put in everything, from the CIS
and EIM system to the ERP, our reporting and financial system, so it's
been a big chunk to take on.
You want to talk about the...
Walter Lynch:

Yes, sure. I mean, two areas that I'd like to spotlight, one of them is on
our dispatching function. We deployed some software that we
programmed with certain priorities and how to effectively dispatch our
field service reps, and it's not working exactly the way we want it to so
what we're doing is taking a look it. We've put a team of experts
internally looking at what's the best way to modify that to be able to
increase our productivity in the field, and that's an ongoing effort. We
were expecting in the next couple of months we'll have that solved, but in
the interim, we've done some things to really alleviate some of the issues
there and giving the latitude down to the field service rep and their
supervisors to determine what makes most sense.
What we're doing is traveling a little bit longer distances than we wanted,
and we're just putting some common sense back into it, where the field
service reps can say, "Okay, instead of going there, I'm going to modify
my schedule some way." That's been an issue that's been out in the field
and we really discovered that after having gone to the field, spending a lot
of time in the field and asking our employees, where do you guys have
issues? What's not working as well as what you expected? And that was a
common theme that we heard and that we've acted upon, because it's one
thing to go out in here; the next is you've got to act upon it and do it in a
way that displays common sense and business judgment, and that's what
we've done.

Jeffry Sterba:

And I think this speaks to the culture of our workforce. When—we've had
our implementation reviewed by an independent third party and they
basically are calling it a textbook implementation, but one of the things—
we agreed on—(inaudible) how many pages of metrics?

Walter Lynch:

Four pages.

Jeffry Sterba:

We have a very specific set of metrics that we were going to measure
ourselves by and they helped us develop it. One of the things that they
kept telling us is, "Look, you're going to see a 10%, or 10 percentage point
erosion in your customer satisfaction." Utilities have put in place SAP; it
happens because you don't—or you're not able to respond, they're on the
phone longer, the service doesn't get dispatched. You have to shake
through this and you see, typically, a 20 to 40% productivity loss as you
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put in place a system. Well, based on the customer statistics that Walter
walked through, we're not seeing that, and I really think, even though we
have had some bumps with the implementation system, it's not perfect, our
folks work through that. They're not letting it get in the way of serving—
providing that service to our customers. That's pretty special.
Adriano Almeida:

How about the cost? (Inaudible).

Jeffry Sterba:

We incurred some higher operating costs when we implemented ERP last
year, and Susan, you may want to mention that.

Susan Story:

Right. So when we did ERP, which was the first phase in 2012, in the
implementation all at once, there were what we call workarounds, and so it
took a little more time to get the system stabilized. Mark Chesla's here
and he heads the groups that are doing this. So what you saw in the first
quarter of this year was we had a few million of O&M expense. We
expensed it—we basically had some expenses, and then we have
gradually, if you look in the first quarter disclosure, second quarter and
third quarter, that number has gone steadily down as we have basically
stabilized the system.

Jeffry Sterba:

And on the capital cost of the project, it's on budget and it looks like it will
be completed roughly on a budget set five years ago.

Walter Lynch:

So one of the great things about our culture too is we never have to worry
about our employees telling us what's on their minds. So as we go out to
the field and ask, "What's not going, in the way we—the ideal way?" they
share with us because they've got a tremendous passion for customer
service, and anything that gets in the way of that, they're communicating
with us. We take that and learn from it.

Susan Story:

And also, by the way, the people who go out in the field aren't just Walter
and Jeff. Every member of the executive leadership team, we have in our
goals, it's called casual conversations. We go out and we go to where the
service technicians are, we go to call centers. We have our executive team
meetings all over the country, where we have employees and we have
breakfast with them, lunch with them. I mean, the whole point is to not
have things filtered from all parts of our Company to the executive
leadership team, and it's really remarkable to see how open all the
employees are.

Jeffry Sterba:

And it's not even just the—limited to ELT. For example, every officer of
our Company is required to do – and it varies based on what their role is –
anywhere between four and 12 safety walks. What that means is you're
out in the field, with a crew on site, and you're not there to critique their
safety but you're there to talk to them about safety, to get it front of mind,
but the other part of it is, is it opens a door to a lot of other conversations,
and so it keeps us very much in tune with what's going on. It helps us pick
up, for example, when we've got messages that aren't getting cascaded
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down through the Company, they're not hearing about something that's
really important for the future of the business, or—so we find bottlenecks
and we're then able to address those bottlenecks such that our folks stay
engage because that's critical.
Yes, sir?
Ryan Connors:

This—well—no, well. I’m sorry, this is Ryan Connors with Janney
Montgomery. And by the way, let me just—I wanted to say, Jeff, I
actually like the sandbox and the pictures, so I was sad to see it go down
the toilet like that. That was pretty (inaudible).

Speaker:

(Inaudible).

Jeffry Sterba:

Did you want say anything about the picture?

Ryan Connors:

But two prominent industry topics that I didn't hear you mention in your
prepared remarks were decoupling and repair tax accounting treatment.
So just, respectively, on decoupling, I mean there's lot of talk about that
spreading beyond its kind of home base in California to become a broader
phenomenon and just wanted to get your perspective on whether you see
that occurring. And if so, that's something the Company would be—view
as a positive or want to encourage or just your view there? And then on
repair tax, recognizing that's a pretty complex topic, just give us your
update on how you're viewing that, how you're treating that and whether
that's something you might utilize more heavily going forward.

Jeffry Sterba:

Okay, on your first one regarding decoupling, look, we are, as an industry
and as a company, dealing with this issue of declining residential use, and
it has to be dealt with or those states that don't appropriately deal with it,
quite frankly, you can't afford to invest that capital because you're
investing—you're—where 80% of our costs are fixed but on average, only
about 25% of our revenues are coming in off fixed charges. So—but our
approach is that's the problem. How do we address it? And there are
multiple ways to address it. Decoupling is one, and we have decoupling
mechanisms in California and a variant of that in New York. It doesn't
have to be done through decoupling, but we are very open to talking about
it and pursuing that mechanism in other states.
There are other ways though. For example, the more you move to future
test years and you reach forward two years on what you're building
determinants will be, so that by the—when the rates are going into effect,
they're actually being collected on what that level of usage will be or what
that—at that time, so you get them synced up, if you will. That's one way
that some of our states have chosen to go. Some states, they don't want to
reach out that far, to which our response is, "Folks, tell us another way."
So, for example, in Kentucky, the entire rate increase that we've—the
commission has yet to—well no, they have not formally acted. All of that
rate increase was put into the fixed charge side, so it's reducing the amount
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of revenues that we're collecting on the volumetric charge. So our
approach is to say, "Look, there are a couple of different ways we can look
at this. It doesn't have to be decoupling or nothing." But every one of our
states has got to address it.
Ryan Connors:

Absolutely.

Jeffry Sterba:

Do you want to add anything to that?

Speaker:

No, it's really around the declining usage. As Jeff said, in looking at
what's the right way to address it in each of the states, and we work very
cooperatively with the staff and commissions to say, "Okay, this is the
issue and this is how we see the best way to address it,” and they're not all
the same but they're tailored approach to meet the needs of the
commission and the staff.

Jeffry Sterba:

And on the tax issue, Susan, you want to take that?

Susan Story:

Sure. We actually do—we have implemented repairs tax accounting. We
were one of the first companies to adopt it in 2009. The difference is
coming in that there's two ways that you can implement it. You can
implement it through the way we did, which is called normalization,
where we basically take the benefit, the tax benefit, and we apply it over
the life of the asset and it basically goes into the deferred income taxes.
So customers benefit because, of course, you get the reduction of the rate
base through deferred income taxes, but it's over the life of the asset so it's
not as drastic.
The other method that we do—we have not chosen to utilize, and at first,
we couldn't. When we first adopted this, the IRS said, you have to use the
normalization method; however, they changed that before some other
companies adopted it, but we wouldn't change. I mean, given the choice,
we have—we're not interested in going back because, for us, it aligns the
benefits over the life of the asset for the customers who are enjoying that
asset over its life, but those are actually acceptable. The flow-through and
normalization method are both acceptable. We're just very conservative
and we've chosen to do it on a normalized method. But we are employing
the tax repairs accounting and it is a major contributor to our deferred
income tax balances.

Jeffry Sterba:

Let me add just two quick thoughts, and you know, look, we focus on
running our business. We—other people will make different choices in
how they run their business. For us, we're in this business for the long
term and so a long-term approach that recognizes the value of this benefits
the Company through receiving the cash benefit and normalizes that for
customers over a longer term, keeps it smooth, so you don't end up with
saw tooth, because if you flow through and you file a rate case, it's all
going to go through in that one year. So it's—whether it's philosophy or
not, we're very comfortable with what we've done.
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The second thing is, rules have not been issued for the water industry.
What we're waiting for is to see the rules that will be issued for the gas
industry, which are expected, Mark, this next year, maybe?
Mark Chesla:

That's best guess.

Jeffry Sterba:

Best guess, 2014, sometime, because gas and water have a lot of
similarities in terms of the types of equipment, compressors, pipes, all that
stuff. We have, fairly conservatively, held—or what we've put on our
books, and so a lot of what, even under our methodology, would be taking
it into account, we've reserved for. So once we get through the gas rules
being issued, you know, then we'll be able to see where we are. I don't
think we've ever said what percentage we've been reserving, but I—it's
significant.

Susan Story:

FIN 48, right?

Jeffry Sterba:

Yes, under FIN 48. Okay, right there.

Speaker:

I have three probably somewhat unrelated questions. One is, on the
deferred taxes, the—when you went through your free cash flow
calculation, did you include the benefit from these deferred taxes?

Susan Story:

Yes.

Speaker:

Okay. And then one of the costs that you mentioned continues to increase,
besides kind of D&A going up from additional investment, is the purchase
order expense. Could you just talk a little more about that and sort of how
big that component is and where that comes from?

Susan Story:

Yes.

Speaker:

And then, after that separately...

Walter Lynch:

Yes, I mean in various states, New Jersey and California and others, we
purchase water from different purveyors. Typically, we have a passthrough mechanism. I know in New Jersey, we have purchase water
adjustment clause, where we'll file for that and get recovery in that in a
short amount of time. There's a percent—it's relatively small, what we do.
It's larger in California but smaller throughout the rest of our system.

Jeffry Sterba:

So give a sense, in California, roughly what percent is purchased water?
Twenty five?

Walter Lynch:

I would say 20, 20%; 20, 25%
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Susan Story:

And over the five-year period, the purchased water is, like, 36 million total
over the five years, so it's not anything close to the increase in
depreciation and amortization.

Speaker:

And you said that mostly has pass-through mechanisms?

Jeffry Sterba:

In most states.

Walter Lynch:

Yes.

Speaker:

Okay. And then finally, you had talked about a few legislative initiatives
being enablers for kind of some of the growth that you're planning for.
Can you talk about sort of legislation that we should expect or perhaps that
we should be looking at in any of the states that might become kind of the
future enablers for continued growth?

Walter Lynch:

We'd prefer not to do that.

Jeffry Sterba:

We like to talk to the legislators first.

Walter Lynch:

Yes, we like to work it through first.

Jeffry Sterba:

But mention the approach that we use with the initiatives for every state, et
cetera.

Walter Lynch:

Yes, we have goals, and as I said, we look to the long term, what key
strategic objectives we want to accomplish, and we have goals in each of
our states. We had a goal in 11 of our states to level the playing field
between municipal systems and ours and also be able to accelerate
acquisitions. So each one of those states have goals or multiple goals in
how we're going to drive that, and every month, we look at that and then
report out against it. And the great thing too in American Water, we have
so many states that we're able to learn from one another, so if something is
going down a path in one of the states and they learn from it and they were
able to get something through the legislature, we take that learning and
apply it to another state, if it makes sense. That's what we do on a routine
basis. So each one of our states have these goals and we routinely review
them, learn from them and then execute on them.

Jeffry Sterba:

Well—and we create very specific metrics that are built into people's
performance plans. So I'll just give you—I'll tell you one of Walter's. Of
those 11, he had to get five done. He's gotten six and probably will have
seven, so...

Walter Lynch:

Yes, thanks. But as we say, we don't have to bat a thousand; we're batting
about 450, in baseball terms.

Jeffry Sterba:

Yes, Neil, and then in the back, and then here in the seat (ph).
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Neil Mehta:

Thanks. Neil Mehta at Goldman Sachs. On the dividend philosophy, you
stepped up your dividend by 12% this year, so that's in excess of the 7 to
10% range, and you're on the low end still of the 50 to 60% payout
guidance. Could you see yourself on the top end or even above that 7 to
10% as you look forward, and how do you think about where you want to
be within that 50 to 60% payout?

Jeffry Sterba:

Well, you know, there's always that trade-off between returning funds to
shareholders through dividends and reinvesting. We're in a position where
I think we can use good judgment about what that right mix is because
we've got headroom, both from a cash side but also from that 50 to 60%. I
don't think—we don't think about it as there's a magic percentage. We are
on the low end. We would rather have a sustained growth than a big
spike, so we'd rather see a more sustained growth that's at or above what
we have as earnings levels than do it all in one year or something like that.
So I don't think you will see us do a big jump at one point in time. But
12%, well, you know, if you looked at what we showed, we were—we
have grown in the—at 17% normalized and then in excess of 10 the last
year, so it was appropriate.

Neil Mehta:

And then on the military side, it sounds like you're making some progress
with some of these RFPs. How do you think about the timing for when
some decisions can materialize?

Sharon Cameron:

Well as I said earlier, a few that we have RFPs on are nearing the end of
that four-year procurement cycle, and with, you know, the recent budget
settlements last week at least, which is lessening, hopefully, sequestration,
and also through the conversations that we've had, we basically feel pretty
good that we'll—hopefully, some of these will be awarded. We hope to be
a recipient of those awards, which—of course, these are competitive bids,
but we are hoping that, you know, from a timing perspective, a few of
those that are pending will come to fruition in 2014.

Jeffry Sterba:

Sharon, mention the—our understanding about the additional resources.

Sharon Cameron:

Yes, we were also recently told that the Department of Defense, I guess
the actual—I'm trying to think which arm that actually does the...

Jeffry Sterba:

The contracting office.

Sharon Cameron:

Yes, be the contract office. They have actually added staff, which, I
guess, for today in Washington, is pretty unique. I think they really see
the value of utility privatization program, and again, because it is a
mandate, they do want to see the program go forward. So again, that's
another positive indicator that we see.

Angie Storozynski:

Thank you. Angie Storozynski, Macquarie. So first, about your ongoing
operations, you mentioned that you're going to file five more rate cases
next year. I thought the…
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Jeffry Sterba:

Ought to (ph).

Angie Storozynski:

The strategy was to say out of rate cases now that the gap between allowed
and realized ROE is getting close. And secondly, with the M&A playing a
bigger role in your earnings trajectory, your earnings growth trajectory,
how should we think about your ability to, first of all, you know, have the
60% of ongoing capex being derived from riders (ph)? I mean, are we—
are you planning to acquire assets only in the states where you have this
superior treatment of capex? And also, secondly, I mean, we all
remember how some of the M&A strategies worked out in the past, and so
how can we make sure that we're not going to have any years where
acquisitions are actually serving as an earnings drag?

Jeffry Sterba:

I'm going to have Walter and Susan take your second set of questions. I'll
take the first one relative to rate cases. What I said was up to five, and
now think about it. We serve in 16 states. Even if you move to a threeyear rate cycle, that's five a year. So the fact is, we were filing in the nineplus every year, and what we're doing—what we're able to do because of
the cost control work that's been done is create potentially a little greater
time. So an 18-month cycle slips and moves to two years or maybe two
and a half years, so we'll still be in the rate case business. This is—there's
no way around it, but the frequency and the magnitude of those rate cases
is what I think you will see change.

Susan Story:

M&A you want to...

Walter Lynch:

Yes, the acquisitions that we have in our plan are in the states where we
currently operate. Obviously, we want to expand in those states, and the
consideration of recovery on capital is one of the things that we look at, so
it does play into the objectives of where we're going to close deals.

Susan Story:

And in terms of the amount of capital, if you look – and there's about 118
million in capital that we're looking at for regulated acquisitions for 2014;
it goes down significantly for '15 and then there's a hold in place (ph) –
you will notice that relative to the size of the total capital spend, that's still
not that great when you look at the reg capex, as well as strategic capital.
So it is a significant part of growth, but when you look at the outlay, and
that is base (ph) '14—as Walter said, we have a pretty good line of sight
on '14, pretty good line of sight on '15, you know, out there, we are
looking at—as Walter said, things were starting to look at now. You
know, when you look at these acquisitions – and, you're right, people say,
"Well, there's going to be a floodgate," and I think Jeff was very clear and
Walter – we're not expecting these big concession things and all the
municipalities are going to decide that they want to privatize their systems.
We don't believe that.
What we believe is, is one by one, looking at our service area where we
already have regulated operations, where we're known, looking at systems,
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specifically, wastewater is a special focus, not that we're not looking at
water, but wastewater and the benefits we get from wastewater combined
with where we already have water customers or contiguous systems. So
going back, if you just look at the relative size of what we're putting in for
M&A, it's smaller than what we're doing for the rest of the capex.
Angie Storozynski:

And one follow-up. So what type of volume erosion are you assuming in
your projections, especially vis-à-vis those M&A transactions, because
your gaining customers this way doesn't make any—is there any dent in
the detriment to your volumes from the M&A?

Susan Story:

In terms of customers?

Angie Storozynski:

Like, volumes served basically, because—should we still assume a 1%
degradation on annual volumes served, or is the M&A somehow offsetting
that detriment?

Susan Story:

Offsetting number of customers I think you're talking about.

Jeffry Sterba:

Yes, no. It’s—yes, there's declining usage. This, as—we're adding
customers and that customer set brings usage, and so, you know, in terms
of total volumes sold, it's going to offset the decline, but it doesn't offset
the decline in the same territories. So we will still—the declining usage is
per customer, so we will still have declining usage and so the issue of
needing to pick up change rate structures, get more on the fixed side, et
cetera, is still a pressing issue. Particularly remember that a lot of these
additions, we think, will come on the wastewater side and so declining use
in our drinking water is like, really, a given for, well, all of our territories.

Walter Lynch:

And Jeff, one more point on the rate cases. If you look at the number of
rate cases, less than five is a heck of a lot less than what we'd experienced
over many years. If you go back four and five years, we were in the
double digits of rate cases filed, so less than five is significantly less.

Jeffry Sterba:

Right here, and then Steve and then right here.

Speaker:

(Inaudible), Franklin Templeton. In the places where you're developing
water infrastructure for the shale drillers, for the next two years and for the
top 15 customers, potential customers that you are looking at, what is the
difference in cost in terms of cents per gallon between what you can
provide and what their cost is, alternative transportation cost is, and is it—
can you provide it at 80%, can you provide it at 20% of their cost? That's
one thing. And secondly, is the hurdle more on the contractual side,
where—I mean, are you looking for two-year contracts to meet your return
calculations? Are you looking for three years? Are you looking for more
than five years of contracts for those customers, and from a perspective of
where the hurdle really lies?
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Jeffry Sterba:

Okay. Relative to the first question—well, let me take them in reverse
order. On the second question in terms of what's really the hurdle for us to
build feeder systems for the wells, the issue—the real issue is their—
how—we trade off between how much demand or how much will they
commit to and the life that they'll commit to. Typically, you know, these
guys don't like to make commitments more than tomorrow, so when you
make it three years or five years, you're really stretching them. But we
think that's viable, we think that's possible and we believe that, at least the
ones that we're taking a hard look at, we can get adequate recovery of the
capital within a timeframe that they're willing to make a commitment; but
the challenge is each of these drillers has their own driller plan, and so
how do you get the plans to come together at a point where you can get
enough drillers to subscribe to a pipeline in the same window of time?
That's probably the biggest challenge, because they each—you know, they
have different leasehold interests and locations and then, in that, they will
develop their own wellhead plan and you got to get them to mesh. So
more than the issue of how much of a commitment will they make, getting
coherent timing is probably the bigger issue.
And then in terms—I’m sorry, remind me of the first question.

Speaker:

The cost.

Speaker:

Cost.

Susan Story:

(Inaudible).

Jeffry Sterba:

It's all over the map. There is no formula of we'll provided it to you at
80% of avoided cost because it really depends on how big is the trunk
versus how big is the feeder side. So one of the things though you got to
keep in mind, the drillers are increasingly under real pressure around road
traffic, safety of the public, as well as pollution and road damage. Now,
they bond for the road damage, if you will, but in a lot of these
communities, the notion of 1,000 trucks a day or 500 trucks a day going
through an area is really concerning. So—in fact, of the—of what we did
in 2013, that took about 60,000 truck hauls off the roads of Pennsylvania.
That's becoming more of an issue, so we may be able to price up pretty
close—reasonably close to their avoided cost but they have the benefit of
no truck hauls. The trade-off for them is they can call a truck tomorrow,
right? They make a commitment to take water out of a pipe, it's going to
be a longer period of time. So those are really the variables that we have
to work on.

Steve:

Yes, thanks. Two questions. First, just on the 7 to 10% growth rate, can
you just—just want to make sure I clarify, is that off the 2012 adjusted
base of $1.99 through to 2018? Is that kind of what you're committing to?
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Susan Story:

Actually, when you look at the triangle to the triangle, it is the growth
we're expecting year-to-year, so the long-term EPS is the 7 to 10%. The
triangle to triangle is the year-over-year.

Steve:

Okay. And then secondly, on the Homeowner Services and Military...

Susan Story:

And by the way, they approximate each other, if you add up the numbers.

Steve:

Close. Just want to make sure. But on the Military Services and the
Homeowner Services, you did a great job laying out the current revenue
growth outlook. Could you maybe just elaborate a little more on margins
and the—and if you can't do it on margins, just the risks of the business,
i.e…?

Sharon Cameron:

Risks (ph) are different, yes. I mean, as a competitive business, we're
pretty cautious (cross talking) our margin…

Steve:

Right, but it’s becoming a more important part of the story, right, so we
need to know, from an investment standpoint, what the risks of the
business are and the costs. So maybe, for example in the military, you
know, when you have these two or three-year re-openers, do they always
go up, or could they go down? Or, for example, in the Homeowner
Services business, like what—how are you pricing the product and what
are the—could we have a whole bunch of, you know, people come in and
say, "Hey, my stuff broke and you have fix to it?" Could you just give us
a sense better of how—what is the risk profile of these businesses?

Sharon Cameron:

Yes, absolutely. I'll take Homeowners first and I'll go backwards. We do
a tremendous amount of work to mitigate risk for Homeowner Services,
everything from the way the terms and conditions are written, which really
limit our exposure to the cap we put on the claims, to the geographic
expansion that we're doing now, similar to the Regulated Business, to
really mitigate, you know, if there was a unique geographic impact to the
business, to a tremendous amount of analytics for pricing variables, again,
to meet what the severity and frequency might be in certain markets versus
other markets. We've gotten pretty sophisticated over the years as we've
grown in being able to really manage that, I'd say, very—with a very
focus—and we also—because of all of the reporting and analytics we have
in place, we would have very early warnings about things as well. We
track things, you know, on a very micro basis.
For Military Services, the price redeterminations, again, are based on two
things. They're based on economic fluctuations and, as long as I’ve been
living, I haven't seen that go the other way, so it's really based on the cost,
right, the cost of what it costs to run the business. And then secondly, it's
also based on assets, and if anything, those assets just increase. They
really—they don't go the other way because we're actively on base
rehabilitating and upgrading the assets on base. So I have a pretty high
confidence that the price redetermination would be in our favor, and in
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those negotiations, we have always—we've really gained the trust. We
really—you know, our Military Services Group just does an amazing job
servicing the customer. You know, they built that trust and they've built a
really great model of how to work with the customer in ensuring that that
process works smoothly.
Jeffry Sterba:

Let me add two thoughts, Steve, on the risk issue on the military side. The
biggest risk is that, when you initiate a new contract, that you underpriced
it because when you do that, if you underprice your bid, in order to win
the bid for example, you're not going to make that up because they're not
going to allow you to change your cost because you estimated wrong.
They're going to allow you to change your cost because you put more
capital into the facilities so there's new facilities or general increase in
wages and those kinds of things, you know, materials, et cetera. So once
you're in, if you came in at a good point, you're going to stay at a good
point. I think that's the primary point.

Sharon Cameron:

That's right, yes.

Jeffry Sterba:

And, you know, there has been some examples where players have had to
work for quite a long time to get out from under—having underbid. We—
I think we've shown a track record. We don't underbid. If we don't win
something, we don't win something, but we're not going to make it up on
volume. On Homeowner Services, what—one of the things that our folks
do very, very well is in our contractor management, because if you think
about it, what are the real risks? Well, one risk is that your claims rate
goes up, and so how we—the way in which they verify claims so that it's
not someone signed up and the next day, they're saying, "Oh, by the way, I
got a leak today," and then also on the claims—on the management with
the contractors so that we've got full control of what the costs are when a
repair has to be made. Those are the two big risks that you have in that
business.
No, no. Yes?

Speaker:

Along those same lines, Sharon, you mentioned $200 million of backlog,
and I wasn't clear exactly what that referred to. Are those projects that
have already been approved and you're just waiting for them to be
implemented, or those are...

Sharon Cameron:

Yes.

Speaker:

RFPs (inaudible) awarded? What is that 200 million?

Sharon Cameron:

So if you remember that process cycle that I showed you, each year, our
military team works with the folks on each base to identify and prioritize
what are the greatest infrastructure projects and needs, and they submit
those, and then in September each year, projects are awarded. That
backlog of already-awarded projects is approximately 200—a little over
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$200 million. That also includes, I would call it, the initial capital
upgrades from the initial awards. When we first win an award, there's also
an amount of capital work that needs to be done that is aligned with that
project, so that total backlog today is 200 million. Just because of timing,
of permits, of managing, you know, the contractors through the process,
we will execute that work over a period of two years, and then each year,
we hope to be awarded new contract dollars. Part of that is we're going to
be doing an entire water treatment plant in Fort Polk. That's about $80
million and that will take several years to fully execute and build that
plant.
Speaker:

Okay, and then also on municipal industrial contracts, you talked about
how you were shedding the less profitable contracts. You know, sort of
what is your outlook for that business going forward?

Sharon Cameron:

Yes, we've done our shedding. We're done shedding.

Speaker:

Are they growing there, or is it going to stay a stagnant part of the bar
chart? What happens?

Sharon Cameron:

So what we're do—so we—what we have now is we have a stable
portfolio of about, as I said, 40 municipal and about a dozen industrial and
some commercial projects as well. These are typically three to five-year
contracts. We certainly want to maintain and continue to get renewals for
projects that have strong margins, but we're not going to be investing a lot
of pursuit dollars to continue going after this category if it's not something
that the customer wants to—a lot of customers are not interested in up and,
you know, out-servicing O&M right now. Where we think there's an
opportunity is in up-selling our existing contracts, so we're working very
closely with our existing customers in those contracts and thinking about
additional ways we can help service and provide extended service options
to those customers, so gain a little more wallet share from our existing
customers.
What I talked about at the end is we really need to take a hard look at the
municipal segment and the industrial segment. There is a tremendous
amount of opportunity in those segments but we want to really be focused
on, again, what are the products and services that the customer really
wants from American Water, where they want us to provide service and
where we can build a business that capitalizes again on, I'd say, our core
competencies and strengths but that also has those regulated-like business
traits. The—call it the vanilla O&M business that we were in for many,
many years is a very challenging business. It was not a growing category.
The margins were low and we took all the risk. We don't want to do that
going forward, and we feel that there's many other business opportunities
in both of those sectors. You know, we're intrigued by waste energy.
We're intrigued by back office for municipalities. If you look at what
Walter talked about and what we've been able to achieve in our call
centers, the efficiencies we've been able to drive, we have a lot of
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expertise that we think we can potentially, you know, offer to
municipalities. Again, these are just ideas and that's why this year, we are
investing in what I'll say is business creation, to think about all these
things, to identify where we think there are really profitable and scalable
growth opportunities for the future.
Kevin Cole:

Hi, Kevin Cole, Credit Suisse. First, congratulations, Jeff and Susan, on
the promotions for both of you (inaudible). And I guess first question is, I
guess, piggybacking on the last two questions, is that could you talk a little
bit about the cost to acquire for the customers for the Homeowner
Services, and then what the average renewal rate is and just kind of how to
think about the overall earnings gearing as you ramp this up?

Jeffry Sterba:

The average approval rate of what? I'm sorry, I didn’t (inaudible).

Kevin Cole:

I’m sorry, the average renewal rate.

Jeffry Sterba:

Oh, renewal. (Cross talking) cost to acquire…

Sharon Cameron:

Okay.

Jeffry Sterba:

And average renewal rates.

Sharon Cameron:

Okay. The cost to acquire really varies considerably by which initiative
we're executing upon. You know, when we launch, for example, with our
New York City, we're not going to see the profitability of that probably in
year one because we spent a major amount in marketing in that initial
year, but we see a profitability by year two. Our renewal rates are
extremely high, where we can offer the product on bill and we do that in
the American Water footprint, probably to about 70% of the market, and
in New York City, we're offering it on bill. So not only is the take rate
extremely high in New York where, again, we've penetrated one out of
seven homeowners have already taken the product in less than a year. We
expect renewal rates in New York City to be around 92%.
Now, where we don't sell the product on bill, we do have lower renewal
rates because we have to go out and resell that customer each year, and we
have a lot of strategies, as you can imagine, in play to try to extend that
contract life with those customers as well, but that's also a higher cost to
renew customers where we don't have a bill mechanism.

Kevin Cole:

Okay, and I guess changing subjects a little bit, so I guess I'm hearing that
you're playing more of an active role in New Jersey with the CTA
conversation, and so I guess, what are you expecting for the path and
timing for resolution, and how much of your rate base is at risk?

Jeffry Sterba:

Well, CTA, consolidated tax, is an issue in about four of our states, and
New Jersey has started a docket to investigate and is going through that
process. You know, I hope that we will hear an outcome in the not-tooAmerican Water Works
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distant future. It is a significant one for us because New Jersey is—
frankly, the whole notion of consolidated tax is odd, because it basically
means someone's getting a benefit for something they never paid for, that
someone else paid for, but the—New Jersey's, the way it was created
actually can never go away. In fact, it increases. So it's a somewhat just
concerning mechanism. In total, the consolidated tax issue for us in New
Jersey – I think we've disclosed this – is about 200 million of rate base
because it's done on the rate base side. Now, we have settled cases and so,
within a black box, it's hard to piece part it out, but it's about a $200
million rate base element at issue for us in New Jersey, and as I said, I
really commend the commission for starting the process to look at this as
to whether or not it's appropriate, and I hope for a quick resolution to it.
Kevin Cole:

And by ‘quick resolution’, do you mean—like, is it a 2014 resolution?

Jeffry Sterba:

I look forward to a quick resolution to it. Kevin, that's all about all I can
say. You know, it's not—there isn't a time clock on it, and our hope is that
it can get handled because, frankly, until it gets resolved, how you file rate
cases and all those kinds of things are kind of messy. So it would be good
for it to get addressed one way or t’other and, you know, our personal
view is it doesn't make sense to have. It should be eliminated because it
effectively is giving someone a benefit for something they never paid for.

Kevin Cole:

Okay, great. And just one last question, just from a high level. So on
slide 21, you show how you reduced the average age of a pipe from—by
100 years in the last three years, and so you're 50—I think you're currently
now 50 years above your target. Now since you've stepped up your 2014
to 2018 spending, how long will it take you to hit your target age of 100
years? And then once you hit that point, I guess, where will your organic
regulated growth be coming from?

Walter Lynch:

Okay, well, yes, we're at 150 years through '14, so the remaining four
years, we're going to be working down towards that 100-year mark, but
there's a significant amount of capital. As I said, we have 46,000 miles of
mains and collection pipes. We're going to be getting down towards it, the
100 years, but—and approaching it, and we're going to continue and invest
in our systems. We still have a lot of water and wastewater plants we need
to upgrade. That's a tremendous focus. And as I talked about, the two big
projects in California are going to take an awful lot of capital. But on the
pipe issue, we are approaching the 1%, or the 100-year replacement rate.

Jeffry Sterba:

And it's not just putting more capital at it. This is where this effectiveness
of our capital spend really becomes important. So little things like having
all of our states go by a standard on pipe, as opposed to states doing
different things because that's the way they've always done them, that's
saving us, John, $7 million?

John Bigelow:

(Inaudible) 10 million.
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Jeffry Sterba:

Over $7 million in pipe acquisition costs a year?

Speaker:

Yes, and it's in excess of that.

Jeffry Sterba:

And then we start moving to, okay, how is that pipe laid? What's the most
effective process used across our states and let's get that deployed across
all of our properties, so we get more value for that same amount of spend.
But even once we get down to 100 years, we're still investing multiples, 2
to 3 times our rate of depreciation, so that rate base growth will continue.
One of the things you might have noticed is that when you look at the
triangles over time, the amount—the magnitude of growth that comes
from rate base investment has declined. It was 8%; it's down to about 5%.
Well, that's because while we're increasing our capex spend, our
denominator has obviously—continues to increase and so you get that
divisor impact. There's also some issue—some impacts associated with
what we talked about before, on the repairs maintenance accounting, and
then, frankly, the other parts of our business are growing a little more
rapidly than that is, so that's why those changes are occurring. But it's
still—for as long as we can see, it will be the primary fundamental
driver—foundational driver of our growth.

Walter Lynch:

And just to put it in perspective as well, our capital programs are bottomsup driven, so the states submit to capital programs to Susan and myself.
We take a look at them; they're well in excess of what we plan to spend
over the next five years. (Cross talking).

Jeffry Sterba:

(Cross talking). Who's next? We got Heike. Heike.

Heike Doerr:

Hi. Two unrelated questions for Walter. First, as we look about—as we
look at the 35% efficiency ratio goal, how are you going to be able to do
that while maintaining the corporate culture without, you know, hurting
employee morale? And second, I believe you call them enablers; we refer
to them as enhanced regulatory mechanisms. Is there something we
should be paying attention to? Is there some type of legislation in 2014
that could meaningfully impact you in one of your operating states?

Walter Lynch:

Okay. The second one first. There's nothing out there that's going to—
that's on the horizon that's going to meaningfully, I think, impact one state.
We're working on, as I said before, across a number of states. Enablers
are going to enable growth, infrastructure investment, reducing regulatory
lag, so—and those, as Jeff said, are built into the performance metrics of
each one of our states and our state leadership teams. That's great.
On the next—on the first question, we're very cognizant of running our
business for the long term. We're not going to do anything that impacts
the long-term sustainability of our business. Our goal to get down to 35%,
we believe, is doable through a number of areas. We're looking at
technology, which Jeff and Susan both mentioned; skater (ph) systems,
where we can more remotely operate facilities, the water and wastewater
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plants; automatic meter reading, so we can more efficiently read meters.
Those are key things.
I'll tell you, one example that we did about a year and a half ago is—and
one of things I mentioned before is that we can learn from each other. So
we looked at the different ways that our states were operating and said,
“Okay, if you look at the layers in the organization,” we had, from Jeff
down to the front line employee, 11 layers in one state and we had eight in
another, and we looked at this and said, “Okay, we have a couple of
different operating models. Let's put this down so the states understand
what the opportunities are to reduce their layers and let them make their
decisions on what's the best way to run the company.” Through that
effort—it was a couple of month exercise. Through that effort, we were
able to eliminate 135 management positions in the business, and I can tell
you after that, running the business right now, we're more efficient and
effective than we were before. That's another thing that we're looking at
ways to learn internally, not just from the external marketplace but
internally in our business.
Susan Story:

And Heike, also, you know, bringing workforce planning with this, which
is utilities have been saying for a long time, in the next five to 10 years,
we may be looking at 60% of our employees who are eligible to retire; to
be able to be more efficient to use technology and automation, to not have
to fill those jobs one-on-one is a good thing. So we're actually integrating
this study into our workforce planning processes and looking at where we
have more risk for people to lead and where we have skills. And another
thing is that, as we transform, we also create jobs that are more fun jobs in
some cases; you know, you're doing, for example, from manual data
generation to value-added analytics, for example. So part of it is an
opportunity for us to address another issue, that not just us but the entire
utility industry is facing, which is the workforce planning and the aging
workforce.

Jeffry Sterba:

A good example of that is SCADA. SCADA is system control and data
acquisition, and you know, quite frankly, a lot of water plants are fairly
labor-intensive but the technology is there where they don't need to be, but
what the—the labor you do need is a much higher level of capacity. It's
people who are instrumentation experts that know how to deploy and
utilize SCADA systems. So you may have fewer of them but they're
going to be much more valuable kinds of position.

Walter Lynch:

And one other thing too is that—I always mention this, but our supply
chain has done a tremendous job in leveraging our buying power, in fuel,
in power, in chemicals, and John and I spent a lot of time—we partner in
ways that we can drive the cost structure down and by, as Jeff said,
looking at pipe, let's buy all the same pipe, let's reduce the number
chemicals that we have in our business so we can get better purchasing on
those. It's a whole host of things that we've been working on that we're
continuing to drive value.
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Roger Lidell:

How should we think about—Roger Lidell, Clear Harbor Asset
Management. How should we think about newly recognized contaminants
on the wastewater side, Western Pennsylvania bromine concentrations that
are clearly traceable to drilling; triclosan now getting attention;
pharmacologically active concentrations coming out of wastewater
treatment plants? So I'm not sure how to think about that, whether this is a
significant opportunity with upgrading removal capacity in treatment
plants, either wastewater or on the potable side. And would this be an
O&M issue, or could there be capex-es? What's the magnitude of the
opportunity, if there is one there?

Jeffry Sterba:

You know, honestly, that plays to our strength. We're the only water
utility in the United States that has its—not only its own laboratory, but
it's own research function, and in fact, half of all of our cost of our
research function are paid for by grants given by other organizations to us
to do research. So if you look on the drinking water side, there are 102
emerging contaminants. There's a whole set, obviously, also on the
wastewater side. This is where a lot of our leading research is done, is
what's going to be the best way to handle this, and in fact, in many
instances, we're providing baseline data to the regulators, particularly the
EPA, for what's the magnitude of this issue, because we're the only one
that spans as many states, from Hawaii to New York.
So I'll give you one example, chrome 6, Chromium 6, which has the—
Tech California has now implemented a standard for Chromium 6. This
will increase cost, both on the capital and the O&M side because we will
have to put in place new treatment regimens which will take additional
capital, but then it'll also increase operating costs, just not as much, but
there will be capital that will need to be invested on chrome 6. So it really
varies. I think the advantage we have is—there's not one of those that
we're not looking at and figuring out, well if and when a regulation comes
and what's going to be the best way for us to meet it. We also—you
know, it'll vary by state. So even within California, probably, I don't
know, 30% of our supply is going to have a chrome 6 solution. The
balance doesn't need it because it's way under. So you really have to go
contaminant by contaminant. I think entities that are on more on the
leading edge and have the capacity to both design and test have an
advantage. Those that are going to have to always have that provided by
someone else, they may not even be able to do the adequate testing, are
going to have to buy that from somebody.

Roger Lidell:

And final question, is there any movement to remove or reverse the
exclusion of the oil and gas industry from Safe Drinking Water Act and
Clean Water Act?

Jeffry Sterba:

You know, that's for a group of people with a different pay grade than us.
I'm not going to say if it's—which way it goes, but that's really not ours to
judge. We're—we will—our role is to take whatever the rules and regs are
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and make sure that we not only meet them, but in many instances, help
shape them and help beat them. So, you know, the whole oil and gas
question and whether or not—what's done at the state level versus what's
done at the federal level, we may have personal views but those are,
frankly, not—we're not going to have a major impact on that issue.
I think you have one and this will be the last question.
Speaker:

All right, hopefully, kind of easier ones, but does the 2 to 3% growth in
the Market-Based businesses through '18 assume that you win some of the
outstanding RFPs for new bases, or does it just factor in the price
redeterminations and infrastructure projects?

Sharon Cameron:

Are you speaking to 2014 or future?

Jeffry Sterba:

2015 period.

Speaker:

Fifteen and beyond, the 2 to 3%.

Sharon Cameron:

Two to 3. Yes, it is—our growth is based on both winning new awards
and continuing to see those contract infrastructure projects awarded.

Speaker:

All right, so you're embedding some of the 7 or less RFPs being won?

Sharon Cameron:

Yes.

Speaker:

Okay. And then, Susan, maybe...

Jeffry Sterba:

It's not 100%, John (ph).

Sharon Cameron:

No, (inaudible).

Speaker:

Right. Susan, probably for you, the NOL balance, what's it going to look
like at the end of '18, or how much are you expecting to realize on an
annual basis, and when do you think those will be fully utilized?

Susan Story:

We do not believe that we will pay cash taxes until about 2021.

Jeffry Sterba:

Okay. Well, I want to thank you all for the time that you spent with us
today. I think we got the snow stopped, so that's a good thing. You know,
I just would reinforce that, as we've gone through this planning process,
the level of comfort that we have with what we presented to you today, I'm
sure it's probably also raised some questions that you'll think about and
feel free to get hold of Ed or…

END
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PRESENTATION

Operator
Good morning, and welcome to American Water's third-quarter 2013 earnings conference call. As a reminder, this call is being recorded and is being webcast with the
Company slide presentation through the Company's website, www.amwater.com. Following this earnings call, an audio archive of the call will be available through
November 14, 2013 by dialing 303-590-3030 for US and international callers. The access code is 4643778. The online archive of the webcast will be available through
December 6 by accessing the investor relations page of the Company's website located at www.amwater.com.
At this time, all participants have been placed in a listen-only mode. Following the management's prepared remarks, we will then open the call for questions.
I would like to introduce your host for today's call, Mr. Ed Vallejo, Vice President of Investor Relations. Mr. Vallejo you may begin.
Edward Vallejo - American Water Works Company Inc - VP of IR
Thank you. Good morning, everyone. Welcome to American Water's third quarter 2013 conference call. As usual, we'll keep our call to about an hour. At the end of
our prepared remarks, we will have time for questions.
Before we begin, I would like to remind everyone that, during the course of this conference call, both in our prepared remarks and in answers to your questions, we may
make statements related to future performance. Our statements represent our most reasonable estimates, however, since these statements deal with future events, they
are subject to numerous risks, uncertainties, and other factors that may cause the actual performance of American Water to be materially different from the performance
indicated or implied by such statements. Such risk factors are set forth in the Company's SEC filing.
And now I would like to turn the call over to American Water's President and CEO, Jeff Sterba.
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Thanks, Ed. Good morning to you all and I appreciate you joining us on this call. Susan Story, our Senior VP and Chief Financial Officer will join me in the brief
presentation and then we, along with Walter Lynch, who, as you know, heads our Regulated Operations and Mark Chesla our Controller will respond to questions that
you may have.
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As have seen from the 10-Q in the press release, that we filed last night, while mild weather impacted the quarter, I am pleased to say that we have a solid performance
to date with strong cost control, good growth in market-based operations, and good acquisition success. So based on that, we are now narrowing the earnings guidance
from the year from $2.15 to $2.25 per share on a diluted basis to a range of $2.17 to $2.22 per share. For the quarter, we recorded decreases in income from continuing
operations and earnings per share as compared to the same quarter in 2012. This was mainly due to decreased regulated business revenues due to lower customer usage
related to weather, in addition to the ongoing usage decline that we see on the residential front, as well as higher depreciation expenses due to additional utility plant and
service. That includes our business transformation SAP conversion project.
In addition, as we mentioned last quarter, as you look on slide 5, it appears in that slide that our 2013 year-to-date cash flow from operations is lower, but this is due to
on how our bank overdraft is being treated, as a reduction to operating cash flow as opposed to a financing activity. And this is the result of the decision we made last
year to internally manage our cash activities. Year to date this changing cash flow classification amounts to about $35 million.
Going to slide 6, let me take a minute to discuss the weather's impact on our business. The same type of weather that impacted our second quarter continued to pressure
third-quarter regulated revenues. As you can see by the cooling degree days chart from NOAA, which, as most of you cover the energy side so you're very well familiar
with this, the country experienced cooler-than-normal temperatures throughout the third quarter.
Now we often talk about our geographical diversity across 16 states and how it helps mitigate things like weather impact and that was certainly the case this quarter in
states like California where hotter weather caused higher usage. but even with that contribution we did experience an approximate $0.02 to $0.04 decrease in earnings
per share from weather for this quarter, which when you add that to the $0.01 to $0.02 impact last quarter, you have a total of $0.03 to $0.06 total impact for the first
nine months of the year.
Turning to the continued growth of our business, we've had successes that we want to report on briefly in both our core and on our enhanced growth through the quarter.
We completed six tuck-ins during the quarter, four water and two wastewater systems. These were in the states of Iowa, Pennsylvania, Illinois, and Missouri. For the
first nine months of 2013, these efforts have added approximately 6500 customers to the regulated footprint, and we have several small tuck-ins that are currently
pending approvals, and we expect those to close within the next three to six months or so.
Continuing on slide 7 relative to the core growth, for the third quarter our military services group received contract modifications for infrastructure investments in every
single one of the 9 military bases that we serve. These are for design and construction of water and wastewater system components to be completed over the next three
years, and they vary in scale from small water reuse projects at one of the army fort places, Fort Sill, that is in Oklahoma, to a complete replacement of the two
wastewater treatment facilities in Fork Polk in Louisiana. I will tell you that while there are still some things moving, it's the largest amount of awards for modification
that we have received in the military operations since we started that business.
On the regulated front, we received a rate case decision in West Virginia that is worth an annualized $8.5 million. After the quarter ended, about $7.2 million in
annualized revenue from infrastructure surcharges became effective in Pennsylvania and Illinois. And also after the quarter ended, we received the rate authorization in
Kentucky for $6.9 million of additional revenues on an annualized basis. As of today, we're awaiting final rate decisions in three pending cases that request a total of
$97.4 million in annualized revenues. In one of these cases, Pennsylvania, we have a settlement with the staff, the office of Consumer Advocate, and the office of Small
Business Advocate. This settlement for $26 million plus the $29 million of DSIC revenues that are currently being recovered under DSIC and which will become part
of base revenues under the proposed settlement, that settlement is currently pending regulatory approval with the rates geared to go into affect January 1.
On the enhanced growth side on October 30, we received approval from the Virginia State Corporation Commission to acquire Dale Services Corporation, and we
expect that transaction to close later this month. This regulated wastewater acquisition will add approximately 20,000 customers, most of whom already receive their
water service from Virginia, American Water. The reason why this transaction I think is important is not just its size, but it marks the kind of transactions that we talked
with many of you about. Where wastewater is only about 4% of our business, but we, so most places where we serve water, someone's providing wastewater it's not us.
This is the result of the kind of targeted focused acquisition efforts that we're moving on to expand our wastewater operation, and this transaction also marks our entry
into the wastewater service arena in the state of Virginia.
Our Home Owner Services business continued to expand its water and sewer line protection programs to home owners in Florida and Washington, DC, and our service
line protection programs in New York City we now have a total of about one out of every seven eligible home owners is enrolled. Most of them, virtually all of them,
have opted for both water line and sewer line protection. So far this year, we have added over 250,000 new contracts for a total of more than 1.2 million contracts
national.
Before turning the call over to Susan, let me just mention what I think is a historic initiative, that launched in October. American Water and several other leading water
industry organizations from both the public and private sector, as well as a couple of other companies, have come together under the name of Value of Water Coalition.
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The coalition's education campaign is aimed at helping to increase the public's understanding and awareness of water services. The value these services provide us and
the need to upgrade and maintain this vital infrastructure, so that we can continue to rely on it now and for generations to come.
This effort marks the first time such a broad coalition of water businesses and non-profit associations have come together in a single voice. And we're doing so because
it's critical to address the current state of water infrastructure and the need for significant investment to keep water services at the levels of quality and safety Americans
have come to expect. We're already hearing good feedback from this outreach effort from regulators, staff, and consumers.
Let me just also mention that we have been reconfirmed as a member of the Dow Jones sustainability North American index, which demonstrates recognition of our
ongoing long-term commitment to sustainability. We're the only US water utility on the index and we are honored to be on it.
And with that, let me turn the call over to Susan for a more detailed report on our financials.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
Thank you, Jeff, and good morning to you all. It's a pleasure to be here with you today to review the quarter and year-to-date results ending September 30. Jeff has
already reviewed many of the key highlights. I will now take a few minutes to discuss the drivers of our third-quarter results in more detail.
Turning to slide 10, we reported a decrease in our third-quarter 2013 income from continuing operations and EPS over the third quarter of 2012. This decrease is mainly
attributable to decrease regulated business revenues, due to lower customer usage related to weather, general taxes, and higher depreciation expenses, due to additional
plants, slates, and service, including expenditures related to our SAP implementation. As Jeff mentioned, we had above-normal rainfall and below-normal temperatures
in several of our states in June and July, which was followed by cooler weather in August, which impacted our sales.
These related decreases in usage, and accompanying revenue, net income, and earnings per share were in stark contrast to the unusually hot and dry weather we saw in
the summer of 2012. Our consolidated O&M expenses for the three months ending September 30 decreased by $11.5 million, or 3.2% compared to the prior-year
period. The variance is primarily due to lower O&M costs in our regulated business segment of $7.1 million, mainly due to a reduction in employee-related costs and in
our market-based segment of $3.7 million mainly as a result of a $3.8 million relief of contract reserves due to the resolution of certain outstanding issues and
uncertainties.
Now let's discuss on slide 11 the different components of our income from continuing operations starting with revenue. I also encourage you to read our 10-Q on file
with SEC for a more detailed analysis of both revenues and expenses. Overall, our operating revenues decreased $2.6 million or 0.3% with revenues from our regulated
business decreasing by $7.7 million or 1% from 2012. The decrease in revenues associated with the lower demands was approximately $35.2 million. The year-overyear comparison was significant due to the diametrically opposite weather affects of 2013 contrasted with 2012 that we all spoke of earlier.
This demand decrease was partially offset by revenue increases of $18.4 million from rate increases obtained through rate authorizations, awarded for a number of our
operating companies, and increased surcharge and amortization of balancing account of $9.9 million. At a high level, our continued success in earning an adequate and
timely return on the capital we invest in infrastructure, as well as implementing alternative regulatory mechanism, such as; surcharges and balancing accounts, helps us
to close regulatory lag. And particularly in this quarter, has helped us to mitigate the adverse impact of declining sales due to weather and declining usage.
For our market-based businesses, revenues for the third quarter of 2013 increased by $4.7 million. Mainly due to an increase in our home owner's service revenue of
$5.4 million, resulting from contract growth most notably in New York City. This increase was offset by lower contract operations group revenues of $900,000,
predominantly related to the termination of certain municipal and industrial operations and maintenance contracts totaling approximately $2.4 million. The contracts
were ended as part of our business optimization efforts designed specifically to optimize margins in our contract operations business.
Further, those contract terminations were offset by net increase of $1.7 million from price redeterminations from our military contract. You may recall that price
redeterminations are periodic adjustments to our monthly service fees for O&M costs, plus the systemic renewal and replacement of aging assets. These are prospective
price adjustment. But because price determination can take many months or even years to finalize, the government makes a one-time payment retroactive to the
effective date of that price redetermination period.
On slide 12, operating expenses for the third quarter of 2013 increased by about $1.1 million from 2012, roughly flat compared with the prior-year period. Operation
and maintenance expense and the regulated business decreased $7.1 million mainly as a result of lower production costs and lower employee-related costs, including
decreased pension expense and group insurance. The market-based business operation decreased in total operating expenses of $3.7 million is mainly due to the
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termination of certain municipal and industrial operations and maintenance contracts in 2012 that I mentioned earlier. And a relief of a portion of the lost contracts
reserve in the third quarter of 2013.
In the third quarter, we also reported a higher consolidated depreciation and amortization expense of $6.5 million, and higher general tax, parent elimination, and other
expense of $5.4 million. The increase in depreciation and amortization was principally as a result of additional utility plant placed in service, including phase 1 and
phase 2 of our business transformation SAP project that went into the service during the third quarter of 2012, and the second quarter of 2013 respectively. The increase
in general tax expense is primary due to higher property taxes incurred, partially as a result of the inclusion in 2012 of credit adjustment to our Indiana and Missouri
property taxes.
Turning now to slide 13, to more clearly explain the period-over-period difference in our earnings per share figures, we have broken these out per category similar to
our presentation D last quarter. As you can see, we have adjusted for the positive $0.06 to $0.08 impact of weather for our 2012 results. Taken the mid-point of this
adjustment for the unseasonably hot and dry weather, we have a normalized earnings starting point for the third quarter of 2012, $0.80 per share. From there, we lay out
the various elements that explain the difference in our year-over-year earnings per share result. I think these are straight forward, so I'm not going to go through these,
but I'll be happy and others will be happy to provide further clarifications during our question-and-answer session today if you do have questions.
Going to slide 14, we show our O&M efficiency ratio. For the 12 months ending September 30, we maintained a 40.3% ratio, which is in line with the 40.4% ratio we
had last quarter for the 12 months ended June 30 and the earlier annual period shown here. On slide 15, as Jeff has already said, we have narrowed our guidance to
$2.17 to $2.22 diluted EPS from continuing operations, which reflects our year-to-date performance and assumes no unusual events that would impact water sales
volume for the remainder of the year. This includes the impact of the release of the lost contracts reserve in the third quarter of 2013 that I mentioned earlier, but
excludes costs of our recent tender offer.
Slide 16 outlines some of the actions we have recently taken to increase our financial flexibility and reduce exposure to capital market volatility. To briefly summarize,
on September 9, we announced we had increased our revolving credit facility from $1 billion to $1.25 billion under its original term. At the same time, we raised our
commercial paper program from $700 million to $1 billion. The higher credit facility, along with the increase commercial paper program and cash from operation,
provides for the Company's near-term financial liquidity. We also announced through our financing subsidiary, American Water Capital Corp, a cash tender offer for up
to $300 million, a 6.085% senior note due in 2017, which represents a portion of what we typically referred to as our parent company debt.
On October 8, we retired $226 million of these notes, meaningfully reducing our exposure to the capital markets in 2017. Also, as a result of the retirement of this debt,
and based upon our current commercial paper borrowing rate, we would expect to have a pretax interest expense savings of $13 million in 2014. On November 1, we
issued a notice of redemption of securities with 8.25% and 10% coupons aggregating to approximately $150 million. These notes will be retired on December 1.
Additionally, we have debt maturity and $101 million on December 21. We are really pleased with the results of our ongoing debt management program and from time
to time, and as market conditions warrant, we may engage in additional long-term debt retirement via tender offers, open market repurchases, or other viable
transactions.
Turning now to slide 17 and Jeff's mentioned several of these. I will just go back through some of the highlights. A number of our rates-related regulatory activities
occurred during the third quarter of 2013. On July 1, 2013, additional annualized revenue of $3.7 million and $4 million resulting from infrastructure charges in our
Pennsylvania and New Jersey subsidiaries, respectively, became effective.
Also on July 1, 2013 we filed an update to our proposed application in California that was originally filed on May 1 of this year, requesting $33.5 million of additional
annualized revenue, which includes increases in 2016 and 2017 of $8.3 million and $2.7 million respectively. On October 9, California American filed an update to the
final general rate case application adjusting the request to $32.4 million. On July 9, 2013 our West Virginia subsidiary entered into a joint stipulation in their water and
wastewater general rate case that was filed on December 14, 2012.
On September 26, 2013, a final order consistent with the stipulation agreement was approved and provides for additional annualized revenue of $8.5 million, effective
October 11, 2013. On August 30, 2013, our Missouri subsidiary filed for an infrastructure surcharge amounting to $2.4 million in additional annualized revenue. The
surcharge is expected to be approved and would become effective in the fourth quarter of this year.
On September 16, 2013, our Pennsylvania subsidiary, as Jeff said, reached a settlement in principle for its general rate case filed on April 30 of this year with the PUC
staff, the Office of Consumer Advocates and the Office of Small Business Advocates. The settlement agreement if approved would provide $26 million in additional
annualized base rate revenue effective January 1, 2014, and as mentioned previously this is in addition to the $29 million of DSIC revenues currently being recovered,
which will become part of the base revenue. This agreement is pending regulatory approval.
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Turning now to developments which have occurred following the end of the third quarter. On October 1, 2013, additional annualized revenue of $6.7 million and
$500,000 resulting from infrastructure filing in our Pennsylvania and Illinois subsidiary respectively became effective. Also, on October 1 our Indiana subsidiary
submitted an infrastructure charge filing to increase revenues by an additional $4.4 million on an annualized basis. On October 4, 2013, our Tennessee subsidiary filed
four alternative mechanisms, requesting to increase revenues on an annualized basis of $500,000. These alternative rate mechanisms were filed and compliant with
Tennessee House Bill 191 that was signed into law in April of this year. Finally, on October 25, a final order was received for new annualized revenue of $6.9 million
for our Kentucky American Subsidiary.
So in summary, we have had a lot of regulatory activity in the third quarter, and we are currently awaiting $97.4 million in requested additional revenues in
Pennsylvania, Iowa, and California from formal rate cases we filed this year. Last quarter, we created a new slide which you can find in the appendix, slide 25, entitled
regulating utilities, rate base and allowed return on equity, which shows detailed regulatory information for our 10 largest states.
Many of you had requested this data to showing each of our regulated businesses, authorized rate base, authorized ROE, authorized equity, and the effective date of the
rate case that we used. These are historic cases and we advise you to review the footnotes for a fuller understanding of the particular case in question. While you can
never project how any new case will be determined, we hope this will help you understand better our rate environment.
Finally, as a part of our commitment to shareholder value on October 27, we announced that our board of directors declared a quarterly cash dividend payment of $0.28
per common share payable on December 2, 2013 to all shareholders of record as of November 15, 2013, which continues our commitment to an annual dividend payout
goal of 50% to 60% of net income.
Now I will turn the call back to Jeff for his closing comments and your questions.
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Thanks Susan.
If you go to slide 19, this is the slide on expectations for the year that you have seen we use every quarter. We've really already spoken about the progress on each of
these efforts, which will anchor our long-term earnings per share growth of 7% to 10%. Let me just expand on one item that Susan briefly talked about, and that is our
business transformation effort. In October, the last phase of this effort went live; this has been a 4.5 year project to install SAP platform systems as we've talked about
before. I got to tell you, while these kinds of conversions, and this is the third one I have been through, they're never pretty, there is always a big impact on productivity,
so they talk about averages of 30% to 40%.
We certainly haven't incurred that kind of loss of productivity, but -- so they're messy but I am just really tickled and pleased with how well it's gone. And when you
step up and look at it from the broad prospective, we've implemented new financial systems, new supply chain systems, new customer service systems, and new asset
management systems. And it has gone quite well. So kind of hats off to all of our folks because it has impacted every single one of our employees.
Before we open the call for questions, I want to remind everyone that we're hosting our 2013 analyst day at the New York Stock Exchange on Tuesday, December 17.
To confirm your interest in attending, please call the investor relations phone number you see on the slide. We certainly hope that you will be able to join us that
afternoon and we'll talk about the future in that session.
With that, we'd be happy to take questions that you may have.

QUESTION AND ANSWER

Operator

(Operator Instructions)
Your first question will come from the line of Neil Mehta of Goldman Sachs. Please go ahead.
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Neil Mehta - Goldman Sachs - Analyst
Good morning.
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Hey, Neil.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
Morning.
Neil Mehta - Goldman Sachs - Analyst
Congratulations on being able to keep guidance despite this unfavorable weather here. I guess that is my question in a sense that, a big part of the reason you were able
to maintain the guidance was cost management. How sustainable are the cost cuts or were you just putting thumb on the expenses this year to kind of offset the
weather?
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
No Neil as we talked about before, our whole focus in cost management is around driving excellence through business process and continuous improvement. So the
things that we are doing they're not one offs, they're not slash and burns, they're not just headcount reductions, they're geared around changing what we pose as the three
questions. Is what we're doing is it any value? If not, stop doing it. If it does add value is it being done through an efficient process? If not, let's change the process and
once it's being done through an efficient process what's the error rate and how do we reduce the errors to zero? That helps create a systematic approach to the way in
which we think about our costs and cost drivers and, you know, one of the things and Walter may want to make a few comments about it, we're still working on is this
integration across all of our states to take the best practice in one place and move them in a standardized way across the other states.
Walter Lynch - American Water Works Company Inc - Head of Regulatory Operations
Thanks, Jeff. This is Walter. We're as Jeff said; taking best practices because we're doing things wonderfully in many parts of our company we're expanding that across
our entire footprint in reg operations and throughout the entire business. Because we can learn back and forth in the market based businesses through regulated
operations. One of the other things too, is the continuous improvement culture. Really focused on driving improvements long-term, and we have a lean leader program
where we have more than 100 people throughout our company looking at ways to improve our processes and looking at ways that we can reduce errors. That is
contributing significantly now and will contribute significantly in the future as we root out errors and we become more efficient.
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
And just one other thing. While that is our, that is our baseline. And we believe that provides us a great deal of ability to minimize operational cost increases and add
more capital to the base and that is the basis for rate increases. As we implement SAP just as end of last year we had some additional expenses incurred because of that
recovery and that reduced productivity. We'll see some of that and we have seen some of that this year. You don't necessarily see it because we're even doing a better
job in reducing our other costs so net-net, we're still down. But we will see those kinds of things and we'll make sure that we pay attention to them.
Neil Mehta - Goldman Sachs - Analyst
Perfect and the other question around dividend growth strategy, obviously a double digit dividend step up this year. How do you think about the pace of dividend
growth from here and where you want to be relative to the 50% to 60% payout ratio?
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Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
Yes Neil, this is Susan. As we've said before, we have two guiding principles. One is that we correlate the growth of our dividend along with our EPS growth, and we
have been very transparent about that, and we have a target of saying between 50% and 60% payout. And as you know we're on the low end of that so we have head
room.
Neil Mehta - Goldman Sachs - Analyst
Okay, and then the final question of the California project in Monterey; can you provide an update of where you stand there?
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Yes, I'll ask Walter to add a few things them me put a few on the table. Frankly, things are moving well. It's always, this is the project that will cause rates to increase
in this double-digit fashion, so it's under a lot of scrutiny and it's obviously a water constrained area particularly in Monterey. But this project is in fact moving forward
quite well. We would expect a commission-recommended decision by August next year.
Walter Lynch - American Water Works Company Inc - Head of Regulatory Operations
August 2014. Right Jeff, and there is along the way obviously there's a lot of things that have to occur for that to happen, but there is informal hearings scheduled for
early December and we have come to settlements with a number of parties out in the Monterey area and during the hearings, is when everyone will be able to put their
case forward. We feel confident that we're working cooperatively with the people in Monterey to get the right solution.
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Two other things we're in the bid process right now for the constructor for that project, and so, that is going along quite well and the testing the initial results of testing
relative to the aquifer are, have been very promising. So these pins, the pins that kind of stand in the way are getting knocked down we still have a few to go.
Neil Mehta - Goldman Sachs - Analyst
Terrific. Thank you.
Operator
Your next question will come from the line of Jonathan Reeder of Wells Fargo. Please go ahead.
Jonathan Reeder - Wells Fargo Securities, LLC - Analyst
Hey, good morning, Jeff, and Susan, and Walter. Following up on Neil's question just a bit, so should we interpret the guidance revision or narrowing today as
implying that results would have been in the upper half of the original range had it not been for the weather impact?
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
You can probably look at it that way. I mean we said that weather is worth $0.03 to $0.06 a share and we narrowed it to basically the mid-point of the range.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
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What we prefer to say that we're closer to the end of the year, have a little more look into where we would end up, and so we are good with the range.
Jonathan Reeder - Wells Fargo Securities, LLC - Analyst
Okay. Essentially, what is keeping you in the midpoint of the range is not unsustainable stuff?
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
No.
Jonathan Reeder - Wells Fargo Securities, LLC - Analyst
Like you mentioned before, right?
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Right. When I think about Jonathan about some of the things we have gotten done this year, and both on the cost control efforts, the growth in the market-based
business, and the success we're having on the tuck-in, and acquisition sides those are going along exceptionally well.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
And to add to that Jonathan, and Walter and Jeff talked about this the BT implementation, the SAP implementation, as Jeff mentioned, we actually had and we have
shown this through the years, disclosed it in the Q, we have actually had increased costs in the contract services because we've had to back fill a lot of positions to get
the ERP system working to the level that we want it to work to get to the point where it can generate the data and we could do more value added analytics. That will go
away next year and as they both mentioned, in addition to the process improvement, the ability to have a integrated system, throughout our company, we're just now
starting to look at some of the efficiencies and enhancements we can make as a result of that implementation.
Jonathan Reeder - Wells Fargo Securities, LLC - Analyst
So when we look at costs next year, not from, I guess, the O&M Efficiency ratio standpoint, but just an absolute basis with implementation costs falling off, I mean
where do you expect it to be? Is it flat is it still modestly up?
Walter Lynch - American Water Works Company Inc - Head of Regulatory Operations
I assume, I trust that you will be with us on December 17, and we'll talk about that.
Jonathan Reeder - Wells Fargo Securities, LLC - Analyst
How did I know that answer was coming? (Laughter) Okay. Quickly, just going to the military services group and the contact modifications. It sounds like they're kind
of meaningful, something that is going to provide a boost in 2014 and maybe 2015 results. Is that accurate and then does that kind of cause a head wind potentially in
2016 or so, if, you know, you get similar size and contracts moving forward?
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Well, I guess, two things. You're right about the timing. Most of these projects are two, one to two and occasionally three years so for example; the major rebuild on the
wastewater system at one of the installations that could slip beyond two years. So, but you know, we're always hoping, and looking, and working with our customers on
the bases as to what will occur in the next year. The other piece is, as we've said before, there are a number of military installations that are out for bid today. Now we
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don't go after every single military installation we go after the ones where we believe we truly can add value and that value can be recognized through the size of the
contract. We have quite a lot going on in that area and we want to make sure that the ones we take on we can truly excel at, and we have a number of those out in the
bid stage today with awards that could happen as early as, let's say early first of next year through 2014, so what we look to is to be able to expand the base of business
through the addition of new bases to the portfolio, and that this additional modification capital is really supplemental to the fundamentals that we have within the
business.
Jonathan Reeder - Wells Fargo Securities, LLC - Analyst
Okay, so any kind of falling off from the contract modification you think would be replaced by a larger number of bases operated and everything?
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Yes and probably more than offset.
Jonathan Reeder - Wells Fargo Securities, LLC - Analyst
And then last question on the parent debt balance. What is it, I guess, to not associate the subsidiary rate base. Where are you going to be year-end and how does that
compare to where you were say Q2 before taking some of these actions?
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
Right, well, Jonathan, if you remember, it was about $1.2 billion, which we reported $750 million, matured, matures in 2017 and another $450 million matures in 2018.
What we did was take out $226 million of the $750 million that was set to mature in 2017.
Jonathan Reeder - Wells Fargo Securities, LLC - Analyst
And then you said later in the quarter by year-end, you are going to take out some more, is that correct?
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
Well what we had, not necessarily of that parent company debt, what I mentioned is that we have, we issued redemption notices on November 1, last Friday, for about
$149.8 million, $150 million of bonds that or debt that has coupon rates at 8.25% and 10%. That is going to be a nice pickup and we have maturing debt of about $101
million by December 21.
Jonathan Reeder - Wells Fargo Securities, LLC - Analyst
Okay, so you'll be refinancing that and not taking it out?
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
Yes.
Jonathan Reeder - Wells Fargo Securities, LLC - Analyst
Okay. Great. Thank you so much.
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Operator
Your next question comes from the line of Kevin Cole of Credit Suisse. Please go ahead.
Kevin Cole - Credit Suisse - Analyst
Good morning.
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Hi, Kevin.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
Good morning.
Kevin Cole - Credit Suisse - Analyst
Just with home owner services becoming increasingly important and a bigger part of your business, can you talk about the risk profile of the business? Meaning, are
you wearing the event risk or are simply offering a product that is wrapped by a third party insurer and then do your policies cover like systematic or any catastrophic
events that could impact a large number of your customers at once?
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Good questions Kevin, a couple of things; no we don't use third party reinsurance we basically self insure, but most of these are capped. There is a cap on the total
amount that we're exposed too so we'll do the repair or replacement up to X dollars, so that is the way that we manage the ultimate exposure but really, the primary
exposure, is our contractor management process, which is a very thorough vetting of both, what's done, how it's done, the oversight of that, and who's doing it. We don't
have unlimited exposure for situations we also, obviously will look at, we price differently in different areas. There is not a uniformed price across the United States,
and that is because systems are different. Their age is different; the soil chemistry will be different. So, they will have different risk patterns. That gets taken into
account and as well as the cost of repairs gets taken into account in that pricing strategy.
Are there limitations on the coverage? Absolutely. And then they run from things like you have to have been a customer for usually a 30 days sometimes it's longer than
that before any claim can be processed and that is to help ensure that we don't have somebody who realizes they have a leak and try to pick up, I'm sorry, I didn't use
that word, warranty for it. And then it also goes to, you know, certain limitations relative to acts of God and things of that nature so we protect ourselves in a variety of
different ways relative to what that exposure can be.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
And added to what Jeff said, we have a robust system where we evaluate frequency and severity of each of the events and we look at where those events are, we look at
severity, in fact this year we disclosed in an early Q at the end of the first quarter, that we had a spike in severity so we started managing looking at where that was,
evaluating contractors, and we actually were able to remedy that and it's back to its historic rates. We have a really strong system around managing those risks by
looking at what is happening, where it's happening, and to just point how we process.
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Some of you met Sharon Cameron who runs our market based business. She came out of home owner services and was instrumental in its start-off and bringing it to
this level. She'll be with us at the December 17 meeting so you get a chance to visit with her.
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Kevin Cole - Credit Suisse - Analyst
Great. And just so I'm clear on the final part of what you said, you do not insure against like act of God, right, like hurricanes and earthquakes, and large-scale events
like that?
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Yes there is always definitions about what is included and which kind of thing, but the answer to that is generally yes.
Kevin Cole - Credit Suisse - Analyst
Do you have like a notional like value at risk measurement that we could follow?
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
You know that is a good question. We do not put one forward but, you know what, Kevin that is something we want to think about because there are things that we
look at but we don't make those available. And part of it is the business size, but we want to think about that. Good, good job.
Kevin Cole - Credit Suisse - Analyst
Thank you, guys. Have a good day.
Operator
Your next question will come from the line of Heike Doerr of Robert W. Baird. Please go ahead.
Heike Doerr - Robert W. Baird & Company, Inc. - Analyst
Thank you, good morning.
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Hi Heike.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
Good morning, Heike.
Heike Doerr - Robert W. Baird & Company, Inc. - Analyst
It should come as no surprise that I would like to talk about regulatory strategy. If I look at the last two years the amount of rate awards you have gotten in total has
been 100 to 120 of rate cases separate from the surcharges even if we assume that the Pennsylvania settlement is completed we're looking at a total amount of rate
increases awarded of only about a third of that, I am wondering is this just an off year are we looking at the new normal? How should we think about your rate case
cycle and how you manage rate increases versus infrastructure surcharge increases?
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
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Good question, Heike. Let me pose it in I guess three ways. Remember, if I go back 3, 4 years ago, the amount we were generating from automatic adjustment clauses
was about 13% of the capital investment every year. That was a lower level of capital investment than we're at today and today it's about 40% of all invested capitals
coming back through those mechanism. So, the importance of those mechanisms has, and this has been very targeted and strategic, has increased relative to the total
amount of rate relief, if you will. The second one is we went through a period of rate-case catch up as we've talked about before, and we're largely out of that today and
our focus is in moving the rate cases that we do file to a much higher percentage of capital cost recovery rather than operating cost recovery.
You'll remember the slide that Susan used that would show if you go back through 2008 though 2010 the, I think it was 56% of the recovery was really operating costs
and only about 44% was capital costs whereas now, it's 94% is capital cost, so I guess the point there would be its I am not sure it's effective to look just at the dollars of
rate recovery, it's what is driving those dollars, is it capital or operating costs? Also, then what are the other ways in which that revenue is picked up? Because one of the
things we're very focused on is to ensure we can drive efficiency in our business to minimize the rate-of-rate increase while getting the capital investment that needs to
made in the ground.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
And remember, if most of your rate case is capital the more of that you can actually recover through surcharges, then you can extend out your general rate cases, and
again, not to be another advertisement, but on December 17, we will give a look into incentive that we think can be covered next year.
Heike Doerr - Robert W. Baird & Company, Inc. - Analyst
Great. Thank you. And kind of as a follow-up question, we used to think of you as loosely on a two-year rate case cycle for most states outside of California. Has that
strategy been revisited now or if we're capital focused on rate increases, does the two-year cycle still make sense.
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Well it's not just; it also involves the DSIC treatment in that state, et cetera. I think you will see slightly longer because we really were on an 18- to 24-month. You will
see slightly longer periods in some states it may go to 3 years and other states, in other states it will be 2.5, some states will still, will have to, may stay in the 2-year
range because we don't have those kinds of cost recovery mechanisms or we also have an issue, of it's not a future test year state, we've got declining usage, so it will
vary by state, but I think the drum beat of 18 to 24 months is broken. That's not our future.
Heike Doerr - Robert W. Baird & Company, Inc. - Analyst
Got it. Great. Thank you. Appreciate it.
Operator

(Operator Instructions)
The next question will come from the line of a Steven Fleishman of Wolfe Research. Please go ahead.
Steve Fleishman - Wolfe Research - Analyst
Yes, hi, good morning.
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
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Hi Steve.
Steve Fleishman - Wolfe Research - Analyst
Hey Jeff, just a little more color on the military business then the homeowner services, relative to this year could you give us events of how they're coming through are
they kind of on plan, ahead of plan? Just a little color there would be helpful.
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Well I think home owner services has done better than we really expected in terms of the rate of subscriptions in the New York area. I just, we really didn't expect that
it would be as well-received as it has been and I think part of that is because of the strength of the partnership with New York City in the administration that it has been,
they have done a lot to help promote it. And then picking up Nashville, which is another opportunity for a 175,000 customers, we're pleased with the way home owner
services has come long and their strong performance. On the military side, you know I tell you, the folks that we have that run that business do a very, very strong job
on behalf of their customers, the military, and both in terms of holding cost down and also in terms of quality of performance and bringing home enough of a return that
we say this is a good business to be in. I would say that the issues of federal budgets, sequestration to some of extent and then the stand down for awhile does, did
impact some timing issues, and so for example; there is an award we thought may have already originally it would have been made by now it's delayed a bit. And it has
nothing to do with policy it's all got to do with people being able to be at the office and do the things necessary to issue awards so it has that side maybe has moved a
little slower, but it really hasn't impacted the performance of our overall business and as I said the mods that we received recognize that these bases are old and they
need capital investment and we're going to be there to provide it, so we're pleased with the kind of awards that we received in that regard. So both of those business
lines have had a very good year so far.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
And to add to that, Steve, you know after the first quarter we talked about that some of the capital projects were delayed, there still will be a certain amount of those
that will roll over into 2014. We have made up some of the ground, but we feel our folks in that area feel like that which won't get done this year will all roll over in
2014.
Steve Fleishman - Wolfe Research - Analyst
Okay. One other question, we saw over the last I think few weeks an Illinois law that might support more privatization of distressed water companies and then Indiana
might be looking at one. Can you talk more about is that something that you're seeing and could be significant for you? Or more marginal?
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
You know Steve, one of the things that we have got built into our strategy and we will talk a little bit about this in December, but is we have our key strategic
objectives and metrics associated with it, but we have enablers. It's the enablers that we strategically focus on because without those enablers, that objective is really
interesting but you can't get there, so for example, having legislation pass that allows the, a premium to be paid on a troubled system in order to get that under good
control and under the state's oversight is one of the enablers. Another enabler is the law that we got passed in Pennsylvania that was geared around being able to roll
wastewater rate bases into overall rates to be able, so that the repair work that you have to do with a newly acquired wastewater system doesn't cause such rate shock by
a 1005 rate increase just on the few customers that are served by that wastewater system, or the legislation that we got passed this year down in Tennessee which opens
the door for frankly, the filing that we just made requesting a number of different elements of cost recovery and capital recovery, so these enablers are very targeted. We
look at each state, so we have general theorems about what we want to get done, but what you need to do in each state will be different. In some states, we may not
make it the first time so we go back, or we work with the commission and find out that the commission understands it. They may not be willing to do it unless the
legislature speaks, okay, so we go work with the legislature, so there is a very specific plan around those items, and they're all geared to open up the pathways for what
we believe can be that continued strong growth. Not only of our business, but of frankly, better service to customers.
Steve Fleishman - Wolfe Research - Analyst
Great. Thanks a lot.
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Operator
And Mr. Sterba, there are no further questions at this time. Please continue.
Jeffry Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Well thank you all very much for joining us today. Have a great rest of the week and for those of you that we see in December, we'll look forward to talking then. And
if you have any questions, you all, obviously, you know who to call, Ed. If anything comes up in between. Take care.
Operator
And thank you. Ladies and gentlemen, this does conclude the conference call for today. Again, we thank you for your participation, and you may now disconnect your
line.
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PRESENTATION

Operator
Thank you for holding, ladies and gentlemen. Good morning, and welcome to American Water's second-quarter 2013 earnings conference call. As a reminder, this call
is being recorded and is also being webcast with accompanying slide presentation through the Company's website www.AMwater.com. Following the earnings call, an
audio archive of the call will be available through August 15, 2013, by dialing 303-590-3030 for US and international callers. The access code for the replay is
4628550. The online archive of the webcast will be available through September 6, 2013, by accessing the Investor Relations page of the Company's website located at
www.AMwater.com. I would now like to introduce your host for today's call, Ed Vallejo, Vice President of Investor Relations. Mr. Vallejo, you may begin.
Ed Vallejo - American Water Works Company Inc - VP, IR
Thank you, and good morning, everyone. And thank you for joining us for today's call. As usual, we'll keep our call to about an hour, and at the end of our prepared
remarks we will have time for questions. But before we begin, I'd like to remind everyone that, during the course of this conference call, both in our prepared remarks
and in answers to your questions, we may make statements related to future performance. Our statements represent our most reasonable estimates. However, since these
statements deal with future events, they are subject to numerous risks, uncertainties, and other factors that may cause the actual performance of American Water to be
materially different from the performance indicated or implied by such statements, and such risk factors are set forth in the Company's SEC filings. And now I'd like to
turn the call over to American Water's President and CEO, Jeff Sterba.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Thanks, Ed. Good morning to you all, and I appreciate you joining us today. Before Susan Story, our CFO, goes through our financial performance in detail, let me just
hit upon some highlights. As you've probably seen from yesterday's press release, our year-over-year second-quarter results were influenced by the above-average
rainfall and cooler temperatures we've been experiencing versus the record-breaking drought and heat that was seen and felt in the second quarter of 2012. As you can
see on slide 5, this caused a decrease in revenues and earnings per share as compared to the same quarter in 2012. Other items that impacted the quarter-over-quarter
comparison include higher depreciation expense, which Susan will touch on, and a retroactive regulatory adjustment that occurred in the second quarter of last year.
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In addition, looking at slide 5, it appears that our 2013 year-to-date cash flow from operations is lower than the first half of last year, but this is really due to how our
bank overdraft is now being treated, as a reduction to operating cash flow as opposed to a financing activity. This is the result of a conscious decision last year to
internally manage cash activities as part of our continuous improvement efforts. Year to date, this change in cash flow classification amounts to about $35 million.
Now, obviously, the weather has a significant impact on our business. Our quarterly results really reflect a tale of two springs. Much of the country experienced aboveaverage rainfall and cooler temperatures in the second quarter of 2013, in sharp contrast to the same quarter in 2012 when much of the country was experiencing recordbreaking drought and heat. If you look on slide 6 at the precipitation charts, which by the way come from NOAA, the same large swath of the Northeast and Midwest
that experienced severely dry weather in second quarter of 2012 had either normal or, as is the case with the better part of the Northeast, much wetter than normal and
even record wet weather this April to June, so clearly this was an impact on customer usage. However, due to our geographic diversity across 16 states, that impact was
somewhat mitigated by increased water consumption in others of the states. Nonetheless, we do attribute approximately $0.01 to $0.02 decrease in earnings per share
from weather when compared -- which, when you compare that to the $0.06 to $0.09 increase in earnings per share we attributed to weather during the second quarter
of '12, that results in a total $0.07 to $0.11 impact of weather when you compare second quarter of last year to the second quarter of 2013.
Now, turning to the continued growth of our business, we introduced slide 7 to you last quarter to illustrate our growth drivers. We have core growth, which includes
efforts to reduce regulatory lag and achieve appropriate returns on capital investment, as well as the tuck-in acquisitions that we make and the continued improvement
of our regulated O&M efficiency ratio, as well as the execution in our current military contracts and the homeowner services business. Enhanced growth includes larger
acquisitions, new expansion into the military business, as well as expanding into new territories and providing new services on our homeowner services business,
providing products and services that are new in the municipal and industrial space, as well as continued expansion of the shale gas opportunities that we see in certain
territories. Combined, these are the opportunities that we are confident will deliver 7% to 10% long-term earnings per share growth goal.
On the core growth side, during the quarter we completed a wastewater tuck-in, the Koppel Borough tuck-in, in Pennsylvania, which has got about 400 customers and
received regulatory approval on the water acquisition of Whitwell, Tennessee, that's about 2,800 customers. And in July we received regulatory approval for the Pratt,
West Virginia, water system acquisition of about 450 customers. Those last two we expect will close later this year. But we also made progress on regulatory approval
of our pending acquisition of Tri State Utility, which provides water service to about 3,500 customers in the growing Branson, Missouri, area. On the regulatory front,
as you know, we filed rate cases in California, Iowa, and Pennsylvania for a total of about $98 million in annualized revenue. While the final rate authorizations have
not yet been received, we reached a settlement agreement in West Virginia for an $8.5-million increase in revenues, that's sitting before the regulator for approval, and
we implemented interim rate increases in Kentucky for the full $12.3 million just at the end of July and in Iowa for $2.7 million of that request. We've also received a
total of $16 million in additional annualized revenues from infrastructure surcharges that become effective in Pennsylvania, Missouri, and New Jersey in the Aprilthrough-July period.
On enhanced growth, in May we announced an agreement to acquire Dale Services Corporation. This is one of the larger acquisitions. It's a medium-sized wastewater
utility that serves 20,000 customers. We expect that transaction to close late this year. On the homeowner services front, recall that the name of that -- of the company,
our subsidiary, is American Water Resources. It announced the non-exclusive partnership with the city of Houston to offer water and sewer line protection programs to
more than 550 homeowners. And, last month, American Water Resources was notified by the city of Nashville of the intent to award the company an exclusive
partnership to provide its protection programs to approximately 176,000 eligible homeowners. That's very similar to what we've done in New York, the program that we
launched earlier this year. And just as an update on the service line protections in New York -- recall that's being offered in partnership with the city's Department of
Environmental Protection -- we've seen just really good growth in that program. We've now got close to 100,000 customers enrolled, so that's a penetration rate of
getting close to 20%, and nearly all of the customers are opting for both water and sewer line contracts.
Moving to slide 8, we've made some significant progress in two large projects in our California subsidiary since our last call that I want to raise to your attention. Last
week, California American Water reached formal settlements with a number of parties, including major environmental stakeholders, in our plans to bring a stable water
supply to the Monterey peninsula. These settlements recognize the value of the portfolio approach to the water supply challenge that's presented in that area, which
includes an aquifer storage and recovery, groundwater replenishment, and a desalination plant. The range of capital investment that's reflected on this slide reflects the
ultimate sizing of the de-sal plant and whether groundwater replenishment moves forward, as well as contingencies on the capital cost estimates. The next step is a prehearing on the settlement, which happens in a couple of weeks, and then going forward with the PUC approval, which we would not expect until towards the end of the
summer next year. But we're very pleased to have this moving forward and real progress being made on this very critical project for the Monterey peninsula area.
In addition, in June, we broke ground on our landmark San Clemente Dam Removal and Carmel River Reroute Project -- and if you think that's not a mouthful for a
project name, they were challenged on how many words they could fit in it. This will be a three-year construction project and is the largest dam removal project ever to
occur in California. That's something we're really pleased to be involved in. It includes an innovative engineering approach of rerouting the river around accumulated
sediment to restore it to its natural state. Removing the seismically unfit dam will provide many benefits to the region and its residents. First and foremost, it obviously
removes a public safety risk posed by potential collapse of the dam in the event of a large flood or earthquake, but it also aids in the recovery of threatened south central
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California coast steelhead -- and as a fly fisherman that's something I'm particularly care about -- by restoring the natural sediment flow and providing an unimpaired
access to over 25 miles of essential spawning and rearing habitat.
The neat thing about this is this really is an innovative partnership between our Company, state and federal governments, and NGOs. Our hats and thanks go out to the
California State Coastal Conservancy, the National Marine Fishery Services, the Planning and Conservation League, the Nature Conservancy, and a number of others
that we've worked with. We're grateful to our partners in this effort and pleased to see it moving forward. Between these two California projects, we will invest around
$200 million or more over the next 3 to 5 years.
Now, turning to slide 9, combining our performance in the second quarter with the strong results of the first quarter, we are reaffirming our 2013 earnings guidance
range of $2.15 to $2.25 per diluted share for continuing operations. This represents an 8% to 13% increase over the weather-normalized earnings per share for 2012 at
$1.99. With that, let me turn the call over to Susan for more detail on our finance.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
Thank you, Jeff, and good morning to you all. It's a pleasure to be with you here today to review the quarter and the year-to-date results ending June 30. Jeff has
already reviewed some of the key highlights. I will now take a few minutes to discuss the drivers of our results for the second quarter in greater detail.
Turning to slide 11, as Jeff mentioned, our second-quarter results reflect the impact from unusually cool, wet spring weather with related decreases in revenue, net
income, and earnings per share. During the second quarter, we reported operating revenues of approximately $724 million compared with $746 million reported for the
second quarter of last year. Looking back at the exceptionally hot, dry spring we experienced in 2012 versus the weather in spring 2013 and so far this summer, this
year-over-year impact on demand is not surprising. Also impacting this quarter's results versus last year's corresponding quarter was a significant one-time retroactive
adjustment due to the California rate case effective in June 2012. Additionally, this past quarter, we experienced increased depreciation expenses due to additional
utility plant placed in service, including approximately $3.3 million in expenses related to the implementation of our business transformation project. Lastly, the
decrease in revenues is also attributable to a decrease in market-based operations, primarily due to the termination of certain municipal and industrial O&M contracts as
a result of our on-going business portfolio optimization efforts. Our consolidated O&M expenses for the three months ended June 30 were roughly flat, decreasing [$4.3
million] (corrected by company after the call), or 1.3% over the same period last year.
Now, let's discuss, on slide 12, the different components of our income from continuing operations, starting with revenue. I also encourage you to read our 10-Q on file
with the SEC for a more detailed analysis of both revenues and expenses. Overall, operating revenues decreased $21.3 million with revenues from our Regulated
Business decreasing $19.7 million, or 3%, from 2012. The decrease in revenue associated with the lower demand was approximately $31 million, the year-over-year
comparison obviously impacted predominantly by the weather effects, which we spoke of earlier. This demand decrease was partially offset by revenue increases of
$15.8 million from rate increases obtained through rate authorizations awarded for a number of our operating companies and additional revenues associated with
acquisitions of $2.2 million. Additionally, as I mentioned earlier, in the second quarter of 2012 we benefited from a retroactive adjustment totaling $7.2 million as a
result of a California rate increase.
For our Market-Based Businesses, revenues for the second quarter of 2013 decreased by approximately $2 million. The net decrease in revenues is primarily
attributable to lower contract operations group revenue of $5.1 million. These decreases are predominantly related to the termination of certain municipal and industrial
operations and maintenance contracts, which amount to around $6.9 million for the three-month period. These contracts were ended as a part of our business
optimization effort, designed specifically to optimize margins in our contract operations business. Additionally, revenues from capital project activities associated with
military construction decreased $900,000 for the three-month period due to lower levels of work as compared to the prior year.
As we mentioned last quarter, when the military construction revenues were more significantly impacted, the majority of this work should take place later in the year
and we have every reason to believe that these projects will be completed as they already have been awarded and approved for construction. Also contributing to the
decreases were lower revenues in our residual operations group of $1 million for the three months ended June 30, 2013, compared to the same period in 2012 due to
lower levels of work performed. These decreases were offset, however, by a $2.3 million increase due to price re-determinations for three of our military contracts, as
well as increases of $4.5 million for the three months ended June 30, 2013, in our homeowner services revenue associated with both customer and contract growth, most
notably in New York City.
On slide 13, total operating expenses for the second quarter of 2013 increased by about $7.4 million, or 1.6%, from 2012. Operation and maintenance expense in the
Regulated Business increased $2.3 million, or about 0.8%, roughly flat compared to the prior-year period. Production expense decreased approximately 3.4% for the
three months ending June 30 as a result of the lower production in sales during the second quarter. Operating supplies and services increased $8.6 million, or 18.3%.
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It's important to note this is primarily due to higher contracted services resulting from about $6.2 million of incremental temporary labor costs related to the continued
maturing of the ERP process implementation related to Phase I of our business transformation project. These enhancements are necessary for ongoing and future
efficiency improvement resulting from our new SAP system. Also contributing to increases in operating supplies and services in the second quarter of 2013 were
operating costs associated with the New York acquisition. Partially offsetting these increases were lower transportation expenses due to a reduction in leased-vehicle
cost.
Maintenance, materials and supplies decreased $1.8 million, or 11.1%, for the three months ended June 30, 2013, mainly due to lower tank painting costs in our New
Jersey subsidiary of $1.4 million. Employee-related and other decreased $2.2 million, primarily due to decreased pension expense. The decrease in pension expense for
the three and six months ended June 30, 2013, was primarily due to decreased contributions in certain of our regulated operating companies whose costs are recovered
based on our funding policy, which is to fund at least the minimum amount required by the Employment Retirement Income Security Act, or ERISA Act, of 1974.
Other operation and maintenance expenses include casualty and liability interest premium and regulatory costs. For the three months ended June 30, 2013, cost
decreases were primarily driven by lower casualty interest costs as a result of historical claims experience and retroactive adjustment.
In the second quarter, we also reported a higher depreciation and amortization expense of $8.8 million and a higher general tax expense of $2.1 million. The increase in
depreciation and amortization is primarily due to additional utility plant placed in service, including a depreciation expense of approximately $3.3 million for our
business transformation project, which has a much shorter depreciation schedule than most of our other utility assets. None of our basic costs have been disallowed
from rates at this time. The increase in general tax expense is primarily due to higher property taxes incurred as a result of our New York acquisition in the second
quarter of 2012. The Market-Based Business operations decrease in total operating expenses corresponds with the decreases in revenues, which I have previously
described.
Turning now to slide 14, we have included a new slide to better explain the period-over-period difference in our earnings per share figures. As you can see from this
chart, we have broken out the positive $0.06 to $0.09 impact of weather for our 2012 results, as well as the net impact of the retroactive adjustment of $0.03 from the
California rate case, which was booked in June of 2012. After taking these extraordinary events into account and using the midpoint of our weather impact, we get to
what we consider a normalized earnings starting point for the second quarter of 2012 -- $0.555 per share, or $0.56 rounded up. From there, we have laid out various
elements that explain the difference in our year-over-year earnings per share results.
I'm not going to go through each one, but I do want to point out a few things here. First, just for clarification, you do note here a $0.02 impact to earnings due to
depreciation and we had shown a $9 million expense increase in the expense slide. For all of you modelers out there, the impact of a $9 million in depreciation expense
is split on this slide between the $0.02 decrease in the depreciation bar, as well as being reflected in the 2012 California rate case decision and the New York acquisition
bars. Second, we have broken out the weather impact for the second quarter of 2013 from declining customer usage from other factors on this chart. And lastly, you also
see a teeny increase quarter over quarter due to lower interest expense, and this is due to us taking a proactive approach to looking at refinancing alternatives. For the
quarter, our interest expense was reduced $2 million. For the June 30 year to date, it has been reduced by $3.5 million.
Now, let's look at the regulatory highlights for the quarter. Slide 15 utilizes the expanded rate base -- rate case template we introduced last quarter, showing formal rate
cases awaiting final order, which we separated between those filed for 2013 versus those filed in 2012, and also any step increases or DSIC filings which impacted the
quarter or are still pending. Including Pennsylvania, Iowa, and California, we now have approximately $98.5 million in requested additional revenues from formal rate
cases filed this year. And, looking at the timing of these rate cases versus previous years, the rate cases we expect to resolve in 2013 should be towards the end of the
year versus mid-year in 2012 when we had three rate cases finalized in the second quarter.
As Jeff noted earlier, West Virginia's water and wastewater cases have a settlement agreement in place reached by West Virginia American Water, the PSC staff, and
the Consumers' Advocate Division, subject to the formal PSC ruling expected in the fourth quarter. Kentucky rates were increased $12.3 million on an interim basis,
subject to refunds effective in July. Under Kentucky regulation, if an interim increase is put into effect, only the full amount of the rate increase request is allowed prior
to the formal PSC decision, which we expect in October of this year. Of note, our first infrastructure charge in New Jersey took effect on July 1 for $4 million in
additional annualized revenues.
In our continuing efforts for transparency, we have created a new slide, which you can find in the appendix, slide 25, entitled Regulated Utilities -- Rate Base and
Allowed Return on Equity. Many of you have requested this data showing each of our regulated businesses' authorized rate base, authorized ROE, authorized equity,
and the effective date of the rate case used. We have included this information for our 10 largest regulated subsidiaries on this slide. These are historic cases and we
advise you to review the footnotes for a fuller understanding of the particular case in question. While you can never project how any new case will be determined, we
hope this will help you understand our rate environment.
Turning now to slide 16, this is a slide we introduced to you last quarter, which illustrates our commitment to keep our cost structure efficient and utilize the majority of
our requested customer rate increases to fund capital investments, which improves infrastructure, system resiliency, and customer service. This is also a validation of
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our continuing efforts to meet our O&M efficiency ratio goal as shown on slide 17. You will note that, despite the revenue challenges we faced in 2013's second
quarter, we have maintained a 40.4% ratio for the last 12 month ended June 30. And, finally, as part of our commitment to shareholder value, last week we announced
that our Board of Directors declared a quarterly cash dividend payment of $0.28 per common share, payable on September 3, 2013, to shareholders of record as of
August 19, 2013. This continues our commitment to an annual dividend payout goal of 50% to 60% of net income. With that, I'll turn the call back over to Jeff.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Thanks, Susan. If you go to slide 19, this is a slide on expectations for the year that we use every quarter. Nothing's changed. We've already really spoken about our
progress on all of these efforts, which will anchor our long-term earnings per share goal of 7% to 10%, which we continue to be committed to and believe is achievable.
Let me call your attention to one item and that's the issuance of our new corporate responsibility report, which covers the years 2011 and 2012 in terms of data, and you
can find this on our website. Our commitment as a Company, from the Board level down, to Corporate responsibility and sustainability is truly one of our Company's
guiding beacons, and we're proud to be the only water company in the US that's included in the Dow Jones sustainable index. Lastly, let me also just remind you, I
know a number of you probably have it already marked off on your calendars, but we will be hosting our 2013 Analyst Day at the New York Stock Exchange on
Tuesday, December 17, and we'll provide you more information about this in the coming months. With that, we'd be happy to take any questions you may have.

QUESTION AND ANSWER

Operator
Thank you, sir.
(Operator Instructions)
Kevin Cole, Credit Suisse.
Kevin Cole - Credit Suisse - Analyst
I see in June the EPA released another study indicating that the US will acquire about $400 billion in clean water infrastructure -- I think it was next 15 years or so -but I guess if I look back those dollars are rarely spent. Do you see any changes in federal or state policy, either on the policy front or the enforcement front, to actually
require action going forward on either the clean or the wastewater side?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Kevin, I think, frankly, it's enforcement actions being taken largely through consent decreases on the wastewater side that are really starting to create some challenges
and tension for a lot of municipalities. On the water side, the drinking water side, probably a little less so. There isn't a driving issue like arsenic was a few years ago
that's mandating investment, although probably the next one that has attracted some attention is the chrome 6 issue, which is one that we've really got our hands around
already. So again, it's this notion of -- that infrastructure is out of sight out of mind the level of investment is trailing. That's why you see the average investment cycle
of 250 years really going up to 350 years whereas we as a Company are about 125. It's an issue that's attracting attention, but I don't think there's a solution. Well,
there's not necessarily a solution that a lot of municipalities are yet facing up to and that solution is really you've got to bring private capital in because the federal
money is just not going to be there.
Kevin Cole - Credit Suisse - Analyst
I guess I saw a couple weeks ago like San Antonio, I guess the EPA forced San Antonio to spend around $1.2 billion given they were -- they didn't scale up their
systems to population growth so they're viewing waste waters, I guess just raw waste into the water. So are you seeing that as the most actionable vehicle of growth
given the EPA is actually fining those systems?
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Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Yes, the wastewater site is the one that is more susceptible to enforcement and you've got -- gosh, I can't -- I saw recently the number of cities that are under
enforcement action. I don't remember the number but whether it's Kansas City, which is a large metropolitan area, or a smaller city like Chattanooga, Tennessee they've
got multi $100 million enforcement actions. The challenge will be how strongly does the EPA enforce the timing of it. Do they give them slack so that instead of it
needing to be done in the next five years, oh well, we'll give you seven or 10? That's where we've seen slippage in the past.
I would say one of the things Sandy brought to light was the risk when you have increased volatility of weather and the risk of flooding and the like, whether it be from
storm surge or rain or what have you, is the amount of untreated or only partially treated wastewater that got dumped, and that is, I think, a risk that is starting to attract
a lot more attention. Just with Sandy it was over 11 billion gallons of raw sewage that was dumped and so that's a broader-base challenge but it puts a focus on the issue
of adequate wastewater treatment and doing the right things relative to storm water. So I'm hopeful that the EPA will keep the pressure up to ensure that we as a country
are doing the right things. I think it's important that environmental groups and others help support that.
Kevin Cole - Credit Suisse - Analyst
Thanks. Actually I have an obnoxious question for slide 23 just because I know somebody's going to ask me this question later.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
How obnoxious? (laugher)
Kevin Cole - Credit Suisse - Analyst
Is your 7% to 10% -- is it right to think about your 7% to 10% EPS growth rate being anchored to 2012, or if I'm looking at 2014 should I re-anchor it to the midpoint
of 2013?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Yes, we've always talked about it as long-term growth rate and so that's the anchoring in 2012. I know every year we get pushed about, well, so is it off the new base
and we're trying to say, look, 7% to 10% is the long-term growth rate and yes, we're anchoring it off 2012, even though our range is above that and, of course, we'll
provide you a range for 2014 as we get -- probably in the December session.
Kevin Cole - Credit Suisse - Analyst
Okay. And then is this chart to scale, because if I look at -- if I apply a 10% growth rate to the $1.99 I get $2.19 and that's kind of close to the midpoint of this year's
guidance not at the bottom. So am I just not understanding the chart or is it just not to scale?
Ed Vallejo - American Water Works Company Inc - VP, IR
Hey, Kevin, it's Ed. Yes, it should be up to scale so let me know when you have that service that sees if it is to scale if it doesn't work out or not, but on our side it is.
Kevin Cole - Credit Suisse - Analyst
Okay, great. Thank you.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
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I always get nervous because we've got both engineers and financial players and whether it's something they put it on logarithmic paper or what I always get a little
nervous. Just kidding, Kevin.
Operator
Ryan Connors, Janney Montgomery Scott.
Ryan Connors - Janney Montgomery Scott - Analyst
So I wanted to get some thoughts on the regulatory side and we're coming off of the recent NARUC summer meetings, I'm sure you had folks there and you got some
briefings, Jeff. Anything jumping out at you in terms of the evolution of the regulatory environment in water, either positive or negative and either specific to any
mechanism in a specific state or just the terms of the overall tone?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
I guess the ones -- a couple that I'd just touch on. We are getting increased understanding and recognition about the issue of declining use. I think this is one where the
industry was slow on the up take but is rapidly trying to move this forward. So frankly, there hadn't been much of anything done up until really probably the last three
years or so, except in California where there's an overall policy mandate. So I think that's on the positive side.
I think on the risk side is, okay, so what does -- where do returns go and how successful are we in helping people understand that when you have artificially held down
risk-free rates that that doesn't necessarily change the cost of equity and I think we've seen what's probably best described as mixed results. There are some states that
have gone fairly low. I think the majority of our states have approached that with a more reasoned and tempered response in thinking about what that cost of eq -- what's
an appropriate cost of equity. I think the two things that we keep a real ear on are the issue of degree of rate change so that we don't push that frontier too hard, yet at the
same time we have great reception to the investment of capital. And so as we've talked to regulators about the chart that Susan has talked to you all about how we've
shifted how much rate increases are capital versus O&M base that's something that they perceive as positive. I think those are the issue of declining use and now,
frankly, you're starting to hear a lot of electrics say, oh, we no longer have growth and so they're starting to scramble on that issue.
Ryan Connors - Janney Montgomery Scott - Analyst
How do you see that evolving, Jeff? Will it be -- is the talk of a California-style ram based decoupling, or are there other approaches that you see prevailing?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
I think each state has to approach this on the basis of its own regulatory background and philosophy. There are some that they look at the California ram mechanism
and they wonder if it's too complex for them, is there a different way do it, is there a way we can build it in the base rates? What is it we're trying to protect against? Is it
all changes in consumption, or is it just the intrinsic on-going reduction in use per customer so what is it that we normalize at? So I think we'll see and we are seeing
states take a number of different approaches. I think the one that most states move to most readily is, okay, let's take into account what you've seen over the last set of
years -- five years, eight years, whatever it might be -- and build that into your future and let's try to step and then we negotiate how far forward do we step to get the
billing determinants, if you will, the denominator right.
I think automatic adjustment mechanisms create some nervousness of regulators unless they come out of that mechanism. For example, Florida has a number of
mechanisms, California has a number of mechanisms and New York has a number of mechanisms that has just been part of their regulatory psyche. Other states a fuel
and power adjustment clause, and on the water side maybe an electric energy supply clause or something like that. That may be about all they're comfortable with so I
don't know how many states will adopt an automatic mechanism as opposed to recognizing the pressing nature but do it in a different way. Susan, do you have anything
to add?
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
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I think consistent with what Jeff said, we take very seriously our responsibility on water efficiency and so we are proactively working with all of our states in terms of
how we can promote water efficiency and to address the kind of usage through, as Jeff has said, either decoupling tight mechanisms, looking at revenue adjustment for
future test years, looking at performance incentives for some of the water efficiency programs, so we're really looking at lots of different options to address the same
issue. And also on the key elements coming from NARUC and looking at some of the commentary, as well as hearing from some of the people there, the commitment
of state regulators to the replacement of aging infrastructure may be as strong as it's ever been. The recognition that this is something we have to address and that if we
begin to address it today that it will be far better than waiting until we have more severe problems in terms of main breaks, leaks and the economic impact of that. So I
think that we've seen increasing and growing commitment to that and as Jeff said, what that means to us is how do we find a way to promote that investment while also
controlling price increases to the customers and that is through our control of O&M so that any, or most the majority of price increases will be for investment and -- the
CapEx investment and not O&M expense.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
One of the things that I think that all that says is -- and of course, we may have bias but if I was going to focus on communities that have the greatest potential for
growth and expansion because they're going to be able to provide service to customers and not have main breaks, et cetera, I'd look to those communities that are -have provided service by privately-held companies that are regulated. Because Susan's exactly right, we're seeing recognition of that on the regulatory side,
unfortunately not in all communities but in a number of communities your a politician elected today that's an out of sight out of mind investment, it's a little harder to
make or a little easier to set aside and not necessarily keep up with that infrastructure. I think there are some cities, which -- and I commend. I'll commend Chicago for
what they're trying to do and Philadelphia for what they're trying to do in terms of their green cities initiative. I don't mean solely them, I think New York also is there
and there are others that are there. But boy, there is a whole host of that 50,000 communities, or individual utilities that that's not necessarily getting done.
Operator
Heike Doerr, Robert W. Baird.
Heike Doerr - Robert W. Baird & Company, Inc. - Analyst
First off, thank you for the added details in your earnings material, I know it's high effort, it's much appreciated by all of us.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
We try to listen to you all, Heike.
Heike Doerr - Robert W. Baird & Company, Inc. - Analyst
We like to keep you busy, Jeff.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
(laughter) You're succeeding.
Heike Doerr - Robert W. Baird & Company, Inc. - Analyst
Can you share with us what ROE was stipulated in the settlement that's pending in West Virginia?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
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Well, yes, sort of. What happened is that the party submits as part of their testimony a basis for the cost of service that's been agreed to. It is a black box settlement so
there isn't a formal ROE. What we have submitted and what -- and I'm trying to remember which party it is that joined us with that --Consumer Advocate submitted -we submitted a cost of service and the Consumer Advocate did that the ROE is at 9.9% whereas the staff has submitted a cost of service that uses a 9.75%. They get to
the same revenue requirement, so it gets to the same rate levels, they just go about it in a different way. So I think it's -Heike Doerr - Robert W. Baird & Company, Inc. - Analyst
Understood.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
We've (inaudible) 9.9%, but it's in that range.
Heike Doerr - Robert W. Baird & Company, Inc. - Analyst
Okay. Can you give us an update on where you are on portfolio optimization? Are there still states you're weighing whether or not it makes sense to be in and where on
the contract operations side are we on that process?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Well, on a regulated side, as we've said before, the lions' share of any optimization has been done. We will remain open to looking at whether it's interstate or intrastate
opportunities. I can't tell you that there's a state -- we're not in the process of saying there's a state we want to exit. We're comfortable with what we've got but we will
always look at opportunities to optimize that. On the contract operations side, by and large most of it has been accomplished, moving us into a set of contracts that we
can operate in a much more profitable way, starting to shift the way that we're thinking -- we're looking at how that business expands and being very specific and
focused about what we won't go back into. We had to work -- our people did a heck of a job in extracting ourselves out of some contracts and arrangements that just
were not profitable and the last thing we'll do is go back into those.
Heike Doerr - Robert W. Baird & Company, Inc. - Analyst
Okay, that's helpful. How should we think about your CapEx budget and this Monterey Peninsula water supply project? Will that project -- I know it's spread over a
longer time period, will it just push you up within that band, or may there be some years that you'll need to spend above that $1 billion we've been talking about at the
top end?
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
Heike, this is Susan. The expenditures for those projects are included in our forecast for -- we this year have said we will spend about $950 million in CapEx. We are
looking and there is a range you saw based on some things that haven't been decided yet; the size of the plant, how we're going to approach I believe it's 6.4 million
gallons per day versus 9.6 million and 6.4 million would have bigger groundwater replenishment. So we're really working through right now what that will be based on
some of the final decisions on that project, but we anticipate those will be rolled into our CapEx guidance for each year.
Operator
Jonathan Reeder, Wells Fargo.
Jonathan Reeder - Wells Fargo Securities, LLC - Analyst
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Following up on Heike's question there a little bit. So on a going forward basis is $950 million, is that going to be the bottom end of the range or can we get above the
$1 billion, especially when I guess you're looking at the rate cases that are driven more on the CapEx side than the O&M side. Do you have room to get more aggressive
with the CapEx budget?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Jonathan, I guess -- the answer I'm going to give you is we're certainly looking at the level of CapEx given what we think our future expenditure level will be that we
can put in and maintain the kind of rate levels that we think we can sell with our commissioners and customers. We'll talk more about that in December in terms of what
that really looks like, but is there a potential for an $800 million -- the $800 million to $1 billion that we've used for the last couple years to shift over the next five
years? The answer to that is yes. What it shift -- what it might shift to and how much it shifts, if it shifts at all, we'll talk more about it in December.
Right now we've got a plan that, as Susan said, has California included in it. Remember, one of the things that's happening is we've been spending about $100 million a
year on BT. That disappears this year so there's $100 million there that was going to that project which now is going to be available to go into hard infrastructure on the
regulated side so that's still at the current -- at the same current level. But we are -- we're still not spending for a 100-year replacement cycle, for example, and that's our
goal, to get to a 100-year replacement cycle because that's really the outer limit of what we think the life of most of these systems are.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
And there's a lot of things we look at, Jonathan, on this. Part of it is, again, not just the flat amount but what does that mean in terms of our equity needs. We've gone on
the record that we do not anticipate issuing equity under normal business operations for the foreseeable future so we run a lot of scenario now. We also are looking, for
example to Jeff's point, of next year not having to be key expenditures. What does that mean in terms of our distribution system infrastructure charge, which reduces
regulatory lag? This year about 39% of our CapEx will be (inaudible) just as a matter of the DQ rolling off, which isn't eligible, that percent could go up next year.
When we run the analysis of the overall target we look at a lot of factors, including both the reg side and the market (inaudible).
Jonathan Reeder - Wells Fargo Securities, LLC - Analyst
Okay, then I guess as we are looking out our cash flows continue to improve if CapEx doesn't meaningfully increase, what's the balance you're looking at between, I
guess, equity -- appropriate equity ratio at the consolidated level, dividend increases, redeploying the cash, everything like that?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Well, you kind of gave what the basket of opportunities are. We are clearly not going to weaken our cap structure, but as we've talked about before we don't necessarily
see an over riding need to strengthen it necessarily either. So the 44% equity that we're at today will by nature go up a bit, but we've got room to issue debt to the extent
that our total CapEx or other expenditures, for example the kinds of acquisitions like the one we're doing in Virginia that's a little larger, more of those, so we've got
head room to do that. If you are poking around at so is there a stock buy back on the horizon, those are things -- we do not have stock buy back planned at this stage.
Those are things that are an ongoing part of the business. We're focused on the right amount of capital first to invest in the business and that's a function of both what
we can afford through rate making process and the amount of free cash flow that we have in head room on the debt side so I kind of leave it there. We'll give you more
color about -- of a forward look at the five years as we hit December.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
And that's December 17th, analyst day.
Jonathan Reeder - Wells Fargo Securities, LLC - Analyst
Okay, and, yes, Jeff, you're right. And then I guess last question, maybe more for Susan. As we look at the operating expenses and everything, why weren't production
costs maybe down a little more than what they were given the large decrease in customer demand?
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Most of the -- most of our biggest expenses in production is in energy and chemicals and we did see a decrease in both of those. Chemicals we did have in some areas a
little bit of an increase due to just some of the operations but they were consistent. Production cost decreases were relatively consistent with the sales decrease.
Remember, on the revenue the $15.8 million make up in the revenue we only showed $8.6 million on the slide because that netted out to $7.2 million from 2012 from
the California retro, so in terms of anything else on the production.
Jonathan Reeder - Wells Fargo Securities, LLC - Analyst
Okay. So you're saying the production costs were down in line with the decreased customer demand as you would have expected?
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
They were down in line, mostly energy chemicals. Chemicals may not have gone down as much on a straight-line correlation because we did have some chemical
increased costs in a few areas, but energy was and chemicals were down and those are the two predominant components of those expenses.
Operator
Spencer Joyce, Hilliard Lyons.
Spencer Joyce - Hilliard Lyons - Analyst
I'll also thank you for the additional slide color out there this morning.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Good.
Spencer Joyce - Hilliard Lyons - Analyst
Two hopefully pretty concise questions for you. One, on the New Jersey [desic] that we had go into effect in July how often should we look for reups on that? Is it
going to be a little bump every three months like PA, or maybe semi-annually like the [isserus] in Missouri? How often can we look for a bump there?
Susan Story - American Water Works Company Inc - SVP & CFO
That's a great question and I'm glad you asked. The regulations say we can file up to twice a year in New Jersey for the desic. Some of you may have noticed there was
some earlier material that said we filed for $6.3 million and I just noted that have annualized increase of $4 million. Because of the way that the regulation was worded
it appeared that we could go in and so we had anticipated doing seven months on our first filing, five months on our second. The staff really -- and rate counsel really
preferred that we do six and six so that accounts for difference in six, three and the four, but rather than being affective August the 1st it was effective July the 1st. So
short answer, it's twice a year, up to twice in 12 month, and we have further guidance that the preference is every six months.
Spencer Joyce - Hilliard Lyons - Analyst
Okay, fantastic. Second other question, totally switching gears. Congrats on the Nashville and Houston awards there on the market base side. What's the roll out time
on those, how soon can we -- or should we be expecting some material revenue impact from those?
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Well, Nashville, we've got go through the con -- the formal contract and so that can take 30, 60 days, something like that so it takes a little while and then we have to
put together the plan with the city because in that instance this is an exclusive arrangement and it will go on their bill. It won't be until close to the end of the year before
it could get rolled out.
On Houston, frankly, I think that's already out there. We are starting to take customers into it, we've had advertisements and releases that have gone out and it's hit the
newspapers in Houston. It is non-exclusive and so it's a little easier. They're basically just endorsing a couple of programs. That one's moving forward. Nashville one,
because it is exclusive, has more potential, probably won't really be out and customers signing up until the end of the year.
Spencer Joyce - Hilliard Lyons - Analyst
Another question just popped up. On the exclusive or non-exclusive, looking over some of the historical places that you've serviced what's the penetration rate
difference between places you serve exclusively and non-exclusively?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
In those areas where we are on the bill, so we're on the water or a wastewater bill, we see penetration rates that are up into the 30s and we have disclosed that before, so
in the low 30s kind of range.
Spencer Joyce - Hilliard Lyons - Analyst
Okay.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
When you're not on a bill it noticeably drops off.
Spencer Joyce - Hilliard Lyons - Analyst
Okay.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
But we don't give specific penetrations.
Operator
Angie Storozynski, Macquarie.
Angie Storozynski - Macquarie Research Equities - Analyst
I wanted to talk about two things about your enhanced growth. So first of all, the military contracts I know that you are awaiting a number of them to be announced, do
you see any impact from the federal sequestration on the timing of those tenders being announced?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
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Well, it's always hard to tell on the timing. The schedule -- the optimistic schedule is 18 months from the time first bids are made to the time that awards are made and
that hasn't necessarily ever happened. So honestly, we are still seeing strong activity, in fact it's picked up. The challenge is now there is a 20% sequestration in a
number of the areas the we work with because they didn't do it until the second half so they're having -- they're a little higher on the furlough side, and so we are seeing
a little bit of a slow down. But I can't -- it doesn't seem like it's significant. Things are still moving forward and we're seeing a pick-up of activity, particularly in the Air
Force. In one sense I wish I could tell you we're still seeing strong response but we keep the eye out about are they really going to be able to keep the pace.
Angie Storozynski - Macquarie Research Equities - Analyst
Secondly, you mentioned potentially larger acquisitions as the way to the enhanced growth of earnings going forward. Could you put it a bit of in a context? We have
some sour memories from the large acquisitions and how dilutive they used to be, equity needs and regulatory lag, how can you avoid these and also how can you
convince the big sellers to give their assets at book value without any goodwill issues and things like that?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Very good question and there's a couple pieces to it. In the sense I would give is the Dale Service. In the send of how big our Company is it doesn't seem large, but
20,000 customer is a large acquisition in this world. Those kind -- these acquisitions, we're very disciplined about the ability to get what we pay in rates. If we don't
think we can get it into rates we're not paying it. Now, that does not mean there won't be a premium because there are some states that allow a premium under certain
circumstances.
So if we're able, by virtue of that acquisition, to avoid a capital investment or to lower overall costs then acquisitions can be allowed. Now we're still sitting on
acquisition premiums made with the Citizens, for example. You're not going to see something like that. Neither Susan nor I nor anybody else in this Company has any
appetite for paying major premiums that you're basically going to be accepting a lower return on because that's just not our philosophy about this. But things -- you are
seeing certain communities that get challenged and we have a very disciplined approach about what is it that that state will specifically allow and if they want more than
that, well, that's interesting. We're not going to pay more.
Andrew Weisel - Macquarie Capital Securities - Analyst
Is it easier for you to buy large wastewater systems as opposed to fresh water?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Easier? None of this stuff's easy because it's got politics wrapped around it and all sorts of other stuff. To me, and I think to us, wastewater is much more of an area
that's got greater growth potential because wherever we serve water someone's providing wastewater and so we're already known in those communities and that most of
the time is not us. We think that provides a market, particularly given that wastewater is not necessarily held as dear on the municipal side as drinking water is even
though it's all one water, so we think that wastewater has significant potential for us.
Operator
[Brian Chin], Merrill Lynch.
Brian Chin - BofA Merrill Lynch - Analyst
On the Monterey Peninsula water supply project, obviously this has been a long-running project, could you give us a sense in the settlement to what extent you have
cost over-run protections and/or are there monitoring requirements as the project is underway that help give regulators and yourselves a sense of how expensive the
project cost is projected to be?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
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Yes, at this stage we only have estimates and that's what's reflected in the agreement and part of that is because there are some -- a couple of outstanding issues in terms
of the recharge project so there isn't the ability to have certainty on what those costs are yet. As we get those resolved -- those kinds of significant issues resolved then I
would expect that we'll have much firmer -- that's why we're giving you a range at this stage, so there isn't a number that someone can say, oh, well, it can't exceed this
because its specifics of the project are not yet fully resolved.
Operator
Thank you, sir, that was your final question.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company Inc - President & CEO
Let me just thank you all very much for your questions and for your interest and we look forward to talking to you next quarter and don't hesitate to call Ed if you've
got any questions in the interim. Thanks much.
Operator
Thank you. That concludes the American Water second-quarter 2013 results conference call. Thank you for participating, you may now disconnect.
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Operator
Good morning and welcome to American Water's first-quarter 2013 earnings conference call. As a reminder, this call is being recorded and is also being webcast with
accompanying slide presentation through the Company's website, www.amwater.com. Following the earnings call, an audio archive of the call will be available through
May 15, 2013 by dialing 303-590-3030 for US and international callers. The access code for the replay is 4613407. The online archive of the webcast will be available
through June 7, 2013 by accessing the Investor Relations page of the Company's website located at www.amwater.com. (Operator Instructions).
I would now like to introduce the host for today's call, Ed Vallejo, Vice President of Investor Relations. Mr. Vallejo, you may begin.
Ed Vallejo - American Water Works Company, Inc. - VP, IR
Thank you and good morning, everybody, and welcome to American Water's first-quarter 2013 conference call. As usual, we will keep our call to about an hour, and at
the end of our prepared remarks, we will have time for questions.
So, although we do have a new CFO on the call today, we do have our same cautionary statements concerning forward-looking statements. So before we begin, I'd like
to again remind everyone that during the course of this conference call, both in our prepared remarks and in answers to your questions, we may make statements related
to future performance. Our statements represent our most reasonable estimates. However, since these statements deal with future events, they are subject to numerous
risks, uncertainties, and other factors that may cause the actual performance of American Water to be materially different from the performance indicated or implied by
such statements. And such risk factors are set forth in the Company's SEC filings.
Now I'd like to turn the call over to American Water's President and CEO, Jeff Sterba.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
Thanks, Ed. Good morning to you all and appreciate you joining us for the call this morning.
Besides Ed, I'm joined in our presentation by Susan Story, our Senior Vice President and CFO, whom a number of you I know have had a chance to meet, and she
certainly looks forward to visiting with you -- each of you all over the coming months.
In addition, Walter Lynch, Head of our Regulated Operations, and Mark Chesla, our Controller, are here to help as needed with with your big questions.
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Though we're pleased to present our first-quarter results, let me start by hitting on a few key themes for the quarter centered around our overall financial performance,
execution of our regulatory strategy, and third, the success we've had in growing both our reg ops and our Market-Based business. Because, obviously, all three are
important drivers of our long-term growth.
So going to slide five, you can see that we are off to a good start for 2003 with strong financial results. For the first quarter, we reported a 17% increase in income from
continuing operations and a 14% increase in earnings per share from continuing ops, as well as increases in revenues and cash flows. Our consolidated return on equity
for the 12 months ending March 31 was 8.29%, an 83 basis point improvement from the 7.6% return for the comparable previous last 12 months. As Susan will go into
more detail about those results in a moment, let me move to slide six and talk a bit about our regulatory strategy.
As you are probably aware, we have filed rate cases in Pennsylvania, Iowa, and California requesting approximately $98 billion in annualized revenues. With all three
of these requests, the main driver is the needed investment in our system. As wastewater service and water providers, we have a responsibility to invest wisely, updating
and maintaining the many components that assure the reliability of service for our customers. So, for example, in Pennsylvania, we've invested approximately $731
million since the last rate case in April of 2011. In Iowa we've invested $26 million since our last case, and in California, which remember has a three-year forwardlooking rate case process, we anticipate a total investment of $130 million over the next three years.
Two of these filings, Pennsylvania and California, are future test year cases. And this is important because obviously what we've been talking about is, how do we
reduce regulatory lag so we are promoting the expansion of future tests years and other mechanisms? So in Pennsylvania, Acta 11, which was passed last year, enabled
full future test year cases. California has had them for a while.
In Iowa, the filing uses known and measurables for a forward period of investment, costs and usage to take into account the continued decline in usage from our
residential customers.
In Pennsylvania, additionally, Acta 11, which was passed by the legislature last year, allows us to consolidate water and wastewater costs and rates, and this enables the
rolling in of wastewater systems into our overall system and costs and facilitates wastewater system acquisitions. This will be the first case filed that implements those
provisions of Acta 11.
Now, that said, we're also very mindful about the need to balance needed investments with the customer impact and we remain and will continue to be diligent about
managing our costs. Our Regulated Businesses continue to increase operating efficiency, resulting in an O&M efficiency ratio over the last 12 months of 40% compared
to 41.8% over the same previous 12 months. Now Susan will talk a bit more on how this focus on expense controls allows us to more efficiently use our capital and the
headroom that we believe we've got under what would be appropriate rates.
We also continued to utilize mechanisms that reduced regulatory lag and maximized our ability to replace existing aging infrastructure. Our largest three states have the
ability to recover CapEx costs through infrastructure surcharges, and that's certain CapEx elements, not all. It is typically the distribution infrastructure side where we
are replacing infrastructure that doesn't add incremental revenues.
And, so, now that we have the DSIC mechanism in place for New Jersey, we anticipate about 39% of this year's CapEx spending, which is about $950 million, will
qualify for recovery through these mechanisms. I think three years ago you'll go back and it was in the high teens. We are now at 39%, and I think that that shows the
significant progress we've made in our regulatory strategy.
Turning to slide seven, let me just talk about the growth of our business a bit, and let's break it into two parts, as shown in the water picture slide that you can see, and I
credit whoever came up with a water picture for a water company. It's so unique, so innovative. Just kidding.
We have core growth, which includes efforts to reduce lag and seek appropriate returns on our capital investments, tuck-in acquisitions, the continued improvement of
our Regulated operating efficiency, as well as continuing to grow our military contracts and homeowner services business. And then there's our enhanced growth, which
includes medium to large acquisitions providing new products and services and expanding into new territories in our homeowner business, pursuing concessions and
longer-term contracts and continuing the expansion of our shale gas opportunities and other new business lines. Combined, these are the opportunities that will deliver
our 7% to 10% long-term earnings per share growth.
Since the beginning of this year, we've had a number of successes in both buckets. We've completed five tuck-in acquisitions already in the first quarter and also signed
two agreements for acquisitions, which all added together will add more than 22,000 customers to our base.
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One of these agreements, which we show under the enhanced growth area, is the acquisition of Dale Service Corporation, a regulated wastewater utility in Virginia that
serves approximately 20,000 customers. That's a sizable wastewater acquisition expanding our operations in this important sector.
As we've talked to many of you, we view the wastewater area as an area of significant growth potential for us. It's something that we're very heavy in on our MarketBased side, but it only accounts for about 4% or so of our Regulated operations.
Our Homeowner Services business reached its 1 millionth contract milestone this quarter, partly due to the launch of the partnership with New York City to provide
service line protection programs to its 650,000 eligible homeowners. I've got to tell you. Response to this has been very strong. We now have more than 80,000
customers. So about a 12% penetration rate in only one quarter of marketing, and we have got nearly 160,000 contracts, which means that almost all of the customers
signing up are taking two products.
On the shale energy front, we added five new connections with shale drilling companies and signed an additional agreement with XTO Energy. That's the third pipeline
extension in Butler County to support drilling operations in the Marcellus shale area. And it also, as we've talked before when we extend our Regulated pipelines, it
provides us the opportunity to provide the public in that area with much-needed treated water service.
So it's a positive for the environment also. XTO has told us that with those three pipeline extensions that we've done with them, they will have over 500,000 fewer water
truck hauls on the roads of only one county, Butler County. So just within Butler County, it will be 0.5 million fewer water truck hauls over the next five years or so.
In addition, because they're using our treated water, one of the other things that they have told us is that they are able to use less chemicals in their injection fluids.
Because they don't have to put in as much biocide, and that's important because biocide is the only non-food grade material that they use in the creation of their fluids.
So we think there are some really positive environment environmental aspects to that.
Turning now to slide eight, this week our Board of Directors authorized a 12% increase in the quarterly dividend from $0.25 to $0.28 per share. This is in line with the
dividend policy we articulated this time last year that more closely tied dividend growth to growth in earnings per share while targeting a 50% to 60% payout ratio.
With the strong results of the first quarter, as you can see on slide nine, we are reaffirming our 2013 earnings guidance range of $2.15 to $2.25 per diluted share for
continuing ops.
And with that, let me turn the call over to Susan for a more detailed discussion of our financials.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company, Inc. - SVP & CFO
Thank you, Jeff, and good morning to those who are listening to our first-quarter 2013 earnings call. I'm excited to be here with you today, and I look forward to
working with all of you.
Jeff has already reviewed some of our key highlights. I will now take a few minutes to describe in greater detail the drivers of our results for the first quarter.
Turning to slide 11, as Jeff mentioned, we experienced solid financial results for the first quarter of 2013 with increases in revenue, net income and earnings per share.
These results were driven by our team's commitment to strategies that focus around delivering value to our customers, investing in needed infrastructure and controlling
costs.
During the first quarter, we reported operating revenues of approximately $636 million or a 2.8% increase over the approximate $619 million recorded for the first
quarter of last year. Growth in revenues was strong in our Regulated Businesses as we will discuss further in a few minutes.
But our Market-Based business was down for the quarter. This is primarily due to timing delays in starting some projects in our Military Services Group, which we
fully expect will catch up during the latter half of the year.
Net income from continuing operations for the first quarter was $57.6 million or $0.32 per share, representing a 17% growth over the prior year. Net cash also improved
quarter over quarter, increasing to $149.6 million compared to $148.1 million for the first quarter in 2012.
Now, let's discuss on slide 12 the various components of our income from continuing operations, starting with revenues. I also encourage you to read our 10-Q on file
with the SEC for a more detailed analysis of both revenue and expenses.
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Overall, operating revenues increased $17.6 million with revenues from our Regulated business increasing $31.4 million or 5.8% from 2012. This increase in revenue is
primarily due to new rates in a number of our subsidiaries with an impact of approximately $25.3 million. Additional revenues of about $5 million were related to
acquisitions, the most significant of which was our New York acquisition in the second quarter of 2012 and our increased surcharge and balancing account revenues of
$5.2 million. These increases were partially offset by lower customer demand, which impacted revenues by approximately $3.6 million in the first quarter of 2013
compared to the first quarter of 2012.
For our Market-Based businesses, revenues for the first quarter of 2013 decreased due to lower contract operations group revenues by $14.7 million. Of this decrease,
about $9.8 million was due to delayed activities in our military-based contracts, which we expect to make up in the latter half of the year.
The remaining decrease was due to the termination of certain other contracts continuing our rationalization of the municipal and industrial contracts business. This
decrease in Contract Operations Group revenues was somewhat offset by a $1.5 million increase in Homeowners Services revenues, which Jeff talked about earlier.
On slide 13, total operating expenses for the first quarter of 2013 increased by about $13 million or 2.9% from 2012. Operation and maintenance in the Regulated
business increased $11 million or 4.3% in the first quarter of 2013 compared with the prior year period.
Production expense increases include an increase in chemical costs related to the acquisition in New York and price increases and increased chemical dosages as a
result of some unfavorable water conditions in our Illinois subsidiary due to drought.
Operating supplies and services increased $6.3 million or 13.2%, primarily due to higher contracted services. This was mainly a result of incremental contractor costs
related to the stabilization of our ERP projects, as well as costs involving projects that improve our processes and our operating efficiencies over the long-term also due
to the ERP implementation.
Maintenance, materials, and services, which include emergency repair, as well as costs for preventive maintenance, increased $2.1 million or 12.9%. This was mainly a
result of higher than normal main breaks in a number of our subsidiaries, increased costs as a result of the New York acquisition and an increase in tank cleaning costs
in California.
Customer billing increased $1.3 million due to an increase in uncollectable expense, and we also experienced a $1.8 million increase in casualty and liability insurance
premiums. Employee-related costs decreased $2.5 million or 2.1%, driven by decreased group insurance and pension expense. The reduction in group insurance costs
was mainly attributable to higher capitalization grants. Salaries and wages expense were relatively flat compared with the prior year period. The Market-Based business
operations decrease in total operating expenses coincides in part with the decreases in revenue which I have described previously.
Turning now to regulatory highlights of the quarter. Slide 14 shows our new expanded rate case update template. We wanted to make it a bit easier for you folks to look
at the rate case activity in the quarter, be it formal rate cases awaiting final order, which we separate on this slide between those filed in 2013 versus those filed in 2012,
and also any step increases or district filings which impacted the quarter or are still pending.
Including Pennsylvania, Iowa, and California, we now have approximately $135 million in requested additional revenues from formal rate cases, and looking at the
timing of these rate cases versus previous years, the rate cases we expect to resolve in 2013 should hit towards the end of the year versus midyear in 2012 when we had
three rate cases finalized in the second quarter.
Turning now to slide 15, as you all know, internally we challenge ourselves to build a culture of continuous improvement and excellence as a way of providing a path
for sustainable earnings growth. As part of that effort, we strive to manage our cost structure as efficiently as possible. And this slide shows that the results of that focus
are paying off for our customers. We've graphed for you the incremental revenue requirements across our state for three different time periods.
As you can see, just a few years ago, about 60% of our rate case filings were to recover operating costs. Thanks to our focus on operating efficiency and expense
control, we began to see a change, and in subsequent filings in 2011 through 2012, we lowered by more than a third the level of operating expenses we were seeking to
recover to just 16%. And, in fact, if you look at the most recent rate cases filed, that percentage is now approximately 6%. Fully 94% of our recent cases filed are driven
by needed capital expenditures in our infrastructure. This is a solid and sustained improvement and a testament to the discipline and cost controls that I see at American
Water, which provide a tremendous benefit to our customers.
In fact, on slide 16, this continued effort to drive operating efficiencies also translates into an improved O&M efficiency ratio, which Jeff mentioned earlier, now at 40%
for the 12 months ended March 31, 2013, compared with 41.8% during the same timeframe last year. I have to tell you as a new member of the American Water team,
it's great to see this type of commitment across the business to continuous improvement to benefit our customers.
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And now I'll turn the call back to Jeff for his closing comments and for your questions.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
Thanks, Susan. If you go to slide 17, this is the slide that you see each quarter. It shows the expectations of what you can hold us accountable to and kind of measure
our progress. Since we are really only into the first quarter, let me talk about our plans for the rest of the year.
We'll pursue the completion of our pending rate cases in West Virginia, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Iowa, and California, as well as continue to evaluate appropriate
timing for additional rate cases that could be filed possibly later this year or in 2014. We'll continue to focus on operational excellence and increased efficiencies, and
we expect to beat our five-year goal, which is to have an O&M efficiency ratio of 40% or below in 2015. We'll beat that by one or two years.
We'll also begin to leverage some of the efficiencies gained through our business transformation project, though the real savings associated with that really won't come
into play until about 2015 or very late 2014.
The second phase of our BP project which involves the customer information system and enterprise asset management, which is obviously the management of all of the
assets that we are putting in place, should be substantially complete by the end of this year.
We'll also maintain our investment in our systems with an estimated spend of about $950 million in 2013, and we'll further leverage our supply chain initiatives to
realize additional improvements in both our capital and O&M efficiencies.
We'll continue to leverage our IDP offerings. As you will recall that we've talked about what we've been doing on the innovation and development side because we've
developed some very interesting technologies that we are starting to use and are starting to be put into place elsewhere in the industry. They are small. They are meant
to be small. They don't consume our capital. But they have the potential for growing significantly in the future.
So we'll continue to push that through the commercialization process. And in the Marcellus shale space, we expect our number of connections to steadily increase as we
continue to have discussions with numerous energy companies about opportunities to expand our pipelines to improve water service to these growing areas. So far,
these have all been on the regulated side, though as we've said before, we are open to both regulated and unregulated pipeline expansion to meet market needs with the
right risk return profiles for those.
These efforts will anchor our long-term earnings per share growth of 7% to 10%. We seek to provide investors with a long-term double-digit total return investment on
a thesis centered around investing in our country's infrastructure in an industry whose product is essential to all people.
Before we go into the Q&A side, just a reminder that our annual stockholder meeting will be held here in Voorhees New Jersey and also online through the virtual
stockholder meeting this coming Monday the 13th. I believe it's at 10 a.m. All stockholders are invited to attend, and if you all have not voted your proxy for any of the
holders that are online, we certainly encourage you to do so.
And with that, we'd be happy to take any questions that you all may have.

QUESTION AND ANSWER

Operator
(Operator Instructions). Ryan Connors, Janney Montgomery Scott.
Ryan Connors - Janney Montgomery Scott - Analyst
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One sort of tactical question and two bigger picture items. Just in the short term, obviously 1Q is a seasonally slow quarter, and then now we move into 2Q, 3Q and
more of a stronger seasonal demand period, and last year was a real strong year. So can you kind of update us with your perspective on obviously the challenging
comparisons and how we should be looking at year-over-year growth potential and you know maybe even any early perspective a little over a month into second quarter
on how that issue of tough comparisons is playing out?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
Yes, Ryan, let me just touch on that briefly. Remember, this is the reason why last year we provided a sense of what the impact on earnings from continuing operations
was from the unseasonable weather. We indicated it was about $0.13 to $0.16 so that you could kind of normalize out the impact last year.
So our suggestion is to kind of look at that from a trending side to look at the performance as we go through this year. We're not going to give you much -- say much
about what's going on in any quarter until the end of the quarter. But I'll just say that certainly April, it didn't give us any cause for concern on the sales side at all. We'll
have to see what happens to weather.
You know, the thing that's -- this is one of the things that we are really starting to focus on. Regardless of what your views on climate change are and whether you
believe in anthropogenic causes or not, the reality is, we're going to face significantly more volatile and variable weather patterns. They will be extreme. So we will see
significant changes. And so one of our real focuses is building resiliency into our system, both physically and financially so that we can manage these kinds of swings
while maintaining the same kind of financial risk profile and ensuring that we have systems that will allow us to meet those customers' needs.
So we'll just have to wait and see what happens in the second and third quarters, but at this stage, we're very comfortable with the earnings guidance we've given.
Ryan Connors - Janney Montgomery Scott - Analyst
Okay. That's great. Thanks, Jeff. And then can you just update us on your assessment of the regulatory climate broadly as it relates to awarded ROEs? Obviously
interest rates remain low. That puts downward pressure on cost of capital calculations. Economic backdrop is mixed. And so how do you see commissions responding
to that environment here as you gear up for a few fairly significant rate cases in the pipeline as you talked about?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
Well, let me put in a few words, and then I'd like Susan to add her thoughts coming out of the same kind of regulated marketplace.
You know, clearly it's been down downward pressure on returns. You know, one of the things we remind regulators is, look, you have to be very careful about looking
at what the -- what an artificially held down risk-free rate is and use that as the basis for calculating what a cost of equity capital is because it's being artificially held
down through monetary policy for specific broad-based governmental reasons.
But, that said, the other thing that we share with our regulators is the notion that more than probably any other company in the utility industry, we have a capital
allocation decision. And it's not that we're not going to do what is essential, but in terms of the variable capital, which is a big chunk of capital, it will move where there
is the opportunity to earn our full returns in a timely manner.
I think the clearest example is the additional commitment that we made into New Jersey once the DSIC was put into place, the incremental capital that we committed
into Missouri, and where, frankly, some capital has been extracted. Again, we're going to make sure we provide service to customer, but it's an issue of investment in
the longer term.
Okay. That must be someone's phone ringing. Anyway. So, we certainly see returns coming down a bit, and we've factored that in in our game plan going forward. But
we think we can without -- certainly not in a threatening way help people understand that we've only got so much capital spend, and it's got to be allocated where it's
going to get the greatest return.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company, Inc. - SVP & CFO
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Absolutely. I agree with Jeff. And I think also remember that when you look at the rate cases that we have filed, we are holding the line on O&M expenses. We're
trying to be good stewards of going into the Public Service Commissions and Public Utilities Commissions so that when we go into these, it's for infrastructure
improvement. We know from several reports from the Society of civil Engineers, the water infrastructure is struggling nationally, we believe, and we have continued to
make investments in that. We know that utility commissions recognize management efficiency, which we think that we are showing by how we are controlling our
O&M costs so that we are going in for recovery basically for the investment that we're making to improve reliability, safety, and making sure that the water is available
when it needs to be available.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
Susan raises something that we're going to start helping make sure our regulators understand more fully. If you look how far this Company has come in a pretty short
period of time about improving its cost structure and really getting focused on how we serve customers in different ways, the kinds of things that we do that others don't
do about helping ensure continuation of service where we have had very little lost service during these weather events and have been lauded in virtually every state
where we've had those events because of the way we manage our field force and what we do relative to the loss of electric power. So, that's something that we think can
help move up for a little bit of the lower natural returns to regulators.
Ryan Connors - Janney Montgomery Scott - Analyst
That's great perspective. Thank you. And then one last question for me. Pretty big privatization opportunity in Allentown, Pennsylvania that did not go to either
yourselves or any of your investor-owned peers. Can you just talk a little bit to us about that process and what you learned from it as regards to both the appetite for
privatization and then also how you will approach that type of opportunity in the future?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
Sure. You know, I would tell you that I am exceptionally proud of the team that we had working on that project, the way they conducted themselves, the development
of the proposal, and I'm very comfortable with what we did. We would not have paid what someone else is saying they will pay.
So, in terms of the process, that's fine.
I guess a couple editorial comments. I think from a public policy side, there is a real issue to be had about an entity being able to use subsidized tax-exempt financing. It
is being subsidized by all tax payers to buy assets or enter into an agreement where you're paying for lease assets at above cost -- above the original costs. The notion of
using tax-exempt debt to enhance a public system that already exists is one thing. But to acquire a system and to effectively compete by using something that is
subsidized by other taxpayers I think is a public policy issue that's going to end up being addressed in Congress.
You know, in the kind of economic conditions that this country is in, to continue to allow those kinds of subsidizations I think are the things that the policymakers ought
to look at. And I think we also have to recognize that they are paying whatever the price is. $220 million, I guess, was the price. You know, it's a heck of a lot more debt
that they don't have to issue, the $220 million, because of the bond reserve funds and everything else. They don't have any equity capital associated with that.
So I hope it works for them. They made a decision. We'll see what happens. I'm very comfortable with how we conducted ourselves and the price that we put forward. It
does not dissuade us from pursuing the right kinds of opportunities for the future, approaching it with the same care and deliberation that we did this with.
Ryan Connors - Janney Montgomery Scott - Analyst
So it will be interesting -- we will watch to see how it plays out. Thanks for your time this morning.
Operator
Neil Mehta, Goldman Sachs.
Neil Mehta - Goldman Sachs - Analyst
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In California, one of the things we've seen with some of the electric utilities are general cases are taking a lot longer to resolve. You just filed in California. How should
we think about the timing of final resolution, and do you think there is any readover from the timeline in California for some of the electric needs to how we should
think about water case resolution?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
We have Walter to answer that.
Walter Lynch - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & COO, Regulated Operations
Yes, Neil, it's Walter. In California there is a three-year cycle. So we file on that on that timing. We filed in May. The rates are going to be effective in January 1 of
2015 based on that three-year cycle. So we expect to take a good portion of it and have the rate case finalized before January 1, 2015. So it's on a regular cycle, and all
the water companies are on those cycles.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
You know, Neil, if you look at the flat rate base, the decision was about what, five or six months late? But there is the risk because you are right. They are running
behind. There is the risk that case could slip, but it's -- the rates are retroactive. That's what gives us a little comfort is that it's not an issue where we won't make that
revenue. And it may be delayed where the actual flow comes a little bit late, but it will be retroactive to that date.
Neil Mehta - Goldman Sachs - Analyst
Got it. All right. And then on your comments on dividends, obviously you had a nice dividend bump a couple of days ago. To get to the midpoint of your 50% to 60%
payout, you'd likely have to grow your dividend by faster than EPS growth. So just to get back to your dividend philosophy, is it possible that you grow your dividend
in excess of that 7% to 10% to get closer to the midpoint of your payout range?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
You know, I just love it when a 12% dividend increases -- a nice dividend increase. You know, there is a balance, as I know you understand, between the rate of
growth that we have in that, and we're going to always be a little conservative on this because -- and looking forward, it's -- we had balanced that issue of the what the
opportunities we have for investment.
And I guess the short answer to your question is, certainly there is the potential that it will grow at a rate faster than earnings maybe in any one year. But, remember,
that we talk about 7% to 10% as a long-term growth rate. Not every year on year. So, you know, a year in which we have, let's say, 7% growth or 7.5%, the dividend
rate will be higher than that. In a year in which we have 15% growth as we had for the last three years, it probably wouldn't be or probably likely wouldn't be above
that.
So, as we go forward, we'll keep looking at that. I think the key for us is to provide a predictable, stable level of growth in the dividend. We've increased it by $0.01 in
each of the last three years because it was appropriate to do so. Whether we're now at a $0.03 per quarter level increase, so that is 12%. Whether we go above that, we'll
wait and see how our future continues to unfold.
Neil Mehta - Goldman Sachs - Analyst
Got it. Okay. Thank you very much.
Operator
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Kevin Cole, Credit Suisse.
Kevin Cole - Credit Suisse - Analyst
I guess with the shale development, can you, I guess, help me think how the earnings levels will work when you invest in the business, and is it purely a rate-based
business, or do you get some volume kicker from it as well? Then also with the XTO agreement and similar agreements, how much CapEx will you be thinking that
you're investing?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
Yes, let's take that in two parts. First, let me do the second part first. In most of these agreements, frankly, what we've got is the driller investing a good chunk of the
capital or providing a good chunk of the capital as a contribution today. And then the whole investment is rolled into our rates, and the property is deeded to us. So they
then end up paying for treated water. That's what we've done on the regulated side.
So, in between rate cases, we get a bump from those additional revenues and sales. We also have the opportunity to then serve the retail growth that can prop up around
that pipeline or for, in many of those areas, customers that are having well water difficulties, to have them come onto the line so that is additional revenue. And then, if
the drillers end up leaving, then we don't have any risk associated with those investments that are rolled into rates, and we'll stay in there for the long term.
So that's how the ones that have happened so far are being treated, and I think that the value of that, remember, is twofold. First, we're getting the revenues from that
driller today. In the longer term, we are getting additional certificated territories. So when we make those extensions, the Pennsylvania commission actually certificates
additional territories for us. And that will put us in the position if, for example, this cracker is built to be able to serve what the people estimate from anywhere from
15,000 to 40,000 new jobs in that area.
So, now, as I said and we've said for at least the last year or so, while we focus on regulated investments to serve drillers, we will also consider market-based
investments if the risk reward profile is right and it meets what the customer needs and wants. So far, that hasn't been what the customers have preferred. It hasn't been
necessary or appropriate. But those things can change, and that obviously has to have the right risk reward relationships.
Kevin Cole - Credit Suisse - Analyst
So, this is a zero-like business then given the contribution you made?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
We've put in some capital, but I've got to tell you, we haven't put in -- I don't know what the number is, Kevin. I couldn't tell you what the specific is, but it's not much.
It may be $1 million or a couple of million dollars. It's probably a couple of million dollars so far. Because a big chunk of it is put up by the driller, and then they deed
the property to us at no cost. They don't get a deduction in their rates. So they pay for the pipeline, and then they pay the regular price for the water.
Kevin Cole - Credit Suisse - Analyst
Have you provided the rate base growth opportunity for this?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
I am sorry. Can you speak up?
Kevin Cole - Credit Suisse - Analyst
Have you provided the rate base growth opportunity for, I guess, the shale development shift?
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Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
No, no, we have not.
Kevin Cole - Credit Suisse - Analyst
And then, Susan, with your comments on the non-reg side, I'm sorry if I missed this, but was the revenue and the net income decrease a function of a slowdown in
ability to get new businesses, or was it -- this kind of more of a contract issue, and then also how do you expect to backfill later on this year?
Susan Story - American Water Works Company, Inc. - SVP & CFO
Yes, thanks for that question, Kevin. Actually the military services group -- just for a little background, these contracts are O&M contracts, but they are actually full
scale -- we're the EPC contractor, and we provide the O&M services with 50-year contracts.
So we're the ones who get the permit. We actually also get a bill of sale for the asset, but because it's on the government installations and we can't make any decisions
that the government doesn't approve, we don't carry those on the American Water book.
So, what happens is, we have projects that are already awarded. These are not projects we're hoping will happen. They've been budgeted. They've been awarded. We're
in process. There was small delay in terms of getting some construction permits on the majority of these sites.
So we fully expect these projects to continue for this year. It will probably be more toward the third or fourth quarter and also understanding how this works because we
are EPC, we have an agreement that we actually book revenue during certain percentages of the completion of the project. So once we start the project, based on where
we are in the design field, we are able to bring revenues in. So it's merely a matter of the timing, and most of that is due to the construction permit.
Kevin Cole - Credit Suisse - Analyst
Great. Thank you. That is helpful. Appreciate it.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
Let me add one thing to that, Kevin. I think as people are finding out, there is an impact of sequestration that is kind of the hidden impact, and it is that even if there
aren't -- people aren't being furloughed or anything, or even if they are, you're losing some effectiveness there. But what really happens is everyone in the government
talks about what's going on, and that produces effectiveness efficiency. And so stuff has just gotten slower, and that's a natural thing to happen. But it isn't going to stop
moving forward at this time.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company, Inc. - SVP & CFO
Yes, I mean the sequestration should not affect the projects that we've got, and also, even going forward, because we are doing water and wastewater infrastructure,
these are critical elements. So as long as there are military bases, the work will be done. The question is, who's going to do it, and we're going to compete most
effectively for those projects.
Kevin Cole - Credit Suisse - Analyst
Great. Thank you. And Jeff, I like the slide seven. So now I can end the call with, may your cup runneth over.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
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(laughter) I like that! I like that!
Operator
Angie Storozynski, Macquarie.
Angie Storozynski - Macquarie - Analyst
I just wanted to clarify comments, Susan, about the timing of rate cases and the revenue contributions and how it ties into your guidance. So, is this just purely about
the quarterly allocation of revenue increases, or that's -- I mean the timing of those rate case resolutions, together with the delay in the military contracts, should weigh
on your results in 2013 versus your guidance?
Susan Story - American Water Works Company, Inc. - SVP & CFO
Angie, that's exactly correct. Last year, the three rate cases were finalized, and we received the orders in the second quarter. When you look, for example, at Kentucky
and West Virginia, the water and wastewater in West Virginia and the case in Kentucky, of course, we don't know. We would hope that by the third and fourth quarter,
we would get a final order on those. With Pennsylvania, you know, it could be through the first quarter of 2014, but there's a chance it could be the latter part of this
year and Iowa probably 2014. So a lot of it is due to the timing from last year compared to this year.
Angie Storozynski - Macquarie - Analyst
But you already knew about it, and it is embedded in your guidance, right?
Susan Story - American Water Works Company, Inc. - SVP & CFO
Yes, for the year guidance. That's why we reaffirmed our guidance, the annual guidance we reaffirmed our guidance.
Angie Storozynski - Macquarie - Analyst
Okay. Now how much of a help did you guys have in the realized ROE over the last 12 months from the weather? So if I were to look at the weather normalized
realized ROE?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
Yes, I'm trying to remember the number. Something like about 40 basis points?
Walter Lynch - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & COO, Regulated Operations
Yes. It was around 30 basis points, and Angie, I can give that to you after the call.
Angie Storozynski - Macquarie - Analyst
Okay. And then when we think about your earnings drivers going forward, how big of an ROE lag we should assume, and especially as it ties into potential
refinancings of debts and further bridging of the gap between allowed and realized ROEs from -- through rate cases?
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Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
Well, if we look at the regulated return, which I think it was on a weather adjusted basis, was somewhere just at or under 9.0%, right around 9%. We are seeing -we've got a regulatory lag, but it has shrunk considerably. Our goal is to drive it to 0. We think that's appropriate.
As we go forward, what helps us get us there? Well, expansion of DSIC. If you look at the 39% of our CapEx that qualifies for DSIC, remember that of the $950
million we've got this year, a chunk of that is for BT. BT doesn't qualify for DSIC. As we go forward next year, at this stage, into 2014, we are subject to further
decisions. But we don't see backing away from the total level of investment, so probably a greater amount of investment will be eligible for DSICs.
We've got more future test year rate cases moving forward. So we're doing the things that will help close that gap. I certainly don't expect it to increase from what we've
got right now, which just looks to be about 80% -- 80 basis points.
Angie Storozynski - Macquarie - Analyst
Okay. And that's on the regulated side. How about on the corporate level?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
Well, on the corporate level, Angie, the major piece, as we've talked about before, is the parental level debt. Its impact is declining just because our earnings are
becoming much bigger, not that the total hit associated with that interest is shrinking. It's really not.
Remember, we did hedge off a piece of that. There's no -- through a swap. Not really an ability to do much more of that today, but -- and remember that the biggest
chunk of that, I think, is about $750 million is subject to -- comes up in 2017.
So we will always look for opportunities to manage that debt in a better way. We did a lot of refinancings about $500 million or so last year of other debt, which has
helped reduce our overall cost of debt. But the substitutes at the parent we have limited capacity to do anything before we face the issue of it coming up in 2017.
Angie Storozynski - Macquarie - Analyst
Okay. So and then the last question, so you keep showing us the 7% to 10% earnings growth, and when I look at your drivers of earnings and the level of CapEx that
you keep deploying, I kind of struggle with the 7% growth. What would be -- how can I get comfortable with that low case of earnings growth? Because it's hard to
imagine, is this more a function of -- are you basically giving yourself a cushion, and that's why it's a 7% the low end of the range? Or is there something long-term that
I'm missing that could actually weigh on your earnings growth?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
Well, Angie, since we're talking long-term, I think it's appropriate to think about a range. And, you know, obviously we're going to drive as long as it's based on longterm decision-making, we are going to drive to be on the higher end, but there's a lot of things that can happen. You know, if we get in a period of as some people think
will happen where we've got an inflationary period, you know, monetarily driven, then, for entities like us, that forces interest costs, as well as other costs up at a higher
rate. So it exacerbates whatever regulatory lag you have.
So there's a lot of things that can happen on the Regulatory side and as well as on the Market-Based side. So I think it's appropriate to think about a range, and that's
where you all get to kind of make your own judgments and decide where within that range we may fall long-term. Because we'll run a bunch of sensitivities that can
drive us -- remember, the tornado chart that we've used with you all before that can show how things can affect us, and a number of them can drive us inside or outside
of that range very, very quickly whether it's on the sales side or particularly on the level of sales side. So, I think we are comfortable with the 7% to 10% range.
Angie Storozynski - Macquarie - Analyst
Okay. Thank you very much.
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Operator
Heike Doerr, Robert W. Baird.
Heike Doerr - Robert W. Baird - Analyst
I wanted to return to this topic of military-based business for a moment. Can you perhaps comment on how the sequestration impacts the trend towards further
privatization of military bases?
Susan Story - American Water Works Company, Inc. - SVP & CFO
You know, it's interesting because in looking and talking with the people that we've got working on that, the issue of sequestration has a lot of questions, first of all. So
we don't want to speculate. We know that there were talks of furloughs that did not happen. What we do know is that originally -- and I think we have reported in early
earlier earnings calls -- the Department of Defense was planning about $11 billion worth of water and wastewater project privatization from 2012 to 2016. We have not
gotten information that says that has significantly changed. Again, when you look at a lot of spaces, many were built around post-World War II different areas. Water,
wastewater infrastructure -- if you're going to have bases, you're going to need those services.
So, anything we talk about is speculation. However, in some respects, the military I know, for example, on renewables and different things has actually said that
because of things like sequestration and budget cuts, they would prefer to privatize because they take that risk off, and that's not their core competency. We don't know
that for sure. We are monitoring closely. We work with the Department of Defense frequently. We have a team that does that, and at this point the projects that we have,
we don't see an impact from sequestration but from what Jeff mentioned, which is if things happen a little more slowly because the discussion and talks about
sequestration.
Looking forward, if we need to revise our forecast, we will. But at this point, we still see projects on the table that will be awarded to someone.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
Let me add one other piece of color. I think the probability of a BRAC -- another BRAC is very high, probably in the 2014 to 2015 timeframe. Those are very difficult
and exhaustive processes. And consolidation and efficiency of overall deployment is one of the keys.
So I think you can think about the likelihood that we will see some baseloads.
Now, when they do consolidation, there is always an issue about one of the big bases going by the wayside. Frankly, what typically happens is you see consolidation of
smaller bases. A lot of the smaller outposts, frankly, we don't even bid on because they are just not big enough for us to mess with. We tend to focus on the larger scale
bases, and there are some large scale bases that are on the blocks for this privatization today. You never know when a BRAC process goes through what the outcome
might be. But I think you know two things. A), it takes a while because it's a political process and that they're going to be driving for efficiency gains. I don't think
anyone can prejudge today whether that means we could lose one of our bases or we could have a greater opportunity to serve a new base that's bigger than it otherwise
would be. I don't -- I agree with Susan. I don't think that sequestration in and of itself is going to impact the privatization, except it may just slow down because of the
process and people being distracted because of just the general notion of sequestration. But they will come back after a period a couple of months or whatever of
settling down and get back on stride.
Susan Story - American Water Works Company, Inc. - SVP & CFO
And tagging onto what Jeff said, not only the issue that we serve the larger bases but because of our size and scale and the fact that we have a national marketplace, it
would provide us more opportunities because we are not constrained by regional lines. So it actually could provide us even more opportunities.
Heike Doerr - Robert W. Baird - Analyst
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And can you remind us what that process is? If tomorrow they opened up these projects -- forbid -- what's the process, what's the quote-unquote normal timing of that
process?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
Well, the timing that the federal government will talk about is an 18-month period. We haven't seen one get done in 18 months. So, there is always something that slips.
But it is a very structured process that's multistage. (multiple speakers)
Heike Doerr - Robert W. Baird - Analyst
So it would be a 2015 earnings event at the earliest?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
Yes. Except that there are some that are in process now. So, there is already some that are on the table, and we're started in 2012.
So, when will they come to a conclusion? Well, it really depends. Do we see 18 months, or do we see 24 or 26 months? So we don't talk about which ones that we bid
on that are currently in process, but they are some very attractive faces.
Heike Doerr - Robert W. Baird - Analyst
And then as a final question, can you, Jeff, provide us with an update on the New York City contract services contract?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
Yes, as I mentioned earlier, we started the market marketing process in early to mid-January. So through the first round of mailings to about 650,000 people, we've got
80,000 customers. So that's over about a 12% penetration rate, and almost all of them are taking two products. So we've got about 160,000 contracts out of it.
So, it's going well. It's certainly exceeding what we expected.
Heike Doerr - Robert W. Baird - Analyst
Can you share with us what the target is for that by the end of the year or --?
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
No. We won't give specifics on targets and stuff like that. But I'll just tell you that we are pleased with how it's going. But there's also shakedowns that occur -- maybe
that's not the best choice of words -- shakeouts that occur when you go into a new territory because, remember, that our key -- the two key things that make that
business work are contractor management and customer care.
And so, on the customer care side, we had to significantly expand our capacity to take on New York City, and on the contractor management side, these are a bunch of
new contractors because we didn't really serve in New York City before. So we've got to go through the process that you always will have a little shakeout as we bring
new people onto the customer care side, and we have new contractors that we are serving.
So we are pleased with how it's going, and there probably isn't much more to say about that.
Operator
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(Operator Instructions). And I show no further questions in queue at this time. I'd like to turn it back to management for any closing remarks.
Jeff Sterba - American Water Works Company, Inc. - President & CEO
Well, let me again thank you for joining us this morning. We'll see some of you at the Brean conference on Monday, and thanks, again, for your following and support.
Take care.
Operator
Ladies and gentlemen, that does conclude our conference call for today. We'd like to thank you for your participation, and you may now disconnect.
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KENTUCKY-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY
CASE NO. 2015-00418
ATTORNEY GENERAL’S FIRST REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
______________________________________________________________________________
Witness:
22.

Scott W. Rungren

Reference the Kentucky American Water application generally. Provide the authorized
and earned return on common equity for Kentucky American Water and the other
operating utility subsidiaries of American Water over the past five years. Provide copies
of all associated work papers and source documents. Provide copies of the source
documents, work papers, and data in both hard copy and electronic (Microsoft Excel)
formats, with all data and formulas intact.

Response:
Please refer to the attachments for the authorized return on common equity for American
Water’s operating subsidiaries and the earned return on common equity for KAWC.
Pursuant to KAWC’s objection filed on March 18, 2016, KAWC is not providing the
earned return on common equity for the other operating utility subsidiaries.
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Kentucky‐American Water
General Rate Case
ROE's Allowed

Date Filed
7/1/2010
5/1/2013
2/22/2011
10/27/2011
5/2/2011
1/24/2014
4/29/2011
4/30/2013
12/28/2012
4/29/2011
12/19/2014
1/25/2012
5/21/2013
6/30/2011
4/9/2010
7/29/2011
1/9/2015
4/29/2011
4/30/2013
4/23/2010
4/23/2010
4/23/2010
4/23/2010
9/17/2010
6/1/2012
3/8/2010
2/6/2012
6/18/2010
12/14/2012
12/14/2012
4/30/2015
4/30/2015

Docket/Case Number
Case No. 10‐07‐007
Case No. 13‐07‐002
Case No. 2010‐0313
Case No. 11‐0767
Case No. 44022
Case No. 44450
Case No. RPU‐2011‐0001
Case No. RPU‐2013‐0002
Case No. 2012‐00520
Case No. 11‐W‐0200
Case No. 9372
N/A
N/A
Case No. WR‐2011‐0337
Case No. WR‐10040260
Case No. WR11070460
Case No. WR‐15010035
Case No. R‐2011‐2232243
Case No. R‐2013∙2355276
Case No. R‐2010‐2166208
Case No. R‐2010‐2166210
Case No. R‐2010‐2166212
Case No. R‐2010‐2166214
Case No. 2010‐00189
Case No. 2012‐00049
Case No. PUE‐2010‐00001
Case No. PUE‐2011‐00127
Case No. 10‐0920‐W‐42T
Case No. 12‐1648‐S‐42T
Case No. 12‐1649‐W‐42T
Case No. 15‐0675‐S‐42T
Case No. 15‐0676‐W‐42T

Notes

1

2
3
4
5

6

Company
California
California
Hawaii
Illinois
Indiana
Indiana
Iowa
Iowa
Kentucky
New York
Maryland
Michigan
Michigan
Missouri
New Jersey
New Jersey
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania‐Clarion WW
Pennsylvania‐Claysville WW
Pennsylvania‐Coatesville WW
Pennsylvania‐Northeast WW
Tennessee
Tennessee
Virginia
Virginia
West Virginia
West Virginia
West Virginia
West Virginia
West Virginia

Effective Date
For New Rates
6/7/2012
1/1/2015
11/21/2011
10/1/2012
6/15/2012
1/28/2015
3/13/2012
4/18/2014
7/27/2013
4/1/2012
6/19/2015
2/1/2012
6/15/2013
4/1/2012
1/1/2011
5/1/2012
9/21/2015
11/11/2011
1/1/2014
1/1/2011
1/1/2011
1/1/2011
1/1/2011
4/5/2011
11/1/2012
3/6/2011
12/12/2012
4/19/2011
10/11/2013
10/11/2013
2/24/2016
2/24/2016

Notes:
1) Wastewater only
2) IUB authorized 10.3% but was reduced through the application of double leverage
3) IUB authorized 9.90% but was reduced through the application of double leverage. This case was s a settlement.
4) Rates Under Bond were effective July 27, 2013 and received final Order October 25, 2013
5) Information pertains only to the former company of Long Island American Water
6) Rates Under Bond were effective July 12, 2012 and received final Order December 12, 2012

ROE
Granted
10.20%
9.99%
10.20%
9.34%
9.70%
9.75%
9.40%
9.41%
9.70%
9.65%
10.00%
10.50%
10.50%
10.00%
10.30%
10.15%
9.75%
10.25%
10.25%
10.60%
10.60%
10.60%
10.60%
10.00%
10.00%
10.20%
9.75%
9.75%
9.90%
9.90%
9.75%
9.75%
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Kentucky-American Water
Authorized and Earned Returns on Common Equity

(In Thousands)

2010

Net Income Available to Common Stock
Common Equity

2011

2012

$18,052

$14,564

$150,715 $155,273

$159,213

ROE Achieved
Authorized ROE by KY PSC

2015

$15,712

$14,755

$163,767 $167,713

$171,249

$12,766

9.26%

7.90%

9.48%

8.71%

9.70%

9.70%

9.70%

9.70%

9.70%

1. The values for "ROE Achieved" all reflect non-utility income and expenses.
2. Calculation of the "ROE Achieved" based upon average common equity.

4. Effective date of authorized ROE for 2013 was 10/25/2013.

2014

11.80%

Notes:

3. Effective date of authorized ROE for 2010 was 12/14/2010.

2013
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KENTUCKY-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY
CASE NO. 2015-00418
ATTORNEY GENERAL’S FIRST REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
______________________________________________________________________________
Witness:
23.

Linda C. Bridwell

Reference the Kentucky American Water application generally. Provide copies of the
financial statements (balance sheet, income statement, statement of cash flows, and the
notes to the financial statements) for American Water and Kentucky American Water for
the past two years. Provide copies of the financial statements in both hard copy and
electronic (Microsoft Excel) formats, with all data and formulas intact.

Response:
The audited financial statements for 2015 are not yet complete. Please see attached
which provides the audited financial statements for Kentucky American for the years
2014 and 2013. The financial statements for American Water were provided in
KAW_APP_EXH28_012916 in the initial filing. The Excel files for both Kentucky
American and American Water are attached.
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Kentucky-American Water Company, Inc.
(a wholly-owned subsidiary of
American Water Works Company, Inc.)
Financial Statements
As of and for the years ended December 31, 2014 and 2013
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Independent Auditor's Report
To the Board of Directors and Stockholder of
Kentucky-American Water Company, Inc.
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of Kentucky-American Water Company, Inc.,
which comprise the balance sheets as of December 31, 2014 and 2013, and the related statements of
income, of changes in shareholder’s equity and of cash flows for the years then ended.
Management's Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America; this
includes the design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation
and fair presentation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or error.
Auditor's Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial statements based on our audits. We
conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures
in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on our judgment, including the
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or
error. In making those risk assessments, we consider internal control relevant to the Company's
preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the Company's internal control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit
also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
significant accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation
of the financial statements. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and
appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of Kentucky-American Water Company at December 31, 2014 and 2013, and the
results of its operations and its cash flows for the years then ended in accordance with accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

March 27, 2015

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, Two Commerce Square, Suite 1700, 2001 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103-7042
T: (267) 330 3000, F: (267) 330 3300, www.pwc.com/us
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KENTUCKY-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY, INC.
Balance Sheets
December 31, 2014 and 2013
(Dollars in thousands)
Assets
2014
Property, plant and equipment
Utility plant - at original cost, net of accumulated depreciation
Utility plant acquisition adjustments, net
Nonutility property
Total property, plant and equipment

$

2013

530,011 $
226
250
530,487

Current assets
Cash
Accounts receivable
Allowance for uncollectible accounts
Unbilled revenues
State income tax receivable
Materials and supplies
Deferred income taxes
Accounts receivable – affiliated company
Other
Total current assets

193
5,541
(766)
4,229
814
950
1,475
703
272
13,411

Regulatory and other long-term assets
Regulatory assets
Prepaid pension expense
Other
Total regulatory and other long-term assets
Total assets

15,427
2,439
130
17,996
561,894 $

$

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
-1-

519,037
234
250
519,521

209
5,249
(1,052)
4,965
284
638
382
351
11,026

13,812
2,134
150
16,096
546,643
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KENTUCKY-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY, INC.
Balance Sheets
December 31, 2014 and 2013
(Dollars in thousands)

Capitalization and Liabilities
2014
Capitalization
Common stockholder's equity
Preferred stock with mandatory redemption requirements
Long-term debt
Total capitalization

$

Current liabilities
Notes payable - affiliated company
Accounts payable
Accrued interest
Accrued taxes, including federal income taxes of $10 in 2014
and $43 in 2013
Refunds due to customers
Other
Total current liabilities
Regulatory and other long-term liabilities
Regulatory liabilities
Deferred income taxes
Deferred investment tax credits
Advances for construction
Accrued postretirement benefit expense
Other
Total regulatory and other long-term liabilities
Contributions in aid of construction
Commitments and contingencies (see Note 16)
Total capitalization and liabilities

$

2013

167,716 $
4,500
195,749
367,965

163,769
4,500
195,749
364,018

22,489
5,192
2,090

20,174
4,510
2,090

136
482
3,731
34,120

106
1,189
3,374
31,443

16,924
71,509
624
12,202
712
1,882
103,853
55,956
561,894 $

15,785
65,290
709
12,192
656
2,595
97,227
53,955
546,643

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
-2-
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KENTUCKY-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY, INC.
Statements of Income
For the Years Ended December 31, 2014 and 2013
(Dollars in thousands)
2014
88,746 $

83,618

32,160
11,917
2,014
5,762
51,853

33,028
11,566
1,822
5,058
51,474

36,893

32,144

(12,132)
(51)
317
145
(91)
(72)
(11,884)

(11,905)
(46)
778
363
(89)
(81)
(10,980)

Income before income taxes

25,009

21,164

Provision for income taxes

9,296

8,398

Operating revenues

$

2013

Operating expenses
Operation and maintenance
Depreciation
Amortization
General taxes

Operating income
Other income (expenses)
Interest on long-term debt
Interest on short-term debt to affiliated company
Allowance for other funds used during construction
Allowance for borrowed funds used during construction
Amortization of debt issuance costs
Other, net
Total other expenses

Net income available to common stockholder

$

15,713 $

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
-3-

12,766
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KENTUCKY-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY, INC.
Statements of Cash Flows
December 31, 2014 and 2013
(Dollars in thousands)
2014
Cash flows from operating activities
Net income
Adjustments
Depreciation and amortization
Amortization of debt issuance costs
Deferred income tax benefit
Amortization of deferred investment tax credits
Provision for losses on accounts receivable
Allowance for other funds used during construction
Pension and non-pension postretirement benefits
Deferred programmed maintenance expense
Other, net
Changes in assets and liabilities
Accounts receivable and unbilled revenues
Federal income tax payable - affiliated company
Other current assets
Pension and non-pension postretirement benefits contribution
Accounts payable
Accrued taxes
Other current liabilities
Net cash provided by operating activities

$

Cash flows from investing activities
Capital expenditures
Acquisition
Removal costs from property, plant and equipment retirements,
net of salvage of $226 in 2014 and $ 303 in 2013
Net cash used in investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from issuance of long-term debt to affiliated company
Debt issuance costs
Net borrowings of short-term borrowings-affiliated company
Advances and contributions for construction,
net of refunds of $1,154 in 2014 and $1,187 in 2013
Dividends paid
Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities

2013

15,713

$

12,766

13,931
91
5,548
(85)
1,042
(317)
626
(2,873)
(817)

13,388
89
7,734
(85)
1,092
(778)
1,766
(2,131)
(605)

(884)
(33)
(754)
(931)
584
63
(242)
30,662

(2,859)
(2,698)
400
(1,871)
(1,051)
(1,792)
875
24,240

(23,116)
(520)

(36,900)
-

(762)
(24,398)

(86)
(36,986)

2,315

7,859
(32)
9,151

3,254
(11,849)
(6,280)

3,884
(8,291)
12,571

(16)
209
193 $

(175)
384
209

Net decrease in cash and cash equivalents
Cash at beginning of year
Cash at end of year

$

Cash paid during the year for:
Interest, net of capitalized amount
Income taxes

$
$

10,120
1,395

$
$

11,970
3,710

Non-cash investing activity
Capital expenditures acquired on account but unpaid as of year end

$

2,115

$

2,512

Non-cash financing activity
Capital contribution (See Note 12)

$

83

$

80

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
-4-
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KENTUCKY-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY, INC.
Statements of Changes in Shareholder’s Equity
December 31, 2014 and 2013
(Dollars in thousands)

Balance at December 31, 2012
Net income
Capital contributions
Common stock dividends
Balance at December 31, 2013
Net income
Capital contributions
Common stock dividends
Balance at December 31, 2014

Common
Paid-in
Retained
Stock
Shares
Par Value
Capital
Earnings
1,567,391 $
36,569 $
78,846 $
43,799 $
12,766
80
(8,291)
1,567,391
36,569
78,926
48,274
15,713
83
(11,849)
1,567,391 $
36,569 $
79,009 $
52,138 $

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
-5-

Total
159,214
12,766
80
(8,291)
163,769
15,713
83
(11,849)
167,716
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KENTUCKY-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY, INC.
Notes to Financial Statements
December 31, 2014 and 2013
(Dollars in thousands)
Note 1: Organization and Operation
Kentucky-American Water Company, Inc. (the “Company”) provides water and
wastewater service to customers in the state of Kentucky. As a public utility operating in
Kentucky, the Company functions under rules and regulations prescribed by the Kentucky Public
Service Commission (the “Commission”). The Company is a wholly-owned subsidiary of
American Water Works Company, Inc. (“AWW”).

Note 2: Significant Accounting Policies
Use of Estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States (“U.S. GAAP”) requires management to make estimates
and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and the disclosure of
contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements, and the reported amounts
of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. Actual results could differ from these
estimates. The Company considers benefit plans assumptions, the estimates used in impairment
testing of other long-lived assets, including regulatory assets and liabilities, revenue recognition
and accounting for income taxes to be its critical accounting estimates. The Company’s
significant estimates that are particularly sensitive to change in the near term are amounts
reported for pension and other postemployment benefits and contingency-related obligations.
Regulation
The Company is subject to regulation by the Commission and the local governments of
the State of Kentucky (collectively the "Regulators"). The Commission has allowed recovery of
costs and credits which the Company has recorded as regulatory assets and liabilities.
Accounting for future recovery of costs and credits as regulatory assets and liabilities is in
accordance with authoritative guidance provided by U.S. GAAP. Regulated utilities defer costs
and credits on the balance sheet as regulatory assets and liabilities when it is probable that those
costs and credits will be recognized in the rate making process in a period different from the
period in which they would have been reflected in operations by a non-regulated company.
These deferred regulatory assets and liabilities are then reflected in the statements of income in
the period in which the costs and credits are reflected in the rates charged for service.
Property, Plant and Equipment
Property, plant and equipment consist primarily of utility plant. Additions to utility plant
and replacements of retirement units of property are capitalized. Costs include material, direct
labor and such indirect items as engineering, supervision, payroll taxes, benefits, transportation
and an allowance for funds used during construction. Repairs and maintenance are charged to
operation and maintenance expense as incurred.

-6-
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KENTUCKY-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY, INC.
Notes to Financial Statements
December 31, 2014 and 2013
(Dollars in thousands)
When units of property are replaced, retired or abandoned, the recorded value thereof is
credited to the asset account and charged to accumulated depreciation. To the extent the
Company recovers costs of removal or other retirement costs through rates, a regulatory asset or
liability is recorded when timing differences exist between when the Company incurs costs of
removal and when the Company recovers such costs in rates. Removal costs, net of salvage, are
recorded as reductions to the regulatory liability or an increase to the regulatory asset, as
applicable.
The cost of utility property, plant and equipment is depreciated using the straight-line
average remaining life using the composite method.
The costs incurred to acquire and internally develop computer software for internal use
are capitalized as a unit of property. The carrying value of these assets amounts to $9,063 at
December 31, 2014 and $8,892 at December 31, 2013.
Utility plant acquisition adjustments represent the difference between the fair value of
plant at the date of purchase and its original cost when first devoted to public service (less
accumulated depreciation) and are amortized to expense over the remaining useful lives of the
corresponding purchased plant assets. Amortization of utility plant acquisition adjustments was
$8 and $9 for 2014 and 2013, respectively. The remaining lives range from 26 to 31 years.
Cash
Substantially all of the Company's cash is invested in interest-bearing accounts.
Accounts Receivable
The majority of the Company’s accounts receivable is due from utility customers and
represents amounts billed to the Company’s customers on a cycle basis. Credit is extended based
on the guidelines of the applicable Regulators and collateral is generally not required.
Allowance for Uncollectible Accounts
Allowance for uncollectible accounts is maintained for estimated probable losses
resulting from the Company’s inability to collect receivables. Accounts that are outstanding
longer than the payment terms are considered past due. A number of factors are considered in
determining the allowance for uncollectible accounts, including the length of time receivables
are past due and previous loss history. The Company writes off accounts when they become
uncollectible.
Unbilled Revenues
Unbilled revenues are accrued when service has been provided but has not been billed to
customers.
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Materials and Supplies
Materials and supplies are stated at the lower of cost or net realizable value. Cost is
determined using the average cost method.
Long-Lived Assets
Long-lived assets held and used by the Company are reviewed for impairment whenever
events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of the assets may not be
recoverable. If the sum of the future cash flows expected to result from the use of the assets and
their eventual disposition is less than the carrying amount of the assets, an impairment loss is
recognized. Measurement of an impairment loss would be based on the fair value of the assets.
A regulatory asset is charged to earnings if and when future recovery in rates of that asset is no
longer probable.
Advances for Construction and Contributions in Aid of Construction
The Company may receive advances for construction (“advances”) and contributions in
aid of construction (“contributions”) from customers, home builders, real estate developers, and
others to fund construction necessary to extend service to new areas. Advances are refundable
for limited periods of time as new customers begin to receive service or other contractual
obligations are fulfilled.
Advances that are no longer refundable are reclassified to contributions. Contributions
are permanent collections of plant assets or cash for a particular construction project. For ratemaking purposes, the amount of such contributions generally serves as a rate base reduction,
since it represents non-investor supplied funds.
The Company depreciates utility plant funded by contributions and amortizes its
contribution balance as a reduction to depreciation expense, producing a result which is
functionally equivalent to reducing the original cost of the utility plant for the contributions.
Amortization of contributions was $1,573 and $1,548 for the years ended December 31, 2014
and 2013, respectively. For the years ended December 31, 2014 and 2013, no non-cash advances
or contributions were received.
Recognition of Revenues
Revenues are recognized as water and wastewater services are provided and include
amounts billed to customers on a cycle basis and unbilled amounts based on estimated usage
from the date of the meter reading associated with the latest customer invoice to the end of the
accounting period. Other operating revenues are recognized when services are performed.
The Company accounts for sales tax collected from customers and remitted to taxing
authorities on a net basis.
Income Taxes
AWW and its subsidiaries participate in a consolidated federal income tax return for U.S.
tax purposes. Members of the consolidated group are charged with the amount of federal income
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tax expense determined as if they filed separate returns. Federal income tax expense for
financial reporting purposes is provided on a separate return basis.
Certain income and expense items are accounted for in different time periods for
financial reporting than for income tax reporting purposes. Deferred income taxes have been
provided on the difference between the tax basis of assets and liabilities and the amounts at
which they are carried in the financial statements. These deferred income taxes are based on the
enacted tax rates anticipated to be in effect when such temporary differences are projected to
reverse. Anticipated tax rates are the currently enacted tax rates, as the Company is not aware of
any tax rate changes. In addition, regulatory assets and liabilities are recognized for the effect on
revenues expected to be realized as the tax effects of temporary differences previously flowed
through to customers reverse.
Investment tax credits have been deferred and are being amortized to income over the
average estimated service lives of the related assets.
Allowance for Funds Used During Construction (“AFUDC”)
AFUDC is a non-cash credit to income with a corresponding charge to utility plant,
which represents the cost of borrowed funds and a return on equity funds devoted to plant under
construction. AFUDC is recorded to the extent permitted by the Regulators.
New Accounting Standards
The following recently issued accounting standards have been adopted by the Company
and have been included in the results of operations, financial position or footnotes of the
accompanying Financial Statements:
Obligations Resulting from Joint and Several Liability Arrangements
In February 2013, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”) issued guidance
for the recognition, measurement and disclosure of obligations resulting from joint and several
liability arrangements for which the total amount of the obligation is fixed at the reporting date.
Examples of obligations within the scope of the updated guidance include debt arrangements,
other contractual obligations and settled litigation and judicial rulings. The update requires an
entity to measure obligations resulting from joint and several liability arrangements for which the
total amount of the obligation is fixed at the reporting date as the sum of the following: (a) the
amount the reporting entity agreed to pay on the basis of its arrangement among its co-obligors
and (b) any additional amount the reporting entity expects to pay on behalf of its co-obligors.
The updated guidance also includes additional disclosures regarding the nature and amount of
the obligation, as well as other information about those obligations. The update was effective on
a retrospective basis for interim and annual periods beginning after December 15, 2013, which
for the Company was January 1, 2014. The adoption of this updated guidance did not have an
impact on the Company’s results of operations, financial position or cash flows.
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The following recently issued accounting standards are not yet required to be adopted by
the Company:
Service Concession Arrangements
In January 2014, the FASB issued guidance for an operating entity that enters into a
service concession arrangement with a public sector grantor who controls or has the ability to
modify or approve the services that the operating entity must provide with the infrastructure, to
whom it must provide the services and at what price. The grantor also controls, through
ownership or otherwise, any residual interest in the infrastructure at the end of the term of the
arrangement. The guidance specifies that an operating entity should not account for the service
concession arrangement as a lease. The operating entity should refer instead to other accounting
guidance to account for the various aspects of the arrangement. The guidance also specifies that
the infrastructure used in the arrangement should not be recognized as property, plant and
equipment of the operating entity. This update should be applied on a modified retrospective
basis to service concession arrangements that exist at the beginning of an entity’s fiscal year of
adoption. This requires the cumulative effect of applying the update to be recognized as an
adjustment to the opening retained earnings balance for the annual period of adoption. The
update is effective for interim and annual periods beginning after December 15, 2014, which for
the Company is January 1, 2015. The adoption of this updated guidance will not have an impact
on the Company’s results of operations, financial position or cash flows.
Reporting Discontinued Operations
In April 2014, the FASB issued guidance that changes the criteria for determining which
disposals can be presented as discontinued operations and modifies related disclosure
requirements. Under the updated guidance, a discontinued operation is defined as a component
or group of components that is disposed of or is classified as held for sale and represents a
strategic shift that has or will have a major effect on an entity’s operations and financial results.
A strategic shift could include a disposal of a major geographical area of operations, a major line
of business, a major equity method investment or other major part of the entity. A component
comprises operations and cash flows that can be clearly distinguished, operationally and for
financial reporting purposes, from the rest of the entity including a reportable segment, an
operating segment, a reporting unit, a subsidiary or an asset group. The update no longer
precludes presentation as a discontinued operation if there are operations and cash flows of the
component that have not been eliminated from the reporting entity’s ongoing operations or if
there is significant continuing involvement with a component after its disposal. The updated
guidance is effective on a prospective basis for interim and annual periods on or after December
15, 2014, which for the Company is January 1, 2015. In general, this guidance is likely to result
in fewer disposals of assets qualifying as discontinued operations, but will ultimately be based on
the Company’s future disposal activity.
Revenue from Contracts with Customers
In May 2014, the FASB issued a comprehensive new revenue recognition standard that
supersedes most current revenue recognition guidance, including industry-specific guidance.
The core principle of the new guidance is that a company will recognize revenue when it
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transfers promised goods or services to customers in an amount that reflects the consideration to
which the company expects to be entitled in exchange for those goods or services. The guidance
is effective for annual and interim periods beginning December 15, 2016, which for the
Company is January 1, 2017. Early adoption is not permitted. The new guidance allows for
either full retrospective adoption, meaning the guidance is applied to all of the periods presented,
or modified retrospective adoption, meaning the standard is applied only to the most current
period presented in the financial statements. The Company is evaluating the new guidance, the
best transition method and the impact the new standard will have on its results of operations,
financial position or cash flows.
Accounting for Stock-based Compensation with Performance Targets
In June 2014, the FASB issued guidance for the accounting for stock-based compensation
tied to performance targets. The amendments clarify that a performance target that affects
vesting of a share-based payment and that could be achieved after the requisite service period is a
performance condition. As a result, the target is not reflected in the estimation of the award’s
grant date fair value and compensation cost would be recognized over the required service
period, if it is probable that the performance condition will be achieved. The updated guidance
may be applied either: (a) prospectively to all awards granted or modified after the effective date
or (b) retrospectively to all awards with performance targets that are outstanding as of the
beginning of the earliest annual period presented in the financial statements and to all new or
modified awards thereafter. The updated guidance is effective for annual periods and interim
periods within those annual periods beginning after December 15, 2015, which for the Company
is January 1, 2016. Early adoption is permitted. The Company is evaluating the impact the
updated guidance will have on its results of operations, financial position or cash flows.
Disclosures of Uncertainties about an Entity’s Ability to Continue as a Going Concern
In August 2014, the FASB issued guidance that explicitly requires an entity’s
management to assess the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern. The new guidance
requires an entity to evaluate, at each interim and annual period, whether there are conditions or
events that raise substantial doubt about the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern within
one year after the date the financial statements are issued (or are available to be issued) and to
provide related disclosures, if applicable. The new guidance is effective for annual periods
ending after December 15, 2016 and for interim and annual periods thereafter, which for the
Company is January 1, 2017. Early adoption is permitted. The adoption of this updated
guidance is not expected to have a material impact on results of operations, financial position or
cash flows.
Hybrid Financial Instruments Issued in the Form of a Share
In November 2014, the FASB updated the derivatives and hedging guidance requiring
issuers of, or investors in, hybrid financial instruments to determine whether the nature of the
host contract is more akin to a debt instrument or an equity instrument by considering the
economic characteristics and risks of the entire hybrid financial instrument, including the
embedded derivative feature that is being evaluated for separate accounting from the host
contract. This update should be applied on a modified retrospective basis to hybrid financial
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instruments issued in the form of a share that exist at the beginning of an entity’s fiscal year of
adoption. The updated guidance is effective for annual periods and interim periods within those
annual periods beginning after December 15, 2015, which for the Company is January 1, 2016.
Early adoption is permitted. The adoption of this updated guidance is not expected to have a
material impact on results of operations, financial position or cash flows.
Extraordinary and Unusual Items
In January 2015, the FASB issued guidance that eliminates the concept of an
extraordinary item. As a result, an entity will no longer segregate an extraordinary item and
present it separately from the results of ordinary operations or separately disclose income taxes
or earnings per share information applicable to an extraordinary item. The presentation and
disclosure guidance for items that are unusual in nature or occur infrequently has been retained
and expanded to include items that are both unusual in nature and infrequently occurring. The
updated guidance is effective for annual periods and interim periods within those annual periods
beginning after December 15, 2015, which for the Company is January 1, 2016. Early adoption
is permitted. The updated guidance may be applied prospectively or retrospectively to all
periods presented in the financial statements. The adoption of this updated guidance is not
expected to have a material impact on results of operations, financial position or cash flows.

Note 3: Acquisitions
During 2014, the Company acquired one regulated water and wastewater system for a total
aggregate purchase price of $520. Assets acquired, principally plant, totaled $742 and liabilities
assumed totaled $222.
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Note 4: Utility Plant
The components of utility plant by category at December 31 are as follows:
Range of
Remaining
Useful Lives
Land and other non-depreciable assets
Sources of supply
Treatment and pumping
Transmission and distribution
Services, meters and fire hydrants
General structures and equipment
Wastewater assets
Construction work in progress

$
34 to 75 Years
4 to 53 Years
40 to 72 Years
34 to 84 Years
5 to 52 Years
5 to 50 Years
-

Less: Accumulated depreciation
$

2014

2013

9,686 $
52,639
104,442
301,212
114,101
46,031
6,646
9,513
644,270
(114,259)
530,011 $

9,664
51,061
117,433
278,368
109,542
48,600
4,043
20,596
639,307
(120,270)
519,037

The provision for depreciation expressed as a percentage of the aggregate average
depreciable asset balances was 2.38% and 2.40% in 2014 and 2013, respectively. The Company
records depreciation in conformity with amounts approved by state regulators after regulatory
review of information the Company submits to support its estimates of the assets remaining
lives.

Note 5: Regulatory Assets and Liabilities
Regulatory Assets
Regulatory assets represent costs that are expected to be fully recovered from customers
in future rates. Except for income taxes, regulatory assets are excluded from the Company's rate
base and generally do not earn a return.
The components of regulatory assets are as follows:
2014
Income taxes recoverable through rates
Programmed maintenance expense
Debt and preferred stock expense
Bluegrass water project
Other

$

$

3,721
7,755
1,592
1,484
875
15,427

2013
$

$

4,104
5,325
1,663
1,541
1,179
13,812

The Company has recorded a regulatory asset for additional revenues expected to be
realized as the tax effects of temporary differences reverse. These temporary differences are
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primarily related to the difference between book and tax depreciation on property placed in
service before the adoption by the Commission of full normalization for rate-making purposes.
The regulatory asset for income taxes recoverable through rates is net of the reduction expected
in future revenues as deferred taxes previously provided, attributable to the difference between
the state and federal income tax rates under prior law and the current statutory rates, reverse over
the average remaining service lives of the related assets.
Programmed maintenance costs are deferred and amortized to current operations on a
straight-line basis over a fifteen year period, as authorized by the Commission in their
determination of rates charged for service.
Debt expense is amortized over the lives of the respective issues. Unamortized debt
expense is deferred and amortized to the extent it will be recovered through future service rates.
Expenses of preferred stock issues without sinking fund provisions are amortized over the life of
the issuance, whereas expenses of issues with sinking fund provisions are charged to operations
as shares are retired.
The Company has recorded a regulatory asset for the Bluegrass water project source of
supply costs in the amount of $2,283 to be amortized over a forty year period.
Other regulatory assets are mostly comprised of deferred rate case expense, certain
employee related benefits and deferred waste disposal costs.
Regulatory Liabilities
Regulatory liabilities represent amounts that are expected to be refunded to customers in
future rates or amounts recovered from customers in advance of incurring the costs.
The components of regulatory liabilities are as follows:
2014
Cost of removal
Debt extinguishment

$
$

16,924
16,924

$
$

2013
15,764
21
15,785

Cost of removal represents amounts where the Company recovers retirement costs
through rates during the life of the associated assets and before the costs are incurred. These
amounts result in a regulatory liability being reported based on the amounts previously recovered
through customer rates, until the costs to retire those assets are incurred.
Debt extinguishment relates to the 4.75% note payable due 2014 issued to AWCC, which
was redeemed in October, 2007 by the Company. As agreed with the Regulators, the difference
between the book value of the note and the cash consideration required to extinguish it was
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deferred as a regulatory liability. The regulatory liability of $827 is amortized as a component of
net interest expense through 2014.

Note 6: Long-Term Debt
The components of long-term debt at December 31 are as follows:
Rate
General mortgage bonds
6.96%-7.15%
Notes payable to affiliated company 4.00%-6.59%
Preferred stock with mandatory
redemption requirements
8.47%
Total long-term debt

Weighted
Average Rate

Maturity
Date

7.03%
5.88%

2023-2028
2037-2040

8.47%

2036

2014
$

$

23,500
172,249
4,500
200,249

2013
$

$

23,500
172,249
4,500
200,249

The general mortgage bonds are issuable in series. No bonds senior to the general
mortgage bonds may be issued so long as the general mortgage bonds are outstanding. Based on
the calculation methodology specified by debt agreements, the amount of bonds authorized is
limited only to the extent that long-term debt cannot exceed 65% of total capitalization and
adjusted net income of the Company must be equal to or greater than 1.5 times the aggregate
annual interest charges on all long-term debt of the Company. At December 31, 2014, long-term
debt was 57% of total capitalization and net income excluding gains or losses on property sales,
amortization of debt issuance costs, interest on long-term debt, and provision for income taxes
was 3.1 times the aggregate annual interest charges on all long-term debt. General mortgage
bonds are collateralized by utility plant.
The senior notes payable to affiliate are unsecured and were issued to American Water Capital
Corporation (“AWCC”), a subsidiary of AWW, for the principal amount. AWCC provided the
funding for these notes by issuing senior notes to institutional investors at a price equal to the
principal amount.
In 2013, the Company issued a $7,859 long-term note payable to AWCC, at a rate of
4.00% due in 2037. The proceeds were used to pay down outstanding short-term debt.
Maturities of long-term debt, including sinking funds, will amount to $0 in 2015 through
2019, and $200,249 thereafter. Preferred stock agreements contain provisions for redemption at
various prices on thirty day notice at the Company’s discretion. In the event of voluntary
liquidation, the 8.47% series is redeemable at $100 per share plus the make-whole premium,
together with accrued dividends.
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Note 7: Short-Term Debt
The Company maintained a line of credit through AWCC of $40,000 and $30,000 at
December 31, 2014 and 2013, respectively. The Company may borrow from, or invest in, the
line of credit. No compensating balances are required under the agreements. Funds were
primarily used for short-term operating needs. Short-term borrowings are presented as notes
payable-affiliated company in the accompanying balance sheets
At December 31, 2014 and 2013, there was $22,489 and $20,174 of short-term
borrowings outstanding, respectively. The weighted average annual interest rates on the
borrowings at December 31, 2014 and 2013 were 0.32% and 0.40%, respectively.
AWW, through AWCC, has committed to make additional financing available to the
Company, as needed, to pay its obligations as they come due.

Note 8: General Taxes
Components of general tax expense for the years presented in the statements of income
are as follows:
2014
Property
Payroll
Other

$

$

- 16 -

2013
5,116 $
489
157
5,762 $

4,419
483
156
5,058
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Note 9: Income Taxes
Components of income tax expense for the years presented in the statements of income
are as follows:
2014
State income taxes:
Current
Deferred
Current
Non-current

$

Federal income taxes:
Current
Deferred
Current
Non-current
Amortization of deferred investment tax credits
$

Total income taxes

2013
743

$

578

(17)
662
1,388

(18)
512
1,072

3,090

171

(91)
4,994
(85)
7,908
9,296

(91)
7,331
(85)
7,326
8,398

$

The primary components of the net deferred tax liability of $70,033 and $64,908 at
December 31, 2014 and December 31, 2013, respectively, include basis differences in utility
plant, partially offset by advances and contributions.
No valuation allowances were required on deferred tax assets at December 31, 2014 and
2013, as management believes it is more likely than not that deferred tax assets will be realized.
As of December 31, 2014 and 2013, the reserve for uncertain tax position is $2,635 and
$3,359, respectively, excluding accrued interest and penalties. The Company does not expect a
material change in this estimate in the next twelve months. The reserve for uncertain tax
positions could increase or decrease for things such as the expiration of statutes of limitations,
audit settlements, or tax examination activities.
The Company recognizes interest and penalties related to income tax matters in income
tax expense. The Company recognized a net benefit of $1 and $20 for 2014 and 2013,
respectively, related to interest and penalties on income tax matters in income tax expense.
The federal tax years that remain open are 2012 to 2013, with the earliest year’s statute
expiring in 2015. The Company is subject to state taxes. The state tax returns from 2010 to
2013 are currently open and will not close until the respective statutes of limitations expire. The
statute of limitations will begin to expire in 2015.
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Note 10: Employee Benefit Plans
Savings Plan for Employees
The Company maintains a 401(k) savings plan, sponsored by AWW that allows
employees to save for retirement on a tax-deferred basis. Employees can make contributions that
are invested at their direction in one or more funds. The Company makes matching contributions
that are based on a percentage of an employee’s contribution, subject to certain limitations. Due
to the Company’s discontinuing new entrants into the defined benefit pension plan, on January 1,
2006 the Company began providing an additional 5.25% of base pay defined contribution benefit
for union employees hired on or after January 1, 2001 and non-union employees hired on or after
January 1, 2006. The Company expensed contributions to the plans totaling $261 and $338 for
2014 and 2013, respectively. All of the Company’s contributions are invested in one or more
funds at the direction of the employee.

Note 11: Postretirement Benefits
Pension Benefits
The Company participates in a Company funded defined benefit pension plan sponsored
by AWW covering eligible employees hired before January 1, 2006. Benefits under the plan are
based on the employees’ years of service and compensation. The pension plan was closed for
most employees hired on or after January 1, 2006. Union employees hired on or after January 1,
2001 had their accrued benefit frozen and will be able to receive this benefit as a lump sum upon
termination or retirement. Pension cost of the Company is based on an allocation from AWW of
the total cost related to the plan. The allocation is based upon the Company’s participants’
pensionable earnings as a percentage of AWW’s total plan pensionable earnings. Information
regarding accumulated and projected benefit obligations is not prepared at the subsidiary level.
The Company was allocated costs of $314 and $1,044 for 2014 and 2013, respectively.
AWW's funding practice is to contribute at least the greater of the minimum amount
required by the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 or the normal cost. Further,
AWW will consider additional contributions if needed to avoid “at risk” status and benefit
restrictions under the Pension Protection Act of 2006. AWW may also consider increased
contributions based on other financial requirements and the plan’s funded position.
Pension contributions of the Company are based on an allocation from AWW of the total
contributions related to the plan. Contributions are allocated to the Company from AWW based
upon the Company’s participants’ pensionable earnings as a percentage of AWW’s total plan
pensionable earnings. The Company made contributions to the AWW plan of $619 in 2014 and
$1,149 in 2013. The Company expects to contribute $496 to the AWW plan in 2015.
Postretirement Benefits Other Than Pensions
The Company participates in a Company-funded plan, sponsored by AWW, that provides
varying levels of medical and life insurance to eligible retirees and certain health care benefits
for retired employees and their dependents. The retiree welfare plans are closed for union
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employees hired on or after January 1, 2006, and non-union employees hired on or after January
1, 2002.
Costs of the Company are based on an allocation from AWW of the total cost related to
the plan. The allocation is based upon the Company’s covered participants as a percentage of
AWW’s total plan covered participants. Information regarding accumulated and projected
benefit obligations is not prepared at the subsidiary level. The Company was allocated costs and
made contributions of $312 and $722 for 2014 and 2013, respectively.
The Company’s policy is to fund postretirement benefits costs accrued. The Company
expects to contribute $661 to the AWW plan in 2015.

Note 12: Stock Based Compensation
Stock Options and Restricted Stock Units
In 2014 and 2013, AWW granted restricted stock units, both with and without performance
conditions, and stock options to certain employees of the Company under the AWW 2007
Omnibus Equity Compensation Plan (“Omnibus Plan”). The restricted stock units without
performance conditions vest ratably over the three-year service period beginning January 1 of the
year of the grant. The restricted stock units with performance conditions vest ratably over the
three year performance period beginning January 1 of each year (the “Performance Period”).
Distribution of the performance shares is contingent upon the achievement of certain thresholds
over the Performance Period. The thresholds are based on achievement of internal performance
measures and separately certain market factors over the Performance Periods. The stock options
vest ratably over a three year service period beginning January 1, 2014 and 2013, respectively.
The grant date fair value of restricted stock unit awards with performance conditions is
amortized through expense over the requisite service period using the graded-vesting method.
The value of stock options and the restricted stock unit awards without performance conditions at
the date of the grant is amortized through expense over the requisite service period using the
straight-line method.
Costs of the Company are based on the cost of the Company’s employees participating in
the AWW Omnibus Plan. The Company recorded compensation expense of $73 and $71,
included in operation and maintenance expense, during the years ended December 31, 2014 and
2013, respectively. As the Company does not reimburse the cost of the awards to AWW, the
offsetting entry to paid-in-capital is a capital contribution from AWW.
Employee Stock Purchase Plan
Under AWW’s Nonqualified Employee Stock Purchase Plan (“ESPP”), the Company’s
employees can use payroll deductions to acquire AWW common stock at the lesser of 90% of
the fair market value of a) the beginning or b) the end of each three-month purchase period.
AWW’s ESPP is considered compensatory. The Company’s costs are based on an allocation
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from AWW of the total cost for the Company’s employees in the plan. Compensation costs of
$10 and $9 were included in operation and maintenance expense for the years ended
December 31, 2014 and 2013, respectively. As the Company does not reimburse the cost of the
awards to AWW, the offsetting entry to paid-in capital is a capital contribution from AWW.

Note 13: Related Party Transactions
American Water Works Service Company, Inc. (“AWWS”), a subsidiary of AWW,
provides certain management services to the Company (administration, accounting, data
processing, engineering, etc.) and other operating water companies in the AWW system on an atcost, not-for-profit basis in accordance with a management and service agreement.
Purchases of such services by the Company were accounted for as follows:
2014
Included in operation and maintenance expense
as a charge against income
Capitalized primarily in utility plant

$
$

8,776
2,217
10,993

2013
$
$

9,164
2,947
12,111

The Company provided workspace for certain associates of AWWS. Charges for direct
costs and indirect overhead costs associated with these associates are billed to AWWS on an atcost, not for profit basis, which amounted to $120 in 2014 and 2013.
The Company maintains a line of credit through AWCC. The Company also participates
in AWCC’s centralized treasury function whereby the Company transfers its cash to AWCC and
the Company’s checks are issued out of AWCC. Under this arrangement, available cash is used
to pay-down the line of credit and issued checks increase the Company’s line of credit balance.
The Company paid AWCC fees of $72 in 2014 and $67 in 2013 and interest expense on
borrowings of $51 in 2014 and $46 in 2013. Interest expense on long-term debt due to AWCC,
net of capitalized amount, was $10,120 in 2014 and $10,002 in 2013. Accrued interest on the
accompanying balance sheets included interest due to AWCC of $1,746 as of December 31,
2014 and 2013.
The Company pays dividends to AWW on a periodic basis. The amount of the dividend
is based on a percentage of net income adjusted for certain items.

- 20 -
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Note 14: Fair Values of Financial Instruments
Fair Value Measurements
To increase consistency and comparability in fair value measurements, FASB guidance
establishes a fair value hierarchy that prioritizes the inputs to valuation techniques used to
measure fair value into three levels as follows:


Level 1 – quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or
liabilities that the Company has the ability to access as of the reporting date.
Financial assets and liabilities utilizing Level 1 input include active exchange-trade
equity securities, exchange-based derivatives, mutual funds, and money market
funds.



Level 2 – inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are directly
observable for the asset or liability or indirectly observable through corroboration
with observable market data. Financial assets and liabilities utilizing Level 2 inputs
include fixed income securities, non-exchanged-based derivatives, commingled
investment funds not subject to purchase, and sale restrictions and fair-value
hedges.



Level 3 –unobservable inputs, such as internally-developed pricing models for the
asset or liability due to little or no market activity for the asset or liability.
Financial assets and liabilities utilizing Level 3 inputs include infrequently-traded
non- exchange-based derivatives and commingled investment funds subject to
purchase and sale restrictions.

Current assets and current liabilities: The carrying amounts reported in the Balance
Sheets for current assets and current liabilities approximate their fair values.
The following methods and assumptions were used by the Company in estimating its fair
value disclosures for financial instruments:
Preferred stock with mandatory redemption requirements and long-term debt: The fair
values of preferred stock with mandatory redemption requirements and long-term debt are
categorized within the fair value hierarchy based on the inputs that are used to value each
instrument. The fair value of long-term debt classified as Level 1 is calculated using quoted
prices in active markets. Level 2 instruments are valued using observable inputs and Level 3
instruments are valued using observable and unobservable inputs. The fair values of instruments
classified as Level 2 and 3 are determined by a valuation model that is based on a conventional
discounted cash flow methodology and utilizes assumptions of current market rates. As a
majority of the Company’s debts do not trade in active markets, the Company calculated a base
yield curve using a risk-free rate (a U.S. Treasury securities yield curve) plus a credit spread that
is based on the following two factors: an average of the Company’s own publicly-traded debt
securities and the current market rates for U.S. Utility BBB+ debt securities. The Company used
- 21 -
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these yield curve assumptions to derive a base yield for the Level 2 and Level 3 securities.
Additionally, the Company adjusted the base yield for specific features of the debt securities
including call features, coupon tax treatment and collateral for the Level 3 instruments.
The carrying amounts and fair values of the financial instruments are as follows:
At Fair Value as of December 31, 2014
Carrying
Amount
Preferred stock with mandatory
redemption requirements

$

Long-term debt (excluding capital
lease obligations)

Level 1

4,500 $

Level 2
- $

195,749

-

Level 3
- $

92,808

6,207 $
141,023

Total
6,207
233,831

At Fair Value as of December 31, 2013
Carrying
Amount
Preferred stock with mandatory
redemption requirements
Long-term debt (excluding capital
lease obligations)

$

Level 1

4,500 $

Level 2
- $

195,749

-

Level 3
- $

82,554

5,397 $
137,235

Total
5,397
219,789

Note 15: Leases
The Company has entered into operating leases involving certain facilities and
equipment. Rental expenses under operating leases were $33 in 2014 and $126 in 2013.
At December 31, 2014, the minimum annual future rental commitments under operating
leases that have initial or remaining non-cancelable lease terms in excess of one year are $4 in
2015, $1 per year in 2016 through 2019 and $21 thereafter.

Note 16: Commitments and Contingencies
Commitments have been made in connection with certain construction programs. The
estimated capital expenditures required under legally binding contractual obligations amounted
to $4,174 at December 31, 2014.
The Company has entered into certain service agreements in excess of one year duration.
As of December 31, 2014 the future annual commitments under these agreements are estimated
to be $65 in 2015 through 2017, with none thereafter.

- 22 -
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The Company is also routinely involved in legal actions incident to the normal conduct of
its business. At December 31, 2014, the Company has not identified any loss contingencies that
are either probable or reasonably possible.

Note 17: Subsequent Events
The Company performed an evaluation of subsequent events for the accompanying
financial statements through March 27, 2015, the date this report was issued, to determine
whether the circumstances warranted recognition and disclosure of those events or transactions
in the financial statements as of December 31, 2014.
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KENTUCKY-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY
CASE NO. 2015-00418
ATTORNEY GENERAL’S FIRST REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
______________________________________________________________________________
Witness:
24.

Scott W. Rungren

Reference the Kentucky American Water application generally. For the past ten years
provide the dates and amount of:
a.

cash dividend payments paid to American Water by Kentucky American Water
and,

b.

the cash equity infusions made by American Water into Kentucky American
Water.

Response:
a - b. Please refer to the attachment.
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Dividend Payments & Equity Infusions
AGDR1_NUM024

Date
2006
3/31/2007
6/29/2007
9/28/2007
12/31/2007
3/31/2008
6/30/2008
9/30/2008
12/31/2008
3/31/2009
6/30/2009
9/30/2009
12/31/2009
3/31/2010
6/30/2010
9/30/2010
12/31/2010
3/31/2011
6/30/2011
9/30/2011
12/31/2011
3/31/2012
6/30/2012
9/30/2012
12/31/2012
3/31/2013
6/28/2013
9/27/2013
12/27/2013
3/31/2014
6/27/2014
9/26/2014
12/29/2014
3/31/2015
6/29/2015
9/29/2015
12/31/2015

Note
1

Dividend
Payments
$ 2,006,260.00
971,782.42
235,108.65
1,050,151.97
1,912,217.02
1,097,173.70
956,108.51
1,394,977.99
2,554,847.33
1,708,456.19
1,489,021.45
2,006,260.48
2,899,673.35
1,473,347.54
1,818,173.56
2,366,760.41
3,275,847.19
2,460,803.87
1,551,717.09
2,445,129.96
7,115,955.14
5,266,433.76
1,426,325.81
3,322,868.92
4,686,499.09
1,426,325.81
1,332,282.35
1,880,869.20
3,652,021.03
2,727,260.34
2,037,608.30
2,727,260.34
4,357,346.98
2,680,238.61
2,272,716.95
2,304,064.77
4,028,194.87

Date
2006
2007
3/31/2008
6/27/2008
3/31/2009
11/30/2009
5/31/2010
12/31/2010
7/31/2012

Note
2

Equity
Infiusions
$
8,000,000
8,000,000
8,000,000
22,500,000
10,000,000
9,000,000
9,000,000
4,000,000

Note:
1) Dividend amount shown is total for the year. Quarterly breakdown not available.
2) Equity infusion shown is total for the year. Specific date was not available.
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KENTUCKY-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY
CASE NO. 2015-00418
ATTORNEY GENERAL’S FIRST REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
______________________________________________________________________________
Witness: Dr. James H. Vander Weide
25.

Reference the testimony and schedules of Dr. James H. Vander Weide to answer the
following questions:
a.

Provide a copy of Dr. James H. Vander Weide’s testimony and appendices in
Microsoft Word.

b.

Provide copies of all source documents, articles, cited documents listed in
footnotes, regulatory decisions, work papers, and other sources used in the
development and preparation of the testimony and appendices of Dr. James H.
Vander Weide.

c.

Provide an electronic copy of Schedules 1-9 of Dr. James H. Vander Weide in
Microsoft Excel, with all data and equations left intact.

d.

Provide: (1) Microsoft Excel copies of all data, tables, charts, source documents,
regression results and statistical tests, and work papers used in the development
and preparation of the Schedules of the testimony and appendices of Dr. James H.
Vander Weide; and (2) an index with files names and/or page or tab numbers
associated with the materials provided in (1). For the Microsoft Excel copies of
the data, work papers, regressions, and statistical tests, keep all formulas intact.

e.

With respect to page 19, line 5 to page 6, line 20, line 22, and Appendix 2,
provide copies of all theoretical and empirical studies known to Dr. Vander
Weide which compare and contrast the quarterly and annual DCF models.

f.

With respect to page 24, lines 10-13, provide: (1) a copy of the updated study by
State Street Financial Advisers; and (2) copies of the work papers, data, and
analyses used in the updated study. Provide the data in Microsoft Excel format,
with all data and formulas in intact.

g.

With respect to page 25, line 3 to page 27, line 2, provide: (1) the total flotation
costs (direct expenses as well as market pressure costs) of the equity issued by
American Water on behalf of Kentucky American Water over the past five years
and/or expected equity issuance in the test year; (2) the flotation costs allocated to
Kentucky American Water for each of the past and projected equity issues.

h.

With respect to page 27, lines 9-17, indicate: (1) the water companies eliminated
by each of the screens applied to the companies listed in the Value Line
Investment Survey; (2) the reason each was eliminated.

KAW_R_AGDR1_NUM025_032416
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i.

With respect to page 30, lines 7-17 indicate: (1) all companies considered as part
of the natural gas industry groups; (2) what gas companies were eliminated by
each of the screens applied to the companies listed in the Value Line Investment
Survey; (3) the reason each was eliminated.

j.

With respect to pages 31-35 and Schedule 3, provide: (1) copies of all source
documents, data, and work papers used in Dr. Vander Weide’s ex ante risk
premium study; (2) an electronic version (Microsoft Excel) of the data used in the
analysis, with all data and equations left intact; and (3) copies of the regressions
run on the data.

k.

With respect to pages 36-39 Schedules 4, 5, and 6, provide: (1) copies of all
source documents, data, and work papers used in Dr. Vander Weide’s ex post risk
premium study using the S&P 500, (2) the sources of the data items employed, (3)
an electronic version (Microsoft Excel) of the data used in the analysis, with all
data and equations left intact, and (4) copies of the regressions run on the data.

l.

With respect to pages 40-49, and Schedules 7 and 8, provide: (1) all source
documents, data, and work papers used in Dr. Vander Weide’s CAPM study; (2)
the sources of the data items employed; and (3) an electronic version (Microsoft
Excel) of the data used in the analysis, with all data and equations left intact.

m.

With respect to page 51, provide: (1) all source documents, data, and work papers
used in the development of Table 3; and (2) an electronic version (Microsoft
Excel) of the data used (1), with all data and equations left intact, and (4) copies
of the regressions run on the data.

n.

With respect to page 52, provide: (1) all source documents, data, and work papers
used in the development of Table 4; and (2) an electronic version (Microsoft
Excel) of the data used (1), with all data and equations left intact, and (4) copies
of the regressions run on the data.

Response:

a.

Dr. James H. Vander Weide’s testimony and appendices in Microsoft Word are
provided by e-mail from KAW counsel as the Commission’s uploading process
does not accept Word files.

b.

To the extent to which they are available, copies of all source documents, articles,
cited documents listed in footnotes, regulatory decisions, work papers, and other
sources used in the development and preparation of the testimony and appendices
of Dr. James H. Vander Weide are provided.
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c. An electronic copy of Schedules 1-9 of Dr. James H. Vander Weide in Microsoft
Excel, with all data and equations left intact, is provided (see Attachment to PSC
2nd Set, No. 77).
d. The requested data are provided in response to subpart c.
e. Dr. Vander Weide’s use of the quarterly DCF model is based on the theoretical
discussion contained in Appendix 2 of his direct testimony. Dr. Vander Weide
does not rely on other studies that compare quarterly and annual DCF models, and
he does not maintain copies of articles that discuss the use of quarterly and annual
DCF models.
f. A copy of the updated study by State Street Financial Advisers is provided in
response to subpart b. Dr. Vander Weide does not have the data requested in part
(2) of this request because State Street’s advanced research center conducted the
study.
g. (1) American Water Works issues equity on behalf of its entire enterprise, not on
behalf of its subsidiaries. However, American Water Works will not recover its
flotation costs if its flotation costs are not included in determining its subsidiaries’
revenue requirements. With regard to American Water Works’ flotation costs, Dr.
Vander Weide is not aware of any common stock offerings in the past five years.
However, Dr. Vander Weide is aware that American Water Works issued shares
in June, August, and November 2009. With regard to the 2009 share offerings, the
information available in SEC filings indicates that the total expenses as a percent
of net proceeds in the three offerings were 3.7 percent, 3.3 percent, and
3.3 percent, respectively; and flotation costs as a percent of the pre-issue price in
each offering were 4.9 percent, 6.5 percent, and 6.17 percent, respectively (see
Table 1). As described in his direct testimony and in, Appendix 3, a flotation cost
adjustment is required whether or not a company has issued stock during the test
year:
Previously incurred flotation costs have not been recovered in previous
rate cases; rather, they are a permanent cost associated with past issues
of common stock. Just as an adjustment is made to the embedded cost
of debt to reflect previously incurred debt issuance costs (regardless of
whether additional bond issuances were made in the test year), so
should an adjustment be made to the cost of equity regardless of
whether additional stock was issued during the test year.
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Table 1
American Water Works Flotation Costs for Equity Issuances
(Source of Data: Sec.gov)
AWK June 10, 2009 Public Offering
Closing Price at Date Just Prior to Issuance (06/04/2009)
Public Offering Price
Underwriting discounts, commissions
Proceeds before other expenses to the Company
Other Expenses
Total Commissions, expenses
Net proceeds
All expenses as percent of proceeds
Flotation costs as % of pre-issue price

AWK August 14, 2009 Public Offering
Closing Price at Date Just Prior to Issuance (08/13/2009)
Public Offering Price
Underwriting discounts, commissions
Proceeds before other expenses to the Company
Other Expenses
Total Commissions, expenses
Net proceeds
Expenses as percent of proceeds
Flotation costs as % of pre-issue price

AWK November 18, 2009 Public Offering
Closing Price at Date Just Prior to Issuance (11/17/2009)
Public Offering Price
Underwriting discounts, commissions
Proceeds before other expenses to the Company
Other Expenses
Total Commissions, expenses
Net proceeds
Expenses as percent of proceeds
Flotation costs as % of pre-issue price

Price per
Share
17.4900
17.2500
0.5175
16.7325

16.63

Price per
Share
19.3400
19.2500
0.5775
18.6725

18.08

Price per
Share
21.6300
21.6300
0.6489
20.9811

20.32

No. of shares

Total

14,500,000
14,500,000
14,500,000

$ 250,125,000
$ 7,503,750
$ 242,621,250

14,500,000

$ 1,421,250
$ 8,925,000
$ 241,200,000
3.7%
4.9%

No. of shares

Total

35,000,000
35,000,000
35,000,000

$ 673,750,000
$ 20,212,500
$ 653,537,500

35,000,000

$
470,000
$ 20,682,500
$ 632,855,000
3.3%
6.5%

No. of shares

Total

37,351,617
37,351,617
37,351,617

$ 807,915,476
$ 24,237,464
$ 783,678,011

37,351,617

$
505,000
$ 24,742,464
$ 758,935,547
3.3%
6.1%

(2) Dr. Vander Weide does not have any information with regard to the flotation costs
allocated to KAWC.
h.

No water companies were eliminated by each of the screens applied to the
companies listed in the Value Line Investment Survey.
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i.

(1) Dr. Vander Weide considered all companies included in the Value Line
natural gas utility group. (2) Dr. Vander Weide’s Excel work papers indicate
which companies were eliminated by the screens applied to the companies;
(3) Dr. Vander Weide’s Excel work papers indicate the reason each company was
eliminated.

j.

(1)The requested data are shown in the Excel work papers provided; these data
are downloaded electronically and are as shown; (2) the requested Excel files are
provided in Dr. Vander Weide’s work papers; and (3) the regressions run on the
data are provided in Dr. Vander Weide’s work papers.

k.

With respect to pages 36-39 Schedules 4, 5, and 6, provide: (1) the data used in
Dr. Vander Weide’s studies is shown on his schedules and provided in his work
papers; copies of all source documents are not readily available; (2) the sources of
the data are described in Appendix 5; (3) the requested Excel data is provided in
Dr. Vander Weide’s work papers; and (4) NA.

l.

The requested data are provided in Dr. Vander Weide’s work papers.

m.

Please see the attached Excel file.

n.

(1) As stated in his testimony, Dr. Vander Weide obtained the information
provided in Table 4 from KAWC’s filing, In the Matter of the Motion of
American Water Works Company, Inc. and Kentucky-American Water Company
for Release of Conditions Ordered in Case No. 2006 – 00197, October 9, 2014, at
7 – 9. Please see the Company’s October 9, 2014 filing in PSC Case No. 201400362.” (2) an Excel file is attached; and (3) NA.
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weer, the return and the total 'market value of
This study examines the empirical relationship
NYSE common stocks. It is found that smaller nti have had higher risk. adjusted returns, on
n in existence for at least fo ty years and is
average, than larger firms. This 'sire effect' has
• evidence that:the capital asset pricing model is nisspecified. The sire effect is not linear inithe
market value: the main effect occurs for very smi I firms while-there is little difference in return
nsible (minus
between average sized and 'large firms. It is not khowri whether, size per se is r
effect or whether size is Psi a proxy for one or more true unknown factors cone ted with sire.
.

'1. Introduction

•

••

I'

II
I
I
The single-period Capital asset pricing 'model (henceforth APM) pm• tastes at simple linear relationship between the expected return and , the
market risk of a sebrity. While the results of direct tests have been
inconclusive, recent Jvidence suggests, the existence •rif additional factors
which are relevant for asset pricing. Litzenberger and! Ramaswamyi (19791
show a significant posltive
relationshiplbetween dividend yield and return of
i
common stocks for the 1936-1977 periOd. Basu (1977) finds that priceearnings ratios and ri,t
adjusted returns are related, lie chooses to interpret
his fi ndings as evict= of market inefficiency but as Ball 0978Ypoints out,
market efficiency testsciare often joint tests of the efficient market hyPOthesis
and a particular equilibrium relationship. Thus, some of the anomalies that
have been attributedto a lack of market efficiency might well.be the resulti of
a misspecification of the pricing model.
This study! contributes another pia? to the emerging puzzle. It examines
MI relationship between the total matket valise. of the common stock of a
firm and its return. The results show that, in • the .1936-1975 period, She
common strick of small firms had, on average, higher risk-adjusted returns
I
*This study is gaud oni part of my dissertation aid was Completed while I was at the
University of Chicago. I am' grateful to my committee. Myron Schott, (chairman), John Gonld,
Roger Ibbotson, Jonathan Ingersoll, and especially Eugene Fama and and Merton Miller, for
their advice and comments:II wish to acknowledge the valuable COMMCIIII of Bill Sehwertion
earlier drafts of this paper. I

-
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1 •
than the common stock of large firs. This result will -henceforth be referred
to. • ' the 'size effect'. Since the resulti Hof .the study ale not based on a
part cular theoretical:: equilibrium model, it is not poisible to determine
con lusively whetherriiiiket value per se matters or whether. it is only a
Oro y for unknown trtle additional factors correlated with market value. The
last
lion of this papg•will address this question in greiler detail. '
•
T to various methods currently available for the type of empirical research
pr ntcd in this study are discussed .in sectiobl2. Since There is a 4onsiderattl amount of confusion about their relative merit, more than one technique
'is u cd. Section 3 discusses the data:The empirical result& are riresented in'
sect n 4../t discussion.of the relatiodhip bet een the size effect and other
fact rs. as well as some speculative comments o¢ possible explanations of the
resu ts. constitute section 5.
2. 1 ethodologies

•
T e empirical tests, arc based on a .generalized asset •pricing model which
allo s the expected return of a common stock to be a function of risk # and
an dditional Net& 0. the market value of the equity.' A simple linear
ollat onship of the form
I

EtRil=70+7111,+72[(0i-4);,110.,1.

i.

'(I)

is as umed. where

I
•
>. FARI =expected rcturn on security i,

•

=expected return on a zero-beta portfolio.
7
=expected market risk prethium,
idyr =market value of security i, '
,.
res„, =average market value, and
=constant measuring the contribution of di, to the expected return of a
7.2
security.
•
I
If th re is no relationship between fp, and the expected return, i.e., 72 = 0, (I)
reduqes to the Black (1972) version of the CAPM.
.
.
Since expectations are not observable, the parameters in (I) must be
cstim tied from historical data. Several methods •are available for this
purpose. Thcy all involve the use of pooled.cross-sectional and time series
regressions to estimate 70, 71. and y2. They differ primarily in (a) the
assumption concerning the residual variance of the stock returns (homosced• • astic prr heteroseedastic in the cross-sectional), and (b) the treatment of the
'In he
f empirical tests, m; and 4,„ are defined as the market pniperlion of security 'I and
;Isere i market proportion, respectively. The two srccifications are, of !course. equivalent.
•
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errors-inintriables priabl m introduced. by the use of estimated. Cas in
All methods use a• cons rained optimization procedure, described in. Fama
(1976;ch. 9), to genera e minimum varilance (m.v.) portfolios„ with mean
returns' yi, (=F1,.:.,2.
is imposes certain constraints on the portfolio
weights, since from (1)
• I

E(R,11.4. 71 =

+ E

p,)/.0.1.

R wAei
•

• •. '1

(2)

'

j

where the w1are the pot folio Troportio s of each asset j. J= I...., N. An
examination of (2) shows that' % is. the mean return of a standard m.v.
portfolio I(EjW)--t-- I) with zero beta and 0,2Ejtvipi0 • [to Make the
second 'and third' tIrms o the right-hand Side of (2) vanish). Similarly.
the mean return on it 7cr -investment m.6
, . portfolio 'with beta of one and
*4=0, and f2 is the mean urn on a mac. *ro-invesnricni, zero-beta portfolio
with
ark . M shown b Fama (1976.. cli..4); this constrained optimization
can be performed by runni ig a cross-sectiolnal regression of the form
V$_1) +c;,.
111
Rft = 7or +711flit
72. 1 ftiS. —
i= I.• • N. •
'
'
1
I
on a period-by-period basi usiLrestimated betas ft„ and allowing for eitheri
homoscedastic or hctcrosc astir error terms. Invoking the usual stationarityl
arguments the final estimat s of the gammi(s are calculated as the averages of
the Testimates.
One basic approach inv Ives grouping individual securities into portfolios
on the basis of market v. lue and 'security beta, reestimating the relevant
parameters (beta, residual fiance) of the toortfolios in a subsequent Period,
and finally performing either an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression
[Fama and, MacBeth (19 )] which assumes homoscedastic errors, or ' a
generalizedlebst squares (qi-S) regression billack and Scholcs (1974)) which
allows for heteroscedastic errors, on the (portfolios in each time period.!
Grouping reduces the crro1
s-in-variables:.roblem, but is not very efficient
because it does not make use of all information. The errors-in-variables
problem should not be a fac or as long as tile portfolios contain a reasonable
number of securities?
Litzenberger and Rama wamy (1979$ have suggested an alternative
method which avoidstgrou ng. They allow for heteroscedastic errors in the
cross-section and use the timates of thr standard errors of the security
'Black and Schott, 119741 do of take accoun of lieteroscedasticity. even though their
. method was designed Ito do so.
• ' 'Black, Jensen and Schein 11972. p. 1161
•

f‘

d

•.1
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!

beta as estimates of the measur ent errors. Ad Theil (1971,.p. 610) has
:.
poi tecl out, this method leads to unbiased maximum likelihood estimators
for be gathinas as long 4 the error'in the standard error of beta is small
and the standard assumjtions of the simple errors-in-yariablis' ;nodel are
met. -Thus: it 'is very important that the diagonal model is 'the correct
spec (cation of the return-generatkng process, since the residual "fiance
assn es a critical position in this procedure. The Litzenberger-Ramaswamy
,
. met od is superior from a theoretical' viewpoint; however, preliminary work
has hown that it leads to serious problems when applied to he mbdel of .
1
this tudy and is not ?Sinned any further.1 • . . ' '
E
I stead of estimating equation (3) with data for all securiti , it is also
.. pot hlc to.ronstruct arbitrage portfolios Containing stoCki of 'v ry large and
very •small firnis, rtfy combining long positions in smal ..firm' with short
pdsi ions in large firms. A simp e. ime stria regression is rue o determine ."
.the ifference in risk-adjutted t t rns between small and largi firm$. This
Opp oath, long familiar in the erne nt markets and option pricing literature,
.
has the advantage that no assn ptioA about the ex ct .1unctional relati nships between market value d expected return neep to'be made, and
it w II therefore be used in this stud
'
; II
3,

eta

.

• .; c,;;;4

:

f
•
I
T e sample includes a,
.11 commod tock quoted on the NYSE for at least '
five years bef we 1 1926 and 1975. Mont ly price and return data and the
nu her of share -outstanding of the end f each month j.re availible in the
i
ma thly,retUrns tile Of the Center for Research in SeEurItt.Prices (CRSP) of
the niversjty ofiChicago. Three different market indices re used; this is in ,
res nse to '.Roll's (1977) critique of empir cal tests of the APM. Two of the
thr are pure common stock indices 1- the CRSP i ually- and valuewei hted indices. The third. is :no te.comprehensive: a va ue-weigbted corn- • I
bin. 'ion of ;the CRSP value-Weigh ed index and return data on corporate
and government bonds from Ibbotson end • Sinquefield I1977) (henceforth
'ma ket index').' The weights of the components of this index are derived fro information on the total market value or corporal and goiernment
,
• • bon s,in vatious issues of the Survey of Current Business updated annually)
r
and from the market value of cominon 'stocks in the CRSP monthly index'
ffic. The stock indices, made up of riskier assets, have both higher returns •
`tr the diagsmal model lot market model) is an incompSte speclication of the return
' gen rating process the commie of the standard error of betaisjikely to have an upward bias.
sins1 the residual variance estimate is too large', The &rot in'.the residual variance estimate._
• ap1, ais to• be related to the second factor. Therefore, the resulting gamMa estimates are biased.1
'Slo metenSe is made that this index is complete: thus• the use of quoMtion marks. ft ignores .
real rstate, foreign inen. etc.; it should be considered a lint step toward `comprehensive index.
See hholson and Fall 11979).
6

-

.

.

Ile

II
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and higher risk than the bond i tdicesiand the `market. indef.' A time series
for commercial paper returns is sed a the risk-free rate.' While not actually
onstant through time, its variai ion is very small when compared to. that of
he!other series, and it is not s gnificantly correlated with any of the three.
ndices used as Market proxiesi
4. Empirical results
I.
.
il.'Results for methods hosed on grouped .data •
I The portfolio selection proced re used in this study is ideintical to the- One
t eisdribed aidength in Black and Scholes:(1974). The securities arc assigned
tisione of twenty-five portfolios c ntaining similar numbers of securities. first
.
tni one of five on the' basis of the market value of the stock,, then the
securities in each of those five ar in turnIassigned to one of five portfolios I '
o6 the basis of their beta. Five y ars of data arc used for the estimation of
the security beta: thetext five yea s' data are used for the reestimation of the
portfolio betas. Stock piice and n amber Of• shares .outstanding itt the end of II •
tile five year periods are used for the calculation of the market propOrtions.
The 'portfolios are updated every year. The cross-sectional regression (3) is
thenterformed in each month an the Sans of the asulting time series of •
the gammas could be (an have been in the past) interpreiedNas the final .
estimators. However. havin used estimated parameters,.it is not pertain that
the series have the theoretical properties, in particular, the hypothesized beta.. ,.
deck and Scholes (1974. p. 17) suggest that the time series of the gammas be
regressed once more on the ex :s return of the Market index: This 1.1
'
correction involves running the tim series regression (for f2 ) .
1, •
•
(4)
f 2r RFr = 4:2 2 +
F1)+ Ear.
.
•
It has been shows earlier that (htheoretical /12 is zero. (4) removes the
effects of a non-zero fi2 on the rent n estimate '22 and 42 is used as the final .
estimator for 7 2 — R. Similar corre tions are performed for yo and y,.. The'
I
•• •
.
i •
,
'Mean monthly returns and standard dcvi lions for the 1926-1975 ;ivied are:
••

I
I!
I
1
1

I
.

..,Mean return Standard deviation
J 1•
:0.0046
0.0178
0.0358
. 0.008S
0.0830
0.0120

,
. arket index'
CRSP value-weighted index
CRSP equally-weighted index i
0.0027
0.0157
1 Government bond index
t
.
0.0142
0.0072'
,:.1 ' 1 Corporate bond index
f. der
'i iirn graiefu to Myron Scholes for makit • this series available. The mean monthly return
,
.
,/i... forth 1926.1975 period is 0.0026 and the NU dard deviation is 0.0021. '

•
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I
d iatioris of the 01,
2, in (4) from their theoret I values also allow
us to check whether the grouping pttoaedure is art ective means to
eli inate the errors-in-beta problem.
he results are'essdntially iaentical Nit both 01,S an GLS and for 311
thr in ices. Thus; only one set of results, those for the arket index' with
-. G S, is} presented in table I. For each of the gammas, hree numbers are
re rtedr the mean of that time Series okreturni which is levant for the tat
of to hypothesis of interest
Whether or not c/o and f are different from
the risk-free rate and the risk 'premium, respectively), the associated tsea 'sue. and finally, the estimated:beta of the time series f the gamMa from,
(4). Note that the means are corrected forithe,deviation f om the theoretical
bet as discussed above. .
•
.
.
he table shows a signi ficantly negative stimate for 72 r.theoverall time
per1
od. Thtis, shares of firms with large market values have had smaller
nett rns, Oil average, than similar' small rms. The CA irr
M 'appears :to be
mis•pecifica. The table also shows that yo s diffetent from the 'ris
' • kk-rfree
r rate.
As oth Fama (1976, ch. 9)pnd Roll (197i) have pointed out, if &test does
not use the time market .portfolio, the Sharpe-Lintner model might I be
wrongly rejected. The estimates for 70 arc of the sameagnitude as those
repined by Fama and MacBeth (1973) it others. The dhoice-of a market
index and the econometric 'method does n t affect the results. Thus, at least.
wit) in the content of this study, the Ch ice of. A proit. for the market
por folio'does not seem to affect the result and allowink orheteroscedastic
disttrbances does not lead to significantly dre efficient asimators.
B fore looking at the results in more der il, some Comm:nts on econometp
ric hrobkms. are in order...The results iiri able I are based on the 'market
ind x' which is likely to 'be superior to 'pure stock indices from a theoretical.
vier point Since it includes more assets Noll (1977)]. This superiority has its
pri . The actual betas of the time series of the gammas tire reported in table .
.1 i the columnilabeled,A. Recall that the theoretical values of fi$0 arid ft
are era •andsone, respectively. The standeld zero-beta po tfoliO :with return '
.2, c Mains high beta stocks in short posit ons,and IOW;
btto stocks in long
!VIII 10IIS; while .0e opposite is the case for he zero-iti'vest
n ent portfolio with
retu n f,. The actual Was are all signifida fly different frdm the theoretical
val s. This suggesti a reiresston; effect, •.e., the past betas oi high beta
smith
i
cit ies -arc overestimated and the beta's Of 16w beta' l ' rives are tinder- 1
esti met" Past beta is, not completely uricorielated - wit the error tor the .
current beta and the instrumental variable pproach to th error-in-variables '
problem is not entirely successful.9

4

. .

•

1

' here is no such effect for /12 because that portion" has both zero bet and zero investment;
le., pet holdings of both high and low beta securities a e. on average, zero
' his result is first documented in Brenner 0976) w ho examines the original Finta-MeBeth
119 I time series of .0,.
• •
.
•
rat

•b i
' •
1
•
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Table 1
Portfolfriestimators for 70.7, and based on the 'market Wei' with generalized kast squares estimition.•

Period

/It

-1Rir - ffr f

r(lo - RO -

IR - RI ))

ft,

1.12

•

fif,)

P1

1936-1975

0.00450

2.76

0.45

-0.00092

-1.00

0.75

-0.00052

-2.92

0.01 -

19336-195f
1956-1975

0.00377 .
0.00531

1.66
2.22 -

0.43

-0.00060
-0.00138

-0.80
-0.82

0.80
0.73

-0.00043
-0.00062

-2.12
-2.09

0.01
0.01

-6.00098
0021
-0d0

- 0 77
-0.26
-0.56
-0.80

0.75
0.96
0.69

-0=15
-0.00039
L0.00080

-2.32
-0.65
1.27
-1.55

-0.01
0.06
-0.01
0.01

0.46

0.30
1936-1945 -- 0b0-1210.63
1946-1955 _ -0.00650---2.89--03.0
1956-1%9 • 0p0494.
2.02
0.34
1.43
1966-1975 0.b0596
0.49%

-0.00098
-0.00232

1'0 - fir= mean difference between return on zero beta portfolio and risk-free rate. - fRi;-3,.)si mean difference between actual
risk-premium (I, )and risk premium stipulated by Sharpe-Lintner model (Ru - R,). f 2.= size premium.
=actual estimated market risk
of (theoretical values: flo = 0. Jf, = I, fi, =0); all ffo.(1, are significantly different from the theoretical values. ii.1=r-statistic.

;;...=-1.I.&;;;;;- •

a

a
ti
3

'
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•

he deviations from the! theoretical betas are largest/for the 'market index,
alter° for the CRSP value-weighted 'in ex, and !small Ost for the CRSP
ally-weighted index. This is due to t o factoii: firs ,.even if the true
ariance structure is stationary, betas ith respect 'to a value-weighted
ex, change whenever the Weights chang incethe weighted average of the
be as'is.constrained,tb be equal to one.
nd, the betas anti theiritandard
er ors with respect to the 'market index a much larger than for the stock
' in ices (a typical stock beta is between two and.three), which leads tó larger
M. the results in'-table I show
de viaiions - a kind of 'leverage effect..
th t the final correction for the deviation o fa and #i from their theoketical
va tics is of crucial importance for maket pr xies with changing weights.
tifnated portfolio betas 'and portfoli market proportions arc (nei
ga ively) correlated:It is therefore possible hat the errors in beta induce
an
en or .in the &iefficient of the market prop rtion.'Accord ng to Levi (1973),
. th probability limit 017, in the standard errors-M-thetvar ables model is
plim ff=.71fill +la: - Id

<

b=deff-t-o,1)..altu; 4 >o,
•
w lac rd., el are the variances of the trite f• ctors # and 0 respectively, a! is
tl variance of the error in beta and crii•is he covariance of p and 0. Thus,
tl • bias in -2, is unambiguously towardS•zer for positive I. The probability
lit tit of f.2 -.- 72 is [Levi .(1973))
• •

Th
on.
sec
dfiw

ini
co
do
wt
PT)
ml
4.:
eq
Li
re
nc
Pc
se
w
re

plim 02 ..- 72 f= (a.! • a 12 ' 72 )/p.

We find that the bias in .12 depends on the ovariance bet een # and 0 and '
the sign of 71 . If er,e has the same sign.as e covariance between 11 and 0,
, 012 <0. and if ',-t o, (1, then pitmen —y2 )<0,• i.e., linvh <•,•2. If. the
toping procedure is not successful in rem ving the erroll in beta, then it is
li cly that the reported 12 overstates the tr e magnitt
of the size. effect. If
s was a•serious problem in this•study, th results fo t e different market
in ice; should reflect the problem. In particular, using till equally-weighted
st k index should then lead to the smallest! size effect sink as was pointed
oft earlier, the error in beta .problem is app trently less setious for that kind
o index. In fact, we'lind that theie is little d fference between the estimates.io,
•
"For the overall lime period. f • with the equally-weighted CRSP Wet is -0.00044, with the
v,1lue weighted CRSP index -0.00044 as well as op sal to the 1-0(00052. for the 'market
i1 lei reported In table I. The estimated betas of yo an d f, which reflect the degree of the error
in him problem% are 0.07 and 0.91. respectively. for th. equally-weighted CRIP index and 0.13
aild 0.87 for the value-weighted CRSP index
t

Ji

•
t
-•
•,....••••••p•me.t..-c•••••••••••••41..1.-m •rasm•••••••••••••wammill
•• , •

•
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Thus; it.. does .hot .appear that the size effect is just' a proxy for the
.unobservable true beta even though the market proportion. and the beta of
sectgities are negatively correlated.
•
... The correlatioii coefficient between the mean market values .of the twentykrie. portfolios Ind' their betas! is .significintly negative; which might have
introduced a mhiticollinearity
. problem. One of its possible c'onsequencbs• is
Coefficients that are very sensitive to addition or deletion of dkti. This effect
does not appear] to occur in this case: the results do not change significantly
when five port(' lit's. are diopised from the sample.I . Revising the grouping
peocedure 4— ranking on the basis of beta first, theni ranking On the- basis of
market 'proportient —‘ also doeS not lead to substantially different results. 3.
i •
4.2. A closer look at the results

' •

•

An additional factor relevant for asset pricing -- the ma ket value of the
equity of a firm has been found. The results are based o a linear model.
ft
Linearity was assumed only for convenience and there 's no theoretical
reason (since there is no model) why the relationship should be linear. If it is
nonlinear, the pkrticular form of the 'relationship might give us a starting
point for, the discussion of possible causes of the size effect in the next
sectioniAn anal)lsis of the residuals of the twenty-five portfolios is the easiest
way to look at the linearity- question. For each month t, the estimated
residual return
=

= 1 . • —25.
(St
•
is calculated for all portfolios. The Ivan residuals over the forty-five lyenr
sample period are plotted as a' function of the mean market proportion ih fig.
' I. Since the distribution of the market proportions is i very' skeweid, a
logarithmic scale is used. The solid line connects the mean residual returns of
each size group. The numbers identify the individual portfolios within each
group according ,to beta, '1' being the one with the largest.beta; '5' being the
..
'one with the smallest beta.
1
' The figure shows clearly th ti the linear model is misspeeilied." The'
residuals are-not Irandomly distributed around zero. The . residuals of the'
,portfolios containmg the smallest firms are all positive; the remaining ones
re•close to zero. As a consequence, it is impossible to use t2 as a simple size
fr
iprethium in the Cross-section. The plot , also shows, however, that the
milspecificatiorr is , not responsible for the significance of yr since the linear
Model underestimates the true size effect present for 'very . small firms. To
. illustrate this koint, the five .portfolios containing the smaller firms are
"The nonlinearity cannot be eliMinated by defining 0, as the log of the market proportion.
I

s

.
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I 1

'the 'sample and the. paraders reestimated. The e multi:
umniarized )n fable 2; 'show that the 12 remain eisentially the same: The
attimship'is still not linear: the new 1 still. cannot be used as. f size
.
• timium. .4 c
Vs for very small firms: Further
Fig. I suggests that the main effect
from' a simple test. 'We can
.'suhrxirt for this conclusion can: be obtai
greis the returns of the twenty-five portfolios in each result on beta alone
,,
nd examine the residuals. The regression 's misspecifted and the residuals
onialh information about the size effect: Fir 2 shows the plot of those
sidulals.in!the same format as fig. 1.: The smallest firms have, on average.
, . cry large .unexplained mean returns. T re %is no significant difference
t
—
tle twecn the residuals
. of the remaining portf nos. 1 ,
•

•

• .

•

•

•

;

3

004
1

z
a

001

D

3

a
0

•
oo

.002

is
004

.5•10

.10

. 5•10.1
MARKET PROPORTION

•
1: Mean residual returns of portfolios It1936-1975) with equidly-weightni CRSP index as
Act NOV. The residual is calculated with the !three-factor model [ccg. (3 I. The. nurnbers
1. —5 represent the mean residual return for the Jive portfolios within each size group (I:
pi Wolin w4. largest bcta......5: portfolio with smallest beta). + represents he mean f the
I
mean residuals of the five portfolios with similar market values ,
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' .002.
IN •
Ia

0.0 . •

' -.002-

-.004

•
.5:10.1 • 1.04

,

•

MARKET PROPORTION

I

1/4

Pig. 2. Mean residual returnns of ponfediOs (i9364973) with equally-weighted •CRSP index as
matket pioxy: The residual is alculateprith the two-factor model
=
The
simbolkore as defined for fig. I.
•

•,‘
s

I

4.3. terrhitrages porgolio returns
One important empirical question gill remains: How important is the size
effect from a practical point of view? Fig. '2 suggests that the difference in
returns between the smallest firins and the remaining' ones is;-on average;
abOut 0.4 percent per month. A more dram6tic result can be obtained when
the securities are.chosen solely On the basis or their market Value. •
'
As an illustration, consider Putting equal dollar,amounts into portfolios
containi9g the smallest, largest and median-sized firms'at the beginning of a
year. These Portfolios ore to be equally weighted andt contain, say; ten.
twenty or fifty securities. The/ are to be held for live years and are
rebalanced every month. Tbey are levered or unlevered to have the same
beta. We are then interested pi the differences in their returns,
•

RI ,;=12.— RH.

R2i= R„, —R.,,.

:11

• (E) .

•
;•

•••

fief,:;
•
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Table
. '
•
Portfolio estimators for,y3 ito.r all 25 portfolios and for
20 portfolios Iporffolios containing smallest firms de••
leted) based 'on CRSP equally weighted index with
estimation':'
generalised
• :Size premium with
Period •

,
t•

1936-1975
•
,
•n
• 1 1936-1955
.
1956-1975
1936-1945'

t1
1946. 1955
1956 1965
i•
1906 15175
'
.

•.'

1...
..

20 portfolios

• • 25 Portfolios

-L0.00643
• 1-2.541'
. -001(41
f -118)1
-0.00050
1 1-1.91)
I -0.00083
I( -2.414( •

- 0.00044
I -2.421 , •
-0:00037. '
f -.1.72)

.-0.00056 ,
1-1.911
-0.00385
1-2.811
0.00003 I
-0.00003
!au)
: .4-013) %
j
I -0.00017
-,0(10X123)
tr 0.ftjt
(-0.651

• -0.00091• j
C — 1.78)

• it— 0.000g5.
(-1.841
•

•
o-.laIhlie in parentheses.
•

•

•

.

••
••
vhere R. IC, and R1, are the retains on the portfolios containing -the
••malleth. median-sized and largest firms al portfolio formitiorl time (and RI,
= R 21 4 Rn). The procedure involve's (a) the calculation of the three differ!ices in raw returns iii each month and (b) running time series regressions of
he-differences on the•excess returns of the market proxy. The ntercept. terms
,
f tlieyc regressions are then interpreted :tit the Rd, 1=1.. .,3.• Thus, the
lilfcrences cab be interpietet as 'arbitrage returns, since, e.g:, R,, is the
eturn obtained !from holding the smallest firmillong and the largest firms
hon. representing zero net investment in a zero-beta pordblio." Simple
qually; weighted portfolios are used* rather than :Svc sophisticated .mi'nimum: variance; portfolios to demonstrate that the siiot effect is not due to
ome quirk in the covariance matrix.
Table 3 shows that the results of the earlier rests are fully confirmed../12,
i
he difference in returns between very small .firms and median-se firms, is
ypically considerably larger than Ag, the difference in returns between
nedian-sized.and very large firms. TheliVerage•eiccess return from holding
very small firms long and very large firms short! id, on average, 1.52percent
•
''Noss post sample bias,is intro
since monthly rebliaking includes stocks delisted
luring the five years. Thus, the portfolio size is generally =orate only for the first month of
rich' period.

rt;

•

:1

•• ;

•1

t•
1

: •

.

•

•

' ••

i

.

;e.
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Mean monthly returns on 'arbitrage portfolioa•
R,)
_R.,- R. a, +

lie

1,
n w 10
°serail period
0.0152
1931-1975
• • • (2.99)
Fire-year subperiods
1931-1935
4133:89:
(4.25)
1936-1940
,--..,...*--•-• ----'194r1445•

--- 1946-1950
1951-1955
1956-1960
. _ _ -•- •_ _ 1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975

v• .
- - .

'

0.0201
10.82)

nw20'
0.0148
(3.53)

nal0 . n-20

n
0.0101
(3.07)

0.0597 , 0.0427
(2.81)
(2.35)
.0.0182
(0.97)

0.0089
10.67)

0.0130
12.90)

n

0.0124.
0.56)

0.0089
(3.64)

0.0462
0.0462
0.0326
(1.92) _ (2.55) _ (2.46)
... 0.0118
(0.55)

n-10

-.50•

00145
(0.90)

0.0064
10.65)

0.0021 • - 0.0024 .
(1.4)6)„
7141)
...

0.6127 ;-. 00134
(1.09) - :-• (1.49)
110084

n zoi

.

0.0037

0.0012
(0.85)
..
.

0.0101
(1.42)
0.0025 .

LOA/ "- (049 - .,
amok
0.0041
oo41
,

• ?:,

A

r

0.6430 --01bIr 0.0269--.---003110.0367
0.0228
0 0049 .
12.29)-- .. 12.46)
(2.17)
.
(2.29)
12.54)
12.02)
,14
(1.09)_, _ _ 0.68)
'0.25)
_i__ _
-0.0060
-0.0046.
-0.0036 -: 0.0058 -=0.0059 ---•:• 0.0329 ----o.ocie-t---Zaom------4.000 -- 1- .
:.- - -- '1
(-1.03)
17.1293
(-0.833
(-0.07)
(-0.38) •
(i-0.50).
1- 1.171_ .- ( -0.97) - -'• - 1-0.97)
-0.0011
-0.9067
0.0013
-0.0(04
0.0026
0.0010
. -0.0062
-0.0037
' 0.0003
5
(-0.89)•.
(-0.21)
(0.32)
(-0.071•
(rzzr
(0.39)
(-1.29) (-0.99)
(0.11) , ii- -,•
0.0039
0.0008
'0.0027
-0.0007 --0.0027
0.0011
0.
. so031___-1101135--:-0.0026_
"
I
(0.fr7)
(0.89) _
10.14)
(1.16) . . . (0.97) • e
10.15)
('-0.64) •
-10:45)C-- (0,88)
4.
.
- 0.0131
0.0060
0.0024 ,
0.0096" • -0.0046 - :0.0036 -- 0.0035
00014
--O -0012
.
41.38).
(0.67)
(1.11)
(0.72)
(0.77) - - --(0:59)---- (0241- -( -014) *
(031)
0.0121'..
0.0117
0.0077
0.0129._
0.0110
0.0071
.
0.00080.0007
. 0.0006 .
•
11.64) . 12.26) •
(1.91)
(2.71)
(0.23)
-• (0.22)
(0.27)
(2.43) .
(1,93)
• i •
_i
0.0063
0.0108
0.0098
0.0033
0.0077
0.0083
0.0030
. 0.0331-:.--- 0.0015 ' •
(0.60)
11.23)
1/4 0.453 0.18)
(0.39)
' (1.79). . (0.64) .
(0;72) _. (0.43)

•Equally•weighted portfolios with n securities, adjusted for differences in market risk-with respect to CRSP value-weighted index, bstatistict in
- __
theses.
_ -•
..
.
. .. ..
'Small firms held long, large firms held short. d'Small firms held long. median-size firms held short.
'Median-six firms held long large firms held short.
4
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RACCBanz. Return and firm ski T..

•

" '

r Month • or 19.8 percent on an, ann,IttaItz
' ed-bais'.. This strategy, which
.uggests very large 'profit opporturfities; leaves the investor' with a poorly
iversified .portfolio. A portfolio of small firms has typicilly Ouch larger
sidual risk with respect to d value-weighted index' than a portfolio of very i
I rge firms with the same number of secukities [Banz (1978, ch.1
4. Since the '
fty largest firms make up more than 25 1percent of the total ma kft value of
NYSE stocks, it is not surprising that a' larger part of the variation of the.
r turn of a portfolio of thosd large firms can be explained by its relatidn with
tic value-weighted market index. Table 3' also shows that the strategy would
not have been . successful in every, five I year subperiod. Nevertheless, the
magnit'ide of the size effect during the -past forty-fiVe years is such that it is
10
1
of more than just academic interest.
.
., .

•i

I

.
.. •

1

Conclusions

I
The evidince presented in this :study . suggests that the CAPM is misspecified. On average. silts!' NYSt. firm have had signifiehntly larger risk •
adjusted returns than large NYSE iirms:pver a forty year period: This size
c ect is not lineal—in the market proportion (or the log of the market
p oportion) but ,is most pronounced for the smallest firms in the sample. The:
c ect is also •not very stable through dme. An analysis of the ten year
s bperiods show substantial differences.in; the Magniiude of the coefficient of
I
t c size factor (table I).
There is no theoretical foundation for such an effect. We do not even
k ow whether the factor is size itself or whether size in just a pray for one
o more true but , unknown fitctori co related with size:, It is possible,
however,. to offer some conjectures and e1en discuss sonic actors for which,
si e is suspected to proxy. Recent work b Reinganum (1980) has eliminated,
o e obvious candidate: the Pricc-carnin (PIE) ratio.'? He finds! that 'the' •
P1 -affect, ..as reported by Basu 1197 I, disappears'. for both NYSE, •
a d AMEX stocks when he controls for size but that there is a significant
size effect even when he controls for the NE-ratio. i.e., the PIE-ratio effect is
a proxy for the size effect and not vice virsa. Stattman (1980), who found a
I significant negative relationship between the ratio of book value and market
value of equity and its return, also repoists that this relationship is just a
p oxy for the size effect. Naturally, a large; number of possible factors remain
t be tested." But the Reinganum results • ml out a: Potential problem with .
s me of the existing negative evidence f the efficient . market hypothesis.
B sit believed to have identified a market inefficiency but his
effect is

re-

1

li

"Thc average correlation coefficient between P/E-ratio and market value is only 0.16 forindividual mocks for thirty-eight quinces ending in119711, Rut for the portfolios formed on the
b is of P/E-ratio, it rises to 0.112. Recall that Dasu 11977) used ten portfolios in his study.
"E.g.. debt-equity ratios, skewness of the morn distribution [Kraus and Litrenberger
19761).
••
.
.

f.
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R.A. Ban:, ReIurn had firm sire
just a proxy—for the•size'effect; Given itsi longevity, it is not likely that it is •
due to a market inefficiency but it
thther evidence •of a pricing *model
misspecification. To the extent that sts of Market efficiency use data of
firms of different sizes and are based oh the CAPM, their results might be at
least contaminated by the size effect.
One possible explanation invplving e 'size of the firm directly is based on
a model by Klein and BaWa (1977).
y find that if insufficient information-'
is available about a subset of secu ties, . investors will not hold these
securitieS because of estimation risk,
uncerthinty about the true para- .
meters of the .retutn distribution. If investors. differ in the amount of
information available:.they will limit their diversification to different subsets
of all securities in the market:" It is likely that the amount of information
generated is related to 14 size of the. firm. Therefore, many investors would
not desire to hold the common stock iof very small firms. I have shown
elsewhere [Bann (1978, ch.'2)] that securities sought by only a subset of the:
investors have higher risk-adjusted thtiirns than those considered by all
investors. Thus, lack 'of information tlbout small firms leads to limited
diversification and therefore to higher rtkurns for the 'Undesirable' stocks of
small firms." While this informal model is consistent with the .empirical .
results, it is; nevertheless: just conjecture..
To summarize, the size effect exists but it is not !at all clear why it exists,
Until we find an answer, it should be interpreted with caution. It might :be
tempting to use the size effect, e.g.,, as the basis for a theory of mergers —
large firms are able to pay a premium Cm; the stock of Small firths since they
will be, able—td discount the 'same cash; flows at a smaller disiount rate.
Naturally, this might turn out to be coMplete nonsense "if 'size were to be
shown to be just a proxy.
.
The preceding- disqussion suggests that the results of this study leave many .
questions unanswered. Further research should consider The relationship
between size and other factors such its thOlividend yield effect, and the tests
shoUld be expanded to inClude OTCistockS as well.
. '
''Klein and Bawa (1977, p. 1021.
••
"A similar result can be obtained with the introdktion of fixed holding costs.which lead to
limited ditpsilication as well. See Brennan (1975). Bab:11978, ch. 2) and Mayshar (19791:
IF
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The Capital Asset Pricing
Model: Some Empirical
Tests*
FISCHER BLACK.} MICHAEL C. JENSEN.I
AND
MYRON SCHOLES*

1. Introduction and Summary
Considerable attention has recently been given to general
equilibrium models of the pricing of capital assets. Of these,
perhaps the best known is the mean-variance formulation

originally developed by Sharpe [1964) and Treynor [1961],
and extended and clarified by Lintner [1965a, b), Mossin
11966), Fama [1968a, b), and Long [1972). In addition Treynor
(19651, Sharpe (1966], and Jensen [1968,1969] have developed portfolio evaluation models which are either based on
this asset pricing model or bear a close relation to it. In the
development of the asset pricing model it is assumed that
(1) all investors are single period risk-averse utility of terminal wealth maximizers and can choose among portfolios solely
on the basis of mean and variance, (2) there are no taxes or
•We wish to thank Eugene Fama, John Long, David Mayers, Merton
Miller, and Walter Oi for benefits obtained in conversations on these issues
and D. Besenfelder, J. Shaeffer, and B. Wade for programming assistance.
This research has been partially supported by the University of Rochester
Systems Analysis Program under Bureau of Naval Personnel contract
number N.00022.69-6-0065, The National Science Foundation under grant
CS-2964, The Ford Foundation, the Wells Fargo Bank, the Manufacturers
National Bank of Detroit. and the Security Trust Company. The calculations
were carried out at the University of Rochester Computing Center, which is
in part supported by National Science Foundation grant CJ-82.8.
I University of Chicago.
I University of Rochester.
4Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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The Capital Asset Pricing Model

transactions costs, (3) all investors have homogeneous views
regarding the parameters of the joint probability distribution
of all security returns, and (4) all investors can borrow and
lend at a given riskless rate of interest. The main result of the
model is a statement of the relation between the expected risk
premiums on individual assets and their "systematic risk."
The relationship is
(1)
E(R,) = E(11m)/3)
where the tildes denote random variables and
E(P,) — P,-, E(Dr)
E(RR) =
rn — expected excess returns

Our main purpose is to present some additional tests of this
asset pricing model which avoid some of the problems of
earlier studies and which, we believe, provide additional
insights into the nature of the structure of security returns.
All previous direct tests of the model have been conducted
using cross-sectional methods; primarily regression of IL the
mean excess return over a time interval for a set of securities
on estimates of the systematic risk,j3h of each of the securities.
The equation

8o

on the jth asset
D, = dividends paid on the jth security at time t
= the riskless rate of interest
E(R.11)= expected excess returns on a "market portfolio"
consisting of an investment in every asset outstanding in proportion to its value
cov (k, Asa the "systematic risk of the jth asset.
„p (lm) =
Relation 1 says that the expected excess return on any asset
is directly proportional to its /3. If we define RI as

a j = E(11)—E(fim)13.1
then (1) implies that the a on every asset is zero.
If empirically true, the relation given by (1) has wideranging implications for problems in capital budgeting, cost
benefit analysis, portfolio selection, and for other economic
problems requiring knowledge of the relation between risk
and return. Evidence presented by Jensen [1968, 1969] on
the relationship between the expected return and systematic
risk of a large sample of mutual funds suggests that (1) might
provide an adequate description of the relation between risk
and return for securities. On the other hand, evidence presented by Douglas [1969], Lintner [1965], and most recently
Miller and Scholes [1972] seems to indicate the model does
not provide a complete description of the structure of security
returns. In particular, the work done by Miller and Scholes
suggests that the a's on individual assets depend in a systematic way on their p's: that high-beta assets tend to have
negative a's, and that low-beta stocks tend to have positive a's.

81
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was estimated, and contrary to the theory, 7o seemed to be
significantly different from zero and y, significantly different
from
the slope predicted by the model. We shall show
in Section III that, because of the structure of the process
which appears to be generating the data, these cross-sectional
tests of significance can be misleading and therefore do not
provide direct tests of the validity of (1). In Section II we
provide a more powerful time series test of the validity of
the model, which is free of the difficulties associated with
the cross-sectional tests. These results indicate that the
usual form of the asset pricing model as given by (1) does
not provide an accurate description of the structure of security
returns. The tests indicate that the expected excess returns
on high-beta assets are lower than (1) suggests and that the
expected excess returns on low-beta assets are higher than
(1) suggests. In other words, that high-beta stocks have
negative ds and low-beta stocks have positive a's.
The data indicate that the expected return on a security can
be represented by a two-factor model such as
E(P;)= E(iz)(1 -13?+ E(Ia
(2)
where the r's indicate total returns and E(1-z) is the expected
return on a second factor, which we shall call the "beta
factor," since its coefficient is a function of the asset's /3. After
we had observed this phenomenon, Black [1970] was able to
show that relaxing the assumption of the existence of riskless
borrowing and lending opportunities provides an asset
pricing model which implies that, in equilibrium, the expected return on an asset will be given by (2). His results
furnish an explicit definition of the beta factor, f2, as the
return on a portfolio that has a zero covariance with the return
on the market portfolio tm. Although this model is entirely
1A, =
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consistent with our empirical results (and provides a convenient interpretation of them), there are perhaps other
plausible hypotheses consistent with the data (we shall briefly
discuss several in Section V). We hasten to add that we have
not attempted here to supply any direct tests of these
alternative hypotheses.
The evidence presented in Section II indicates the expected
excess return on an asset is not strictly proportional to its /3,
and we believe that this evidence, coupled with that given in
Section IV, is sufficiently strong to warrant rejection of the
traditional form of the model given by (1). We then show in
Section III how the cross-sectional tests are subject to measurement error bias, provide a solution to this problem through
grouping procedures, and show how cross-sectional methods
are relevant to testing the expanded two-factor form of the
model. Here we find that the evidence indicates the existance
of a linear relation between risk and return and is therefore
consistent with a form of the two-factor model which specifies
the realized returns on each asset to be a linear function of the
returns on the two factors tz and Ns,
as

Ps(I

+ i j3,+tb.s

(2)

The fact that the a's of high-beta securities are negative and
that the a's of low-beta securities are positive implies that the
mean of the beta factor is greater than rr. The traditional form
of the capital asset pricing model as expressed by (1), could
hold exactly, even if asset returns were generated by (2'),
if the mean of the beta factor were equal to the risk-free rate.
We show in Section IV that the mean of the beta factor has had
a positive trend over the period 1931-65 and was on the order
of 1.0 to 1.3% per month in the two sample intervals we
examined in the period 1948-65. This seems to have been
significantly different from the average risk-free rate and
indeed is roughly the same size as the average market return
of 1.3 and 1.2% per month over the two sample intervals in
this period. This evidence seems to be sufficiently strong
enough to warrant rejection of the traditional form of the
model given by (1). In addition, the standard deviation of the
beta factor over these two sample intervals was 2.0 and 2.2%
per month, as compared with the standard deviation of the
market factor of 3.6 and 3.8% per month. Thus the beta factor
seems to be an important determinant of security returns.
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II. Time Series Tests of the Model

A. Specification of the Model. Although the model of (1)
which we wish to test is stated in terms of expected returns,
it is possible to use realized returns to test the theory. Let us
represent the returns on any security by the "market model"
originally proposed by Markowitz [1959] and extended by
Sharpe [1963] and Fama [1968a]
Aj = E(Fii)+13jiti +
(3)
where R = RM —E(R,,,)= the "unexpected" excess market
return, and Rj and ej are normally distributed random variables that satisfy:
(4a)
E(Rs) = 0
E(e) = 0
(4b)
gaiR; f) = 0
(4c)
The specifications of the market model, extensively tested
by Fama et al. [1969] and Blume [1968), are well satisfied by
the data for a large number of securities on the New York Stock
Exchange. The only assumption violated to any extent is the
normality assumption' -the estimated residuals seem to conform to the infinite variance members of the stable class of
distributions rather than the normal. There are those who
would explain these discrepancies from normality by certain
nonstationarities in the distributions (cf. Press [1967]), which
still yield finite variances. However, Wise [1963] has shown
that the least-squares estimate of
in (3) is unbiased (although not efficient) even if the variance does not exist, and
simulations by Blattberg and Sargent [1968] and Fama and
Babiak [1968) also indicate that the least-squares procedures
are not totally inappropriate in the presence of infinite variance stable distributions. For simplicity, therefore, we shall
ignore the nonnormality issues and continue to assume
normally distributed random variables where relevant.'
However, because of these problems caution should be exercised in making literal interpretations of any significance tests.
Substituting from (1) for E(RJ) in (3) we obtain
Al r. 113113J+ el
(5)
where Am is the ex post excess return on the market portfolio
over the holding period of interest. If assets are priced in the
market such that (1) holds over each short time interval (say a
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•
month), then we can test the traditional form of the model by
adding an intercept /xi to (5) and subscripting each of the
variables by t to obtain
(6)
+ ex
Rx = ori+
which, given the assumptions of the market model, is a regression equation. If the asset pricing and the market models given
by (1), (3), and (4) are valid, then the intercept of in (6) will be
zero. Thus a direct test of the model can be obtained by estimating (6) for a security over some time period and testing to
see if a5 is significantly different from zero 3.4
B. An Aggregation Problem. The test just proposed is simple
but inefficient, since it makes use of information on only a
single security whereas data is available on a large number
of securities. We would like to design a test that allows us to
aggregate the data on a large number of securities in an
efficient manner. If the estimates of the cri's were independent
with normally distributed residuals, we could proceed along
the lines outlined by Jensen [19681 and compare the frequency
distributions of the "t" values for the intercepts with the
theoretical distribution. However, the fact that the ex are not
cross-sectionally independent, (that is, E(e.,,e,,) s 0 for i 0 j,
cf. King (19661); makes this procedure much more difficult.
One procedure for solving this problem which makes appropriate allowance for the effects of the nonindependence
of the residuals on the standard error of estimate of the average
coefficient, a, is to run the tests on grouped data. That is, we
form portfolios (or groups) of the individual securities and
estimate (6) defining Pm to be the average return on all securities in the Kth portfolio for time t. Given this definition of
AK will be the average risk of the securities in the portfolio and
6x will be the average intercept. Moreover, since the residual
variance from this regression will incorporate the effects of
any cross-sectional interdependencies in the es among the
securities in each portfolio, the standard error of the intercept elm will appropriately incorporate the nonindependence
of ex.
In addition, we wish to group our securities such that we
obtain the maximum possible dispersion of the risk coefficients, PK. If we were to construct our portfolios by using the
ranked values of the Ph we would introduce a selection bias
into the procedure. This would occur because those securities
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entering the first or high-beta portfolio would tend to have
positive measurement errors in their 61, and this would introduce positive bias in PA,the - estimated portfolio risk coefficient. This positive bias in ftg will, of course, introduce a
negative bias in our estimate of the intercept, as, for that portfolio. On the other hand, the opposite would occur for the
lowest beta portfolio; its 13x would be negatively biased, and
therefore our estimate of the intercept for this low-risk portfolio would be positively biased. Thus even if the traditional
model were true, this selection bias would tend to cause the
low-risk portfolios to exhibit positive intercepts and high-risk
portfolios to exhibit negative intercepts. To avoid this bias,
we need to use an instrumental variable that is highly correlated with A, but that can be observed independently of A.
The instrumental variable we have chosen is simply an independent estimate of the R of the security obtained from past
data. Thus when we estimate the group risk parameter on
sample data not used in the ranking procedures, the measurement errors in these estimates will be independent of the
errors in the coefficients used in the ranking and we therefore
obtain unbiased estimates of /3x and ax.
C. The Data. The data used in the tests to be described
were taken from the University of Chicago Center for Research in Security Prices Monthly Price Relative File, which
contains monthly price, dividend, and adjusted price and
dividend information for all securities listed on the New York
Stock Exchange in the period January, 1926-March, 1966.
The monthly returns on the market portfolio R. were defined
as the returns that would have been earned on a portfolio
consisting of an equal investment in every security listed on
the NYSE at the beginning of each month. The risk-free rate
was defined as the 30-day rate on U.S. Treasury Bills for the
period 1948-66. For the period 1926-47 the dealer commercial paper rate' was used because Treasury Bill rates were
not available.
D. The Grouping Procedure
1. The ranking procedure. Ideally we would like to assign
the individual securities to the various groups on the basis of
the ranked R3 (the true coefficients), but of course these are
unobservable. In addition we cannot assign them on the basis
of the j%, since this would introduce the selection bias prob-
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lems discussed previously. Therefore, we must use a ranking
procedure that is independent of the measurement errors in
the A. One way to do this is to use part of the data— in our case
five years of previous monthly data—to obtain estimates
pp, of the risk measures for each security. The ranked values
of the $jo are used to assign membership to the groups. We
then use data from a subsequent time period to estimate the
group risk coefficients AN, which then contain measurement
errors for the individual securities, which are independent of
the errors in Ito and hence independent of the original ranking and independent among the securities in each group.
2. The stationarity assumptions. The group assignment procedure just described will be satisfactory as long as the
coefficients Aare stationary through time. Evidence presented
by Blume [1968] indicates this assumption is not totally inappropriate, but we have used a somewhat more complicated
procedure for grouping the firms which allows for any nonstationarity in the coefficients through time.
We began by estimating the coefficient ph (call this estimate
Pa) in (6) for the five-year period January, 1926-December,
1930 for all securities listed on the NYSE at the beginning of
January 1931 for which at least 24 monthly returns were available. These securities were then ranked from high to low on
the basis of the estimates Pp, anda were assigned to ten portfolios'—the 10% with the largest Sjo to the first portfolio, and
so on. The return in each of the next 12 months for each of the
ten portfolios was calculated. Then the entire process was
repeated for all securities listed as of January, 1932 (for which
at least 24 months of previous monthly returns were available)
using the immediately preceding five years of data (if available) to estimate new coefficients to be used for ranking and
assignment to the ten portfolios. The monthly portfolio returns were again calculated for the next year. This process
was then repeated for January, 1933, January, 1934, and soon,
•
through January, 1965.
In this way we obtained 35 years of monthly returns on ten
portfolios from the 1,952 securities in the data file. Since at
each stage we used all listed securities for which at least 24
months of data were available in the immediately preceding
five-year period, the total number of securities used in the
analysis varied through time ranging from 582 to 1,094, and
thus the number of securities contained in each portfolio
changed from year to year.' The total number of securities
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from which the portfolios were formed at the beginning of
each year is given in Table 1. Each of the portfolios may be
thought of as a mutual fund portfolio, which has an identity
of its own, even though the stocks it contains change over
time.
TABLE I

Total Number of Securities Entering
All Portfolios, by Year
Year

Nuntherof
Securities

1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948

582
673
688
683
676
674
666
690
718
743
741
757
772
778
773
791
812
842

Year

Number of
Securities

1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

893
928
943
966
994
1000
1006
994
994
1000
995
1021
1014
1024
1056
1081
1094

E. The Empirical Results
1. The entire period. Given the 35 years of monthly returns
on each of the ten portfolios calculated as explained previously, we then calculated the least-squares estimates of the
parameters 0A. and fig in (6) for each of the ten portfolios
(K = 1, ...,10) using all 35 years of monthly data (420 observations). The results are summarized in Table 2. Portfolio number 1 contains the highest-risk securities and portfolio number
10
contains the lowest-risk securities. The estimated risk
coeff
icients range from 1.561 for portfolio 1 to 0.499 for portfolio 10. The critical intercepts, the ax, are given in the second
line of Table 2 and the Student "t" values are given directly
below them. The correlation between the portfolio returns
and the market returns, r(RK, AN), and the autocorrelation of
the residuals, r(e„
are also given in Table 2. The autocorrelation appears to be quite small and the correlation between the portfolio and market returns are, as expected, quite
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high. The standard deviation of the residuals cr(ex), the
average monthly excess return R,, and the standard deviation
of the monthly excess return, a, are also given for each of the
portfolios.
Note first that the intercepts a are consistently negative for
the high-risk portfolios (A > 1) and consistently positive
for the low-risk portfolios (0 < 1). Thus the high-risk securities earned less on average over this 35-year period than the
amount predicted by the traditional form of the asset pricing
model. At the same time, the low-risk securities earned more
than the amount predicted by the model.
The significance tests given by the "t" values in Table 2 are
somewhat inconclusive, since only 3 of the 10 coefficients
have "t" values greater than 1.85 and, as we pointed out
earlier, we should use some caution in interpreting these "t"
values since the normality assumptions can be questioned.
We shall see, however, that due to the existence of some nonstationarity in the relations and to the lack of more complete
aggregation, these results vastly understate the significance
of the departures from the traditional model.
2. The subperiods. In order to test the stationarity of the
empirical relations, we divided the 35-year interval into four
equal subperiods each containing 105 months. Table 3 presents a summary of the regression statistics of (6) calculated
using the data for each of these periods for each of the ten
portfolios. Note that the data for / in Table 3 indicate that,
except for portfolios 1 and 10, the risk coefficients 13K were
fairly stationary.
Note, however, in the sections for a and t(a) that the critical intercepts ax, were most definitely nonstationary throughout this period. The positive a's for the high-risk portfolios in
the first subperiod ( January, 1931-September, 1939) indicate
that these securities earned more than the amount predicted
by the model, and the negative a's for the low-risk portfolios
indicate they earned less than what the model predicted. In
the three succeeding subperiods (October, 1939-June, 1948;
July, 1948-March, 1957, and April, 1957-December, 1965)
this pattern was reversed and the departures from the model
seemed to become progressively larger; so much larger that
six of the ten coefficients in the last subperiod seem significant. (Note that all six coefficients are those with /3's most
different from unity-a point we shall return to. Thus it seems
unlikely that these changes were the result of chance; they
most probably reflect changes in the aK's).
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Note that the correlation coefficients between ita and Ass,
given in Table 2 for each of the portfolios are all greater than
0.95 except for portfolio number 10. The lowest of the 40 coefficients in the subperiods (not shown) was 0.87, and all but
two were greater than 0.90. A a result, the standard deviation
of the residuals from each regression is quite small and hence
so is the standard error of estimate of a, and this provides the
main advantage of grouping in these tests.
ill. Cross-sectional Tests of the Model
A. Tests of the Two-Factor Model. Although the time series
tests discussed in Section II •provide a test of the traditional
form of the asset pricing model, they cannot be used to
test the two-factor model directly. The cross-sectional tests,
however, do furnish an opportunity to test the linearity of the
relation between returns and risk implied by (2) or (2') without making any explicit specification of the intercept. Recall
that the traditional form of the model implies yo = 0 and y, =
Rm. The two factor model merely requires the linearity of (2)
to hold for any specific cross section and allows the intercept
to be nonzero. At this level of specification we shall not specify
the size or even the sign of yo. We shall be able to make some
statements on this point after a closer examination of the
theory. However, we shall first examine the empirical evidence to motivate that discussion.
B. Measurement Errors and Bias in Cross-sectional Tests.
We consider here the problems caused in cross-sectional
tests of the model by measurement errors in the estimation
of the security risk measures" Let 8, represent
. the true (and
ry
unobseable)
systematic risk of firm j and 8,= 8,+ I, be the
measured value of the systematic risk of firm j where we assume that 4), the measurement error, is normally distributed
and for allj satisfies

E(I,)= 0
E(1,10 = 0
0
i j
ERN -1
0.2M i - j

(7a)
(7b)
(7c)

The traditional form of the asset pricing model and the asynptions of the market model imply that the mean excess
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return on a security
(8)
observed over T periods can be written as
(9)
Ft; = E(R;1/1m) + e, = Am /3,+ e,
where AM = 11:0 Lila, es= IT1 eRIT. Now an obvious test of
the traditional form of the asset pricing model is to fit
(10)
=
to a cross section of firms (where Ai is the estimated risk coefficient for each firm and e, = e,— yi e) and test to see if, as implied by the theory
y, = A31
and
yo = 0
There are two major difficulties with this procedure; the
first involves bias due to the measurement errors in /3,, and the
second involves the apparent inadequacy of (9) as a specification of the process generating the data. The two-factor asset
pricing model given by (2') implies that yo and y, are random
coefficients—that is, in addition to the theoretical values
above, they involve a variable that is random through time. If
the two-factor model is the true model, the usual significance
tests on yo and y, are misleading, since the data from a given
cross section cannot provide any evidence on the standard
deviation of ez and hence results in a serious underestimate of
the sampling error of to and t1. Ignoring this second difficulty
for the moment, we shall first consider the measurement error
problems and the cross-sectional empirical evidence. The
random coefficients issue and appropriate significance tests
in the context of the two-factor model are discussed in more
detail in Section IV.
As long as the f3, contain the measurement errors E,, the
least-squares estimates to and 1, in (10) will be subject to the
well-known errors in variables bias and will be inconsistent,
(cf. Johnston [1963, Chap. VI)). That is, assuming that e; and es
are independent and are independent of the 13; in the crosssectional sample,
plim

1+ os(01S2(13))

93

where S2(f3;) is the cross-sectional sample variance of the true
risk parameters /3,. Even for large samples, then, as long as the
variance of the errors in the risk measure o•2(e) is positive, the
estimated coefficient t, will be biased toward zero and to will
therefore be biased away from zero. Hence tests of the significance of the differences yo-0 and t, Am will be misleading.

C. The Grouping Solution to the Measurement Error
Problem. We show in the Appendix that by appropriate
grouping of the data to be used in estimating (10) one can
substantially reduce the bias introduced through the existence of measurement errors in the fib. In essence the procedure amounts to systematically ordering the firms into
groups (in fact by the same procedure that formed the ten
portfolios used in the time series tests in Section II) and then
calculating the risk measures A for each portfolio using the
time series of portfolio returns. This procedure can greatly
reduce the sampling error in the estimated risk measures;
indeed, for large samples and independent errors, the sampling error is virtually eliminated. We then estimate the crosssectional parameters of (10) using the portfolio mean returns
over the relevant holding period and the risk coefficients
obtained from estimation of (6) from the time series of portfolio returns. If appropriate grouping procedures are employed, this procedure will yield consistent estimates of the
parameters yo and y, and thus will yield virtually unbiased
estimates for samples in which the number of securities entering each group is large. Thus, by applying the cross-sectional
test to our ten portfolios rather than to the underlying individual securities, we can virtually eliminate the measurement
error problem?

D. The Cross-sectional Empirical Results. Given the 35

years of monthly returns on each of the ten portfolios calculated as explained in Section H, we then estimated thc and
AK (IC = 1, 2, ...,10) for each portfolio, using all 35 years of
monthly data. These estimates (see Table 2) were then used
in estimating the cross-sectional relation given by (10) for
various holding periods.
Figure 1 is a plot of AK versus AK for the 35-year holding
period January, 1931—December, 1965. The symbol x denotes the average monthly excess return and risk of each of
the ten portfolios. The symbol El denotes the average excess
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return and risk of the market portfolio (which by the definition of /3 is equal to unity). The line represents the leastsquares estimate of the relation between 11K and pm. The
"intercept" and "slope" (with their respective standard
errors given in parentheses) in the upper portion of the figure
are the coefficients yo and yi of (10).
The traditional form of the asset pricing model implies that
the intercept yo in (10) should be equal to zero and the slope
y, should be equal to
the mean excess return on the
market portfolio. Over this 35-year period, the average
monthly excess return on the market portfolio R AI, was 0.0142,
and the theoretical values of the intercept and slope in Figure
1 are
yo = 0
and
y, = 0.0142

1931 -- 1965
INTERCEPT a 0.00359
ST O. ERR. It 0 • 000 SS

• ()Atom
SLOPE
ST O. ERR. • 0.00052

AVE RAG EEX CESSMON THL YRE TURN S

.10

95

The "t" values
t(to) —
0.) n

0.5

1.0

1. 5

2.0

SYSTEMATIC RISK
FiCvng 1 Average excess monthly returns versus systematic risk for the
the
35-year period 1931-65 for each of ten portfolios (denoted by x) and

market portfolio (denoted by 3).

0.00359 = 6.5
-2
0.00055

-3,1 0.0142 —0.0108
s(t,)
0.00052

6.5'3

seem to indicate the observed relation is significantly different from the theoretical one. However, as we shall see,
because (9) is a misspecification of the process generating the
data, these tests vastly overstate the significance of the
results.
We also divided the 35-year interval into four equal subods, and Figures 2 through 5 present the plots of the
versus the Pic for each of these intervals. In order to obtain
better estimates of the risk coefficients for each of the subperiods, we used the coefficients previously estimated over
the entire 35-year period). The graphs indicate that the
relation between return and risk is linear but that the slope
is related in a nonstationary way to the theoretical slope for
each period. Note that the traditional model implies that the
theoretical relationship (not drawn) always passes through the
two points 'given by the origin (0,0) and the average market
excess returns represented bye in each figure. In the first subPeriod (see Fig. 2) the empirical slope is steeper than the
theoretical slope and then becomes successively flatter in
each of the following three periods. In the last subperiod
(see Fig. 5) the slope t, even has the "wrong" sign.

r
-.02
0.0

s(y0)
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TABLE 4
Summary of Cross-sectional Regression Coefficients and Their
Values
Time Period
Total Period

1/31-12165
5'3

Y, - R„
t(to)

0.00359
0.0108
0.0142
6.52
6.53

Sub periods

1131-9/39 10/39-6148 7/48-3157 4/57-12/65
0.01020
0.00777
-0.00801 0.00439
-0.0012
0.0033
0.0107
0.0304
0.0088
0.0112
0.0149
0.0220
7.40
18.89
3.20
-4.45
19.61
7.98
3.23
-4.91

The coefficients to, t,, yl and the "C values of to and y, — ''r,
are summarized in Table 4 for the entire period and for each
of the four subperiods. The smallest "t" value given there is
3.20, and all seem to be "significantly" different from their
theoretical values. However, as we have already maintained,
these "t" values are somewhat misleading because the
estimated coefficients fluctuate far more in the subperiods
than the estimated sampling errors indicate. This evidence
suggests that the model given by (9) is misspecified. We shall
now attempt to deal with this specification problem and to
furnish an alternative formulation of the model.
IV. A Two-Factor Model
A. Form of the Model. As mentioned in the introduction,
Black [1970) has shown under assumptions identical to that
of the asset pricing model that, if riskless borrowing opportunities do not exist, the expected return on any asset j will
be given by
(12)
WI) = E(Pz)(1 — (3))+ EV.4.1
where trz represents the return on a "zero beta" portfolio—a
portfolio whose covariance with the returns on the market
portfolio Pm is zero."
Close examination of the empirical evidence from both the
cross-sectional and the time series tests indicates that the
results are consistent with a model that expresses the return
on a security as a linear function of the market factor rm, (with
a coefficient of S,) and a second factor rz, (with a coefficient of
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1— pf ). The function is
rit = Pzr(1— A)+ isoth+
(13)
Because the coefficient of the second factor is a function of
the security's ft, we call this factor the beta factor. For a given
holding period T, the average value of Pm will determine the
relation between & and p for different securities or portfolios.
If the data are being generated by the process given by (13)
and if we estimate the single variable time series regression
given by (6), then the intercept & in that regression will be
= (rz — POO
= Rz(1 — th)
(14)
where Pz =
tza is the mean return on the beta factor
over the period, Pr is the mean risk-free rate over the period,
and Az is the difference between the two. Thus if Rz is positive, high-beta securities will tend to have negative &'s, and
low-beta securities will tend to have positive &'s. If Rz is
negative, high-beta securities will tend to have positive di s,
and low-beta securities will tend to have negative &'s.
In addition, if we estimate the cross-sectional regression
given by (10), the expanded two-factor model implies that the
true values of the parameters yo and y, will not be equal to
zero and Rm but instead will be given by
yo = AZ
and yi = ilm—Rz
Hence if Rz is positive, yo will be positive and y, will be less
than Rm. If Rz is negative, yo will be negative and y, will be
greater than Rm.
Thus we can interpret Table 3 and Figures 2 through 5 as
indicating that /15 was negative in the first subperiod and
became positive and successively larger in each of the
following subperiods.
Examining (12), we see that the traditional form of the
capital asset pricing model, as expressed in (1), is consistent
with the present two-factor model if
E(Rz)= 0
(15)
and (questions of statistical efficiency aside) any est for
whether ax for a portfolio is zero is equivalent to a ttest for
whether E(Rz) is zero. The results in Table 3 suggest that
E(Rz) is not stationary
through time. For example, etz for the
lowest risk portfolio (number 10) is negative in the first subPeriod and positive in the last subperiod, with a "t" value of 8.
Thus it is unlikely that the true values of am were the same in
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1— pf ). The function is
rit = Pzr(1— A)+ isoth+
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Because the coefficient of the second factor is a function of
the security's ft, we call this factor the beta factor. For a given
holding period T, the average value of Pm will determine the
relation between & and p for different securities or portfolios.
If the data are being generated by the process given by (13)
and if we estimate the single variable time series regression
given by (6), then the intercept & in that regression will be
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(14)
where Pz =
tza is the mean return on the beta factor
over the period, Pr is the mean risk-free rate over the period,
and Az is the difference between the two. Thus if Rz is positive, high-beta securities will tend to have negative &'s, and
low-beta securities will tend to have positive &'s. If Rz is
negative, high-beta securities will tend to have positive di s,
and low-beta securities will tend to have negative &'s.
In addition, if we estimate the cross-sectional regression
given by (10), the expanded two-factor model implies that the
true values of the parameters yo and y, will not be equal to
zero and Rm but instead will be given by
yo = AZ
and yi = ilm—Rz
Hence if Rz is positive, yo will be positive and y, will be less
than Rm. If Rz is negative, yo will be negative and y, will be
greater than Rm.
Thus we can interpret Table 3 and Figures 2 through 5 as
indicating that /15 was negative in the first subperiod and
became positive and successively larger in each of the
following subperiods.
Examining (12), we see that the traditional form of the
capital asset pricing model, as expressed in (1), is consistent
with the present two-factor model if
E(Rz)= 0
(15)
and (questions of statistical efficiency aside) any est for
whether ax for a portfolio is zero is equivalent to a ttest for
whether E(Rz) is zero. The results in Table 3 suggest that
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through time. For example, etz for the
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Thus it is unlikely that the true values of am were the same in
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the two subperiods (each of which contains 105 observations)
and thus unlikely that the true values of E(Rz) were the same
in the two subperiods, and we shall derive formal tests of this
proposition below.
The existence of a factor Az with a weight proportional to
1 —Th in most securities is also suggested by the unreasonably
high "t" valuesn obtained in the cross-sectional regressions,
as given in Table 4. Since ye and yi involve R2, which is a
random variable from cross section to cross section, and since
no single cross-sectional run can provide any information
whatsoever on the variability of A2, this element is totally
ignored in the usual calculation of the standard errors of ye
and yt . It is not surprising, therefore, that each individual
cross-sectional result seems so highly.significant but so totally
different from any other cross-sectional relationship. Of
course the presence of infinite-variance stable distributions
will also contribute to this type of phenomenon.
In addition, in an attempt to determine whether the linearity
observed in Figures 1 through 5 was in some way due to the
averaging involved in the long periods presented there, we
replicated those plots for our ten portfolios for 17 separate
two-year periods from 1932 to 1965. These results, which also
exhibit a remarkable linearity, are presented in Figures 6a
and 6b. Since the evidence seems to indicate that the all-risky
asset model describes the data better than the traditional
model, and since the definition of our "riskless" interest rate
was somewhat arbitrary in any case, these plots were derived
from calculations on the raw return data with no reference
whatsoever to the "risk-free" rate defined earlier (including
the recalculation of the ten portfolios and the estimation of
the 0,). Figures 7 through 11 contain a replication of Figures 1
through 5 calculated on the same basis. These results indicate that the basic findings summarized previously cannot be
be attributed to misspecificatioii of the riskless rate.
In summary, then, the empirical results suggest that the
returns on different securities can be written as a linear function of two factors as given in (13), that the expected excess
return on the beta factor Az has in general been positive, and
that the expected return on the beta factor has been higher in
more recent subperiods than in earlier subperiods.
B. Explicit Estimation of the Beta Factor and a Crucial
Test of the Model. Since the traditional form of the asset
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6g
Average monthly returns versus systematic risk for 17 nonoverlappin
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FIGURE 6 (continued)
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pricing model is consistent with the existence of the beta
factor as long as the excess returns on the beta factor have a
zero mean," our purpose here is to provide a procedure for
explicit estimation of the time series of the factor. Given such
a time series, we can then make explicit estimates of the
significance of its mean excess return rather than depending
mainly on an examination of the acj for high- and low-beta
securities. Solving (13) for tz, plus the error term, we have an
estimate Pa, of Pm
tzif r-

(P) Mal = P:11÷ Ca)t
(16)
(110)
where iy, = Coda —th). We subscript Pzic by j to denote that
this is an estimate of Pa obtained from the jth asset or portfolio. Now, since we can obtain as many separate estimates of
fzi as we have securities or portfolios, we can formulate a
combined estimate
(17)
=

SHWIL3d 1.1111.N061 301ifitsts

which is a linear combination of the Nib to provide a much
more efficient estimate of P. The problem is to find that
linear combination of the Put which minimizes the error
variance in the estimate of Pv. That is, we want to
min En— = n1in E(E Mu — i-z)2
R

,a '
cI
CJ cC
0 co 3
ri•-•

where K a 1ajDfcr2(tiM is a normalizing constant. But from

ra

St

Zti
2 >C6
E

eg

CO

g
44.

co

>
0
B

Sch111311 AlutmOcc 3'J1d3N5

1

= 1, since we want an unbiased estimate. From
subject to
the Lagrangian we obtain the first-order conditions
j = 1, 2, ..., N
(18)
hicr2(0j) — X = 0
where X is the Lagrangian multiplier and N is the total number
of securities or nonoverlapping portfolios. These conditions
imply that
0'2(01)
(19)
for all i andj
h, — o2(11))
which implies thatthe optimal weights h, are proportional to
ir
bei) i. That is,
hi =
j= 1,2,...,N
(20)

In •
=
C

et E I
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jr, so
the definition of tit we know that cr2(t/j) = cr2(tbj)I(1 — ft
— /IV
(21)
hi
cr2(ii3j)
Equation (21) makes sense, for we are then weighting the
estimates in proportion to (1 --IV and inversely proportional
2 00 directly,"
to cr2(t1;j). However, since we cannot observe 17
we are forced, for lack of explicit estimates, to assume that the
cr: 010 are all identical and to use as our weights
(22)
hi = Kin —pp
where K' = 111)(1— 13)2 •
Equations (17) and (22) thus provide an unbiased and
(approximately) efficient procedure for estimating i-zt utilizing
all available information. However, there is a problem of bias
involved in actually applying this procedure to the security
data. The coefficient 8, is of course unobservable, and in general if we use our estimates Al in the weighting procedure we
will introduce bias into our estimate of Pzt. To understand
this, recall that f1=131+ e j, substitute this into (13) with the
necessary additions and subtractions, and solve for the
estimate

"=

P'

Arlit 1.21(1 . 13J)

(1-131)

(1 — AJ)

Substituting this into (17), using (22), rearranging terms, and
taking the probability limit, we have
plim
? by a

Ay) -F cr2(i)nu
c Am) +
[90)+(1 — fi)r] + cr2(f)

(23)

where 9($) is the cross-sectional variance of the 8, and p is
the mean. However, the average standard deviation of the
measurement error cr(i)) for our portfolios is only 0.0101
(implying an average variance on the order of 0.0001), and
since S2(8) for our ten portfolios is 0.1144 and Tit = 1.007, this
bias will be negligible and we shall ignore it.
To begin, let us apply the foregoing procedures to the excess
return data to obtain an estimate of fir, = Pz, — rr,, the excess
return on the beta factor. Substituting RR for and Rut for
for rut in (16), the Rut were estimated for each of our ten
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portfolios. These were then averaged to obtain the estimate
hitzu = K'

_ Ay 1110 4
1

1

1

for each month t. The average of the R7, for the ent're period
and for each of the four subperiods are given in Table 5, along
with their t values. Table 5 also presents the serial correlation
TABLE 5

Estimated Mean Values and Serial Correlation of the Excess Returns
on the Beta Factor over the Entire Periods and the Four Subperiods•
Period

A;

1(Ai)

1/31-12/65 0.00338 0.0426 1.62
1/31-9/39
-0.00849 0.0641 -1.35
10139-6/48
0.00420 0.0455 0.946
7/484/57
0.00782 0.0199 4.03
4/57-12/65
0.00997 0.0228 4.49
'The values of
distributions.

an were calculated under

ratio

t(r)

0.113 2.33
0.194
1.49
0.208
2.19
-0.181
-1.87
0.414
4.60
the assumption of normal

coefficients r(Rt, RIJ-1)2 5 Note that the mean value Fir of the
beta factor over the whole period has a "t" value of only 1.64.
However, as hypothesized earlier, it was negative in the first
subperiod and positive and successively larger in each of the
following subperiods. Moreover, in the last two subperiods
its "t" values were 4.03 and 4.49, respectively. These results
seem to us to be strong evidence favoring rejection of the
traditional form of the asset pricing model which says that
llz should be insignificantly different from zero.
In order to be sure that the significance levels reported in
Table 5 are not spurious and due only to the misapplication
of normal distribution theory to a situation in which the variables may actually be distributed according to the infinite
variance members of the stable class of distributions. We
have performed the significance tests using the stable distribution theory outlined by Fama and Roll [1968). Table
6 presents the standardized variates (i.e., the "t" values) for
/11 for each of the sample periods given in Table 5 along with
the "t" values at the 5% level of significance (two-tail) under
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TABLE 6

Normalized Variate (i.e.. t Value tilt a) A;10(11; a)] of the
Excess Return on the Beta Factor Under the Assumption of Infinite
Variance Symmetric Stable Distributions

a plE

a
2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.33 1.71 2.14 2.61 3.11' 3.65'
-1.11 -1.44 -1.71 -2.00 -2.29 -2.58
0.82 1.00 1.18 1.38 1.58 1.79
2.60 3.16 3.7r 4.37' 5.00' 5.66'
3.05 3.70 4.40' 5.10 5.86' 6.63.

Period

1/31-12/65
1131-9/39
10139-6/48
7/48-3157
4157-12165
t Value at the 5%
level of significance
(twatail)i

4.49

3.90 3.48.

3.16

2.93

2.77

Note: a or characteristic exponent, a(Ri, a) - dispersion parameter of the
distribution.
iCf. Fama and Roll (1968).

alternative assumptions regarding the value of a, the characteristic exponent of the distribution. The smaller is a, the
higher are the extreme tails of the probability distribution;
a = 2 corresponds to the normal distribution and a = 1 to the
Cauchy distribution. Evidence presented by Fama [1965]
seems to indicate that a is probably in the range 1.7 to 1.9 for
common stocks. We have not attempted to obtain explicit
estimates of a for our data, since currently known estimation
procedures are quite imprecise and require extremely large
samples (up to 2,000 observations). Therefore we have simply
values calculated according to the procepresented the
dures suggested by Fama and Roll [1968] for six values of a
ranging from 1.5 to 2.0. The coefficients in Table 6 that are
significant at the 5% level are noted with an asterisk. Clearly,
if a is greater than 1.7, the results confirm the impression
gained from the normal tests given in Table 5.
Note that the estimates in Tables 5 and 6 were obtained
from the excess return data; therefore, although the figures
are of interest for testing the traditional form of the model,
they do not give the appropriate level of the mean value of
The estimates P; and Fm obtained from the total return data
used in Figures 6 through 11 appear in Table 7, along with
(Sin and cr(tm) and the estimated values of )10 and yi for the
cross-sectional regressions [given by (10)] for each of the var-
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ious sample periods portrayed in Figures 6 through 11.
(Recall that the two-factor model implies yo = iz and y, =
P,,— Pi.) One additional item of interest in judging the importance of the beta factor in the determination of security
returns is its standard deviation relative to that of the market
returns. As Table 7 reveals, v(q) is roughly 50% as large as
in Table 7 for the four 105cr(r3s). Comparison of and P,
month subperiods indicates that the mean returns on the beta
factor were approximately equal to the average market returns in the last two periods covering the interval July, 1948December, 1965. Apparently, then, the relative magnitudes
of iland fm indicate that the beta factor is economically as
well as statistically significant.
V. Conclusion
The traditional form of the capital asset pricing model
states that the expected excess return on a security is equal to
its level of systematic risk, p, times the expected excess return
on the market portfolio. That is, in capital market equilibrium,
prices of assets adjust such that
(24)
E(A,) = 7,P.;
where y, = E(1131), the expected excess return on the market
portfolio.
An alternative hypothesis of the pricing of capital assets
arises from the relaxation of one of the assumptions of the
tranditional form of the capital asset pricing model. Relaxation of the assumption that riskless borrowing and lending
opportunities are available leads to the formulation of the twofactor model. In equilibrium, the expected returns E(19 on an
asset will be given by
(25)
E(tz)+ [E(f'.v) — E(Pail3s
where E(tz) is the expected return on a portfolio that has a
zero covariance (and thus $z = 0) with the return on the market
portfolio fm. In the context of this model, the return on 30-day
Treasury Bills (which we have used as a proxy for a "riskless"
rate) simply represents the return on a particular asset in the
system. Thus, subtracting rp from both sides of (25), we can
rewrite (25) in terms of "excess" returns as
(26)
E(R,) = n+ yi
where yo = E(Rz) and y, = E(Am) — E(Az).
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The traditional form of the asset pricing model implies
that yo = 0 and y, = E(Am) and the two-factor model implies
that Yo = Wiz), which is not necessarily zero and that
y, = E(11m)—E(ft z). In addition, several other models arise from
relaxing some of the assumptions of the traditional asset
pricing model which imply yo # 0 and y, s1 E(Rm). These
models involve explicit consideration of the problems of
measuring Rm, the existence of nonmarketable assets, and the
existence of differential taxes on capital gains and dividends,
and we shall briefly outline them. Our main emphasis has
been to test the strict traditional form of the asset pricing
model; that is, is yo 0 0? We have made no attempt to provide
direct tests of these other alternative hypotheses.
To test the traditional model, we used all securities listed
on the New York Stock Exchange at any time in the interval
between 1926 and 1966. The problem we faced was to obtain
efficient estimates of the mean of the beta factor and its variance. It would be possible to test the alternative hypotheses
by selecting one security at random and estimating its beta
from the time series and ascertaining whether its mean return
was significantly different from that predicted by the traditional form of the capital asset pricing model. However, this
would be a very inefficient test procedure.
To gain efficiency, we grouped the securities into ten portfolios in such a way that the portfolios had a large spread in
their p's. However, we knew that grouping the securities on
the basis of their estimated P's would not give unbiased
estimates of the portfolio "Beta," since the ft's used to select
the portfolios would contain measurement error. Such a procedure would introduce a selection bias into the tests. To
eliminate this bias we used an instrumental variable, the
previous period's estimated beta, to select a security's portfolio grouping for the next year. Using these procedures, we
constructed ten portfolios whose estimated /3's were unbiased
estimates of the portfolio "Beta." We found that much of the
sampling variability of the S's estimated for individual securities
p was eliminated by using the portfolio groupings. The
S's of the portfolios constructed in this manner ranged from
0.49 to 1.5, and the estimates of the portfolio P's for the
subperiods exhibited considerable stationarity.
The time series regressions of the portfolio excess returns
a the market portfolio excess returns indicated that highta securities had significantly negative intercepts and lowta securities had significantly positive intercepts, contrary

1
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to the predictions of the traditional form of the model. There
was also considerable evidence that this effect became
stronger through time, being strongest in the 1947-65 period.
The cross-sectional plots of the mean excess returns on the
portfolios against the estimated /3's indicated that the relation
between mean excess return and /3 was linear. However, the
intercept and slope of the cross-sectional relation varied in
different subperiods and were not consistent with the traditional form of the capital asset pricing model. In the two
prewar 105-month subperiods examined, the slope was
steeper in the first period than that predicted by the traditional form of the model, and it was flatter in the second period.
In each of the two 105-month postwar periods it was considerably flatter than predicted. From the evidence of both
the time series and cross-sectional runs; we were led to reject
the hypothesis that yo in (26) was equal to zero; we therefore
concluded that the traditional form of the asset pricing model
is not consistent with the data.
We also attempted to make explicit estimates of the time
series of returns on the beta factor in order to obtain a more
efficient estimate of its mean and variance and thereby enable
ourselves to directly test whether or not the mean excess return on the beta factor was zero. We derived a minimum-variance, unbiased linear estimator of the returns on the ft factor
using our portfolio return data. We showed that, given the
independence of the residuals the optimum estimator requires knowledge of the unobservable residual variances of
each of the portfolios but that this problem could be avoided
if they were equal. Under this assumption of equal residual
variances, we estimated the time series of returns on the beta
factor. However, if these assumptions (i.e., the independence
of the residuals and equality of their variances) are not valid—
and there is reason to believe they are not—more complicated
procedures are necessary to obtain minimum-variance estimates. Such estimators, which use the complete covariance
structure of the portfolio returns are available (although not
derived here). However, we feel that a straightforward application of these procedures to the return data would result in
the introduction of serious ex post bias in the estimates. Thus
we have left a complete investigation of these problems, as
well as more detailed tests of the two-factor model, to a future
paper. In order to fully utilize the properties of the two-factor
model in a number of applied problems (such as portfolio
evaluation, see Jensen [1971] and various issues in valuation
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theory), it will be necessary to have minimum-variance
unbiased estimates of the time series of returns on the beta
factor,
and we hope to provide such estimates in the not-toodistant future.
The evidence obtained from the
time series of returns on
the beta factor indicated that the beta factor had a nonzero
mean
and that the mean was nonstationary over time. It seems to us
that we have established the presence and significance of the
beta factor in explaining security returns but, as
mentioned
earlier, we have not provided any direct
tests aimed at explaining the existence of
beta factor. We have, however, suggested
an economic rationale for why capital market equilibrium is consistent with the finding of this second factor.
Black [1970) has shown that if riskless borrowing opportunities are not available, the equilibrium expected returns
onfactor,
an asset will be a linear function of two factors, one the
13
the other the market factor.
In addition, Black and Jensen [1970]
have demonstrated
that if assets are omitted from the estimated market
return,
a model similar in some ways to the two-factor model would
result. (Roll's analysis [1969] is relevant to this issue as well.)
That
is,that
it yields
a model similar in structure to (26) and
implies
yo
0 0. However, it is clear from Figures 6a and
6b and
Table 7 that the beta factor (the intercept in the figures
and
yo in
Table
thesis must
be 7) is highly variable and any alternative hypoconsistent with this phenomenon. In other
words, it is not sufficient for an alternative model to simply
imply a nonzero but constant intercept in (26).
Others have provided alternative models that are similar
in structure to the Black—Jensen results. For example, Mayers
[1972] has developed an equilibrium model incorporating
the existence of nonmarketable assets and has shown that the
basic
linear relation of the traditional model is unaltered, but
the
constant
term yo
will be nonzero and y, will not equal
E(Rm).
The implications of his model for the structure of asset
returns are virtually identical to those of the omitted assets
of
s el.
Brennan
[1970] has derived the equilibrium structure
m de
1. ri
ty
e of a diff
dividends returns when the effs
tax on
and capital gains are ctonsidered.erential
c
He
also
cludes that the basic linearity of the traditional model isconunchanged,
but
a
nonzero
constant
term
must
be
included
and
Y1 will not equal E(Ftm ).
Black and Scholes [1970], however,
li-ave tested for the existence of dividend effects and have
that the differential tax on dividends and capital gains

Pon
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does not affect the structure of security returns and hence
cannot explain the results reported here.
There are undoubtedly other economic hypotheses that are
consistent with the findings of the existence of a second factor
and consistent also with capital market equilibrium. Each
hypothesis must be tested directly to determine whether it
can account for the presence of the factor. The BlackScholes investigation of dividend effects is an example of
such a test.
Appendix: The Grouping Solution to the Measurement Error
Problem
Consider first the estimate Sr, of the risk parameter in more
detail. We will want to test (10) over some holding period, but
we must first obtain the estimates of the risk parameter itj,
from the time series equation given by (6). For simplicity, we
shall assume that the ao are independently distributed and
have constant variance for all j and t. The least-squares estimate of /3, in (6), is thus unbiased but subject to a sampling
error Es as in (7), and the variance of the sampling error of the
estimate j3; is

, crr)
mvar (j RI) = cr2(0 =c2C"

(A.1)

since o4(ei) was assumed equal for all j, and where
41= 1 (BM — R.11)2

r-i

(A.2)

is the sample sum of squared deviations of the independent
variable over the T observations. used in the time series estimating equation. Hence using (11) we see that
plim —

1+ 0-2(e)/032(/3.1)

(A.3)

Let us assume that we can order the firms on the basis of /3,
or on the basis of some instrumental variable highly correlated
with but independent of 4 Given the N ordered firms, we
group them into Al equal-size contiguous subgroups, represented by K = 1, 2, ..., M and calculate the average return
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for each group for each month t according to
1 1/14-, = E
b.

RICA

I

2, .

K

(A.4)

L = 37 (assumed to be integer)

(A.5)
where A,,,, is the return
for month t for security j in
K.
We then estimate the systematic risk of the group by group
applying
least squares to
AN/ =

= 1, 2, ..., Af

PAM + eavi

0 =1,2 '' .... T

where

(A.6)
(A.7)

and

=

cf2(e)

(60= L

04

(A.8)

Equation (A.8) holds, since, by assumption, the egg
are independently distributed with equal variance. The leastsquares estimate of /34. in (A.6) is /3K
= /34.+ EN and its variance
is
var (1+N0/3N) -r- &(EA) — cr2(e)
(A.9)
cAL
if we estimate the cross-sectional relation (10) using
ourNow
M observations
on FL
8kt/rand& for some holding
period, we have
RN= Yo + Yd3g+ eic •
where
(A.10)
r
e;

Now

eA

(A.11)

the large sample estimate of y. in (A.10)
j,•1 =
n
,
=
cr7(id
i
1
plim — cr2(e)
+ —TRico
plin
L
1+ 03:(/K)
(A.12)
plim o2(a)/L •=. 0 as long as L
as N x, and this is
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true as long as we hold the number of groups constant. Thus
these grouping procedures will result in unbiased estimates
of the parameters of (10) for large samples. Note that S2(0K),
the cross-sectional sample variance of the true group risk
coefficients, is constant with increasing L. so long as securities
are assigned to groups on the basis of the ranked 0i. Note also,
however, that if we randomly assigned securities to the M
groups we would have plim S'(J3K) = plim S2(101)/L and (A.12)
would thus be identical to (A.3). Therefore, random grouping
would be of no help in eliminating the bias. As can be seen, the
grouping procedures we have already described in the time
series tests accomplish these results. While we expect these
procedures to substantially reduce the bias"' they cannot
completely eliminate it in our case because the e, and therefore the e, are not independent across firms. However, as discussed in Section III, we expect the remaining bias to be
trivially small.
Notes
1. Note that (4c) can be valid even though
is a weighted average of the
R, and therefore
contains ej. This may be clarified as follows: taking
the weighted sum of (3) using the weights, X,, of each security in the market portfolio we know by the definition of Ra that Y., X,R,
XA
1, and 1,X,4= O. Thus by the last equality we know Xi el =
and by substitution E(e,X,e,)= Ele,(-11., ,e,)) = Za2(e,), and this implies
condition (4c) since MOW= X,o2(e,)+Ele,Ii ,.,X,eil= 0.
2. We could develop the model and tests under the assumption of infinite
variance stable distributions, but this would unnecessarily complicate
some of the analysis. We shall take explicit account of these distributional
problems in some of the crucial tests of significance in Section IV.
3. Recall that the
and fli
,, are defined as excess returns. The model can
be formulated with rr, omitted from (6) and therefore assumed constant
(then al= rr(1 —8,)) or included as a variable (as we have done), which
strictly requires them to be known for all t. But experiments with estimates obtained with the inclusion of rn as a variable in (6) yield results
virtually identical to those obtained with the assumption of constant r,
(and hence the exclusion of rr, as a variable in (6)), so we shall ignore this
problem here. See also Roll [1969) and Miller and Scholes [1972) for a
thorough discussion of the bias introduced through misspecification of
the riskless rate. Miller and Scholes conclude as we do that these problems are not serious.
4. Unbiased measurement errors in A, cause severe difficulties with the
cross-sectional tests of the model, and it is important to note that the time
series form of the tests given by (6) are free of this source of bias. Unbiased measurement errors in which is estimated simultaneously with
a, in the time series formulation, cause errors in the estimate of a, but
no systematic bias. Measurement errors in RN, may cause difficulties in
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both the
cross-sectional
and time series forms of the tests, but we shall
Ignore
this
issue here. For
measurement errors in EL an analysis of the problems associated with
see Black and Jensen
Scholes [19721. and Roll [1969).
[1970), Miller and
15.
Treasury Bill rates were obtained from the Salomon Brothers & Hutzler
quote sheets at the end of the previous month
for
following
Dealer commercial paper rates were obtained fromthe
Banking
andmonth.
Monetary Statistics,
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
Washington,
D.C.
16.
The choice of the number of portfolios is somewhat arbitrary. As we shall
see
below, we wanted enough portfolios to provide a continuum of observations
acrossathe risk spectrum to enable us to estimate the suspected
relation
between
x and BA.
17.
Note that in order for the risk parameters of the groups O
K to be stationary through time, our procedures require that firms leave ,and
enter the
18.sample symmetrically across the entire risk spectrum.
See also Miller and Scholes [1972), who provide a careful analysis (using
procedures that are complementary to but much different from those
suggested here) of many of these problems with cross-sectional tests
19.and their implications for the interpretation of previous empirical work.
Intuitively one can see that the measurement error problem is virtually
eliminated by these procedures because the errors in
become
extremely small. Since the correlations r(Rx, /Ware so highitx
in Table
2,
the standard errors of estimate of the coefficients& are all
less
thanof0.022,
and nine of them are less than 0.012. The average standard error
estimate for the ten Ax coefficients given In Table 2 for the entire period was
0.0101 and the cross-sectional variance of the
Hence, assuming
jea, S=ix) was
550i41= P(dx),
0.1199.
squaring
0.0101,
and using (11), we see
that
our
estimateof
y,
will
be
greater
than
99.9%
of
its
20.
true value.
re.
The analysis was also performed where the coefficients
for
were
for each
subperiod,
quite
stable
over and the results were very similar because theft, were
time. We report these results since this estimation pro.
cedure seemed to result in a slightly larger spread of the
Ai and since the
increased sample sizes tends to further reduce the
bias caused by the
variance
of
the
measurement
error
in
21. In fact,
there is an infinite number Ai .
portfolio& however, rz
of such zero p portfolios. Of all such
is the return on the one with minimum variance.
12 (We are Indebted to John Long for the proof of this point.)
. We say unreasonably high because the coefficients change from period
to perioderrors.
by amounts ranging up to almost seven times their estimated
standard
13. ence
Although
of thethe
p traditional form of the model is consistent with the existif its excess return had a zero mean, clearly it would
not provide asfactor
complete
an explanation
of the structure of asset returns
a model that explicitly incorporated such a factor. In particular,
under
as
these circumstances the traditional form would provide an adequate
description of security returns over fairly lengthy periods of time, say
three years
or more, but it would probably not furnish an
scriptio
n
adequate deof security returns over much shorter intervals.
It ••We only observe the residual variance from the single variable
regres04(4w.
shin, and. as we can see from (13), this will be equal to (1 —ff,)roAti)*
However, there are more general procedures
for estimating in in
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the situation of nonidentical o2(&) and cov (C.c;. 4) sr 0 for .1 f i. But we
leave an investigation of the properties of these estimates and some
additional tests of the two-factor model for a future paper. If the assumption of identical e(re) made here is inappropriate, we still obtain an
unbiased estimate of the As. However, the estimated variance of Rs,
which is of some interest, will be greater than the true variance.
15. The serial correlation for the entire period appears significant. Indeed,
the serial correlation in the last period, 0.414, seems very large and even
highly significant, with a t value of 4.6. However, the coefficients in the
earlier periods seem to border on significance but show an inordinately
large amount of variability, thus indicating substantial nonstationarity.
16. As mentioned earlier, the choice of the number of groups is somewhat
arbitrary and, for any given sample size, involves a tradeoff between the
bias and the degree of sampling error in the estimates of the parameters
in (10). In an unpublished study of the properties of the grouping procedures by simulation techniques, Jensen and Mendu Rao have found
that, when os(ir) PM the use of ten groups with a total sample size of
N- 400, yields estimates of the coefficienvy, in (10) which, on the average,
are biased downward by less than 0.9% of their true value and have a
standard error of estimate about 50% higher than that obtained with ungrouped data. The ungrouped sample estimates were, of course, 50% of
their true values on the average (as implied by (11) for these assumed
variances].
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Risk, Return, and Equilibrium:
Empirical Tests

Eugene F. Fama and James D. MacBeth
University of Chicago

This paper tests the relationship between average return and risk for
New York Stock Exchange common stocks. The theoretical basis of
the tests is the "two-parameter" portfolio model and models of market
equilibrium derived from the two-parameter portfolio model. We cannot reject the hypothesis of these models that the pricing of common
stocks reflects the attempts of risk-averse investors to hold portfolios
that are "efficient" in terms of expected value and dispersion of return.
Moreover, the observed "fair game" properties of the coefficients and
residuals of the risk-return regressions are consistent with an "efficient
capital market"—that is, a market where prices of securities fully
reflect available information.

I. Theoretical Background
In the two-parameter portfolio model of Tobin (1958), Markowitz (1959),
and Fama (1965b), the capital market is assumed to be perfect in the
sense that investors are price takers and there are neither transactions
costs nor information costs. Distributions of one-period percentage returns
on all assets and portfolios are assumed to be normal or to conform to
some other two-parameter member of the symmetric stable class. Investors
are assumed to be risk averse and to behave as if they choose among
portfolios on the basis of maximum expected utility. A perfect capital
market, investor risk aversion, and two-parameter return distributions
imply the important "efficient set theorem": The optimal portfolio for
any investor must be efficient in the sense that no other portfolio with the
same or higher expected return has lower dispersion of return.1
Received August 24, 1971. Final version received for publication September 2, 1972.
Research supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation. The comments of Professors F. Black, L. Fisher, N. Gonedes, M. Jensen, M. Miller, R. Officer,
H. Roberts, R. Roll, and M. Scholes are gratefully acknowledged. A special note of
thanks is due to Black, Jensen, and Officer.
1 Although the choice of dispersion parameter is arbitrary, the standard deviation
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In the portfolio model the investor looks at individual assets only in
terms of their contributions to the expected value and dispersion, or risk,
of his portfolio return. With normal return distributions the risk of portfolio p is measured by the standard deviation, a(P„), of its return, Rp,2
and the risk of an asset for an investor who holds p is the contribution of
the asset to a(k„). If xi, is the proportion of portfolio funds invested in
asset i, ao = cov(Ri, Ri) is the covariance between the returns on assets i
and j, and N is the number of assets, then
N

N

= E 0„„ COV..(Rp)Rp)

.( r?,) = E

Thus, the contribution of asset i to a(k)—that is, the risk of asset i in
the portfolio p—is proportional to

xi„ao/a (K,) = cov(k, kp)/ a( k„).
E
5=-1
Note that since the weights x5„ vary from portfolio to portfolio, the risk
of an asset is different for different portfolios.
For an individual investor the relationship between the risk of an asset
and its expected return is implied by the fact that the investor's optimal
portfolio is efficient. Thus, if he chooses the portfolio m, the fact that m
is efficient means that the weights xon, i = 1, 2, . , N, maximize expected
portfolio return
E(km ) =

E xin, E(r?,),
.1=-1

subject to the constraints
is common when return distributions are assumed to be normal, whereas an interfractile range is usually suggested when returns are generated from some other
symmetric stable distribution.
It is well known that the mean—standard deviation version of the two-parameter
portfolio model can be derived from the assumption that investors have quadratic
utility functions. But the problems with this approach are also well known. In any
case, the empirical evidence of Fama (1965a), Blume (1970), Roll (1970), K. Miller
(1971), and Officer (1971) provides support for the "distribution" approach to the
model. For a discussion of the issues and a detailed treatment of the two-parameter
model, see Fama and Miller (1972, chaps. 6-8).
We also concentrate on the special case of the two-parameter model obtained with
the assumption of normally distributed returns. As shown in Fama (1971) or Fama
and Miller (1972, chap. 7), the important testable implications of the general symmetric stable model are the same as those of the normal model.
2 Tildes (--) are used to denote random variables. And the one-period percentage
return is most often referred to just as the return.
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N

a (r?„, ) = a(km) and

E xim = 1.

Lagrangian methods can then be used to show that the weights xim, must
be chosen in such a way that for any asset i in in

E(rto _

Sn,

(1 )

where S. is the rate of change of E(i?;) with respect to a change in
a(Rp ) at the point on the efficient set corresponding to portfolio m. If
there are nonnegativity constraints on the weights (that is, if short selling
is prohibited), then (1) only holds for assets i such that xi. > 0.
Although equation (1) is just a condition on the weights xr,n that is required for portfolio efficiency, it can be interpreted as the relationship between the risk of asset i in portfolio m and the expected return on the asset.
The equation says that the difference between the expected return on the
asset and the expected return on the portfolio is proportional to the difference between the risk of the asset and the risk of the portfolio. The proportionality factor is S., the slope of the efficient set at the point corresponding to the portfolio m. And the risk of the asset is its contribution to
total portfolio risk, a (R.).
II. Testable Implications
Suppose now that we posit a market of risk-averse investors who make
portfolio decisions period by period according to the two-parameter model.3
We are concerned with determining what this implies for observable
properties of security and portfolio returns. We consider two categories of
implications. First, there are conditions on expected returns that are implied by the fact that in a two-parameter world investors hold efficient
portfolios. Second, there are conditions on the behavior of returns through
time that are implied by the assumption of the two-parameter model that
the capital market is perfect or frictionless in the sense that there are
neither transactions costs nor information costs.

A. Expected Returns
The implications of the two-parameter model for expected returns derive
from the efficiency condition or expected return-risk relationship of equation (1). First, it is convenient to rewrite (1) as
3 A multiperiod version of the two-parameter model is in Fama (1970a) or Fama
and Miller (1972, chap. 8).
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[E(P.) — S. a (1?. .)] + S. 0(4)(3„

(2)

where

t

x,„.5„
1=1
o2(.‘sm)

cov
02(p.)

COV

IL) / 6(4)
•

( 3)

a(km)
The parameter (3, can be interpreted as the risk of asset i in the portfolio
m, measured relative to 6(R.), the total risk of m. The intercept in (2),

E(P0)..E(4) _

(4)

is the expected return on a security whose return is uncorrelated with
r?„,--that is, a zero-(3 security. Since (3 = 0 implies that a security contributes nothing to 6(R.), it is appropriate to say that it is riskless in this
portfolio. It is well to note from (3), however, that since x,,„, 6ii = xim
a2(f?-i) is just one of the N terms in (3.„ (3, = 0 does not imply that security
i has zero variance of return.
From (4), it follows that

S.=

E(km) — E(14)
6 (Pm)

(5)

so that (2) can be rewritten

E(12,) =E(P0 ) + [E(P.) — ECk

(6)

In words, the expected return on security i is E(.170), the expected return
on a security that is riskless in the portfolio m, plus a risk premium that
is (31 times the difference between E(R.) and E(Ro).
Equation (6) has three testable implications: (Cl) The relationship
between the expected return on a security and its risk in any efficient portfolio m is linear. (C2) (3, is a complete measure of the risk of security i in
the efficient portfolio m; no other measure of the risk of i appears in (6).
(C3) In a market of risk-averse investors, higher risk should be associated
with higher expected return; that is, E(R.) — E(Ro ) > 0.
The importance of condition C3 is obvious. The importance of Cl and
C2 should become clear as the discussion proceeds. At this point suffice it
to say that if Cl and C2 do not hold, market returns do not reflect the
attempts of investors to hold efficient portfolios: Some assets are systematically underpriced or overpriced relative to what is implied by the
expected return-risk or efficiency equation (6).

B. Market Equilibrium and the Efficiency of the Market Portfolio
To test conditions CI—C3 we must identify some efficient portfolio m.
This in turn requires specification of the characteristic of market equi-
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librium when investors make portfolio decisions according to the twoparameter model.
Assume again that the capital market is perfect. In addition, suppose
that from the information available without cost all investors derive the
same and correct assessment of the distribution of the future value of any
asset or portfolio—an assumption usually called "homogeneous expectations." Finally, assume that short selling of all assets is allowed. Then
Black (1972) has shown that in a market equilibrium, the so-called
market portfolio, defined by the weights
total market value of all units of asset i
total market value of all assets

X,m

is always efficient.
Since it contains all assets in positive amounts, the market portfolio is
a convenient reference point for testing the expected return-risk conditions
Cl—C3 of the two-parameter model. And the homogeneous-expectations
assumption implies a correspondence between ex ante assessments of
return distributions and distributions of ex post returns that is also required for meaningful tests of these three hypotheses.
C. A Stochastic Model for Returns
Equation (6) is in terms of expected returns. But its implications must be
tested with data on period-by-period security and portfolio returns. We
wish to choose a model of period-by-period returns that allows us to use
observed average returns to test the expected-return conditions C1—C3,
but one that is nevertheless as general as possible. We suggest the following stochastic generalization of (6):
Rit

= Clot + '71tPt

j7Y."2.tPi2

cY'stsi

(7)

The subscript t refers to period t, so that kit is the one-period percent. 0i and 'jilt
age return on security i from t — 1 to t. Equation (7) allows 7
to vary stochastically from period to period. The hypothesis of condition
C3 is that the expected value of the risk premium 'lit, which is the slope
[E(R„,t ) — E(Rot )] in (6), is positive—that is, E(%i)= E(R.a) —
E ( pot ) > 0.
The variable (3,2 is included in (7) to test linearity. The hypothesis of
condition Cl is E(V2t ) = 0, although ?2t is also allowed to vary stochastically from period to period. Similar statements apply to the term involving
st in (7), which is meant to be some measure of the risk of security i that
is not deterministically related to pi. The hypothesis of condition C2 is
E(73t ) = 0, but ''s)3t can vary stochastically through time.
The disturbance flit is assumed to have zero mean and to be independent
of all other variables in (7). If all portfolio return distributions are to be
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normal (or symmetric stable), then the variables litt, CI, ot, , it, yet and 73t
must have a multivariate normal (or symmetric stable) distribution.
D.

Capital Market Efficiency: The Behavior of Returns through Time

C1—C3 are conditions on expected returns and risk that are implied by
the two-parameter model. But the model, and especially the underlying
assumption of a perfect market, implies a capital market that is efficient in
the sense that prices at every point in time fully reflect available information. This use of the word efficient is, of course, not to be confused with
portfolio efficiency. The terminology, if a bit unfortunate, is at least
standard.
Market efficiency in combination with condition Cl requires that scrutiny
of the time series of the stochastic nonlinearity coefficient yet does not
lead to nonzero estimates of expected future values of yet. Formally, 72t
must be a fair game. In practical terms, although nonlinearities are observed ex post, because yet is a fair game, it is always appropriate for the
investor to act ex ante under the presumption that the two-parameter
model, as summarized by (6), is valid. That is, in his portfolio decisions
he always assumes that there is a linear relationship between the risk of
a security and its expected return. Likewise, market efficiency in the twoparameter model requires that the non-(3 risk coefficient j'f3t and the time
series of return disturbances litt are fair games. And the fair-game hypothesis also applies to the time series of cy'it — [E(R„,t ) — E(Rot )], the
difference between the risk premium for period t and its expected value.
In the terminology of Fama (1970b), these are "weak-form" propositions about capital market efficiency for a market where expected returns
are generated by the two-parameter model. The propositions are weak since
they are only concerned with whether prices fully reflect any information
in the time series of past returns. "Strong-form" tests would be concerned
with the speed-of-adjustment of prices to all available information.
E.

Market Equilibrium with Riskless Borrowing and Lending

We have as yet presented no hypothesis about cy'ot in (7). In the general
two-parameter model, given E(?'2t) = E(y3t) = EN,t) = 0, then, from
(6), E(Rot ) is just E(Rot ), the expected return on any zero-(3 security.
And market efficiency requires that 3/ot — E(Rot) be a fair game.
But if we add to the model as presented thus far the assumption that
there is unrestricted riskless borrowing and lending at the known rate Rft,
then one has the market setting of the original two-parameter "capital asset
pricing model" of Sharpe (1964) and Lintner (1965). In this world, since
(3f = 0, E(%t ) = R ft. And market efficiency requires that 'it'ot — Rft be
a fair game.
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It is well to emphasize that to refute the proposition that E(}fot ) = R ft
is only to refute a specific two-parameter model of market equilibrium.
Our view is that tests of conditions C1—C3 are more fundamental. We
regard CI—C3 as the general expected return implications of the twoparameter model in the sense that they are the implications of the fact
that in the two-parameter portfolio model investors hold efficient portfolios,
and they are consistent with any two-parameter model of market equilibrium in which the market portfolio is efficient.
F. The Hypotheses
at*

To summarize, given the stochastic generalization of (2) and (6) that is
provided by (7), the testable implications of the two-parameter model
for expected returns are:
Cl (linearity)—E(V2t ) = 0.
C2 (no systematic effects of non-(3 risk)—E(73t ) = 0.
C3 (positive expected return-risk tradeoff)—E(71t)
E(Pot) > 0.
Sharpe-Lintner ( S-L ) Hypothesis—E(70t) = Rft.

Ecrimt)

Finally, capital market efficiency in a two-parameter world requires
ME (market efficiency)—the stochastic coefficients yet, ?3t, Yu —
[E(R„,t) — E(Rot)1,
E(Rot), and the disturbances riit are fair
games.4
III. Previous Works
The earliest tests of the two-parameter model were done by Douglas
(1969), whose results seem to refute condition C2. In annual and quarterly
return data, there seem to be measures of risk, in addition to (3, that contribute systematically to observed average returns. These results, if valid,
are inconsistent with the hypothesis that investors attempt to hold efficient
portfolios. Assuming that the market portfolio is efficient, premiums are
paid for risks that do not contribute to the risk of an efficient portfolio.
Miller and Scholes (1972) take issue both with Douglas's statistical
techniques and with his use of annual and quarterly data. Using different
methods and simulations, they show that Douglas's negative results could
be expected even if condition C2 holds. Condition C2 is tested below with
extensive monthly data, and this avoids almost all of the problems discussed by Miller and Scholes.
E (Y' 3 t ) = 0. Thus, Cl and C2 are
4 If 5±2, and "13t are fair games, then E
implied by ME. Keeping the expected return conditions separate, however, better
emphasizes the economic basis of the various hypotheses.
5 A comprehensive survey of empirical and theoretical work on the two-parameter
model is in Jensen (1972).
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Much of the available empirical work on the two-parameter model is
concerned with testing the S-L hypothesis that E(%t ) = Rft. The tests of
Friend and Blume (1970) and those of Black, Jensen, and Scholes (1972)
indicate that, at least in the period since 1940, on average "\70 t is systematically greater than Rft. The results below support this conclusion.
In the empirical literature to date, the importance of the linearity condition Cl has been largely overlooked. Assuming that the market portfolio
m is efficient, if E(y2t ) in (7) is positive, the prices of high-(3 securities
are on average too low their expected returns are too high—relative to
those of low-(3 securities, while the reverse holds if E(Tot ) is negative. In
short, if the process of price formation in the capital market reflects the
attempts of investors to hold efficient portfolios, then the linear relationship of (6) between expected return and risk must hold.
Finally, the previous empirical work on the two-parameter model has
not been concerned with tests of market efficiency.

IV. Methodology
The data for this study are monthly percentage returns (including dividends and capital gains, with the appropriate adjustments for capital
changes such as splits and stock dividends) for all common stocks traded
on the New York Stock Exchange during the period January 1926 through
June 1968. The data are from the Center for Research in Security Prices
of the University of Chicago.
A. General Approach
Testing the two-parameter model immediately presents an unavoidable
"errors-in-the-variables" problem: The efficiency condition or expected
return-risk equation (6) is in terms of true values of the relative risk
measure (3.„ but in empirical tests estimates, (3,,, must be used. In this paper
„

(
)
2(R m )

z\
where cov(R„ R,n) and 02 (P„,) are estimates of cov(R1, P„,) and o2 (km )
obtained from monthly returns, and where the proxy chosen for Rmt is
"Fisher's Arithmetic Index," an equally weighted average of the returns
on all stocks listed on the New York Stock Exchange in month t. The
properties of this index are analyzed in Fisher (1966).
Blume (1970) shows that for any portfolio p, defined by the weights
xip, i = 1, 2, . . . , N,
cov ( R„, km )
Pp —
2 (.1Z,7)

N
.)V
P

a2 ( pm)
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If the errors in the 0, are substantially less than perfectly positively correlated, the 0s of portfolios can be much more precise estimates of true
(3's than the 0's for individual securities.
To reduce the loss of information in the risk-return tests caused by
using portfolios rather than individual securities, a wide range of values
of portfolio (3„'s is obtained by forming portfolios on the basis of ranked
values of 0, for individual securities. But such a procedure, naively executed could result in a serious regression phenomenon. In a cross section
of 0„ high observed (3, tend to be above the corresponding true 0 and low
observed tend to be below the true (3,. Forming portfolios on the basis
of ranked 0, thus causes bunching of positive and negative sampling errors
within portfolios. The result is that a large portfolio %, would tend to overstate the true (3p, while a low 0, would tend to be an underestimate.
The regression phenomenon can be avoided to a large extent by forming
portfolios from ranked 0 computed from data for one time period but then
using a subsequent period to obtain the 0, for these portfolios that are
used to test the two-parameter model. With fresh data, within a portfolio
errors in the individual security 0 are to a large extent random across
securities, so that in a portfolio pp the effects of the regression phenomenon
are, it is hoped, minimized.6

Ili

B. Details
The specifics of the approach are as follows. Let N be the total number of
securities to be allocated to portfolios and let int(N/20) be the largest
integer equal to or less than N /20. Using the first 4 years (1926-29) of
monthly return data, 20 portfolios are formed on the basis of ranked 10i
for individual securities. The middle 18 portfolios each has int(N/20)
securities. If N is even, the first and last portfolios each has int(N/20)
[N — 20 int(N/20)] securities. The last (highest (3) portfolio gets an
additional security if N is odd.
The following 5 years (1930-34) of data are then used to recompute
the 0, and these are averaged across securities within portfolios to obtain
20 initial portfolio 0,t for the risk-return tests. The subscript t is added to
indicate that each month t of the following four years (1935-38) these
Ppt are recomputed as simple averages of individual security
thus adjusting the portfolio (3pt month by month to allow for delisting of securities. The component N for securities are themselves updated yearly—that
6 The errors-in-the-variables problem and the technique of using portfolios to
solve it were first pointed out by Blume (1970). The portfolio approach is also used
by Friend and Blume (1970) and Black, Jensen, and Scholes (1972). The regression
phenomenon that arises in risk-return tests was first recognized by Blume (1970)
and then by Black, Jensen, and Scholes (1972), who offer a solution to the problem
that is similar in spirit to ours.
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is, they are recomputed from monthly returns for 1930 through 1935,
1936, or 1937.
As a measure of the non-(3 risk of security i we use s(t), the standard
deviation of the least-squares residuals 'kt from the so-called market model

kit = di

(34

f?

(8)

git•

The standard deviation s(ti) is a measure of non-(3 risk in the following
sense. One view of risk, antithetic to that of portfolio theory, says that
the risk of a security is measured by the total dispersion of its return
distribution. Given a market dominated by risk averters, this model would
predict that a security's expected return is related to its total return dispersion rather than just to the contribution of the security to the dispersion
Rn„)/a2 ( km) , then
cov
in the return on an efficient portfolio.' If
in (8) cov(
= 0, and
02(140 1i202(p )
2(3i cov(r?„,,, '4).
(9)
. (52(2,i )
Thus, from (9), one can say that s(t) is an estimate of that part of the
dispersion of the distribution of the return on security i that is not directly
related to Pi.
The month-by-month returns on the 20 portfolios, with equal weighting
of individual securities each month, are also computed for the 4-year
period 1935-38. For each month t of this period, the following crosssectional regression—the empirical analog of equation (7)—is run:
Rpt = Ot

9' 11

+ 93tTp,t-1(.0
p= 1,2, ... , 20.

$p,t-1

2t s2p,t_i

T %t,

(10)

The independent variable flp,t —1 is the average of the Oi for securities in
portfolio p discussed above; 2„, t _ i is the average of the squared values
of these (3,1 (and is thus somewhat mislabeled); and Tp,t _ i (qi ) is likewise
the average of s(Z) for securities in portfolio p. The s(Et) are computed
from data for the same period as the component at of k t _ i , and like these
they are updated annually.
The regression equation (10) is (7) averaged across the securities in a
portfolio, with estimates Pp,t —1, ?$2p,t —1, and :fp t - (tt) used as explanatory
variables, and with least-squares estimates of the stochastic coefficients
91t) 42t) and ';',(3t . The results from (10)—the time series of month-bymonth values of the regression coefficients 90t,
%, and %i for the
4-year period 1935-38—are the inputs for our tests of the two-parameter
model for this period. To get results for other periods, the steps described
7 For those accustomed to the portfolio viewpoint, this alternative model may
seem so naive that it should be classified as a straw man. But it is the model of risk
and return implied by the "liquidity preference" and "market segmentation" theories
of the term structure of interest rates and by the Keynesian "normal backwardation"
theory of commodity futures markets. For a discussion of the issues with respect to
these markets, see Roll (1970) and K. Miller (1971).
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above are repeated. That is, 7 years of data are used to form portfolios;
the next 5 years are used to compute initial values of the independent
variables in (10); and then the risk-return regressions of (10) are fit
month by month for the following 4-year period.
The nine different portfolio formation periods (all except the first 7
years in length), initial 5-year estimation periods, and testing periods (all
but the last 4 years in length) are shown in table 1. The choice of 4-year
testing periods is a balance of computation costs against the desire to
reform portfolios frequently. The choice of 7-year portfolio formation
periods and 5-8-year periods for estimating the independent variables
Pp,t_i and 4,t _1 (t) in the risk-return regressions reflects a desire to balance the statistical power obtained with a large sample from a stationary
process against potential problems caused by any nonconstancy of the [3i.
The choices here are in line with the results of Gonedes (1973). His
results also led us to require that to be included in a portfolio a security
available in the first month of a testing period must also have data for all
5 years of the preceding estimation period and for at least 4 years of the
portfolio formation period. The total number of securities available in the
first month of each testing period and the number of securities meeting
the data requirement are shown in table 1.
C. Some Observations on the Approach
Table 2 shows the values of the 20 portfolios 12,t -1 and their standard
errors s((3p,t_ 1 ) for four of the nine 5-year estimation periods. Also shown
are: r(R„, R.)2, the coefficient of determination between Rpt and Rmt;
s(R„), the sample standard deviation of .1t,,; and s(2„), the standard deviation of the portfolio residuals from the market model of (8), not to be
confused with .Tp,t-1(2,,), the average for individual securities, which is also
shown. The Kt -1 and 3„,t -1(M are the independent variables in the risk
return regressions of (10) for the first month of the 4-year testing periods
following the four estimation periods shown.
Under the assumptions that for a given security the disturbances r,t in
(8) are serially independent, independent of Rmt, and identically distributed through time, the standard error of N is
0 00 =

a(gi)
a(R„,)

where n is the number of months used to compute (1. Likewise,
0 ( 3p,t-1) =

6 (EP)

n(r?„,) .

Thus, the fact that in table 2, s(tip) is generally on the order of one-third
to one-seventh .-5-„,t _1(2i) implies that s Op,t _ i ) is one-third to one-seventh
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TABLE 1
PORTFOLIO FORMATION, ESTIMATION, AND TESTING PERIODS

PERIODS

Portfolio formation period . . .
Initial estimation period
Testing period
No. of securities available . . . .
No. of securities meeting
data requirement

1

2

3

4

5

1926-29
1930-34
1935-38
710

1927-33
1934-38
1939-42
779

1931-37
1938-42
1943-46
804

1935-41
1942-46
1947-50
908

1939-45
1946-50
1951-54
1,011

435

576

607

704

751

s(N. Estimates of (3 for portfolios are indeed more precise than those for
individual securities.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that if the disturbances it in (8)
were independent from security to security, the relative increase in the
precision of the
obtained by using portfolios rather than individual
securities would be about the same for all portfolios. We argue in the
Appendix, however, that the results from (10) imply that the Za in (8) are
interdependent, and the interdependence is strongest among high-(3 securities and among low-(3 securities. This is evident in table 2: The ratios
s('Es„)/4,t _ i (V are always highest at the extremes of the
range and
lowest for
close to 1.0. But it is important to emphasize that since
these ratios are generally less than .33, interdependence among the Zt of
different securities does not destroy the value of using portfolios to reduce
the dispersion of the errors in estimated (3's.
Finally, all the tests of the two-parameter model are predictive in the
sense that the explanatory variables p„,t_, and Yp,t -I(' ) in (10) are computed from data for a period prior to the month of the returns, the Rpt, on
which the regression is run. Although we are interested in testing the twoparameter model as a positive theory—that is, examining the extent to
which it is helpful in describing actual return data—the model was initially
developed by Markowitz (1959) as a normative theory—that is, as a model
to help people make better decisions. As a normative theory the model only
has content if there is some relationship between future returns and estimates of risk that can be made on the basis of current information.
Now that the predictive nature of the tests has been emphasized, to
simplify the notation, the explanatory variables in (10) are henceforth
referred to as k,
and Va).
V. Results
The major tests of the implications of the two-parameter model are in
table 3. Results are presented for 10 periods: the overall period 1935—
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
PERIODS

Portfolio formation period
Initial estimation period
Testing period
No. of securities available
No. of securities meeting
data requirement

6

7

8

9

1943-49
1950-54
1955-58
1,053

1947-53
1954-58
1959-62
1,065

1951-57
1958-62
1963-66
1,162

1955-61
1962-66
1967-68
1,261

802

856

858

845

6/68; three long subperiods, 1935-45, 1946-55, and 1956-6/68; and six
subperiods which, except for the first and last, cover 5 years each. This
choice of subperiods reflects the desire to keep separate the pre— and post—
World War II periods. Results are presented for four different versions of
the risk-return regression equation (10): Panel D is based on (10) itself,
but in panels A—C, one or more of the variables in (10) is suppressed.
For each period and model, the table shows: 9„ the average of the monthby-month regression coefficient estimates, 1,,t ; s(9,), the standard deviation of the monthly estimates; and F2 and s(r2 ), the mean and standard
deviation of the month-by-month coefficients of determination, rte, which
are adjusted for degrees of freedom. The table also shows the first-order
serial correlations of the various monthly %t computed either about the
sample mean of tejt,t [in which case the serial correlations are labeled
pm (?,)] or about an assumed mean of zero [in which case they are labeled
po (?))]. Finally, t-statistics for testing the hypothesis that 'if, = 0 are presented. These t-statistics are
411)) =

S(%)/0-1'

where n is the number of months in the period, which is also the number
of estimates i),t used to compute
and s(?j).
In interpreting these t-statistics one should keep in mind the evidence
of Fama (1965a) and Blume (1970) which suggests that distributions of
common stock returns are "thick-tailed" relative to the normal distribution and probably conform better to nonnormal symmetric stable distributions than to the normal. From Fama and Babiak (1968), this evidence
means that when one interprets large t-statistics under the assumption that
the underlying variables are normal, the probability or significance levels
obtained are likely to be overestimates. But it is important to note that,
with the exception of condition C3 (positive expected return-risk tradeoff),
upward-biased probability levels lead to biases toward refection of the
hypotheses of the two-parameter model. Thus, if these hypotheses cannot
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TABLE 2
SAMPLE STATISTICS FOR FOUR SELECTED ESTIMATION PERIODS

Statistic

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Portfolios for Estimation Period 1934-38

s(Dp,t- 1)
r(Rp, Rm )2
s (Rp)
s( p)
;2, t 1 (fi)
s (tD) /;),t-1 (ti)

.322
.027
.709
.040
.022
.085
.259

.508
.027
.861
.058
.022
.075
.293

.651
.025
.921
.072
.020
.083
.241

.674
.023
.936
.074
.019
.078
.244

.695
.028
.912
.077
.023
.090
.256

.792
.026
.941
.087
.021
.095
.221

.921
.032
.932
.101
.026
.109
.238

.942
.029
.946
.103
.024
.106
.226

.970 1.005
.034 .027
.933 .958
.106 .109
.028 .022
.111 .097
.252 .227

Portfolios for Estimation Period 1942-46
Op. t- 1
5 (ftp.t-i )
r (R p, R m ) 2
s (Rp)
s(tp)
7p t _ 1 ( 1,)
(p) ATp, t 1 (I'd

.467
.045
.645
.035
.021
.055
.382

.537
.041
.745
.037
.019
.055
.345

.593
.044
.753
.041
.020
.063
.317

.628
.037
.829
.041
.017
.058
.293

.707
.027
.919
.044
.013
.058
.224

.721
.032
.898
.046
.015
.063
.238

.770
.035
.889
.049
.016
.064
.250

.792
.035
.898
.050
.016
.064
.250

.805
.028
.934
.050
.013
.062
.210

.894
.040
.896
.057
.018
.069
.261

Portfolios for Estimation Period 1950-54
13; t-1
s( ,t-1)
r (Rp,Rm )2
s(Rp)
s(tp)
7/), t - 1 Rd
s (t) /7),t 1 (V

.418
.042
.629
.019
.012
.040
.300

.590
.047
.723
.025
.013
.044
.295

.694
.045
.798
.028
.013
.046
.283

.751
.037
.872
.029
.010
.048
.208

.777
.038
.878
.030
.010
.051
.196

.784
.035
.895
.030
.010
.051
.196

.929
.050
.856
.036
.014
.052
.269

.950
.038
.913
.036
.011
.053
.208

.996 1.014
.035 .029
.933 .954
.037 .038
.010 .008
.054 .057
.185 .140

Portfolios for Estimation Period 1958-62
Op, t - 1
s
1)
r(R23 , Rm )2
s (Rp)
s(tp)
'TA t-1 (V
s(Y trp,t 1 (V

.626
.043
.783
.030
.014
.049
.286

.635
.048
.745
.031
.016
.052
.308

.719
.039
.851
.033
.013
.056
.232

.801
.046
.835
.037
.015
.059
.254

.817
.047
.838
.038
.015
.064
.234

.860
.033
.920
.038
.011
.061
.180

.920
.037
.913
.041
.012
.070
.171

.950
.038
.915
.042
.012
.069
.174

.975
.032
.939
.043
.011
.068
.162

.995
.037
.925
.044
.012
.064
.188

be rejected when t-statistics are interpreted under the assumption of normality, the hypotheses are on even firmer ground when one takes into
account the thick tails of empirical return distributions.
Further justification for using t-statistics to test hypotheses on monthly
common stock returns is in the work of Officer (1971). Under the assumption that distributions of monthly returns are symmetric stable, he estimates that in the post-World War II period the characteristic exponent
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TABLE 2 (Continued)
Statistic

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Portfolios for Estimation Period 1934-38
Op. t -1
qpt-1)
r(Rp, 12m ) 2
s (Rp)
s(€p)
s--p • t - 1 ('?i, )
s (I'd isPt- 1(V

1.046 1.122 1.181 1.192 1.196 1.295 1.335 1.396 1.445 1.458
.028 .031 .035 .028 .029 .032 .032 .053 .039 .053
.959 .956 .951 .969 .966 .966 .967 .922 .958 .927
.113 .122 .128 .128 .129 .140 .144 .154 .156 .160
.023 .026 .029 .023 .024 .026 .026 .043 .032 .043
.094 .124 .120 .122 .132 .125 .129 .158 .145 .170
.245 .210 .242 .188 .182 .208 .202 .272 .221 .253
Portfolios for Estimation Period 1942-46

Op t - 1
s(ftpt- 1)
r(R5, R.)2
s(R p)
s(%)
TA t - 1 (s,i)
s(%) /s'pt- 1 (V

.949
.031
.942
.059
.014
.073
.192

.952 1.010 1.038 1.254 1.312 1.316 1.473 1.631 1.661
.036 .040 .030 .034 .039 .041 .084 .083 .077
.923 .917 .954 .958 .951 .945 .839 .867 .887
.060 .063 .064 .077 .081 .081 .097 .105 .106
.016 .018 .014 .016 .018 .019 .039 .038 .036
.074 .085 .077 .096 .083 .086 .134 .117 .122
.216 .212 .182 .167 .217 .221 .291 .325 .295
Portfolios for Estimation Period 1950-54

s (p,t -1)
r (R R )2
p p
s (Rd
s(€p)
s('eo)

1.117 1.123 1.131 1.134 1.186 1.235 1.295 1.324 1.478 1.527
.039 .027 .044 .03.3 .037 .049 .045 .046 .058 .086
.934 .968 .919 .952 .944 .915 .933 .934 .917 .841
.042 .041 .043 .042 .044 .047 .049 .050 .056 .060
.011 .007 .012 .009 .010 .014 .013 .013 .016 .024
.066 .057 .066 .060 .064 .064 .065 .068 .076 .088
.167 .123 .182 .150 .156 .219 .200 .192 .210 .273
Portfolios for Estimation Period 1958-62

Op t - 1
s(Opt-1)

r(Rp, lc) 2

s (R p)
s(')
7n. t _ 1O
'V /Tp,t - i(t)

1.013 1.019 1.037 1.048 1.069 1.081 1.092 1.098 1.269 1.388
.038 .031 .036 .033 .036 .038 .045 .045 .048 .065
.922 .948 .934 .945 .936 .931 .907 .910 .922 .886
.045 .045 .046 .046 .047 .048 .049 .049 .056 .063
.013 .010 .012 .011 .012 .013 .015 .015 .016 .021
.069 .066 .067 .062 .070 .072 .076 .068 .070 .078
.188 .152 .179 .177 .171 .180 .197 .220 .228 .269

for these distributions is about 1.8 (as compared with a value of 2.0 for a
normal distribution). From Fama and Roll (1968), for values of the characteristic exponent so close to 2.0 stable nonnormal distributions differ
noticeably from the normal only in their extreme tails that is, beyond
the .05 and .95 fractiles. Thus, as long as one is not concerned with precise estimates of probability levels (always a somewhat meaningless activity), interpreting t-statistics in the usual way does not lead to serious errors.
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TABLE 3
SUMMARY RESULTS FOR THE REGRESSION
Rp =-%t H- "Op --E%t 2 p -F3tYp(Pi) d- pt

STATISTIC

pamasa

6
911-1 ! IIV. 1,00Z 0 11A6pAdo°

PERIOD
Panel A:
1935-6/68

C?2

.0061

.0085

a3

as - R t s( / ) s(=sy1) s(/) s( /3) po( 0 -R t ) p„(%) po(ti,) PO(Y 3 ) “tio )

.0048

.038

t( 3) gtio - R f )

t(')

s(r2)

.066

.15

.02

3.24

2.57

2.55

1935-45 ... .
.0039
.0163
1946-55 ..
.0087 .0027
1956-6/68 .. .0060
.0062

.0037 .052 .098
.0078 .026 .041
.0034 .030 .044

.10
.18
.27

-.03
.07
.15

.86
3.71
2.45

1.92
.70
1.73

.82 .29 .29
3.31 .31 .32
1.39 .28 .29

.0024 .0109
1935-40
1941-45
.0056
.0229
.0050
1946-50
.0029
.0123
1951-55
.0024
1956-60 . ...
.0148 -.0059
1961-6/68 .. .0001
.0143

.0023 .064 .116
.0054 .034 .069
.0044 .031 .047
.0111 .019 .035
.0128 .020 .034
-.0029 .034 .048

.07 -.09
.23
.15
.20
.04
.20
.08
.37
.18
.22
.09

.32
1.27
1.27
5.06
5.68
.03

.79
2.55
.48
.53
-1.37
2.81

.31 .23 .30
1.22 .37 .28
1.10 .39 .33
4.56 .24 .29
4.89 .22 .31
-.80 .32 .27

Panel B:
1935-6/68

.0049 .0105 -.0008

1935-45 . ...
.0074
1946-55 . ... -.0002
1956-6/68 .. .0069

.0079
.0217
.0040

.0036 .052 .118 .056

.03 -.11 -.11

.0040
-.0087
.0013

.0073 .061 .139 .074
-.0012 .036 .095 .034
.0043 .054 .116 .053

-.10
.04
.17

.0013 .0141 -.0017
1935-40
1941-45
.0148 .0004 .0108
-.0008 .0152 -.0051
1946-50
l 1951-55
.0004 .0281 -.0122
I
1956-60 ... .
.0128 -.0015 -.0020
1961-6/68 .. .0029 .0077 .0034

.0012 .069 .160 .075
.0146 .050 .111 .073
-.0015 .037 .104 .032
-.0008 .030 .085 .035
.0108 .030 .072 .029
-.0000 .066 .138 .064

-.36 -.35
--.04 -.19 -.04
.14 .04 .00
-.17 -.14 -.01
.35
.11
.26
.14
.06 -.01

-.31
.00
.07

-.21
.00
.03

1.92 1.79 -.29
1.39
-.07
1.56

.65
2.51
.42

.29

.30

1.42 .32 .31

.61
-2.83
.29

1.36 .32 .30
-.38 .36 .32
.97 .30 .30

.16
.75 -.19
2.28
.03 1.15
-.18 1.14 -1.24
.10 2.55 -2.72
3.38
-.16
-.54
.42
.53
.51

.14 .24 .30
2.24 .39 .29
-.32 .44 .32
-.20 .28 .29
2.84 .25 .31
-.01 .34 .29
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STATISTIC

pamasa

6
911-1 ! IIV. 1,00Z 0 11A6pAdo°

PERIOD

)),,

Nl

42

s(y 3)

s(‘4) s('i>i )

93

R t )P 31(:?,) Po(i),) P0('')'3)

t( 2)

0%)

R t ) 72

S(r2)

t('Y o )

t(y1)

2.10

2.20

.46

1.59

.32

.31

.24
3.46
.50

.32
.34
.30

.31
.32
.29

Panel C:
1935-6/68

.•

.0054

.0198

.0072

.0041

.052

.868

.065

.04

-.04

-.12

.0017
.0110
.0042

.0104
.0075
.0041

.0841
-.1052
.0633

.0015
.0100
.0016

.073
.032
.040

.083
.056
.052

.921
.609
.984

-.00
.08
.12

-.26
.02
.08

-.08
-.20
.03

.26
3.78
1.28

1.41
1.47
.96

1.05
-1.89
.79

.0036
1935-40 . .. .
1941-45 . .. . -.0006
.0069
1946-50 . .. .
.0150
1951-55 . .. .
.0127
1956-60 . .. .
1961-6/68 . . -.0014

.0119
.0085
.0081
.0069
-.0081
.0122

-.0170
.2053
-.0920
-.1185
.0728
.0570

.0035
-.0009
.0062
.0138
.0107
-.0044

.082
.061
.034
.029
.037
.042

.105
.052
.066
.043
.045
.055

.744
1.091
.504
.702
1.164
.850

-.03
.07
.14
.06
.15
.10

-.26
-.29
.06
-.18
.15
.00

-.18
-.02
-.02
-.32
.21
-.19

.37
-.08
1.56
4.05
2.68
-.32

.97
1.25
.95
1.24
-1.40
2.12

-.19
1.46
-1.41
-1.31
.48
.64

.36
-.11
1.40
3.72
2.26
-.98

.25
.41
.42
.27
.26
.33

.30
.30
.33
.29
.30
.27

.0516

.0008

.075

.123

.929

-.09

-.09

-.10

.55

1.85

1.11

.20

.34

.31
.31
.32
.29
.30
.31
.33
.30
.30
.29

1935-45 . .. .
1946-55 . .. .
1956-6/68 . .

Panel D:
1935-6/68

.0020

.0114

-.0026

.060

-.12

-.86

.0011
.0017
.0031

.0118
.0209
.0034

-.0009
-.0076
-.0000

.0817
-.0378
.0966

.0010
.0008
.0005

.103
.042
.065

.146
.096
.122

.079 1.003
.038 .619
.055 1.061

-.20
-.10
.12

-.23
-.00
.03

-.24
-.01
.01

-.15
-.20
-.05

.13
.44
.59

.94
2.39
.34

-.14
-2.16
-.00

.94
-.67
1.11

.11
.20
.10

.34
.36
.32

.0009
1935-40 . .. .
.0015
1941-45 . . ..
.0011
1946-50 . ...
.0023
1951-55 . •. .
.0103
1956-60 . . . .
1961-6/68 . . -.0017

.0156
.0073
.0141
.0277
-.0047
.0088

-.0029
.0014
-.0040
-.0112
-.0020
.0013

.0025
.1767
-.0313
-.0443
.0979
.0957

.0008
.0012
.0004
.0011
.0083
-.0046

.112
.092
.047
.037
.049
.073

.171
.109
.106
.085
.078
.144

.085 .826
.072 1.181
.042 .590
.034 .651
.032 1.286
.066 .887

-.16
-.28
-.10
-.11
-.16
.20

-.23
-.21
.03
-.13
.19
.00

-.26
-.22
-.01
-.01
-.01
.01

-.12
-.18
-.12
-.28
.02
-.15

.07
.12
.18
.48
1.63
-.21

.78
.52
1.03
2.53
-.47
.58

-.29
.15
-.73
-2.54
-.49
.19

.03
1.16
-.41
-.53
.59
1.02

.06
.10
.07
.23
1.31
-.60

.26
.43
.44
.29
.28
.35

1935-45 . .. .
1946-55 . . . .
1956-6/68 . .
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Inferences based on approximate normality are on even safer ground if
one assumes, again in line with the results of Officer (1971), that although
they are well approximated by stable nonnormal distributions with a = 1.8,
distributions of monthly returns in fact have finite variances and converge
but very slowly—toward the normal as one takes sums or averages of individual returns. Then the distributions of the means of month-by-month
regression coefficients from the risk-return model are likely to be close to
normal since each mean is based on coefficients for many months.
A. Tests of the Major Hypotheses of the Two-Parameter Model
Consider first condition C2 of the two-parameter model, which says that
no measure of risk, in addition to p, systematically affects expected
returns. This hypothesis is not rejected by the results in panels C and D
of table 3. The values of t(93) are small, and the signs of the t(93) are
randomly positive and negative.
Likewise, the results in panels B and D of table 3 do not reject condition Cl of the two-parameter model, which says that the relationship between expected return and (3 is linear. In panel B, the value of 492 ) for
the overall period 1935-6/68 is only —.29. In the 5-year subperiods,
492 ) for 1951-55 is approximately —2.7, but for subperiods that do not
cover 1951-55, the values of t(y2) are much closer to zero.
So far, then, the two-parameter model seems to be standing up well to
the data. All is for naught, however, if the critical condition C3 is rejected.
That is, we are not happy with the model unless there is on average a
positive tradeoff between risk and return. This seems to be the case. For
the overall period 1935-6/68, t(91) is large for all models. Except for the
period 1956-60, the values of t(91 ) are also systematically positive in the
subperiods, but not so systematically large.
The small t-statistics for subperiods reflect the substantial month-tomonth variability of the parameters of the risk-return regressions. For
example, in the one-variable regressions summarized in panel A, for the
period 1935-40, 91 = .0109. In other words, for this period the average
incremental return per unit of (3 was almost 1.1 percent per month, so that
on average, bearing risk had substantial rewards. Nevertheless, because of
the_ variability of 9i t—in this period s( 1) is 11.6 percent per month (! )
t(91 ) is only .79. It takes the statistical power of the large sample for the
overall period before values of -9.1 that are large in practical terms also
yield large t-values.
But at least with the sample of the overall period OM achieves values
supportive of the conclusion that on average there is a statistically observable positive relationship between return and risk. This is not the case with
respect to t('92 ) and t('93 ). Even, or indeed especially, for the overall
period, these t-statistics are close to zero.
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is also consistent with
The behavior through time of ())it,
and
hypothesis ME that the capital market is efficient. The serial correlations
p3r( (\s(1), po(C?•,), and po(l'3), are always low in terms of explanatory power
and generally low in terms of statistical significance. The proportion of
the variance of
explained by first-order serial correlation is estimated
by p (?;) ` which in all cases is small. As for statistical significance, under
the hypothesis that the true serial correlation is zero, the standard deviaFor
tion of the sample coefficient can be approximated by ow
the overall period, a(j)) is approximately .05, while for the 10- and 5-year
subperiods ow is approximately .09 and .13, respectively. Thus, the
values of pir(i), po(ii.,), and p()(3) in table 3 are generally statistically
close to zero. The exceptions involve primarily periods that include the
1935-40 subperiod, and the results for these periods are not independent.8
To conserve space, the serial correlations of the portfolio residuals, iipt,
are not shown. In these serial correlations, negative values predominate.
But like the serial correlations of the
those of the
are close to zero.
Higher-order serial correlations of the
and Vs have been computed, and
these also are never systematically large.
In short, one cannot reject the hypothesis that the pricing of securities
is in line with the implications of the two-parameter model for expected
returns. And given a two-parameter pricing model, the behavior of returns
through time is consistent with an efficient capital market.
B. The Behavior of the Market

Some perspective on the behavior of the market during different periods
and on the interpretation of the coefficients '',/„t and 'i?it in the risk-return
regressions can be obtained from table 4. For the various periods of table 3,
table 4 shows the sample means (and with some exceptions), the standard
about means that are assumed to be zero
The serial correlations of 9, and
provide a test of the fair game property of an efficient market, given that expected
returns are generated by the two-parameter model—that is, given EC-Y.2 d = E(1;:tt)
= 0. Likewise, po (Qiyt — Rp) provides a test of market efficiency with respect to the
behavior of 9,, through time, given the validity of the Sharpe-Lintner hypothesis
(about which we have as yet said nothing). But, at least for
and y t , computing
the serial correlations about sample means produces essentially the same results.
To test the market efficiency hypothesis on yr t — FE
— E(.12,01, the sample
mean of the jf it is used to estimate E(k,t ) — E(kj„,), thus implicitly assuming that
the expected risk premium is constant. That this is a reasonable approximation [in
the sense that the p31 (%) are small], probably reflects the fact that variation in
- E(k-„,) is trivial relative to the month-by-month variation in %/.
Finally, it is well to note that in terms of the implications of the serial correlations
for making good portfolio decisions—and thus for judging whether market efficiency
is a workable representation of reality—the fact that the 'serial correlations are low
in terms of explanatory power is more important than whether or not they are low
in terms of statistical significance.
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TABLE 4
THE BEHAVIOR OF THE MARKET
STATISTIC*
PERIOD
1935-6/68
1935-45
1946-55
1956-6/68
1935-40
1941-45
1946-50
1951-55
1956-60
1961-6/68

R.-Reryl
.0143
.0197
.0112
.0121
.0132
.0274
.0077
.0148
.0090
.0141

.0130
.0085
.0195
.0163
.0103
.0027
.0095
.0062
.0132
.0109
.0272
.0229
.0070
.0029
.0136
.0024
.0070 -.0059
.0111
.0143

R.-Re
s(R.)

Re

yo
.0061
.0039
.0087
.0060
.0024
.0056
.0050
.0123
.0148
.0001

.0013
.0002
.0009
.0026
.0001
.0002
.0007
.0012
.0020
.0030

s(R„d

.2136
.1388
.2207
.1844
.2378
.0614
.1560
.2387
.1221
.1009
.3963
.4715
.1351
.0564
.4174
.0735
.2080 -.1755
.3294
.2567

s(R.)

s(R.)

.061
.089
.043
.040
.108
.058
.052
.033
.034
.043

.066
.098
.041
.044
.116
.069
.047
.035
.034
.048

*Since s(Re ) is so small relative to s(R.), s(R.- R,), which is not shown, is essentially the same
as s(R.). The standard deviations of (R.- Re)/s(R.) and ils(R..), also not shown, can be
obtained directly from s(R.- Re ), s('syi) and s(R,). Finally, the 1-statistics for (R,, - Re ) Is(R.)
and 91/s(R.) are identical with those for R.,- Re and

deviations, t-statistics for sample means, and first-order serial correlations
for the month-by-month values of the following variables and coefficients:
the market return Rmt ; the riskless rate of interest Rft, taken to be the
yield on 1-month Treasury bills; R.mt - R11; (Rmt Rft)/ S(Rm); 90t
and 'Yu, repeated from panel A of table 3; and 9u/s(R„0 ). The t-statistics
on sample means are computed in the same way as those in table 3.
If the two-parameter model is valid, then in equation (7), E(y,t ) =
E(Rot), where E(R01) is the expected return on any zero-(3 security or
portfolio. Likewise, the expected risk premium per unit of is E(Rmt) E(Rot ) =
In fact, for the one-variable regressions of panel A,
table 3, that is,

1

J.tk

Rpt = 90t

%ty

(11)

we have, period by period,
911

Rmt

(1)0t•

(12)

This condition is obtained by averaging (11) over p and making use of
the least-squares constraint
apt = O."
p

Moreover, the least-squares estimate ()t can always be interpreted as the
return for month t on a zero-0 portfolio, where the weights given to each
9 There is some degree of approximation in (12). The averages over p of R91 and
Op are Rn11 and 1.0, respectively, only if every security in the market is in some portfolio. With our methodology (see table 1) this is never true. But the degree of
approximation turns out to be small: The average of the R01 is always close to Rmt
and the average Op is always close to 1.0.
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TABLE 4 (Continued)
STATISTIC.
s('..y‘ o ) s(Rd t(k.) t(R.-R f ) t(tii ) tf§o ) P m(Rm ) pm(R.-Rd pm(%) pm(%) pm(Rt )
.038

.0012

4.71

4.28

2.57

3.24

-.01

-.01

.02

.14

.98

.052
.026
.030

.0001
.0004
.0009

2.56
2.84
3.72

2.54
2.60
2.92

1.92
.70
1.73

.86
3.71
2.45

-.07
.09
.14

-.07
.09
.14

-.03
.07
.15

.10
.10
.25

.88
.94
.92

.064
.034
.031
.019
.020
.034

.0001
.0001
.0003
.0004
.0007
.0008

1.04
3.68
1.15
3.51
2.07
3.08

1.04
3.65
1.05
3.22
1.60
2.44

.79
2.55
.48
.53
-1.37
2.81

.32
1.27
1.27
5.06
5.68
.03

-.13
.14
.09
-.02
.12
.13

-.13
.14
.09
-.01
.13
.13

-.09
.15
.04
.08
.18
.09

.07
.21
.18
-.07
.13
.21

.72
.83
.97
.89
.80
.93

of the 20 portfolios to form this zero-a portfolio are the least-squares
weights that are applied to the Rpt in computing 90,1°
In the Sharpe-Lintner two-parameter model of market equilibrium
E(irot ) = E(Rot) = R ft and E(Slit ) = E(K mt) - E(Rot ) = E(Rmt)
R ft. In the period 1935-40 and in the most recent period 1961-6/68, jf it is
-R f and the t-statistics for the two averages are similar. In
close to
other periods, and especially in the period 1951-60, 'ifsi is substantially less
than R., - R f. This is a consequence of the fact that for these periods yo
is noticeably greater than R f. In economic terms, the tradeoff of average
return for risk between common stocks and short-term bonds has been
more consistently large through time than the tradeoff of average return
for risk among common stocks. Testing whether the differences between
R,,, - R f and '))1 are statistically large, however, is equivalent to testing
the S-L hypothesis E(Siot ) = Rft , which we prefer to take up after examining further the stochastic process generating monthly returns.
Finally, although the differences between values of Rm - R f for different
periods or between values of 'itl are never statistically large, there is a hint
in table 4 that average-risk premiums declined from the pre- to the postWorld War II periods. These are average risk premiums per unit of 'II,
however, which are not of prime interest to the investor. In making his
portfolio decision, the investor is more concerned with the tradeoff of
expected portfolio return for dispersion of return-that is, the slope of
the efficient set of portfolios. In the Sharpe-Lintner model this slope is
" That cot is the return on a zero-a portfolio can be shown to follow from the
unbiasedness of the least-squares coefficients in the cross-sectional risk-return regressions. If one makes the Gauss-Markov assumptions that the underlying disturbances
l'ipt of (11) have zero means, are uncorrelated across p, and have the same variance
for all p, then it follows almost directly from the Gauss-Markov Theorem that the
least-squares estimate cot is also the return for month t on the minimum variance
zero-a portfolio that can be constructed from the 20 portfolio
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always [ E( Rmt ) - Rid/a(k,,t ), and in the more general model of Black
(1972), it is [E( Rmt ) — E(Kot)]/a(kmt) at the point on the efficient set
corresponding to the market portfolio m. In table 4, especially for the three
long subperiods, dividing R,,, — Rf and 5f i , by s(R„,) seems to yield estimated risk premiums that are more constant through time. This results
from the fact that any declines in ?i or R„,.—R f are matched by a quite
noticeable downward shift in s(R.) from the early to the later periods
(cf. Blume [1970] or Officer [1971]).
C. Errors and True Variation in the Coefficients
Each cross-sectional regression coefficient 'ysit in (10) has two components:
the true -1,t and the estimation error, ;',t
—
A natural question
is: To what extent is the variation in
through time due to variation in
"..'y" it and to what extent is it due to
In addition to providing important
information about the precision of the coefficient estimates used to test the
two-parameter model, the answer to this question can be used to test
hypotheses about the stochastic process generating returns. For example,
although we cannot reject the hypothesis that E(70t ) = 0, does including
the term involving k 2 in (10) help in explaining the month-by-month
behavior of returns? That is, can we reject the hypothesis that for all t,
172t = 0? Likewise, can we reject the hypothesis that month-by-month
13t =--- 0? And is the variation through time in '))()t due entirely to c7;ot and
to variation in Rft?
The answers to these questions are in table 5. For the models and time
periods of table 3, table 5 shows for each ")),: s2 (y;), the sample variance
of the month-by-month '?.,t ; s2 (;,), the average of the month-by-month
values of s2 ( t ), where s( ;t ) is the standard error of 1 t from the crosssectional risk-return regression of (10) for month t; s2 (/;)s2 (y;) —
s2(-(i);) ; and the F-statistic F = s2 (ji / s2 (3)) which is relevant for testing
the hypothesis, s2 (y,) = s2 ( 1). The numerator of F has n — 1 df, where
n is the number of months in the sample period; and the denominator has
n(20 — K) df, where K is the number of coefficients
in the mode1.11
11 The standard error of cit, sqlt ), is proportional to the standard error of the
risk-return residuals, kt, for month t, which has 20 — K df. And n values of s2 (Cri).,t )
are averaged to get s2 Cri)rd, so that the latter has n(20 — K) df. Note that if the
underlying return disturbances lip, of (10) are independent across p and have identical
normal distributions for all p, then (y‘ it is the sample mean of a normal distribution
and s2(7jt ) is proportional to the sample variance of the same normal distribution.
If the process is also assumed to be stationary through time, it then follows that
s2 (9it.) and s2(F,11) are independent, as required by the F-test. Finally, in the Fstatistics of table 5, the values of n are 60 or larger, so that, since K is from 2 to 4,
n(20 — K) > 960. From Mood and Graybill (1963), some upper percentage points

of the F-distribution are:
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One clear-cut result in table 5 is that there is a substantial decline in
the reliability of the coefficients 90 t and 91,—that is, a substantial increase
in s2 (3()) and s2(1)—when Opt and/or i- p ('e,) are included in the riskreturn regressions. The variable Op2 is obviously collinear with k, and, as
can be seen from table 2, ,T,(,) likewise increases with (3,. From panels B
and C of table 5, the collinearity with (3, is stronger for k 2 than for
0
' •
In spite of the loss in precision that arises from multicollinearity, how[the coefficient
ever, the F-statistics for j,2 (the coefficient of k2 ) and
of 3,A) ] are generally large for the models of panels B and C of table 5,
and for the model of panel D which includes both variables. From the Fstatistics in panel D, it seems that, except for the period 1935-45, the
variation through time of
is statistically more noticeable than that of
C73t, but there are periods (1941-45, 1956-60) when the values of F for
both cy'.,t and C/3t are large.
The F-statistics for
also indicate that 71 t has substan= '71 t
tial variation through time. This is not surprising, however, since
r is
always directly related to R„ii . For example, from equation (12), for the
one-variable model of panel A, j,r = Rmt —
Finally, the F-statistics for ,)(It = c70,
are also in general large.
And the month-by-month variation in jsrof cannot be accounted for by
variation in Rff. The variance of Rff is so small relative to s'(1,„ t ), •52 (1/0t),
and s2 ( ,,t ) that doing the F-tests in terms of'„, — Rft produces results
almost identical with those for '''()t•
Rejection of the hypothesis that S);)t — Rff = 0 does not imply rejection
of the S-L hypothesis to be tested next—that E(70 t ) = Rft. Likewise,
to find that month-by-month i7".• /- / 0 and 73t 7L 0 does not imply rejection
of hypotheses Cl and C2 of the two-parameter model. These hypotheses,
which we are unable to reject on the basis of the results in table 3, say
that E(ir2t ) = 0 and E(73t ) = 0.
What we have found in table 5 is that there are variables in addition
to k that systematically affect period-by-period returns. Some of these
omitted variables are apparently related to k2 and Tp(Z) . But the latter
are almost surely proxies, since there is no economic rationale for their
presence in our stochastic risk-return model.
SP (

n
60 (120)
60 ( co )
120 (120)
120 ( co )

F. tin
1.35
1.29
1.26
1.19

1.47
1.39
1.35
1.25

F.975

F Sri

F .995

1.58
1.48
1.43
1.31

1.73
1.60
1.53
1.38

1.83
1.69
1.61
1.43
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TABLE 5
COMPONENTS OF THE VARIANCES OF THE 9it

PERIOD

s 2 (y o)

s° ('7/)

S2 (3.0)

s'( 7
- 1)

.12( 1)

s2(K)

F

Panel A:
1935-6/68

.00105

.00142

.00037

3.84

.00401

.00436

.00035

12.46

1935-45
1946-55
1956-6/68

.00182
.00057
.00077

.00273
.00066
.00090

.00091
.00009
.00013

3.00
7.33
6.92

.00863
.00163
.00181

.00950
.00171
.00193

.00087
.00008
.00012

10.92
21.38
16.08

1935-40
1941-45
1946-50
1951-55
1956-60
1961-6/68
Panel B:
1935-6/68

.00265
.00086
.00086
.00027
.00032
.00100

.00404
.00118
.00094
.00036
.00041
.00114

.00139
.00032
.00008
.00009
.00009
.00014

2.91
3.69
11.75
4.00
4.56
8.14

.01212
.00452
.00216
.00113
.00104
.00217

.01347
.00481
.00224
.00121
.00112
.00231

.00135
.00029
.00008
.00008
.00008
.00014

9.98
16.59
28.00
15.12
21.50
16.50

.00092

.00267

.00175

1.52

.00564

.01403

.00839

1.67

1935-45
1946-55
1956-6/68

.00057
.00053
.00155

.00377
.00112
.00294

.00320
.00059
.00139

1.18
1.90
2.12

.00372
.00651
.00667

.01941
.00897
.01338

.01569
.00245
.00671

1.24
3.66
1.99

1935-40
1941-45
1946-50
1951-55
1956-60
1961-6/68
Panel C:
1935-6/68

.00018
.00101
.00084
.00024
.00037
.00232

.00476
.00254
.00136
.00090
.00087
.00431

.00458
.00153
.00052
.00066
.00050
.00199

1.04
1.66
2.62
1.36
1.74
2.16

.00374
.00389
.00862
.00447
.00289
.00928

.02555
.01225
.01071
.00729
.00517
.01894

.02181
.00836
.00209
.00282
.00228
.00966

1.17
1.46
5.12
2.58
2.27
1.96

.00192

.00266

.00075

3.55

.00285

.00428

.00142

3.01

1935-45
1946-55
1956-6/68

.00394
.00083
.00100

.00533
.00101
.00164

.00139
.00018
.00063

3.83
5.61
2.60

.00433
.00261
.00178

.00717
.00310
.00270

.00283
.00050
.00092

2.52
6.20
2.93

1935-40
1941-45
1946-50
1951-55
1956-60
1961-6/68
Panel D:
1935-6/68

.00473
.00307
.00103
.00061
.00079
.00109

.00669
.00377
.00117
.00083
.00134
.00177

.00196
.00070
.00014
.00022
.00055
.00068

3.41
5.38
8.36
3.77
2.44
2.60

.00732
.00085
.00386
.00140
.00106
.00212

.01094
.00274
.00439
.00188
.00204
.00300

.00362
.00189
.00053
.00047
.00098
.00088

3.02
1.45
8.28
4.00
2.08
3.41

.00150

.00566

.00406

1.39

.00608

.01521

.00913

1.66

1935-45
1946-55
1956-6/68

.00233
.00013
.00194

.01065
.00176
.00420

.00832
.00163
.00226

1.28
1.08
1.86

.00402
.00647
.00763

.02118
.00916
.01485

.01716
.00269
.00722

1.23
3.41
2.06

1935-40
1941-45
1946-50
1951-55
1956-60
1961-6/68

.00157
.00340
.00023
.00006
.00092
.00260

.01263
.00843
.00220
.00136
.00239
.00539

.01106
.00503
.00197
.00130
.00147
.00279

1.14
1.68
1.12
1.05
1.62
1.93

.00457
.00365
.00858
.00442
.00328
.01060

.02910
.01196
.01119
.00719
.00602
.02081

.02453
.00832
.00261
.00277
.00274
.01021

1.19
1.44
4.29
2.60
2.20
2.04

D. Tests of the S-L Hypothesis
In the Sharpe-Lintner two-parameter model of market equilibrium one
has, in addition to conditions Cl-C3, the hypothesis that E(y )t )
The work of Friend and Blume (1970) and Black, Jensen, and Scholes
(1972) suggests that the S-L hypothesis is not upheld by the data. At
least in the post-World War II period, estimates of E(');f0t) seem to be
significantly greater than
Each of the four models of table 3 can be used to test the S-L hypothe-

Rft.

Rft.
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TABLE 5 (Continued)

S2(y2)

S2(92)

s2(32 )

F

1935-40
1941-45
1946-50
1951-55
1956-60
1961-6/68
Panel B:
1935-6/68

.00121

.00318

.00197

1.61

1935-45
1946-55
1956-6/68

.00171
.00063
.00122

.00548
.00112
.00278

.00377
.00049
.00156

1.45
2.29
1.78

1935-40
1941-45
1946-50
1951-55
1956-60
1961-6/68
Panel C:
1935-6/68

.00041
.00327
.00066
.00058
.00033
.00182

.00566
.00527
.00103
.00120
.00083
.00410

.00524
.00201
.00037
.00062
.00050
.00227

1.08
2.62
2.78
1.94
1.66
1.81

PERIOD

S2(N 3 )

52(%)

s2( 3)

Panel A:
1935-6/68
1935-45
1946-55
1956-6/68

.341

.753

.412

1.83

1935-45
1946-55
1956-6/68

.535
.165
.304

.847
.370
.968

.313
.206
.664

2.71
1.80
1.46

1935-40
1941-45
1946-50
1951-55
1956-60
1961-6/68
Panel D:
1935-6/68

.270
.840
.118
.217
.622
.105

.553
1.189
.254
.493
1.355
.722

.282
.349
.136
.276
.734
.617

1.96
3.41
1.87
1.79
1.85
1.17

.00061

.00362

.00301

1.21

.276

.864

.588

1.47

1935-45
1946-55
1956-6/68

.000.61
.00134

.00624
.00148
.00304

.00644
.00087
.00169

.97
1.70
1.80

.392
.028
.374

1.001
.383
1.125

.613
.355
.751

1.63
1.08
1.50

1935-40
1941-45
1946-50
1951-55
1956-60
1961-6/68

.00162
.00083
.00039
.00037
.00202

.00723
.00515
.00180
.00116
.00103
.00440

.00886
.00353
.00096
.00077
.00066
.00238

.82
1.46
1.87
1.51
1.56
1.85

.120
.720
.023
.038
.712
.163

.682
1.395
.348
.424
1.654
.787

.562
.675
.325
.386
.941
.624

1.21
2.07
1.07
1.10
1.76
1.26

sis.12 The most efficient tests, however, are provided by the one-variable
12 The least-squares intercepts %,t in the four cross-sectional risk-return regressions
can always be interpreted as returns for month t on zero-s portfolios (n. 10). For the
three-variable model of panel D, table 3, the unbiasedness of the least-squares coefficients can be shown to imply that in computing %,t, negative and positive weights
are assigned to the 20 portfolios in such a way that the resulting portfolio has not
.i
Analogous
only zero-R but also zero averages of the 20 2 and of the 20 . p(?i).
statements apply to the two-variable models of panels B and C.
Black, Jensen, and Scholes test the S-L hypothesis with a time series of monthly
returns on a "minimum variance zero-11 portfolio" which they derive directly. It turns
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model of panel A, since the values of s(c,,,) for this model (which are
nearly identical with the values of s(.?) — Rf)] are substantially smaller
than those for other models. Except for the most recent period 1961-6/68,
the values of 9•0 — Rf in panel A are all positive and generally greater than
0.4 percent per month. The value of t(90 — R f ) for the overall period
1935-6/68 is 2.55, and the t-statistics for the subperiods 1946-55, 195155, and 1956-60 are likewise large. Thus, the results in panel A, table 3,
support the negative conclusions of Friend and Blume (1970) and Black,
Jensen, and Scholes (1972) with respect to the S-L hypothesis.
The S-L hypothesis seems to do somewhat better in the two-variable
quadratic model of panel B, table 3 and especially in the three-variable
model of panel D. The values of t(",?()— R f ) are substantially closer to
zero for these models than for the model of panel A. This is due to values
of .Y0 — R f that are closer to zero, but it also reflects the fact that s(y0)
is substantially higher for the models of panels B and D than for the
model of panel A.
But the effects of i/p2 and .T•p(Fi) on tests of the S-L hypothesis are in
fact not at all so clear-cut. Consider the model
ot

Fitril

1'2t ( 1 —

(30 2 + Y3tsa + tt•

(13)

Equations (7) and (13) are equivalent representations of the stochastic
process generating returns, with 3;it =
— 2')79t and 'lot
+112t•
Moreover, if the steps used to obtain the regression equation (10) from
the stochastic model (7) are applied to (13), we get the regression equation,
R5t =-_Y ot

/ itOp +'c2t(1 — ) 2

+ 3t7A)

?Is,

(14)

where, just as $,2 in (10) is the average of (1,2 for securities i in portfolio
p, (1 — Op)2 is the average of (1 — M 2. The values of the estimates
42t and 1st are identical in (10) and (14); in addition, 'Yu = (})'it —
and 'jtot
--k ii/2t. But although the regression equations (10) and
(14) are statistically indistinguishable, tests of the hypothesis E(70t ) =
out, however, that this portfolio is constructed under what amounts to the assumptions
of the Gauss-Markov Theorem on the underlying disturbances of the one-variable
risk-return regression (11). With these assumptions the least-squares estimate
obtained from the cross-sectional risk-return regression of (11) for month t, is precisely the return for month t on the minimum variance zero- portfolio that can be
constructed from the 20 portfolio L. Thus, the tests of the S-L hypothesis in panel A
of table 3 are conceptually the same as those of Black, Jensen, and Scholes.
If one makes the assumptions of the Gauss-Markov Theorem on the underlying
disturbances of the models of panels B—D of table 3, the regression intercepts for these
models can likewise be interpreted as returns on minimum-variance zero-11 portfolios.
These portfolios then differ in terms of whether or not they also constrain the averages
of the 20 'k2 and of the 20 75"p (t) to be zero. Given the collinearity of ftp,
2, and
:ip(t), however, the assumptions of the Gauss-Markov Theorem cannot apply to all
four of the models.
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R ft from (10) do not yield the same results as tests of the hypothesis
E(T ot )
R ft from (14). In panel D of table 3, ",?() — R f is never statistically very different from zero, whereas in tests (not shown) from (14), the
results are similar to those of panel A, table 3. That is, Yo — R f is systematically positive for all periods but 1961-6/68 and statistically very
different from zero for the overall period 1935-6/ 68 and for the 1946-55,
1951-55, and 1956-60 subperiods.
Thus, tests of the S-L hypothesis from our three-variable models are
ambiguous. Perhaps the ambiguity could be resolved and more efficient
tests of the hypothesis could be obtained if the omitted variables for which
.T•p(M, (3,2, or (1 — k)2 are almost surely proxies were identified. As indicated above, however, at the moment the most efficient tests of the S-L
hypothesis are provided by the one-variable model of panel A, table 3, and
the results for that model support the negative conclusions of others.
Given that the S-L hypothesis is not supported by the data, tests of the
market efficiency hypothesis that Slot — E(Rot ) is a fair game are difficult
since we no longer have a specific hypothesis about E(Rot ). And using
the mean of the 'Yo t as an estimate of E(Pot ) does not work as well in this
case as it does for the market efficiency tests on yi p. One should note,
however, that although the serial correlations pm(');/(,) in table 4 are often
large relative to estimates of their standard errors, they are small in terms
of the proportion of the time series variance of ?ot that they explain, and
the latter is the more important criterion for judging whether market
efficiency is a workable representation of reality (see n. 8).

VI. Conclusions
In sum our results support the important testable implications of the twoparameter model. Given that the market portfolio is efficient—or, more
specifically, given that our proxy for the market portfolio is at least approximately efficient we cannot reject the hypothesis that average returns
on New York Stock Exchange common stocks reflect the attempts of riskaverse investors to hold efficient portfolios. Specifically, on average there
seems to be a positive tradeoff between return and risk, with risk measured from the portfolio viewpoint. In addition, although there are "stochastic nonlinearities" from period to period, we cannot reject the hypothesis that on average their effects are zero and unpredictably different
from zero from one period to the next. Thus, we cannot reject the hypothesis that in making a portfolio decision, an investor should assume
that the relationship between a security's portfolio risk and its expected
return is linear, as implied by the two-parameter model. We also cannot
reject the hypothesis of the two-parameter model that no measure of risk,
in addition to portfolio risk, systematically affects average returns. Finally,
the observed fair game properties of the coefficients and residuals of the
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risk-return regressions are consistent with an efficient capital market—
that is, a market where prices of securities fully reflect available information.

Appendix
Some Related Issues
Al. Market Models and Tests of Market Efficiency
The time series of regression coefficients from (10) are, of course, the inputs
for the tests of the two-parameter model. But these coefficients can also be
useful in tests of capital market efficiency—that is, tests of the speed of price
adjustment to different types of new information. Since the work of Fama et al.
(1969), such tests have commonly been based on the "one-factor market model":
Rit =_ ai

4- Om,

(1 5 )

+ tt.

In this regression equation, the term involving Rmt is assumed to capture the
effects of market-wide factors. The effects on returns of events specific to
company i, like a stock split or a change in earnings, are then studied through
the residuals Fi t.
and '3t in (10)
But given that there is period-to-period variation in0,tt
o ?2t'
that is above and beyond pure sampling error, then these coefficients can be
interpreted as market factors, (in addition to R„,,,) that influence the returns
on all securities. To see this, substitute (12) into (11) to obtain the "twofactor market model":
Rpt = 9ot(1 —

gg
Rmt

16

qPt•

In like fashion, from equation (10) itself we easily obtain the "four-factor
market model":
R pt =90t(1 — Op) +14pRmt 92J 2p — M 2) + S3t
[4( 21)

k•(21) + C O/
(17)

where and T(C are the averages over p of the k2 and the 3A).
Comparing equations (15-17) it is clear that the residuals Fit from the
one-factor market model contain variation in the market factors , Ot, 92t, and
?3t. Thus, if one is interested in the effect on a security's return of an event
specific to the given company, this effect can probably be studied more precisely
from the residuals of the two- or even the four-factor market models of (16)
and (17) than from the one-factor model of (15). This has in fact already
been done in a study of changes in accounting techniques by Ball (1972), in
a study of insider trading by Jaffe (1972), and in a study of mergers by
Mandelker (1972) .
Ball, Jaffe, and Mandelker use the two-factor rather than the four-factor
market model, and there is probably some basis fo,r, this. First, one can see
the coeffifrom table 5 that because of the collinearity of (3,, (3,2, and
cient estimates j)°, and 9„ have much smaller standard errors in the twofactor model. Second, we have computed residual variances for each of our
20 portfolios for various time periods from the time series of
and 'pt from
(15), (16), and (17). The decline in residual variance that is obtained in
•?p(V
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going from (15) to (16) is as predicted: That is, the decline is noticeable over
more or less the entire range of (3, and it is proportional to (1 — 00 2. On the
other hand, in going from the two- to the four-factor model, reductions in
residual variance are generally noticeable only in the portfolios with the lowest
and highest 0,, and the reductions for these two portfolios are generally small.
and k2
Moreover, including .-5-„(Z) as an explanatory variable in addition to
never results in a noticeable reduction in residual variances.

fl,

A2. Multifactor Models and Errors in the
If the return-generating process is a multifactor market model, then the usual
estimates of (3i from the one-factor model of (15) are not most efficient. For
example, if the return-generating process is the population analog of (16),
more efficient estimates of (3i could in principle be obtained from a constrained
regression applied to
Pit — 7ot = Pi.(14mt — 1)(ot) +
But this approach requires the time series of the true l'fit. All we have are
from the one-factor
estimates '9'ot, themselves obtained from estimates of
model of (15).
It can also be shown that with a multifactor return-generating process the
errors in the 0 computed from the one-factor market model of (8) and (15)
are correlated across securities and portfolios. This results from the fact that if
the true process is a multifactor model, the disturbances of the one-factor
model are correlated across securities and portfolios. Moreover, the interdependence of the errors in the 0 is higher the farther the true O's are from
1.0. This was already noted in the discussion of table 2 where we found that
the relative reduction in the standard errors of the 0's obtained by using portfolios rather than individual securities is lower the farther 0, is from 1.0.
Interdependence of the errors in the 0, also complicates the formal analysis
of the effects of errors-in-the-variables on properties of the estimated coefficients (the C?jt) in the risk-return regressions of (10). This topic is considered
in detail in an appendix to an earlier version of this paper that can be made
available to the reader on request.

6,
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Investor growth
expectations: Analysts
vs. history
Analysts' growth forecasts dominate past trends in predicting
stock prices.
James H. Vander Weide and Willard T. Carleton

F

orthe purposes of implementing the Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) cost of equity model, the
analyst must know which growth estimate is embodied in the firm's stock price. A study by Cragg and
Malkiel (1982) suggests that the stock valuation process embodies analysts' forecasts rather than historically based growth figures such as the ten-year
historical growth in dividends per share or the fiveyear growth in book value per share. The Cragg and
Malkiel study is based on data for the 1960s, however,
a decade that was considerably more stable than the
recent past.
As the issue of which growth rate to use in
implementing the DCF model is so important to applications of the model, we decided to investigate
whether the Cragg and Malkiel conclusions continue
to hold in more recent periods. This paper describes
the results of our study.
STATISTICAL MODEL
The DCF model suggests that the firm's stock
price is equal to the present value of the stream of
dividends that investors expect to receive from owning the firm's shares. Under the assumption that
investors expect dividends to grow at a constant rate,
g, in perpetuity, the stock price is given by the following simple expression:

Ps

— D (1 + g)
k—g

(1)

where:
PS = current price per share of the firm's stock;
D = current annual dividend per share;
g = expected constant dividend growth rate; and

k = required return on the firm's stock.
Dividing both sides of Equation (1) by the
firm's current earnings, E, we obtain:
PS _D (1 + g)
EEk—g

(2)

Thus, the firm's price/earnings (P/E) ratio is a nonlinear function of the firm's dividend payout ratio (D/
E), the expected growth in dividends (g), and the
required rate of return.
To investigate what growth expectation is embodied in the firm's current stock price, it is more
convenient to work with a linear approximation to
Equation (2). Thus, we will assume that:
P/E = ao(D/E) + aig + a2k.

(3)

(Cragg and Malkiel found this assumption to be
reasonable throughout their investigation.)
Furthermore, we will assume that the required
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rate of return, k, in Equation (3) depends on the
values of the risk variables B, Cov, Rsq, and Sa, where
B is the firm's Value Line beta; Coy is the firm's pretax
interest coverage ratio; Rsq is a measure of the stability
of the firm's five-year historical EPS; and Sa is the
standard deviation of the consensus analysts' fiveyear EPS growth forecast for the firm. Finally, as the
linear form of the P/E equation is only an approximation to the true P/E equation, and B, Cov, Rsq, and
Sa are only proxies for k, we will add an error term,
e, that represents the degree of approximation to the
true relationship.
With these assumptions, the final form of our
P/E equation is as follows:
P/E = a0(D/E) + a,g + a213 +
a,Cov + a,Rsq + asSa + e.

(4)

The purpose of our study is to use more recent
data to determine which of the popular approaches
for estimating future growth in the Discounted Cash
Flow model is embodied in the market price of the
firm's shares.
We estimated Equation (4) to determine which
estimate of future growth, g, when combined with
the payout ratio, D/E, and risk variables B, Coy, Rsq,
and Sa, provides the best predictor of the firm's P/E
ratio. To paraphrase Cragg and Malkiel, we would
expect that growth estimates found in the best-fitting
equation more closely approximate the expectation
used by investors than those found in poorer-fitting
equations.
DESCRIPTION OF DATA

Our data sets include both historically based
measures of future growth and the consensus analysts' forecasts of five-year earnings growth supplied
by the Institutional Brokers Estimate System of
Lynch, Jones & Ryan (IBES). The data also include
the firm's dividend payout ratio and various measures
of the firm's risk. We include the latter items in the
regression, along with earnings growth, to account
for other variables that may affect the firm's stock
price.
The data include:
Earnings Per Share. Because our goal is to determine
which earnings variable is embodied in the firm's market price, we need to define this variable with care.
Financial analysts who study a firm's financial results
in detail generally prefer to "normalize" the firm's
reported earnings for the effect of extraordinary
items, such as write-offs of discontinued operations,
or mergers and acquisitions. They also attempt, to the
extent possible, to state earnings for different firms
using a common set of accounting conventions.

We have defined "earnings" as the consensus
analyst estimate (as reported by IBES) of the firm's
earnings for the forthcoming year.' This definition
approximates the normalized earnings that investors
most likely have in mind when they make stock purchase and sell decisions. It implicitly incorporates the
analysts' adjustments for differences in accounting
treatment among firms and the effects of the business
cycle on each firm's results of operations. Although
we thought at first that this earnings estimate might
be highly correlated with the analysts' five-year earnings growth forecasts, that was not the case. Thus,
we avoided a potential spurious correlation problem.
Price/Earnings Ratio. Corresponding to our definition
of "earnings," the price/earnings ratio (P/E) is calculated as the closing stock price for the year divided
by the consensus analyst earnings forecast for the
forthcoming fiscal year.
Dividends. Dividends per share represent the common dividends declared per share during the calendar
year, after adjustment for all stock splits and stock
dividends). The firm's dividend payout ratio is then
defined as common dividends per share divided by
the consensus analyst estimate of the earnings per
share for the forthcoming calendar year (D/E). Although this definition has the deficiency that it is
obviously biased downward — it divides this year's
dividend by next year's earnings — it has the advantage that it implicitly uses a "normalized" figure for
earnings. We believe that this advantage outweighs
the deficiency, especially when one considers the
flaws of the apparent alternatives. Furthermore, we
have verified that the results are insensitive to reasonable alternative definitions (see footnote 1).
Growth. In comparing historically based and consensus analysts' forecasts, we calculated forty-one different historical growth measures. These included the
following: 1) the past growth rate in EPS as determined by a log-linear least squares regression for the
latest year,' two years, three years, . . ., and ten
years; 2) the past growth rate in DPS for the latest
year, two years, three years, . . ., and ten years; 3)
the past growth rate in book value per share (computed as the ratio of common equity to the outstanding common equity shares) for the latest year, two
years, three years, . . ., and ten years; 4) the past
growth rate in cash flow per share (computed as the
ratio of pretax income, depreciation, and deferred
taxes to the outstanding common equity shares) for
the latest year, two years, three years, . . ., and ten
years; and 5) plowback growth (computed as the
firm's retention ratio for the current year times the
firm's latest annual return on common equity).
We also used the five-year forecast of earnings
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per share growth compiled by IBES and reported in
mid-January of each year. This number represents the
consensus (i.e., mean) forecast produced by analysts
from the research departments of leading Wall Street
and regional brokerage firms over the preceding three
months. IBES selects the contributing brokers "because of the superior quality of their research, professional reputation, and client demand" (IBES Monthly
Summary Book).
Risk Variables. Although many risk factors could potentially affect the firm's stock price, most of these
factors are highly correlated with one another. As
shown above in Equation (4), we decided to restrict
our attention to four risk measures that have intuitive
appeal and are followed by many financial analysts:
1) B, the firm's beta as published by Value Line; 2)
Cov, the firm's pretax interest coverage ratio (obtained from Standard & Poor's Compustat); 3) Rsq,
the stability of the firm's five-year historical EPS (measured by the R2 from a log-linear least squares regression); and 4) Sa, the standard deviation of the
consensus analysts' five-year EPS growth forecast
(mean forecast) as computed by IBES.
After careful analysis of the data used in our
study, we felt that we could obtain more meaningful
results by imposing six restrictions on the companies
included in our study:
1. Because of the need to calculate ten-year historical
growth rates, and because we studied three different time periods, 1981, 1982, and 1983, our
study requires data for the thirteen-year period
1971-1983. We included only companies with at
least a thirteen-year operating history in our study.
2. As our historical growth rate calculations were
based on log-linear regressions, and the logarithm
of a negative number is not defined, we excluded
all companies that experienced negative EPS during any of the years 1971-1983.
3. For similar reasons, we also eliminated companies
that did not pay a dividend during any one of the
years 1971-1983.
4. To insure comparability of time periods covered
by each consensus earnings figure in the P/E ratios,
we eliminated all companies that did not have a
December 31 fiscal year-end.
5. To eliminate distortions caused by highly unusual
events that distort current earnings but not expected future earnings, and thus the firm's price/
earnings ratio, we eliminated any firm with a price/
earnings ratio greater than 50.
6. As the evaluation of analysts' forecasts is a major
part of this study, we eliminated all firms that IBES
did not follow.
Our final sample consisted of approximately

sixty-five utility firms.'
RESULTS

To keep the number of calculations in our study
to a reasonable level, we performed the study in two
stages. In Stage 1, all forty-one historically oriented
approaches for estimating future growth were correlated with each firm's P/E ratio. In Stage 2, the historical growth rate with the highest correlation to the
P/E ratio was compared to the consensus analyst
growth rate in the multiple regression model described by Equation (4) above. We performed our
regressions for each of three recent time periods, because we felt the results of our study might vary over
time.
First-Stage Correlation Study

Table 1 gives the results of our first-stage correlation study for each group of companies in each of
the years 1981, 1982, and 1983. The values in this table
measure the correlation between the historically oriented growth rates for the various time periods and
the firm's end-of-year P/E ratio.
The four variables for which historical growth
rates were calculated are shown in the left-hand column: EPS indicates historical earnings per share
growth, DPS indicates historical dividend per share
growth, BVPS indicates historical book value per
share growth, and CFPS indicates historical cash flow
per share growth. The term "plowback" refers to the
product of the firm's retention ratio in the currennt
year and its return on book equity for that year. In
all, we calculated forty-one historically oriented
growth rates for each group of firms in each study
period.
The goal of the first-stage correlation analysis was
to determine which historically oriented growth rate
is most highly correlated with each group's year-end
P/E ratio. Eight-year growth in CFPS has the highest
correlation with P/E in 1981 and 1982, and ten-year
growth in CFPS has the highest correlation with yearend P/E in 1983. In all cases, the plowback estimate
of future growth performed poorly, indicating that —
contrary to generally held views — plowback is not
a factor in investor expectations of future growth.
Second-Stage Regression Study

In the second stage of our regression study,
we ran the regression in Equation (4) using two different measures of future growth, g: 1) the best historically oriented growth rate (gh) from the first-stage
correlation study, and 2) the consensus analysts' forecast (ga) of five-year EPS growth. The regression results, which are shown in Table 2, support at least
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TABLE 1
Correlation Coefficients of All Historically Based Growth Estimates by Group and by Year with P/E
Historical Growth Rate Period n Years
Current
Year

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

-0.02
0.05
0.01
-0.05
0.19

0.07
0.18
0.11
0.04

0.03
0.14
0.13
0.13

0.01
0.15
0.13
0.22

0.03
0.14
0.16
0.28

0.12
0.15
0.18
0.31

0.08
0.19
0.15
0.30

- 0.10
-0.19
0.07
- 0.02
0.04

-0.13
-0.10
0.08
-0.08

-0.06
0.03
0.11
0.00

-0.02
0.05
0.11
0.10

-0.02
0.07
0.09
0.16

-0.01
0.08
0.10
0.19

-0.06
0.03
0.03
-0.08
-0.08

-0.25
-0.10
0.10
0.01

-0.25
-0.03
0.04
0.02

-0.24
0.08
0.09
0.08

-0.16
0.15
0.15
0.20

-0.11
0.21
0.16
0.29

9

10

0.09
0.23
0.15
0.31

0.09
0.23
0.15
-0.57

0.09
0.23
0.15
-0.54

-0.03
0.09
0.11
0.23

-0.03
0.11
0.11
0.25

0.00
0.13
0.09
0.24

0.00
0.13
0.09
0.07

-0.05
0.21
0.19
0.35

0.00
0.21
0.21
0.38

0.02
0.22
0.22
0.40

0.02
0.24
0.21
0.42

1981
EPS
DPS
BVPS
CFPS
Plowback
1982
EPS
DPS
BVPS
CFPS
Plowback
1983
EPS
DPS
BVPS
CFPS
Plowback

z

two general conclusions regarding the pricing of equity securities.
First, we found overwhelming evidence that
the consensus analysts' forecast of future growth is
superior to historically oriented growth measures in
predicting the firm's stock price. In every case, the R2
in the regression containing the consensus analysts'
forecast is higher than the R2 in the regression containing the historical growth measure. The regression

coefficients in the equation containing the consensus
analysts' forecast also are considerably more significant than they are in the alternative regression. These
results are consistent with those found by Cragg and
Malkiel for data covering the period 1961-1968. Our
results also are consistent with the hypothesis that
investors use analysts' forecasts, rather than historically oriented growth calculations, in making stock
buy-and-sell decisions.

TABLE 2
Regression Results
Model I
Part A: Historical
P/E =
Year
1981
1982
1983

+ a,D/E + a2gh + a3B + a,Cov + a5Rsq + a,Sa
a,
a,
a,
-6.42*
(5.50)
-2.90*
(2.75)
-5.96*
(3.70)

10.31*
(14.79)
9.32*
(18.52)
10.20*
(12.20)

7.67*
(2.20)
8.49*
(4.18)
19.78*
(4.83)

a,

44

3.24
(2.86)
2.85
(2.83)
4.85
(2.95)

0.54*
(2.50)
0.45*
(2.60)
0.44*
(1.89)

1.42*
(2.85)
-0.42
(0.05)
0.33
(0.50)

a,

R2

F Ratio

57.43
(4.07)
3.63
(0.26)
32.49
(1.29)

0.83

46.49

0.86

65.53

0.82

45.26

Part B: Analysis
P/E = a, + a,D/E + azga + a3B + a,Cov + a5Rsq + a,Sa
Year
53
al
a2
1981
1982
1983

-4.97*
(6.23)
-2.16*
(2.59)
-8.47*
(7.07)

81

10.62*
(21.57)
9.47*
(22.46)
11.96*
(16.48)

54.85*
(8.56)
50.71*
(9.31)
79.05*
(7.84)

-0.61
(0.68)
-1.07
(1.14)
2.16
(1.55)

0.33*
(2.28)
0.36*
(2.53)
0.56*
(3.08)

a,

a6

R2

F Ratio

0.63*
(1.74)
-0.31
(1.09)
0.20
(0.38)

4.34
(0.37)
119.05*
(1.60)
-34.43
(1.44)

0.91

103.10

0.90

97.62

0.87

69.81

Notes:
* Coefficient is significant at the 5% level (using a one-tailed test) and has the correct sign. T-statistic in parentheses.
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Second, there is some evidence that investors
tend to view risk in traditional terms. The interest
coverage variable is statistically significant in all but
one of our samples, and the stability of the operating
income variable is statistically significant in six of the
twelve samples we studied. On the other hand, the
beta is never statistically significant, and the standard
deviation of the analysts' five-year growth forecasts
is statistically significant in only two of our twelve
samples. This evidence is far from conclusive, however, because, as we demonstrate later, a significant
degree of cross-correlation among our four risk variables makes any general inference about risk extremely hazardous.

TABLE 3
Regression Results
Model II
Part A: Historical
P/E = a1 + a,D/E + azgh
a,
Year
a()
1981
1982
1983

8861
ONITIdS

82

CONCLUSION

The relationship between growth expectations
and share prices is important in several major areas
of finance. The data base of analysts' growth forecasts
collected by Lynch, Jones & Ryan provides a unique
opportunity to test the hypothesis that investors rely
more heavily on analysts' growth forecasts than on
historical growth extrapolations in making security
buy-and-sell decisions. With the help of this data
base, our studies affirm the superiority of analysts'
forecasts over simple historical growth extrapolations
in the stock price formation process. Indirectly, this
finding lends support to the use of valuation models
whose input includes expected growth rates.

' We also tried several other definitions of "earnings," including the firm's most recent primary earnings per share
prior to any extraordinary items or discontinued operations.
As our results were insensitive to reasonable alternative

9.59
(12.13)
8.92
(17.73)
8.92
(12.38)

R2

F Ratio

21.20
(7.05)
12.18
(6.95)
12.18
(7.94)

0.73

82.95

0.83

167.97

0.77

107.82

a2

R2

F Ratio

60.53
(20.91)
44.92
(21.35)
82.02
(15.93)

0.90
(15.79)
0.88
(11.06)
0.83
(11.02)

274.16

Part B: Analysis
P/E + a0 + a,D/E + a2g,
ao
Year
a,

Possible Misspecification of Risk

The stock valuation theory says nothing about
which risk variables are most important to investors.
Therefore, we need to consider the possibility that the
risk variables of our study are only proxies for the
"true" risk variables used by investors. The inclusion
of proxy variables may increase the variance of the
parameters of most concern, which in this case are
the coefficients of the growth variables.'
To allow for the possibility that the use of risk
proxies has caused us to draw incorrect conclusions
concerning the relative importance of analysts'
growth forecasts and historical growth extrapolations,
we have also estimated Equation (4) with the risk
variables excluded. The results of these regressions
are shown in Table 3.
Again, there is overwhelming evidence that the
consensus analysts' growth forecast is superior to the
historically oriented growth measures in predicting
the firm's stock price. The R2 and t-statistics are higher
in every case.

- 1.05
(1.61)
0.54
(1.38)
- 0.75
(1.13)

a,

1981
1982
1983

3.96
(8.31)
- 1.75
(4.00)
- 4.97
(6.93)

10.07
(8.31)
9.19
(4.00)
10.95
(6.93)

246.36
168.28

Notes:
* Coefficient is significant at the 5% level (using a one-tailed test)
and has the correct sign. T-statistic in parentheses.

definitions of "earnings " we report only the results for the
IBES consensus.
2

For the latest year, we actually employed a point-to-point
growth calculation because there were only two available
observations.
We use the word "approximately," because the set of available firms varied each year. In any case, the number varied
only from zero to three firms on either side of the figures
cited here.
See Maddala (1977).
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INVESTOR GROWTH EXPECTATIONS
Summer 2004
A study done by Vander Weide and Carleton in 1988 1 suggests that consensus analysts’ forecast
of future growth is superior to historically oriented growth measures in stock valuation process
for domestic companies. We worked with one of the original authors of the study, Dr. James H.
Vander Weide, and closely followed his suggestions and methodology to investigate whether the
results still hold in more recent times (2001- 2003).
We used the following equation to determine which estimate of future growth (g) best predicts
the firm’s P/E ratio when combined with the dividend payout ratio, D/E, and risk variables, B,
Cov, Stb, and Sa.
P/E = a 0 (D/E) +a1 g(Growth) +a2 B(Beta) +a3Cov( Interest Coverage Ratio ) +a4 Stb( Stability) +a5 Sa(Std Dev) + e

Earnings Per Share:

Data Description
IBES consensus analyst estimate of the firm’s earnings for the unreported
year.

Price/Earnings Ratio: Closing stock price for the year divided by the consensus analyst earnings
per share for the forthcoming year.
Dividends:

Ratio of common dividends per share to the consensus analyst earnings
forecast for the forthcoming fiscal year (D/E).

Historical Growth measures
EPS Growth Rate:

Determined by a log- linear least squares regression for the latest year,
two years, three years, …, and ten years.

Dividend per Share
Growth Rate:

Determined by a log- linear least squares regression for the latest year,
two years, three years, …, and ten years.

Book Value per Share Common equity divided by the common shares outstanding.
Growth Rate:
Determined by a log- linear least squares regression for the latest year,
two years, three years, …, and ten years.
Cash Flow per Share
Growth Rate:

Ratio of gross cash flow to common shares outstanding.
Determined by a lo g- linear least squares regression for the latest year,
two years, three years, …, and ten years.

Plowback Growth:

Firm’s retention ratio for the current year times the firm’s latest annual
return on equity.

3yr Plowback Growth: Firm’s three-year average retention ratio times the firm’s three-year
average return on equity.
Consensus Analysts’ Forecasts
Five-Year Earnings Per Share Growth: Mean analysts’ forecast compiled by IBES.
1

Vander Weide, J. H., and W. T. Carleton. “Investor Growth Expectations: Analysts vs. History.” The Journal of
Portfolio Management, Spring 1988, pp. 78-82.

1
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Risk Variables
B:

Beta, the firm’s beta versus NYSE from Value Line.

Cov:

The firm’s pretax interest coverage ratio from Compustat.

Stb:

Five- year historical earnings per share stability. Average absolute percentage difference
between actual reported EPS and a 5yr historical EPS growth trend line from IBES.

Sa:

The standard deviation of earnings per share estimate for the fiscal year from IBES.

We set five restrictions on the companies included in the study in order to be consistent with the
original study and to obtain more meaningful results.
•
•

Excluded all firms that IBES did not fo llow.
Eliminated companies with:
Negative EPS during any of the years 1991-2003.
No dividend during any one of the years 1991-2003.
P/E ratio greater than 60 in years 2001-2003.
Less than five years of operating history.

The final universe consisted of 411 US firms, fifty- nine of which are utility companies.
Results
The study was performed in two stages.
Stage 1
In order to determine which historically oriented growth measure is most highly correlated with
each firm’s end-of- year P/E ratio, we computed spearman (rank) correlations between all fortytwo historically oriented future growth measures and P/E.
The result of the stage 1 study is displayed in Table 1. Three- year plowback ratio has the highest
correlation with P/E in 2001 and 2002, and five-year EPS growth rate has the highest correlation
with P/E in 2003.
Table 1
Stage1 Results for Utility and Non-Utility Companies Combined
Current Year
EPS
DPS
BVPS
2001
CFPS
plowback
plowback3

Correlations between Historically Based Growth Estimates by Year with P/E
y1
y2
y3
y4
y5
y6
y7
y8
0.232
0.210
0.145
0.122
0.059
0.034
-0.007
-0.076
-0.243
-0.297
-0.296
-0.293
-0.313
-0.316
-0.336
-0.334
0.059
-0.017
-0.098
-0.138
-0.150
-0.182
-0.219
-0.259
0.092
0.092
0.087
0.042
-0.063
-0.102
-0.141
-0.193
0.203
0.308

EPS
DPS
BVPS
2002
CFPS
plowback
plowback3

-0.007
-0.126
-0.036
0.056
0.093
0.180

0.147
-0.202
-0.036
0.045

0.076
-0.251
-0.078
0.017

0.080
-0.224
-0.115
0.021

0.083
-0.215
-0.114
0.030

0.050
-0.239
-0.127
-0.024

0.030
-0.232
-0.152
-0.050

EPS
DPS
BVPS
2003
CFPS
plowback
plowback3

0.073
0.120
0.097
0.146
-0.017
0.038

0.084
0.054
0.076
0.196

0.214
-0.001
0.067
0.243

0.231
-0.078
0.036
0.239

0.244
-0.090
-0.045
0.206

0.228
-0.126
-0.062
0.178

0.182
-0.152
-0.063
0.107

2

y9
-0.117
-0.329
-0.271
-0.237

y10
-0.154
-0.333
-0.273
-0.262

-0.018
-0.233
-0.162
-0.080

-0.060
-0.211
-0.175
-0.125

-0.089
-0.198
-0.171
-0.162

0.158
-0.165
-0.083
0.089

0.104
-0.183
-0.105
0.039

0.049
-0.185
-0.131
-0.022
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We also independently examined utility and non- utility firms. Table 2 shows the result for the
fifty- nine utility firms. Two-year growth in EPS has the highest correlation with P/E in 2001,
four-year EPS has the highest correlation in 2002, and six- year EPS has the highest correlation in
2003.
Table 3 exhibits the result for the remaining non- utility firms. EPS one- year growth, two-year
growth, and five- year growth has the highest correlation with P/E in 2001, 2002, and 2003,
respectively.
Table 2
Stage1 Results for Utility Companies
Current Year
EPS
DPS
BVPS
2001
CFPS
plowback
plowback3

Correlations between Historically Based Growth Estimates by Year with P/E
y1
y2
y3
y4
y5
y6
y7
y8
0.305
0.330
0.305
0.319
0.238
0.157
0.129
0.107
-0.215
-0.321
-0.302
-0.294
-0.316
-0.281
-0.332
-0.414
0.164
0.137
0.147
-0.027
-0.072
-0.135
-0.117
-0.104
0.194
0.135
0.020
-0.018
-0.122
-0.157
-0.135
-0.134
-0.143
-0.027

EPS
DPS
BVPS
2002
CFPS
plowback
plowback3

-0.065
-0.333
-0.325
-0.205
-0.151
-0.133

0.044
-0.327
-0.239
-0.132

0.069
-0.278
-0.182
-0.172

0.119
-0.313
-0.177
-0.166

0.071
-0.280
-0.230
-0.216

0.004
-0.321
-0.237
-0.289

-0.038
-0.277
-0.250
-0.285

EPS
DPS
BVPS
2003
CFPS
plowback
plowback3

0.010
0.151
0.212
0.222
-0.365
-0.403

0.136
-0.029
0.060
-0.046

0.186
-0.014
0.047
0.173

0.263
-0.022
0.019
0.115

0.365
-0.054
0.003
0.165

0.367
-0.117
0.040
0.100

0.344
-0.142
0.022
0.017

y9
0.079
-0.435
-0.106
-0.103

y10
0.048
-0.429
-0.140
-0.219

-0.069
-0.226
-0.247
-0.265

-0.061
-0.203
-0.235
-0.227

-0.070
-0.210
-0.235
-0.218

0.343
-0.137
0.005
0.077

0.309
-0.105
0.003
0.057

0.302
-0.092
-0.002
0.077

y9
-0.0194
-0.2046
-0.1866
-0.1186

y10
-0.0412
-0.1975
-0.1823
-0.1325

Table 3
Stage1 Results for Non-Utility Companies
Current Year
EPS
DPS
BVPS
2001
CFPS
plowback
plowback3

Correlations between Historically Based Growth Estimates by Year with P/E
y1
y2
y3
y4
y5
y6
y7
y8
0.1843
0.1660
0.1293
0.1218
0.0873
0.0829
0.0618
0.0106
-0.2036
-0.2211
-0.2042
-0.1935
-0.2098
-0.2066
-0.2186
-0.2155
0.0757
0.0084
-0.0791
-0.0997
-0.0916
-0.1146
-0.1388
-0.1783
0.0864
0.0710
0.0956
0.0704
-0.0033
-0.0162
-0.0366
-0.0747
0.0781
0.1781

EPS
DPS
BVPS
2002
CFPS
plowback
plowback3

0.0762
-0.0804
0.0527
0.0905
0.0634
0.1306

0.1767
-0.1693
0.0236
0.0488

0.0755
-0.2103
-0.0363
0.0143

0.0817
-0.1672
-0.0777
0.0237

0.0936
-0.1519
-0.0710
0.0563

0.0757
-0.1720
-0.0753
0.0246

0.0708
-0.1645
-0.0953
0.0097

0.0316
-0.1636
-0.1019
-0.0079

-0.0011
-0.1394
-0.1118
-0.0458

-0.0254
-0.1226
-0.1061
-0.0821

EPS
DPS
BVPS
2003
CFPS
plowback
plowback3

0.1254
0.1810
0.1555
0.1479
-0.1109
-0.0402

0.1783
0.1290
0.1740
0.2200

0.2788
0.0655
0.1534
0.2512

0.2689
-0.0128
0.1056
0.2429

0.2791
-0.0101
0.0127
0.2004

0.2622
-0.0400
-0.0069
0.1839

0.2219
-0.0630
-0.0054
0.1349

0.2039
-0.0772
-0.0218
0.1286

0.1559
-0.0930
-0.0416
0.0892

0.1090
-0.0952
-0.0636
0.0388

3
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Stage 2
We compared the multiple regression model of historical growth rate with the highest correlation
to the P/E ratio from stage 1 to the five- year earnings per share growth forecast.
P/E = a0 (D/E) + a1 g + a2 B + a3 Cov + a4 Stb + a5 Sa + e
The regression results are displayed in table 4. The results show that the consensus analysts’
forecast of future growth better approximates the firm’s P/E ratio, which is consistent with the
results found by Vander Weide and Carleton. In both regressions, R2 in the regression with the
consensus analysts’ forecast is higher than the R2 in the regression with the historical growth.
Table 4
Stage2 Results for Utility and Non-Utility Companies Combined
Multiple Regression Results
P/E = a0 + a1 D/E + a2 g + a3 B + a4 Cov + a5 Stb + a6 Sa
Historical
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6
8.46
10.79
6.79
0.02
-0.03
-18.83

2001

a0
10.43
4.73

5.53

2.93

3.54

3.05

-3.06

-3.32

2002

12.36

7.60

6.66

1.01

0.00

0.01

-32.48

7.21

6.18

2.61

0.66

1.57

1.48

-4.04

13.34

5.96

9.87

5.27

0.01

-0.01

-20.46

7.29

4.04

2.95

3.39

3.62

-1.31

-4.25

2001

a0
-1.26

a1
16.14

a2
144.75

a5
-0.03

a6
-10.76

-0.62

11.63

13.22

-0.38

3.07

-4.04

-2.29

2002

3.37

13.37

106.07

-3.60

0.00

0.01

-21.85

1.93

10.97

10.59

-2.57

1.25

1.50

-3.06

4.77

12.76

61.93

4.38

0.01

0.00

-19.41

2.65

9.48

7.25

3.01

2.45

-0.81

-4.33

2003

2003

Analysts' Forecasts
a3
a4
-0.64
0.01

Rsq
0.20

F Ratio
13.90

0.15

9.46

0.24

17.61

Rsq
0.47

F Ratio
48.00

0.35

29.73

0.33

26.38

*T-stats below the coefficients in smaller font

For utility companies shown in table 5, consensus analysts’ forecast of future growth is superior
to historically oriented growth in 2002 and 2003. R2 is lower in the regression with the consensus
analysts’ forecast in 2001. For non- utility companies, we found that consensus analysts’ forecast
of future growth is superior to the alternative in all three years (table 6).

4
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Table 5
Stage2 Results for Utility Companies
Multiple Regression Results
P/E = a0 + a1 D/E + a2 g + a3 B + a4 Cov + a5 Stb + a6 Sa
Historical
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6
11.07
-11.19
-3.00
0.29
0.00
-9.37

2001

a0
7.90
2.16

4.80

-5.71

-0.86

0.88

0.64

-1.51

2002

13.87

7.00

-3.80

-6.89

0.56

0.00

-29.89

4.02

3.54

-0.66

-2.01

1.48

0.42

-2.70

11.29

7.74

-1.65

-1.40

0.32

0.00

-5.69

3.22

3.30

-0.23

-0.43

1.05

-0.73

-0.75

2001

a0
9.61

a1
9.20

a2
66.61

a5
-0.01

a6
-12.83

2.31

3.45

3.66

-1.86

1.31

-1.33

-1.76

2002

12.43

7.86

50.74

-9.61

0.50

0.00

-24.94

3.89

5.29

3.10

-2.94

1.50

0.17

-2.41

5.81

11.06

101.12

-1.69

-0.19

0.00

-4.75

1.89

6.32

4.80

-0.58

-0.74

-0.22

-0.74

2003

2003

Analysts' Forecasts
a3
a4
-7.92
0.50

Rsq
0.44

F Ratio
6.38

0.38

5.11

0.25

2.68

Rsq
0.27

F Ratio
2.95

0.48

7.56

0.50

7.81

*T-stats below the coefficients in smaller font

Table 6
Stage2 Results for Non-Utility Companies
Multiple Regression Results
P/E = a0 + a1 D/E + a2 g + a3 B + a4 Cov + a5 Stb + a6 Sa
Historical
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6
8.39
2.82
3.53
0.02
-0.03
-21.05

2001

a0
15.90
6.57

4.13

1.96

1.68

2.97

-2.14

-3.40

2002

17.76

8.46

6.02

-3.06

0.00

0.02

-36.97

9.39

5.19

3.28

-1.88

1.37

2.52

-4.31

14.24

9.86

8.85

3.46

0.01

0.00

-19.00

7.49

5.89

2.49

2.11

3.23

-0.15

-3.73

2001

a0
-0.51

a1
17.28

a2
140.84

a5
-0.03

a6
-8.63

-0.22

11.21

10.73

-0.59

2.88

-2.62

-1.63

2002

5.05

15.67

91.22

-4.06

0.00

0.02

-22.93

2.48

11.23

7.66

-2.74

1.18

2.33

-2.87

7.25

14.47

45.60

3.47

0.01

0.00

-19.09

3.56

9.42

4.68

2.20

2.36

-0.12

-3.89

2003

2003

Analysts' Forecasts
a3
a4
-1.06
0.01

Rsq
0.21

F Ratio
12.45

0.27

16.78

0.30

19.89

Rsq
0.44

F Ratio
36.00

0.38

27.65

0.33

22.30

*T-stats below the coefficients in smaller font

This material is for your private information. The views expressed are the views of Anita Xu and Ami Teruya only
through the period ended July 26, 2004 and are subject to change based on market and other conditions. The
opinions expressed may differ from those with different investment philosophies. The information we provide does
not constitute investment advice and it should not be relied on as such. It should not be considered a solicitation to
buy or an offer to sell a security. It does not take into account any investor's particular investment objectives,
strategies, tax status or investment horizon. We encourage you to consult your tax or financial advisor. All material
has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed. There is no representation
nor warranty as to the current accuracy of, nor liability for, decisions based on such information. Past performance is
no guarantee of future results.
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Returns to Buying Winners and Selling
Losers:Implications for
Stock Market Efficiency
NARASIMHAN JEGADEESH and SHERIDAN TITMAN*

ABSTRACT
This paper documents that strategies which buy stocks that have performed well i n
the past and sell stocks t h a t have performed poorly i n the past generate significant
positive returns over 3- to 12-month holding periods. W e find that the profitability
o f these strategies are not due to their systematic risk or to delayed stock price
reactions to common factors. However, part o f the abnormal returns generated i n
the first year after portfolio formation dissipates i n the following two years. A
similar pattern o f returns around the earnings announcements o f past winners and
losers is also documented.

A POPULAR VIEW HELD by many journalists, psychologists, and economists is
that individuals tend to overreact to information.' A direct extension of this
view, suggested by De Bondt and Thaler (1985, 19871, is that stock prices also
overreact to information, suggesting that contrarian strategies (buying past
losers and selling past winners) achieve abnormal returns. De Bondt and
Thaler (1985) show that over 3- to 5-year holding periods stocks that performed poorly over the previous 3 to 5 years achieve higher returns than
stocks that performed well over the same period. However, the interpretation
of the De Bondt and Thaler results are still being debated. Some have argued
that the De Bondt and Thaler results can be explained by the systematic risk
of their contrarian portfolios and the size effect."n
addition, since the
long-term losers outperform the long-term winners only in Januaries, it is
unclear whether their results can be attributed to overreaction.

*Jegadeesh is from the Anderson Graduate School of Management, UCLA. Titman is from
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology and the Anderson Graduate School o f Management, UCLA. W e would like to thank Kent Daniel, Ravi Jagannathan, Richard Roll, Hans Stoll,
Ren6 Stulz, and two referees. W e also thank participants of'the Johnson Symposium held at the
University of Wisconsin at Madison and seminar participants at Harvard, SMU, UBC, U C L A ,
Penn State, University o f Michigan, University o f Minnesota, and York University for helpful
comments, and Juan Siu and Kwan Ho Kim for excellent research assistance.
' s e e for example, the academic papers by Kahneman and Tversky (1982), De Bondt and
Thaler (1985)and Shiller (1981).
' s e e for example, Chan (19881, Ball and Kothari (1989),and Zarowin (1990). For a n alternate
view, see the recent paper by Chopra, Lakonishok, and Ritter (1992).
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More recent papers by Jegadeesh (1990) and Lehmann (1990) provide
evidence of shorter-term return reversals. These papers show that contrarian
strategies that select stocks based on their returns in the previous week or
month generate significant abnormal returns. However, since these strategies are transaction intensive and are based on short-term price movements,
their apparent success may reflect the presence of short-term price pressure
or a lack of liquidity in the market rather than overreaction. Jegadeesh and
Titman (1991) provide evidence on the relation between short-term return
reversals and bid-ask spreads that supports this interpretation. In addition,
Lo and MacKinlay (1990) argue that a large part of the abnormal returns
documented by Jegadeesh and Lehmann is attributable to a delayed stock
price reaction to common factors rather than to overreaction.
Although contrarian strategies have received a lot of attention in the recent
academic literature, the early literature on market efficiency focused on
relative strength strategies that buy past winners and sell past losers. Most
notably, Levy (1967) claims that a trading rule that buys stocks with current
prices that are substantially higher than their average prices over the past 27
weeks realizes significant abnormal returns. Jensen and Bennington (1970),
however, point out that Levy had come up with his trading rule after
examining 68 different trading rules in his dissertation and because of this
express skepticism about his conclusions. Jensen and Rennington analyze the
profitability of Levy's trading rule over a long time period that was, for the
most part, outside Levy's original sample period. They find that in their
sample period Levy's trading rule does not outperform a buy and hold
strategy and hence attribute Levy's result to a selection bias.
Although the current academic debate has focused on contrarian rather
than relative strength trading rules, a number of practitioners still use
relative strength as one of their stock selection criteria. For example, a
majority of the mutual funds examined by Grinblatt and Titman (1989, 1991)
show a tendency to buy stocks that have increased in price over the previous
quarter. In addition, the Value Line rankings are known to be based in large
part on past relative strength. The success of many of the mutual funds in
the Grinblatt and Titman sample and the predictive power of Value Line
rankings (see Copeland and Mayers (1982) and Stickel (1985)) provide suggestive evidence that the relative strength strategies may generate abnormal
returns.
How can we reconcile the success of Value Line rankings and the mutual
funds that use relative strength rules with the current academic literature
that suggests that the opposite strategy generates abnormal returns? One
possibility is that the abnormal returns realized by these practitioners are
either spurious or are unrelated to their tendencies to buy past winners. A
second possibility is that the discrepancy is due to the difference between the
time horizons used in the trading rules examined in the recent academic
papers and those used in practice. For instance, the above cited evidence
favoring contrarian strategies focuses on trading strategies based on either
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very short-term return reversals (1 week or 1 month), or very long-term
return reversals (3 to 5 years). However, anecdotal evidence suggests that
practitioners who use relative strength rules base their selections on price
movements over the past 3 to 12 month^.^ This paper provides a n analysis of
relative strength trading strategies over 3- to 12-month horizons. Our analysis of NYSE and AMEX stocks documents significant profits in the 1965 to
1989 sample period for each of the relative strength strategies examined. We
provide a decomposition of these profits into different sources and develop
tests that allow us to evaluate their relative importance. The results of these
tests indicate that the profits are not due to the systematic risk of the trading
strategies. I n addition, the evidence indicates that the profits cannot be
attributed to a lead-lag effect resulting from delayed stock price reactions to
information about a common factor similar to that proposed by Lo and
MacKmlay (1990). The evidence is, however, consistent with delayed price
reactions to firm-specific information.
Further tests suggest that part of the predictable price changes that occur
during these 3- to 12-month holding periods may not be permanent. The
stocks included in the relative strength portfolios experience negative abnormal returns starting around 12 months after the formation date and continuing up to the thirty-first month. For example, the portfolio formed on the
basis of returns realized in the past 6 months generates a n average cumulative return of 9.5% over the next 12 months but loses more than half of this
return in the following 24 months.
Our analysis of stock returns around earnings announcement dates suggests a similar bias in market expectations. We find that past winners realize
consistently higher returns around their earnings announcements in the 7
months following the portfolio formation date than do past losers. However,
in each of the following 13 months past losers realize higher returns than
past winners around earnings announcements.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section I describes the
trading strategies that we examine and Section I1 documents their excess
returns. Section I11 provides a decomposition of the profits from relative
strength strategies and evaluates the relative importance of the different
components. Section IV documents these returns in subsamples stratified on
the basis of ex ante beta and firm size and Section V measures these profits
across calendar months and over 5-year subperiods. The longer term performance of the stocks included in the relative strength portfolios is examined in
Section VI and Section VII back tests the strategy over the 1927 to 1964

3 ~ oinstance,
r
one of the inputs used by Value Line to assign a timeliness rank for each stock
is a price momentum factor computed based on the stock's past 3- to 12-month returns. Value
Line reports that the price momentum factor is computed by "dividing the stock's latest 10-week
average relative price by its 52-week average relative price." These timeliness ranks, according
to Value Line, are "designed to discriminate among stocks on the basis of relative price
performance over the next 6 to 12 months" (see Bernard (19841, pp. 52-53).
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period. Section VIII examines the returns of past winners and past losers
around earnings announcement dates and Section IX concludes the paper.

I. Trading Strategies
If stock prices either overreact or underreact to information, then profitable
trading strategies that select stocks based on their past returns will exist.
This study investigates the efficiency of the stock market by examining the
profitability of a number of these strategies. The strategies we consider select
stocks based on their returns over the past 1, 2, 3, or 4 quarters. We also
consider holding periods that vary from 1 to 4 quarters. This gives a total of
16 strategies. In addition, we examine a second set of 16 strategies that skip
a week between the portfolio formation period and the holding period. By
skipping a week, we avoid some of the bid-ask spread, price pressure, and
lagged reaction effects that underlie the evidence documented in Jegadeesh
(1990) and Lehmann (1990).
To increase the power of our tests, the strategies we examine include
portfolios with overlapping holding periods. Therefore, in any given month t,
the strategies hold a series of portfolios that are selected in the current
month as well as in the previous K - 1 months, where K is the holding
period. Specifically, a strategy that selects stocks on the basis of returns over
the past J months and holds them for K months (we will refer to this as a
J-month/K-month strategy) is constructed as follows: At the beginning of
each month t the securities are ranked in ascending order on the basis of
their returns in the past J months. Based on these rankings, ten decile
portfolios are formed that equally weight the stocks contained in the top
decile, the second decile, and so on. The top decile portfolio is called the
"losers" decile and the bottom decile is called the "winners" decile. In each
month t, the strategy buys the winner portfolio and sells the loser portfolio,
holding this position for K months. In addition, the strategy closes out the
position initiated in month t - K. Hence, under this trading strategy we
1

I

revise the weights on - of the securities in the entire portfolio in any given
K
month and carry over the rest from the previous month.
The profits of the above strategies were calculated for both a series of buy
and hold portfolios and a series of portfolios that were rebalanced monthly to
maintain equal weights. Since the returns for these two strategies were very
similar (the buy and hold strategies yielded slightly higher returns) we
present only the rebalanced returns which are also used in the event study
presented in Section VI.
11. The Returns of Relative Strength Portfolios
This section documents the returns of the portfolio strategies described in
the last section over the 1965 to 1989 period using data from the CRSP daily
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returns file.4 All stocks with available returns data in the J months preceding the portfolio formation date are included in the sample from which the
buy and sell portfolios are constructed.
Table I reports the average returns of the different buy and sell portfolios
as well as the zero-cost, winners minus losers portfolio, for the 32 strategies
described above. The returns of all the zero-cost portfolios (i.e., the ret.urns
per dollar long in this portfolio) are positive. All these returns are statistically significant except for the 3-month/3-month strategy that does not skip
a week. Many of the individual t-statistics are sufficiently large to be
significant even after considering the fact that we have conducted 32 separate tests. The probability of obtaining a single t-statistic as large as 4.28
(obtained with the 12-month/3-month strategy that skips a week) with 32
observations is less than 0.0006, as given by the Bonferroni inequality."
The most successful zero-cost strategy selects stocks based on their returns
over the previous 12 months and then holds the portfolio for 3 months. This
strategy yields 1.31% per month (shown in Panel A) when there is no time
lag between the portfolio formation period and the holding period and it
yields 1.49% per month (shown in Panel B) when there is a 1-week lag
between the formation period and the holding period.6 The 6-month formation period produces returns of about 1%per month regardless of the holding
period. These holding period returns are slightly higher when there is a
1-week lag between the formation period and the holding period (Panel B)
than when the formation and holding periods are contiguous (Panel A).
Having established that the relative strength strategies are on average
quite profitable, we now examine one specific strategy in detail, the 6month/6-month strategy that does not skip a week between the portfolio
formation period and the holding period. The results for this strategy are
representative of the results for the other strategies.

111. Sources of Relative Strength Profits
This section presents two simple return-generating models that allow us to
decompose the excess returns documented in the last section and identify the
important sources of relative strength profits. The first model allows for
factor-mimicking portfolio returns to be serially correlated but requires indi4 ~ h latest
e
version of the CRSP daily returns file a t the time this study was initiated covers
the July 1962 to December 1989 period. Monthly returns were obtained by compounding the
daily returns recorded in this data set. Since the 12-month/l2-month strategy considered here
requires lagged returns data over 23 months the first f ~ l 1 ' ~ a l e n d year
a r for which we could
examine portfolio returns is 1965.
5 ~ h Bonferroni
e
inequality provides a bound for the probability of observing a t-statistic of a
certain magnitude with N tests that are not necessarily independent.
' ~ B
e ondt and Thaler (1985) report 1-year holding period returns in their tables that are
consistent with our findings here. However, they do not examine strategies based on 1-year
horizons in any detail and based on their analysis of longer horizon strategies conclude that the
market overreacts
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Table I

Returns of Relative Strength Portfolios
The relative strength portfolios are formed based on J-month lagged returns and held for K
months. The values of J and K for the different strategies are indicated in the first column and
row, respectively. The stocks are ranked in ascending order on the basis of J-month lagged
returns and a n equally weighted portfolio of stocks in the lowest past return decile is the sell
portfolio and a n equally weighted portfolio of the stocks in the highest return decile is the buy
portfolio. The average monthly returns of these portfolios are presented in this table. The
relative strength portfolios in Panel A are formed immediately after the lagged returns are
measured for the purpose of portfolio formation. The relative strength portfolios in Panel B are
formed 1 week after the lagged returns used for forming these portfolios are measured. The
t-statistics are reported in parentheses. The sample period is January 1965 to December 1989.
- --

J
3

Sell

3

Buy

3

Buy-sell

6

Sell

6

Buy

6

Buy-sell

9

Sell

9

Buy

9

Buy-sell

12

Sell

12

Buy

12

Buy-sell

K=

3

Panel A

- --

6

9

-

. --

12

K=

Panel B

--

3

6

9

-

12

vidual stocks to react instantaneously to factor realizations. This model is
used to decompose relative strength profits into two components relating to
systematic risk, which would exist in an eff~cientmarket, and a third
component relating to firm-specific returns, which would contribute to relative strength profits only if the market were inefficient. The second returngenerating model relaxes the assumption that stocks react instantaneously to
the common factor. This model enables us to evaluate the possibility that the
relative strength profits arise because of a lead-lag relationship in stock
prices similar to that proposed by Lo and MacKinlay (1990) as a partial
explanation for short horizon contrarian profits.
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A. A Simple One-Factor Model
Consider the following one-factor model describing stock
'it

E(ft)

=

~1

=

0

+ bc ft + 'it

return^:^

7

E(eit) = 0
Cov(e,, , f,)

=

0,

Vi

Cov(e,, ,e,, - ,)

=

0,

Vi

+j

where p, is the unconditional expected return on security i, r,, is the
return on security i, ft is the unconditional unexpected return on a factormimicking portfolio, el, is the firm-specific component of return at time t, and
b, is the factor sensitivity of security i. For the 6-month/6-month strategy
that we consider in the rest of this paper the length of a period is 6 months.
The superior performance of the relative strength strategies documented in
the last section implies that stocks that generate higher than average returns
in one period also generate higher than average returns in the period that
follows. In other words, these results imply that:

and

where a bar above a variable denotes its cross-sectional average.
Therefore,

The above cross-sectional covariance equals the expected profits from the
zero-cost contrarian trading strategy examined by Lehmann (1990) and Lo
and MacKinlay (1990) that weights stocks by their past returns less the past
equally weighted index returns. This weighted relative strength strategy
(WRSS) is closely related to our strategy. The WRSS yields a profit of 4.5%
per dollar long semiannually (t-statistic = 2.99) and the correlation between
the returns of this strategy and that of the trading strategy examined in the
last section is 0.95. The equally weighted decile portfolios are used in most of
our empirical tests since they provide relatively more information than the
WRSS. However, as the following analysis demonstrates, the closely related
WRSS provides a tractable framework for analytically examining the sources
of relative strength profits and evaluating the relative importance of each of
these sources.
'our analysis in this subsection is similar to that in Jegadeesh (1987) and Lo and MacKinlay
(1990).
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Given the one-factor model defined in (I), the WRSS profits given in
expression (2) can be decomposed into the following three terms:

where a: and ab2 are the cross-sectional variances of expected returns and
factor sensitivities respectively.
The above decomposition suggests three potential sources of the relative
strength profits. The first term in this expression is the cross-sectional
dispersion in expected returns. Intuitively, since realized returns contain a
component related to expected returns, securities that experience relatively
high returns in one period can be expected to have higher than average
returns in the following period. The second term is related to the potential to
time the factor. If the factor portfolio returns exhibit positive serial correlation, the relative strength strategy will tend to pick stocks with high b's
when the conditional expectation of the factor portfolio return is high. As the
above expression demonstrates, the extent to which relative strength strategies generate profits because of the serial correlation of the factor portfolio
return is a function of the cross-sectional variance of the b's. The last term in
the above expression is the average serial covariance of the idiosyncratic
components of security returns.
To assess whether the existence of relative strength profits imply market
inefficiency, it is important to identify the sources of the profits. If the profits
are due to either the first or the second term in expression (3) they may be
attributed to compensation for bearing systematic risk and need not be an
indication of market inefficiency. However, if the superior performance of the
relative strength strategies is due to the third term, then the results would
suggest market inefficiency.

B. The Average Size and Beta of Relative Strength Portfolios
This subsection considers the possibility that relative strength strategies
systematically pick high-risk stocks and benefit from the first term in expression (3). Table I1 reports estimates of the two most common indicators of
systematic risk, the post-ranking betas of the ten 6-month/6-month relative
strength portfolios and the average capitalizations of the stocks in these
portfolios. The betas of the extreme past returns portfolios are higher than
the average beta for the full sample. In addition, since the beta of the
portfolio of past losers is higher than the beta of the portfolio of past winners,
the beta of the zero-cost winners minus losers portfolio is negative. The
average capitalizations of the stocks in the different portfolios show that the
highest and the lowest past returns portfolios consist of smaller than average
stocks, with the stocks in the losers portfolios being smaller than the stocks
in the winners portfolio. This evidence suggests that the observed relative
strength profits are not due to the first source of profits in expression (3).
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Table I1

Betas and Market Capitalization of Relative Strength
Portfolios
The relative strength portfolios are formed based on 6-month lagged returns and held for 6
months. The stocks are ranked in ascending order on the basis of 6-month lagged returns. The
equally weighted portfolio of stocks in the lowest past return decile is portfolio P I , the equally
weighted portfolio of stocks in the next decile is portfolio P2, and so on. The betas with respect to
the value-weighted index and the average market capitalizations of the stocks included in these
portfolios are reported here. The sample period is January 1965 to December 1989.
Beta

Average Market
Capitalization
208.24
480.07
545.31
618.85
692.89
702.51
738.09
758.87
680.18
495.13
-

Additional evidence relating to the extent to which the dispersion in expected
returns explains these profits is given in the next section.

C. The Serial Covariance of 6-Month Returns
This subsection examines the serial covariance of 6-month returns in order
to assess the potential contribution of the second and third source of profits
from our decomposition. Given the model expressed in (I), the serial covariance of a n equally weighted portfolio of a large number of stocks is:'

If the source of relative strength profits is the serial covariance of factorrelated returns then, from the above expression, the in-sample serial covariance of the equally weighted index returns is required to be positive. However, we find that the serial covariance of 6-month returns of the equally
weighted index is negative (-0.0028) which, from the decomposition in
expression (3), reduces the relative strength profits. This result indicates that
the serial covariance of factor portfolio returns is unlikely to be the source of
relative strength profits.
8 ~ h ceontribution of the serial covariances of e , , to the serial covariance of the equally
weighted index becomes arbitrarily small as the number of stocks in the index becomes
arbitrarily large.
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The estimates of the serial covariance of market model residuals for
individual stocks are on average positive (0.0012). This evidence suggests
that the relative strength profits may arise from stocks underreacting to
firm-specific information. However, this evidence is also potentially consistent with an alternative model in which some stocks react with a lag to factor
realizations, and we address this possibility in the next subsection.

D. Lead-Lag Effects and Relative Strength Profits
This subsection examines whether the relative strength profits can arise
from a lead-lag relationship in stock prices similar to that considered in Lo
and Macfinlay (1990). In contrast to the model previously presented, the
model in this subsection assumes that stocks can either overreact or underreact to the common factor but that the factor-mimicking portfolio returns are
serially uncorrelated.
Consider the following return generating process:
'it

l*.,

+ bli ft + b2l f t -

1

+

'it

9

where b,, and b,, are sensitivities to the contemporaneous and lagged factor
realizations. b,, > 0 implies that stock i partly reacts to the factor with a lag
as in Lo and MacKinlay and bZi < 0 implies that the stock overreacts to
contemporaneous factor realizations and this overreaction gets corrected in
the subsequent period.
Given this model, the WRSS profits and the serial covariance of the equally
weighted index are given by:

and

where

6 , and 6 ,

are cross-sectional averages of b,, and b Z i ,and,

From expression (6), when 6 < 0 the lead-lag relation has a negative effect
on the profitability of the WRSS, or equivalently, a positive effect on contrarian profits as in Lo and MacKinlay. However, when 6 > 0, the lead-lag
relation will generate positive relative strength profits. In addition, if 6 , is
positive (negative) then the equally weighted index returns will be positively
(negatively) serially correlated. This parameter, however, does not affect the
profitability of the WRSS.
If the lead-lag effect is an important source of relative strength profits,
then the profit in any period will depend on the magnitude of factor portfolio
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return in the previous period. Formally, consider the expected WRSS profits
conditional on the past factor portfolio return:

In contrast, under model (I), the conditional expectation of the WRSS
profits given in expression (3), assuming that the factor portfolio returns are
normally distributed, is:

where p is the first order serial correlation of the factor portfolio returns.
Expression (8) implies that if the relative strength profits come entirely
from the lead-lag effect in stock returns, then the magnitude of the profits
should be positively related to the squared factor portfolio return in the
previous period. Intuitively, if inefficient stock price reactions to factor realizations are important for the profitability of relative strength strategies,
then large factor realizations should result in large WRSS profits. Alternatively, if the lead-lag effect does not contribute to the profits, then the
observed negative serial covariance of the market index implies a negative
relation between the magnitude of the WRSS profits and squared lagged
factor portfolio returns.
To examine which of these predictions best explains the time-series variation in relative strength profits we estimate the following regression using
the value-weighted index as a proxy for the factor portfolio:

where r,,,, is the 6-month return of the relative strength portfolio formed in
month t based on 6-month lagged returns and r,,,
is the demeaned return
on the value-weighted index in the months t - 6 through t - 1. The estimates of 0 and the corresponding autocorrelation-consistent t-statistic over
the 1965 to 1989 sample period are -2.29 and - 1.74 respectively. The
estimates (t-statistic) of O in the first and second half of this sample period
are - 2.55 ( - 2.65) and - 1.83 ( - 2.52) respectively.g This reliably negative
relation between the relative strength profits and lagged squared market
returns is consistent with the model presented in the last subsection which
assumed no lead-lag relationship and is inconsistent with the lead-lag model.
This evidence indicates that the lead-lag effect is not a n important source of
relative strength profits and that the profitability of these strategies is
therefore related to market underreaction to the firm-specific information.

_,

when this regression is fitted with the WRSS profits as the dependent variable, the estimate
(t-statistic) of 0 over 1965-1989 is - 1.77 (-3.56) and the corresponding statistics in the two
equal subperiods are - 1.94 ( - 2.52) and - 1.51 ( - 2.53).
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IV. Profitability of Relative Strength Strategies Within
Size- and Beta-Based Subsamples
In this section we examine the profitability of the 6-month/6-month strategy within subsamples stratified on the basis of firm size and ex ante
estimates of betas. Specifically, we implement this strategy on three sizebased subsamples (small, medium, and large), and three beta-based subsamples (low-beta, medium-beta, And high-beta stocks).
Measuring relative strength profits on size- and beta-based subsamples
allows us to examine whether the profitability of the strategy is confined to
any particular subsample of stocks. This analysis also provides additional
evidence about the source of the observed relative strength profits. Since
extant empirical evidence indicates that size and beta are related to both risk
and expected returns,'' the cross-sectional dispersion in expected returns
should be less within these subsamples than in the full sample. Therefore, if
the relative strength strategy profits are related to differences in expected
returns, they will be less when they are implemented on stocks within each
subsample rather than on all the stocks in the sample. The profits need not
be reduced in these subsamples, however, if the profits of the strategies are
due to serial covariances in idiosyncratic returns. In fact, if the profits are not
factor-related, the strategies are likely to generate higher returns when they
are implemented within the small-firm subsample that consists of less actively traded stocks and to generate lower returns when they are implemented within the large-firm subsample.
Table I11 presents the average returns of the 6-month/6-month strategy
for each of the subsamples. The results in Panel A indicate that the observed
abnormal returns are of approximately the same magnitude when the strategies are implemented on the various subsamples of stocks as when they are
implemented on the entire sample. They do, however, appear to be somewhat
related to firm size and beta; for the zero-cost, winners minus losers portfolio,
the subsample with the largest firms generates lower abnormal returns than
the other two subsamples and the returns in the subsamples segmented by
beta are monotonically increasing in beta.'' These findings indicate that the
relative strength profits are not primarily due to the cross-sectional differences in the systematic risk of the stocks in the sample. This evidence
suggests that the profits are due to the serial correlation in the firm-specific
component of returns. Furthermore, these results indicate that the profitabil10

See Fama and MacBeth (1973) and Banz (1981).
One thing that is interesting to note here is that the average returns of low beta stocks are
higher than the returns of the medium and high beta stocks. The average returns of stocks in the
low, medium and high beta groups are 1.48%, 1.3996, and 1.16% respectively. These results,
obtained with daily betas, should be contrasted with earlier findings of positive relations
between monthly betas and average returns (e.g., Fama and MacBeth (1973)). The difference
between our results using daily betas and the earlier results using monthly betas is due to the
lower correlation between firm size and daily betas. Jegadeesh (1992) and Fama and French
(1992) document that there is no reliable relation between monthly betas and average returns
after controlling for firm size.
11
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ity of the relative strength strategies is not confined to any particular
subsample of stocks.
As a further test Panel B of Table I11 presents the risk-adjusted returns of
the relative strength strategies implemented within the size- and beta-based
subsamples. The risk-adjusted returns are estimated as the intercepts from
the following market model regression:

where r,, is the return on the portfolio p , r,, is the return on the valueweighted index, and r f t is the interest rate on 1-month Treasury Bill.
Consistent with the negative betas of the zero-cost strategies, the abnormal
returns of the relative strength strategies estimated from these regressions
slightly exceed the raw returns given in Table I11 (Panel A). With the
exception of the F-statistics becoming somewhat more significant, the findings in Table I11 (Panel B) are virtually the same as those reported in Table
I11 (Panel A).
An additional implication of the results in Table I11 (Panel B) is that the
abnormal performance of the zero-cost portfolio is due to the buy side of the
transaction rather than the sell side. The portfolio of past winners achieves
significant positive abnormal return when the value-weighted index is used
as the benchmark, while the abnormal return of the portfolio of past losers is
not statistically significant with this benchmark. However, in unreported
regressions that used the equally weighted index as the benchmark, the
positive and the negative abnormal returns of the winners and losers portfolios were both statistically significant. The magnitude and statistical significance of the abnormal returns of the zero-cost, winners minus losers,
portfolio (0.0115 with a t-statistic of 3.84) was slightly higher when the
equally weighted index was used in place of the value-weighted index as the
benchmark.
From a practical investment perspective, it is important to assess whether
the relative strength strategies will be profitable after accounting for transaction costs. On average, the relative strength trading rule results in a turnover
of 84.8% semiannually.12 The risk-adjusted return of the relative strength
trading rule after considering a 0.5% one-way transaction cost13 is 9.29% per
year, which is reliably different from zero. The risk-adjusted returns after
transaction costs are also significantly positive in each of the three size-based
subsamples.

12

The average turnovers for the buy and sell sides of the zero-cost portfolio are 86.6% and
83.1% respectively. These percentages are significantly less than the 90% turnover that would
be expected if the transition probabilities are equal across the return decile portfolios.
13
Berkowitz, Logue, and Noser (1988) estimate one way transaction costs of 23 basis points for
institutional investors, suggesting that the assumed transaction cost of 0.5% per trade is
conservative.
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V. Subperiod Analysis
A. Seasonal Patterns in Relative Strength Portfolio Returns
This section tests for possible seasonal effects in the performance of the
relative strength portfolios. Based on earlier papers, e.g., Roll (1983), we have
reason to expect that the relative strength strategies will not be successful in
the month of January. Table IV reports the average returns of the zero-cost
portfolio in each calendar month and the results here support this conjecture.

Table I11

Returns of Size-Basedand Beta-BasedRelative Strength
Portfolios
The relative strength portfolios are formed based on 6-month lagged returns and held for 6
months. The stocks are ranked in ascending order on the basis of 6-month lagged returns and the
equally weighted portfolio of stocks in the lowest past return decile is portfolio P I , the equally
weighted portfolio of stocks in the next decile is portfolio P2, and so on. Average monthly returns
and excess returns of these portfolios and the returns of the relative strength portfolios formed
using size-based and beta-based subsamples of securities are reported here. The subsample S 1
contains the smallest firms, S2 contains the medium-sized firms, and S3 contains the largest
firms. The subsamples P,, P,, and P, contain the firms with the smallest, medium, and the
largest Scholes-Williams betas estimated from the returns data in the calendar year prior to
portfolio formation. The sample period is January 1965 to December 1989.
Panel A: Average Monthly Returns
All

S1

S2

S3

PI

Pz

P3
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Panel B: Excess Returns Using the CRSP Value-Weighted Index as the Market Proxy
All

S1

S2

S3

P1

Pz

P3

"The F-statistics are computed under the hypothesis that the returns on portfolios P1 through
P I 0 are jointly equal.
b ~ h F-statistics
e
are computed under the hypothesis that the abnormal returns on portfolios
P 1 through P I 0 are jointly equal to zero. All F-statistics are significant a t the 1 percent level.

The relative strength strategy loses about 7% on average in each January but
achieves positive abnormal returns in each of the other months.14 The
relative strength strategy realizes positive returns in 67% of the months, and
71% of the months when January is excluded (see Table V). The average
return in non-January months is 1.66% per month.15 Consistent with earlier
papers, we find the magnitude of the negative January performance of the
relative strength strategy to be inversely related to firm size. The negative
141t is possible that a t least part of the negative January returns of the relative strength
strategy is due to a tendency of past winners to trade a t the ask prices and past losers to sell a t
the bid prices a t the close of the last trading day in the year. See Keim (1989) for a discussion of
bid-ask spread biases and the January effect.
15
If we were to use our priors about the performance of relative strength strategies in January
and reverse the buy and sell portfolios in that calendar month (taking a long position in the past
losers and a short position in the past winners in January only), then the abnormal returns
would be even larger. Such a strategy generates close to 25% per year in abnormal returns, and
loses money (about -0.7%) only in 1 year out of the 25 years in the sample period.
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Table IV

Returns on Size-BasedRelative Strength Portfolios (P10-PI)
by Calendar Months
The relative strength portfolios are formed based on 6-month lagged returns and held for 6
months. The stocks are ranked in ascending order on the basis of 6-month lagged returns and the
equally weighted portfolio of stocks in the lowest past return decile is the sell portfolio and the
equally weighted portfolio of stocks in the highest past return decile is the buy portfolio. This
table reports the average monthly returns of the zero-cost, buy minus sell, portfolio in each
calendar month. The average returns of the zero-cost portfolios formed using size-based subsamples of securities are also reported. The subsample S1 contains the smallest firms, S2 contains
the medium-sized firms, and S3 contains the largest firms. The sample period is January 1965 to
December 1989.
All

S1

S2

S3

Jan
Feb
Mar.
Apr.
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

aThe F-statistics are computed under the hypothesis that the returns on the zero-cost portfolio
are jointly equal in all calendar months.
b ~ hF
e -statistics are computed under the hypothesis that the returns on the zero-cost
portfolios are jointly equal in the calendar months February through December.
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Table V

Proportion of Positive Returns of Relative Strength Portfolios
by Calendar Months
The relative strength portfolios are formed based on 6-month lagged returns and held for 6
months. The stocks are ranked in ascending order on the basis of 6-month lagged returns and the
equally weighted portfolio of stocks in the lowest past return decile is the sell portfolio and the
equally weighted portfolio of stocks in the highest past return decile is the buy portfolio. This
table reports the proportion of months when the average return of the zero-cost, buy minus sell,
portfolio is positive. This proportion for the zero-cost portfolio formed within each size-based
subsample of securities is also reported. The subsample S 1 contains the smallest firms, S2
contains the medium-sized firms, and S3 contains the largest firms. The sample period is
January 1965 to December 1989.
All

S1

S2

S3

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Feb.-Dec.
All

average relative strength return in January is not statistically significant for
the subsample of large firms.
The findings in Table IV suggest that there is also a seasonal pattern
outside January. For example, the returns are fairly low in August and are
particularly high in April, November, and December. The F-statistics reported in this table indicate that these monthly differences outside January
are statistically significant for the whole sample as well as for the sample of
medium-size firms.
One of the interesting findings documented in this table is that the relative
strength strategy produces positive returns in 96% (24 out of 25) of the
Aprils. The large (3.33%) and consistently positive April returns may be
related to the fact that corporations must transfer money to their pension
funds prior to April 15 if the funds are to qualify for a tax deduction in the
previous year. If these pension fund assets are primarily invested by portfolio
managers who follow relative strength rules, then the winners portfolio may
benefit from additional price pressure in this month. Similarly, the larger
than average returns in November and December may in part be due to price
pressure arising from portfolio managers selling their losers in these months
for tax or window dressing reasons.
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Table VI

Returns of Size-Based Relative Strength Portfolios: Subperiod
Analysis
The relative strength portfolios are formed based on 6-month lagged returns and held for 6
months. The stocks are ranked in ascending order on the basis of 6-month lagged returns and the
equally weighted portfolio of stocks in the lowest past return decile is the sell portfolio and the
equally weighted portfolio of stocks in the highest past return decile is the buy portfolio. This
table reports the average monthly leturns of the zero-cost, buy minus sell, portfolio within 5-year
subperiods. The average returns of the zero-cost portfolios formed using size-based subsamples of
securities within subperiods are also reported. The subsample S 1 contains the smallest firms, S2
contains the medium-sized firms, and S3 contains the largest firms. The sample period is
January 1965 to December 1989.
Sample

Months

65-69

70-74

75-79

80-84

85-89

AIl
All

Jan.
Feb.-Dec.

All
S1

Jan.
Feb.-Dec.

All
S2

Jan.
Feb.-Dec.

All
S3

Jan.
Feb.-Dec.

B. Portfolio Returns Over 5-Year Subperiods
This section documents the returns of the 6-month/6-month zero-cost
strategy in each of the five 5-year subperiods in the 1965 to 1989 sample
period. The evidence in Table VI indicates that the returns of the strategy,
when implemented on the entire sample of stocks, produces average returns
that are positive in all but one time period (1975 to 1979). An analysis of this
strategy applied to size-based subsamples indicates that the negative returns
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in the 1975 to 1979 time period is due primarily to the January returns of the
small firms. The strategy yields positive profits in each of the 5-year time
periods when it is implemented on the subsamples of large- and medium-size
firms. In addition, the returns are positive in each of the 5-year periods as
well as in each size-based subsample when the month of January is excluded.

VI. Performance of Relative Strength Portfolios in Event
Time
In this section we examine the returns of the relative strength portfolio in
event time. We track the average portfolio returns in each of the 36 months
following the portfolio formation date.
This event study analysis provides both additional insights about the
riskiness of the strategy and about whether the profits are due to overreaction or underreaction. Significant positive returns in months beyond the
liolding period would indicate that the zero-cost portfolio systematically
selects stocks that have higher than average unconditional returns either
because of their risk or for other reasons such as differential tax exposures.
Significant negative returns of'the zero-cost portfolio in the months following
the holding period would suggest that the price changes during the holding
period are at least partially temporary.
Table VII presents the average monthly and cumulative returns of the
zero-cost portfolio in event time in the 36 months after the formation date.'"
With the exception of month 1, the average return in each month is positive
in the first year. The average return is negative in each month in year 2 as
well as in the first half of year 3 and virtually zero thereafter. The cumulative
returns reach a maximum of 9.5% a t the end of 12 months but decline to
about 4% by the end of month 36.
The negative returns beyond month 12 indicate that the relative strength
strategy does not tend to pick stocks that have high unconditional expected
returns. The observed pattern of initially positive and then negative returns
of the zero-cost portfolio also suggests that the observed price changes in the
first 12 months after the formation period may not be permanent. Unfortunately, estimates of expected returns over 2-year periods are not very precise.
As a result, the negative returns for the zero-cost portfolio in years 2 and 3
are not statistically significant (t-statistic of - 1.27). Similarly, since the
abnormal return over the entire 36-month period is not statistically different
from zero, we cannot rule out the possibility that the positive returns over the
first 12 months is entirely temporary.17
16

Since overlapping returns are used to calculate the cumulative returns in event time, the
autocorrelation-consistent Newey-West standard errors are used to compute the t-statistics for
the cumulative returns (see Newey and West (1987)).
17
h o t h e r reason why we find this evidence hard to interpret is that the entire negative return
over this holding period occurs in Januaries. The returns beyond the first year are close to zero
in non-January months.
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VII. Back-Testing the Strategy
This section examines the extent to which the relative strength profits
reported in the previous sections existed prior to 1965. Specifically, we
replicate the test in Table VII, which tracks the performance of the 6-month
relative strength portfolio in event time for both the 1927 to 1940 time period
and the 1941 to 1964 time period. As Fama and French (1988) and others
have noted, the market was extremely volatile and experienced a significant
degree of mean reversion in the 1927 to 1940 period. In contrast, the market's
volatility in the 1941 to 1964 period was similar to the volatility in the 1965
to 1989 period and the market index did not exhibit mean reversion in the
post-1940 period.
Table VIII (Panel A) reports the returns of the 6-month relative strength
strategy in the 36 event months over the 1927 to 1940 time period. The
returns in this time period are significantly lower than the returns in the
1965 to 1989 period, but the patterns of returns across event months is
somewhat similar. The month 1 returns are strongly negative on average
(about - 5%). The returns in months 2 through 10 are statistically insignificant, but the returns in the later months are substantially lower. The
cumulative excess return equals -40.81% in month 36.
These negative cumulative returns are likely to be due to two factors: First,
because of the greater volatility in this period, many of the firms in the loser's
decile were close to bankruptcy and thus had very high betas over the holding
periods. The beta of the zero-cost 6-month/6-month strategy is about - 0.5 in
this period and it is substantially higher following periods of market declines.
The second factor relates to the market's mean reversion in this time period.
As the decomposition in Subsection 1II.A and the regression results in
Subsection 111.B indicate, negative serial correlation in the market and large
market movements will reduce the profits from relative strength strategies.
This is because the relative strength strategy tends to select high- (low-) beta
stocks following a market increase (decrease) and hence tends to perform
poorly during market reversals. For example, following a 40% decline in the
equally weighted index over the previous 6 months, the index rebounded with
a 43% increase in July 1932. In this month the 6-month/6-month relative
strength portfolio experienced a negative 40% return. In the following month
the equally weighted index increased an additional 66% and the 6-month/6month strategy lost 68%. In the 1930s there were four other months in which
the 6-month/6-month strategy lost over 40%. Each occurred when the market increased substantially.
Panel B of Table VIII reports the returns in the 36 event months for the
1941 to 1964 period. The relative strength strategy returns over this time
period are very similar to the returns in the more recent time period reported
earlier. As in the 1965 to 1989 time period, the average return is slightly
negative in month 1, significantly positive in month 2 through month 8, and
negative in month 12 and beyond. In contrast to the findings for the 1965 to
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,1989 period, the positive cumulative return over the first 12 months dissipates a l m o ~ entirely
t
by month 24.

VIII. Stock Returns Around Earnings Announcement Dates
This section examines the returns of past winners and losers around their
quarterly earnings announcement dates. By analyzing stock returns within a
short window around the dissemination of important firm-specific information we have a sharp test that directly assesses the potential biases in market
expectations. Consider, for example, the possibility that stock prices system-

Table VIII

Back-Testing the Strategy: Performance of Relative Strength
Portfolios Prior to 1965
The relative strength portfolios are formed based on 6-month lagged returns. The stocks are
ranked in ascending order on the basis of 6-month lagged returns. The equally weighted portfolio
of stocks in the lowest past return decile is the sell portfolio and the equally weighted portfolio of
stocks in the highest past return decile is the buy portfolio. This table reports the average
returns of the zero-cost, buy minus sell, portfolio in each month following the formation period.
t is the month after portfolio formation. Autocorrelation consistent estimates of standard errors
are used to compute the t-statistics for cumulative returns.
Panel A: 1927--1940

t

Monthly
Return

Cumulative
Return

t

Monthly
Return

Cumulative
Return

t

Monthly
Return

Cumulative
Return
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-.--.--

-- --

-

Panel B: 1941-1964
t

Monthly
Return

Cumulative
Return

t

Monthly
Return

Cumulative
Return

t

Monthly
Return

Cumulative
Return

atically underreact to information about future earnings. In this case, the
stock returns for past winners, which presumably had favorable information
revealed in the past, should realize positive returns around the time when
their earnings are actually announced. Similarly, past losers should realize
negative returns around the time their earnings are announced.'* The
quarterly earnings announcement dates used in this analysis are obtained
from the COMPUSTAT quarterly industrial database. The sample period
for this part of the study is 1980 to 1989, the period covered by the 1990
COMPUSTAT quarterly file. On average, there are 429.2 available quarterly
earnings announcements per month with matched stock return data.
Our tests again separate firms into deciles based on their prior 6-month
returns. The 3-day returns (days -2 to 0) of the individual stocks in these
groups are then calculated around each of their quarterly earnings announcements that occur within 36 months of the date a t which the stocks are ranked
according to their past returns. Table IX reports the differences between the
18chopra, Lakonishok, and Ritter (1992) use a similar approach to evaluate the evidence of
long horizon overreaction documented by De Bondt and Thaler (1985). See also Bernard and
Thomas (1990).
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Quarterly Earnings Announcement Date Returns
The stocks are ranked in ascending order on the basis of 6-month lagged returns. The stocks in
the lowest past return decile are called the losers group and the stocks in the highest past return
decile is called the winners group. The differences between the 3-day returns (returns on days
-2 to 0) around quarterly earnings announcements for stocks in the winners group and the
losers group are reported here ( r p - ri). t is the month after the ranking date. The sample
period is January 1980 to December 1989.

average announcement period returns for the winners and losers deciles in
each of the 36 months following the ranking date. The pattern of announcement date returns presented in this table is consistent with the pattern of the
zero-cost portfolio returns reported in Table VII. For the first 6 months the
announcement date returns of the past winners exceed the announcement
date returns of the past losers by over 0.7% on average, and is statistically
significant in each of these 6 months. Since there are on average 2 quarterly
earnings announcements per firm within a 6-month period, the returns
around the earnings announcements represents about 25% of the zero-cost
portfolio returns over this holding period.
The negative announcement period returns in later months are consistent
with the negative relative strength portfolio returns beyond month 12 documented earlier (see Table VII). From months 8 through 20 the differences in
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announcement date returns are negative and are generally statistically significant. The announcement period returns are especially significant in
months 11 through 18 where they average about - 0.7%. In the later months
the differences between the announcement period returns of the winners and
losers are generally negative but are close to zero.
The predictability of stock returns around quarterly earnings announcements documented in Table IX is similar to the recent findings of Bernard
and Thomas (1990). Bernard and Thomas find that average returns around
quarterly earnings announcement dates are significantly positive following a
favorable earnings surprise in the previous quarter. This is consistent with
the positive announcement returns we see in the first 7 months in Table IX.
Bernard and Thomas also find that the average return around earnings
announcement dates is significantly negative 4 quarters after a positive
earnings surprise. The significant negative returns around earnings announcement dates in months 11 through 18 are consistent with this finding.

M.Conclusions
Trading strategies that buy past winners and sell past losers realize
significant abnormal returns over the 1965 to 1989 period. For example, the
strategy we examine in most detail, which selects stocks based on their past
6-month returns and holds them for 6 months, realizes a compounded excess
return of 12.01% per year on average. Additional evidence indicates that the
profitability of the relative strength strategies are not due to their systematic
risk. The results of our tests also indicate that the relative strength profits
cannot be attributed to lead-lag effects that result from delayed stock price
reactions to common factors. The evidence is, however, consistent with delayed price reactions to firm-specific information.
The returns of the zero-cost winners minus losers portfolio were examined
in each of the 36 months following the portfolio formation date. With the
exception of the first month, this portfolio realizes positive returns in each of
the 12 months after the formation date. However, the longer-term performances of these past winners and losers reveal that half of their excess
returns in the year following the portfolio formation date dissipate within the
following 2 years.
The returns of the stocks in the winners and losers portfolios around their
earnings announcements in the 36 monkhs following the formation period
were also examined and a similar pattern was found. Specifically, stocks in
the winners portfolio realize significantly higher returns than the stocks in
the losers portfolio around the quarterly earnings announcements that are
made in the first few months following the formation date. However, the
announcement date returns in the 8 to 20 months following the formation
date are significantly higher for the stocks in the losers portfolio than for the
stocks in the winners portfolio.
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The evidence of initial positive and later negative relative strength returns
suggests that common interpretations of return reversals as evidence of
overreaction and return persistence (i.e., past winners achieving positive
returns in the future) as evidence of underreaction are probably overly
simplistic. A more sophisticated model of investor behavior is needed to
explain the observed pattern of returns. One interpretation of our results is
that transactions by investors who buy past winners and sell past losers
move prices away from their long-run values temporarily and thereby cause
prices to overreact. This interpretation is consistent with the analysis of
DeLong, Shleifer, Summers, and Waldman (1990) who explore the implications of what they call "positive feedback traders" on market price. Alternatively, it is possible that the market underreacts to information about the
short-term prospects of firms but overreacts to information about their
long-term prospects. This is plausible given that the nature of the information available about a firm's short-term prospects, such as earnings forecasts,
is different from the nature of the more ambiguous information that is used
by investors to assess a firm's longer-term prospects.
The evidence in this paper does not allow us to distinguish between these
two hypotheses about investor behavior. In addition, there are probably other
explanations for these results. Given that our results suggest that investor
expectations are systematically biased, further research that attempts to
identify explanations for these empirical regularities would be of interest.
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City University of Hong Kong

Abstract
We report the average costs of raising external debt and equity capital for
U.S. corporations from 1990 to 1994. For initial public offerings (IPOs) of equity, the
direct costs average 11.0 percent of the proceeds. For seasoned equity offerings
(SE0s), the direct costs average 7.1 percent. For convertible bonds, the direct costs
average 3.8 percent. For straight debt issues, the direct costs average 2.2 percent,
although they are strongly related to the credit rating of the issue. All classes of
securities exhibit economies of scale, although they are less pronounced for straight
debt issues. IPOs also incur a substantial indirect cost due to short-run underpricing.
Most large equity offers include an international tranche, although debt issues do not.

I. Introduction
In this article we present the average costs of raising external capital for
U.S. corporations from 1990 to 1994. Specifically, we report the average spreads
on public equity offerings and debt offerings, along with the other direct costs of
raising capital, as a percentage of the proceeds. We find substantial economies of
scale for initial public offerings (IPOs) of equity and seasoned equity offerings
(SEOs). We also find substantial economies of scale for both straight bond
offerings and convertible bond offerings. Spreads on bond offerings are highly
sensitive to the credit rating of the offering. This article is descriptive in nature;
no theories are tested. Its purpose is to provide benchmark numbers for use by
issuers of securities. We do not address why firms issue the securities they do.
This much broader corporate finance question would have to address taxes,
corporate control, debt capacity, long-run performance patterns, investmentfinancing interactions, etc.

We would like to thank Charles Calomiris and Tim Loughran for useful comments on an earlier draft.
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II. Data and Terminology

Securities Data Company's (SDC) New Issues database is the primary
source of information. After downloading SDC's data, we identified outliers and
checked suspicious numbers in other publicly available sources. The New Issues
database includes publicly placed firm commitment offerings only. In all of our
tables, we exclude ADRs and unit offerings.' We restrict our sample to securities
offered by domestic operating companies, and so exclude closed-end fund and
real estate investment trust (REIT) offerings. We also exclude rights offerings and
shelf registrations.'
We use security offerings from January 1990 to December 1994, a fiveyear period of relatively low inflation. Consequently, we do not make any inflation adjustments; all proceeds are the nominal proceeds. Proceeds reflect the gross
proceeds raised in the U.S. and do not include money raised from the exercise of
overallotment options or an international tranche, if any. In the case of equity
offerings, the proceeds include the amount raised from both primary and
secondary components. Primary shares are those being sold by the company,
thereby increasing the number of shares outstanding. Secondary shares are those
being sold by existing shareholders (managers, venture capitalists, etc.), which
neither increase the number of shares outstanding nor provide capital for the
company. Many IPOs include both primary and secondary components, with the
fraction that is primary generally higher for younger companies. A few IPOs,
sometimes involving spin-offs from parent companies, are pure secondaries. All
of our SEOs involve primary shares; we exclude "registered secondaries," in
which the entire issue is composed of shares being sold by existing shareholders,
from our SE0 sample.
For our sample of bond offerings, we exclude issues with a maturity date
of one year or less. Our sample includes both zero-coupon, original-issue discount
bonds, and coupon bonds. We include serial, floating-rate, and reset bonds, as

'ADRs are American Depository Receipts (also called American Depository Shares) that are traded in the
United States for foreign issuers. Unit offerings are bundles of securities (frequently, a share plus a warrant to
buy a share at some exercise price), commonly issued in small IPOs by young, speculative companies taken
public by less-prestigious investment bankers.
'Rights offerings give existing shareholders the right to buy the securities offered. While they are common
in many countries, rights offerings have been rare in the United States during the last twenty years. See Smith
(1977), Hansen and Pinkerton (1982), and Hansen (1988) for a discussion of rights offerings. Shelf registrations
are offerings whereby a company meeting certain qualifications is permitted to issue securities without issuing
a prospectus (taking the securities "off the shelf' and selling them). In our sample period, shelf equity offerings
are practically nonexistent, although there are many bond offerings (typically smaller issues) using shelf registrations that we exclude.
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well as traditional coupon bonds.' We exclude mortgage-backed bonds. For zerocoupon and original-issue discount bonds that are sold for less than their par
value, our percentage spreads and costs are based upon the offer price, and not
the face value. Our convertible bond sample includes only issues that are
convertible into shares of the issuing company. Exchangeable bonds, where the
bond is convertible into shares of a different company, are not in our sample.
None of our convertible bonds has a maturity date of less than five years.
We refer to new equity issues by publicly traded companies as seasoned
equity offerings, reserving the use of "secondary" to identify the source of shares.
Among practitioners, the term "secondary offering" is frequently used to refer to
an SEO. Seasoning refers to whether the security being offered is already publicly
traded; IPOs are unseasoned new issues. For that matter, the term "new issues"
is sometimes used to refer to any security offering, and sometimes used to refer
to equity IPOs alone. Although a new bond issue is an unseasoned new issue, and
therefore a debt initial public offering, we use the term IPO to refer to unseasoned
equity offerings exclusively.
Gross spreads are the commissions paid to investment bankers when
securities are issued. Since buyers do not pay commissions on new security
issues, these spreads implicitly reflect both the buyer and seller commissions.
Other direct costs include the legal, auditing, and printing costs associated with
putting together a prospectus.

III. Evidence
Average Spreads and Total Direct Costs
In Table 1 we report the average investment banker commissions (gross
spreads) and other direct expenses for four classes of securities: IPOs, SEOs,
convertible bonds, and straight bonds. In addition to reporting the average direct
costs for each class, we also classify issues by proceeds categories. By going
across a row, a reader can see how the expenses vary by security type, holding
proceeds constant. By going down a column, a reader can see the magnitude of
the economies of scale for a given type of security. Also reported is the number
of observations in each category.
In Table 1 the median IPO is $24.4 million, the median SEO is $33.8
million, the median convertible bond is $75 million, and the median straight

'Serial bonds have the individual bonds maturing on different dates, with the coupons varying depending
upon the maturity date. Reset and floating-rate bonds have the interest rate changing periodically, with the new
interest rate determined either by an auction (reset) or a formula (floaters).
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TABLE 1. Direct Costs as a Percentage of Gross Proceeds for Equity (IPOs and SEOs) and Straight and Convertible Bonds Offered by Domestic
Operating Companies, 1990-94.
Equity

Bonds

Nb

GS'

Ed

TDC`

N

GS

E

TDC

N

GS

E

IIV 1.002 ©1146uAdo0

Straight Bonds

2-9.99
10-19.99
20-39.99
40-59.99
60-79.99
80-99.99
100-199.99
200-499.99
500-up

337
389
533
215
79
51
106
47
10

9.05
7.24
7.01
6.96
6.74
6.47
6.03
5.67
5.21

7.91
4.39
2.69
1.76
1.46
1.44
1.03
0.86
0.51

16.96
11.63
9.70
8.72
8.20
7.91
7.06
6.53
5.72

167
310
425
261
143
71
152
55
9

7.72
6.23
5.60
5.05
4.57
4.25
3.85
3.26
3.03

5.56
2.49
1.33
0.82
0.61
0.48
0.37
0.21
0.12

13.28
8.72
6.93
5.87
5.18
4.73
4.22
3.47
3.15

4
14
18
28
47
13
57
27
3

6.07
5.48
4.16
3.26
2.64
2.43
2.34
1.99
2.00

2.68
3.18
1.95
1.04
0.59
0.61
0.42
0.19
0.09

8.75
8.66
6.11
4.30
3.23
3.04
2.76
2.18
2.09

pamese8

Convertible Bonds

Total

1767

7.31

3.69

11.00

1593

5.44

1.67

7.11

211

2.92

0.87

3.79

TDC

N

GS

E

TDC

32
78
89
90
92
112
409
170
20

2.07
1.36
1.54
0.72
1.76
1.55
1.77
1.79
1.39

2.32
1.40
0.88
0.60
0.58
0.61
0.54
0.40
0.25

4.39
2.76
2.42
1.32
2.34
2.16
2.31
2.19
1.64

1092

1.62

0.62

2.24

Notes: Closed-end funds (SIC 6726), REITs (SIC 6798), ADRs, and unit offerings are excluded from the sample. Rights offerings for SEOs are also excluded. Bond
offerings do not include securities backed by mortgages and issues by Federal agencies (SIC 6011, 6019, 6111, and 999B). Only firm commitment offerings and
nonshelf-registered offerings are included. Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes are from Securities Data Co. (SDC).
'Total proceeds raised in the United States, excluding proceeds from the exercise of overallotment options (SDC variable: PROCDS).
"Number of issues.
`Gross spreads as a percentage of total proceeds (including management fee, underwriting fee, and selling concession) (SDC variable: GPCTP).
dOther direct expenses as a percentage of total proceeds (including registration fee and printing, legal, and auditing costs) (SDC variables: EXPTH/(PROCDS)*10).
`Total direct costs as a percentage of total proceeds (total direct costs are the sum of gross spreads and other direct expenses).
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Total direct costs
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100 - 199.99
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N

40 - 59.99

o

20 - 39. 99
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10 - 19.99

(%)

IPOs
SEOs
/ Convertibles
Bonds

Proceeds ($ millions)
Figure I. Total Direct Costs as a Percentage of Gross Proceeds. The total direct costs for initial public

offerings (IPOs), seasoned equity offerings (SEOs), convertible bonds, and straight bonds are
composed of underwriter spreads and other direct expenses. Closed-end funds (SIC 6726), REITs
(SIC 6798), ADRs, and unit offerings are excluded. Rights offerings for SEOs are also excluded.
Bond offerings do not include securities backed by mortgages and issues by federal agencies (SIC
6011, 6019, 6111, and 999B). Only firm commitment offerings and nonshelf-registered offerings are
included. The numbers plotted are reported in Table 1 for issues from 1990 to 1994.

bond is $100 million. For both IPOs and SEOs, substantial economies of scale
exist in both the gross spreads and the other expenses.
For SEOs, the lack of any diseconomies, even for offerings over $500
million, is inconsistent with the findings of Hansen and Torregrosa (1992), who
report diseconomies of scale for offers over $100 million. Hansen and Torregrosa
use a sample of SEOs from 1978-86, in contrast to our 1990-94 sample period.
Our conjecture is that while diseconomies of scale may have existed for very
large issues before the mid 1980s, a structural change has probably occurred since
then, possibly because of the market's greater experience with absorbing large
numbers of big offerings. While they are not in our sample, the large number of
multibillion dollar privatizations that have occurred around the world in the last
decade have made megaofferings routine events.
In all of our tables, we report the averages based upon the number of
observations for which we have data. For the gross spreads, SDC reports numbers
for our entire sample. For the other direct expenses, however, many observations
are missing. Consequently, the averages for the expenses are based upon a
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TABLE 2. Direct Costs of Raising Capital, 1990-94: Utility versus Nonutility Companies.
Equity

Bonds

IPOs
Proceeds"
($ millions)

l\l"

SEOs

GS' TDCd

Convertible

N

GS TDC

N

GS TDC

Straight
N

GS TDC

Panel A. Nonutility Offerings Only
2-9.99
10-19.99
20-39.99
40-59.99
60-79.99
80-99.99
100-199.99
200-499.99
500-up
Total

332
388
528
214
78
47
101
44
10

9.04
7.24
7.01
6.96
6.74
6.46
6.01
5.65
5.21

16.97
11.64
9.70
8.71
8.21
7.88
7.01
6.49
5.72

154
278
399
240
131
60
137
50
8

7.91
6.42
5.70
5.17
4.68
4.35
3.97
3.27
3.12

13.76
9.01
7.07
6.02
5.31
4.84
4.36
3.48
3.25

4
12
16
28
47
12
55
26
3

6.07
5.54
4.20
3.26
2.64
2.54
2.34
1.97
2.00

8.75
8.65
6.23
4.30
3.23
3.19
2.77
2.16
2.09

29
47
63
76
84
104
381
154
19

2.07
1.70
1.59
0.73
1.84
1.61
1.83
1.87
1.28

4.53
3.28
2.52
1.37
2.44
2.25
2.38
2.27
1.53

1742

7.31

11.01

1457

5.57

7.32

203

2.90

3.75

957

1.70

2.34

5.13
3.88

8.72
5.18

1.13
2.50
2.50

1.34
2.74
2.65

3
31
26
14
8
8
28
16
1

2.00
0.86
1.40
0.63
0.87
0.71
1.06
1.00
3.50

3.28
1.35
2.06
1.10
1.13
0.98
1.42
1.40
na'

3.33

4.66

135

1.04

1.47

Panel B. Utility Offerings Only
2-9.99
10-19.99
20-39.99
40-59.99
60-79.99
80-99.99
100-199.99
200-499.99
500-up
Total

5
1
5
I
1
4
5
3
0

9.40
7.00
7.00
6.98
6.50
6.57
6.45
5.88

16.54
8.77
9.86
11.55
7.55
8.24
7.96
7.00

13
32
26
21
12
11
15
5
1

5.41
4.59
4.17
3.69
3.39
3.68
2.83
3.19
2.25

7.68
6.21
4.96
4.12
3.72
4.11
2.98
3.48
2.31

0
2
2
0
0
1
2
1
0

25

7.15

10.14

136

4.01

4.92

8

Notes: Closed-end funds (SIC 6726), REITs (SIC 6798), ADRs, and unit offerings are excluded from the sample.
Rights offerings for SEOs are also excluded. Bond offerings do not include securities backed by mortgages and
issues by Federal agencies (SIC 6011, 6019, 6111, and 999B). Only firm commitment offerings and nonshelfregistered offerings are included. Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes are from Securities Data Co.
(SDC).
°Total proceeds raised in the United States, excluding proceeds from the exercise of overallotment options (SDC
variable: PROCDS).
'Number of issues.
`Gross spreads as a percentage of total proceeds (including management fee, underwriting fee, and selling
concession) (SDC variable: GPCTP).
'Other direct expenses as a percentage of total proceeds (including registration fee and printing, legal, and
auditing costs) (SDC variables: EXPTH/(PROCDS)*10).
'Not available because of missing data on other direct expenses.
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more limited number of observations.4 For computing the average total direct
costs in Table 1 (and other tables), we add the average gross spread and the
average other expenses. In Figure I we show the average total direct costs for the
four classes of securities, categorized by their gross proceeds.
The Appendix table reports the interquartile ranges for both the gross
spreads and the total direct costs. (We report the interquartile range of the offerings for which we have complete data.) The largest variability of spreads occurs
for bonds. As we document below, this can largely be explained based on differences in the credit quality of the issues.
Utility versus Nonutility Offerings
In Table 2 we report the direct costs of raising capital after categorizing
offerings into utility and nonutility offerings. During the early 1990s, utilities
were relatively minor issuers, representing roughly 10 percent of SEOs and
straight bond offerings, and less than 5 percent of IPOs and convertibles. Spreads
and direct costs are lower for utilities than for nonutilities. This pattern,
previously documented by Bhagat and Frost (1986), may be partly due to the use
of competitive bidding, rather than negotiated deals, for choosing an investment
banker. Alternatively, it may be partly due to the relative noncomplexity of typical utility offerings.
Debt Offerings and Credit Quality
In Table 3 we report the costs of raising debt capital after categorizing
issues by whether they are investment grade or noninvestment grade.' Following
industry practice, we classify offerings as investment grade issues if they have a
Standard & Poor's credit rating of BBB - or higher.'
Inspection of Table 3 discloses that for both convertibles and straight
bonds, spreads are lower for investment-grade issues. For straight bonds, this
difference is especially pronounced. Note that for issues raising less than $60

'If the offerings with missing expense information have systematically higher or lower expenses than those
for which SDC reports information, our procedure would result in biased estimates of average expenses. To
check this, for a sample of bond offerings in 1994 that are missing expense information, we used the Securities
and Exchange Commission's Edgar electronic database (http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/srch-edgar) to find the
expense information. The expenses for these issues are representative of those for which SDC reports
information, suggesting our numbers do not have important biases.
'Following the practice of SDC, we report as separate offerings two bond issues by the same company on
the same day if they have different maturity dates, provided they are not explicitly serial bonds. For example,
on September 22, 1994, Southern Pacific Transport issued two bonds, one with proceeds of $8.1 million with
a coupon rate of 7.61 percent, and the other with proceeds of $8.8 million and a coupon rate of 7.77 percent.
We treat these as two distinct offerings.
'The highest credit rating is AAA, followed by AA, A, BBB, BB, B, C, and D, in order of their perceived
default probabilities. These ratings are further partitioned by pluses and minuses.
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TABLE 3. Average Gross Spreads and Total Direct Costs for Domestic Debt Issues, 1990-94.
Convertible Bonds
Investment Grade'
Proceeds'
($ millions)

N"

GS'

Straight Bonds

Noninvestment Grade"

TDC'

N

GS

2-9.99
10-19.99
20-39.99
40-59.99
60-79.99
80-99.99
100-199.99
200-499.99
500-up

0
0
1
3
4
2
20
17
3

1.75
1.92
1.31
1.07
2.03
1.71
2.00

2.75
2.43
1.76
1.34
2.33
1.87
2.09

0
1
9
19
41
10
37
10
0

Total

50

1.81

2.09

127

Investment Grade

Noninvestment Grade

TDC

N

GS

TDC

N

GS

TDC

4.00
3.29
3.37
2.76
2.83
2.51
2.46

5.67
4.92
4.58
3.37
3.48
3.00
2.70

14
56
64
78
49
65
181
60
11

0.58
0.50
0.86
0.47
0.61
0.66
0.57
0.50
0.39

2.19
1.19
1.48
0.94
0.98
0.94
0.81
0.93
0.57

0
2
9
9
43
47
222
105
9

5.13
3.11
2.48
3.07
2.78
2.75
2.56
2.60

7.41
4.42
3.35
3.84
3.75
3.44
2.96
2.90

2.81

3.53

578

0.58

0.94

446

2.75

3.42

Notes: Closed-end funds (SIC 6726), REITs (SIC 6798), ADRs, and unit offerings are excluded from the sample.
Bond offerings do not include securities backed by mortgages and issues by Federal agencies (SIC 6011, 6019,
6111, and 999B). Only nonshelf-registered offerings are included. Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes
are from Securities Data Co. (SDC).
'Firms with a BBB- or higher Standard & Poor's credit rating.
'Firms with a BB+ or lower Standard & Poor's credit rating.
`Total proceeds raised in the United States, excluding proceeds from the exercise of overallotment options (SDC
variable: PROCDS).
`Number of issues.
`Gross spreads as a percentage of total proceeds (including management fee, underwriting fee, and selling
concession) (SDC variable: GPCTP).
'Other direct expenses as a percentage of total proceeds (including registration fee and printing, legal, and
auditing costs) (SDC variables: EXPTH/(PROCDS)•10).

million, very few noninvestment-grade issues exist. This reflects that smaller
issues with lower credit quality are commonly placed privately, and thus do not
appear in our sample.
This correlation of credit quality and issue size also explains why in
Tables 1 and 2 straight bond issues do not appear to display large economies of
scale: as the issue size increases, the credit quality of public issuers decreases,
masking some of the economies of scale. Still, in Table 3, where we hold credit
quality constant, the economies of scale for debt issues are more modest than
those for equity issues in Tables 1 and 2. The correlation between issue size and
credit quality also explains why the average spread is so low for bonds with
$40 -$59.9 million in proceeds. The average spread of only seventy-two basis
points in Table 1 reflects that for this issue size, economies of scale are largely
realized, while, at the same time, very few noninvestment-grade issuers exist. For
smaller offerings, the lack of economies of scale keeps the average spread high.
For larger offerings, the high proportion of noninvestment-grade issues pushes
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TABLE 4. Direct and Indirect Costs, in Percent, of Equity IPOs, 1990-94.
Average
Average Direct and
Initial Return'
Indirect Cost?

Proceed?
($ millions)

Gross Spread?'

Other Expense?

Total
Direct Costs"

2-9.99
10-19.99
20-39.99
40-59.99
60-79.99
80-99.99
100-199.99
200-499.99
500-up

9.05
7.24
7.01
6.96
6.74
6.47
6.03
5.67
5.21

7.91
4.39
2.69
1.76
1.46
1.44
1.03
0.86
0.51

16.96
11.63
9.70
8.72
8.20
7.91
7.06
6.53
5.72

16.36
9.65
12.48
13.65
11.31
8.91
7.16
5.70
7.53

25.16
18.15
18.18
17.95
16.35
14.14
12.78
11.10
10.36

Total

7.31

3.69

11.00

12.05

18.69

Notes: There are 1,767 domestic operating company IPOs in the sample. The first four columns express costs
as a percentage of the offer price, and the last column expresses costs as a percentage of the market price.
°Total proceeds raised in the United States, excluding proceeds from the exercise of overallotment options (SDC
variable: PROCDS).
bGross spreads as a percentage of total proceeds (including management fee, underwriting fee, and selling
concession) (SDC variable: GPCTP).
`Other direct expenses as a percentage of total proceeds (including registration fee and printing, legal, and
auditing costs) (SDC variables: EXPTH/(PROCDS)*10).
'Total direct costs as a percentage of total proceeds (the average total direct costs are the sum of average gross
spreads and average other direct expenses).
`Initial return = 100*{[closing price one day after the offering date (SDC variable: PR1DAY)/offering price
(SDC variable: P)] - 1}. If PR1DAY is missing, PR2DAY is used.
(Total direct and indirect costs = (d + e)/(1 + e/100), computed for each issue individually (excluding firms with
other expenses or initial returns missing), and then averaged, where d is the percentage of total direct costs, and
e is the percentage initial return.

the average spread up. In other words, the average spread of only seventy-two
basis points for this category is not a typographical error.
Although not reported in any table, the average maturity of bond offerings
is about ten years for all of the proceeds categories and investment grades.
Initial Public Offerings
In Table 4 we report not only the direct costs for IPOs, but also the indirect costs of short-run underpricing.' Inspection of the table reveals that, consistent with previous findings, IPOs are underpriced on average. With average
direct costs of 11.0 percent and average initial returns of 12.0 percent, a typical
'We compute the average initial return only for those offerings for which SDC reports the market price at
the end of the first day of trading or, if this is missing, at the end of the second day of trading. In computing
the average direct and indirect cost, we compute this number for each individual firm for which we have the
gross spread, other expenses, and the initial return, and then compute the average.
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issuer with an offer price of $10.00 receives net proceeds of $8.90 on a share that
trades at $11.20. Taking the difference between the market price and the amount
realized of $8.90, the total direct and indirect costs amount to $2.30, which is
20.5 percent of the market value of $11.20. In Table 4 the average direct and
indirect cost as a percentage of market value is 18.7 percent, since the average
that is reported is the average of this percentage for each firm. (The average ratio
of costs to market value is different from the ratio of the averages.) This number
is less than the 21.2 percent that Ritter (1987) reports for firm commitment
offerings from 1977 to 1982 for several reasons. First, our 1990-94 sample period
reveals less underpricing than in 1977-1982. Second, we exclude offerings of less
than $2 million, whereas he includes them. Third, spreads have experienced some
downward movement the past fifteen years.' Still, the direct and indirect costs of
going public are substantial.9
Note that we may be understating the extent of the economies of scale.
This is because we are not including the value of any warrants granted to
underwriters as part of their compensation. These warrants are common among
small, speculative offerings underwritten by less-prestigious underwriters. Their
inclusion would boost the average costs of the smallest offerings, but not the
larger offerings. For evidence on the quantitative effect of this omission, see
Barry, Muscarella, and Vetsuypens (1991) and Dunbar (1995).
While the average gross spread on IPOs is 7.31 percent, we find a large
"bunching" at exactly 7.00 percent. Most issues with proceeds of $20—$60 million
have a spread of exactly 7 percent, as shown in the Appendix table.
For IPOs, we include the indirect cost of underpricing in Table 4, but we
do not include this as a cost for other security offerings. This is because of the
lack of economically important underpricing effects for other offerings. Smith
(1977) documents underpricing of 0.5 percent for SEOs. We suspect that much
of this represents the practice of pricing the offering at the bid price, rather than
the mean of the bid and the ask price, and the tendency to round down to the
nearest eighth or integer. For example, if a stock traded at $30.125 bid and
$30.375 ask, it would be common to set a $30.00 offer price. Depending upon
which price had been the most recent transaction price, this would be measured
as underpricing of either 0.4 percent or 1.2 percent. Barclay and Litzenberger
(1988) report excess returns of 1.5 percent for SEOs during the month after
issuing. Since companies typically issue after a large stock price run-up, it is not
clear how much of this 1.5 percent is due to momentum effects, and how

Talomiris and Raff (1995) report that for convertible bonds, the average spread in 1963-65 was 3.7 percent
and in 1971-72 it was 3.2 percent. Our 1990-94 sample has an average spread of 2.9 percent.
'Beatty and Welch (1996) report the average direct and indirect costs for a sample of 980 IPOs from 1992
to 1994. Whereas we aggregate auditing, legal, printing, and other direct expenses, they report audit expenses
and legal expenses separately. For all proceeds classes, legal expenses are slightly higher than auditor expenses.
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TABLE 5. Number of Issues Containing an International Tranche for Domestic Operating Companies
That Are Issuing, 1990-94.
Bonds

Equity
IPOs
Int'l Trancher

SEOs
Int'l Tranche?

Convertible
Int'l Tranche?

Straight
Int'l Tranche?

Proceeds
($ millions)

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

2-9.99
10-19.99
20-39.99
40-59.99
60-79.99
80-99.99
100-199.99
200-499.99
500—up

2
12
45
40
33
25
81
39
10

335
377
488
175
46
26
25
8
0

4
12
36
42
45
30
72
48
8

163
298
389
219
98
41
80
7
1

0
1
3
0
1
9
22
14
2

4
13
15
28
46
4
35
13
1

1
0
0
4
8
2
14
13
2

31
78
89
86
84
110
395
157
18

287

1480

297

1296

52

159

44

1048

Total

Notes: Closed-end funds (SIC 6726), REITs (SIC 6798), ADRs, and unit offerings are excluded from the sample.
Rights offerings for SEOs are also excluded. Bond offerings do not include securities backed by mortgages and
issues by Federal agencies (SIC 6011, 6019, 6111, and 999B). Only firm commitment offerings and nonshelfregistered offerings are included. Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes are from Securities Data Co.
(SDC).
(TOTDOLAMT/PROCDS) > 1.05, the issue is treated as having an international tranche. TOTDOLAMT is
the total proceeds raised globally, and PROCDS is the total proceeds raised in the United States.

much is due to issue effects. Kang and Lee (1996) document that convertible
bonds are underpriced by about 1 percent on average. Straight bonds, especially
those with high credit ratings, seem to be underpriced very little.

International Tranches
In Table 5 we report the frequency with which domestic operating
companies include an international tranche in their offerings. Recall that we are
excluding Eurobonds from our debt offerings and ADRs from our equity offerings. Inspection of the table reveals that equity offerings and convertibles that
raise less than $60 million in domestic trading rarely include an international
tranche. Straight debt offerings, no matter what their size, rarely include an
international tranche. Now, foreign investors can always participate in a domestic
offering regardless of whether it is explicitly marketed overseas. Thus, the existence/nonexistence of an international tranche largely reflects the degree to which
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the selling efforts are expanded to find international buyers. Domestic operating
companies issuing debt with foreign buyers in mind frequently issue Eurobonds.'
Overallotment Options
The Rules of Fair Practice of the National Association of Security Dealers
(NASD) permit firm commitment offerings to include an overallotment option,
where more securities can be sold if demand is strong." Since August 1983, the
size of this overallotment option has been limited to 15 percent of the issue size.
Investment bankers typically have thirty days to exercise this option. In practice,
investment bankers typically presell at least 115 percent of the offering, and then
stand ready to buy back the incremental 15 percent if demand is weak when some
of the buyers immediately sell their securities (a practice known as "flipping").12
The NASD Rules of Fair Practice require that investment bankers sell
securities at or below the stated offer price. Normally, all of the securities are sold
at the offer price, but occasionally, if demand is weak, the investment banker
winds up selling some of the securities below the offer price. In this arrangement
the underwriter writes a put option to the issuing firm, with the value of this put
included in the gross spread. The overallotment option can be viewed as a call
option that the issuing firm has written, where investors hold this call.
On securities sold through the exercise of overallotment options,
investment bankers collect the same gross spread as on the rest of the issue.
However, since the direct expenses do not change, these fixed costs are spread
over a larger issue size. Thus, the total direct cost numbers that we report would
be lower if overallotment options were included in the gross proceeds. On the
other hand, since overallotment options are generally exercised only if the issue
is underpriced, the value of this call option is a cost to the issuing firm that we
do not include in our total cost calculations.
In Table 6 we report the frequency with which overallotment options are
used and the frequency with which they are exercised. Inspection of the table
reveals that in recent years, essentially all IPOs have included an overallotment
option. The vast majority of SEOs and convertibles include an overallotment
option, but straight bond issues rarely do.

'The relative yields on Eurobonds versus domestic bonds also play a role in the decision of what to issue
(see Kim and Stulz (1988)).
'Overallotment options are sometimes called Green Shoe options. The Green Shoe Company was apparently
the first company to use one.
'See Schultz and Zaman (1994) for evidence on the exercise of overallotment options on IPOs. With IPOs,
if the underwriter expects aftermarket demand to be weak, 135 percent of the issue may be presold, with the
underwriter's taking a naked short position equal to the amount exceeding 115 percent of the offering. This
allows the underwriter to support, or stabilize, the price by buying back the increment in open market purchases.
These shares are then treated as if they were never issued. If the underwriter expects the price to jump, typically
only 115 percent of the issue size will be presold, to avoid losing money on a naked short position.
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TABLE 6. Number of Issues Containing an Overallotment Option, for Domestic Operating Companies That Are Issuing, 1990-94.
Bonds

Equity

Copyright © 2001 . All Rights Reserved .

Yes'

2-9.99
10-19.99
20-39.99
40-59.99
60-79.99
80-99.99
100-199.99
200-499.99
500-up

159
198
306
123
45
25
54
21
6

115
151
164
67
27
17
34
17
0

51
40
60
25
7
9
16
8
3

Total

937

592

219

Yes

No

?

12
0
3
0
0
0
2
1
1

100
209
269
173
81
44
96
35
6

41
58
100
50
37
9
24
4
2

21
38
49
33
21
15
28
14
1

19

1013

325

220

?`

No

No

Yes

Sold?

Sold?

Sold?
Proceeds
($ millions)

Nob

Yes

No

Sold?

Yes

No

?

5
5
7
5
4
53
4
2
0

0
1
4
6
21
10
23
7
0

0
2
2
6
6
0
2
2
0

4
8
8
13
16
3
28
15
3

35

72

20

98

Yes

No

?

0
3
4
3
4
0
4
3
0

1
2
6
1
3
0
4
3
0

0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0

4
4
9
1
0
1
3
1
1

27
71
74
88
89
10
401
165
19

21

20

4

24

1044

Notes: Closed-end funds (SIC 6726), REITs (SIC 6798), ADRs, and unit offerings are excluded from the sample. Rights offerings for SEOs are also excluded. Bond
offerings do not include securities backed by mortgages and issues by Federal agencies (SIC 6011, 6019, 6111, and 999B). Only firm commitment offerings and
nonshelf-registered offerings are included. Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes are from Securities Data Co. (SDC).
'If OVERAMT > 0 and OVERC = Yes, where OVERAMT is the amount that can be raised through the overallotment option and OVERC is "Yes" if any overallotment
option is exercised.
b lf OVERAMT > 0 and OVERC = No.
`If OVERAMT > 0 and OVERC = Missing.
d If OVERAMT = "-"; this may include offerings with missing data on OVERAMT.
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Yes
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Yes
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Convertible
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APPENDIX. Interquartile Range of Direct Costs as a Percentage of Gross Proceeds for Equity (IPOs and SEOs) and Straight and Convertible Bonds
Offered by Domestic Operating Companies, 1990-94.
Equity

Bonds

IPOs

SEOs

Convertible Bonds

Straight Bonds

GSb

TDC`

GS

TDC

GS

TDC

GS

TDC

2-9.99
10-19.99
20-39.99
40-59.99
60-79.99
80-99.99
100-199.99
200-499.99
500—up

8.00-10.00
7.00-7.14
7.00-7.00
7.00-7.00
6.55-7.00
6.21-6.85
5.72-6.47
5.29-5.86
5.00-5.37

14.34-19.23
9.94-12.44
8.82-10.09
8.23-9.00
7.69-8.51
7.26-8.44
6.43-7.49
5.92-6.78
5.33-5.95

6.50-10.00
5.74-6.94
5.22-6.00
4.73-5.48
4.24-5.00
3.87-4.75
3.15-4.47
2.79-3.58
2.75-3.00

10.03-16.16
7.42-9.63
6.19-7.57
5.26-6.31
4.51-5.70
4.22-5.38
3.38-4.89
2.92-3.79
2.82-3.17

5.45-6.69
4.25-6.00
3.00-5.00
2.88-3.50
2.50-3.00
2.25-3.00
2.15-2.75
1.25-2.50
1.00-2.50

7.38-10.04
6.65-9.70
4.56-6.50
3.63-4.65
2.83-3.54
2.56-3.66
2.36-3.19
1.40-2.69
1.11-2.60

0.64-3.38
0.35-2.90
0.57-3.00
0.15-0.71
0.65-3.00
0.63-2.76
0.65-2.75
0.65-2.63
0.29-2.75

3.47-6.21
1.55-5.68
1.10-4.55
0.91-2.88
0.94-3.64
0.94-3.70
1.01-3.55
1.43-3.16
1.05-3.18

Total

7.00-7.05

8.57-12.04

4.51-6.08

5.12-8.20

2.25-3.00

2.66-3.96

0.60-2.75

1.02-3.60

Notes: Closed-end funds (SIC 6726), REITs (SIC 6798), ADRs, and unit offerings are excluded from the sample. Rights offerings for SEOs are also excluded. Bond
offerings do not include securities backed by mortgages and issues by Federal agencies (SIC 6011, 6019, 6111, and 999B). Only firm commitment offerings and
nonshelf-registered offerings are included. Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes are from Securities Data Co. (SDC).
'Total proceeds raised in the United States, excluding proceeds from the exercise of overallotment options (SDC variable: PROCDS).
'Gross spreads as a percentage of total proceeds (including management fee, underwriting fee, and selling concession) (SDC variable: GPCTP).
`Total direct costs as a percentage of total proceeds (total direct costs are the sum of gross spreads and other direct expenses).
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The frequency with which overallotment options are exercised varies
across security type. In Table 6 we use the SDC classification where an
overallotment option is considered to be exercised as long as at least part of it is
exercised. In practice, most overallotment options are for 15 percent of the issue
size. Most commonly, either all or none of the additional shares are sold, but
sometimes only part of the overallotment option is exercised. On securities sold
as part of an overallotment option, the spread is the same as on the rest of the
issue.

IV. Conclusions

Finns have many choices for financing their activities: internal versus
external, private versus public, and debt versus equity. This article focuses on
public external financing and documents the cost of this financing from 1990 to
1994. We report the direct costs of raising capital for IPOs, SEOs, convertible
bonds, and straight bonds. These are, respectively, 11.0 percent, 7.1 percent, 3.8
percent, and 2.2 percent of the proceeds. We find substantial economies of scale
for all types of securities, although for straight bond offerings, these are largely
exhausted for proceeds over $40 million. Spreads on bonds are sensitive to credit
quality, with gross spreads more than 200 basis points higher on noninvestmentgrade issues. Except for bonds, most large issues include an international tranche.
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I
This paper derives an after lea, version of the Capital Asset Pricing Model. The model accrue:us
for a prouccive tax scheme and for wealth and income related constraints on borrowieg: The
equilibrium relationship indicates that gefore-tax expected rates of return are linearly related to
systematic risk and to dividend yield. The sample estimates of the %enema of o.bsened betas
are and to arrive at maximum likelihood estimators of the coefficients. The results indicate that,
unlike prior studies, Mae is a strong, positive relationship between dividend yield sod espoaed
return for NYSE stocks. Evidence is also presented for a clientele-effect.

I. Introduction

•
The effect of dividend policy on the prices of equity securities has been in
issue of interest in financial theory. The traditional view was that jai-4ton
prefer a ctirrent.sertain return in the form of dividends to the uncenain
prospect of future dividends. Consequently. they bid up the price of high
yield securities relative to loW yield securities [see Cottle. Dodd and iGraha
Graham
(1962) and Gordon (1963)]. In their now classic paper Miller and Modighini
(1961) argued that in a world without taxes and transactions costs, the
dividend policy of a corporation, given its investment policy, has no effca on
the price•of its sharci. In a world where capital gains receive preferential
treatment relative to dividends, the Millerrhlodigliani 'irrelevance pn>
position' would seem. to break down. They argue, however, that simx.taii
rates vary across investors each corporation would attract to itself a clicatek
•of investors that most desired its dividend policy. Black and Scholes (1974:
assert that corporations Would adjust their payout policies until in eqqilk
•
°We thank Roger Clarke, Tom Former, &U Schwert..William Snupc, and the Senn
Michael Drennan. for helpful comments, and Jim Starr (or computational a‘imance:.krik
remaining errots are ibe authors' responsibility.
•

•
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riinn the spectrum of policies offered would be such that any one firm is
unable to.affect the price of its shares by (marginal) changes in its payout
policy.
In the absence of taxis capital asset pricing theory suggests that, individuals choose 'mean-Variance efficient portfolios. Under personal income
taxes, individuals would be expected to choose portfolios that are mean. •variance efficient in after-tax rates of return. However, the tax laws in the
United States ale such that some economic units (for example, corporations)
would seem to prefer dividends relative to capital. gains. Other units (for
example, non-profit org4nizations) pay no taxes and would be indifferent to
the level of yield for a• given level of expected return. The resulting effect of
dividend yield on common stock prices seems to be an empirical issue.
Brennan (1973) lint :proposed an extended form of the single period
Capital Asset Pricing Model that accounted for the taxation 'of dividends.
Under the assumption Of proportional individual tax rates (not a function of
income), certain dividends, and unlimited borrowing at the riskless rate of
interest (among others) he derived the following equilibrium relationship:
EI

(di-1.1 ),

'0)

is the before tax total return to security i, fl, is its systematic risk. b.
where
is the after-tax excess rate of, return on the
I
.[E(12.)- r market portfolio. rf is the return on a riskless asset. di is the dividend yield
on security it and the subscript in denotes the market portfolio. r is a positive
coefficient that accounts for the taxation of dividends and interest as
ordinary income and taxation,of capital gains at a preferential rate.
In empirical tests (of the form (If] to date, the evidence has been
inconsistent. Black and Scholes (1974, p. I) conclude that
'...it is not possible to demonstrate that the expected returns on high
yield common stocks differ from the expected returns on low yield
common stocks either before or after taxes.'
el. their tests were not
Alternatively, stated in terms of the Brenn
t60 or to reject the
sufficiently powerful either to reject the by honk
`hypothesis that :.0.5. Rosenberg and M ache (1978) attribute the lack of
power in the Black-Scholes testeso.ta) t c loss in efficiency from grouping
stocks into portfolios and (b) the inefficiency of their estimating procedures.
which are equivalent to Ordinary Least Squares. Using an instrumental
variables approach to the problem of errors in variables and a, more
complete specification .of the variancc-covariince matrix (or disturbances in,
the regression). Rosenberg and 'Muslin find that the dividend term - is
statistially significant. Both the Rosenberg and Marathe and the Black and
• Schoks studies use an average dividend yield from the prior twelve month

Ito

\

period as a surregate for the expected dividend yield. Sir= most dividends
are paid quarterly, their proxy understates the expected dividend 3ield.in ex' dividend months and overstates it in . those months that at stock does nor go
ex-dividend, thereby reducing the efficiency of
estimatedI:Oa-scion o r the
dividend yield term. Both studies' (Rosenberg and. Maiathe in using instrumental variables, and Black-Scholes in grouping) sacrifice ex:jet:mi. io
achieve consistency.
.
The present paper derives an after-tax version of the C4ital Asset Pricing
Model that .accounts for a progressive tax scheme andi both wealth and
income related constraints on borrowing. Alternative econetnetric prozedlues
are used to test the implications of this model. Unlike !prior tests of, the
CAPM, the tests here use the variance of the observed pietas- to arrive atmaximum likelihood estimators of the coefficients. Consistent estimatorS, arc .
• obtained without loss of efficiency. Also, for ex-dividend months the expected
dividend 'yield based'on prior information is used, and foci other months the •
expected dividend kield is set equal .to zero. While the estimate of, the
coefficient of dividend yield is of the same order of magnitude as that found
' \
i _Black and Scholes, and lower than that found by Rosenberg and'Marathe,
the r-value is substantially larger, indicating a subscrintial increase in
efficiency. Funherinore, the tests are consistent with tip existence of 'a
clientele effect, indicating that the aversion for dividends'relatir to capital
gains is lower for high yield stocks and higher for-low yield stocks. This is
consistent with the Eltoq and Gruber (1970) errikitical tufts on theedividend behavior of common stocks.
•
•
2. Theory

•
t •
• This section derives a version of the Capital Asset Piecing Model thin
accounts for the tax treatment of dividend and interest; incothe tindfr a
progressive taxation scheme. Twit types of constraints on individual borrowing are imposed., The, first constrains the maximum interest on tickles
borrowing to be equal to the individual's dividend income, and the second is
a margin requirement that restricts the fraction of security holdings that may
be financed through borrowing. In previosis published work. Brennan (►973)
.derives ant after-tax version of the Capital Asset Pricing Model with
unlimited borrowing and with constant tax rates which inlay vary aeoss
individuals.' Under his model when interest on borrosind exceeds dividend'
income the investor would pay a negative tax. The ibeerrtical model
*

i

Ilkennats 11930/ also derives a model *eh a program e tat salaam! tioverit, he aloha
Wooden constraints on barrooms nor the booms of taint doloctoonlem
i wilts borratetele
to dividend income. Consideration c4 the limit on the mama tax &domes to &aka biome
combined with a pectin capital gains in would remit in a redness* lbr evident t•y 1ho
indaiduals .hose initial payments cured that %bloke., maces
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. 1,
I
t tension pf the Brennan inalysii to
developed here may be viewed as an:ex
account for constraints on borrowing.' along With a peogressiVe tax scheme.
• Special cases of the model are examined, where theincoine aimed Constraint
and/or the margin constraint -on individual borrowing are removed;
The following assumptions are made:
jA.1) Individuals' Von Neumann-Morgenstern utility functions are monotone increasing strictly concave fAnctions of after-tax end:of period
wealth.
(.1.2 Security rates of return have a multivariate normal distribution.
(A.3).There are no transactions costs, and no restrictions on the short sale
of securities, and individuals'are price takers.
(A.4) Indiyiduals have homogeneous expectations. .
(A.5) All assets are marketable.
(A.6) A riskless asset. paying a constant rate rp exists.
(A.7) Dividends on securities are paid at the end of the period and are
known with certainty at the beginning of the period.
(4.81 Income taxes are progressive and the marginal tax rate is a con••
• tinuous function of taxable income.
(A.9) There are no taxes on capital gains.
IA.10) Constraints on individuals' borrowing are of the form:
(i) A constraint that the interest on borrowing.cannot, exceed dividend income, called the income constraint on borrowing, and/or
(lit a margin constraint that the individual's net worth be at least a
given fraction of the market valti, of his holdings of risky
.•
securities.
Assumptions (Al) through (A.6) are standard assumptions of the Capital
Asset sPlicing Model. Assumptions (A.1) and (A.2) taken together imply that
preferences can be described over the mean and the variance of after-tax end
of period wealth. Under these conditions individuals prefer more mean
return. and are averse to the variance of return. The individual's marginal
rate of substitution between the mean and variance of after-tax end of period
wealth:at the optimum, can be written as the ratio. of his global risk
ttlerance to his initial period wealth. That is. if LOY)) is the kth individual's
utility function in terms of after-tax end of period wealth, 14 (p4.4) is his
objective function in terms of the mean . and variance , of the after-tax
portfolio return, and W' is his initial wealth,
•

11 ,

us•

.

gt. and K.
_.

.

y, Taxes. dltaldalds ad lilpird

that, dividends are announced t the beginning of the
and paid 4114.5 • • •
end. Since. firms display relat vely stable dividend, Nikki this may be
reasonabliapproximatiod for a monthly holding period.. ,
•• Assumption (A.8) closely resembles the tax treatment of
r dividends'
in the US. • The $100 dividend exclusion is ignored;
the. small
magnitude of
exclusion implies t11.;t for the majority of odelsoldai the
marginal tax rate applicable to ordinary income is the
as that applied •
to dividends. Assumption (A.9) abstracts frcTy;the effects
capital gains
taxes. Since capital gains are taxed only upon realization, their treatment in a'
single period model is not. possible. It ishowever;straightforiurd to model a . . ..,
.•
:capital gains tax on an accrual basis [see Brennan (1973)]. S+ce niost capital .."
gains go unrealized for long period's, this would tend to overstate the effect isf
!
the acttial tax. Noting that the ratio of realizations tp 'leered& is small, and
tho capital gains ire exempt from tax when transferredl
by 'inheritance
, • Bailey (1969) has argued that the effective tax is rather small
t Under assumption (A.8 ) ihe kth individual's awage tax i to
t r', is a nobtdecreasing function of his taxable.end of period income TI, 'i
\--g(0).0,

1(Y1)w0 for VISO.
>0 for

rt.>o.

(3)

The kth individual's marginal tax rate. written 24, is the first derivative of
taxes paid with respect to taxable income. This is equal to be aserage
rate plus the product of taxable income and the dais-Mist of she average tax •
rate,

r a entylvdrl .44+ n orones

!.
11

,

(4).

I
The 'margin 'constraint in assumption tA.10-in resembles institutional
margin restrictions. By (A.10-i1 borrowing is constrained up to a point
where interest paid equal dividends received. This constraint incorporate% the
casual empirical observation that loan applications require information on
income (which this constraint accounts for) in addition to information on
wealth (which the margin constraint accounts for). One or both of the
constraints may be binding. for a given individual. This forraulativx, cello gs
the analysis of an equilibrium with both constraints, with only one of them
imposed or with no borrowiniconstraints
The following notation is employed: •

(2)

where os: - ED/ ) ton is the 'individual's global risk tolerance 'at the
optimum [see Gonralez-Gaserra (1973) and Rubinstein (1973)). (A.7) implies

A,

.
i
1

-the total before tax rate of return on security, i.
to the ratio!,
of the value of the security at the end of the period plus dividends
i
over its current value, less one,
,
. .
t

•
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'imlhe
dividend
yield• on security i, equal to 'the cloth& dividend
dr
divided by the current pride.,'
=the fraction of the ktb individual's wealth invested in the ith risky
xt
(a negative value ism shortisal, ;
' asset, ire I,
• '
=the fraction of the kilt individuals wealth tnve tcd in the safe
Xi
•
asset (a negative value indicates borrowing), .
the before-tax ratio( return on the kth individUal) portfolio,
.
:
=the
ktli indhiduals initial 'wealth, and'
Wt
•
fined over the
asi)*
the
kth
individual's
expected
utility
function
r(ph
4,
•
and
j1/4
, • mean and variance • of after-tax portfolio ret ,
•
respectively.
lf

R-I(. Litzenbeski and K. Rainaiwamy. Taxes. di•idends ensteapir
al
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following Lagranban:

t

st=()a . •

The mean after-tax return on the individual's portfolio is
Le(EXtdi + rf ri). •

n,=EX!
•

xl—st

where
•
•
Al
=the Lagrange multiplier on the kth individuals bud
.4.54, =the Lagrange multiplier and non•ilegatitta e sled(
ble for the, _
income related constraint' on the kth individual's borrowing, re-:
;
Spectiiiely (when thee constraint is binding 21-)-0
• St'=0, and:
.
. when it is not bindinglt =0 and St 0), and
2s3;.Vtu the Lagrange .multipler and non-negative slack %Labia for the
margin constraint on the kth individuals borrowing, respectiveig;•
again if the constraint is' binding (not binding), /1>(;) 0 and'

(5).

e•

Yt = no(E.Vdi + XI; r

,

'

—S11-6i.3[(1-2)EX
r
+4EXtrii+X,rs
I
I

.The ktb individual's ordinary income is then
••

I.

(10)

_rk a fk (pk ,crit)+ sit[ ITEX:--Xj•
.

he stationary points satisfy the following first order condi
•
•
i
er
.1. I (ES,R1 )—(tt + g' ( )]d,) — +Alai

(6)

and under assumption (A.7) the variance of after-tax return is

•4

=Ez .10

+./.43 (1-8)+ 2f IZAleov(R,,R )=0,
.0

4;ov (A,-d,e.ki -die)
esel

•

I

ex.)./itry— (r1 + ng(

(7)

sEE;c:xicov(R„ 141).

•

+Air/ +it

(12).

!

where ft mer..0.11,o1)/epk, Pa m il,*(por:Writ. The other mat order con
•ditions are the constraints and specify the signs of the Lagrangian multipliers
and are omitted here. The progressive nature of the tax scheme [assumption.
(A.8)] ensures that the mean variance efficient frontier in after-tax tams is
concave, and , this together alibi risk aversion from assumption (A S) is
sufficient to 'guarantee the second oilier conditions for a marimutti.
Recall the following relationships: (i) the marginal tax rate, rlt
[t'+ yi
(ii) the covariance L .1c:cowl° Rd- covok. 0.. and liii) kite •
global .risk tolerance e WW1/ — 2P2 ). Subtracting -relation (12) fri.
relation (11) and re-arranging tennis yields

By assumption (A.10--it the income constraint on borrowing is
(8)

WI{EX:€1, +
•
anti the margin constraint on borrowing is

w' t( - s)Zx:+
I

a 0,
JJ

(4)

•

•

rs) 813 (t1(f1):1•tivity)co‘(Rog',)

individual. As pointed
where z 0<a<1, is the margin requirement o be the
binding.
out earlier, one or both of these constraints may is, stated in terms of the
The kth individuals optimization problem

+Er—(1111)3(4,— ,1).

I •
Relation (13) must be satisfied for the individual's portfolio etiktum.
• ;

I

(l3)"
;
t•
1

•
.„-.; •

.L

•
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I
'
I
• • .I.
.
•
indi$iduals, and;
• Market equilibrium requires that refatiOn (II) bolds for ill
which;
that markets clear. For markets to clear all assets, have to be held
implies the conservation relation (14) that requires pie ,value weighted .
average of all indisiduals portfolios be equal to ttt market portfebo,

•

•
A.
z(Ivvsvem,-

i

(14).

. ;

Of

We •

Z 04 fe„
where

Z 0.4 41r.
Multipl)ing both sides of relation 113) by 01. summing over all individuals. using the conservation relation (14) and re-arranging terms yields

•,

y, Taxes, dividends and

ant pit"

•
r •!
a E(R,)-rf , The thin
the •
:dent on beta is equal o the product of
the variance of the rate of return n the market portfolio
global, market
relatiye risk aversion,
bryar .,)(W10`).• Since relatio (15) also holds' i
for. the market portfolio, b bay be ajternatively expressed •t[Euz.)- rf • !
' -c(d.7 rf )ff a]. If 'c is interpre ed as a tax rate, b
viewed as the
• expected after-tax rate of return on a hedge portfolio
is long tbe•
market portfolio and short a po folio having a zero bet and a dividend
' 'yield equal to the riskless rate of interest; . i.e., bictE( .)-E.(i,)-Cid.
-.4)]: The term 'c is a weighted average 'of individual's'
tax rates. •
(Dovinri )‘ less the weighted, average of the indisidu s ratios of the
shadow price on the income reja ed borrowing constraint
the apectiM
ma/ginal utility of mean poltfo 'o return Lie/0111 ). For the cases.
where the income related margi centralist is eithernon-aistent or nob;;
binding for all individuals, c is si ply the weighted average of marginal nix
rag
c , .)
ird is positive. Otherwise, SShe sign of'c depends oii #ie magnitudes ??
these two terms. Define B as•t
set,of indices of thoseindisiduals k for
whom the income related conitra fit is binding: and defirie V (nor Bj as the'
set of indices for which the consa taint is non-binding. NO
v for ke B. i.,>0,'
Y1 =0 and r .0.0. And for ke N,,it -0, ll k0 and 74 e20. Hence

EiRj-rf ra+ bpi tc(di -If ).
0'

c=

where

IOC.

1t, = costfl,.R.)
•

(0'

a„,,
— 74-

f' l.

•

vallfi.)IW"

to (01 0"47 6
0's Fit.
•
The term 'ti. the intercept of the implied security market plane, is the
fractional margin requirement 7 times the weighted average of the ratios of
individual shadow prices on the margin constraint and the expected marginal
utility of man return. The weights, (01/0'1 are proportional to individuals'
global risk tolerances. When 2>0 and the constraint is binding for &ow l
individuals. ;,>0 for some lc. a is positive. In the absence of . margin
requirements (a.0) or when the margin constraint is not binding for'all
.01 for all k ). a -0.
individuals.
interpreting eq. (15). 'a is the excess return on a zero beta portfolio
(relative to the market) whose dividend yield p equal to the riskiest rate, he.

•

z oft;.

iglu J

The individuals in N may be v wed as a clientele that prefers capital gains
to dividends. The individuals in may be viewed as a diethele that shows a
•
preference for dividends: in the ntext of this.modei these indisideah wish .
to borrow more than 'the incfme related constraint. allots them, andincreaied dividends serve to increase their debt capacity ;tithesi- t additionil
tax obligations• To this point corporate dividend policies have been treated
as exogenous in this model..
Now consider supply adjustments by value maximizing firms. If c >0
(c < 0) firms could' increase theirmarket values by decreasing (increasing) cash
dividends and increasing (decte.ising) share repurchases or cleansing (increpsing) exte 1 1 equity OiStatioiss. Value Maximizing firtu (in absence of
any restrictions the IRS May impose) would adjust the suPply of dividends:
until an equilib ium was obtained where

1

, :
E
lritnr
- 5 (0,IniAtjt).
1•N 1•

1
•

(17,

When canifhioril(17) is 'satisfied In individual firms diadlind
i
decision does

I

•

•-i

„S.

i •
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3. Empiric:Ails

I

(IS)

From the theory, the equilibriti
Note that this obtains in the presence of taxes., Long (1975) has studied
conditions under which the before tax and after-tax mean variance efficient
frontiers are identical for any individual. He does not, however, study the
equilibriurir as is done here: for even though the before tax and after-tax
individual mean variance frontiers are not identical, (18) demonstrates that
prices arc foqnd as if there is no tax effect.
In the case where there arc no margin constraints, a=0,•and relation (18)
reduces to the before tax traditional Sharpe-Lintner version of the Capital
Asset Pricing Model,
E(Rd=rs +CE(RJ-rf)fir

(19):

Return now to the case where the income related borrowing constraint is
absent: Then. in (16). e=z, r(02,101")ar, the 'market' marginal tax bracket: and the relation reduces to an after-tax version of the Black (1972),
'Libiner (1965), Vasicek (1971) zero beta model,
•
• 'd,=(r,(1-7.7)+a)(1
£(R1 )-7
(FLA..1-

(2;1

•

When there is no margin Consfi-aint or when it is non-binding for all
individuals, a=0, and kelation . (20) reduced to an after-tax version of the
Sharpe (1964). Lintner (1965) model.

.E(fi,)-rd,=[r / (1-T^)]+[E(RJ-T"d"-ri (1-!rndi.

;

average tax rates. It le
I, only whe taxes are simply propo Tonal to income
that V=0, and relation; (21) i identical to. the Sqtulib
. itlrpfied by
Brennan (1973), who. assumes a constant tax rate: that
differ across
•
;
,..•r 1 1
investors.
•;
' 1

. • not affect xis, market value, e=0 anddividend yield has no effect on the
• F •
•,
before tax Paie of return on any security.2
Under tinrestricted supply effects, c=0 and the equilibrium 'relationship
(15) reduces to the before tax zero beta version of the Capital Asset Pricing
Model:
• E(R,)7.(a:frrj)(1-13,)+E(R..)fik

Tsai dividends trail

(21)

However, in none of these cases is Tv• a weighted average of individual
'Noe, however. that this equilibrium. where dividends do not affect before tax returns. may
not exist. For estampk, the income constraint may be binding for no one even when dividends
arc zero. if all individuals had the same endowments and had the same utility functions this
comaraiiit world he non.birefing for all indiv4uals.
'
•
This argument is I the ,pint of the 'supply &ea' alluded to in Stack and Scholes 11971k
Unlike the mom argument m Miller and Scholia 11977) for a zero dividend acct. the present
argument does not depend on an anificial segmentation of accumulators and noivaccumulators,
and she existence of twilichaal lending opponunities with zero administrative costs. The
major problem with she argument' &re is that with She aisle= of two distinct clienteles, one
preferring higher dividends and the other prefaring lower dividends, shareholders would not
ee on the ddection in which !inns should change their dividend. Thus the assertion of value
Airing behavior by fan does not haves strong theoretics& basis.

specification to be test

(22)
E(Ri )Lre ema+bili -lc
rf).
,
•
The hypotheses are a>0, b>0 and in the absence of the income related
constraint on bOrrowing c>0.
In obtain•ingeconometrtc estim tes of a, b and c, two ,ptiblems arise The
first is that expectations are not I
inictly observed. The usual procedure is to
assume- that expectations 4re rati nal and that the parameters a, b and c are
constant over time; the realizeict r urns are used on the left-hand side
.
.
0
•
Rit - Pp a Yo +71fia +7 (da - ri )+
, •,• •
1=1.2_1;
(PI .
1.
where Ro is the return of security i in period r, pa and di , are the systematic/
risk and the dividend yield of security i in period r respemively; The
disturbance term 4 is R„—Evlo, the deviation of the realized return treat ., • ,,.
.
its expected value. The coefficients yo.y. and yicorrespond to a. b andic.1
The variance of the column vecto of disturbance terms, EM
r=1,.., T}; is not proportional to the identity matrix, since: contern(1,raneous covariance* between security returns are non-zero. and 'remit
variances differ aaossi'securities. Note that in order to conserve -space
is used to denote -a c lumn ve
vector.)) This means that ordinary least squares, :.
(OLS) estimators are ineflieient,/ for either a cross-sectional regression in
month r, or a pooled time series and cross-sectional regression. Th e .
computed variance of khe OLS estimator (based on the assumption that the
variance of I' is proportional to the identity matrix) is not equal to the true,,
vangnce of the estimator.
•
The second problem is that the true population p.'s are unobservable. The,
usual procedure uses an estimate from past data, and this estimate has kn.
•
associated measurement error.
is means that the OLS estimates will ere
biased and inconsistent. The method used in tackling these problems is
discussed in this section.
To fix matters, assume that dim exist for rates of return, true betas
for dividend yields its periods
lee 1,2,....N„ securities in each jeliod
r=1,.., T. Define the 'rector of realized excess returns as

4

•

vet
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•
It is well known that. the estimatoo for r which is if near in k. unbiased ;
and has minimum variance is tmiitue, and is givemkby the Aitken or. , :
Generalized Least Squares estimator fGLSL
.•
•
<
f=cev - iicrsx'y k.
(-15)'

!-•

.where
illa{(Rst—rf.)(R2! --.."ft)(Kii — "'A • • •,( cr -7,)},
•

• and the matrices X Of explanatory Variables as

Fromthe block diagonal natu of :V, it follows that VzI is also block
diagonal. The matrioes- V,7 I, t zi I,
appear along,ihe cliarional
with the off-diagonal blocks being zero...Asiuriting that It fs in intertemporal
constant, le can be estithated by efficiently pooling T indePeadatt GLS
estimates of r, nainely
Pr, obtained by using cross-sectional
02.••41;
diti in periods .1, 2,...,4_, 7', !

XE {X I X 24,...,4..4 X r },
where ,..
I.

[1 . Qt,

r,i

(di, — r11)

)

I
X, --S .

112, ' (d2, — / O I
.

•

! pxo (4,1-rii )
.

•,

That is, the monthly estimators .%, for ,y4, kw0, 1 or 2, are serially ,
uncorrelated, and the pooled GIS estimator % is found' as the weighted
mean of the monthly estimates, what the weights are inversely proportional .
to the variances of these'estithates. s
,
•
'.
•
.
c's.= E Zr,Ysr •
(27)

(24)
where

e2,•

•

• - }.
. .
r
var(113••

and
Er 55

rise • <, lip • in. INA

It is assumed that
• ▪

f2S):

•

Zaj w[var(%,)]''/Evar(f„)] - i.

(29) i.

Ef0.0,

For some of rifle results presented in section
%, is assumed to be
drawn from a stationary distribution, and the estimates of % and its variance

V„

•J .

A

some symmetric positive definite-matrix of order (N, x
that security returns are serially uneowelated, so that
Ble,,i),)-0

arc

1

•

• •p.
.

It is also assumed

I

•

k • 0.

_ (31)

•
A useful ponfolo interpretation can be given to each of the GLS
estimators I; in (26). Choose any nutria numbers of order'N,xN, say IV,,' `, . ,

0
I•

(30): •

(Aim

a' tri) -[E um—AP/Tit— It}

•

•

• r

•

for tOs.

•
This mans that the variant-covariance matrix ViciE(ti) is blOck diagonal,
with the off-diagonal blocks being, zero. The matrices V, appears along the
f•t
diagonal of V.

tat

var(%,),'

•

and that •

•

(76)
•

.

i
,
•
.'
.
By defining the vector of regression coefficients as F.= {yo y, y2 } one can write
the pooled time series and cross-sectional regression as

f.

.

i',=(X;IVX,)2
1X;Vc fi„
.
.

i
•••••

• r
1 ; 1 •

••••

• •
e•

•I

s,
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• such that (X; W;' X,)-1 exists. Construct in estimator, using cross-sectional ,data in period r, as
•

A

'Au

i= 1.2,.

.

(32)

(X;Wri X,)-1 X; Wri R, •

This estimator is linear in 14 and unbiased for P. This estimator is a linear
combination of realized 'security excess returns in period r. From the fact that
. .
(33)
•
(X; 141,-1 X,)-1 X; W,-1 Z.!,
•
•
where I is the identity matrix, it follows that the estimator for 70 in (32) is
the realized excess renim on a zero beta portfolio having a dividend yield
equal to the riskless rate. Similarly', the estimator for y, is the realized excess.
return on' a hedge portfolio that has a beta of one and dividend yield equal
to zero; and that for yz is the realized excess return on a hedge portfolio
having a zero beta and a dividend yield equal to unity. This interpretation?
(or, equivalently,
can be given to any:estimator of the fOrm (32). When
thd portfolio weights discussed above) is chosen so as to minimize the
variance of the portfolio return, the resulting estimator is the GLS estimator.
This is because portfolio 'estimates as in (32) are linear and unbiased by
construction, and by the Gauss-Markov theorem the GLS estimator is the
unique minimum variance estimator among linear unbiased estimators [see •
• Amemiya (19721].
It is not possible to specify the elements of the variance-covariance matrix
V,, 'a priori. The task 'of estimating these elements is greatly simplified by
assuming that the Sharpasingle index model is a correct description of the .
return generating process. The process that generates returns at the beginning of period r Is assumed to be as follows:
' • ..

where

N,.

(34)

X,)"' X;11,-1 R„

(31)

where 0, is a diagonal matrix of order (N, x N,), whose clement in the ith
row and jth column is given by

10.1.

1:.

(38)

'1.2.--Nr

S

(35)

• 0).

Plan,' eV; E SAA/Z•
0,

•

i=j

. /.11. / ).. fivflP,Crm"
Ne e:. +1„:

1 10 J.

'1at s masts, saterrantatLya Reastass sad Maims 119711

(36)

t

• (39)

where 0 is a positive scalar. Then r, can also be arrived at from the ORS
regression on the transformed variables.
•
1401
•

where

•

'With this specification the element in the ith row and the jth column of
$. written as
is given by

.

In appendix A it is shown that• this estimator is the GLS estimator for F.
That is, udder the assumptions of the single index model, the estimator
minimizes the 'residual risk' of three portfolio returns. subject to the
constraint that the expected returns 'on these 'portfolios are 72„ 7, and 72
respectively.,This estimator can be constructed as a heteroscedastic transfixmation on R, and X,. Define the matrix' P, of order (N, x N,) whose dements
are given by

Ari•Xlmr+c7,
as,.

E(

•

.•
•
under these conditions the GLS estimator of r obtained by using data in
period t reduces to •

con w.

3.

o„,,„ es var(R.). ,
„,,

fit.PR,

and A';•

•
This is equivalent to deflating the variables in the ith rows Rand X, by
a factor proportional to the residual standard error 4 Note that Black aDd
Scholes (1974k who used the portfolio approach. assumed in addition to the
single index model that the 'residual' risks of all securities were equal; that is,
they assumed that su ms' for all I. Therefore, the Black-Scholes estimator
reduces to OLS on the untransformed variables,
Errors In variables

a.

Since true population

p.

variables are unoluena,

•
.1h ,

b
' '•
Iles
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estimates of this variable, j1a are obtained from historical data. The estimated
beta is assumed equal to the true beta plus a measurement error 6,,

R.H. Liteinberser‘nd K. Rapenswaety. Tss axy:„ dividends and capital sea priors
I

does not use the grouping approach to errors in variables. Instead, use it ;•
made of the measurement error in beta to arrive at a 'consistent atimitof for

i

r. • . '
•Fla= Pa +fir

'

(41)

The presence of measurement error causesq.misspecificatiori in OLS and
qs estimators, and the retuning estimates of r are biased and inconsistent
[sec for example. Johnston (1972). for a discussion of the bias in the
coefficients of a variable without error, here dividend yield, see Fisher
(1977)]. The estimates jk, are obtained frorda regression of R. on the return
of the market portfolio R,;, from data priot to periodg,
•
(42) .
r -I.
= t -60, r
Rit = + p„R., +en,
Since the single index model is assumed, cov(i„,/j,)=0 and- hence
wtO. 11 the joint probability distribution between security rates of
cov(ire
return and market return is stationary, the Variance of the measurement'
error var(is ) is proportional to the variance of the residual risk term var(i„),t
for each i. Since month r is not used in this time series regression, covli:A.F.)
-0. Note that this time series regiession yields a measured beta, L. its
variance sat (5.).and the variance of the residual risk term var(ia )wisii.
.Consistent with prior empirical studies, the assumption flied is 0 has been
made. However, it is recognized that if the 'market return' used in (42) is not
the true markeeretum, then the estimate of ph may be biased, as has been
observed by Sharpe (1977). Mayers (1972) and Ro1111977).
Because of errors in variables, Most previous empirical tests have grouped
stocks into portfolios: Since errors in measurement in betas for different
securities, are less than perfectly. correlated, grouping, risky assets ,into
portfolios would reduce the asymptotic bias in OLS 4:slim-irons...However.
grouping results in a reduction of efficiency caused by the loss of information-. The efficiency of the OLS estimator of the coefficient of a single
independent variable is proportional to the cross sectional variation in.that
independent variable (beta), For the two independent variables case (dividend
- yield and beta). Sichle (1976) has shown that the efficiency of the OLS
estimator of, the coefficient of a given independent variable, using grouped
data. • is proportional to the cross-sectional yariation in that variable
unexplained .by the satiation in the other independent variable. Since- the
within group variation in dividend yield unexplained by beta is eliminated.
the efficiency of the estimate of the dividend yield coefficient using grouped
data is lower than that using all the data.'! For this reason the present study

i
I

•Thir veneux of the OS estanator of ;he second independent satiable (dividend /ad/ cl
equal to the rename of the end term flooded by the portion or no ianatioe that is untaplatted
by the Wu usremusteni ',enable' (beta). Therefore, unless the independent 'enables are

I79

JR constructing the GLS estimator A in (37), each variable has
deflated by. a factor proportional: to the iresiduar standard desiation_
factor of proportionality was an arbitrar y positive scalar. The structure o_
our problem is such that the 'standard error ,of measurement ,in tieJ
.1, ..: (sarif.))i. is - proportional to the standard dniation of residual risk,
s,--(varie.))1, That is. if the time series regression model satisfies the OL&
'... assumptions; .
11
•
;:
•
.
. ‘
rI- i
.
r 1,
„- 'at = si 1(E
-AS)
(43
.s. .
,....z....
7
'
.
' : ...."
where R. is the sample mean of the market return in the prior 60 moot
moot
period.5 Assume that so is known and let
95 "'sibit

(44

in the definition of P in (39). Thus each variable in the rows of R, and X, is/
now deflated by the standard deviation of the measurement error in /1„. If feei
is used in 'place of R.Aunobsen-ed).• the measurement error in.the deflated'
independent variable, p• ends, will now have unit variance.
Call the matrix of regressors used St. which is simply x:': with
replacing 13,,. Then

0
27a

+

Fibs 0
Fut.); 0
••
itsent,N. 0 !

•

(45)1

where var(Faa,).1. Then the computed overall estimator
I
vonainiated sequential trouping pen-tits as unit/ Mae and Schein 41034 am itedloent •
relative to couples percedutes that MUM?. the bents group •aralalati tit deaden 'nil
that is conplained by the benseen stoup manias it beta.
'In the actual estimation. risk premiums Wet sued That a, R.-

an termed oa

- r „ to estimate 9, as captained in teams 4 heron. Thus la the cOatrAltIOPA 61 1411 11R.4

- Arrordi el DIM m Nate es(

- Rat
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••
P=

\

.
(46)

y 41,m,
rt

where
(47)
is inconsistent. This is because

B50110"; that the estimator for yo in (47)1S,the realized ewess return on
ormal portfolio that has, in probability Unlit, a zero beta and a divider&
eld equal:to the riskless sate. Similarly the estimator for is (oi iz) is the
M
realized excess return on a hedge portfolio that has, in probability limit, a
Meta of one (or zero) and a dividend yield equal to zero (or unity).
The overall estimator,
'
tar ±'

(0 o 0)) 1 x,, A, •

: ,,
on, 17%. (rx74+ o i o ; —.\—

(48)

ooo

where

0' 0 0 ))

s,

o. 0
.- .0
00

"
,s,

(49) .

Then
(50)

1-x
and
E(plim

A

X:r Effir,)

(51)

thus each crowsectinnal estimator is unbiased, in large samples.
Note that a portfolio interpretation can also be given to (47). Since

(I
piim
•
,.

N,

•
(54),

le I '

it. is shown 'n' appendix B that, if Pt, and 4 are jointly normal and.
independent, then 1%, is the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) for I'.'
using data in period r.

4. Data and results
Data on security rates of return (Ru ) were obtained from the monthly
return tapes supplied liy the Center for Research in Security Pr‘cces (CRSP)
dt the University of Chicago. The same senice provides the moabjy return.
on a value weighted index bf all the securities on the tape. and this index was
used as the market return (R„„) for the time series regressions. From January
1931. until December 1951, the monthly return on high grade commercial
Plaper was used as the return on the riskless asset (rd,): from January 1952
until December 1977 the return on a Treasury Bill (with one month to'
maturity) was used. forjf,. Estimates of each security's beta, fir and its
associated standard error were obtained from regressions of the security
excess
. . return on the market excess return for 60 months prior to r,

If„-r„,=2„+th,(at_nr rp )-1-4.

„

'(53)

Xr.Y;
This says that each cross sectional estimator is biased even in large samples.
Hence the °serail estimator, being an arithmetic mean of the cross-sectional
estimators. is inconsistent.
Consider the following estimator in each cross sectional month:

(

T).

Combines T independent estimates, and is consistent,
lt
•
r
•
Z (t/Tdwr.
T

x:x: PI”

III

000I
—0I0
10 0 0j

x • wt.
.•

for r)
•

(52)

—Kt —59.....s —

•

on i

a
This was repeated for all securities on the CRSP tapes from rw l (January •
1936) tot-T-504 (December 1977). January 1936 was chosen as the initial
month for (subsequent) cross-sectional regressions becalm that was when
dividends first became taxable.
:To conduct the cross-sectional regrecsion. the dividend yield variable (41
was computed from the CRSP monthly master ilk. This is
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11
expected excess rCurnon, hese ponfolios would be the =weighted means o
the monthly realized ex
returns. 'The sample variance of the mein j4
comptited as• the time s4ries sample variance of the respective
portfolio
divided by the number of monthC.
i
304
.• 0, I, Z
Y. " E /s,/504
(5i)
•I

•

Il in month t, security i did not go ex-dividend; or if it did! it was a nonrecurring dividend not announced prior to month t;

du i.

P,_,.

, .
, •
if in month t, security i went ex-dividend, and' the dollar taxable ividend
rshare was announced prior to month t; and

•

304
vaf(2a)=

du = Ow . P,,

fin monlh t security i went ex-dividend and this was a recurring dividend'
hot previously announced. Here ti„ was the previous (going back at most 12
°nth°, iccurring, taxable dividend per share, adjusted foilany changes in
he number of shares outstanding in the interim: where Pa l, is the closing
'price in month t- I.
•
This construction assumes that The investor knows at the end of each
Frionth whether or not the subsequent month is an ex-dividend month for a
recurring dividend. However, the surrogate for the dividend is based only on
•information that would have been available ex ante td the investor.
, The. cross-sectional tegressions in each month provide a sequence of '
!
:estimates :(;'0,.;". ;2 , ). I = 1.2,..., 504). Three such sequences are available:
!the first uses. OLS, the second uses GLS and the third uses maximum
likelihood estimation. The econometric procedures developed in section 3
i
;apply equally well to thersingle variable regression, excess returns on beta
!alone. This corresponds to a test of the two factor Capital Asset Pricing
i Model as in Black, Jensen . and Scholes (1972) and Fama and MacBeth
;(1973),'
;
I

•

E II •-• 'la 7o +7; P.+ ay.

i = I, Z

Sr, t -1, 2,

504,

.

regressions provide three sequences ((i0,, ri ), 1=1,4.-504 ), the first tising.
OLS, the second using GLS 'and the third using 'maximum likelihood'
•
estimation.
The estimated coefficients were shown to be realized excess rates of return
on portfolios (with certain characteristics)* in month r. It is assumed that the
excess rates of return on these portfolios are stationary and serially uncorrelated. Under them conditions the most efficient estimators of the

E un—/02/(504 • SOn

(ss

s.

*..similar computation is made for i:,'and ri.
.
;1 Thb throe sits of estimators of 70, yi• and 72 (and of 22, and 7a and their
ve t-statistics for the overall period January 1936 to December 1977'
are provided in Panel A (Panel B) of table I.

•

Table 1

Pooled time series and crod section climates of the after-tax Sod the before tax CAPM: 19361977.•
Panel A: After-tax modd

Panel B: Before-tax mode(

I.,

Procedure

fe

.OLS

0.03616
(4.37)

000263

P"

0.03446
(3.53)

000344
' (1.87)

0234
(824)

(4.091

M LE

0.00363
(263)

1100421
(1.56)

0.236
116:1

000143
13-121

is
0227

is 000681

(4 E4)
accis 1 6

f,
.

•

000222
(126)

.0.00302
(143)
. 000,169
11.62)

'.Fars: The after-tax imaon corresponds to theregreesioa

(56)

•where au is the deviation of P„ from its expected value. These cross sectional

'See season 3. aM also appendis A.

inobergeftand . Rainasmirsz Tau; Itdiends ad aped ma idea

R•.-rh -70+7,$.4..rsoL-4,)+4,
The before-tax version corresponds to the regression

Each regression above is performed across securities in a gins month. This pm estimates
I 5: " LI. • T: and
The reported coefrints an arithmetic I
images of this time series: for example.
1

r:

.

Owe T. 504, boatkiies are in Nreothem under' oseh ovicisem, sod the, relit N re,L
ahem) 1. 2.3
•

ii

‘

i

184

t
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•
. The, OLS and GLS estimator* are` biased and' inconsistent .due to
measurement error in! beta. The maximum likelihood estimators are consistent:consistency is 4 large sample property and for this study the monthly.
cross sectional regression* have between 600 and 1200 firms, and there were
504 months.' In Panel. A, table 1, the MLE estimator of yt is about 60.
percent greater than the corresponding GLS estimator. Consistent with prior
studies, the MLE estimator of y l is significantly positive, indicating that
investors arc risk averse. Also consistent with prior studies, the MLE
estimator of is is significantly positive. In Panel B, tests' of the two .factor
model are presented. Note that in both. panels, the GLS procedure resiblts in an•increase in the efficiency of the estimator of y i, which is ft (A) in Panel A
,(Panel B). Consistent with prior tests of the traditional version of the Capital
Asset F:ricing Model, the null hypothesis that 71,-0 is rejected. Consistent
with investor• risk aversion jf, is significantly positive at the 0.1 level.
Explanations for a positive inteicept (yo >0) include, in addition to margin
constraints on borrowing, misspecification of the market porfolio [see
Mayers (1972). Sharpe (1977)'and Roll (1977)]: or beta serving as a surrogate
for systematic skewness [see Kraus and Litzenberger (1976)].
The coefficient of the excess dividend yield variable, fb (Panel A) is highly
significant under all the estimating procedures. The -standard 'errors of the
GLS and maximum likelihood estimators of 72 are about 25 percent smaller
than that of the OLS estimator. The magnitude of the coefficient indicates.
that for every dollar of taxable return investor* require'between 23 and 24
cents of additional before tax return.
While the finding Of a significant dividend coefficient contrasts with the
Black-Scholes (1974) finding of an insignificant diiidend• effect, the magnitude of the coefficient in table 1 is consistent with their study. The dividend
was the
yield (independent) variable they used was 011 -dad„„ where
average dividend yield on stocks. Since the coefficient they found v.ms 0.0009.
and the average annual yield in their period of study (1936-1966) was 0.048.
their estimate of 72 can be approximated by 0.00091(0.048/12), or 0.225.
It has been assumed that the variance of the estimator of I' is constant
over time. If; due to the quarterly patterns in the incidence of dividend
payments, the variances of the estimators are not constant, the equally
weighted estimators in (50r are inefficient relative to an estimator that
accounts for any seasonal pattern in the variance. Since dividends are usually
paid once every quarter, it is possible to compute three independent
estimates of r by averaging the coefficients obtained in only the first, pnly
the second and only the third month of each quarter. These three at mates of
may be weighted ,by the inverse of their variances to obtain a more
efficient estimator. This is provided in table 2. As can be seen from this table,
'Cowan() here a with respect so the overall atirnator so as takes probability limits with
•
respect to s and Irtth respta to N, See section 3.
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the overall estimato
72 is very close to the MLE estimate in table !."The
esatnate.of the stand d error of•y2 is approximately the same for the first
two months, but abdu 30-percent less for tee third month.
.•
, Table 2
Pooled time series and cross section estimates of the ahmau CAPM: 1976-1977
(based on quantity dividend patterns).'
Month of quanta
First

fe

72

aeons

Second •
,
Overall
estimate

•

10.00234)
0.00212
(0002323
'0.00134
•(0.00248)
• •
0.00373 a
. (0.00137)

0.00770
(000379)

0.'3932
(0.05415)

0.00071
(0.00335)
0.00399
(000453)
1100383
(0.002191

023531
01.050341 •
0.1800
(0.03534)
022335 •
(0.02552)

'Notes: Thse alter-tax version corresponds to the regression

R. -.p.n.-1.7,8.11).2(4-'1,k

ht1.2,.._Na.

Thu regression is performed Across securities in a given moose r. Maximum
likelihood estimation is used. The reponed codricienu arc arithmetic &scrams of
the coefficients obtained over time (see note to table t). The first three real use the
estimates from only the first, only the second and only the tbdd months of ea&
quarter. There arc 168 months' climates in each row. Standard errors are in
parentheses under cacti codficient. The 'overall estimates we the estimates in cal
row above, weighted irtersery by their variances,

It may be inappropriate to treat yl as an intenemporal constant: in the
absence of income related constraints on borrowing. 72 is a weightea average
of individuals' marginal tax rates, which may have chajiged over time.
Assume that investors have utility functions that display decreasing absolute
risk aversion and non-decreasing relative risk aversion.Assume hi addition
that the disiribution of wealth is independent of individual utility funciiiins.
Under these conditions the wieight of the marginal tax rates of individuals in
the'higher tax brackets would be greater than that of individuals in butt lax
brackets. Holland (1962) has shown that from 1916 to 1960 there was!no
pronounced upward trend in the marginal tax rates of individuals with
taxable income in excess of 525,000. To 'examine empirieally whether that is
evidence of an upward trend in y2 over time, the maximum likelihood malt*.
arc presented for six subperiods in table 3. The estimators of y2 for the
subperiods were consistently positive and, except for the 1,1955 to 12/1+61
period, significantly different from sera. There does not appear to be a trend
to the estimate.
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where

Table 3

•
Pooled time series and non section estimates of the after-tax I PM (for 6,
subperiods).!

ditit =Mintif a dividend was announced prior to month r, to go ex-dividend in month

.

lieriod
1/36-12;40

-000287
( -0.521

0.00728
(0.65)

0.335
2.64)

1/41-42;47

6C0:54
(1.44)

0.00703
:(1.59)

0.408
7.35)

1;4-12,54

0.00528
(177)

1 0.00617
. (1.45)

0.158
(4.37)

1155-U61

0.01355
(5.62) '

-0.00316
( -0.78)

0.018
(0.32)

1,42-17,6s

.
0.00164
(-0.47)

0.01063
(1.95)

0.171
12.33)

-0.03045
(-0.09)

0.329
(6.00)

00164•
(0.47)

69-12/17

card

a

'Nan: The alter-Iii ornion corresponds to the regression

412=tiPti- t
otherwise: and

I
if month t was an ex-dividend month for a recurring dividend;
Ju •-=0,

•

•

•
'otherstIse.
.9
The variable (I —6,, )ef: is intended to.pick up the effect of a dividend .
payment in subsequent, non-ex-dividend months. the variable
identical to di,;the variable used earlier. If dividends are paid quarterly, and
y3 is negative and has an absolute value half the size of 7 2, they one can
conclude that there is a complete reversal over the count of the Marta so
that there is no net tax effect. On the other hand, if there-is no reversal, ;73
should not be significantly negative.

•

Rs Maairnum laitlihoar eitumalion is used for the aoss sectional regression.
The reported coefficients arc arithmetic astray= of the coefficients estimated
in the months in the period (see note to table I). (-statistics are in
parmthmes under each COCEICICIM.

It is possible that the -positive coefficient on dividend yield is not a tax.
effect and•that in non-ex-dividend months the effect completely reverses itself.
If dividends are paid quaiterly there would be twice as many non-exdividend months as ex-dividend months. Thus, a complete reversal would
require a negative effect on returns in each non-ex-dividend month that is
half the absolute size of the effect in an ex-dividend month. It is also possible
that a stock's dividend yield is a proxy for the covariance of its return with
classes of assets not included in the value weighted index of NYSE stocks
used 'to calculate betas in the present study. If the coefficient on dividend
- yield is entirely due to the effects of omitted assets; the effect in non-exdividend months should be positive and the same size as the effect itr exdividend months.
In order to test whether there is a reversal effect or a re-inforcing effect in
non-ex-dividend months the following cross-sectional regression
. .was

The MLE estimates of the coefficients in (52) arc presented in tabl4.:The
estimated value of )13 is pdsitive and significantly different from zero:; this
rejects the hypothesis that there is complete reversal.
The significant positive 73 is evidence of a re-inforcing effect in noa-ea-

•

dividend months. If the coefficient on dividend yield is entirely attributable

Tabk
Pooled time tenet and cross talkie test of the imersal effect of &dad
•
yiekl: 1+36-1977.•

f.
O.00184
0.291 '

it
00049)
217)

fa.

Is

0.327144

010321
(267)

(7.311

Wain: The regression performed in each month is

.

R.- p -7.701.•

4.7)1I-504 •

estimated:
rt."70

4' 7 3 1.45 A - rh:+7)1( 1-600+1,,, •

I I,2,

(59)

Maxima litelilsood estimation Is used tor the cross-staresal regremiews.
The reported codgicients are anthemetic images of the cannona a
each month (tee note to table 11 mimosea an pa pareimgcses under
each cadre-seat.
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. to the effect of omitted assets 7; should be the•sarne order of magnitude as
• 7•1'. If the effect in eielividend months exceeds the, combined effecs'in the
subsequent two non-ex-dividend months 7 3 should be more than nice as
large as 73. h -223 is 0.12)4 and has a t-value ef 2.79. Thus? the effort in an
ex-dividend month is more than twice the' size of the effect in a non-ex-.
dividend month. This evidence suggests thattthe coefficient on dividend yield
in ex-dividend months is not solely• attributable to the effects of missing
• 'assets and that the effect in an ex-dividend month exceeds the combined
effect in the subsequent two non-ex-dividend months. If the effect in nonexdividend months is asserted to be entirely dim to the effect of missing assets,
the difference fl- c?, -0.225 is an estimate of the tax effect. However; further
thedretical work on the combined effects of transaction colts and personal
taxes in a multiperiod valuation framework is required to be able to
understand the cause of a significant yield effect in non-ex-dividend months.
For the present it seems reasonable to conclude that 0.225 is a lower bound
'
•
estimate orate tax effects •
The empirical evidence presented by Elton and Gruber (1970) on the exdividend behavior of common stocks suggests that the coefficient on the
excess. dividend yield term may be a decreasing function of yield.. The
theoretical rationale for this effect is that investors in low (high) tax brackets
incest in high flow) dividend yield stocks: a possible explanation is that
institutional restrictions on short sales results in a segmentation of security
• holdings according to investors* tax brackets. To provide a simple test of this
'clientele effect, the coefficient r in (22) is hypothesized to be a linear
decreasing function of the iih security's dividend yield. That is c. which is
now dependent on f, is %linen c, and given by

'where k. h

011ie K.
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•
ley -r ettRio

•

•

+731i+72(dis-rri)

+744(4-zefd+c,

low

(62)
.

.

•

where the estimate*of k is 72 and that for -h is
The maximum likelihoOd
approach is
used hi each crisis sectional regression, and the pooled estimates
presented in table).

Tables
Pooled time series and

'

cross section test of'the claiele elect: 1936-1977.•

f.
0.0)363
(2.63) •

0.00425
.. (1.88)

0.336'
(6.60)

•

(-1.701

Worn: This, corresponds to the following acna-seetional regression in

each month:

R. - rd. w +YIP. +ri - + roc

-

Is. 1.2,

Maximum likelihood estimation is used for the cross-scetweal reversion
The reported coefficients are arithmetic averages of the. a:vex-lain in

each month Ism note' in table I). I-statist:a art an ;mtenibela
each co:trick-cu.

Under

(60)

Consistent with the existence of a clientele effect, the maximum likelihood
estimate of 72 is significantly positive and that,,of
yes .is significantly negative. •
both at the 0.05 level. The magnitude of 2, suggests that for every percent*
point. in yield the implied tax rate for ex-dividend months declines by 0 $69.
For example, if the annual yield was 4 percent. the implied tai rate wouk be

(61)

approximately 0.336-6.92 (0.04;4)w0.263, assuming quarterly payments. he •
empinea
' I evidence supporting a clientele effect suggests the need for further
research that rigorously derives an equilibrium model that incorrettes '
institutional restrictions on short sales, along with personal taxes.

0. and the hypothesized relationship is
ri ma I. K. 1k-htfi l(f,-5.)

tie

The ccon0MeleK model is
might he argued that the persisiteic dividend effect is due to the feel that the dividend
variable Used incorporates hnoetteete of the eadisidendjasonth, which the investor may not
Wave. To tat whether the introduces spurious correlations between yields and Mums the
.enable .4 31 was used in the aowsectional regression (23). The satiable does not incorporate
knowledge of the n.dindend month ewer when it was announced. It is divided by 3 sou to
distribute the pad over the three months of every quartet TIpe overall emirate (19341977) of
y, n 0 )9. with s .-.slue of 357: one cannot attribute the cadge faults due to knowledje of esvIend months fin n eansnano.with the Rosenberg and Maralhe 119781 study. Note that,
due estimate w Iowa than the iced effect in table 1. which n fj + 2% -0.32. The lower estimate
n a innabie to °saws:nuts the coefficient on yield to he the same in noncs-disidend months
and es-dndend ersonim
•

S. Conclusion
In this paper, an after-tax version of the Capital Asset Pricing M
derived. The model extends the Brennan after-tax version of the CAP, to
incorporate wealth and income related constraints on borrowing along 'nth
a progressive tax scheme. The wealth'related constraint on borroning causes
the expected return on a zero-beta portfolio (having a dividend, yield equal to
the risklas rate) to exceed the riskless rate of interest. The income related
constraint tends to offset the effect that personal taxes hate on the

:
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equilibrivim strutture of share prices. The equilibrium rela 'onship indieates
that the before tax expected return on a security is lincal ly related to, its ,
systematic risk and to its dividend yield. Unrestricted Supp y. adjustments in
corporate dividends would result in the before tax version or the CAPM; in a
world where dividends and interest are taxed as ordinary ircome. If income .
related constraints are non-binding and/or corporate supply adjustments are
linear . •
restricted, the before tax return on a security would be art increasing
•
function of its dividend yield.
i
.
Unlike prior tests of the CAPM that used grouping or instrumental
variables to correct for measurement error in beta, this papfr uses the sample
estimate of the variance of observed betas to arrive at maximum likelihood
estimates of the coefficients in the relations tested. Unlike Prior studies of the
effect of dividend yields on asset prices, which used average monthly yields as
a surrogate for 'the expected yield in both ex-dividend and non-ex.dividend
months, the expected dividend yield based on prior information is used for
ex-dividend months and is set to zero for other months. 1 .
The results indicate that there is a strong positive relationship between
before tax expected returns and dividend yields of common stocks. the
coefficient of the dividend yield variable was positive, leis than unity, and
significantly different from zero. The data indicates that for every dollar
increase in return in the form of dividends, investors require an additional 23 .
' cents in before tax return. There was no noticeable trend in the coefficient
over time. A test was constructed to determine whether the effect of dividend
yield reverses itself in non-ex-dividend montht, and this hypothesis was
rejected. Indeed, the data.indicates that the effect of a dividend payment on
before tax expected returns is positive in both the ex-dividend month and in .
the subsequent non-ex-dividend months. However, the combined effect in the
subsequent non-ex-dividend months is significantly less than the effect in the
.
ex-dividend month.
Evidence is also presented for a clientele effect: that is, that stockholders in
higher tax brackets choose stocks with low yields, and vice versa. Further
work is needed to derive a model that implies the existence of such clienteles
and to test its implications.
Appendix A
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return of a specific
rt oli
poo.
Suppose portfolio weights ritsi.1.4.:.,N,) are
chosen in each period, for investment' in assets
Using Nan)
from the text the excess return on such a portfolio is given y .
. ; •i
•

E haRte rir) rofr hu) + (E'
•

+ Y2 [h,,(d,,—

;

f

)

ri ,

The expected excess return on this portfolio is •
i
Yo if Ehi, = I, EhA=0, Ehu (dce;,)= 13,
72

if Eho . 0, Eliofio . I.
i
.

;' 7; if

E h„ = 0,

Eh„l3„=

E hs (c4,-51 )=0.
;

o, E hu (ds — rf

)= I.

Under the assumption of the single index model, the variance of the return
on such a portfolio is, from eq. (36) in the text.
var(Eh„(R1,— r j.,)).(Ehoq„) cr.,„,4-

lies,,.

Suppose one wishes to minimize the variance of the excess return on such'a
portfolio subject to the condition that the expected excess return. on the
portfolio is, in turn, yo, n or y.. This condition enforces V
/04 tv
tither
zero or unity: Hence minimizing

2
k,fi„)
4

4 ubjcut

+Ems,„

• I
to the unbiasedness condition., is equivalent to minimizing
•

In this appendix it is shown that the estimator for T. given by

t,-(x;a,-1. x,)• 1 x;o,-1
using data in period r, is the Generalized Least Squares (GLS) estimator for
under the assumption of the single index model. It was shown in section 3
of the paper that each estimated coefficient corresponds to the realized excess

r

the 'residual risk' of the portfolio subject to the unbiasedness condition.
Thus, one is using the residual risk of the portfolio as the minirnand and
enforcing the unbiasedness condition. By construction, fa, is the diagonal
matrix of the residual variances
and by construction, /*, is linear; and
unbiased for r. The variance,of the estimator has been
mini/nixed under the

It

•

< 1.•
t
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single index model. But by the Gauss-Markov theorem; the .GLS estimator ;
[using he full matrix 11 in (36) asj the variance-covariance matrix] is the ' .
• unique minimum variance atirnaton among linear and unbiased. estimators. . \'I
under the assumption of the single : • i
Hence f, is the GLS estimator 109 F.
index model.
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(3.6)

fthemmris+"-,-.

(3.7)
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Appendix B
In this section, it is shown that under certain conditions, t, in (49) is the
maximum likelihood estimator for F inkperiod r.
'First, note that there are no errors in the measurement of th then if
security returns are multivariate normal, then the GLS estimator in (37) is'
also the maximum likelihood estimator [see Johnston (1972)].
Suppose now there are errors in the measurement of p. Then one can use.
the tyansforniation P defined in (39), with 4.. sjo,, to write the model as
(BA)

Qu .reog 4-7111:+72C -Fiti , -;
‘,.-• •

•

and the observed beta as

P: =s:

(8.2)

C.

where
r pee,.

(eta —J.0e,, Ci; •• tub,.
d •

De fine the variable
inn E x.
.-1

(8.3)
i

as the raw co-moment for a given sequence t(x,,,)•a ), 1.1.2,...,N,). Then
from (BA) and (8.2).
mfr.

•
.

•

(8.9)

•

In these six equations, take expectations and use the fact that
:•

Ecivegmno, •
Eozir,)-0, •
FYI in

•

+

+ non»

me- t" Mme. I, 4' me el +Y amr
1 .
+7A:err + tner.j+ reri.+ mein

(13.4),

(8.10)

/4] a l-

The left-hand side of each of (13.4) through (B.9), after taking expectations,
corresponds to the population co•rooments of the subscripted variables.
•
If ad and so arc independently normally distributed. then the corresponding sample moment is a maximum likelihood estimator of the population
parameter! Replace these expected values by their maximum likelihood
estimates. There are now six equations As? the six unknown parameteri 70 •
'h. 1
2. nine. mar' 4., and air,. They can be solved for the coeffiSenis of
interest tram' the. following 'normal' equations, which are in terml of
observed Simple estimates.
Inv,* =Tonle r+71nik r.• +79M e r'•

(4.11)

m

(8.12)

Thine +7t(uji.e• -1)+1.tme i.•

R. • a Tome. + mt.r+ 112 mr on

•

193 193

. •
1.4.0 ..iontre- -fillnr.r+72mer+ilte.

,(11.13)

and are themselves maximum likelihood (see Mood et al. (1974, p. 285)].i
The solution to this set gives estimates
which arc emtbadieli in
(49). They. are functions of maximum likelihood estimates. Note that in:
addition to (13.4) through .B.9). one could write an equation for Mr ft..

ir Time r+ Tints-r +lime e + 2Tortmer•
+ 2YoYanie + 27 innip + =Tom; r + 271sir PI
+ 2Yant.er+ Pitse•

(8.5)
If we take expectations, using (8.10) and the fact that

• (atil)•
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•

NI 1.1 JI

I

s4,2

Nt

we have

fun + Yimer + 270'4 asps
-1-27073nter+ 271 72mre+ 442 ,

Elfin*. A4)=7Onle

+

. (8.15)

where *2 js assumed known.
By writing down the likelihood function and maximizing it for an
analogbus case, Johnston (1963) demonstrates a maximum likelihood estiThis has
for
mator over the parameter space (yo- It.
the undesirable characteristic that the parameter space grows with . the
sample size.' It turns out in our problem that 3 is assumed known. If this tr)
satisfies (8.15), when in (8.15) we use the sample co-moment estimates for
the population parameters, then Johnston's M.L. procedure coincides with
the solution to (8.11) through (8.13). Whereas our estimators arc linear in
the returns 'and can be interpreted as portfolios, the expanded parameter
space estimator in Johnston is non-linear and has no such analog to theory.
Thus conditional on 492 coinciding with the residual variation in the Sample,
using our estimates, the estimator in (49) is a maximum likelihood estimator
over the parameter space 120.21.20.

n. fit,

'Sec Kendall and Stuart 21973. especially pp. 62 and 302).
•

•

•
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The Effects of New Equity Sales
Upon Utility Share Prices
By RICHARD H. PETTWAY*

Public knowledge of a forthcoming sale of new equity by a utility company often
precipitates a decline in the market price of that equity and continues to impact
share prices after the sale has taken place. Such price changes are part of
the real cost of selling the new issue. The market pressure costs of new equity
capital have been the subject of much speculation in utility rate cases, but have
received little detailed study. The author of this article has made such a
study and here presents a quantitative analysis of price-retsim movements
encountered by utility stocks in the market, after first defining market pressure
as if applies particularly to the regulated utility environment. He concludes that
investors clearly view a new sale of equity shares with disfavor and regulators,
as well as company managements, should be concerned with the resultant decline
in utility stock prices.
WilRht a public utility decides to sell a new issue of
equity capital and publicly discloses this information,
share prices are thought to decline. Often these selling
firlia ask for an adjustment to their costs of equity capital for the effects of this market pressure upon share
prices. The subsequent argument and debate about the
magnitude of an adjustment for market pressure at rate
hearings is well known.
The electric utility industry has been one of the largest issuers of new equity shares during the past twentyfive years. Therefore, it is surprising that there has not
been much more research to determine the magnitude
of market pressure of these numerous new equity sales
in this industry. The objective of this article is to report
on the results of an analysis of 368 equity sales by 73
different electric utilities from January 1, 1973, through
December 31, 1980. The analysis will measure two ef•The research underlying this article was partly funded by a grant
from the Public Utility Research Center. University of Florida.

Richard H. Pathway is a professor
of finance, in the Graduate School
of Business at the University of Florida. For the past ten years he has
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economic problems and solutions.
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fects of new common equity sales upon share prices:
market pressure and sales effect. Specifically, this article
will determine the magnitude of market pressure defined as the effect of the sale upon share prices which
reduces the funds received by the issuing company at
the sale date, and will determine the size of the sales
effect defined as the total effect of the sale upon share
prices from before the announcement until after the sale.
There have been studies into the size of market pressure defined as a temporary price decline in share values when a large block of shares is said to be "overhanging" the market. However, most of this research concentrates upon the price effects of new issues of industrial
companies sold in the primary markets or of large blocks
of existing stock sold in the secondary market (1, 2, 4, 5,
6, 9)." This literature defines market pressure as the
amount of recovery in market prices after the issue has
been sold. A review of this literature indicates either no
market pressure existing in large block trades of outstanding shares, or only a small amount of pressure
associated with primary Market sales of new issues.
Under utility regulation, the concern is with a different definition of market pressure. Market pressure in
the public utility industry is generally defined as the
decline in prices while the issue is still overhanging,
before it is sold. The main question is how much did the
utility's stock decline in the secondary market associated
with the sales announcement to the date of sale. This
decline is a real cost of selling the new issue as the firm
will receive only the reduced price at the sales date. An
••N hers in brackets refer to the list of references at the end of the
article.
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article by Bowyer and Yawitz (BY) [31 measured the
decline in share prices between the announcement date
and the sales date of 278 new equity issues of public
utilities from 1973 through 1976. But that research had
some obvious problems which are corrected by this study.
The first problem with BY is their definition of the
announcement date (AD). They defined this critical AD
as the initial Securities and Exchange Commission filing
date of the issue prospectus. This may not be the true
AD as often public utilities make prior announcements
of their new issues to state public service commissions,
to investors in the Irving Trust Calendar, to underwriters,
or to financial analysts much earlier than the SEC filing
date. This study redefines the critical announcement date
through a detailed questionnaire survey of electric utility companies. Further, an analysis of price changes prior
to the established announcement date for each issue will
be made to determine the actual impact of new equity
sales upon share prices. It is very important to measure
the complete decline in market prices associated with
the information about the forthcoming sale of new equity shares.
Another problem with the BY study concerns its authors'
use of the Dow-Jones utility index to measure differential declines in share prices and returns. The use of this
index is flawed for at least four reasons. First, the number of companies included is small, 15 firms, and only
11.are electric companies; whereas four are gas transmission and distribution companies. The inclusion of the
gas companies raises serious questions concerning the
similarities of risks between electric utilities tested and
the companies which make up their comparison index.
Second, their index does not capture the dividend portion of the return and thus only measures the changes
in prices without adjusting for dividends paid. In the
electric power industry, the dividend yields tend to be a
high portion of the total return and the omission of
dividends could impart a bias to the index. Third, if
there is evidence of market pressure in new sales of
equity shares by utilities as BY found, then it is certain
that this market pressure is contained also in share prices
of Dow-Jones utility index firms when they sold new
equity shares. The effect of using an index which contains market pressure to measure the size of market pressure of a particular firm which sold new equity naturally will understate the true amount of market pressure
which is present. Fourth, if utilities are impacted differently from unregulated firms, there may be an additional "industrial effect" which will not be observed by
looking only at other utilities rather than a broadly based
comparison index of share prices and returns.
Finally, there are some technical problems with the
way that BY measured the decline in stock returns or
market pressure. These problems concern the use of average residual returns versus a more correct measure
(geometric residual returns) and the way BY handled
underwriting costs.
Data
A questionnaire survey was conducted of the 93 New
36
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York Stock Exchange-listed, investor-owned electric utilities from which 73 usable company replies were obtained
for a response rate of over 78 per cent. Each company
provided all identifiable costs and critical dates for each
new equity capital sale made by the firm from January
1, 1973, through December 31, 1980. The survey results
contain data on 368 actual equity sales over the eightyear survey period. The data represent more than five
new equity sales per company on avenge over the study
period. The size of these equity sales ranged from 34.7
million to $198 million with a mode sale value in a
range between $30 and $49.9 million per issue. The frequency of the issues over the eight years of the survey
shows that 1975 was the most popular year followed by
1976 and 1980. Yet, the individual year variation was
not dramatic as the range over the eight years was front
a low of 37 issues in 1974 to a high of 64 issues in 1975.
Eighty-two per cent of the sales were through negotiated underwriting, 16 per cent through competitive bidding, and'2 per cent through rights offerings. See RI for
a thorough review of the data and details on the flotation costs of these issues.
Data on realized share returns including dividends
for each company were obtained on a daily basis for a
period which began sixty-five trading days before the
announcement date and ended thirty trading days after
the sale date (SD). Thus, company returns were obtained
front a fixed period prior to the All through a fixed
period after the SD for each issue. It is best to think of
these data sets as 368 separate arrays of returns. Because
the interim time period between the All and the subsequent SD varied for each issue, the number of return
observations in each array is different. Each collected
array of returns is unique to the particular announcement and issue dates and is not impacted by other equity sales of the same company.
Methodology
In order to control for risk, to adjust for movements
in general prices and returns, and to reduce estimating
bias, a two-stage regression process was used to measure
the effects of new equity sales upon share returns and
prices. First, during the estimating period, the market
regression model (I) was applied to a firm's daily equity
returns over a uniform estimating period which began
sixty-five trading days prior to the All and ended fifteen days before the AD for each issue. The market
regression model asserts that:
= ai

R;Rm.I

ei,i

(1)

where Rij is the daily return including dividends of the
issuing company for equity issue i — i.e., one to 368 —
at time t; where daily returns of the issuing company
concerning issue i are defined as (P;.t +
— Po-1) /
(11\t-1); P is the price and D is the dividend per share;
is the daily return at time t on a market portfolio
for comparison; a; and 11; are the estimated parameters
of the market model; and et,1 is the error term of the
model.
PUBLIC UTILITIES FORTNIGHTLY—MAY 10, 1984

In order to make comparisons, an electric utility portfolio index of returns was created over the period January 1, 1973, through December 31, 1980, containing an
equal investment in each of 73 electric companies which
sold equity during the period. It is a daily returns index including dividends and provides the average return for each day on a portfolio consisting of an equal
dollar investment in each of the 73 electric utilities.
Thus, the first stage uses an estimating period of fifty
trading days, approximately two and one-half months,
to determine the parameters of the market regression
model. The second stage then applies these estimated
parameters to the returns series during the subsequent
test period after the estimating period in each array in
order to calculate the expected returns for each company on each issue i using:

= ai + Si

m,t
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where i is the issue number, t is time, T is the specific

point in time (T=1, 2, 3, ... total number of observations
in the test period which was from fourteen days before
the All until thirty trading days after the SD), and N is
the number of issues. For further details concerning the
specifics of the methodology employed see [8].
In observing the pattern of these residuals over the
test period, it is important to be able to use common
definitions to describe their movements. "Market pressure" is defined as the decline of share prices and average geometric residual returns from fourteen days before the AD until the SD. "Sales effect" is defined as the
change in share prices and AGRRs from fourteen days
before the All until thirty trading days after the SD.
This sales effect would be the net change over the entire test period from before the announcement until well
after the sale.

(2)
Price-Return Movements

where fti,, is the expected return for the issuing company associated with issue i at time t. Then residual
returns during the test period are obtained by comparing the actual versus the predicted returns using:
Et — kit = Oct

(3)

where au is the daily residual return of the issuing
company for issue i at time t.
In order to display these residual returns properly, a
decision must be made of how to combine the individual company residuals centered on a common date during the test period. The method of combining residuals
used by Bowyer and Yawitz is called cumulative average
residual or CAR. This method would find the average
residual return of all issues on a specific day relative to
the common AD or SD and would accumulate these
averages over the period in an additive way. A different
way of combining residual returns, average geometric
residual return (AGRR), was chosen for this study. It is
a theoretically better measure of residual returns over
time than CAR. AGRR does not use the average residual returns on a specific date but takes the individual
issue residual (1.11.1) from (3) and converts it into a price
relative for each t and then forms a geometric return
series by multiplying successive price relatives from fourteen days prior to All to the end of the residual data
for each company using formula (4). Thus, a geometric
return series which precisely measures the change in
investment worth for each individual issue is created. At
any point in.time relative to the common dates, AD and
SD, the AGRR was determined as the numeric average
of the geometric returns up to that point in time of all
issues using formula (5).
GRRix =

T
17 (1 + nisi)

(4)

l=1

N
AGRRT =

F GRRi.T/N
i=1
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(5)

Because the number of days between the All and the
SD are not identical for each issue, arrays of residual
returns had to be centered on two separate common
dates. The first common date is the All and then data
are centered on the common SD. To begin measuring
any price effects of these new equity sales, the study
first observed movements in residual returns when the
data are centered on the common All.
Common Announcement Date

Figure 1 illustrates the AGRRs derived from the use
of the electric utility market index of returns for comparison? The derived residuals are accumulated for 128
days starting fourteen days before the announcement
date. All issues are centered on the AD. The trend of
the AGRRs are clearly downward and below one during the entire span of 128 days. The downward trend is
most noticeable immediately before and around the AD
and is then followed by a period of relative stability.
During this initial decline, share prices had fallen between one per cent and 1.4 per cent. The downward
trend resumes again beginning about sixty-seven days
after the All. The latter downward trend may be associated with the SD, but since these data are centered on
the All, the SD did not occur at a common point in
time in the data. Further, because SD is not a common
point in the data, the amount of market pressure cannot
be measured from the data in this format.
Panel 1 of the accompanying table contains statistical
summaries of changes in AGRRs over the entire period
shown in Figure 1. It is clear from the data that the
change over the 128-day period centered on the AD was
a negative 3.019 per cent, indicating a sales effect of this
/If there were no effects of new equity sales upon electric utilities
which sold new shares, then the AGRRs shown on Figure 1 would be
very close to one over time. A detrimental effect and a relative decline
in share prices would be represented as a decline in AGRRs below
one. A favorable effect would be represented as an increase in AGRRs.
Also notice that the x-axis displays lime with negative numbers as days
before the AD and positive numbers as days after the AD. The AD, or
centering date, is designated as zero.
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FIGURE I
AGRR CENTERED ON ANNOUNCEMENT DATE
(UTILITY INDEX)

Illation about the new equity sale just prior to the public announcement.
Because of the decline in these residuals, it is clear
that the market considered the potential new equity sale
as detrimental to the future prospects of the current
equity holders of the selling firm. Since the decline begins before the All, this article measures more precisely
the tool decline in share prices than did the work of
Bowyer and Yawitz.
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magnitude. Thus, comparing the returns over the same
time period of an electric utility which sold new equity
shares with returns of a portfolio of electric companies
which also sold equity during the eight-year study period,
there appears to have been a substantial and significant
decline or sales effect of —3 per cent. There appear to
be two periods of rapid declines, one just before and
around the Al) and another which appears to begin
about sixty-seven days after the All. Measuring the initial decline during a period from fourteen days before
the All to fourteen days after the AD, the specific decline was —1.2 per cent. This first major decline which
begins before the All suggests that the market was either anticipating the new equity sale or obtaining infer-

Figure 2 shows. the AGRRs using the electric utility
returns index for comparison with all issut.s centered on
the SD. This plot is clearly one whose trend is also
downward across the entire time period, although it appears not to begin its major decline until eighty-five to
ninety days prior to the SD.
In Panel 2 of the table are found the summary statistics describing the magnitudes of the AGRRs shown on
Figure 2. The changes or sales effect during the period
from fourteen days before the All to after the SD over
147 days was —2.041 per cent.
Panel 3 of the table contains the magnitudes of AGRRs
shown on Figure 2 but stopping at the SD. This decline
in relative share prices and returns, called market pressure, is caused by the equity sale and is the discount
required to sell the new issue. These costs of new equity
issues were 1.893 per cent on average. Thus, market
prices of shares of electric utilities which sold new equity declined by about 1.9 per cent from before the Al)
until the SD over 104 days. This is the decline in price
that the firm did not receive when it sold new equity
shares at the SD and is the market pressure of the new
equity issue.
FIGURE 3
AGRR CENTERED ON SALE DATE
(UTILITY INDEX)
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Summary and Conclusions
When electric utilities sold new equity shares between
January 1, 1973, and December 31, 1980, the share prices
of these companies were depressed downward because
of the sale. This downward movement or market pressure measured from before the announcement date to
the sales date of the new issue was -1.9 per cent when
compared with returns of other electric utilities which
sold new equity regularly. Further, a sales effect ranging from -3 per cent to -2 per cent was found over the
period from before the announcement date until after
the sales date depending upon whether the data were
centered on the AD or on the SD.
These averages arc conservative and the minimum estimated average declines as they were derived from using a return index of comparison (electric utility) which
itself contains the effects of market pressure. Further,
the use of another index of return for comparison which
Was composed of regulated and unregulated firms would
substantially raise these average costs. (In fact, if the comparison were to be made against the return of all equities listed on the New York and American stock exchanges over the same time period, the average estimate
for market pressure would rise to -3 per- cent and the

cent centered on the AD to -3.6 per cent centered on
the SD. See [8] for details.)
The sizeable sales effect over the entire period from
before the announcement date to after the sales date
using the portfolio of electric companies for comparison •
provides direct evidence that share prices of electric utilities which sell new equity continue to decline after the
sale has taken place. This condition may be explained
as the impact of other factors than market pressure alone
upon share prices. Perhaps some of these factors are
due to the investors' perceptions of increased dilution
problems caused by regulatory lag and regulatory risk
associated with these public utilities not being allowed a
rate of return on new equity equal to the investors required rate of return over the eight-year survey period.
Even though the exact causes are not known precisely,
it is definitely clear that investors view the new sale of
equity shares with disfavor and that the new equity sale
results in a substantial decline in equity prices. Public
utility regulators should be concerned with these impacts of new equity sales upon share prices and returns
and attempt to make proper adjustments in the allowed
rate of return to offset or eliminate these effects in the
future.
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Utilities Raise Their Capital Appropriations
The nation's investor-owned utilities appropriated $7.2 billion (seasonally adjusted) for new plant and equipment in
the final quarter of 1983. up 25 per cent over the unusually low figure recorded in the third quarter, the Conference
Board reported in April. Both the gas and electric utilities shared in this fourth-quarter gain. (Capital appropriations are
authorizations to spend money in the future for new plant and equipment. Appropriations are the first step in the capital
investment process. preceding the ordering of equipment, the letting of construction contracts, and finally the actual
expenditures. Appropriations are considered to be a leading indicator for capital spending.)
Electric utility appropriations rose to S5.8 billion in the fourth quarter, their first quarterly increase since the third
quarter of 1982. Cancellations of previously approved projects were widespread, however, amounting to $2.7 billion in
the final quarter of 1983.
Gas utility appropriations climbed to $1.4 billion in the fourth quarter, a 68 per cent jump over the third quarter. It
was the highest quarterly total recorded last year. For the full year, however, the gas utilities appropriated only $4.4
billion, down by a third from 1982, and canceled a record $1.3 billion worth of earlier-approved projects.
Actual capital spending by the investor-owned utilities fell to $8.3 billion in the fourth quarter, an 8 per cent dip
from the third quarter. The electric utilities accounted for all of the fourth-quarter decline. For 1983 as a whole, the
electric utilities spent a record $32.2 billion on new plant and equipment, up 3 per cent over 1982. Gas utility
expenditures amounted to $3.5 billion in 1983, down 30 per cent from 1982.
MAY 10, 1984-PUBLIC UTILITIES FORTNIGHTLY
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This paper probIdes an analjsls of the chorce of method for ratstng addlttonal equity capital
by listed firms ExammarIon of cvpenses reported to the SEC Indicates that rights oflermgs
rmohe slgnlficantlq louer costs, yet underarlters are employed In over 90 percent of the
offerrngs The under\rrltmg Industry, finance textbooks. and corporate proxy statements offer
se\eraIJusttficatlons for the use of underurtters Hoaeter estimates of the magnitudes of these
arguments indicate that they are rnsufficlent to Justify the addlttonal costs of the use of under\\rlters The use of undewrlters thus appears to be mconslstent wth ratlonal, wealthma\lmlzmg behavior bq the oi\ners of the firm The paper concludes \\lth an exammatton of
alternate explanations of the observed choice of financing method

1. Introduction and summary
In this paper I examtne an apparent
paradox
Based on a comparison
of
costs, simple finance theory suggests that lrsted firms should use rights offermgs
to raise addItIona
equity capital, rather than employing underwrrters
Yet the
majority of firms choose underwntten
offerings, rather than rrghts offermgs
In an undewrttten
offering, underwrrters
contract to purchase shares from
the rssurng firm at a price usually set \irthm 24 hours of the offermg, and then
resell the shares to the public In a rights offering the shareholder
recelbes a
right from the firm giving hrm the option to purchase new shares for each share
owned In section 2. I show that \\lth the proper speclficatlon ofthesubscrrptlon
price, the proceeds of a rights offering arc Identical to the proceeds of an under\\ritten offering
Not Identrcal, ho\iever, are cobts In section 3, I examine the out-of-pocket
costsofundewrlttenand
rlghtsofferlngs
reported to theSecurrtlesand
Exchange
*I \\ould llhe to thank the partlcrpants at the Publrc Utllltres Economics and Fmance
Semmar, sponsored hy AT Rr T at the Graduate School of Management. University of
Cahforma, Los Angeles, and the partrclpants at the Ftnance Workshop, Graduate School of
Management, Unwersit\ of Rochester, especially hl Jensen, J Long, J hlagulre, W Mlhkelson, T Miller, R Ruhach, L Wakeman and J Warner This research IS supported bl the
Managerial Economics Research Center, Graduate School of Management, Um\enny
of
Rochester
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C. W. Smith, Jr., Costs of underwritten versus rights issues

Commission for issues registered under the Securities Act of 1933 between
January 1971 and December 1975. Rights offerings are significantly less expensive. I also examine additional out-of-pocket expenses associated with both
types of offerings. These include extras (options sold to underwriters), unreported expenses such as employee compensation, and the costs of rights
offerings imposed directly on the owners of the firm. With these costs considered, I find rights offerings still are less expensive than underwritten offerings.
It has been suggested that selling efforts by underwriters raise stock prices
while rights offerings lower them. In section 4 I study price behavior around
the date of the offering. I find no empirical support for the hypothesis that
abnormal positive returns are associated with underwritten offerings. Moreover,
underwriters appear to set the offer price below the marlcet value of the stock
by at least 0.5 percent. While stock prices fall when rights are issued, the fall
equals the market value of the rights received by the shareholder. Examination
of the total rate of return to shareholders around the offer date indicates no
abnormal returns; thus the wealth of the firm’s owners is not reduced by a
rights offering.
Section 5 provides an examination of other benefits presumed to accrue from
the use of underwriters. Finance texts, corporate proxy statements, and the
underwriting industryitselfclaimtheexistenceofadvantagesintiming,
insurance,
distribution of ownership and from future consulting advice. My estimates of
the magnitudes of the costs and benefits associated with these arguments are
not sufficient to outweigh the lower costs of rights offerings as a means of raising
capital. I can find no differential legal liability associated with the use of rights
offerings which might explain the observed use of underwriters. Furthermore,
there is no apparent difference in the sets of firms employing the alternative
methods which could attribute the reported cost differences to selection bias.
In section 6, I offer a two-part hypothesis which is consistent with the
observed frequency of employment of underwriters, with their higher costs, by
the majority of listed firms. First, since managers’ and directors’ interests are
different from those of shareholders in general, their financing decisions are not
always in the best interests of the owners; benefits flow to management from the
use of underwriters although not to shareholders. Second, I hypothesize that the
cost to shareholders of monitoring their directors and managers is greater than
the cost imposed by the choice of the more expensive financing method.
In section 7 I briefly present my conclusions.
A detailed description of the institutional arrangements for rights offerings
and underwritten offerings is not easily available; I have provided one in
Appendix 1. The reader unfamiliar with this institutional material will find it
valuable to read this appendix before the body of the paper.
Appendix 2 presents a Black-Scholes (1973) option pricing analysis of rights
issues and underwriting contracts, given here since general equilibrium analyses
of these contracts have not been published.
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2. Comparison of proceeds from rights and underwritten offerings
In a firm comrmtment
underwrltten
offermg, the underwrrtmg
syndicate
purchases the new shares from the firm at an agreed upon price, and offers the
shares for sale to the puhl~c at the offer prrce If the shares cannot be sold at the
offer price, the underwrltmg
syndtcate breaks and the shares are sold for
whatever prrce they ~111 bring The underwriters
bear the risk associated with
adverse prrce movements,
the proceeds to the firm are guaranteed
Of course
the dtfference betlleen the offer price and the proceeds to the firm are expected
to compensate the underwrrter for bearing thrs risk
In a rights offerrng, each shareholder receives one rrght for each share owned
This right IS an optron Issued by the firm to purchase new shares The right
states the relevant terms of the option, specrfyrng the number of rights requtred
to purchase each new share, the subscrrptron price for each new share, and the
exprratron date of the optron Smce rssurng rights IS costly, It IS m the firm’s
Interest to Insure the success of the offering A lower subscrtptton price for the
rights provides thrs Insurance, a lo\\er subscrrptton price rarses the market value
of the rrght and reduces the probabrhty that at the exprratron date of the rights
offermg the stock price L\III be below the subscrlptron
price There IS a corresponding fall rn the market value of the stock, but this fall IS lrke a stock spht
It does not affect the wealth of the o\vners of the firm ’
If the shareholder does not exercise hrs rights, or does not sell hrs rights to
someone who ~111exercise the rights, hrs lvealth IS reduced by the market value
of the rights Thus the firm can make the probabllrty of fallure of the rights

offerrng arbrtrarrly small by setting the subscrrptron price low enough
Thus, smce rights offerings and undewrrltten offerings can be specified so that
the amount of capital raised by each IS essentially equivalent, the declslon as
to which method to employ depends on the costs, the firm should employ that
method which has lower net costs
3. Out-of-pocket expenses of rights and underwritten issues
“Expenses Involved rn a preemptive common stock rights offering are sign&
cantly greater than expenses mvolved In a direct offering of common stock
‘The adJustment for the ‘spilt effect’ of a nghts offenng can be calculated as follows The
ex-rrghts pnce of the shares, P,, equals the with-rrghts price, P,. mmus the value of the right,,

R

P, = P,-R.

Ignormg the ‘optton value’ of the r&t, the marhet value of a right IS the dtlTerence between
the ex-rights pnce and the subscrIptIon price. P,, divided by the number of rrghts requued to
purchase one share, n

R = (P,-P,)/n
Substltutmg the second expression Into the first and srmphfymg yields

P, = (nPw+P,)/(n+l)
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to the public due to additional printing and mailing costs, expenses associated
with the handling of rights and the processing of subscriptions, higher underwriters’ commissions and the longer time required for the consummation of
financing.” 2
3.1. Reported out-of-pocket

expenses

To examine the out-of-pocket expenses referred to in the quotation above
(from Commonwealth Edison’s 1976 proxy statement) I obtained a tape from
the Securities and Exchange Commission covering the reported costs of all
issues registered under the Securities Act of 1933 between January, 1971 and
December, 1975. The tape contains data covering the following costs : (1) compensation received by investment bankers for underwriting services, (2) legal
fees, (3) accounting fees, (4) engineering fees, (5) trustee’s fees, (6) listing fees,
(7) printing and engraving expenses, (8) Securities and Exchange Commission
registration fees, (9) Federal Revenue Stamps, and (10) state taxes.
To restrict my analysis to equity issues by listed firms, I established the
following criteria for inclusion: (I) the offering is of common stock and contains
no other classes of securities; (2) the company’s stock is listed on the New York
Stock Exchange, American Stock Exchange, or a regional stock exchange prior
to the offering; and (3) any associated secondary distribution is less than 10 percent of the gross proceeds of the issue. Table 1 is based on the issues meeting
these criteria.
The data summarized in table 1 contradict Commonwealth Edison’s Proxy
Statement. My information, consistent with findings of previous SEC studies,3
indicates that costs are highest for underwritten public offerings, and lowest for
pure rights offerings. Furthermore, the difference in costs is striking. For a
$15 million issue, the reported cost difference between an underwritten public
offering and a pure rights offering is 4.83 percent, or $720,000; and for a $100
million issue the cost difference is 3.82 percent, or $3,820,000.4 Yet underwriters were employed in over 93 percent of the issues examined.
3.2. Extras
Systematic understatement of the costs of underwriting presented in table 1
occurs because extras are omitted. Extras refer to the warrants which are
associated with some underwritten issues and are used as partial payment to the
underwriter. The warrants are options which are usually convertible into the
*CommonwealthEdison Proxy Statement,1976.
‘See SEC (1940,1941,1944,1949, 1951,1957, 1970, 1974).
40ne empirical regularity in the data presented in table 1 should be noted. TO a first approximation, the differences in costs among financing methods are explained by the differences in
underwriter compensation. Compare ‘Other Expenses’ for Underwriting and Rights with
Standby Underwriting with ‘Total Costs’ for Rights.
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stock of the firm at prices ranging flom well below to conslderably
above the
offering price When the underlirrters
acquire these warrants at a price below
their market value, this represents a form of compensation
to the undcrwrlter,
and rt IS not included In table I
Although extras have hIstorIcally been most often associated with new Issues,
their use m the compensation
of underitrrlters of seasoned firms IS not unusual
For the years 1971-1972, the SEC (1971) reported that of the 1,599 Issues which
were underwrrtten,
530, or 33 I percent, Included extras Hoikcver, since extras
\iere Included prlmarrly with the smaller offerings, the total dollar volume of
Issues with extra compensation
\\a?~ only 7 percent of the gross proceeds from
all underwritten
offerings
The aberage exercise price of the llarrants
granted as a percentage of the
offering price was 1 I 72 percent A lower bound on the value of the optIon IS
the difference bet\\een the subscrlptlon
price of the offering and the excrclse
price of the extras, here that IS 88 28 percent of the subscrlptlon
price ’ Since
these warrants are typically purchased by the managmg rmestment
banker at a
mmlmal price, usually one to ten cents. the options appear to be srgmficantly
underpriced
The SEC also found that the aLerage ratio of shares granted the
underbbrlters through extras to the number of shares offered In the under\\rltlng
\\as 7 99 percent To assess the Impact on the figures reported m table I, assume
that the value of the warrant IS 80 percent of the offering price, that the underwriter pays 5 percent of the offering price for the extras, and that the ratio of
\\arrants
received as extras to shares offered through the under\\rltlng
IS 0 07,
then the compensatron
represented
by the extras would be 4 95 percent of the
total proceeds These numbers suggest that for the issues employing extras, the
figures III table I understate
the underwrlters’
compensation
on the order of
50 to 100 percent
33

Uttrepor ted out-of-pocket

expenses

Such Items as the opportunity
cost of the time of the firm’s employees and
postage expenses6 are not Included In the summary of costs reported In table 1
Ho\\ever, unreported
employee expenses are unlrkely to explain the devratrons
reported In table 1 For a $15 mllhon Issue, the $720,000 dlfterence would not
be evplalned !f 20 emolovees
\\rth an average salary of $30 thousand worked
~~~r-m*
IThIs IS a conser\atl\e esttmate of the value hlerton (1973) has demonstrated that the loHer
hound on the value of an option IS the difference hetwen the stash price and the dtscounted
exerctse price
‘4lrhough postage expenses are not reported to the SEC, ewnates acre obtained from
summaries of expenses reported to the Ne\+ York State Public Utlhtles Con-unwon for a
sample of firms For the sample, the maxImum postage expense as a percentage of total
proceeds was one-tenth of one percent Even rf this were understated by a factor of ten, It
would be of lnsutlictent magnitude to explain even the smallest reported dtfference in cobts
Moreover, the marglnal postage expense could be reduced to zero by mailing the right> with
other required marllngs, such as dividend checks or quarterly reports
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full time on a rrghts offermg for a year For a $300 mllhon ISSIX the difference
In reported costs of underwrltrng
versus a rights Issue exceeds $11 mllllon, It
would require over 350 man-years to explain this difference
It should be noted that expenses allocated to rawng capital do nor reduce the
tax habdlty of the firm ’ These expenses are deducted from the capital account
wthout affectrng the Income statement
Thus, the use of Internal resources can
loner the tax Ilabrht) of the firm If It IS more expewve for the Internal Revenue
Servrce to momtor the allocation of Internal resources between capital rawng
nctwtles ard other actl\ltres
In the above examples, If the firm’s marglnal tax
rate IS 50 percent, and Ifthey \\ere able to deduct all their itages for tax purposes,
the requrrcd number of man-years to explain the reported cost dkferentlal \%ould
be doubled
There are strong reasons to belleke that table I also omits slgmfcant
unreported costs of the IssuIng firm’s employees
trme for undwirltten
offerings
There dre Important parameters (e g . the offering price and the fee structure)
which must be negotiated between the undetwrlter
and the representatrbes
of
the firm, these parameters ha\e wealth lmpltcatlons
for the owners of the firm
as well as the undewrrter
Such negotlatron can be lengthy and usually dIrectI
rnvolves top management
These unreported
costs of underwrrtmg
must be
slgruficantly greater than the costs of setting a subscrlptlon
price for a rights
Issue, since the subscrlptlon
price has no wealth lmplrcatlons for the owners of
the firm as long as It IS IO\L enough to ensure that the rights wrll be evercrsed
Moreover, \\rth an underilrltten
issue the firm has the same tax rncentlies to
substrtute Internal for external resources If It IS more expensive for the IRS to
momtor the allocatlon of costs of Internally acquired resources to capital ralsmg
actwtres than of those \ihlch are externally acquired Thus, It IS not clear that
rights offerings employ fetter unreported
Internal resources than do underwrltten offerings

34

Costs unposed dwectlJ* 011shareholders

If a shareholder chooses to sell his rights, he Incurs transactions
costs and tax
Ilabllltles These costs, although not borne by the firm, are relevant because they
affect the iiealth of the owners *
‘If the firm sells bonds rather than stock, the costs of sellmg the Issue can be amortized ober
the Me of the Issue In no case, ho\\ever, may these costs be expensed either for tax or reportmg
purposes
‘There IS a lImIted benefit from IssuIng rights to the owners of the firm under Regulation T,
the Federal Reserve regulation restnctmg margin credit For an owner \\ho wishes to borrow
to acquire addwonal stock, Reg T provrdes for the establishment of a ‘Special Subscnption
Account’ which lohers the effectire margm requirement by permlttmg a customer to purchase
on an Installment basis a margin secunty acquired through the exercise of subscnptlon rights
expmng within 90 days Under thrs prowlon, 75 percent of the market value of the acquired
stock can lx borrowed mmally Quarterly rnstallments are requued o\er a 12 month penod to
brmg the posltron up to proper margin
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I ersus rrghls tssttcs

To determme the Impact of the selling costs. let us assume generally extreme
values for the relevant parameters
For small dollar transactlons
(less than
rSl.OOO), the brokerage fee can be as much as IO percent And for nghts, the
bid-ask spread can be as hrgh as IO percent. this represents another selling cost
If half the bid-ask spread IS taken as an ImplIcIt selling cwt the total cost can
be as much as I5 percent

of the value of the rlphts

To make the figures com-

parable to those In table I, calculate tranwctlons
cocts as a fraction
proceeds of the offering to the firm The IS percent must be multIplIed

of the
by the

ratio

m the

of the Lalue of the rights

sample.
rights,

this latlo
transactions

than the dlfierence

\\a\

to the total

approximately

costs \\ould

proceeds

IO percent

be I 50 percent

In trJnsactlons

For the offerings

If all rndl\lduals
of the proceeds.

cobts for any repot ted ls>ue

offerings are Fenerallg 50 percent wbscrrbed
not benl these transactions
costs lo Therefore
one peicent

by e\lstlng

size

sold their
a figure less
9

But rights

4areholders

this coy\t appear3

\lho

do

to be less than

Selling rights also has tn\ consequences for the shdreholdel
For tax purpobes.
the cost basis of the stock must be allocated bet\\ecn the stoch and the rights
\\hen the rights are recel\ed
based on the market \aIues of the rights and stock
at that time ” The acqul>ltlon
dJte ot the rights for tlx purposes IS the date on
\\hlch the btock IssuIng the rights IS acquired
Ii the stock has risen III value
smce It l\as
dltYerence

acquired.

bet\ieen

\alueofthetnues\\

a relevant

cobt of empIo!lng

the shareholder
hlch \\ould

tax IlabIlIty

a rvghfs offering

Incurred

non

IS

the

and the present

hake been pdld had the rights ls>ue not occurred

”

To determine the Impact of this cost again postulate generally extreme values
for the relevant parameter<
Assume
(I) that the margnal
ta\ rate for the
average shareholder
IS 50 percent
(note this \\ould be an unattainably
high rate
If the capital gain \\ere long term). (2) that In the absence of the rlghfs offering
the taxes could

for the rights
value

of the

20 percent

habe been pobtponed

IS 50

rights

percent
to the

of the current

forever

of the current
proceeds

of

stockholder5

(3) that the allocated

rlshts

the Issue
wbscrlbe

price
IS

cash basis

(4) that the ratio

IO percent,

of

the

and (5) that only

to the rights offering

In this

‘Note that since the e\oenses asboclated \\lth ra~sng equltl capital are not tax deductible.
these figures are comparable wnhout lurther adyslment
” Estimates
varb but ballpark figures on how Inwstors
react [to r&Is
offermgs] are as
follow> 50’” exe&e
their right> iO”, cell cwt for cwh, and IO”, do nothing
[ \‘anrshmg
Rlghts’ (hlav 2, 1977) Burro,r s p 15 1
“If the fa;llr marhet value ol the rights 13 less than titreen percent ol the talr market \&x
of the stock, the shareholder can choose to set the basls of the rights at zero lea\mg unnltected
the basis ol the stock The shareholder
might choose thl3 altcrnatl\r
rf the Cost of the bOOhheemna eweeded the Dresent value ot the tax sawn, 17 or II he sntlclpated bemg in a hwher tax
brachei when his remaining holdln_e\ \\ere iold
“See Bailey (1969) tor a dtscusslon ot the eHecti\e rate of capital gams tax, dwounted to
reflect the 11ablllty deferral
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case, the cost would be 2 percent of the capnal raised by the firm Thus IS less
than any reported cost drfferentral m table 1 ’ 5
One other argument rnvolvlng shareholder-borne
costs has been offered by
Weston and Brrgham (1975) They argue that rn a rrghts offermg some stockholders may neither exercise nor sell, and by allowmg therr rrghts to expire
unexercised they Incur a loss I6 However, If an oversubscrlptron
prrvrlege IS
employed wrth the offerrng, current owners m the aggregate receive full market
value for the shares sold Admntedly,
the oversubscrrptron
pnvrlege affects the
dlstrlbutron
of wealth among the owners, but It does not Impose costs on owners
as a whole

4. Security price behavior associated with rights and underwritten offering
4 I Rlgilts ofermgs

her

the stoth pm-c

“A rrghts offering, under market condltrons then exclstrng, could well have a
long-term depressing effect on the marhet price of the stock ” ”
Given the Investment polrcy of the firm, a rights offerrng ~11 lower the price
of the stoch In both the short run and In the long run as AT&l-s
Pro\y
Statement
suggests But thrs IS Irrelevant to the chorce of financing methods
because the drop In price IS roof n reduction m the wealth of the owners and thus
cannot be consrdered a cost of a rights Issue
The fall rn the stock price when rights are Issued can be rllustrated by the
followmg argument
Rrghts give the shareholders
the optron to purchase new
shares at less than market prices Other thrngs equal, the total market value of
the firm after a rights offering, V, wrll then be the pretrous value, I” plus the
subscrrptron payments, S
V=

V’+S

(1)

The per share price before the offerrng IS V/u, where II IS the number of old
shares
If nz new shares are sold, the per share price after the offering,
(V’+S)/(n+m)
must be less than the price per share before the offering ‘*
’ 5Jf taxes Nere miportant, firms would avold rrghts offermgs \\hen share prices had risen
However the evidence presented m table 2 shows that, on alerage, firms have had abnormal
posmve prrce changes during the 12 months before an offermg
‘Wockbrokers
holding securltles for safekeeplng do not alto& the warrants to expire
unexercised if no lnstructlons are recerbed, the broker ~111sell the rrghts unmedlately before
exprratlon
“Amencan
Telephone and Telegraph Co, Notlce of 1976 Annual Meetmg and Proxy
Statement
L*AIso note that arbitrage profits must not be d\allable When a stock trades ex rights, a
r&t 1s Issued for each share outstanding At the ex r-r&t> date, the expected change m the
stock pnce must equal the expected value of the right,, or profit opportunittes would exist If
the sum of the ex rights value of the stock plus the value of the right at the ex nghts date \\ere
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The fall in the stock price on the ex rights day is similar to the expected fall in
the stock price at the ex dividend date. The two cases differ only in what is
distributed - in the latter instance cash, in the former rights. Thus, the fall in
the stock price simply reflects the fact that the shareholders have been given a
valuable asset, the right.
The argument that the fall in the stock price is a relevant cost of a rights
offering also appears in two related forms: (1) if an underwriter is used, the
firm can raise a greater amount of capital with the same number of shares;
(2) a rights offering lowers the earnings per share of the firm.rg Both statements
are true but if the fall in the stock price equals the market value of the rights,
then the impact of the additional shares issued through the rights offering is the
same as that of a stock split and the wealth of the owners of the firm is
unaffected.
To examine whether, after correcting for the expected normal fall in the stock
price, there were also abnormal price changes,20 I studied the 853 rights
offerings on the CRSP master file between 1926 and 1975. Following Fama,
Fisher, Jensen and Roll (1967), I estimated the regression,
Rj, = Uj+PjRmt+Ej,,

(2)

where RjRi,is the return to security j in month t, adjusted for capital structure
changes (including rights offerings) and R,,,t is the return to the market portfolio
in month t. I estimated (2) for each of the 853 offerings, using data from the
CRSP monthly return file, excluding the 25 months around the date of the
offering. Setting t = 0 for the month of the rights offering, I used the estimated
aj and /Ij to calculate the sit for each security for the 25 months around the
offering. I then calculated the average residual over all firms for each month
in the interval - 12 to + 12. The average residuals were then cumulated from
month - 12 to the event month. The results are presented in table 2 and figure 1.
In the months subsequent to ‘event month minus two’ the average residuals

systematicallydifferent from the value of the stock immediately before the ex rights date, then
profits could be made by taking an appropriate position in the stock upon the announcement
of the rights issue.
19‘Thus, if the amendment [to remove the preemptive right from the corporate charter] is
adopted, the company will be able to obtain the amount of capital needed through the issuance
of fewer shares. Over a period of time this will result in slightly less dilution, higher equity
value per share and better earnings per share.’ [Commonwealth Edison Proxy Statement,
1976.1
Z”E.g., Commonwealth Edison suggests, ‘Selling pressures often unduly depress both stock
and rights values during the two or three week offering period which is a practical necessity
when stock is sold with preemptive rights. Because the majority of stockholders do not exercise
their rights but offer them for sale, the market value of the rights is driven far too low.
Outsiders are then able to benefit by selling large amounts of stock during the offering period
while buying rights for almost nothing and then exercising their rights to purchase stock at a
discount to cover their sales. As a result, rights offerings tend to cost the company more than
the rights themselves are worth to the stockholders who get them.’
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are all insignificantly different from zerozl and there is no significant sign
pattern in the time series of average residuals. The cumulative average residuals
in table 2 are also at approximately the same level three months before the
Table 2
Summary of average residual and cumulative
average residual analysis of 853 rights offerings
between 1926 and 1975 for the 25 event months
[- 12 to + 121 surrounding the offer date.
Event
month

Average
residual

Cumulative
average

-12
-11
-10
-9
-8

0.00721
0.01004
0.00255
0.00629
0.00388

0.00721
0.01725
0.01980
0.02609
0.02997

1;
-5
-4
-3
-2
-1

0.00750
0.01062a
0.00622
o.01334p
0.00662
0.01624”
- 0.00649
-0.00739
0.00779
0.00412
0.00405
-0.00110
-0.00047
0.00053
-0.00338
-0.00387
0.00256
- 0.00264
-0.00013
- 0.00476

0
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5
+6
f7
+8
+9
+10
+11
+12

0.04059 0.04809
0.05431
0.06765
0.07427
0.09051
0.08401
0.07663
0.08441
0.08853
0.09258
0.09149
0.09102
0.09155
0.08817
0.08430
0.08686
0.08422
0.08408
0.07933

“Greater than 20. (Computation of the standard
deviation is described in footnote 21.)

offering, on the date of the offering and 12 months after the offering. The
significant positive residuals prior to the offer date are to be expected because
of selection bias; firms which raise capital tend to have been doing well.
ZiAs an

estimateof the dispersionof an averageresidual,the approximation
CT*= (a2,Jr *)(l - r *)/N

was employed where u2M is the variance of the market return, r2 is the squared correlation
coefficient between the return to an asset and the market return, and N is the number of
securities in the sample. If ~~ is 0.089 [from Black Jensen Scholes (1972)], r* = 0.25, and
N = 853 then a2 = O.WOO28and u = 0.00528.
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The results presented m table 2 are consrstent wrth prevrous studres of thrs
question Nelson (1965) exammed all the rrghts offermgs by firms hsted on the
New York Stock Exchange between January 1, 1946 and December 31, 1957.
He found after the prrce series IS adJusted for the ‘spht effect’ in the rrghts
offerrngs and general market movements are removed, prices SIX months after
a rights offering are not srgmficantly different from prices SIX months before the
offering ” Scholes (1972) found that the price of shares generally rose in
value before the Issue, fell 0 3 percent during the month of the Issue, but
experrcnced no abnormal gains or losses after the Issue
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I Plot of aberage residuals for 853 r&s

olTenogs betwzen 1926 and 1975 for the 25 event
months [- 12 to + 121 surroundmg the offer date

4 2 Underwrrters wzcrease the stock prrce
Some argue that underwriters cause an Increase m the stock price (I) by
rncreasmg ‘pubhc confidence’ through external certrficatron of the legal,
accounting, and engmeermg analyses and (2) by the seihng efforts of the underwrrtrng syndrcate.23
To examine the behavior of stock prices around the offer date of underwrnten offerlogs and rights offerings, I obtained the returns for those securures
which were Included both In the sample of 578 firms covered rn table 1 and on
the CRSP dally return file There were 344 underwritten offerings and 52 rights
offerings in this sample I set the offer date equai to day zero ior aii offerings
and formed a portfolio of underwritten offerrngs and a portfolio of rights
o,Termgs I weighted securrtres In the portfolio of underwrrtten offerings so that
Z2The ‘spht elkt’ adjustment used by Nelson 15dewed
z%Seee g Bllgham (1977, pp 473474)

m footnote I
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the two portfolios had equal betas. Then I calculated the difference
in the
portfolio returns for the 130 days before and 130 days after the offerings. The
difference in average returns between two portfolios with equal risk will measure
abnormal returns from either underwritten
offerings or rights offerings. Table 3
presents the results for the period 20 days before the offering to 20 days after the
offering; and figure 2 graphically presents the results for the period 40 days
before to 40 days after the offering.
The average difference in returns to the two portfolios over the 260 days
around the offer date is +0.00006, with a sample standard deviation of 0.00265.
Therefore rights offerings have marginally
higher returns during the 40 days
around the offer date, but there is no obvious abnormal price behavior around
the oser date for either underwritten
offerings or rights offerings.
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Fig. 2. Differences in daily returns between a portfolio of 52 rights offerings and a portfolio of
344 underwritten offerings for the 81 event days [-40 to +40] surrounding the offer date.
(Portfolio weights are adjusted so that the two portfolios have the same beta.)

That underwriters
are unable to generate abnormal positive price behavior
should not be surprising. The firm always has the option of disclosing more
information
than is required by the Securities and Exchange Commission.
The firm will expend resources on certification
by external legal, accounting,
and engineering
firms until the net increase in the value of the firm is zero.
Since the firm can contract for external certification of any disclosure, the benefit
of whatever ‘expert’ valuation
by the investment
banker associated with an
underwriting
is limited to the difference in costs between certification
through
the underwriting
process and independent
certification.
But if underwriters
are employed they influence the fitm’s decision about the
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Table

versus rrghts

Issues

3

III dally returns between a portfoho
of 52 nghts offerings and a
portfoho
of 344 underwntten
offermgs
between January
1971 and December
1975 for the 41 event days [-20
to +10] surroundlog
the offer date (Portfoho
weights are adjusted so that the two portfohos have the same beta )

Differences

Event
day

Rights
return

-20
-19
-18
-17
-16
-15
-14
-13
-12
-II
-10
-9
-8
-7
-6

-0
-0

I
-3
-2
- 1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

average

000361
001642
0 000072
-0 001325
-0001134
-0 002865
- 0 002245
-0004471
0001722
- 0 002834
-0 001226
0 001961
- 0 004966
0 001031
0 00’433
-0 002373
0002180
0 001978
-0 000570
0 004425
0 001413
-0OOOOOO
0 003127
-0001182
0 003059
0 005288
0000311
-0002551
0 004396
0 000851
0 001601
0 004703
0 002369
0 004764
-0 000734
0 002944
-0 001089
-0 001809
0 001228
0000169
-0 000823

Underkrrltten
average return
- 0 003007
-0 001523
-0 001361
0 000175
-0000231
-0001229
0 000732
0 000949
0001110
- 0 000264
-0000125
0 000960
0001151
0001327
-0 001257
0 002069
0001384
-0 001284
-0 000557
- 0 000803
0 000583
0 000054
-0 000605
-0 000700
-00011s5
0000710
0 000477
0 000206
0 001072
0 000221
0 000720
0 000768
0000099
- 0 000502
-0 000495
-0 000527
-0000790
0 003065
-0002196
0 000458
0000711

Difference
(rights-und
0 002646
000120
0 001433
-0 001500
-0000902
-0 001636
- 0 002977
- 0 005420
0000611
-0 002570
-0001102
0001ooo
-0006117
-0 000296
0 003690
-0004442
0 000797
0 003262
-0000013
0 005228
0 000829
-0 000054
0 003732
-0 000482
0 004254
0 004577
-0000166
-0 002757
0 003324
0 000630
0 000881
0 003934
0 002271
0 005267
-0000239
0 003471
- 0 000299
-0 004874
0 003424
- 0 000289
-0 001534
-0

)

Cumulative
dlfferencc
0 002646
0 002526
0 003959
0 002458
0001556
-0000080
- 0 003057
-0 008477
- 0 007866
-0 010436
-0011538
-0 010537
-0 016654
-0 016950
-0 013260
-0 017702
-0 016905
-0013642
-0013656
- 0 008428
- 0 007598
- 0 007653
-0 003921
-0004403
-0 000149
0 004428
0 004262
0 001505
0 004829
0 005458
0 006339
0 010273
0012544
0017811
0 017572
0 021043
0 020744
0 015870
0 019294
0019004
0 017471
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level of disclosure The underwrners wrll request that level of disclosure for
wtuch the margmal private costs and benefits to the underwrlter are equal
Given the legal hablhty of underwrlters under the 1933 Act, the mcentlves of
the firm and underwrlter can differ Any divergence from the level of disclosure
which maxlmlzes the market value of the firm Imposes a cost on the shareholders,
and underwriters do ask for ‘comfort letters’ from accountants, frequently
requiring expensive auditing procedures not produced wlthout underwriters
Thus, I conclude that the drsclosure mcentlves of the underwriters lead to an
over-Investment In mformatlon productlon However, the costs of this overInvestment should be reflected m the figures m table I
4 3 Do underwnters underprice the secuntles 9
In Ibbotson’s (1975) study of unseasoned new Issues he found that the offer
price on average IS set I I 4 percent below the market value of the shares If
seasoned new Issues are also underpriced, the difference between market value
and offer price would represent another cost of employmg underwrrters
There are reasons to beheve that underwrlters underprice the seasoned new
Issues For a firm commitment underwrrtmg agreement the Rules of Fan
Practice of the Natronal Assoclatlon of Securrtles Dealers24 require that once
the offer price IS set, the underwrrter cannot sell the shares at a higher price.
If the offer price ISset above the market value of the shares excess supply results
If the offer price presents a blndrng constraint to the underwriter, the limit order
placed with the speclalrst by the managing underwrlter results In the purchase
of addrtlonal shares at the offer price If continued this purchasing \\oould cause
the underwrltmg syndicate to break Since very few underwriting syndicates
break, ’ 5 the rmphca t IOn must be either that the offer price IS generally set below
the market value of the shares, or that the offer price constraint can be clrcumvented
There are two trays m which the offer price could be circumvented First,
for hot Issues (I e , underpriced Issues for which there IS srgnrficant excess
demand) the underwriters allocate the shares to preferred customers One way
to achieve preferred customer status IS to purchase Issues for \+hlch there IS an
excess supply Second, underwriters employ ‘swaps’ In a swap, the underwriter
buys another security from a customer while selling the underiirltten security at
the offer price Through this tie-m sale, the underwriter can shift the profit or
loss These two tyrng arrangements allow the underwrlter to mlmmlze the
Impact of the regulation
24Although the rules of farr practice Here established by the NASD. and not Congress or
the SEC, there IS httle dkference m the Impact These rules are a response to the SEC’s self
reNatory posltron If the SEC found them unsatisfactory the SEC could establish supersedrng
regulation
‘?%e Hatory 01 Corporate Fmance for the Decade (1972)
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To see tf seasoned new Issues are underpriced I calculated the return flom the
closmg prrce the day prior to the offer date to the offer prrce, and the return from
the offer price to the close on the offer date

For the 328 firms with the r<qulslte

data, the average return from the close to the offer price

IS

-0

0054 and the

average return from the offer price to the close on the offer date IS +0 0082
For the 260 days around the offer date the average dally return IS 0 0005 with
a sample standard devlatlon In the time series of average returns of 00013
Therefore, both figures, although much smaller than the I I 4 percent found by
Ibbotson,

are wgnrficnntly different

underprlclng

Imposes an addltlonal

from the average da114 return 26 Thus the
cost

on the owners

0 5 and 0 8 percent of the proceeds of the
111 table

IWE,

a

of the firm of betifeen

cost which

IS

not

reflected

I

5. Rliscellaneous

arguments favoring underwritten offerrngs

It IS frequently argued that employing an underwrltel prolldes an ‘Insurance
policy , reducing uncertainty of the offermg’s success l7 In effect. the firm
‘60ne drfference bettreen Ihborson’s unseasoned ISSUES and the seaboned l>sues e\amlned
here IS that the unseasoned shares trade on the OTC market One hjpothcsls \\hlch has been
suggested to explam the dlrterences m the result, IS that the underprlcrng 15 d method of compensating the underwrter
for mamtamlng a secondar) market In the security Although the
argument can explain nhy underurlter’s
compensation (Includrng underprlcrng costs) for unseasoned issues I\ higher than for seasoned l3sue5 it doeb not ekplam the dlflerentlal undelpricing
“Another
type of ‘lmurdnce
mlghr IX rele\nnt
If matrrral error> are found rn the reglitration statement of a publrc Ibsue, parues aho allege damage can bring suit The suit typIcally
names as co-defendants the firm, the board of directors of the firm, the firm s accountants, and
the firm s under\\rlter
If the underurlter assumes a large share of the hablhty for the error,
sheltering the firm from suit, then the under\\rrtsr
~111 recel\e a normal compenbatlon for
bearing

that risk

Direct etldence on the hypothesis that underurlters
reduce the firm’s llablhty In cahe ot a
suit IS expenblbe to obtain, economic studies of securltles lraud suits ha\e not been published
Ho\re\er Indirect e\ldence suggests that this factor cannot be of a ~ufficlentl~ large magnitude
to mahe this an Important factor In the choice of under\srltten Ishues o\er right> Ib>ueb First,
damage muSt be demonstrated -I e In addillon to finding a material misstatement In the
reglstratron statement, the share price must habe fallen after the offering Second, the underarlters evpllcltly seek to hmrt their l~abrl~t) as much as IS legall) leasable ‘[I~~uCr-Under\~rIter
The,e agreeIndemmlicatlon]
agreemenls are unl\srsallF uszd m today 5 under\\rlrmg
ment\, although \ar>mg In specific language pro\rdc essentially for mdemmlicatlon
of the
‘passl\elj’
guilty party bv the party \shoce omlss!ons or mlsstatementh v.cre the source of the
Ilablllt) ’ (See ‘The Expanding Llablllt\ of Securltj Undewrrltrrs’,
DlrXe Lan Jortr~~~, Dee
1969, pp Il9l-I216
) Thub undewrlter,
contracts seeh to mmlmlze thclr e\posJre in thl>
area Third It the court, Imposed d ~lgnllicant share of the rcsponblblllt}
for material errors
on the under\rrlter. II irould beexpected that accounting firms uould recognize thrb b> oRering
loner rates for 3ecurltles \\ork to firms emploqmg underwrrters This does not seem to be
the case At least N hen this ISW~ \\a, raised 1%
ith seteral partners of eight big accoumlng firms.
this eflect \\as denied The Judlclal procedure tend< to male the 11ab1111)
of each of the groups
of defendants m this ~jpe of >uit <lrtuall) IndepenJent.
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purchases

an option to sell the shares to the underwriter
at the offer price
2 ) Note four things about this option
First, m an undernrltten
Issue, the offer price IS not set generally until wrthtn 24 hours of the offering
when the final agreement IS signed, and hence the net proceeds are not determmed until that time Second, as shown In section 43, the offer price on
average IS set below the market value of the stock Thus, the firm purchases a
one-day optton to sell shares at a dtscount of _Spercent below then market value
Third, SubJeCt to certain condltlons specified In the letter of intent, the underwriter has the option of backing out of the tentative agreement until the date the
final agreement IS srgned Thus, the ‘insurance policy’ IS of hmtted value because
its effecttve duration IS short Fourth, as argued above. the subscrtptlon
price
for a rights offering can be set low enough so that the probabllny
of failure of
the rtghts offering becomes arbltrarlly close to zero So an alternate source of
‘Self-Insurance’ IS available through the rights offering
For these reasons, the
posstble value of the ‘Insurance pohcy’ associated with underwritten
Issues must
be small

(See Appendtx

5 2 Ttmtng
CommonHealth
Edison claims that the proceeds of an undervvrrltten issue are
available to the firm sooner than In a rights Issue ” But trmrng benefits provided
by underwrtters
must be small First, the settlement date for an underwtten
Issue IS generally seven days after the offer date, while the settlement date for a
rights offering IS generalI) seven days after the exprratron of the offering Smce
the offering generally lasts about 18 days, any reasonable estimate of the cost
in terms of the lost Interest \vhlch \\ould be Imposed on the firm by \\altmg
that 3hort period oftlme

\\ould habe to be small Second, since rt IS not expected

that the rights ~111 be elercrsed prior to their explratlon,”

the o\Cners of the

Thus, the tnne
cost of the funds IS reduced to a sevenperiod both for rights and undewrrtten
offerings Third, if the

firm habe the use of the funds during the period of the offering

period

uhlch

to ten-day

entails

serbices provided

an opportunrty

by the undewrrlter

and transfer

agents are competltl\ely

supplied, the fees charged WIII reflect the opportunity cost of the funds at their
disposal This Hould Imply that the timing cost IS Impounded In the figures In
table

I

And

fourth,

unless

there

IS an unforeseen urgency associated with

obtammg the funds, the firm can slmplb initiate
earlier date

the rights procedure at an

Moreover, under certain circumstances,
the regrstratron procedure vvrth the
SEC IS simpler when a rights Issue IS employed It IS my belief that \\lth a rights
offering, the SEC IS more lrkely to presume a regular dialogue betbieen the firm
and its owners and thus Impose less restrlctlbe drsclosure requirements There28Commonwealth Edison Proxy Statement, 1976
*%ee Merton (1973) or Smith (1976)
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fore, the time until the reglstratlon becomes effective can be expected to be
shorter with a rights offermg than with an underwritten offermg. This shorter
registration time reduces the total time from the point where the declslon IS
made to raise addItIona capital to the receipt of the proceeds.
5 3 Distrrbutlon of ownership
Weston and Brigham (1975) argue that underwrlters provide a wider dlstnbutlon of the securltles sold, ‘lessenmg any possible control problem’ Since
change m control may result In a change In management, thrs IS likely to be a
relevant Issue for the current management. Yet It IS not clear that possible
control problems should be a concern of the owners I know of no reason to
believe that one group of owners IS any better (I e , will price the firm any higher)
than another group
Furthermore, It IS not obvious that underwrlters wdl achieve a wider dlstrlbutlon of ownership than wll a rights offering For most rights offerings of
listed firms, the consensus among Investment bankers IS that the subscrlptlon
rate of the current owners of the firm ranges from 20 to 50 percent It IS difficult
to estimate what percentage of an underwrrtten Issue IS purchased by the
current owners of the firm, but there IS no reason to believe It IS zero Further,
underwritten Issues seem to attract more rnstltutlonal Interest, resulting In large
block purchases and therefore more concentration of ownership
These factors preclude any general conclusions about the effect of linanclng
method on ownership distribution With this uncertamty rt IS not clear that
management, even If concerned with control Issues, should prefer the use of an
underwrlter
5 4 Consultrng advrce
Van Horne (1974) suggests that ‘advice from Investment bankers may be of a
contlnumg nature, with the company consultmg a certain Investment banker
or group of bankers regularly’ It IS more expensive for the firm to compensate
the Investment banker for future consultrng services by lncludmg In the underwriting fee a payment for the present value of the expected advice Costs Incurred
In raising capital are not tax deductible, they directly reduce the capital account
and do not enter the Income statement Thus, compared to separate bllhng for
services rendered, paying for future consulting through a higher underwriting
fee doubles Its cost for a firm with a marginal tax rate of 50 percent
5 5 Expected

legal costs

If there were a law, regulation, or merely an unresolved Judicial principle
which m&t Impose addItIona hablhty on a firm using rights offerings, then the
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expected legal costs of usmg rights could explam the observed use of underwriters But I can find no dlfferentlal legal habmty associated wrth the use of
rights offermgs
5 6 Selectron bras

If the firms which employ rights offermgs were systematmally dlfferent from
the firms which employ underwrltten offermgs, then the observed cost drfferences
could beattrlbutabletoselectlon
bias It could be that If the firms \vhlch employed
underwriters had used rights, then expenses ivould have been greater
There IS a slgmficant difference III the betas of the firms m the two groups
I calculated the betas for those firms tn the sample which were hsted on the New
York Stock Exchange and Included on the dally CRSP tape The average beta
for the 344 underwritten offerings IS 0 731 with a standard deviation of 0 560,
and the average beta for the 52 rights offerings 1s0 493 with a standard devlatlon
of 0 330 But I can find no other systematic difference bettleen the tlto
populations
Exammatlon of the data shows slmllar dlstrlbutlons of firms across mdustrles,
80 8 percent of the firms employmg rights and 73 2 percent of the firms employmg under\vruten offerings were utllmes (electric, gas, or telephone compames)
I attempted to predict the choice of underivrltten versus rights offering based on
the folloamg variables (1) the percentage of the 6rm which IS sold through
the offermg, (2) the market value of the firm. and (3) the tarlance of the returns
on the stock The r2 for the regression IS 0 016 None of the I statlstlcs for the
variables appears to be slgmficant
Although differences evlst between the two sets of firms, the nature and
magmtude of the differences seem InsufficIent to account for the observed cost
differences
6. A monitoring cost hypothesis
6I

W!zy not monrtor

the choice offinancrng

method 3

My exammatron ofalternatlre financing methods suggests that rrghts offerrngs
are srgnrficantly less expensrve than underwritten offerings Yet underwriters
are employed m over 90 percent of the of-Termgsstudled One hypothesrs conslstent with the evidence IS (1) managers and members of the board of dnectors
receive benefits from the use of underwrrters whrch do not accrue to the other
owners of the firm, and (2) the expenses nhrch would be Imposed on the owners
of the firm by monltormg the managers and directors In the chorce of financing
method are greater than the costs without momtorrng
Managers or members ofthe board ofdnectors may recommend that offerings
be underwrnten because then welfare Increases as a by-product of the use of
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m several

Lenus rrghts Issues

ways 3o First

firms frequently include an investment
It IS In his Interest to lobby for
the use of underwrrters.
partrcularl>
the use of his rnvestment
banking firm
as managmg undcrwter
Second, there IS the posslblhty of ‘bribery’ This may
bc sunply consumption for the managers
and directors through ‘\\lnlng and
dmmg’ by the underltrrrters
But there IS a more Important
posstblllty
In an
underwritten
issue, If the offer price IS set below the market value of the shares,
the issue \i111 be oversuhscrlbed
To handle this excess demand, underurlters
ration the shares In the ratlomng
process the underwriters
presumably
favor
their preferred customers, and prefer red customer status could be given to key
management
people or members of the board of drrectors of firms employing
the underwter
This form of pavment Hould be klrtually lmposslble to detect,
since the shares the officer of Company A \iould favorably acquire are those
of Company B and would therefore call for no disclosure 3’
Further possible benefits to managers
Include the reduction
of possible
control problems, If underwrltten
offerings
produce
a wrder dlstrlbutlon
of
oibnershlp
than rights offerings
Finally, managers
\\hose compensation
IS
a function of reported profits ~$111prefer an under\\nter’s
fee which includes a
payment for future consulting advice, the manager’s compensation
~111be higher
because payment through underwrItIng
does not affect reported profits while
separate blllmg for consultlng does
Jensen and Mecklmg (1976) show that the costs which the managers and
directors can impose on the other o\iners of the firm are limited by the costs of
monitoring
their actrvltles
Thus the cost to shareholders
of monitoring
the
method of raising capital must be greater than the costs imposed by the financing
method chosen Given the dlsperslon of o\+nershlp In model n corporations.
the
benefit to anq’ single shareholder from votmg his shares IS small Thus the costs
that he would ratlonally
Incur In voting are small,32 and the resources the
shareholder would ratlonally dekote to deciding ibhether a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ vote IS
more In his Interest are few Moreover, Lotlng procedures In most corporations
ensure that management
has a dlsproportlonate
bolce In the outcome Management IS often assigned kotes by proxy, and In many firms management
has the
banker as a member of the board of ilrectors

“Certain management compensation plans, such as stock optlon plans, make managers’
compensatron a function of the prwzeof the firm’s shares If the compensahon plan were not
adlusted to reflect the effect of the rights offermg on the share price. management could be
expected to provide a strong lobby m favor of employmg underwriters In fact, hoaever,
employee stock optlon plans have general clauses calhng for adJustmerIt of the terms of the
plan to reflect relevant capital structure changes Furthermore, most plans mclude specific
reference to rights Issues Thus, agency costs resultmg from compensation plans do not seem
to offer an explanation of the observed behavior
3’Th~sargument IS slmrlar to that of Manne (1966), especially Chapter V
‘*See Downs (1957) Basically, rf a person owns 100 shares m a fbm. his vote only matters
if the vote IS tied or his ‘side’ would have lost by 100 votes or less The probabdrty IS low that
out of 50 mllhon votes, the Issue WIII split that way Thus the expected benefit (benefit times
probability) of voting IS very small
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They are also permltted

specific questlons M hen the stochholder
does not speclf!
raise the cost of monltorlng
management

6 2 TIP

to iote

a choice

There appears to be a IOU coCt method
right

The preemptlbe

of monltorlng
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right I> a plo\lslon

\rhlch can be Included

In a hrm s charter requtrlng the firm tc) offer any ne\\ common
shareholders
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Fig 3 Plot of average residualsfrom 89 firms \\hlch removed the preemptne rIghI from then
corporate charter for Ihe 81 scent momhs [-40 IO +-IO] surroundmg the month of removal
\\rltlng agreement
Since the figures In table I suggest a neghgrble drfference In
costs betueen a firm commitment
underlirrrtten
offering and a rights offering
\g Ith a standby undewrltlng
agreement u hat becomes important
ment to use rights, but a prohlbrtlon
against using undewrrlters
To test the hypothesis

that the Impact

of removing

IS not a reqwe-

the preemptike

right from

the corporate charter IS neghglble, I collected a sample of 89 firms hsted on the
New York Stock Exchange Hhwzh have removed the preemptlbe
right
The
results of this study are presented In table 4 and figure 3 The average residual
In the month of removal IS 0 277 percent. and the mean aberage residual for the
SIX prior
months IS 0 309 percent There IS no apparent Impact
I believe the results in table 4 provide a plausible explanation
for Hhy the
intellectual
level of the argument
Invohlng
the preemptrve
right IS so 10~~ on
both sides of the question

For example,

the above quotes from Commonuealth
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Table
Summary
corporate

Event
month

Average
residual

Cumulative
average
residual

-40
-39
-38
-37
-36
-3.5
-3-l
-33
-32
-31
-30
-29
-28
-27
-26
-25
-24
-23
-22
-II
-20
-19
-18
-17
-16
-15
-14
-13
-12
-II
-10
-9
-8

-000995
- 0 00382
0 01999
-0 00258
-000160
-0 00414
0 00842
-0 00238
0 00483
0 00375
-000419
- 0 00632
0 00082
001337
0 01839
001440
-0 00397
0 00800
-000102
-000007
- 0 00072
0 00602
- 0 00067
-0 01032
0 01575
001608
0 00828
- 0 00943
0 01496
-0 00183
-0 00833
001103
000138
-0 00185
-000170
0 00508
0 00998
0 00816
0 00477
- 0 00782
0 00277

-000995
-0 01376
0 00623
0 00365
0 00205
- 0 00209
0 00633
0 00395
0 00878
001254
0 00834
0 00202
0 00284
0 01621
0 03460
0 o-1900
0 04503
0 05303
0 05201
0 05195
0 05123
0 05725
0 05658
0 04626
0 0620 I
0 07809
0 08637
0 07694
009190
0 09007
008174
0 09277
009415
0 09230
0 09060
0 09568
0 10566
0 11382
0 11859
0 II078
0 11355

1;
-5
-4
-3
-2
-1
0

4

of residual analqsls of 89 firms which removed
the preemptIre
right from their
charter for the 81 event months [-40
to +40] surrounding
the month of removal

Event
month
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
IO
I1
12
13
14
I5
I6
I7
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

ALerage
residual
0 00363
0 00028
0 00293
0 00276
000101
0 00336
-0 00017
-0 00537
0 00963
000002
0 00406
-0 00446
- 0 00855
0002lO
- 0 00696
0 00903
0 00752
- 0 00096
- 0 00942
0 00701
-0 000’1
001591
000090
-0 01043
-0 00281
-001389
0 01069
-0 00566
000901
- 0 00592
- 0 00624
-000240
-000071
0 02059
0 00183
-000263
-001103
0 00971
-0 01524
0 00300

Cumulative
aberage
residual
0 II718
0 II745
0 12038
0 12315
0 12415
0 12751
0 12731
0 I2196
0 13159
0 13162
0 13568
0 I3122
0 12?66
0 12476
0 II780
0 12683
0 13435
0 13339
0 12397
0 I3097
0 13077
0 14668
0 14758
0 13715
0 13434
0 12046
0 13115
0 12548
0 13449
0 12857
0 12233
0 11993
0 I1922
0 13981
0 14165
0 13901
0 12799
0 13770
0 I2246
0 12546
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Edison’s

Proxy

AT&T’s

Statement

Proxy

are

Statement

the preemptwe

rtght IS from

who regularly

tntroduce

the corporate

charter

Interest

proposals

It should
behavior

that

by the stochholders

with

the voting

These practrces.

Ratrondl
\!lthtn

of drrectors,

\vhrch

accrue

‘technologtes’
wrrtrng

\~tth \\hrch

Industry

nddrtronal

tile

tested

mechamsm

equrt)

capttal

the undewrttrng

cost hypotheses

can be raised

does prcscnt

11

there are

two

available

If the under-

In table

the lncentnes
that

are

that technology

Furthermole,

that It IS plausrble

plans

best Interests

fees repotted

management

\\hlle

of an Investment

compensation

There

be

111employrng

costs of monrtorlng

wggest

\rrll

costs assocrated

does not amply that

Industry

to the resources required

the monrtorrng

not observe
drrectl)

return

rnclusron

management

cost hypothesrs

33

IS consistent

actions

out certain

still be In the stockholders’

undetwtrtrng

15 competrtrve,

reflect a normal
Ho\vever.

to the

value

liealth-mawnrzmg

rmplres that

corporattons

into
thetr

propor-

has neglrgtble

cost hypotheses

behavior

right

their

of

Sass

rt However,

and rational.

and certain

\vhtle costI>. would

there are offsettrnp benefits
Furthermore.
the monrtorrng
rents

the preemptrve

the costs I have pornted

mechantsm

on the board

arrangements

from

In favor

and Wilma

can mntntam

the monrtorrng

rnstrtutronal

quote

effort

vchrch have removed

IS so that shareholders

be emphasrzed

the

John J Gilbert

For large firms this ‘benefit’

tahen If the benefits eweed
banker

and

lobbymg

to rerncorporate

of corporatrons

in the firm

\vrth both observed

false,

The prtmary

Levvts D Gilbert,

reason for the use of rights
t:onate

demonstrably

IS Irrelevant

I \\ould

some problems

I do

Hence the hypothcsrs

IS not

set up through

monrtorrng

the Lotlng

costs are large enough

to e\platn
the observed use of undetxrrters,
competrtron
In the ma&et
for
management
should reduce the requrred monttorrng
cvpendttures
If the use of
r&s

offerings

managers

IS 111the bebt Intercbth of stocbholders,

to Incur bondrng

costs to guarantee

then It lb111pay potentral

not to u,e undewrrters

7. Conclusions
In my evnmrnatlon
of the choice of method for raising addItIonsI
equity
capital by llsted firms I demonstrate
that properly constructed
rights oRerIngs
provide

proceeds

Furthermore,

\\hlch

estimates

are equrkalent
of expenses from

to those of an undervrrtten
reports

tiled \\lth

offerlnp

the Securltles

and

“For
a firm 111th 50 rmll~on shares outstanarng.
J ten percent Increase III the number of
outstandlng shares would change the percentage o~ner,hq
for someone \rtth 100 shares only
tn the sixth decimal place Nlth so mdrly me\pensr\e
alternate trays for a stochholder
to
mamtarn hrs proportlonate
interest III the firm the proportmnate
Interest argument
lschs
importance
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Exchange Commlsslon Indicate that rights offerings Involve Iotter out-of-pocket
costs than

underwritten

offerings

Yet

90 percent of the Issues Examlnstron
under\\rrltersadvanced

undertvrrters

are employed

In over

to Justify the use of

of the arguments

by theunderwrrtlqgIndustry,financetextbooks,

corporate

officers, and securrtles la\syers suggest that none of the arguments are capable
of explaining

the observed choice of financing

method

In terms of rational,

H’ealth-ma\lmlzlng
behavior b> the stockholders of the firm
The one hJpothesls I find which IS consistent \\lth the aLalIable

evidence

relates

expenses

to the costs of monltorlng

management

Although

direct

Imposed on shareholders are higher per dollar raised through the use of underwriters. I hypothesize that management
the shareholders’

standpoint.

the cost of momtorrng

management

expenses from usmg rights

dernes benefits from their use From

the firm’s use of under\\rlters

IS optunal because

exceeds the snklngs In out-of-pochet

If thrs h)pothesls

IS correct. then the present value

of the stream of differences In costs reported

In this paper proildes

a lower

bound on the costs of getting shareholders together to monitor and control
management on the method of raising capital Thus, the present Lalue of the
differences In costs establishes a lol\er bound on the expected costs ofcontrol
mechanisms such as proxy fights, tender offers, and takeover bids
The monltorlng cost hypothesis does present some problems
directly

the costs of momtorlng

monltorlng

management

Whl\e

It

IS

costs are large enough to evplaln the observed

\trrters, consrderatlon of competltlon

I do not observe
possible that the
choice of under-

In the market for management

reduces the

plcuslblllty of this hypothesis But if the monitoring cost hypothesl, IS rejected,
then the observed choice of financing method cannot be explained In terms of
rational, wealth-maulmlzlng

behavior by the owners of the firm. unless It can be

shown that I hdve either ignored or mlsestlmated

a relevant cost of usmg rights

or benefit from using underwrlters

Appendix 1: A description of the iostltutiooal arrangements for rights and
underwritten offerings
A descrlptlon

of the procedures followed

rn the Larlous types of offerings

specified In sufficient detail to answer the questions addressed In ths study IS
not avallable This appendix provides that lnformatlon
Some of this material
comes from written sources ‘4 However, much of the material comes from
conversations with underwriters, corporate financial officers, and SEC officials.

Underwrrtten ojiemgs
The firm typically selects an underwriter

In one of two ways - either by com-

petltlve bidding or by negotiated underwriting

In competltlve

‘%ee Weston and BrIgham (1975), SEC (1974). and Pessro (1976)

blddmg, the firm
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files appropriate
has potential

papers 01th the SEC. then specifies the terms of the Issue and
underHrlters

submit

sealed bids

Government

regulation

requires

the use of this procedure by electric utllrty holdmg companies
the prlmarj
users
of competltl\e
blddlng In a negotiated underwrltmg
bid. the Important variables
In the undewrrltmg
and underwrlter
Negotiated

contract

underwrItIng

are determined
begins wth

u hen declsrons as to the amount
the offermg

are dlscwsed

can be employed
under

which

employ
writer

price

Several general

this form
acts only

type of security,

to the public

In the second form.
as a marketing

bet\!een

the \\hole

a ‘best efforts’

agent

conferences.

for the firm

agreement

underwtrng

Almost

firm

and other terms of

forms of the underwrltmg

commitment’

agrees to purchase

for resale

negotratlon

a series ofpre-under~nt~ng

of capital,

35 The first IS a ‘firm

the underwriter

at a particular

by direct

agreement.

Issue from

all large

the firm

underbrrlters

under\trltrng.

the under-

The under\!rrter

does not

agree to purchase the issue at a predetermined
price. but sells the security for
u hatever price rt \\rll bring The underwnters
take a predetermined
spread and
the firm

takes the residual

but no guarantee
nothing’

commitment

given price, usually

A variant

on the quantltl

\\ hlch requires
\rrthrn

voided
If the corporation

thirty

of this agreement

to be sold

the underwriter

dajs,

othewrse

and underwrlter

begln his underwrrtlng

Iniestlgatron.

The third

employs

IS an ‘all-or-

to sell the entire

the underwrrtrng

agree to prcceed.36
In \\hlch

a fixed price

posslblllty

Issue a?ta

agreement

the underllrlter

he assesses the prospects

offering This Imestlgatlon
Includes an audit of the firm s financial
public accounting
firm, \\hlch aids III preparing
the reglstratlon

IS
\\\rll

for the

records b> a
statements

required by the Securltles and Euchynge CornmIssIon
A legal oprnlon of the
offering \\111 be obtained from Idw!ers \\ho typlcally partlclpate
In \rrltlng the
registration

statement

engineering

staff when applicable

Reports

may also be obtained

from

the underurlter

s

Before a company can raise capital through a public offering of new stock It
must comply \\lth the Federal Law that governs such a sale-the
Securltles
Act

of

1933, and

the Securltles

Exchange

CornmIssIon,

disclosure

of all pertinent

Exchange

established
facts about

to

Act

of

administer
the company

1934

The

both

Ia~s,

before

Securrtles

and

requires

full

It makes a public

offermg of new stock The firm must file a lengthy registration
statement ~11th
the SECsettlng
forth data about Its financial condltlon
For underikrltten
Issues,

35The underwriter may make a ‘standby commitment’ dunng a rrghts offermg under which
he wrll purchase and dlstnbute to the puhlrc any amount of the rights Issue not purchased by
the present secunty holders This form will be discussed further below
36Agreements are usually subJect to condmons. most allow the underwrlters to void their
obhgatlon m the event of spenfied adverse developments For example, a negative finding m
the lawyer’s or auchtor’s reports may allow voldmg the contract
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the firm usually files the form S-l or S-7 reglstratlon
statement
Form S-7 IS
less expenswe, but requrres certam condrtlons to quahfy 37
The SEC has 20 days to examine the regrstratron
statement
for material
omissions or mlsrepresentatlons
If any error IS found, a deficiency letter IS sent
to the corporation
and the offering IS delayed until the deficiency IS corrected
If no deficiency letter IS sent, a reglstratlon
statement automatlcally
becomes
eRectwe 20 days after filing, evccpt when the SEC notifies the firm that the
commission’s workload IS such that rt requires more time to reweH the reglstratlon statement 38 The firm wrll typprcally amend the reglstratlon
statement to
include the offer price and the offer date after the SEC has examined the rest
of the statement
This procedure allo\~s the firm and undetwrlter
to postpone
the effectrbe date of the registration
statement
until they agree the offering
should proceed
In addition to the reglstratlon requirements
under the Securities Act of 1933,
firms must qualify their seculltles under the state securltles Jails, the so-called
‘Blue Sk) La\\s’, III those states \\here the securltles are to be sold Some states
are satisfied with SEC approval,
others require a reglstratlon
statement
be
filed \vltb state securltles commlwoners
The underwriter
usually does not handle the purchase and distribution
of
the issue alone, except for the smallest ofsecurrty Issues The Investment banker
usually forms a syndicate of other Investment bankers and security dealers to
awst the underwntlng
39 During the IbaItIng period betireen the filrng and the
offer date. no \\rltten
sales literature other than the so-called ‘red herring’
“‘For example, the maJorIt\ of the board of directors hate been members for the last three
)ears, there ha\e been no defaults on preferred stoch or bond payment, for the past 10 jears.
net Income after taxes has at least $500,000 for the past fi\e Iears, and earnings exceeded any
dl\rdend payments made over the past fiie years
381n 1960 and 1961, delays of four to SIY months occurred for this reason
39Prlor to the passage of the Securmes Act m 1933 most ne\\ Issues were purchased by an
orlgrnatlng house The orrgmatmg house uould resell the Issue at a small Increase In prrce to a
so-called banking group, generally a feir large houses The banking group uould then sell the
issue to an undewrltrng group, which In turn sold It to a sellmg slndlcate -each sale occurred
at a fractional Increase m price The selling syndtcate members, however, \bere liable for therr
proportlonal interest of anv becurrtles remaining unsold Late In the 1920s tt became frequent
practice to make the final group a so-called sellmg group, the members of \\hlch had no
habllrty except for securmes \\hlch the) had purchased from the underfirltmp syndtcate
The Securities 4ct. as amended shortly after Its passage, contained a pro\tslon hmltmg an
underHrlter s Ildbdlty for mlsstatementb and omwons In the regrstrauon statement to an
amount not ‘In excess of the total price at which securltles underurltten by him and dlstrlbuted
to the public \\ere otTered to the public’ This 4ct changed the method of \\ holesalmg securities,
the use of the Jomt sjndlcnte In handling regIstered securltles dlbappeared Because of the
pro\wons of the 4ct, It aas to the advantage ot the manager of the offering to hn\e hl, fellow
partlcrpants purchase direct from the company, since then the manager’s hablhty under the
Act became limited to the amount \\hlch the lirm Itself underwrote Ltablhty for transfer
taxe5 that \rould hake ken payable on the sale by the manager to the underawters isas thus
abolded At the present time, underarrters of securltles registered under the Act contract to
huy directly from the Issuer e\en though the manager of the otTermg signs the agreement ulth
the Issuer on behalf of each of the underurttmg firms
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prospectusqO and ‘tombstone’ advertlsements4’ are permItted by the SEC
However, oral sellmg efforts are permltted, and underwrlters can and do note
Interest from their chents to buy at various prices These do not represent legal
commitments, but are used to help the underwrrter decrde on the offer price
for the issue Underwriters typlcally attempt to obtam mdlcatlons of Interest
for approximately 10 percent more shares than \%111
be avallable through the
offermg 42
Before the effective date of the reglstratlon, the corporation’s officers meet
with the members of the underwrltlng group Given the personal lrabrhty
provIsIons of the 1933 Act, this meeting IS often Identified as a due dllrgence
meeting An Investment banker who IS drssatrsfied \\lth any of the terms or
condmons dlscussed at this session can still withdraw from the group \clth no
legal or financial lrabllrty DIscussed at thrs meetrng are tl) the mformatton rn
the firm’s reglstratlon statement. (2) the material m the prospectus, (3) the
specific prov~srons of the formal underwrrtmg agreement As a rule, all the
provlslons of the formal underwriting agreement are set except the final sales
price
The ‘Rules of Fair Practice’ of the NatIonal Assoclatlon of Securrty Dealers
requrre that new Issues must be offered at a fixed prlcc and that a maximum
offering prrce be announced two \\eeks In advance of the offering Ho\le\er, the
actual offerrng price need not be established until Immediately before the
offering date In fact. the blndrng under\intlng agreement uhlch specifies the
offer prrce IS not normally slgned until \\rthln 24 hours of the effective date of
the registration
Once the underwriter files the final offerrng price irrth the SEC, the underwriters are precluded from selling the shares above this price The SEC permits
the managlng underwrrter to place a standing order 111ththe specrshst to bu}
the stock at the public oKer price If the undernrlter buy5 more than IO percent
of the shares to be Issued through this order, the s>ndlcate usually breaks, permitting the stock to be sold below the offer price The sqndlcate can also be
broken If the managing under\\rlter feels that the Issue cannot be sold at the
offer price 43 On the other hand, If all the rndlcatrons of Interest become orders
““The red herrlng prospectu, dewes its name from the required dwlalmer on the front
prrnted III red
A reglstratron statement relafrng IO these securltles has been filed \rlth the Securltles and
EItchange Comrmsslon but has not y2t become effectr~e Informatton contaIned herexn us
sub_tectto compietron or amendment These securrtles ma) not be sold nor ma) otTer> to
buy beaccepted prior to the time the reglstratlon statement becomrseffestl\e Thlb prospectus
shall not constitute an offer to sell or the soltcltatlon of an offer to buy nor shall there be
any sale of these securttles m any state m which such oiler. sollcltatron or sale \%ould be
unlawful prior to registration or quahticatlon under the securltles la\\s of an) such state
“‘The bery limited nottce of the offering permitted IS often presented m a form resembling
the mscnptton on a tombstone - hence the name
‘*This procedure IS hke ‘o\er-boo6rng’ on airplane flights
43Syodxates break Infrequently, mq lmpresslon IS that thts occurs le,s than fike percent of
the tome See Hurorq of Corporate Fmance For fhe Decade (I 972)
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for shares, the Issue IS oversold In that case the managmg underwrlter typlcally
sells addItIonal shares short and covers these short sales In the aftermarket
The final settlement
with the underwriter
usually takes place seven to ten
days after the registration
statement
becomes effective At that time, the firm
receives the proceeds of the sale, net of the underwriting
compensation

Rights offerrng
Offering of stock to extstrng shareholders on a pro rata basrs IS called a rights
offering Each stockholder
o\\mng shares of common stock at the Issue date
receives an Instrument (formally called a warrant) giving the owner the option
to buy new shares 4’ One warrant or right IS Issued for each share of stock held 45
Ths Instrument states the relevant terms of the option (I) the number ofrrghts
required to purchase one new share, (2) the exercise price (or subscription
price) for the rights offering, (3) the expiration date of the rights offering
Before the offermg, the firm must file a registration
statement
for these
securltles
For rights offerings, the firm typIcally files either a form S-l or S-16
registration
S-16 IS simpler, but has usage requirements
slmllar to those of
form S-7
After the SEC approves the reglstratlon
statement,
the firm establishes a
holder of record date The stock exchange establishes the date fiie business
days earlier as the ex rights date ‘6 All Indl\lduals
\iho hold the stock on the
ex rights date wrll appear In the company’s records on the holder of record
date and I+III receive the rights However, the rights can be traded on a ‘tihen
Issued’ basis Usually trading begins after the formal announcement
of the
rights offering To ensure that there IS adequate time for the stockholders
to
exercise or sell their rights. the New Yorh Stock Exchange requires that the
mmlmum period during which rights may he exercised IS 14 days Rights trade
on the exchange where the stock IS listed
Issuing rights IS costly In terms of management
s time, postage and other
expenses, so It IS In the best Interest of the firm to ensure the success of the
offering Therefore, the firm has an Incentive to set the subscription
price of
the rights low enough to ensure that the rights lb111be exercised But some of
4aIn the 1880s It \\as customary to reqture a stockholder to appear m person m the office
of the corporatton to subscribe to the Issue After the 1880s. It became customary to send out a
prmted shp of paper so the stockholders could sign and subscrtbe for the stock wthout actually
havmg to appear Later, tt became the practice to make these slips of paper transferable, so
that the] could he sold Around 1910 the engraved form of warrant uas first issued
45The Uniform PractrceCode of the National Assoclatton of Security Dealers, Inc , probIde>
that subscrlptlon rights Issued to security holders shall be traded In the market on the basrs
of one r&t accrutng on each share of outstanding stock, except #hen othetwrse designated by
the National Uniform Practice Comnuttee Thus, the price quotation ~111be based on a single
right eten though several rights may be necessary to purchase one new share
46Thls procedure IS comparable to that used m settmg the ex dntdend date
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the warrants

of most offermgs

can be offered
holders

commitment

a rights

1s called

are generally

any unexercised

through

undewrltlng

employed

share-

the rights

offering
either

agreement

In standby

to

price

A ti\o

Several

underwrrtlng

the firm pabmg the underwriter

rights at the subscription

a standby

rights

to subscllbmg

to take the shares not dlstrlbuted

a standby

A single fee may be negotiated.

through
handled

These unexercised

prwrlege

wtth an underwriter

offering

types of fee schedules

both

unexercised

the over-subscription
prwtlege can he sold by the firm
banhers or dIrectI> to the public

A formal

ments

do expire

an over-subscnptlon

on a pro rata basts Shares not drstrlbuted

or through
Investment

through

through

agree-

toexercise

fee agreement

employs

number of shares to be distributed
the offering
and a tahe-up fee, habed on the number of \\arrants
The take-up’ fee may be a flat fee or a proportloned
fee ” These

agreement\

fee’, based on the total

generally

include

a profit

sharing

arrangement

on unsubscrlbed

shares (e g , if the underwrlter

sells the shares for more than

price.

IS

thrs difference

III

prices

split

according to an asreed formula)
Undewrrlters
are prohIbIted
from
the rights offering

IS

m&de ”

After

trading

III

that time,

the subserlptlon

the undewrlter
the rights

until

and the firm
14 hours after

the> can sell shares of the stock

rights to cober their shol t pwtlon

short and purchase and ewrclse
thus hedging

beween

In the stock.

the risk that they bear

Appendix 2: A contmgent claims analysis of rights and underwriting contracts
The

derlvatlan

undewrrrtlng

of general

contracts

equlhbrlum

has not

suggest the approach I employ
analbsrs or present the solution

been

prlclng
presented

lmphcatlons
Black

and

of rights
Scholes

and

(1973)

to value rights, but they do not carr! out the
Ederington
(1975) proirdes a model of under-

’ 14 propornoned fee m\ol\es more than one price for the shares handled bv the underureter For example there may be one price for the first IS’,, of the Issue, a higher price lor
from IS”, IO 3O”, of the IWJS, and a still higher price for an) of the Issue oter 30’; which 13
unexercised through the rights offermg and must be purchased bq the undeMrlrer
‘*Through the lare 1940s under\\rlters uere prohIbIted from tradmg m the rights during
the offering
ThrB arrangement Increased the underwriters rlsh because the Id-dab time
period allowed large adverse price movements m the stock The NYSE lnstrtuted a stud\ m
1947 after the faallure of three rights offwngs They found than on 43 rights offerings %hlch
had been wccessTul the total undewrltmg protit was approhimatel) 52 4 mllhon. \\hlle on
the three unsucce$stul oRerIngs, Iherr losses were rn excess of %3 mllllon Undetwrlters !!ere
reportedI) relusmp to srgn standby agreements unless the oHerlng perrod \rere as short ah ti\e
da)s Since this blolated NYSE ruleb no NYSE Ir,ted firms used rights wues \\tth standlx
undewiltmg agreements In response to this tmpasx. the NYSE no\\ allo\\s undewrlters to
trade III rhe rights 24 hour> after the r&t> offering 15made
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wrrter behavror,
and thus does
the agents are
yreld a solutron
rusk preferences
I employ the
the equrhbrrum

but hrs model assumes underwrrters maxrmrze expected profits,
not represent a general eqmhbrmm
solutron m a market where
rusk averse The optron prrcmg framework employed here ~111
whtch IS consrstent wrth general eqmlrbrmm, no matter what the
of the agents III the market.
contingent clarms prrcmg techmques to derrve a specrficatron of
value of these contracts
For valuing both contracts I assume

(1) There

are homogeneous expectations about the dynamics of firm asset values
and of securrty prrces The drstrrbutron
of Erm values at the end of any
fimte trme Interval IS log normal The varrance rate, a*, IS constant
(2) Capital markets are perfect There are no transactrons costs or taxes and
all traders have free and costless access to all avarlable Information
Borrowmg and perfect short sales of assets are allowed Traders are prrce takers In
the capital markets
rrskless rate of Interest. I, which
(3) There IS a kno\\n constant Instantaneously
IS the same for borro\\eers and lenders
price changes are contmuous
and assets
(4) Trading takes place contmuously,
are rnfinrtely drvrslble
(5) The firm pays no dlbrdends
Rlglm c&v rrlgs
To detxe
assumptrons

the equtltbrtutn

about

Lalue

the specrficatlon

of the rtghts oRertng I make the follo\\rng
of the rights offerrng

The total proceeds to the Erm rf the rrghts are ekerclsed IS X (the exercise
prrcc per share trmes the total number of shares sold through the rrghts Issue)
The rights elprre after T time perrods If the rights are elercrsed. the shares
sold through the offerlng \v~ll be a fraction, 7, of the total number of shares
outstanding
(y = QJ(Qs+QR),
\\here QR IS the number of shares sold
through the rights offerrng and Qs IS the exrstrng number of shares)
Any
assets acquired with the proceeds of the rights offerrng are acquired at competrtlve prices 49
Given the above assumptron,
Merton (1974) has demonstrated
that anv
contmgent clarm, whose value can be written solely as a functron of asset value
and trme must satisfy the partial drfferentral equation
1 ?*f
?f- = yjz
et

Y
a*v*+rvTV-rsv

(Al)

49Thls last assumption 1s necessary to a\old the problem of the dependence of the dynamic
behawor of the stock price on the probabrhty of the rrghts bemg everwed
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where j(P’, t) is the function representing the value of the contingent claim
[e.g., R = R(V,t)].
To solve this equation, normaily two boundary conditions
are required, one in the time dimension and one in the firm value dimension.
To derive the appropriate boundary condition in the time dimension, note
that when the time to expiration is zero, R*, the value of the rights at the
expiration date will be either zero (in which case the rights will not be exercised)
or, if the rights are valuable and are exercised, their value is their claim on the
total assets of the firm, y( V* +X) (where V* is the value of the firm’s assets
and X is the proceeds from the exercise of the rights) minus the payment the
right-holders must make, X:

R* = Max[O, y(V*+X)-X],

(AZ)

where :
V* is the value of the firm’s assets at the expiration date of the issue.

X

is the proceeds to the firm of the exercise of the rights.

Y

is the fraction of new shares issued through the rights offering to the total
shares of the firm (both old and new).

The most natural boundary condition in the firm value dimension is that when
the value of the firm is zero, the value of the rights issue, R, iszero. However,
the first assumption, that the distribution of firm values is log normal, insures
that V can never be zero; therefore, this boundary condition will never be
binding.
This equation can be solved by noting that no assumptions about risk
preferences have been made, thus the solution must be the same for any preference structure which permits equilibrium. Therefore choose that structure
which is mathematically simplest. 5O Assume that the market is composed of
risk-neutral investors. In that case, the equilibrium rate of return on all assets
will be equal. Specifically, the expected rate of return on the firm, and the rights
will equa1 the riskless rate. Then the current rights price must be the
discounted terminal price:

R = e-‘T~~l_7~,U~X
[yV*-(I

-y)X]L’(V*)dV*,

(A3)

where L’( V*) is the log normal density function.
Eq. (A3) can be solved to yield:‘l
s0See Cox and Ross (1976) or Smith (1976). For a mathematical derivation of this solution
technique, see Friedman (1975), especially page 148.
s?ke Smith (1976, p. 16) for a theorem which can be employed to immediately solve (A3)
to yield (A4).

J.F.E

B
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30-t

R = 7 ViV

In(rV/(

1-p)X)+(r+02/2)T
o\, T

-eerT( I -y)Xlv

In(yV/(l

-,l)X)+(r-n2/2)T
ot

= R(V,T.

The mdlcated

X,p,(r2,r)

T
(A4)

partial

effects have IntuItwe lnterpretatlons
Increasing the value
price (holding the proportron
of the firm’s
shares offered through the rights offering constant), or IncreasIng the proportlon
of the firm’s shares offered through the rights offering (holding the total proceeds
of the Issue constant) Increase the expected payoff to the rights and thus Increases
the current market value of the rights offering An Increase In the time to eupllatlon of the rlskless rate lolvers the present value of the exercise payment, and
thus Increases the value of the rights FInally, an Increase in the variance rate
gives a higher probablllty of a large Increase In the value of the firm and Increases
of the firm, decleaslng the exercise

the value of the rights

To analyze the approprrate
compensation
to the unJer\\rlter
for the risk he
bedrs In the dlstrlbutlon
of the securrtles mahe the followng assumptions about
the underwrnlng
contract
Underwters
submit a bid, B, today \\hlch specifies that on the offer date,
T time perrods from now, the undewrlter
vv11l pay B dollars and receive
shares of stock representing fraction y of the total shares of the firm He can
sell the securrtles at the offer pwe and receive a total payment of Q?, or (If
the share price IS belo\\ the offer price) at the market price. ,I( I’*+ B) If his
bid IS accepted, he ~111 be notified lmmedlately
Again, (Al) can be employed wheref( V, I) IS the function representmg
the
value of the underwrltlng
contract (I e, Cr- U(V. t)) The boundary condnlon
for this problem IS
I/*

= Mm[~(P

*+B)-B,

Q-B]

(A3

This assumes that at the offer date the underwriter
wrll pay the firm B dollars
The shares ahlch the underwriter receives represent a clam1 to a fraction y of
the total assets of the firm. V*+ B If the offer price IS greater than the value of
the shares, i(P *+ B), then the undel\\rlter ~111 be unable to sell the shares at
the offer price, hence he ~‘111 receive y( I’*+ B) If, at the offer date the offer
price IS less than the value of the shares. the underwrrter receives the offer price
Therefore,
the bounddry condltlon
IS that at the offer date the undewrnmg
contract IS north the nuntmum of the market value of the shares mmus the brd,
B, or the proceeds of the sale at tne offer price mmus the bid
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Agam, the above solutloo techmque can be employed to solve (Al) subject
to (A5). In a rrsk-neutral world, the expected value of the underwrltmg contract
can be expressed as 52

U’=$ bn’y)-8
b(v*+B)-B]L’(V*)dV*

+j&)+,

646)

[CI-B]L’(V*)dV*.

Note that this can be re\irltten as

u = $2[1’(V*+B)-B]L’(V*)dV*
(A7)

Eq (A7) can be solved for the risk-neutral case to yreld

L: =

erTyV-(l

-y)B-erTyVN
i

+(n-By)N

In(yV/(n-~B))4(r+oZ/2)T
CT\’r

In(yV/(Q-yB)+(r-aZ/2)T

I
(A8)

Q\ T

Examrnatron of (A8) reveals that the underlrrltrng contract IS equivalent to a
portfolro conslstrng of a long posltlon In the firm, a cash payment, and l!rrlting
a call on y of the firm \rrth an exercise prrce equal to (I?-7B)

u = erTyV-(l -y)B-erTC(yV,
= e”yV-(I

-y)f3-erT$(

T, Q-y@

V, T, Y-B),

where C( ) IS the Black-Scholes call optlon function
If the process of preparrng and submlttlng a bid
petrtwe

equrhbrlum,

the value of the undewrltlng

(A9)

IS

costless, then rn a com-

contract

must be zero 53

S’Smce the contract calls for the payment only at t*, to find the current value of the underwrltmg contract does not requue dlscountmg
531f thts were not the case, arbrtrage profits could be earned b> acqun-mg an underwrmng
contract and esfabhshmg the abobe hedge
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Therefore the bid which would represent a normal
he bears IS Imphcltly defined by the equation
54
B-err&[,-C(V,T,f-B)]

= 0

compensation

for the risk

(A101

The lirm generally receives less than the market value of the stock5” given the
specification of the underwrItIng
contract, If the equlhbrmm
stock price at the
offer date IS above the offer prlcc then the lnltlal purchaser of the issue receives
‘rents’, he obtains the shares for less than the market value of the shares
Therefore, If the offer price In the underwrltmg
agreement represents a brndmg
constraint to the underwriter,
then In a perfect market underwriting
must be a
more expensive method of raising addItIonal
capital than IS a rights issue
Therefore, under these condltlons,
undelwrltlng
would not be employed
The above analysis lmphcltly assumes that the terms of the underwrltmg
contract represent a binding constraint
to the underwriter,
I e , if the securny
price IS above the offer price, then the offer price presents a constraint
to the
underwriter
and a pure profit opportunity
to the potential Investor Hobiever,
in a market \\lthout transactions
costs, this could not be the case If the security
price IS above the offer price there \LIII be excess demand for the Issue To the
extent that the underwriter
can, through the rattonrng process, extract those
profits, they n111 accrue to the underwriter
rather than to the Inma purchaser
In this sltuatlon competltlon
among underibrlters
\\ould ensure that the profits
were m fact garnered by the firm In that case the offer price presents no effective
constraint and the competrtlve bid becomes simply

(All)
Therefore, If through tie-m sales or other means the ofler price In an underwriting agreement can be circumvented,
then underwrltmg
IS no more expensive
a method of raising additIonal capital than a rights offering
s4Th~s equation lmphcltly defines the bid because B appears twice m the equation The
explicit solution for equlhbrlum bid can be. found by standard numerlcal analysis techniques
““A sufficrent condrtron for the bid to be less than the market value of the shares IS that
(1 - y) be less than erT Smcc T IS generally a matter of days. this condltlon should IX met
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